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NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS,

MESSRS. CLARK beg to fonvard to the Subscribers the first

issue for 1S71, viz. Delitzsch's Commentary on the Psalms,

vols. I St and 2d.

The second issue will probably be Delitzsch on Psalms,

vol. 3d (completion), and Lange on St. John's Gospel, vol. ist.

They beg to thank the Subscribers for their continued

support.

They will be obliged by an early remittance of the Sub-

scription for 1 87 1, by those gentlemen who have not already

remitted it.

They beg to invite attention to the forthcoming Series of

the Works of St. Augustine, and also to the ' Lange ' Series

of Commentaries on Old and New Testament, in imperial

octavo.

Edinburgh, 38, George Street,

April 1 87 1.
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PREFACE.

SEVEN whole years have passed since the publication of

my Commentar ilber den Psalter (2 vols. 1859-60), and

during this period large and important contributions have been

made towards the exposition of the Psalms. Of Hupfeld's

Commentary the last two volumes (vol. iii., 1860 ; vol. iv., 1862)

have appeared since the completion of my own. Hitzig's

(1835-36) has appeared in a new form (2 vols., 1863-65),

enriched by the fruit of nearly thirty years' progressive study.

And the Commentary of Ewald has taken the field for the

third time (1866), with proud words scorning down all fellow-

workers, in order that all honour may be given to itself alone.

In addition to these, Bottcher's Neue Kritische Aehrenlese,

issued by Miihlau after the author's death, has furnished valu-

able contributions towards the exposition of the Psalms (Abth.

2, 1864) ; Yon Ortenberg in the department of textual criti-

cism {Zur Texthritik der Psalmen, 1861), and Kurtz in that of

theology (Zur Theologie der Psalmen, in the JDorpater Zeitschrift,

1864-65), have promoted the interpretation of the Psalms; and

side by side with these, Bohl's Zivolf Messianische Psalmen

("Twelve Messianic Psalms," 1862) and Kamphausen's ex-

position of the Psalms in Bunsen's Bibehverk (1863) also claim

attention.

I had therefore no lack of external inducements for the

revision of my own Commentary ; but I was also not uncon-

scious of its defects. Despite all this, Hupfeld's inconsiderate

and condemnatory judgment caused me pain. In an essay
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on the faithful representation of the text of the Old Testament

according to the Masora {Lutherische Zeitsclirift^ 1863) I inci-

dentally gave expression to this feeling. On the 20th of

October 1863 Hupfeld wrote to me, "I have only just seen

your complaint of my judgment at the close of my work on

the Psalms. The complaint is so gentle in its tone, it partakes

so little of the bitterness of my verdict, and at the same time

strikes chords that are not yet deadened within me, and which

have not yet forgotten how to bring back the echo of happier

times of common research and to revive the feeling of gratitude

for faithful companionship, that it has touched my heart and

conscience." He closes his letter with the hope that he may

one day have an opportunity of expressing publicly how that

harsh and untempered judgment is now repugnant to his own

feelings. Up to the present time I have made no use what-

ever of this letter. I regarded it as a private matter between

ourselves. Since, however, Kiehm has transferred that judg-

ment unaltered to the second edition of the first volume of the

Commentary of Hupfeld, I owe it not to myself alone, but also

to him who is since deceased, to explain that this has not been

done in accordance with his wish.

Hitzig's new Commentary has been of the greatest service

to me in the revision and re-working of my own. In it I found

mine uniformly taken into account from beginning to end,

either with or without direct mention, and subjected to severe

but kindly-disposed criticism ; and here and there not without

a ready recognition of the scientific advance which could not

but be observed in it. In comparison with such an unmerciful

judgment as that which Hupfeld pronounced upon me, and

which Ewald a few years later with very similar language pro-

nounced upon him, I here met with reasonable criticism of the

matter, and, notwithstanding the full consciousness of the

thoroughly original inquirer, an appreciation of the toil be-

stowed by others upon their work.

I am the more encouraged to hope that all those who do not
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hold scientific love of truth and progress to be the exclusive

privilege of their own tendencies, will find in this new thoroughly

revised edition of my Commentary much that is instructive, and

much that is more correctly apprehended. The fact that I

have still further pressed the Oriental learning of Fleischer

and Wetzstein into the service of Biblical science will not be

unwelcome to my readers. But that I have also laid Jewish

investigators under contribution is due to my desire to see the

partition wall between Synagogue and Church broken down.

The exposition of Scripture has not only to serve the Church

of the present, but also to help in building up the Church

of the future. In this spirit I commend the present work

to the grace and blessing of the God of the history of re-

demption.

Delitzsch.

Eelangen, Ith July 1867.

Note on r\)r]\

Jahve is (1) the traditional pronunciation, and (2) the pro-

nunciation to be presupposed in accordance with the laws of

formation and of vowel sounds. It is the traditional, for

Theodoret and Epiphanius transcribe ^la/SL The mode of

pronunciation ^Ald (not 'lapd), on the contrary, is the repro-

duction of the form of the name n^, and the mode of pronun-

ciation 'Jaw of the form of the name in"*, which although

occurring only in the Old Testament in composition, had once,

according to traces that can be relied on, an independent

existence. Also the testimonies of the Talmud and post-

talmudical writings require the final sound to be n— ^ and the

corresponding name by which God calls Plimself, n\"iN*, is

authentic security for this ending. When it is further con-
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sidered that )^l (whence ^nj) according to analogous contractions

has grown out of nin^^ and not out of ^y}], and that the Hebrew

language exhibits no proof of any transition from n— to n—

which would not at the same time be a transition from the

masculine to the feminine, it must be conceded that the pro-

nunciation Jahve is to be regarded as the original pronunciation.

The mode of pronunciation Jeliova has only come up within

the last three hundred years ; our own " Jahavd " [in the

first edition] was an innovation. We now acknowledge the

patristic 'la/Bej and hope to have another opportunity of sub-

stantiating in detail what is maintained in this prefatory note.



NOTE BY THE TRANSLATOR.

Any justification of the retention of the exact orthography of

the author, exphiined above, ought to be needless. Tlie J has

been retained, inasmuch as this representative of the Hebrew

Jod or Yod is become thoroughly naturalized in our Scripture

names although wrongly pronounced (compare as an exception

to this the y sound of the j in the word " Hallelujah," which

may perhaps be accounted for by the Greek form of the word

adopted in our version of the New Testament). Although the

quiescent final li {He) has been, with Dr. Delitzsch, omitted

here, it is still retained in other Scripture names in accordance

with the customary orthography.

The Hebrew numberino^ of the verses is followed in the

text of each Psalm, and in the references generally. In a

few instances only, where the difference between the Hebrew

and the English divisions might prove perplexing to the English

reader, both are given ; e.g. Lev. vi. 5 [12], Joel iv. [iii.] 3. To

the student Baer's critical text of the Psalter {Liher Psalmorum

Hehraicus. Textwn masoretJiicum accuratius quam adhuc factum

est expressit, brevem de accentibiis metricis institutionem prcemisifj

nofas criticas adjecit S. Baer. Prcefatus est Fr. Delitzsch. 1861.

Lipsice, Dorffling et Franke. Cr. 8vo, pp. xiv. 134), often

referred to by Dr. Delitzsch, will be found to be a useful

companion to this Commentary, and more particularly as illus-

trating the pointings and accentuation adopted or mentioned in

the notes.

It is almost superfluous to say that it has been altogether

impracticable to follow Dr. Delitzsch in his acrostic repro-

duction of the Alphabetical Psalms.

F. B.

Elland, 2>lst January 1871.
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I. POSITION OF THE PSALTER AMONG THE

HAGIOGRAPHA, AND MORE ESPECIALLY AMONG THE

POETICAL BOOKS.

The Psalter is everywhere regarded as an essential part

of the Kethubim or Hagiograplia\ but its position among these

varies. It seems to follow from Luke xxiv. 44 that it open-

ed the Kethubim in the earliest period of the Christian

era.* The order of the books in the Hebrew MSS. of the

German class, upon which our printed editions in general use

are based, is actually this: Psalms, Proverbs, Job, and the five

Megilloth. But the Masora and the MSS. of the Spanish

class begin the Kethubim with the Chronicles which they

awkwardly separate from Ezra and Nehemiah, and then

range the Psalms, Job, Proverbs and the ^^^ Megilloth

next.** And according to the Talmud (Baba Bathra lih)

* Also from 2 Mace. ii. 13, where xd tou Aauio appears to "be the

designation of the U'^'DVO according to their heginning; and from Philo,

T)e vita contempl {0pp. II. 475 eel Mcmgeij), where he makes the follow-

ing distinction v6[j.ou? xal Xoyia Gsc-ioQEvxa Sid Trpocp'rjTdiv v.al U[xvo'JS 7.ai

Td aXXa oi? £7ciott^[j.'^ xal eucljBeia cuvau^ovxai xal TeXsioOvxai.

** In all the Masoretic lists the twenty four hcoks are arranged in

the following order: 1) n^tN-)3; 2) niD"' H^Nl; 3) Nip^l; 4) l^l^l (also

nni!2n); 5) Dnmn h^n; 6) ^"'I'T; ') n^Dsr^'; s) ^nmDw'; 9) do^d;

10) HT^'s 11) .tdt; 12) i^Npin^; 13) iry nn; 14) d^dni nm;
15) mbnn; i6)nrN; n) 'ht^\ i8)nn; lo) nn^t^M w; 20) ni?np;

21) nUV (n^^N); 22) i}]^)Z'n^ (n^ja); 23) ^v^i; 24) niT^. The Masor-

etic abbreviation for the three pre-eminently poetical books is accord-

ingly, not nD"N but (in agreement with their Talmudic order) CN''n

(as also in Chajug'), vid. Elia Levita, Masoreih ha-Masoreih p. 19. 73 {ed.

Vcn. 1538) [ed. Ginsburg, 1867, p. 120, 248].

1*
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tlie following is the right order: Kuth, Psalms, Job, Pro-

verbs; the Book of Ruth precedes the Psalter as its prologue,

for Ruth is the ancestor of him to whom the sacred lyric owes

its richest and most flourishing era. It is undoubtedly the

most natural order that the Psalter should open the division

of the Kethubim, and for this reason: that, according to the

stock which forms the basis of it, it represents the time of

David, and then afterwards in like manner the Proverbs and

Job represent the Chokma- literature of the age of Solomon.

But it is at once evident that it could have no other place

but among the Kethubim.

The codex of the giving of the Law, which is the founda-

tion of the old covenant and of the nationality of Israel, as

also of all its subsequent literature, occupies the first place

in the canon. Under the collective title of D\N''DJ, a series

of historical writings of a prophetic character, which trace

the history of Israel from the occupation of Canaan to the

first gleam of light in the gloomy retributive condition of the

Babylonish Exile {Proplieice priores) is first attached to these

five books of the Thora; and then a series of strictly propheti-

cal writings by the prophets themselves which extend to the

time of Darius Nothus, and indeed to the time ofNehemiah's

second sojourn in Jerusalem under this Persian king (Pro-

phefce posteriores). Regarded chronologically, the first series

would better correspond to the second if the historical books
of the Persian period (Chronicles with Ezra, Nehemiah, and
Esther) were joined to it; but for a very good reason this has
not been done. The Israelitish literature has marked out two
sharply defined and distinct methods of writing history, viz.

the annalistic and the prophetic. The so-called Elohistic and
so-called Jehovistic form of historical writing in the Penta-
teuch might serve as general types of these. The historical

books of the Persian period are, however, of the annalistic,

not of the prophetic character (although the Chronicles have
taken up and incorporated many remnants of the prophetic
form of historical writing, and the Books of the Kings, vice
versa, many remnants of the annalistic): they could not
therefore stand among the Prophetce priores. But with the
Book of Ruth it is different. This short book is so like the
end of the Book of the Judges (ch. xvii—xxi), that it might
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very well stand between Judges and Samuel; and it did

originally stand after the Book of the Judges, just as the

Lamentations of Jeremiah stood after his prophecies. It

is only on liturgical grounds that they have both been placed

with the so-called Megilloth (Canticles, Ruth, Lamentations,

Ecclesiastes, and Esther, as they are arranged in our ordin-

ary copies according to the calendar of the festivals). All

the remaining books could manifestly only be classed under
the third division of the canon, which (as could hardly have

been otherwise in connection with rTlin and D^^s''DJ) has been
entitled, in the most general way, CZirD,—a title which, as the

grandson of Ben-Sira renders it in his prologue [to Ecclesias-

ticus], means simply xa aXXa Tiaxpia pipXia, or xa >;OLT:a xaiv

pipXicDv, and nothing more. For if it were intended to mean
writings, written ]^ipin nn2, — as the third degree of inspi-

ration which is combined with the greatest spontaneity of

spirit, is styled according to the synagogue notion of inspi-

ration, — then the words ^Ipn nni) would and ought to

stand with it.

II. NAMES OF THE PSALTER.

At the close of the seventy -second Psalm (ver. 20) we
find the subscription: ^^Are ended the prayers of David, the

So?i of Jesse?'' The whole of the preceding Psalms are here

comprehended under the name ni'pDri. This strikes one as

strange, because with the exception of Ps. xvii (and further

on Ps. Ixxxvi, xc, cii, cxlii) they are all inscribed other-

wise; and because in part, as e.g. Ps. i and ii, they contain

no supplicatory address to God and have therefore not the

form of prayers. Nevertheless the collective name Tephilloth

is suitable to all Psalms. The essence of prayer is a direct

and undiverted looking towards God, and the absorption of

the mind in the thought of Him. Of this nature of prayer

all Psalms partake; even the didactic and laudatory, though

containing no supplicatory address, — like Hannah's song of

praise which is introduced with ^^^nm (1 Sam. ii. 1). The

title inscribed, on the Psalter is D^^Hn ("ns:p) for which c^n
(apocopated ^hr) is also commonly used, as Hiiapolytus {ed.
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de Lagarde p. ISS) testifies: 'Eppatoi irspisYpatJ^av tyjv fi^Xov

Zi'jpa GcXoijx.'^ This name may also seem strange, for the

Psalms for the most part are hardly hymns in the proper

sense: the majority are elegiac or didactic; and only a solit-

ary one, Ps. cxlv, is directly inscribed n^Pin. But even

this collective name of the Psalms is admissible, for they all

partake of the nature of the hymn, to wit the purpose of the

hymn, the glorifying of God. The narrative Psalms praise

the magnalia Dei, the plaintive likewise praise Him, since

they are directed to Him as the only helper, and close with

grateful confidence that He will hear and answer. The verb

t^'pn includes both the Magnificat and the De profundis.

The language of the Masora gives the preference to the

feminine form of the name , instead of C^HD, and throughout

calls the Psalter m^Pin n?D {e. g, on 2 Sam. xxii. 5).** In

the Syriac it is styled Wtdbo d'^mazmurej in the Koran zaMir

(not as Golius and Freytag point it, zubur)^ which in the

usage of the Arabic language signifies nothing more than

"writing" (synon. kitab\ vid. on iii. 1), but is perhaps a cor-

ruption of mizmor from which a plural mezdmir is formed, by
a change of vowels, in Jewish-Oriental MSS. In the Old Testa-

ment writings a plural of mizamor does not occur. Also in

the post -biblical usage mizmonm or mizmoroth is found only

in solitary instances as the name for the Psalms. In Hellen-

istic Greek the corresponding word 0;ocX[xol (from ^dcXXsiv =s

n^^l) is the more common; the Psalm collection is called i3i|3Xo;

t^aXfxwv (Lk. XX. 42, Acts i. 20) or tJ^aXTrjpiov, the name of
the instrument (psantenn in the Book of Daniel) *** being

* In Eusebius, vi. 25: li^qp GiXXv^v; Jerome (in the Preface to his
translation of the Psalms juxta Hehraicam veritatem) points it still differ-
ently: SEPHAR THALIIM quod interpretatur volumen hymnorum. Accord-
ingly at the end of the Psalterium ex Hebrceo, Cud. 19 in the Convent
Library of St. Gall we find the subscription: Scphar TalUm Quod interprc-
tatur volumen Ymnorum explicit.

** It is an erroneous opinion of Buxtorf in his Tiberias and also of
Jewish Masoretes, that the Masora calls the Psalter ^b'bn {hallcla).

It is only the so-called Hallel, Ps. cxiii— cxix, that bears this name,
for in the Masora on 2 Sam. xxii. 5, Ps. cxvi. 3 a is called N^J^^m TOTi
(the ^shnilar passage in the Hallel) in relation to xviii. 5 a.

To
*'* ^"^^^"^ ~~ ^^y Eusebius and others of the Greek Fathers — Trap'
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transferred metaphorically to the songs that are sung with

its accompaniment. Psalms are songs for the lyre, and there-

fore lyric poems in the strictest sense.

III. THE HISTOEY OF PSALM COMPOSITION.

Before we can seek to obtain a clear idea of the origin of

the Psalm -collection we must take a general survey of the

course of the development of psalm writing. The lyric is

the earliest kind of poetry in general, and the Hebrew poetry,

the oldest example of the poetry of antiquity that has come

down to us, is therefore essentially lyric. Neither the Epos
nor the Drama, but only the Mashal, has branched off from

it and attained an independent form. Even prophecy, which

is distinguished from psalmody by a higher impulse which the

mind of the writer receives from the power of the divine mind,

shares with the latter the common designation of ^<2J (1 Chron.

XXV. 1 — 3), and the psalm -singer, ^^li'D, is also as such

called riih (1 Chron. xxv. 5; 2 Chron. xxix. 30, xxxv. 15, cf.

1 Chron. xv. 19 and freq.); for just as the sacred lyric often

rises to the height of prophetic vision, so the prophetic epic

of the future, because it is not entirely freed from the sub-

%al {j-Tj ouv£pYOU[j-£vov £15 "J^/ov Ix Tc5v '/aTiuTdxaj [A£pc5v, dXX' dv(u9£v eywv

Tov uTi-r^^ouvxa yjjX'/.(is. Augustine describes this instrument still more

clearly in Ps. xlii and elsewhere : PsaUerium isiud organum dicitur quod de

superiore parte habet testudinem, illud scilicet tympanum et concavum lig-

num cui chorda; innitentes resonant, cithara vero id ipsum lignum cavum

et sonorum ex inferiore parte habet. In the cithern the strings pass over

the sound-hoard, in the harp and lyre the vibrating body runs round the

strings which are left free (without a bridge) and is either curved or angular

as in the case of the harp, or encompasses the strings as in the lyre. Harps

with an upper sounding body (whether of metal or wood, viz. lignum concavum

i. e. with a hollow and hence sonorous wood, which protects the strings

like a testudo and serves as a tympanum) are found both on Egyptian and

on Assyrian monuments. By the psalterium described by Augustine, Cas-

siodorus and Isidorus understand the trigonum, which is in the form of

an inverted sharp-cornered triangle; but it cannot be this that is intended

because the horizontal strings of this instrument are surrounded by

a three-sided sounding body, so that it must be a triangular lyre. More-

over there is also a trigon belonging to the Macedonian era which is

formed like a harp {vid. Weiss' Kostiimkunde , Fig. 347) and this further

tends to support our view.
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jectivity of tlie propliet, frequently passes into the strain ot

the psalm.

The time of Moses was the period of Israel's birth as a

nation and also of its national lyric. The Israelites brought

instruments with them out of Egypt and these were the ac-

companiments of their first song (Ex. xv.)— the oldest hymn,

which re-echoes through all hymns of the following ages

and also through the Psalter (comp. ver. 2 with Ps. cxviii.

14; ver. 3 with Ps. xxiv. 8; ver. 4, xiv. 27 with Ps. cxxxvi.

15; ver. 8 with Ps. Ixxviii. 13; ver. 11 with Ps. Ixxvii. 14,

Ixxxvi. 8, Ixxxix. 7 sq.; ver. 13, 17 with Ps. Ixxviii. 54, and

other parallels of a similar kind). If we add to these, Ps.

I xc and Deut. xxxii, we then have the prototypes of all

i* Psalms, the hymnic, elegiac, and prophetico- didactic. All

three classes of songs are still wanting in the strophic sym-

metry which characterises the later art. But even Deborah's

song of victory, arranged in hexastichs,— a song of triumph

composed eight centuries before Pindar and far outstripping

him, — exhibits to us the strophic art approximating to its

perfect development. It has been thought strange that the

very beginnings of the poesy of Israel are so perfect, but the

history of Israel, and also the history of its literature, comes un-

der a different law from that of a constant development from a

lower to a higher grade. Theredemptive period of Moses,unique'

in its way, influences as a creative beginning, every future deve-;

lopment. There is a constant progression, but of such a kind as|

I

only to develope that which had begun in the Mosaic age with!

all the primal force and fulness of a divine creation. We see,

however, how closely the stages of this progress are linked to-

gether, from the fact that Hannah the singer of the Old Testa-

ment Magnificat, was the mother ofhimwho anointed, as King, the

sweet singer of Israel, on whose tongue wasthewordoftheLord.

i In David the sacred lyric attained its full maturity. Many
'iT things combined to make the time of David its golden age.

I
. Samuel had laid the foundation of this both by his energetic

^ reforms in general, and by founding the schools of the pro-

phets in particular, in which under his guidance (1 Sam. xix.

19 sq.), in conjunction with the awakening and fostering of

the prophetic gift, music and song were taught. Through

J . these ccEnolia^ whence sprang a spiritual awakening hitherto

y i
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unTi:noTvn in Israel, Dajid^jlsojimssed. Here his poetic talent,

if not awakened, was however cultivated. He was a musician

and poet borji. Even as a Bethlehemite shepherd he played

upon the harp, and with his natural gift he combined a heart

deeply imbued with religious feeling. But the Psalter con-

tains as few traces of David's Psalms before his anointing

(vid. on Ps. viii, cxliv.) as the New Testament does of the

writings of the Apostles before the time of Pentecost. It was
only from the time when the Spirit of Jahve came upon him
at his anointing as king of Israel, and raised him to the dig-

nity of his calling in connection with the covenant of redemp-

tion, that he sang Psalms, which have become an integral

part of the canon. They are the fruit not only of his

high gifts and the inspiration of the Spirit of God (2

Sam. xxiii. 2), but also of his own experience and of the

experience of his people interwoven with his own. David's

path from his anointing onwards, lay through affliction to

glory. Song however, as a Hindu proverb says, is the

offspring of suffering, the cloka springs ivom, the coka. His
j

life was marked by vicissitudes which at one time prompted

him to elegiac strains, at another to praise and thanksgiving;

atjthe same time he was the founder of the kingship of pro-

mise, a prophecy of the future Christ, and his life, thus typ-

ically moulded, could not express itself otherwise than in

typical or even consciously prophetic language. Raised to

the throne, he did not forget the harp which had been his

companion and solace when he fled before Saul, but rewarded

it with all honour. He appointed 4000 Levites, the fourth

division of the whole Levitical order, as singers and musicians

in connection with the service in the tabernacle on Zion and

partly in Gibeon, the place of the Mosaic tabernacle. These

he divided into 24 classes under the Precentors, Asaph, He-

man, and Ethan=Jeduthun (1 Chron. xxv.comp.xv. 17 sqq.),

and multiplied the instruments, particularly the stringed in-

struments, by his own invention (1 Chron. xxiii. 5, Neh. xii.

36*). In David's time there were three placeg_jif sacrifice:

* I tended, says David in the Greek Psalter, at the close of Ps. cl.,

my father's sheep, my hands made pipes (ooyavov = 2^)^) and my fingers

put together (or: tuned) harps ('i;a?.7r|Oiov= 72^] cf. Ifumcri Rabba c. x/

(f. 264 a) and the Targum on Am. vi. 5.
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on TAoji "beside the ark (2 Sam. vi. 17 sq.), in Gibeon beside the

Mosaic tabernacle (1 Chron.xvi.39sq.) and later, on the thresh-

ing-floor of Ornan, afterwards the Templ^hill (1 Chron. xxi.

28—30). Thus others also were stimulated in many ways to

consecrate their offerings to the God of Israel. Beside the

73 Psalms bearing the inscription mb ,
— Psalms the direct

Davidic authorship of which is attested, at least in the case

of some fifty, by their creative originality, their impassioned

and predominantly plaintive strain, their graceful flow

and movement, their ancient but clear language, which be-

comes harsh and obscure only when describing the dissolute

conduct of the ungodly,— the collection contains the follow-

ing which are named after cotemporary singers appointed by

David: 12 ?]DN^ (Ps. 1. Ixxiii— Ixxxiii) of which the contents

and spirit are chiefly prophetic, and 12 by the Levite family

of singers, the n*lp~"'JI3 (Ps. xlii— xlix, Ixxxiv, Ixxxv, Ixxxvii,

Ixxxviii, including Ps. xliii), bearing a predominantly regal

and priestly impress. Both the Psalms of the Ezrahites, Ps.

Ixxxviii by Heman and Ixxxix by Ethan, belong to the time of

Solomon whose name, with the exception of Ps. Ixxii, is borne

only by Ps. cxxvii. Under Solomon psalm -poesy began to

decline; all the existing productions of the mind of that age

bear the mark of thoughtful contemplation rather than of di-

rect conception, for restless eagerness had yielded to enjoyable

contentment, national concentration to cosmopolitan expan-

sion. It was the age of the Chokma, which brought the apoph-
thegm to its artistic perfection, and also produced a species

fof drama. Solomon himself is the perfecter of the Mashal,

jthat form of poetic composition belonging strictly to the

Chokma. Certainly according to 1 Kings v. 12 [Hebr.; iv.

32, Engl.] he was also the author of 1005 songs, but in the

canon we only find two Psalms by him and the dramatic Song
of Songs. This may perhaps be explained by the fact that he
spake of trees from the cedar to the hyssop, that his poems,
mostly of a worldly character, pertained rather to the realm
of nature than to the kingdom of grace.

Only twice after this did psalm -poesy rise to any height

/and then only for a short period: viz.under Jehoshaphat and
under Hezekiah. Under both these kings the glorious services

of the Temple rose from the desecration and decay into
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wliicli they had fallen to the full splendour of their ancient

glory. Moreover there were two great and marvellous deliver-

ances which aroused the spirit of poesy during the reigns of

these kings: under Jehoshaphat, the overthrow of the neigh-

bouring nations when they had banded together for the ex-

stirpation of Judah, predicted by Jahaziel, the Asaphite; un-

der Hezekiah the overthrow of Sennacherib's host foretold by

Isaiah. These kings also rendered great service to the cause

of social progress. Jehoshaphat by an institution designed

to raise the educational status of the people, which reminds

one of the Carlovingian missi (2 Chron. xvii. 7— 9); Hezekiah,

whom one may regard as the Pisistratus of Israelitish litera-

ture, by the establishment of a commission charged with col-

lecting the relics of the early literature (Prov. xxv. 1); he

also revived the ancient sacred music and restored the Psalms

of David and Asaph to their liturgical use (2 Chron. xxix.

25 sqq). And he was himself a poet, as his DHDD (cn::^?)

(Isa. xxxviii) shews, though certainly a reproductive rather

than a creative poet. Both from the time of Jehoshaphat

and from the time of Hezekiah we possess in the Psalter not

a few Psalms, chiefly Asaphic and Korahitic, which, although

bearing no historical heading, unmistakeably confront us with

the peculiar circumstances of those times.* With the excep-

tion of these two periods of revival the latter part of the re-

gal period produced scarcely any psalm writers, but is all the

more rich in prophets. When the lyric became mute, prophecy

raised its trumpet voice in order to revive the religious life of

the nation, which previously had expressed itself in psalms. In

the writings of the prophets, which represent the XstjjipLa '/^6'.piTQ(;

in Israel, we do indeed find even psalms, as Jon. ch. ii, Isa. xii,

Hab. iii, but these are more imitations of the ancient congre-

gational hymns than original compositions. It was not until

after the Exile that a time of new creations set in.

As the Reformation gave birth to the German church-

hymn, and the Thirty years' war, without which perhaps

there might have been no Paul Gerhardt, called it into life

afresh, so the Davidic age gave birth to psalm-poesy and the

* With regard to the time of Jehoshaphat even Nic. Nonne has ac-

knowledged this in his Diss, de Tzippor et Deror (Bremen 1741, 4to.) which

has reference to Ps. Ixxxiv. 4.
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Exile brought back to life again tbat wliicli had become dead.

The divine chastisement did not fail to produce the effect de-

signed. Even though it should not admit of proof, that many

of the Psalms have had portions added to them, from which

it would be manifest how constantly they were then used as

forms of supplication, still it is placed beyond all doubt, that the

Psalter contains many psalms belonging to the time of the

Exile, as e. g. Ps. cii. Still far more new psalms were com-

posed after the Return. When those who returned from exile,

among whom were many Asaphites,* again felt themselves

to be a nation, and after the restoration of the Temple to be

also a church, the harps which in Babylon hung upon the

willows, were tuned afresh and a rich new flow of song was

the fruit of this re-awakened first love. But this did not con-

tinue long. A sanctity founded on good works and the service

of the letter took the place of that outward, coarse idolatry

from which the people, now returned to their fatherland, had
been weaned while undergoing punishment in the land of the

stranger. Nevertheless in the era of the Seleucidse the op-

pressed and injured national feeling revived under the Macca-

bees in its old life and vigour. Prophecy had then long been

dumb, a fact lamented in many passages in the 1st Book of

the Maccabees. It cannot be maintained that psalm -poesy
flourished again at that time. Hitzig has recently endea-

voured to bring forward positive proof, that it is Maccabean
psalms, which form the proper groundwork of the Psalter.

He regards the Maccabean prince Alexander Jannaeus as the

writer of Ps. i and ii, refers Ps. xliv. to 1 Mace. v. 56— 62,

and maintains both in his Commentary of 1835—36 and in the

later edition of 1863— 65 that from Ps.lxxiii onwards there is

not a single pre-Maccabean psalm in the collection and that,

from that point, the Psalter mirrors the prominent events of

the time of the Maccabees in chronological order. Hitzig has
been followed by von Lengerke and Olshausen. They both
mark the reign of John Hyrcanus (B.C. 135— 107) as the time
v/hen the latest psalms were composed and when the collec-

* In Barhebrseus on Job and in his Chronikon several traditions are

referred to "Asapli the Hebrew priest, the brother of Ezra the writer of
the Scriptures."
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tion as we now have it was made: whereas Hitzig going some-

what deeper ascribes Ps.i.ii.cl.with others, and the arrange-

ment of the whole, to Hyrcanus' son, Alexander JannsGus.

On the other hand both the existence and possibility of

Maccabean psalms is disputed not only by Hengstenberg, Hii-

vernick, and Keil but also by Gesenius, Hassler, Ewald, The-

nius, Bottcher, and Dillmann. For our own part we admit

the possibility. It has been said that the ardent enthusiasm

of the Maccabean period was more human than divine, more

nationally patriotic than theocratically national in its charac-

ter, but the Book of Daniel exhibits to us, in a prophetic re-

presentation of that period, a holy people of the Most High

contending with the god-opposing power in the world, and

claims for this contest the highest significance in relation to

the history of redemption. The history of the canon, also,

does not exclude the possibility of there being Maccabean

psalms. For although the chronicler by 1 Chron. xvi. 36 brings

us to the safe conclusion that in his day the Psalter (comp.

Ta TOO Aauio, 2 Mace. ii. 13*) was already a whole divided

into five books {vid. on Ps. xcvi. cv. cvi): it might nevertheless,

after having been completely arranged still remain open for la-

ter insertions (just as the "^ti^'^n "IDD cited in the Book of Joshua

and 2 Sam. i., was an anthology which had grown together

in the course of time). When Judas Maccabseus, by gathering

together the national literature, followed in the footsteps of

Nehemiah (2 Mace. ii. 14: ajaauxo)? os xal'Iouoat; xoc otsaxopiria-

[ilva Bloc tov TroXsfxov xov ^£^0^°'^'^ "^P-^^ siiiauvyjYaYS iravxa, xal

eaxL Trap' 7j{xtv), we might perhaps suppose that the Psalter

was at that time enriched by some additions. And when Jew-

ish tradition assigns to the so-called Great Synagogue (nD^D

n^n:in) a share in the compilation of the canon, this is not

unfavourable to the supposition of Maccabean psalms, since

this ouvaYWY'J] {isyaXY) was still in existence under the domina-

tion of the Seleucidse (1 Mace. xiv. 28).

It is utterly at variance with historical fact to maintain

that the Maccabean period was altogether incapable of pro-

ducing psalms worthy of incorporation in the canon. Al-

* In the early phraseology of the Eastern and Western churches the

Psalter is simply called David, e.g. in Chrysostom: ex^j-aQovTe? oXov xov

AajSio, and at the close of the -a:thiopic Psalter : "David is ended".
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tliougli the Maccabean period had no prophets, it is never-

theless to be supposed that many possessed the gift of poesy,

and that the Spirit of faith, which is essentially one and the

same with the Spirit of prophecy, might sanctify this gift

and cause it to bear fruit. An actual proof of this is furnished

by the so-called Psalter of Solomon (^FaXTrjpiov SaXoixaivxo?

in distinction from the canonical Psalter of David)* consisting

of 18 psalms , which certainly come far behind the qriginality

and artistic beauty of the canonical Psalms; but they shew

at the same time, that the feelings of believers, even through-

out the whole time of the Maccabees, found utterance in ex-

pressive spiritual songs. Maccabean psalms are therefore not

an absolute impossibility— no doubt they were many; and

that some of them were incorporated in the Psalter, cannot

be denied a priori. But still the history of the canon does

not favour this supposition. And the circumstance of the

LXX version of the Psalms (according to which citations are

made even in the first Book of the Maccabees), inscribing se-

veral Psalms ' AYYaiou xal Za)^apiou, while however it does not

assign the date of the later period to any, is against it. And
if Maccabean psalms be supposed to exist in the Psalter they

can at any rate only be few, because they must have been in-

serted in a collection which was already arranged. And since

the Maccabean movement, though beginning with lofty aspira-

tions, gravitated, in its onward course, towards things carnal,

we can no longer expect to find psalms relating to it, or

at least none belonging to the period after Judas Maccabseus;

and from all that we know of the character and disposition

of Alexander Jannseus it is morally impossible that this des-

pot should be the author of the first and second Psalms and

should have closed the collection.

IV. OEIGIN OF THE COLLECTION.
The Psalter, as we now have it, consists of five books. ^"^

TouTo c£ {XYj TTaplXGoi, cj cpiXoXoYE — says Hippolytus, whose

* First made known by De la Cerda in his Adversaria sacra (1626)

and afterwards incorporated by Fabricius in liis Codex Pseudepigraphus
V. T. pp. 914 sqq. (1713).

** The Karaite Jerocham (about 950 A. D.) says Hii'JlD (rolls) instead

of nnDD.
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words are afterwards quoted by Epiphanius— on xal to ^olK-

TYjptov eU irlvTS SisiXov pi^Xia ol *Eppatot, ojots sivat xal aoio

aXXov irsviaxeuxov- This accords with the Midrash on Ps. i. 1:

Moses gave the Israelites the five books of the Thora and cor-

responding to these (d13^D) David gave them the book ofPsalms

which consists of five books (onCD Hli'Dn i:: ^^\^ D^^nn "IDD).

The division of the Psalter into five parts makes it the copy

and echo of the Thora, which it also resembles in this parti-

cular: that as in the Thora Elohistic and Jehovistic sections

alternate, so here a group of Elohistic Psalms (xlii—Ixxxiv)

is surrounded on both sides by groups of Jehovistic (i— xli,

Ixxxv— cl). The five books are as follow: — i—xli, xlii

—

Ixxii, Ixxiii— Ixxxix, xc— cvi, cvii— cL* Each of the first

four books closes with a doxology, which one might erroneously

regard as a part of the preceding Psalm (xli. 14, Ixxii. 18 sq.,

Ixxxix. 53, cvi. 48), and the place of the fifth doxology is

occupied by Ps. cl. as a full toned finale to the whole (like

the relation of Ps. cxxxiv to the so-called Songs of degrees).

These doxologies very much resemble the language of the li-

turgical Beracha of the second Temple. The ]?::xi ]p^ coupled

with 1 (cf. on the contrary Num. v. 22 and also Neh. viii. 6)

is exclusively peculiar to them in Old Testament writings.

Even in the time of the writer of the Chronicles the Psalter

was a whole divided into five parts, which were indicated by

these landmarks. We infer this from 1 Chron. xvi. 36. The

chronicler in the free manner which characterises Thucydides

or Livy in reporting a speech, there reproduces David's festal

hymn that resounded in Israel after the bringing home of the

ark; and he does it in such a way that after he has once fall-

en into the track of Ps. cvi., he also puts into the mouth

of David the heracha which follows that Ps. From this we

see that the Psalter was already divided into books at that

period; the closing doxologies had already become thoroughly

grafted upon the body of the Psalms after which they stand.

The chronicler however wrote under the pontificate of Joha-

nan, the son of Eliashib, the predecessor of Jaddua, towards

the end of the Persian supremacy, but a considerable time

before the commencement of the Grecian.

* The Karaite Jefeth ben Eli calls them n^w'N ")DD, tJ^ND 'D &o.
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Next to this application of tlie leracha of tlie Fourtli book

by the chronicler, Ps. Ixxii. 20 is a significant mark for de-

termining tlie history of the origin of the Psalter. The words

:

^are ended the prayers of David the son of Jesse'^, are without

doubt the subscription to the oldest psalm- collection, which

precededthe present psalm-pentateuch. The collector certainly

has removed this subscription from its original place close after

Ixxii. 17, by the interpolation of the heracha Ixxii. 18 sq., but left

it, at the same time, untouched. The collectors and those who

worked up the older documents within the range of the Bibli-

cal literature appear to have been extremely conscientious in

this respect and they thereby make it easier for us to gain an in-

sight into the origin of their works,— as, e. g. the composer of

the Books of Samuel gives intact the list of officers from a later

document 2 Sam. viii. 16— 18 (which closed with that, so far as we
at present have it in its incorporated state), as well as the list

from an older document (2 Sam. xx.23— 26); or, as not merely

the author of the Book of Kings in the middle of the Exile, but

also the chronicler towards the end of the Persian period, have

transferred unaltered, to their pages, the statement that the

staves of the ark are to be found in the rings of the ark "to this

day", which has its origin in some annalistic document (1 Kings

viii. 8, 2 Chron. v. 9). But unfortunately that subscription,

which has been so faithfully preserved, furnishes us less help

than we could wish. We only gather from it that the present

collection was preceded by a primary collection of very much
more limited compass which formed its basis and that this

closed with the Salomonic Ps. Ixxii; for the collector would
surely not have placed the subscription, referring only to the

prayers of David, after this Psalm if he had not found it there

already. And from this point it becomes natural to suppose

that Solomon himself, prompted perhaps by the liturgical re-

quirements of the new Temple, compiled this primary col-

lection, and by the addition of Ps. Ixxii may have caused it to

be understood that he was the originator of the collection.

But to the question whether the primary collection also

contained only Davidic songs properly so called or whether
the subscribed designation "n m^Dn is only intended a po-
tiori, the answer is entirely wanting. If we adopt the latter

supposition, one is at a loss to understand for what reason
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only Ps. 1. of the Psalms of Asaph was inserted in it. For

this psalm is really one of the old Asaphic psalms and might

therefore have been an integral part of the primary collection.

On the other hand it is altogether impossible for all the Ko-

rahitic psalms xlii— xlix to have belonged to it, for some of

them, and most undoubtedly xlvii and xlviii were composed

in the time of Jehoshaphat, the most remarkable event of which,

as the chronicler narrates, was foretold by an Asaphite and

celebrated by Korahitic singers. It is therefore, apart from

other psalms which bring us down to the Assyrian period (as

Ixvi, Ixvii) and the time of Jeremiah (as Ixxi) and bear in

themselves traces of the time of the Exile (as Ixix, 35 sqq.),

absolutely impossible that the primary collection should have

consisted of Ps. ii— Ixxii, or rather (since Ps. ii appears as

though it ought to be assigned to the later time of the kings,

perhaps the time of Isaiah) of Ps. iii—Ixxii. And if we leave

the later insertions out of consideration, there is no arrange-

ment left for the Psalms of David and his cotemporaries,

which should in any way bear the impress of the Davidic and
Salomonic mind. Even the old Jewish teachers were struck by
this, and in the Midrash on Ps. iii we are told, that when Joshua

ben Levi was endeavouring to put the Ps.in order, a voice from

heaven cried out to him: arouse not the slumberer (TI^sn'^PN*

)Z'"'n"nN*) i- e. do not disturb David in his grave! Why Ps. iii

follows directly upon Ps.ii, or as it is expressed in the Midrash

Dl'^L^'^N* nt^''n£> follows r\yo^ :u n\lJ'^^, may certainly be more
satisfactorily explained than is done there: but to speak gener-

ally the mode of the arrangement of the first two books of the

Psalms is of a similar nature to that of the last three, viz., that

which in my Sijinholce ad PsaJmos illustrandos isagogicce (1846)

is shewn to run through the entire Psalter, more according to

external than internal points of contact. *

* The riglit view has been long since perceived by Eusebius, who in

his exposition of Ps. Ixiii (LXX. Ixii), among other things expresses him-
self thus: eyoj 8s r\-\^^^]i.ox tyj? tcov £YY£Ypa[J-lJ-£va)v oiavoias evsxsv ecps^-?];

dXXri'koiV Toui; diaXjj-ouc xeioQai xaxd to Tr^^eioxov, outoj? ev tioXXois eTrixrj-

pT^aa? 7,al eupwv, 6i6 xal cuvTJcpQai a'JTOu? cusavsl a'j^^(eveia-^ ej^ovxa? xal

dxoXouOiav Tipos dX>.7]Xou?* IvQsv \).'q xaxd xoui; ypovou? si^cpepsaQat, dXXd

-/axd TTjv ty); Siavoia? dxoXouQiav (in Montfaucon's CoUectio Nova, t. i. p.

300). This dzoXo'jQia oiavoiac is however not always central and deep.

The attempts of Luther (Walch, iv. col. 646 sqq.) and especially of So-

VOL. I. 2
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On the other side it cannot be denied that the ground-

work of the collection that formed the basis of the present

Psalter must lie within the limits of Ps. iii—Ixxii, for nowhere

else do old Davidic psalms stand so closely and numerously

together as here. The Third book (Ps. Ixxiii—Ixxxix) exhibits

a marked difference in this respect. "We may therefore sup-

pose that the chief bulk of the oldest hymn book of the Is-

raelitish church is contained in Ps. iii—Ixxii. But we must

at the same time admit, that its contents have been dispersed

and newly arranged in later redactions and more especially

in the last of all; and yet, amidst these changes the connec-

tion of the subscription, Ixxii. 20, with the psalm of Solomon

was preserved. The two groups iii— Ixxii, Ixxiii— Ixxxix,

although not preserved in the original arrangement, and aug-

mented by several kinds of interpolations, at least represent

the first two stages of the growth of the Psalter. The pri-

mary collection may be Salomonic. The after portion of the

second group was, at the earliest, added. in the time of Je-

hoshaphat,at which time probably the book of the Proverbs

of Solomon was also compiled. But with a greater proba-

bility of being in the right we incline to assign them to the

time of Hezekiah, not merely because some of the psalms
among them seem as though they ought to be referred to the

overthrow of Assyria under Hezekiah rather than to the over-

throw of the allied neighbouring nations under Jehoshaphat,

but chiefly because just in the same manner "the men of He-
zekiah" appended an after gleaning to the older Salomonic
book of Proverbs (Prov. xxv. 1), and because of Hezekiah it is

recorded, that he brought the Psalms of David and of Asaph
(the bulk of which are contained in the Third book of the

Psalms) into use again (2 Chron. xxix. 30). In the time of

Ezra and Nehemiah the collection was next extended by the

songs composed during and (which are still more numerous)
after the Exile. But a gleaning of old songs also had been
reserved for this time. A psalm of Moses was placed first,

in order to give a pleasing relief to the beginning of the new
psalter by this glance back into the earliest time. And to

the 56 Davidic psalms of the first three books, there are

lomon Gesner, to prove a link of internal progress in the Psalter are not
. convincing.
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seventeen more added here in the last two. They are cer-

tainly not all directly Davidic, but partly the result of the

writer throwing himself into David's temper of mind and cir-

cumstances. One chief store of such older psalms were per-

haps the historical works of an annalistic or even prophetic

character, rescued from the age before the Exile. It is from

such sources that the historical notes prefixed to the Davidic

hymns (and also to one in the Fifth book: Ps. cxlii) come.

On the whole there is unmistakeably an advance from the

earliest to the latest; and we may say, with Ewald, that in

Ps. i—xli the real bulk of the Davidic and, in general, of the

older songs is contained, in Ps. xlii—Ixxxix predominantly

songs of the middle period, in Ps. xc— cl the large mass of

later and very late songs. But moreover it is with the Psalm-

collection as with the collection of the prophecies of Isaiah,

Jeremiah, and Ezekiel: the chronological order and the ar-

rangement according to the matter are at variance; and in

many places the former is intentionally and significantly dis-

regarded in favour of the latter. We have often already re-

ferred to one chief point of view of this arrangement accord-

ing to matter, viz., the imitation of the Thora; it was perhaps

this which led to the opening of the Fourth book, which cor-

responds to the Book of Numbers, with a psalm of Moses of

this character.

V. AEEANGEMENT AND INSCRIPTIONS.

Among the Fathers, Gregory of Nyssa has attempted to

shew that the Psalter in its five books leads upward as by

five steps to moral perfection, asl irpo; to ufJ^YjXoxspov ttjv ^^-

5(Y]v uTTcpTiGcU, (be av sTTi TO axpoTttTov IcpiXT^Toci Ttov dyaStov;*

and down to the most recent times attempts have been made
to trace in the five books a gradation of principal thoughts,

which influence and run through the whole collection.*'^ We
fear that in this direction, investigation has set before itself an

unattainable end. Nevertheless, as we shall see, the collection

bears the impress of one ordering mind. For its OjDening is

0pp. ed, Paris, (163S) t. i. p. 288.

Thus especially Stahelin, Zur Einleiiung in die Psalmen, 1859, 4to.
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formed by a didactic -prophetic couplet of psalms (Ps. i. ii),

introductory to the whole Psalter and therefore in the ear-

liest times regarded as one psalm, which opens and closes

with nti'N; and its close is formed by four psalms (Ps. cxlvi

— cxlix) which begin and end with ppn'^^l. We do not in-

clude Ps. cl. for this psalm takes the place of the leraclia

of the Fifth book, exactly as the recurring verse Isa. xlviii. 22

is repeated in Ivii. 21 with fuller emphasis, but is omitted at

the close of the third part of this address of Isaiah to the

exiles, its place being occupied by a terrifying description of

the hopeless end of the wicked. The opening of the Psalter

celebrates the blessedness of those who walk according to the

will of God in redemption, which has been revealed in the

law and in history; the close of the Psalter calls upon all

creatures to praise this God of redemption, as it were on the

ground of the completion of this great work. Bede has al-

ready called attention to the fact that the Psalter from Ps.

cxlvi ends in a complete strain of praise; the end of the Psal-

ter soars upward to a happy climax. The assumption that

there was an evident predilection for attempting to make the

number 150 complete, as Ewald supposes, cannot be esta-

blished; the reckoning 147 (according to a Haggadah book

mentioned in Jer. Sahhath xvi, parallel with the years of Jacob's

life), and the reckoning 149, which frequently occurs both in

Karaitic and Rabbinic MSS., have also been adopted; the

numbering of the whole and of particular psalms varies.*

There are in the Psalter 73 psalms bearing the inscription

*in^, viz. (reckoning exactly) 37 in book i; 18 in book ii; 1 in book

iii; 2 in book iv; 15 in book v. The redaction has designed the

pleasing effect of closing the collectionwith an imposing group of

Davidic psalms, just as it begins with the bulk of the Davidic

psalms. And the Hallelujahs which begin with Ps. cxlvi (after

the 15 Davidic psalms) are the preludes of the closing doxology.

* The LXX, like our Hebrew text, reckons 150 psalms, but with va-

riations in separate instances, by making ix and x, and cxiv and cxv

into one, and in place of these, dividing cxvi and cxlvii each into two. The
combination of ix and x, of cxiv and cxv into one has also been adopted by
others; cxxxiv and cxxxv, but especially i and ii, appear here and there

as one psalm. Kimchi reckons 149 by making Ps. cxiv and cxv into

one. The ancient Syriac version combines Ps. cxiv and cxv as one, but

reckons 150 by dividing Ps. cxlvii.
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Tlie Koraliitic and Asapliic psalms are found exclusively

in the Second and Third books. There are 12 Asaphic psalms:

1. Ixxiii—Ixxxiii, and also 12 Korahitic: xlii. xliii. xliv—xlix.

Ixxxiv. Ixxxv. Ixxxvii. Ixxxviii, assuming that Ps. xliii is to be

regarded as an independent twin psalm to xlii and that Ps.

Ixxxviii is to be reckoned among the Korahitic psalms. In

both of these divisions we find psalms belonging to the time

of the Exile and to the time after the Exile (Ixxiv. Ixxix. Ixxxv).

The fact of their being found exclusively in the Second and

Third books cannot therefore be explained on purely chrono-

logical grounds. Korahitic psalms, followedbyanAsaphic,open

the Second book; Asaphic psalms, followed by four Korahitic,

open the Third book.

The way in which Davidic psalms are interspersed clearly

sets before us the principle by which the arrangement accord-

ing to the matter, which the collector has chosen, is gov-

erned. It is the principle of homogeneousness, which is the old

Semitic mode of arranging things: for in the alphabet, the

hand and the hollow of the hand, water and fish, the eye and

the mouth, the back and front of the head have been placed

together. In like manner also the psalms follow one another

according to their relationship as manifested by prominent

external and internal marks. The Asaphic psalm, Ps. 1, is

followed by the Davidic psalm, li., because they both simi-

larly disparage the material animal sacrifice, as compared

with that which is personal and spiritual. And the Davidic

psalm Ixxxvi is inserted between the Korahitic psalms Ixxxv

and Ixxxvii, because it is related both to Ps. Ixxxv. 8 by the

prayer: ''Shew me Thy way, Jahve'^ and ''give Thy conquer'

ing strength unto Thy servant^, and to Ps. Ixxxvii by the

prospect of the conversion of the heathen to the God of Is-

rael. This phenomenon, that psalms with similar prominent

thoughts, or even with only markedly similar passages, espe-

cially at the beginning and the end, are thus strung together,

may be observed throughout the whole collection. Thus e.g.

Ps. ItI with the inscription, "after (the melody): the mute

dove among strangers" , is placed after Ps. Iv on account of

the occurrence of the words: "Oh that I had wings like a doveT

&c., in that psalm; thus Ps. xxxiv and xxxv stand together

as being the only psalms in which "the Angel of Jahve" oc-
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curs; and just so Ps. ix and x wliicli coincide in the expres-

sion n"iK2 mny.
Closely connected with this principle of arrangement is

the circumstance that the Elohimic psalms (/. e., those which,

according to a peculiar style of composition as I have shewn

in my Symbolce, not from the caprice of an editor, * almost

exclusively call God cn^^S, and beside this make use of such

compound names of God as nuS2iJ m^^ niNOH U^Tt^ mn^ and

the like) are placed together without any intermixture of Je-

hovic psalms. In Ps. i—xli the divine name T\T\'> predomin-

ates; it occurs 272 times and U^Th^ only 15 times, and for

the most part under circumstances where mn^ was not ad-

missible. With Ps. xlii the Elohimic style begins; the last

psalm of this kind is the Korahitic psalm Ixxxiv, which for

this very reason is placed after the Elohimic psalms of Asaph.

In the Ps. Ixxxv — cl T\)T\^ again becomes prominent, with

such exclusiveness, that in the psalms of the Fourth and Fifth

books mn"' occurs 339 times (not 239 as in Symlolce p. 5), and

C^n^N of the true God only once (cxliv. 9). Among the psalms

ofDavid 18 are Elohimic, among the Korahitic 9, and the Asa-

phicare all Elohimic. Including one psalm of Solomon and four

anonymous psalms, there are 44 in all (reckoning Ps. xlii and
xliii as two). They form the middle portion of the Psalter,

and have on their right 41 and on their left 65 Jahve-psalms.

Community in species of composition also belongs to the

manifold grounds on which the order according to the sub-

ject-matter is determined. Thus the b^lirx: (xlii—xliii. xliv.

xlv. Hi— Iv) and cnr^ (Ivi— Ix) stand together among the Elo-

him-psalms. In like manner we have in the last two books tine

nibif^n "i^l^'(cxx—cxxxiv) and, divided into groups, those begin-

ning with nin (cv— cvii) and those beginning and ending with

T\lt>br\ (cxi— cxvii, cxlvi— cl) — whence it follows that these

titles to the psalms are older than the final redaction of the
collection.

It could not possibly be otherwise than that the inscrip-

tions of the psalms, after the harmless position which the mono-

* This is Ewald's view (which is also supported by Riehm in Stud.
V, Krit. 1857 S. 168). A closer insight into the characteristic peculiarity
of the Elohim-psalms, which is manifest in other respects also, proves
it to be superficial and erroneous.
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graphs of Sonntag (1GS7), Celsius (1718), Irliof (1728) take

with regard to tliem, should at length become a subject for

criticism; but the custom which has gained ground since the

last decade of the past century of rejecting what has been

historically handed down, has at present grown into a despi-

cable habit of forming a decision too hastily, which in any

other department of literature where the judgment is not so

prejudiced by the drift of the enquiry, would be regarded as

folly. Instances like Hab. iii. 1 and 2 Sam. i. 18, comp. Ps. Ix.

1, shew that David and other psalm-writers might have appen-

ded their names to their psalms and the definition of their pur-

port. And the great antiquity of these and similar inscriptions

also follows from the fact that the LXX found them already in

existence and did not understand them; that they also cannot

be explained from the Books of the Chronicles (including the

Book of Ezra, which belongs to these) in which much is said

about music, and appear in these books, like much besides,

as an old treasure of the language revived, so that the key to

the understanding of them must have been lost very early, as

also appears from the fact that in the last two books of the

Psalter they are of more rare, and in the first three of more

frequent occurrence.

YI. THE STEOPHE-SYSTEM OF THE PSALMS.

The early Hebrew poetry has neither rhj^me nor metre, ^
both of which (first rhyme and then afterwards metre) were j
first adopted by Jewish poesy in the seventh century after]

Christ. True, attempts at rhyme are not wanting in the poe-

try and prophecy of the Old Testament, especially in the te-

philla style, Ps. cvi. 4— 7 cf. Jer. iii. 21— 25, where the ear-

nestness of the prayer naturally causes the heaping up of

similar flexional endings; but this assonance, in the transition

state towards rhyme proper, had not yet assumed such an

established form as is found in Syriac* It is also just as

difficult to point out verses of four lines only, which have a

uniform or mixed metre running through them. Notwith-

standing, Augustine, Ep. cxiii ad Memorium, is p-irlectly war-

ranted in saying of the Psalms: certis eos coiutare numeris

* Vid. Zingerle in the Leutsch. 3IorgenIdnd. Zcitschrifi. X. 110 ff.
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credo iU'is qui earn lingiiam prohe caUetii, and it is not a mere

fancy when Pliilo, Josephus, Eusebius, Jerome and others have

detected in the Old Testament songs, and especially in the

Psalms, something resembling the Greek and Latin metres.

For the Hebrew poetry indeed had a certain syllabic mea-

sure, since, — apart from the audible Shehci and the Chateph,

both of which represent the primitive shortenings, — all syl-

lables with a full vowel are intermediate, and in ascending be-

come long, in descending short, or in other words, in one

position are strongly accented, in another more or less slur-

red over. Hence the most manifold rhythms arise, e. g. the

anapaestic rvenashlicha mimennu dbotliemo (ii. 3) or the dactylic

az jedcibVer elemo deappo (ii. 5). The poetic discourse is freer

in its movement than the Syriac poetry with its constant as-

cending (« Ji) or descending spondees (««); it represents

all kinds of syllabic movements and thus obtains the appear-

ance of a lively mixture of the Greek and Latin metres. But

it is only an appearance— for the forms of verse, which con-

form to the laws of quantity, are altogether foreign to early

Hebrew poetry, as also to the oldest poetry; and these rhythms

which vary according to the emotions are not metres, for, as

Augustine says in his work De Muslca, ^^Otniieinetrumrhythmus,

non omnh rhythmus etiam metrum est.'''' Yet there is not a single

instance of a definite rhythm running through the whole in a

shorter or longer poem, but the rhythms always vary accord-

ing to the thoughts and feelings; as e. g. the evening song

Ps. iv towards the end rises to the anapsestic measure: ki-

atta Jahawe Wbadad, m order then quietly to subside in the

iambic: lahliach toshibeni.* With this alternation of rise and

* Bellermann's Versuch ilher die Metrik der Hehrder (1813) is com-

paratively the best on this subject even down to the present time; for

Saalschutz {Von dcr Form der hebr. Poesie, 1825, and elsewhere) proceeds

on the erroneous assumption that the present system of accentuation

does not indicate the actual strong toned syllable of the words — by

following the pronunciation of the German and Polish Jews he perceives,

almost throughout, a spondseo-dactylic rhythm {e. g. Judg. xiv. 18 lule

chardshtem heegltdhi). But the traditional accentuation is proved to be

a faithful continuation of the ancient proper pronunciation of the He-
brew; the trochaic pronunciation is more Syrian, and the tendency to

Hraw the accent from the final syllable to the penult, regardless of the

conditions originally governing it, is a phenomenon which belongs only
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fall, long and sliort syllables, harmonizing in lively passages

with the subject, there is combined, in Hebrew poetry, an ex-

pressiveness of accent v>^hich is hardly to be found anywhere

else to such an extent. Thus e. g. Ps. ii. ha sounds like peal-

ing thunder, and 5& corresponds to it as the flashing lightning.

And there are a number of dull toned Psalms as xvii. xlix.

Iviii. lix. Ixxiii, in which the description drags heavily on and

is hard to be understood, and in which more particularly the

suffixes in mo are heaped up, because the indignant mood
of the writer impresses itself upon the style and makes itself

heard in the very sound of the words. The non plus ultra of

such poetry, whose very tones heighten the expression, is the

cycle of the prophecies of Jeremiah chap, xxiv—xxvii.

Under the point of view of rhythm the so-called paralle-

lismus mejiihrorum has also been rightly placed: that funda-

mental law of the higher, especially poetic, style for which

this appropriate name has been coined, not very long since.*

The relation of the two parallel members does not really differ

from that of the two halves on either side of the principal

caesura of the hexameter and pentameter; and this is parti-

cularly manifest in the double long line of the csesural schema

(more correctly: the dia3retic schema) e. g. Ps. xlviii. 6, 7:

Theij heheld, straightway they marvelled,
\
'bewildered they took

to flight. Trembling took hold upon them there
|

anguish, as a

woman in travail. Here the one thought is expanded in the same

verse in two parallel members. But from the fact of the

rhythmical organization being carried out without reference

to the logical requirements of the sentence, as in the same
psalm vers. 4,8: Elohim in her palaces

\
was known as a refuge.

With an east wind Thou hreakest
\ the ships of Tarshish, we

to the later period of the language {vid. Hupfeld in the Dcutsch. Morgenl.

Zeitschr. vi. IS").

* Abenezra calls it ^IDJ duplicatum, and Kirachi ni^rw'nlVpf ]\^)^, b^2,

dupUcatio sententice verbis variatis; both regard it as an elegant form of

expression (nini* "J"i"i). Even the punctuation does not proceed from a

real understanding of the rhythmical relation of the members of the verse

to one another, and when it divides every verse that is marked off by Silluk

wherever it is possible into two parts, it must not be inferred that this

rhythmical relation is actually always one consisting of two members merely,

although (as Hupfeld has shewn in his admirable treatise on the two-

fold law of the rhythm and accent, in the D. M. Z. 1852), wherever it

exists it always consists of at least two members.
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see that the rhythm is not called into existence as a necessity

of such expansion of the thought, but vice versa this mode of

expanding the thought results from the requirements of the

rhythm. Here is neither synonymous or identical (tauto-

logical), nor antithetical, nor synthetical parallelism, but

merely that which De Wette calls rhythmical, merely the rhyth-

mical rise and fall, the diastole and systole, which poetry is

otherwise (without binding itself) wont to accomplish by two

different kinds of ascending and descending logical organi-

zation. The ascending and descending rhythm does not

usually exist within the compass of one line, bu.t it is distri-

buted over two lines which bear the relation to one another

of rhythmical antecedent and consequent, of irpotpoo? and

£71(000;. This distich is the simplest ground-form of the strophe,

which is visible in the earliest song, handed down to us,

Gen. iv. 23 sq. The whole Ps. cxix is composed in such

distichs, which is the usual form of the apophthegm; the

acrostic letter stands there at the head of each distich, just

as at the head of each line in the likewise distichic pair,

Ps. cxi, cxii. The tristich is an outgrowth from the distich,

the ascending rhythm being prolonged through two lines and

the fall commencing only in the third, e. g. xxv. 7 (the n of

this alphabetical Psalm):

^ave not the sins of my youth and my transgressions in remembrance,

According to Thy mercy remember Thou me
For Thy goodness'. sake, Jahve!

This at least is the natural origin of the tristich, which more-

over in connection with a most varied logical organization still

has the inalienable peculiarity, that the full fall is reserved

until the third line, e. g. in the first two strophes of the

Lamentations of Jeremiah, where each line is a long line in

two parts consisting of rise and fall, the principal fall, how-
ever, after the caesura of the third long line, closes the strophe :

3h! how doth the city sit solitary, otherwise full of people?

She is become as a widow, the great one among nations.

The princess among provinces, she is become tributary.

J3y night she weepeth sore and her tears are upon her cheeks;

There is not one to comfort her of all her lovers,

All her friends have betraj^ed her, they are become her enemies.

If we now further enquire, whether Hebrew poesy goes beyond
these simplest beginnings of the strophe-formation and even
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extends the network of the rhythmical period, by combining

the two and three line strophe with ascending and descending

rhythm into greater strophic wholes rounded off into them-

selves, the alphabetical Psalm xxxvii furnishes us with a

safe answer to the question, for this is almost entirely tetra-

stichic, e. g.

3bout evil-doers fret not thyself,

^Ibout the workers of iniquity be thou not envious.

For as grass they shall soon be cut down,

And as the green herb they shall wither,

but it admits of the compass of the strophe increasing even

to the pentastich, (ver. 25, 26) since the unmistakeable land-

marks of the order, the letters, allow a freer movement:

flow I, who once was young, am become old,

Yet have I not seen the righteous forsaken

And his seed begging bread.

He ever giveth and lendeth

And his seed is blessed.

From this point the sure guidance of the alphabetical

Psalms* fails us in investigating the Hebrew strophe-system.

But in our further confirmatory investigations we will take

with us from these Psalms, the important conclusion that the

verse bounded by Sophpasuk, the placing of which harmonizes

with the accentuation first mentioned in the post-Talmudic

tractate ^o/n/Tz, ^"^ is by no means (as, since Koster, 1831, it

has been almost universally supposed) the original form of

the strophe but that strophes are a whole consisting of an

equal or symmetrical number of stichs.*** Hupfeld {Ps. iv.

* Even the older critics now and then supposed that we were to

make these Ps. the starting point of our enquiries. For instance, Ser-

pilius says: "It may perhaps strike some one whether an opinion as to

some of the modes of the Davidic species of verse and poetry might

not be formed from his, so-to-speak, alphabetical psalms."
** Even if, and this is what Hupfeld and Riehm {Liith. Zciischr. 1866,

S. 300) advance, the Old Testament books were divided into verses,
D^pIDD, even before the time of the Masoretes, still the division into

verses, as we now have it and especially that of the three poetical books,
is Masoretic.

*** It was these stichs, of which the Talmud {B. Kiddushm 30 a) counts
eight more in the Psalter than in the Thora, viz. 5S96, which were orig-

inally called D''piDD. Also in Augustine we find versus thus used like

oTiyo?. With him the words Populus ejus et oves pascuce ejus are one
versus. There is no Hebrew MS. which could have formed the basis of
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450) has objected against this, that "this is diametrically

opposed to the nature of rhythm = parallelism, which cannot

stand on one leg, but needs two, that the distich is therefore

the rhythmical unit.''

But does it therefore follow, that a strophe is to be

measured according to the number of distichs? The distich

is itself only the smallest strophe, viz. one consisting of

two lines. And it is even forbidden to measure a greater

strophe by the number of distichs, because the rhythmical

unit, of which the distich is the ground-form, can just as well

"be tristichic, and consequently these so-called rhythmical units

form neither according to time nor space parts of equal value.

But this applies still less to the Masoretic verses. True, we
have shewn in our larger Commentary on the Psalms, ii. 522 sq.,

in agreement with Hupfeld, and in opposition to Ewald, that the

accentuation proceeds upon the law of dichotomy. But the Ma-
soretic division of the verses is not only obliged sometimes to

give up the law of dichotomy, because the verse (as e. g. xviii.

2, XXV. 1, xcii. 9,) does not admit of being properly divided into

two parts ; and it subjects not only verses of three members
(as e. ^. i. 1, ii. 2) in which the third member is embellishingly or

synthetically related to the other two — both are phenomena
which in themselves furnish proof in favour of the relative in-

dependence of the lines of the verse — but also verses of four

members where the sense requires it (as i. 3, xviii. 16) and where
it does not require it (as xxii. 15, xl. 6), to the law of dicho-

tomy. And these Masoretic verses of such various compass

the arrangement of the Psalms in stichs; those which we possess only

break the Masoretic verse, (if the space of the line admits of it) for ease

of writing into the two halves , without even regarding the general

injunction in c. xiv of the tractate Sofrim and that of Ben-Bileam in his

Horajoth ha-Kore, that the breaks are to be regulated by the beginnings
of the verses and the two great pausal accents. Nowhere in the MSS.,
which divide and break up the words most capriciously, is there to be
seen any trace of the recognition of those old D^pIDD being preserved.
These were not merely lines determined by the space, as were chiefly

also the axiyoi or lizr^ according to the number of which, the compass of
Greek works was recorded, but lines determined by the sense, -/.uiXa

(Suidas: -/.fiXov 6 dTrr^priajj-evriv I'vvoiav eytuv oti/o;), as Jerome wrote his
Latin translation of the Old Testament' after the model of the Greek
and Roman orators {e. g. the MSS. of Demosthenes), ^er cola el commata
i. e. in lines breaking off according to the sense.
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are to be the constituent parts according to wliich strophes

of a like cipher shall be measured! A strophe only becomes

a strophe by virtue of its symmetrical relation to others, to

the ear it must have the same time, to the eye the same form

and it must consequently represent the same number of lines

(clauses). The fact of these clauses, according to the special

characteristic of Hebrew poetry, moving on with that rising

and falling movement which we call parallelism until they

come to the close ofthe strophe where it gently falls to rest, is a

thing sul generis, and, within the province of the strophe, some-

what of a substitute for metre; but the strophe itself is a sec-

tion which comes to thorough repose by this species of rhyth-

mical movement. So far, then, from placing the rhythm on

one leg only, we give it its two: but measure the strophe

not by the two feet of the Masoretic verses or even couplets

of verses, but by the equal, or symmetrically alternating num-
ber of the members present, which consist mostly of two feet,

often enough however of three, and sometimes even of four feet.

Whether and how a psalm is laid out in strophes, is shewn

by seeing first of all what its pauses are, where the flow of

thoughts and feelings falls in order to rise anew, and then

by trying whether these pauses have a like or symmetrically

correspondent number of stichs (e. g. 6. 6. 6. 6 or 6. 7. 6. 7)

or, if their compass is too great for them to be at once re-

garded as one strophe, whether they cannot be divided into

smaller wholes of an equal or symmetrical number of stichs.

For the peculiarity of the Hebrew strophe does not consist

in a run of definite metres closely united to form one har-

monious whole (for instance, like the Sapphic strophe, which

the four membered verses, Isa. xvi. 9, 10, with their short

closing lines corresponding to the Adonic verse, strikingly

resemble), but in a closed train of thought which is unrolled

after the distichic and tristichic ground -form of the rhyth-

mical period. The strophe-schemata, which are thus evolved,

are very diverse. We find not only that all the strophes of

a poem are of the same compass {e. g. 4. 4. 4. 4), but also

that the poem is made up of symmetrical relations formed

of strophes of different compass. The condition laid down

by some, * that only a poem that consists of stroi^hes of equal

* For instance Meier iu his GescMchte dcr poeiischcn Naiionallitcra-
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length can be regarded as stropliic, is refuted not only hj

the Syriac* but also by the post-biblical Jewish poetry.**

We find the following variations: strophes of the same com-

pass followed by those of different compass (e. g. 4. 4. 6. 6);

as in the chiasmus, the outer and inner strophes of the same

compass {e. g. 4. 6. 6. 4); the first and third, the second

and fourth corresponding to one another (e. g. 4. 6. 4. 6); the

mingling of the strophes repeated antistrophically, i. e, in the

inverted order {e. g. 4. 6. 7. 7. 6. 4); strophes of equal com-

pass surrounding one of much greater compass {e. g. 4. 4.

10. 4. 4.), what Koster calls the pyramidal schema; strophes

of equal compass followed by a short closing stanza {e. g. 3.

3.2); a longer strophe forming the base of the whole {e. g.h. 3.

3. 7), and these are far from being all the different figures,

which the Old Testament songs and more especially the Psalms

present to us, when we arrange their contents in stichs.

With regard to the compass of the strophe, we may
expect to find it consisting of as many as twelve lines according

to the Syrian and the synagogue poetry. The line usually con-

sists of three words, or at least only of three larger words;

in this respect the Hebrew exhibits a capacity for short but

emphatic expressions, which are inadmissible in German [or

English]. This measure is often most uniformly preserved

throughout a considerable length, not only in the Psalms but

also in the Book of Job. For there is far more reason for

saying that the strophe lies at the basis of the arrangement

of the Book of Job, than for. Gr. Hermann's observation of

strophic arrangement in the Bucolic writers and Kochly's in

the older portions of Homer.

VII. TEMPLE MUSIC AND PSALMODY.

The Thora contains no directions respecting the use of

song and music in divine worship except the commands con-

cur dcr Hchrcier, S. 67, who maintains that strophes of unequal length

are opposed to the simplest laws of the lyric song and melody. But the

demands which melody imposes on the formation of the verse and the

strophe were not so stringent among the ancients as now, and moreover
-— is not the sonnet a lyric poem '?

* vid. Zingerle in the D. M. Z. x. 123, 124.
** vid. Zunz, Synagogale Poesie dcs Mitlelaliers, S. 92—91.
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cerning tlie ritualistic use of silver trumpets to be blown by

the priests (Numb. cli. x). Davidis really the creator of litur-

gical music, and to bis arrangements, as we see from tbe

Chronicles, every thing was afterwards referred, and in times

when it had fallen into disuse, restored. So long as David

lived, the superintendence of the liturgical music was in his

hands (1 Chron. xxv. 2). The instrument by means of which

the three choir-masters (Heman, Asaph, and Ethan-Jeduthun)

directed the choir was the cymbals (u^rh'4Dor C^'riJ^^.*) which

served instead of wands for beating time; the harps (C'>'^2^)

represented the soprano, and the bass (the male voice in

opposition to the female) was represented by the citherns an

octave lower (1 Chron. xv. 17— 21), which, to infer from the

word n-^:^^ used there, were used at the practice of the pieces

by the n-i^^ appointed. In a Psalm where n^p is appended (vid.

on Ps. iii), the stringed instruments (which h^D ]1''^nix. 17 de-

finitely expresses), and the instruments generally, are to join

in** in such a way as to give intensity to that which is being

sung. To these instruments, besides those mentioned in Ps. cl,

2 Sam. vi. 5, belonged also the flute, the liturgical use of which

(vid. on V. 1) in the time of the first as of the second Temple

is undoubted: it formed the peculiar musical accompaniment

of the hallel (vid. Ps. cxiii) and of the nightly torch -light

festival on the semi-festival days of the Feast of Tabernacles

(Succa 15 «). The trumpets (ni1Vi»n) were blown exclusively

by the priests to whom no part was assigned in the singing

(as probably also the horn ^^X^i; Ixxxi. 4, xcviii. 6, cl. 3), and

according to 2 Chron. v. 12 sq. (where the number of the two

Mosaic trumpets appears to be raised to 120) took their turn

unisono with the singing and the music of the Levites. At

the dedication of Solomon's Temple the Levites sing and play

and the priests sound trumpets D~3J1, 2 Chron. vii. 6, and at

* Talmudic 7^.!^. The usual Levitic orchestra of the temple of Herod

consisted of 2 Nabla players, 9 Cithern players and one who struck the

Zelazal viz. Ben-Arza {Erachin 10 «, &c.; Tmnkl\u. 3), who also had the

oversight of the duc/ian [Tosiphta to Shekalim ii).

** Corap. Matthesou's "ErUiuieries Se/a/i" 1745: Selah is a word mark-

ing a prelude, interlude, or after-piece with instruments, a sign indica-

ting the places where the instruments play alone, in short a so-called

ritornello.
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the inauguration of the purified Temple under Hezekiah the

music of the Levites and priests sound in concert until all

the burnt offerings are laid upon the altar fire, and then

(probably as the wine is being poured on) began (without any

further thought of the priests) the song of the Levites, 2

Chron. xxix. 26—30. In the second Temple it was otherwise:

the sounding of the trum^pets by the priests and the Levitical

song with its accompanying music alternated, they were not

simultaneous. The congregation did not usually sing with

the choir, but only uttered their Amen; nevertheless they

joined in the Hallel and in some psalms after the first clause

with its repetition, after the second with hallelujah (Maimo-

nides, Hilchoth Megilla^ 3). 1 Chron. xvi. 36 points to a similar

arrangement in the time of the first Temple. Just so does

Jer. xxxiii. 11 in reference to the '•^Give thanks unto the Lord,

for He is goo(P. Antiphonal singing on the part of the con-

gregation is also to be inferred from Ezra iii. 10 sq. The
Psalter itself is moreover acquainted with an allotment of

the m^^y, comp. ni"l"iro Ezra ii. 65 (whose treble was repre-

sented by the Levite boys in the second Temple, vid. on xlvi

1) in choral worship and speaks of a praising of God "in full

choirs", xxvi. 12, Ixviii. 27. And responsive singing is of

ancient date in Israel: even Miriam with the women answered

the men (cnS Ex. xv. 21) in alternating song, and Nehemiah
(ch. xii. 27 sqq.) at the dedication of the city walls placed the

Levites in two great companies which are there called nnin,
in the midst of the procession moving towards the Temple.

In the time of the second Temple each day of the week had
its psalm. The psalm for Sunday was xxiv, for Monday xlviii,

Tuesday Ixxxii, Wednesday xciv, Thursday Ixxxi, Friday

xciii, the Sabbath xcii. This arrangement is at least as old

as the time of the Ptolemies and the Seleucidse, for the sta-

tements of the Talmud are supported by the inscriptions of

Ps. xxiv, xlviii, xciv, xciii in the LXX, and as respects the

connection of the daily psalms with the drink-offering, by
Sir. 1. 14— 16. The psalms for the days of the week were

sung, to wit, at the time of the drink-offering ("DJ) which was
joined with the morning TamW^ \ two priests, who stood on

* According to the maxim \^r\ h^ n'pN HT w' ")D"N ]\N, "no one sing-

etli except over the wine."
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the right and left of tlie player upon tlie cymbal (Zelazal)

by whom the signal was given, sounded the trumpets at the

nine pauses (cpID), into which it was divided when sung by

the Levites, and the people bowed down and worshipped.*

The Levites standing upon the suggestus (]D1"), — i- e. upon

a broad staircase consisting of a few steps, which led up from

the court of the laity to that of the priests, — who were both

singers and musicians, and consequently played only on strin-

ged instruments and instruments of percussion, not wind-

instruments, were at least twelve in number, with 9 citherns,

2 harps, and one cymbal: on certain days the flute was added

to this number.** The usual suggestus on the steps at the side

of the altar was changed for another only in a few cases; for

it is noticed as something special that the singers had a dif-

ferent position at the festival of water-drawing during the

Feast of Tabernacles {vid. introduction to Ps. cxx— cxxxiv),

and that the flute-players who accompanied the Hallel stood

before the altar, nZiDH OD^ (Erachin 10 a). The treble was taken

* B. Bosh ha-Shana, 31a. Tamid vii. 3, comp. the introduction to

Ps. xxiv. xcii and xciv.

** According to B. Erachin 10 « the following were the customary

accompaniments of the daily service: 1) 21 trumpet blasts, to as many

as 48; 2) 2 nahlas, to 6 at most; 2 flutes (]^'?^'?n), to 12 at most. Blowing the

flute is called striking the flute, b"'':nn nSH. On 12 days of the year the

flute was played before the altar: on the 14th of Nisan at the slaying of the

Passover (at which the Hallel was sung), on the 14th of Ijar at the slaying

of the little Passover, on the 1st and 7th days of the Passover and on the

eight days of the Feast of Tabernacles. The mouth-piece (31^N according

to the explanation of Maimonides) was not of metal but a reed (comp. Arab.

anhub, the blade of the reed), because it sounds more melodious. And

it was never more than one flute (''ITi'' 3UN
,
playing a solo), which con-

tinued at the end of a strain and closed it, because this produces the

finest close (p^^H). On the 12 days mentioned, the Hallel was sung with

flute accompaniment. On other days, the Psalm appointed for the day was

accompanied by nablas, cymbals and citherns. This passage of the treatise

Erachin also tells who were the flute-players. On the flute-playing at the fest-

ival of water-drawing, vid. my Geschichle der jiidischen Poesie S. 195. In

the Temple of Herod, according to Erachin 10 5, there was also an organ.

This was however not a water -organ (D"'"?mn, hydraulis\ but a wind-

organ (nD*};iO) with a hundred different tones ("lO^ "'^''D), whose thunder-

like sound, according to Jerome {O'pp. cd. Mart v. 191), was heard ah Je-

rusalem usque ad moiilcm Olivcii et amplius, vid. Saalschiitz, Archdoi.

i. 281—284.
VOL. I. 3
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by the Levite youths, who stood below the suggestus at

the feet of the Levites {vid. on Ps. xlvi). The daily jD^pn n""*^"

(/. e. the week-day psalm which concluded the morning sa-

crifice) was sung in nine (or perha^os more correctly 3*) pau-

ses, and the pauses were indicated by the trumpet-blasts of

the priests- {vid. on Ps. xxxviii. Ixxxi. 4). Beside the seven

Psalms which were sung week by week, there were others ap-

pointed for the services of the festivals and intervening days

{vid. on Ps. Ixxxi), and in Biccurim 3, 4 we read that when

a procession bearing the firstfruits accompanied by flute

playing had reached the hill on which the Temple stood and

the firstfruits had been brought up in baskets, at the entrance

of the offerers into the Azara, Ps. xxx was struck up by the

Levites. This singing was distinct from the mode of deliver-

ing the TefiUa {vid. on Ps. xliv ad fin.) and the benediction of

the priests {vid. on Ps. Ixvii), both of which were unaccom-

panied by music. Distinct also, as it seems, from the mode
of delivering the Hdllel, which was more as a recitative, than

sung {Pesachim 64 «, hhT\T\ DX •'1^<*1('^). It was probably similar

to the Arabic, which delights in shrieking, long-winded, tril-

ling, and especially also nasal tones. For it is related of one

of the chief singers that in order to multiply the tones, he

placed his thumb in his mouth and his fore finger p^i:;! V3
(between the hairs, i. e. according to Kashi: on the furrow

of the upper lip against the partition of the nostrils), and thus

(by forming mouth and nose into a trumpet) produced sounds,

before the volume of which the priests started back in aston-

ishment. ** This mode of psalm-singing in the Temple of He-

rod was no longer the original mode, and if the present ac-

centuation of the Psalms represents the fixed form of the

Temple song, it nevertheless does not convey to us any im-

* This is the view of Maimonides, who distributes the 9 trumpet-

blasts by which the morning sacrifice, according to Succa 53^, was ac-

companied, over the 3 pauses of the song. The hymn Haazlnu, Deut. xxxii,

which is called "•DD n*i">*C' par excellence, was sung at the Sabbath

JJfw^ff/j/i - sacrifice — each Sabbath a division of the hymn, which was
divided into six parts — so that it began anew on every seventh Sabbath,

vid. J. Megilla, sect, iii, ad fin.

** vid. B. Joma 38 h and J, Shekalim v. 3, comp. Canticum Rahha on

Canticles iii. 6.
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pression of that before the Exile. It does, however, neither

the one nor the other.

The accents are only musical, and indirectly interpunc-

tional, signs for the chanting pronunciation of the synagogue.

And moreover we no longer possess the key to the accents of

the three metrical (/. e. consisting of symmetrical stichs and

strophes) books as musical signs. For the so-called Sarka-

tables (which give the value of the accents as notes, beginning

with Zarka, N*p"lT), e. g. at the end of the second edition of

Nagelsbach's Gramm., relate only to the reading of the penta-

teuchal and prophetic pericope, — consequently to the system

of prose accents. In the German synagogue there is no tra-

dition concerning the value of the so-called metrical accents

as notes, for the Psalms were not recited according to the

accents; but for all the Psalms, there are only two different

modes, at least in the German ritual, viz. 1) the customary one

according to which verse after verse is recited by the leader

and the congregation, as e. g. Ps. xcv— xcix. xxix. every

Friday evening; and 2) that peculiar to Ps. cxix in which the

first seven verses of the eight are recited alternately by the

leader and the congregation, but the eighth as a concluding

verse is always closed by the congregation with a cadence.

This psalmody does not always follow the accents. We can

only by supposition approximately determine how the Psalms

were to be recited according to them. For we still possess at

least a few statements of Ben-Asher, Shemtob and Moses

Provenzalo (in his grammatical didactic poem J^Dip Oiy::) con-

cerning the intonation of single metrical accents. Vazcr and

Shahheleth have a like intonation, which rises with a trill;

though Shahheleth is more prolonged, about a third longer

than that of the prose books. Legarme (in form Mahpach or

Azla followed by Tsik) has a clear high pitch, before Z'mnor,

however, a deeper and more broken tone; Rehia magnum a

soft tone tending to repose. By Silluk the tone first rises and

then diminishes. The tone of Mercha is according to its name

andante and sinking into the depths; the tone of Tarcha cor-

responds to adagio. Further hints cannot be traced: though

we may infer with respect to Ole we-jored (Mercha mahpa-

chatum) and Athnach, that their intonation ought to form a

cadence, as that Rehia parvum and Zinnor (Zarka) had an
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intonation hurrying on to the following distinctive accent. Fur-

ther, if we place DecM (Tiphclia mitiale) and Rehia geresha-

ium heside the remaining six servi among the notes, we may
indeed produce a sarka- table of the metrical accentuation,

although we cannot guarantee its exact agreement with the

original manner of singing.

Following Gerbert (De miisica sacra) and Martini (Sforia

della musica), the view is at present very general that in the

eight Gregorian tones together with the extra tone (tonus pe-

regrinus)^^ used only for Ps. cxiii (= cxiv—cxv in the Hebrew
numeration), we have a remnant of the ancient Temple song;

and this in itself is by no means improbable in connection with

the Jewish nationality of the primitive church and its gra-

dual severance at the first from the Temple and synagogue.

In the convents of Bethlehem, which St. Paula founded, psalms

were sung at six hours of prayer from early morn till mid-

night, and she herself was so well versed in Hebrew, ut Psal-

mos helraice caneret et sermonem absque ulla Latince linguce

2)roprietate personaret (Ep. 108 ad Eustoch. c. 26). This points

to a connection between the church and synagogue psalm-

melodies in the mos orientalium partmn, the oriental psalmody,

which was introduced by Ambrose into the Milanese church.

Nevertheless, at the same time the Jewish element has under-

gone scarcely any change; it has been developed under the

influence of the Greek style, but is, notwithstanding, still re-

cognizable.** Pethachja of Ratisbon, the Jewish traveller in

the 12th century, when in Bagdad, the ancient seat of the

Geonim (D^:nN*:i), heard the Psalms sung in a manner alto-

gether peculiar;*** and Benjamin of Tudela, in the same cen-

tury, became acquainted in Bagdad with a skilful singer of

the Psalms used in divine worship. Saadia on Ps. vi. 1,

* vid. Friedr. Hommers Psalter nach der deutschen Uehersetzung D.
M. Luthers fiir den Gesang eingerichtet, 1859. The Psalms are there ar-

ranged in stichs, rightly assuming it to be the original mode and the

most appropriate, that antiphonal song ought to alternate not according

to the verses, as at the present day in the Romish and English church,

but according to the two members of the verse.
** vid. Saalschtitz, GescMchte und Wurdigung der Musik bei den He-

hrciern, 1829, S. 121, and Otto Strauss, GeschichtUche BetracMung iiber

(ten Psalter als Gesang- und Gebeibuch, 1S59.
*** vid. Literaturblatl des Orients, 4th year, col. 541.
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infers from n''i''CL^'n"^y that there were eight different melodies

(j^L^vJI). And eight D"'^''^^ are also mentioned elsewhere;*

perhaps not without reference to those eight church -tones,

which are also found among the Armenians.** Moreover the

two modes of using the accents in chanting, which are at-

tested in the ancient service -hooks,*** may perhaps be not

altogether unconnected with the distinction between the festi-

val and the simpler ferial manner in the Gregorian style of

church -music.

VIII. TEAl^SLATIONS OF THE PSALMS.

The earliest translation of the Psalms is the Greek

Alexandrine version. When the grandson of the son of Sirach

came to Egypt in the year 132 B. C, not only the Law and

the Prophets, but also the Hagiographa were already trans-

lated into the Greek; of course therefore also the Psalms, by

which the Hagiographa are directly named in Luke xxiv. 44.

The story of the LXX (LXXII) translators, in its original

form, refers only to the Thora; the translations of the other

books are later and by different authors. All these trans-

lators used a text consisting only of consonants, and these

moreover were here and there more or less indistinct; this

text had numerous glosses, and was certainly not yet, as la-

ter, settled on the Masoretic basis. This they translated liter-

ally, in ignorance of the higher exegetical and artistic func-

tions of the translator, and frequently the translation itself is

obscure. From Philo, Josephus and the New Testament we

see that we possess the text of this translation substantially

in its original form, so that criticism, which since the middle

of the last century has acquired many hitherto unknown

helps,! more especially also in the province of the Psalms,

will not need to reverse its judgment of the character of the

* Steinschneider, Jewish Literature p. 336 sq.

** Petermann, Ueber die Musik der Armenier in the Deutsche Morgenl,

Zeiischrift v. 368 f.

*** Zunz, Synagogale Poesie, S. 115.

t To this period belong 1) the Psalterium Veronense published by

Blanchini 1740, the Greek text in Roman characters with the Italic

at the side belonging to the 5th or 6th century [vid. Tischendorf's edition

of the LXX, 1856, Prolegg. p. Iviii sq.); 2) the Psalterium Turicense pur-
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work. Nevertheless, this translation, as being the oldest key

to the understanding of the language of the Old Testament

writings, as being the oldest mirror of the Old Testament

text, which is not to be exempted from modest critical investi-

gation, and as an important check upon the interpretation

of Scripture handed down in the Talmud, in the Midrash, and

in that portion of the national literature in general, not orig-

inating in Egypt, — is invaluable.

In one other respect this version claims a still greater

significance. Next to the Book of Isaiah, no book is so fre-

quently cited in the New Testament as the Psalter. The

Epistle to the Hebrews has grown up entirely from the roots

of the language of the Old Testament psalms. The Apoca-

lypse, the only book which does not admit of being referred

back to any earlier formula as its basis, is nevertheless not

without references to the Psalter: Ps. ii in particular has a

significant part in the moulding of the apocalyptic concept-

ions and language. These New Testament citations, with few

exceptions (as John xiii. 18), are based upon the LXX, even

where this translation (as. e. g., Ps. xix. 5, li. 6, cxvi. 10), only in

a general way, correctly reproduces the original text. The ex-

planation of this New Testament use of the LXX is to be found

in the high esteem in which this translation was held among the

Jewish people : it was accounted, not only by the Hellenistic, but

also by the Palestinian Jews, as a providential and almost mira-

culous production ; and this esteem was justified by the fact, that,

although altogether of unequal birth with the canonical writ-

pureum described by Breitinger 1748, Greek Text likewise of the 5th or

6th century {vtd. ibid. p. lix sq.); 3) Palmoriim Fragmenta papyracea Londi-

nensia (in the British Museum), Ps. x. 2—xviii. 6, xx. 14—xxxiv. 6, of the 4th

century, given in Tischendorf's J/o;2?/we«/a Sacra Inedita. Nova Colleclio t. i;

4) Fragmenta Psalmorum Tischendorfiana Ps. cxli (ii). 7—8, cxlii (iii). 1—3,
cxliv (v). 7—13, of the 5th or 4th century in the Monumenta t. ii. There
still remain unused to the present time 1) the Psalterium Grceco-Latinum

of the library at St. Gall, Cod. 17 in 4to, Greek text in uncial charac-

ters with the Latin at the side ; 2) Psalterium GaUico-Romano-Hebraico-
Grcccim of the year 909, Cod. 230 in the public library at Bamberg {vid.

a description of this MS. by Schonfelder in the Serapeum, 1865, No. 21)

written by Solomon, abbot of St. Gall and bishop of Constance (d. 920), and
brought to Bamberg by the emperor Henry II (d. 1024), who had received

it as a gift when in St. Gall; as regards the criticism of the text of

the LXX it is of like importance with the Veronense which it resembles.
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ings, it nevertheless occupies a position in the history of di-

vine revelation which forms a distinct epoch. For it was the

first opportunity afforded to the gentile world of becoming

acquainted with the Old Testament revelation, and thus the

first introduction of Japheth into the tents of Shem. At the

same time therewith, a distinct breaking down of the barriers

of the Old Testament particularism was effected. The Alexan-

drine translation was, therefore, an event which prepared the

way for that Christianity, in which the appointment of the

religion of Israel to be the religion of the world is perfected.

This version, at the outset, created for Christianity the lang-

uage which it was to use; for the New Testament Script-

ures are written in the popular Greek dialect (xolv/j) with an
Alexandrine colouring. And in a general way we may say

that Alexandrinism moulded the forms beforehand, which

Christianity was afterwards to fill up with the substance of

the gospel. As the way of Jesus Christ lay by Egypt (Matth. ii.

15), so the way of Christianity also lay by Egypt, and

Alexandria in particular.

Equally worthy ofrespect on account of its antiquity and

independence, though not of the same importance as the LXX
from a religio- historical point of view, is the Targum or

Chaldee version of the Psalms : a version which only in a few

passages assumes the form of a paraphrase with reference to

Midrash interpretations. The date of its composition is uncer-

tain. But as there was a written Targum to the Book of

Job* even during the time of the Temple, there was also a

Targum of the Psalms, though bearing in itself traces of mani-

fold revisions, which probably had its origin during the dura-

tion of the Temple. In distinction from the Targums of

Onkelos to the Pentateuch and of Jonathan to the minor

Prophets the Targum of the Psalms belongs to the so-called

Jerusalem group ,
** for the Aramaic idiom in which it

is written, — while, as the Jerusalem Talmud shews, it is

always distinguished in no small degree from the Palestinian

popular dialect as being the language of the literature —
abounds in the same manner as the former in Greek words

* vid. Tosefta to Sabb. xvi, Jcr. Sahb. xiv, §. 1, Bab. Sabb. 115^,

Sofrim v, 15.

** vid. Geiger, Urschrift und Uebersctzungeii dcr Libel, S. IGG f.
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(as \hyj}:< aYYsXoi, plcrs* s^sopai, on^p xupio;), and like it also

closely approximates, in sound and formation, to the Syriac.

From this translation which excels the LXX in grammatical

accuracy and has at its basis a more settled and stricter text,

we learn the meaning of the Psalms as understood in the

synagogue, as the interpretation became fixed, under the

influence of early tradition, in the first centuries of the Chris-

tian era. The text of the Targum itself is at the present

day in a very neglected condition. The most correct texts

are to be found in Buxtorf and Norzi's Bibles. Critical obser-

vations on the Targums of the Hagiographa are given in the

treatise "niN ril^^V by Benzion Berkowitz (Wilna, 1843).

The third most important translation of the Psalms is

the Peshito , the old version of the Syrian church, which was

made not later than in the second century. Its author trans-

lated from the original text, which he had without the vowel

points, and perhaps also in a rather incorrect form: as is seen

from such errors as xvii. 15 (^nJV^X instead of in^lDH), Ixxxiii.

12 (^cniDNI ycnv deU eos et perde eos instead of ID^nJ IDiTl^'),

cxxxix. 16 (i^^: retrihutionem meam instead of ^d'p:)). In other

errors he is influenced by the LXX, as Ivi. 9 ("t"i:i^2 LXX
Iva)7:i6v aou instead of *I"IX:d) , he follows this version in such

departures from the better text sometimes not without addi-

tional reason, as xc. 5 {generatmies eorum annus erunt, i. e.

vn^ T\W vniy*ll, LXX Ta s^ouosvcoii-axa aijT(j5v £TY] soovxat,), ex. 3

(popiilus tiius gloriosus, i. e. ni:2"j3 l^y in the sense of H^nJ,
Job XXX. 15, nobility, rank, LXX [Asxaaou 73 dtp/yj). The fact

that he had the LXX before him beside the original text is

manifest, and cannot be done away by the supposition that the

text of the Peshito has been greatly distorted out of the

later Hexaplarian translation; although even this is probable,

for the LXX won such universal respect in the church that

the Syrians were almost ashamed of their ancient version,

which disagreed with it in many points, and it was this very

circumstance which gave rise in the year 617 A. D. to the

preparation of a new Syriac translation from the Hexaplarian
LXX -text. It is not however merely between the Peshito

and the LXX, but also between the Peshito and the Targum,
that a not accidental mutual relation exists, which becomes at

once apparent in Ps. i {e. g. in the translation of u^)ib by
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'ijTCO and of n"l'in byN*D1^j) and hardly admits of explanation

by the use of the Christian Peshito on the part of the Jewish

Targumist. * It may be more readily supposed that the old

Syriac translator of the Psalms, of whom we are now speaking,

was a Jewish Christian and did not despise the welcome as-

sistance of the Targum, which was already at hand, in whatever

form it might be. It is evident that he was a Christian from

passages like xix. 5, ex. 3, also from Ixviii. 19 comp. with

Ephes. iv. 8, Jer. xxxi. 31 comp. with Hebr. viii. 8; and his

knowledge of the Hebrew language , with which, as was then

generally the case, the knowledge of Greek was united, shews

that he was a Jewish Christian. Moreover the translation

has its peculiar Targum characteristics: tropical expressions

are rendered literally, and by a remarkable process of rea-

soning interrogative clauses are turned into express declara-

tions: Ixxxviii. 11— 13 is an instance of this with a bold

inversion of the true meaning to its opposite. In general the

author shuns no violence in order to give a pleasing sense to

a difficult passage e. g. xii. 6&, Ix. 6. The musical and

historical inscriptions, and consequently also the n^D (includ-

ing n^D p'':n ix. l?) he leaves untranslated, and the division

of verses he adopts is not the later Masoretic. All these pecu-

liarities make the Peshito all the more interesting as a

memorial in exegetico -historical and critical enquiry: and

yet, since Dathe's edition, 1768, who took the text of Erpenius

as his ground -work and added valuable notes,** scarcely

anything has been done in this direction.

In the second century new Greek translations were also

made. The high veneration which the LXX had hitherto

enjoyed was completely reversed when the rupture between

the synagogue and the church took place , so that the day

when this translation was completed was no longer com-

pared to the day of the giving of the Law, but to the day of

* Although more recently we are told, Hai Gaon (in Bahylonia) when

he came upon a difficult passage in his Academical lectures on the

Psalms enquired of the patriarch of the Eastern church how he inter-

preted it, vid. Steinschneider, Jewish Literature, p. 125 sq.

** The fragments of the translation of the Ps., which are cited under

the name 6 Supo;. Dathe has also there collected in his preface.
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the golden calf. Nor was it possible that it should be otherwise

than that its defects should become more and more percep-

tible. Even the New Testament writers found it requiring

correction here and there, or altogether unfit for use, for the

Palestinian text of the Old Testament which had been handed

down, was not merely as regards the consonants but also as to

pronunciation substantially the same as that which has been

fixed by the Masoretes since the sixth century. Consequently

Aquila of Pontus (a jDroselyte from heathenism to Judaism)

in the first half of the 2nd century, made a Greek translation

of the Old Testament, which imitated the original text word

for word even at the risk of un-Greek expressions, and in

the choice of the Greek words used is determined by the

etymology of the Hebrew words. Not to lose any of the

weighty words he translates the first sentence of the Thora
thus:'Ev xscpccXaio) Ixxiasv 6 Bso; auv (n5<) xov oopavov xal ouv

(ri() Tviv 775 V. In the fragments of the translation of the Psalms,

one of which has been preserved in the Talmudic literature

(vid. on Ps. xlviii. 15), we do not meet with such instances of

violence in favour of literalness, although also even there he

forces the Greek into the form of the Hebrew, and always

renders the words according to their primary meaning (e. g.

•^^21 XpTj[ia-ia-7)piov, rk^^^ sl'Xr^fia, nnC avoL^ixa, 2m op|xr^{xa, p^
irsTTtaxsujxsva);), sometimes unhappily and misled by the usage

the language had acquired in his time. In some passages he

reads the text differently from our present pointing (e. g. x.

4 otav u'];a)&-^), but he moreover follows the tradition (e. g.

ri/D asi, ")"ik^" ixavo?, CnrD Tou xaTcsivocppovo? xal aT:Xo5 = '^Q

cm) and also does not despise whatever the LXX may offer

that is of any worth {e. g. U^1122 £v }(opSat?), as his translation

throughout, although an independent one, relies more or

less upon the pioneering work of its predecessor, the LXX.
His talent as a translator is unmistakeable. He has perfect

command of the Hebrew, and handles the treasures of the

Greek with a master-hand. For instance, in the causative forms

he is never in difficulty for a corresponding Greek word ('piDH

TTxtDjiaiiCEiv, p-in opo[xouv, ^'>2C'n sTTtaxrijAouv and the like). The
fact that he translated for the synagogue in opposition to

the church is betrayed by passages like ii. 12, xxii. 17, ex. 3

r.nd perhaps also Ixxxiv. 10, comp. Dan. ix. 26, where he pre-
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fers YiX£i[i{i£voo to XpiaTou: nevertheless one must not in tliis

respect charge him with evil intentions throughout. Even

Jerome, on calmer reflection, moderated his indignation against

Aquila's translation to a less harsh judgment: ut cmiicce menti

fatear, qiice ad nostram fidem periineant rohorandam plura

reperiOj and praised it even at the expense of the translations

of Theodotion and Symmachus: Istl Semichristiani Judaice

transtulerunt, et Judceus Aquila interpretatus est ut Christianus.

The translation of Theodotion is not an original work.

It is based upon the LXX and brings this version, which was

still the most widely used, into closer relation to the original

text, by making use of Aquila's translation. The fragments

that are preserved to us of passages independently translated

contain nothing pre-eminently characteristic. Symmachus

also takes the LXX as his basis, but in re-moulding it accord-

ing to the original text he acts far more decidedly and

independently than Theodotion, and distinguishes himself from

Aquila by endeavouring to unite literalness with clearness

and verbal accuracy: his translation of the Psalms has even

a poetic inspiration about it. Both Aquila and Symmachus

issued their translations twice, so that some passages are

extant translated in a twofold form {vid. ex. 3).

Beside the LXX. Aq. Symm. and Theod. there are also

a fifth, sixth and seventh Greek translation of the Psalms.

The fifth is said to have been found in Jericho under the em-

peror Caracalla, the sixth in Nicopolis under the emperor

Alexander Severus. The former, in its remains, shews a know-

ledge of the language and tradition, the latter is sometimes

(xxxvii. 35, Hab. iii. 13) paraphrastic. A seventh is also men-

tioned besides, it is most like Theodotion. In the Hexapla

of Origen, which properly contains only six columns (the

Hebrew text, the Hebr. text in Greek characters, Aq., Symm.,

LXX, Theod.), in the Ps. and elsewhere a Quinta (E), Sexia

(c), and Septima (Z) are added to these six columns: thus the

Hexapla (apart from the Seventh) became an Octapla. Of

the remains of these old versions as compiled by Origen, after

the labours of his predecessors Nobilius and Drusius, the

most complete collection is that of Bernard de Montfaucon

in his Hexaplorum Origenis quce supersimt (2 vols, folio, Paris

1713); the rich gleanings since handed down from many
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different quarters* are unfortunately still scattered and

uncollated.

Eutliymius Zigadenus mentions beside the LXX, Aq.,

Symm., Theod., V., and VI., as a Seventh version that of Lu-

cian which attempts to restore the original Septuagint-text by

a comparison with the original text. Lucian died as a martyr 311

A. D. in Nicomedia, whither he had been dragged from Antioch.

The autograph of this translation was found in Nicomedia,

hidden in a small rough-plastered tower.** We are as little

able to form a conception of this Septuagint-recension of

Lucian as of that of the cotemporary Egyptian bishop Hesy-

chius, since not a single specimen of either is extant. It would

be interesting to know the difference of treatment of the two

critics from that of Origen, who corrected the text of the

VwOivY] after the Hebrew original by means of Theodotion's,

odelis jiigiilans quce dhundare videhcmtur , et quce deerant sub

asteriscis intersevens, which produced a confusion that might

easily have been foreseen.

From the old Latin translation, the so-called ItaJa, made
from the LXX, we possess the Psalter complete: Blanchini

has published this translation of the Psalms (1740) from the

Veronese Psalter, and Sabbatier in the second volume of his

Latince Tej^sio?ies Antiquce (1751) from the Psalter of the

monastery of St. Germain. The text in Faber Stapulensis'

Quincuplex Psalterium (1509) is compiled from Augustine; for

Augustine, like Hilary, Ambrose, Prosper, and Cassiodorus,

expounds the Psalms according to the old Latin text. Jerome

first of all carefully revised this in Rome, and thus originated

the Psalterium Romanum^ which has been the longest retained

* Thus e. g. Montfaucon was only able to make use of the Psalter-MS.

Cod. Vat. 754 for 16 Psalms; Adler has compared it to the end and found

in it valuable Hexapla fragments {vid. Repert. fur Bibl. u. Morgenl. Lit.

xiv. S. 183 f.). The Psalm-comm.entary of Barhebrseus and the P^«/^m?/m

Mcdiolanense have also been begun to be worked with this object; but

as yet, not the Syriac Psalter of the Medici library mentioned by Mont-

faucon, Bibliothcca Bibliothecarum i. 240 and supposed to be based upon

the Qiiinta.

** Comp. the Athanasian synopsis in Montfaucon, Hexapla t. 1 p. 59

and the contribution from a Syriac MS. in the Repertorium fur Bibl. u.

Morgenl. lit. ib. (1784) S. 48 f.
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by the church of Milan and the Basilica of the Vatican. He
then in Bethlehem prepared a second more carefully revised

edition, according to the Hexaplarian Septuagint-text* with

daggers (as a sign of additions in the LXX contrary to the

original) and asterisks (a sign of additions in the LXX from

Theodotion in accordance with the original), and this second

edition which was first adopted by the Gallican churches

obtained the name of the Psalterium GaUicanum. It is not

essentially different from the Psalter of the Vulgate, and

appeared, with its critical signs, from a MS. of Bruno, bishop

of Wiirzburg (died 1045), for the first time in the year 1494

(then edited by Cochleus, 1533): both Psalters, the Romish

and the Gallican, are placed opposite one another in Faber's

Quincuplex Psalterium, in t. x. p. 1 of the 0pp. Hieronymi, ed.

Vallarsi and elsewhere.

The Latin Psalters, springing from the common or from

the Hexaplarian Septuagint-text, as also the Hexapla-Syriac

and the remaining Oriental versions based upon the LXX and

the Peshito, have only an indirectly exegetico-historical value.

On the contrary Jerome's translation of the Psalter, juxta

Hehraicam veritatem, is the first scientific work of translation,

and, like the whole of his independent translation of the

Old Testament from the original text, a bold act by which

he has rendered an invaluable service to the church, without

allowing himself to be deterred by the cry raised against such

innovations. This independent translation of Jerome has

become the Vulgate of the church: but in a text in many
ways estranged from its original form, with the simple ex-

ception of the Psalter. For the new translation of this book

was opposed by the inflexible liturgical use it had attained;

the texts of the Psalterium Rojnanum and GaUicanum main-

tained their ground and became (with the omission of the

critical signs) an essential portion of the Vulgate. On this

account it is the more to be desired that Jerome's Latin Psalter

* Illud hrevitcr admoneo — says Jerome, Ep. cvi. ad Su?iniam et Frete-

1am— ut sciaiis, aliam esse editionem, quam Origenes el Cwsareeiisis Eusc-

bius omnesque Groecioe tractatores Koivt^v, id est, Communem appellant atque

Vulgatam et a plerisque nunc Aouxiavo? dicitur; alicim Septuaginta Inlcr-

preiiim, quae m'E;aTcXoi; codicibus reperitur et a nobis in Latinum scrmo-

ncm fideliter versa est et Hicrosolymcc atque in Orientis ccclcsiis dccantaiur.
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ex Hehrcco (0pp. ed. Vallarsi t. ix. p. iii) were made more

generally known and accessible by a critical edition published

separately. It is not necessary to search far for critical helps

for such an undertaking. There is an excellent MS., Cod. 19,

in the library of St. Gall, presented by the abbot Hartmot

(died 895).

Origen and Jerome learnt the language of the Old Testa-

ment from Jewish teachers. All the advantages of Origen's

philological learning are lost to us, excepting a few insigni-

ficant remains, with his Hexapla: this gigantic bible which

would be the oldest direct monument of the Old Testament

text if it were but extant. Whereas in Jerome's Old Testa-

ment translated from the original text {canon Hehraicce veritatis)

we have the maturest fruit of the philological attainments of

this indefatigable, steady investigator inspired with a zeal for

knowledge. It is a work of the greatest critical and historical

value in reference to language and exegesis. The translation

of the Psalter is dedicated to Sophronius who had promised

to translate it into Greek: this Greek translation is not pre-

served to us.

Jerome's translation of the Psalter has not its equal either

in the synagogue or the church until the time of Saadia Gaon
of Fajum, the Arabian translator of the Psalms. Two MSS.
of his translation of the Psalms are to be found at Oxford;

but the most important, which also contains his annotations

complete, is in Munich. Schnurrer (1791) contributed Ps.

xvi, xl and ex to Eichhorn's Bihlioth. der Bibl. Lit. iii, from

Cod. Pocock. 281, then Haneberg (1840) Ps. Ixviii and several

others from the Munich Cod.; the most extensive excerpts

from Cod. Pocock. 281 and Cod. Huntingt. 416 (with various

readings from Cod. Mon. appended) are given by Ewald in

the first vol. of his Beiirdge zur dltesten Ausleg. u. Sp?rfch-

erkldrung des A. T. 1844. The gain which can be drawn from

Saadia for the interpretation of the Psalms, according to the

requirements of the present day, is very limited; but he pro-

mises a more interesting and rich advantage to philology and
the history of exegesis. Saadia stands in the midst of the

still ever mysterious process of development out of which the

finally established and pointed text of the Old Testament

came forth. He has written a treatise on the punctuation
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("ip''3) to wliicli Rashi refers in Ps. xlv. 10, but in his treat-

ment of the Old Testament text shews himself to be unfettered

by its established punctuation. His translation is the first

scientific work on the Psalms in the synagogue. The trans-

lation of Jerome is five hundred years older, but only the

translation of Luther has been able to stand side by side with

it and that because he was the first to go back to the foun-

tain head of the original text.

The task, which is assigned to the translator of the sacred

Scriptures, was recognised by Luther as by no one before him,

and he has discharged it as no one up to the present day since

his time has done. What Cicero said of his translation of

the two controversial speeches of Demosthenes and iEschines

holds good also of Luther : Non converti ut interpres, sed ut

orator, sententiis iisdem et eariim formis tanqxiam ftguris, verbis

ad nostram cotisuetudinem aptis: in quihus non verbumpro verbo

necesse habiii reddere, sed genus omnium verborum vimque ser-

vavi; non enim ea me adnumerare lectori putavi oporiere, sed

tanquam adpendere — he has lived in thought and feeling

in the original text in order not to reproduce it literally with

a slavish adherence to its form, but to re-mould it into good

and yet spiritually renewed German and at the same time

to preserve its spirit free and true to its deepest meaning.

This is especially the case with his translation of the Psalms,

in which even Moses Mendelssohn has thought it to his advan-

tage to follow him. To deny that here and there it is capable

of improvement by a more correct understanding of the sense

and in general by greater faithfulness to the original (without

departing from the spirit of the German language), would

indicate an ungrateful indifference to the advance which has

been made in biblical interpretation — an advance not

merely promised, but which we see actually achieved.

IL HISTOEY OF THE EXPOSITION OF THE PSALMS.

If we now take a glance over the history of the exposition

of the Psalms, we shall see from it how late it was before the

proper function of scientific exposition was recognised. ^We
begin with the apostolic exposition. The Old Testament

according to its very nature tends towards and centres in
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Christ. Therefore the innermost truth of the Old Testament

has been revealed in the revelation of Jesus Christ. But not

all at once: His passion, resurrection, and ascension are three

steps of this progressive opening up of the Old Testament,

and of the Psalms in particular. Our Lord himself, both

before and after His resurrection, unfolded the meaning of

the Psalms from His own life and its vicissitudes; He shewed

how what was written in the Law of Moses, in the Prophets

and in the Psalms was fulfilled in Him; He revealed to His

disciples the meaning to5 ouvisvai xa; yP^9^^ Luke xxiv. 44 sq.

Jesus Christ's exposition of the Psalms is the beginning and
the goal of Christian Psalm-interpretation. This began, as

that of the Christian church, and in fact first of all that of

the Apostles, at Pentecost w^hen the Spirit, whose instrument

David acknowledges himself to have been (2 Sam. xxiii. 2),

descended upon t]ie Apostles as the Spirit of Jesus, ithe ful-

filler and fulfilment of prophecy. This Spirit of the glorified

Jesus completed what, in His humiliation and after His resur-

rection, he had begun: He opened up to the disciples the

meaning of the Psalms. How strongly they were drawn to

the Psalms is seen from the fact that they are quoted about

seventy times in the New Testament, which, next to Isaiah,

is more frequently than any other Old Testament book. From
these interpretations of the Psalms the church will have to draw
to the end of time. For only the end will be like the begin-

ning and even surpass it. But we must not seek in the New
Testament Scriptures what they are not designed to furnish,

viz., an answer to questions belonging to the lower grades of

knowledge, to grammar, to cotemporary history and to criticism.

The highest and final questions of the spiritual meaning of

Scripture find their answer here; the grammatico-historico-

critical under-structure, — as it were, the candlestick of the

new light, — it was left for succeeding ages to produce.

The post-apostolic, patristic exposition was not ca-

pable of this. The interpreters of the early church with the

exception of Origen and Jerome possessed no knowledge of the

Hebrew tongue, and even these two not sufficient to be able

to rise to freedom from a dependence upon the LXX which
only led them into frequent error. Of Origen's Commentary
and Homilies on the Ps. we possess only fragments translated
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by Kufiniis, and his uTr6[jLvr^jjLa elc, zoh<; ^aX[jLo6(; (edited complete

by Kleopas, 1855, from a MS. in the monastery of Mar-Saba).

Jerome, co^itra Rufijium i. § 19, indeed mentions CommentarioU

on the Ps. by himself, but the Breviai^him in Psalterium (in t.

vii. p. ii of his 0pp. ed. Vallarsi) bearing his name is allowed

not to be genuine, and is worthless as regards the history of

the text and the language. The almost complete Commentary

(on Ps. i—cxix according to the Hebrew reckoning) ofEuse-

bius, made knoAvn by Montfaucon {CoUectio nova Patrum et

Scriptorum Grcec. t. i) is unsuspected. Eusebius, though living

in Palestine and having a valuable library at command,

is nevertheless so ignorant of the Hebrew , that he considers

it is possible Mapiajx (cmo) in Ps. ex may refer to Mary.

But by contributions from the Hexapla he has preserved

many acceptable treasures of historical value in connection

with the translation, but of little worth in other respects,

for the interpretation is superficial, and capriciously allegorical

and forced. Athanasius in his short explanation of the Psalms

(in t. i p. ii of the Benedictine edition) is entirely dependent

on Philo for the meaning of the Hebrew names and words.

His book: irpo? MapxsXXtvov dc, ttjv Ipfxyjvstav xoiv ^aXjxwv (in

the same vol. of the Benedictine edition) is a very beautiful

essay. It treats of the riches contained in the Psalms, classi-

fies them according to their different points of view, and gives

directions how to use them profitably in the manifold cir-

cumstances and moods of the outward and inner life. Johann

Eeuchlin has translated this little book of Athanasius into

Latin, and Jorg Spalatin from the Latin of Reuchlin into

German (1516. 4to.). Of a similar kind are the two books of

Gregory of Nyssa zlc, xl^v iiiiYpacp-ijv xdiv (j;aX{X(j5v {0pp. ed.

Paris, t. i), which treat of the arrangement and inscriptions;

but in respect of the latter he is so led astray by the LXX,

that he sets down the want of titles of 12 Ps. (this is the

number according to Gregory), which have titles in the LXX,

to Jewish airiaxia and xaxia. Nevertheless there are several

valuable observations in this introduction of the great Nyssene.

About cotemporaneously with Athanasius, Hilarius Picta-

viensis, in the Western church, wrote his allegorizing (after

Origen's example) Tractatus in Uhrum Psalmorum with an

extensive prologue, which strongly reminds one of Hippolytus'

VOL. L 4
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We still have his exposition of Ps. i. ii. ix. xiii. xiv. li. lii.

liii—Ixix. xci. cxviii— cl (according to the numhering of the

LXX); according to Jerome {Ep. ad Augusiin. cxii*) it is trans-

ferred from Origen and Eiisebiiis. It is throughout ingenious

and pithy, but more useful to the dogmatic theologian than

to the exegete (t. xxvii. xxviii of the CoUectio Patrum by

Caillau and Guillon).** Somewhat later, but yet within the last

twenty years of the fourth century (about 386— 397), come
Ambrose's Encirratlones in Ps. i. xxxv— xl. xliii. xlv. xlvii. xlviii.

Ixi. cxviii (in t. ii of the Benedictine edition). The exposition

of Ps. i is likewise an introduction to the whole Psalter,

taken partly from Basil. He and Ambrose have pronounced

the highest eulogiums on the Psalter. The latter says:

Psalmus enim henedictio popuU est, Dei laus, plebis laudatio,

plausiis om?iium, sermo imiversorum, vox Eccleske, fidei canora

confessio, auctoritatis plena devotio, libef^tatis Icetitia, clamor

jucunditatls, Icetitice resultatio. Ah iracundia mitigat, a sollici-

tudine ahdicat, a moerore allevat. Nocturna arma, diurna magi-

sterial scutum in timore, festum in sanctitate, imago tranquillitatis,

pigniis pads atque concordice, citharce modo ex diversis et dis-

parihus vocihus unam exprimens cantilenam. Piei ortus psalmum
resultat, psalmum resonat occasus. After such and similar

prefatory language we are led to expect from the exposition

great fervour and depth of perception : and such are really

its characteristics, but not to so large an extent as might
have been the case had Ambrose — whose style of writing

is as musical as that of Hilary is stiff and angular — worked

* The following Greek expositors of the Psalms are mentioned there:

1) Origen, 2) Eusebius of Casarea, 3) Theodore of Heraclea (the Anonymus
in Corderius' Catena), -J) Asterius of Scythopolis, 5) Apollinaris (Apolina-

rios) of Laodicea, 6) Didymus of Alexandria. Then the following Latin
expositors: 1) Hilary of Poictiers, who translated or rather remodelled
Origen's Homilies on the Psalms (Jerome himself says of him, Ep. Ivii ad
Pammach.'. captivos sensus in suam linguam victoris jure transposuit), 2)

EuselDius of Vercelli, translator of the commentary of Eusebius of Cgesarea,

and 3) Ambrose, who was partly dependent upon Origen. Of Apollinaris the
elder, we have a Mcxacppaat? xoO d;aXTY]po? oid cxiyujv 7]p(uix(J5v preserved
to us. He has also translated the Pentateuch and other Old Testament
books into heroic verse.

** vid, the characteristics of this commentary in Reinkens, Hilarius

von Poiliers (1864) S. 291—308.
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out these expositions, wliicli were partly delivered as sermons,

partly dictated, with his own hand.

The most comprehensive work of the early church on the

Psalms was that of Chrysostom, which was probably written

while at Antioch. We possess only the exposition of 58 Ps.

or (including Ps. iii and xli, which in their present form do

not belong to this work) 60 Ps. (in t. v of Montfaucon's

edition). Photius and Suidas place this commentary on the

Psalms in the highest rank among the works of Chrysostom.

It is composed in the form of sermons, the style is brilliant,

and the contents more ethical than dogmatic. Sometimes the

Hebrew text according to the Hexapla is quoted, and the

Greek versions which depart from the original are frequently

compared, but, unfortunately, generally without any name.

There is hardly any trace in it of the renowned philologico-

historical tendency of the school of Antioch. Theodoret (in

t. ii p. ii of the Halle edition) was the first to set before

himself the middle course between an extravagant allegorising

and an unspiritual adherence to the literal historical sense (by

which he doubtless has reference to Theodore of Mopsuestia),

and thus to a certain extent he makes a beginning in distin-

guishing between the province of exegesis and practical

application. But this scientific commencement, with even

more of the grammatico-historical tendency, is still defective

and wanting in independence. For example, the question

whether all the Psalms are by David or not, is briefly decided

in the affirmative, with xpa-usixw xoiv ttXslovojv y] ^^^o?. * The

designed, minute comparison of the Greek translators is most

thankworthy; in other respects, this expositor, like the Syrians

generally, is wanting in the mystic depth which might compen-

sate for the want of scientific insight. All this may be also said

of Euthymius Zigadenus (Zigabenus) : his commentary on the

* In the Talmud R, Meir, Pcsachim 117 a, adopts the view that

David is the author of all the Ps.: p^N in p^2 Xyhnn -iDDn'2^' mriD'^'n ^D,

while in Bathra 14 b ten authors are supposed: i-ii ^\) D'''pnn IDD DHD in
D''3pT riw'iy, y^"^- on this, Midrash to Cant. iv. 4 and Eccl. vii. 19. In

the former passage nrs'pn'? is explained as an emblematic name of the

Psalter : nniH n^D "h inn?2N^\i'' ~)DD , the hook of David, to which the

mouths of many have contributed. And there are two modern commen-

taries, viz. hy Klauss, 1832, and Eandegger, 1841, which are written with

the design of proving all the Psalms to be Davidic.

4*
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Psalms (in Greek in t. iv of the Venetian edition of the 0pp.

Theophylacti)^ written at the desire of the emperor Alexius

Comnenus, is nothing but a skilful compilation, in the prepar-

ation of which he made good use of the Psalm-catena, likewise

a compilation, of the somewhat earlier NixvjTa? Ssppwv*,

which is to be found on Mount Athos and is still unprinted.

The Western counterpart to Chrysostom's commentary

are Augustine's Enarrationes in Psahnos (in t. iv of the Bene-

dictine edition). The psalm -singing in the Milanese church

had contributed greatly to Augustine's conversion. But his

love to his Lord was fired still more by the reading of the

Psalms when he was preparing himself in solitude for his

baptism. His commentary consists of sermons which he wrote

down in part himself and in part dictated. Only the thirty-

two sermones on Ps. cxviii (cxix), which he ventured upon last

of all, were not actually delivered. He does not adopt the

text of Jerome as his basis, but makes use of the older Latin

version, the original text of which he sought to establish, and

here and there to correct, by the LXX; whereas Arnobius,

the Semi -Pelagian, in his paraphrastic Africano-Latin com-

mentary on the Psalms (first edition by Erasmus, Basilece,

Frozen. 1522, who, as also Trithemius, erroneously regarded

the author as one and the same with the Apologist) no longer

uses the so-called Itala, but takes Jerome's translation as his

basis. The work ofAugustine far surpassing that of Chrysostom

in richness and depth of thought, has become, in the Western
church, the chief mine of all later exposition of the Psalms.

Cassiodorus in his Expositiones in omnes Psalmos (in t. ii of the

Bened. ed.) draws largely from Augustine, though not devoid

of independence..

What the Greek church has done for the exposition of

the Psalms has been garnered up many times since Photius
in so-called Ssipoct, Catence. That of Nicetas archbishop of

Serra in Macedonia (about 1070), is still unprinted. One,

extending only to Ps. 1, appeared at Venice 1569, and a com-
plete one, edited by Corderius, at Antwerp 1643 (3 vols., from

* This information is found in the modern Greek edition of Euthe-
mius' Commentary on the Ps. by Nicodemos the Agiorite (2 vols. Con-
stantinople 1819—21), which also contains extracts from this catena of
Nicetas Serronius.
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Yienna and Municli MSS.). Folckmann (IGOl) made extracts

from the Catena of Nicetas Heracleota, and Aloysius Lippo-

manus began a Catena from Greek and Latin writers on the

largest scale (one folio vol. on Ps. i—x, Romce 1585). The

defects to be found in the ancient exposition of the Psalms

are in general the same in the Greek and in the Western ex-

positors. To their want of acquaintance with the text of the

original Avas added their unmethodical, irregular mode of

procedure, their arbitrary straining of the prophetic charac-

ter of the Psalms (as e. g. Tertullian, De spectacuUs , takes

the whole of Ps. i as a prophecy concerning Joseph of Ari-

mathea), their unhistorical perception, before which all dif-

ferences between the two Testaments vanish, and their mis-

leading predilection for the allegorical method. In all this,

the meaning of the Psalms, as understood by the apostles,

remains unused; they appropriate it without rightly a^jpre-

hending it, and do not place the Psalms in the light of the

New Testament fulfilment of them, but at once turn them

into New Testament language and thoughts. But the church

has never found such rapturous delight in the Psalms, which

it was never weary of singing day and night, never used them

with richer results even to martyrdom, than at that period.

Instead of profane popular songs, as one passed through the

country one might hear psalms resounding over the fields and

vineyards. Quocunque te verierHs, writes Jerome to the widow

of Marcellus from the Holy Land, arator stivam tenens AUeluja

decantat, sudans messor psalmis se avocat et curva attondens

vitem falee vinitor aliquid Bavidicum canit. Hcec sunt in liac

provincia carmina, hce (iit vulgo dicitur) amatorice ca?itio?ies,

hie pastorum siUlus, hcec arma cultures. The delights of

country life he commends to Marcella in the following among
other words: Vere ager floribus pingltur et inter querulas aves

Psalmi dulcius cantahimtur. In Sidonius Apollinaris we find

even psalm-singing in the mouth of the men who tow the boats,

and the poet takes from this a beautiful admonition for

Christians in their voyage and journey through this life;

Gurvorum hinc chorus helciariorum

Besponsantibus AUeluja ripis

Ad Christum levat amicum celeusma.

Sic, sic psaUite, nauta et viator!
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And liow many martyrs have endured every form of martyr-

dom with psalms upon their lips! That which the church in

those days failed to furnish in writing towards the exposition

of the Psalms, it more than compensated for by preserving

the vitality of the Psalms with its blood. Practice made far

more rapid progress than theory.* These patristic works are

patterns for every age of the true fervour which should cha-

racterise the expositor of the Psalms.

The mediseval church exposition did not make any

essential advance upon the patristic. After Cassiodorus, came

Haymo (d. 853) and Kemigius of Auxerre (d. about 900), still

less independent compilers; the commentary of the former,

edited by Erasmus, a^^peared Trib. 1531, of the latter, first

Colon. 1536, and then in the BWl. maxima Lugdunensis. That

of Petrus Lombardus (d. about 11 GO) is a catena taken di-

rectly from earlier expositors from Jerome to Alcuin. Of a

more independent character are the commentaries of Thomas
Aquinas, who however only completed 51 Ps., and Alexander

of Hales, if the Commentary which appeared under his name
(Ve?iei. 1496) is not rather to be attributed to cardinal Hugo.

Besides these, Bonaventura (d. 1274) and Albertus Magnus
(d. 1280) stand out prominently in the Middle Ages as expo-

sitors of the Psalms; and on the border of the Middle Ages

Michael Ayguanus (about 1400) whose commentary has been fre-

quently reprinted since its first appearance. Medio! . 1510. If you

know one of these expositors, you know them all. The most that

they have to offer us is an echo of the earlier writers. By
their dependence on the letter of the Vulgate, and conse-

quently indirectly of the LXX, they only too frequently light

upon a false track and miss the meaning. The literalis sen-

sus is completely buried in mysticce intelligentice. Without ob-

serving the distinction between the two economies, the con-

version of the Psalms into New Testament language and

* vid. besides the essay by Otto Strauss, already mentioned: Arm-
lineclit, Lie hcilicje Fsalmodie oder dcr psalmodirende Konig David und
die singende TJrkirche, 1855; and W. von Giilick, Das Psalterium nach sei-

iiem Hauptinhalte in seiner rvissenschafllichen und praktischen Bcdeutung

(a Catholic prize essay) 1858; partly also Rudelbach's Hymnologische Stu-

dien in the Luther. Zeitschrift 1855, 4, 1856, 2. and especiallyno penitent-

ial psalm-singing Zockler's Geschichte dcr Aslccse (1 803) S. 25G—26J.
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tliouglit, regardless of tlie intermediate steps of development,

is liere continued. Thus, for example, Albertus Magnus in liis

commentary {0pp. t. vii), on the principle: Constat, quod totus

liber isie cle Christo, at once expounds Beatus vir (Ps. i. 1),

and the whole Ps., de Christo et ejus corpore ecclesia. But as

we find in the Fathers occasional instances of deep insight

into the meaning of passages, and occasional flashes of thought

of lasting value, so even here the reading, especially of the

mystics, will repay one. — The greatest authority in psalm-

exposition for the Middle Ages was Augustine. From Au-
gustine, and perhaps we may add from Cassiodorus, Notker
Labeo (d. 1022), the monk of St. Gall, drew the short an-

notations which, verse by verse, accompany his German trans-

lation of the Psalms (vol. ii of H. Hattemer's BenkmaMe des

Mittelalters). In like manner the Latin Psalter-catena of bish-

op Bruno of Wlirzburg (d. 1045), mentioned above, is com-
j)iled from Augustine and Cassiodorus, but also from Jerome,

Bede and Gregory. And the Syriac annotations to the Psalms

of Gregory Barhebrseus (d. 1286), — of which Tullberg and

Koraen, Upsala 1842, and Schroter, Breslau 1857, have pub-

lished specimens, — are merely of importance in connection

with the history of exposition, and are moreover in no way
distinguished from the mediaeval method.

The mediaeval synagogue exposition is wanting in the

recognition of Christ, and consequently in the fundamental

condition required for a spiritual understanding of the Psalms.

But as we are indebted to the Jews for the transmission

of the codex of the Old Testament, we also owe the trans-

mission of the knowledge of Hebrew to them. So far the

Jewish interpreters give us what the Christian interpreters

of the same period were not able to tender. The interpre-

tations of passages from the Psalms scattered up and down

in the Talmud are mostly unsound, arbitrary, and strange.

And the Midrash on the Ps., bearing the title 2VJ IDVii' {vid.

Zunz, Vortrage^ §. 266 ff.), and the Midrash-catense entitled

Lip^^ of which at present only "J^iyrt^' t^lpi?^ (by Simeon Kara

ha-Darshan) is known, and n^tn ^^pb^ (by Machir b. Abba-

Mari), contain far more that is limitlessly digressive than

what is to the point and usable. This class of psalm-expo-

sition was always employed for the thoroughly practical end
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of stimulating and edifying discourse. It is only since about

900 A. D., when indirectly under Syro-Arabian influence, the

study of grammar began to be cultivated among the Jews,

that the exj^osition and the application of Scripture began

to be disentangled.. At the head of this new era of Jewish

exegesis stands Saadia Gaon (d. 941— 2), from whose Arabic

translation and annotations of the Ps. Haneberg (1840) and
Ewald (1844) have published extracts. The Karaites, Salmon
b. Jerocham and Jefeth, both of whom have also ex^oounded

the Psalms, are warm opponents of Saadia; but Jefeth whose
commentary on the Psalms* has been in part made known by
Barges- (since 1846), nevertheless already recognises the in-

fluence of grammar, which Saadia raised to the dignity of a

science, but which Salmon utterly discards. The next great

expositor of the Psalms is Rashi (i. e. Pvabbi Salomo Isaaki)

of Troyes (d. 1105), who has interpreted the whole of the

Old Testament (except the Chronicles) and the whole of the

Talmud;** and he has not only treasured up with pithy bre-

vity the traditional interpretations scattered about in the

Talmud and Midrash, but also (especiaHy in the Psalms) made
use of every existing grammatico -lexical help. Aben-Ezra
of Toledo (d.ll67) and David Kimchi of Narbonne (d. about

1250) are less dependent upon tradition, which for the most
part expended itself upon strange interpretations. The for-

mer is the more independent and genial, but seldom happy
in his characteristic fancies; the latter is less original, but
gifted with a keener appreciation, of that which is simple and
natural, and of all the Jewish expositors he is the pre-

eminently grammatico -historical interpreter. Gecatilia's

(Mose ha-Cohen Chiquitilla) commentary on the Psalms writ-

ten in Arabic is only known to us from quotations, princip-

ally in Aben-Ezra. In later commentaries, as those of Mose
Alshech (Venice 1601) and Joel Shoeb (Salonica 1569), the

simplicity and elegance of the older expositors degenerates
into the most repulsive scholasticism. The commentary of

* It is to be found in MS. partly in Paris, partly in St. Peters-

burg: the former having been brought thither from Egypt by Munk in

1841 and the latter by Tischendorf in 1853.

But on some parts of the Talmud, e. g. the tractate Maccoth, wq
nave not any commentary by Eashi.
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Obadia Sforno (d. at Bologna 1550), Reuclilin's teaclier, is

too much given to pliilosopliising, but is at least withal clear

and brief. Their knowledge of the Hebrew gives all these

expositors a marked advantage over their Christian cotempo-

raries, but the veil of Moses over their eyes is thicker in propor-

tion to their conscious opposition to Christianity. Neverthe-

less the church has not left these preparatory works unused.

The Jewish Christians, Nicolaus de Lyra (d. about 1340), the

author of the Postilla? perpetiKeySmd Archbishop Paul de Santa
Maria of Burgos (d. 1435), the author of the Additmies ad Ly-

ram^ took the lead in this respect. Independently, like the

last mentioned writers, Augustinus Justinianug of Genoa, in

his Octaplus Psalterii (Genoa, 1516, folio), drew chiefly from

the Midrash and Sohar. The preference however was gener-

ally given to the use of Aben-Ezra andKimchi; e. g. Bucer,

who acknowledges his obligation to these, says: neque enim

candidi mgenii est disslmulare, per quosprofeceris. Justinianus,

Pagninus, and Felix were the three highest authorities on
the original text at the commencement of the Reformation.

The first two had gained their knowledge of the original from
Jewish sources and Felix Pratensis, whose Psalterium ex hehreo

diligenthsime ad verhum fere translatiim^ 1522, appeared under

Leo X., was a proselyte.

We have now reached the threshold of the Reformation
exposition. Psalmody in the reigning church had sunk to a

lifeless form of service. The exposition of the Psalms lost

itself in the dependency of compilation and the chaos of the

schools. Et ipsa quamvis frigida tractatione Psalmorum — says

Luther in his preface to Bugenhagen's Latin Psalter — aliquis

iamen odor viiae ohlatiis est plerisque lonce mentis liominihus,

et utcunque ex verbis illis etiam non inteUectis semper aliquid

consolationis et aurulce senserunt e Psalmis pii^ veluti ex roseto

leniter spirantis. Now, however, when a new light dawned upon
the church through the Reformation — the light of a gram-
matical and deeply spiritual understanding of Scripture, re-

presented in Germany by Reuchlin and in France by Vata-

blus — then the rose-garden of the Psalter began to breathe

forth its perfumes as with the renewed freshness of a May
day; and born again from the Psalter, German hymns re-

sounded from the shores of the Baltic to the foot of the Alps
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witli all tlie fervour of a newly quickened first-love. "It is

marvellous"— says tlie Spanish Carmelite Thomas a Jesu,

—

"how greatly the hymns of Luther helped forward the Lu-

theran cause. Not only the churches and schools echo with them,

but even the private houses, the workshops, the markets,

streets, and fields." For converted into imperishable hymns

(by Luther, Albinus, Franck, Gerhardt, Jonas, Musculus,

Poliander, Ringwaldt, and many more) the ancient Psalms

were transferred anew into the psalmody of the German as

of the Scandinavian* Lutheran church. In the French church

Clement Marot translated into verse 30 Ps., then 19 more
(1541—43) and Theodore Beza added the rest (1562).** Cal-

vin introduced the Psalms in Marot's version as early as 1542

into the service of the Geneva church, and the Psalms have

since continued to be the favorite hymns of the Reformed
church. Goudimel, the martyr of St. Bartholemew's night

and teacher of Palestrina, composed the melodies and cho-

rales. The English Established church adopted the Psalms

direct as they are, as a portion of its liturgy, the Congre-

gational church followed the example of the sister-churches

of the Continent. And how industriously the Psalter was
moulded into Greek verse, as by Olympia Morata (d.

1555)*** and under the influence of Melanthonf into Latin!

The paraphrases of Helius Eoban Hesse (of whom Martin

Ilerz, ISGO, has given a biographical sketch)ff. Job. Major,

Jacob Micyllus (whose life Classen has written, 1859), Job.

Stigel (whose memory has been revived by Paulus Cassel

1860), Gre. Bersmann (d. 1611), and also that begun by Geo.

Buchanan during his sojourn in a Portuguese monastery, are

not only learned performances, but productions of an inward

* The Swedish hymns talien from the Psalms have heen recently

remodelled for congregational use and augmented by Euneberg (Oerebro

1S58).

** vid. Felix Bovet, Les Psaumes de Marot et de Beze, in the Lausanne
m^^gazine, Lc Chretien EvaJigelique, 1866, No. 4.

*** vid. examples in Bonnet's life of Olympia Morata. Germ, transl.

by Merschmann 1860 S. 131—135.

t vid. Wilhelm Thilo, MelanchtJwn im Dienste an licU. Schrifl

(Berlin, 1859), S. 28.

tt His Psalms (to which Veit Dietrich wrote notes) passed through
forty editions in seventy years.
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spiritual need; altliougli one must assent to the judgment

expressed by Harless, that the best attempts of this kind

only satisfy one in proportion as we are able first of all to

banish the remembrance of the original from our mind.

But since the time of the Reformation the exegetical

functions of psalm-exposition have been more clearly appre-

hended and more happily discharged than ever before. In

Luther, who opened his academical lectures in 1514 with the

Ps. (in Latin in Luther's own hand writing in Wolfenbiittel)

and began to jDublish a part of them in 1519 under the title

Operationes in duas PsaJmorwn decades, the depth of experi-

ence of the Fathers is united to the Pauline recognition

(which he gave back to the church) of the doctrine of free

grace. It is true, he is not entirely free from the allegorising

which he rejected in tliesi^ and, in general, from a departure a

sensu literce, and there is also still wanting in Luther the

historical insight into the distinctive character of the two

Testaments; but with respect to experimental, mystical, and

withal sound, understanding he is incomparable. His inter-

pretations of the Psalms, especially of the penitential Ps.

and of Ps. xc, excel every thing hitherto produced, and are

still a perpetual mine of wealth. Bugenhagen's exposition

of the Psalms (Basel 1524, 4to. and freq.) continued the

interrupted work of Luther, who in a brief but forcible pre-

face says in its praise, that it is the first worthy of the name

of an exposition. Penetration and delicacy of judgment dis-

tinguish the interpretation of the five books of the Psalms

by Aretius Felinus i. e. Martin Bucer (1529, 4to. and freq.).

The Aiitophijes (= a se et per se Existens)^ by which through-

out he translates niPP, gives it a remarkable appearance.

But about the same time, as an exegete, Calvin came for-

ward at the side of the German reformer. His commentary

(first published at Geneva 1564) combines with great psycho-

logical penetration more discernment of the types and greater

freedom of historical perception, but is not without many
errors arising from this freedom. Calvin's strict historical

method of interpretation becomes a caricature in Esrom
Riidinger, the schoolmaster of the Moravian brethren, who
died at Altorf in 1591 without being able, as he had intended,

to issue his commentary, which appeared in 1580— 81, in a
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new and revised form. His is an original work wliicli, after

trying many conjectures, at last assigns even the first Psalm

to the era of the Seleucidse.

Within the range of the p ost-Eeformation exposition

the first that meets us is Reinhard Bakius, the persevering and

talented pastor of Magdeburg and Grimma during the Thirty-

years' war, whose Co?n7n. exegetico-practicus on the Ps. (in the first

edition by his son 1664) is a work of extensive reading and good

sense, in many respects a welcome supplement to Luther, cram-

med full of all kinds of notable things about the Psalms, under

which, however, the thread of simple exposition is lost. Martin

Geier keeps the work of the exposition most distinctly before

him, adhering more closely to it and restraining himself from

digression. His lectures on the Psalms delivered at Leipzig

extended ^over a period of eighteen years. Deep piety and

extensive learning adorn his commentary (1668), but the free

spirit of the men of the Reformation is no longer here. Geier

is not capable of turning from dogmatics, and throwing him-

self into the exegesis: a traditional standard of exegesis had

become fixed, to overstep which was accounted as heterodox.

In the Reformed church Cocceius stands prominently forward

(d. 1669). He was an original and gifted man, but starting

from false principles of hermeneutics, too fond of an eschato-

logical literalness of interpretation.

Not only the two Protestant churches, but also the

Romish church took part in the advancing work of psalm-

exposition. Its most prominent expositors from 1550— 1650

are Genebrardus, Agellius, and De Muis, all of whom possess-

ing a knowledge of the Semitic languages, go back to the

original, and Bellarmin, who brings to the work not merely

uncommon natural talents, but, within the limits of papistical

restraint, a deep spiritual penetration. Later on psalm-

exposition in the Romish church degenerated into scholasti-

cism. This is at its height in Le Blanc's Psalmorum Bavidi-

corum Analysis and in Job. Lorinus' Commentaria in Psalmos

(6 folio vols. 1665 — 1676). In the protestant churches,

however, a lamentable decline from the spirit of the men of

the Reformation in like manner manifested itself. The Ad-

noiationes xiberiores in Hagiographa (t. i. 1745, 4to: Ps. and

Prov.) of Joh. Heinrich Michaelis are a mass of raw materials:
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fclie glossarial annotations groan beneath the burden of num-
berless unsifted examples and parallel passages. What had

been done during the past sixteen hundred years remains

almost entirely unnoticed; Luther is not explored, even Calvin

within the pale of his own church no longer exerts any in-

fluence over the exposition of Scripture. After 1750, the

exposition of Scripture lost that spiritual and ecclesiastical

character which had gained strength in the seventeenth cen-

tury, but had also gradually become torpid.; whereas in the

Eomish church, as the Psalm-expositions ofDeSacy, Berthier

and La Harpe shew, it never sank so low as to deny the

existence of revealed religion. That love for the Ps., which

produced the evangelical hymn-psalter of that truly Christian

poet and minister Christoph Karl Ludwig von Pfeil (1747),*

prefaced by Bengel, degenerated to a merely literary, or at

most poetical, interest, — exegesis became carnal and un-

spiritual. The remnant of what was spiritual in this age of

decline, is represented by Burk in his Gnomon to the Ps.

(1760) which follows the model of Bengel, and by Chr. A.

Crusius in the second part of his Hypomnemata ad Theologiam

Propheticam (1761), a work which follows the track newly

opened up by Bengel, and is rich in germs of progressive

knowledge (vid. my Bihlisch-prophetisclie Theologie^ 1845). We
may see the character of the theology of that age from Joh.

Dav. Michaelis' translation of the Old Testament, with notes

for the unlearned (1771), and his writings on separate Psalms.

From a linguistic and historical point of view we may find

something of value here; but besides, only wordy, discursive,

tasteless trifling and spiritual deadness. It has been the

honour of Herder that he has freed psalm-exposition from

this want of taste, and the merit of Hengstenberg (first of all

in his Lectures)-, that he has brought it back out of this want

of spirituality to the believing consciousness of the church.

The transition to modern exposition is marked by

Eosenmiiller's Scholia to the Ps. (first published in 1798

—

1804), a compilation written in pure clear language with

exegetical tact and with a thankworthy use of older exposi-

tors who had become unknown, as Elidinger, Bucer, and

vid. his Life by Heinr. Mcrz (1SG3), S. 111—117,
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Agellius, and also of Jewisli writers. De Wette's commentary

on the Psalms (first published in 1811, 5 th edition by Gustav

Baur, 1856) was far more independent and forms an epoch

in exegesis. De Wette is precise and clear, and also not

without a perception of the beautiful; but his position in

relation to the Scripture writers is too much like that of a

reviewer, his research too sceptical, and his estimate of the

Ps. does not sufficiently recognise their place in the history

of redemption. He regards them as national hymns, partly

in the most ordinary patriotic sense, and when his theological

perception fails him, he helps himself out with sarcasm against

the theocratic element, which he carries to the extreme of

disgust. Nevertheless, De Wette's commentary opens up a

new epoch so far as it has first of all set in order the hitherto

existing chaos of psalm -exposition, and introduced into it

taste and grammatical accuracy, after the example of Herder

and under the influence of Gesenius. He is far more independ-

ent than Rosenmliller, who though not wanting in taste and
tact, is only a compiler. In investigating the historical cir-

cumstances which gave rise to the composition of the different

psalms, De Wette is more negative than assumptive. Hitzig

in his historical and critical commentary (1835. 36), which

has appeared recently in a revised form (Bd. 1, 1863, Bd. 2.

Abth. 1, 1864, Abth. 2, 1865), has sought to supplement posi-

tively the negative criticism of De Wette, by ascribing to

David fourteen Ps. of the seventy three that bear the inscrip-

tion "int', assigning all the Ps. from the Ixxiii onwards,

together with i. ii. Ix (these three, as also cxlii— cxliv, cl, by
Alexander Jannseus) to the Maccabean period {e. g. cxxxviii

— cxli to Alexander's father, John Hyrcanus), and also infer-

ring the authors (Zechariah, 2 Chron. xxvi. 5; Isaiah, Jere-

miah) or at least the date of composition of all the rest.

Von Lengerke , in his commentary compiled half from
Hengstenberg, half from Hitzig (1847), has attached himself to

this so-called positive criticism, which always arrives atpositive

results and regards Maccabean psalms as the primary stock of

the Psalter. Von Lengerke maintains that not a single Ps.

can with certainty be ascribed to David. Olshausen (in his

Comment. 1853), who only leaves a few Ps., as ii. xx. xxi, to

the time of the kings prior to the Exile, and with a propens-
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ity, wliicli he is not able to resist, brings down all tlie others

to the time of the Maccabees, even to the beginning of the

reign of John Hyrcanus, also belongs to the positive school.

Whereas Hupfeld in his commentary, 1855— 18G2 (4 vols.),

considers it unworthy of earnest investigation, to lower one's

self to such "childish trifling with hypotheses" and remains true

to De Wette's negative criticism : but he seeks to carry it out in

a different way. He also maintains that none of the Ps. admit

of being with certainty ascribed to David; and proceeds on

the assumption, that although only a part of the inscriptions

are false, for that very reason none of them can be used by us.

We stand neither on the side of this scepticism, which

everywhere negatives tradition, nor on the side of that self-

confidence, which mostly negatives it and places in opposition

to it its own positive counter-assumptions; but we do not

on this account fail to recognise the great merit which 01s-

hausen, Hupfeld and Hitzig have acquired by their expositions

of the Psalms. In Olshausen we prize his prominent talent

for critical conjectures; in Hupfeld grammatical thoroughness,

and solid study so far as it is carried; in Hitzig the stimula-

ting originality everywhere manifest, his happy perspicacity

in tracing out the connection of the thoughts, and the marv-

ellous amount of reading which is displayed in support of

the usage of language and of that which is admissible accord-

ing to syntax. The commentary of Ewald {Poetische Bucher^

1839, 40. 2nd edition 1866), apart from the introductory port-

ion, according to its plan only fragmentarily meets the

requirements of exposition, but in the argument which pre-

cedes each Ps. gives evidence of a special gift for perceiving

the emotions and throbbings of the heart and entering into

the changes of feeling.

None of these expositors are in truly spiritual rapport with

the spirit of the psalmists. The much abused commentary of

Hengstenberg 1842—1847 (4 vols. 2nd edition 1849—1852) con-

sequently opened a new track, in as much as it primarily set the

exposition of the Psalms in its right relation to the church once

more, and was not confined to the historico-grammatical function

of exposition. The kindred spirited works of Umbreit {Christ-

liclie Erlauung aus dem Psalter 1835) and Stier {Siehetizig Psalmen

1834.36), which extend only to a selection from the Psalms, may
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be regarded as its forerunners, and the commentary of Tholuck

(1847) who excludes verbal criticism and seeks to present the

results of exegetical progress in a practical form for the use of

the people, as its counterpart. For the sake of completeness

we may also mention the commentary of Koster (1837) which

has become of importance for its appreciation of the artistic

form of the Psalms, especially the strophe -system, and

Vaihinger's(1845). Out of Germany, no work on the Psalms

has appeared which could be placed side by side with those

of Hengstenberg, Hupfeld and Hitzig. And yet the inexhaust-

ible task demands the combined work of many hands. Would
that the examples set by Bjork, by Perret-Gentil, Armand de

Mestral and J. F. Thrupp, of noble rivalry with German
scholarship might find many imitators in the countries of the

Scandinavian, Latin, and English tongues! Would that the

zealous industry of Bade and Reinke, the noble endeavours

of Schegg and Konig, might set an example to many in the

Ptomish church! Would that also the Greek church on the

basis of the criticism of the LXX defended by Pharmakides

against Oikonomos, far surpassing the works on the Ps. of Nico-

dimos and Anthimos, which are drawn from the Fathers, might

continue in that rival connection with German scholarship of

which the Prolegomena to the Psalm-commentary of the

Jerusalem patriarch Anthimos, by Dionysios Kleopas (Jeru-

salem 1855. 4to.) give evidence! Non plus ultra is the watch-

word of the church with regard to the word of God, and

plus ultra is its watchword with regard to the understanding

of that word. Common work upon the Scriptures is the finest

union of the severed churches and the surest harbinger of

their future unity. The exposition of Scripture will rear the

Church of the Future.

X. THEOLOGICAL PRELIMKARY CONSIDERATIONS.

The expositor of the Psalms can place himself on the

standpoint of the poet, or the standpoint of the Old Testa-

ment church, or the standpoint of the church of the present

dispensation — a primary condition of exegetical progress

is the keeping of these three standpoints distinct, and, in

accordance therewith, the distinguishing between the two
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Testaments, and in general, between the different steps in the

development of the revelation, and in the perception of the

plan, of redemption. For as redemption itself has a progres-

sive history, so has the revelation and growing perception of

it a progressive history also, which extends from paradise,

through time, on into eternity. Redemption realizes itself in

a system of facts, in which the divine purpose of love for the

deliverance of sinful humanity unfolds itself, and the revela-

tion of salvation is given in advance of this gradually devel-

oping course of events in order to guarantee its divine author-

ship and as a means by which it may be rightly understood.

In the Psalms we have five centuries and more of this progres-

sive realizing, disclosing, and perception of salvation laid

open before us. If we add to this the fact that one psalm is

by Moses, and that the retrospective portions of the historical

psalms refer back even to the patriarchal age, then, from the

call of Abraham down to the restoration of Israel's position

among the nations after the Exile, there is scarcely a single

event of importance in sacred history which does not find some

expression in the Psalter. And it is not merely facts external

to it, which echo therein in lyric strains, but, because David,

— next to Abraham undoubtedly the most significant character

of sacred history in the Old Testament, — is its chief com-

poser, it is itself a direct integral part of the history of

redemption. And it is also a source of information for the

history of the revelation of redemption, in as much as it

flowed not from the Spirit of faith merely, but mainly also

from the Spirit of prophecy: but, pre-eminently, it is the

most important memorial of the progressive recognition of

the plan of salvation, since it shews how, between the giving

of the Law from Sinai and the proclamation of the Gospel

from Sion, the final, great salvation was heralded in the

consciousness and life of the Jewish church.

We will consider 1) the relation of the Psalms to

the prophecy of the future Christ. When man. whom
God had created, had corrupted himself by sin, God did not

leave him to that doom of wrath which he had chosen for

himself, but visited him on the evening of that most unfor-

tunate of all days, in order to make that doom the disciplinary

medium of His love. This visitation of Jahve Elohim was
VOL. I. 5
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the first step in the history of redemption towards the goal

of the incarnation, and the so-called protevangelium was the

first laying of the foundation of His verhal revelation of law

and gospel — a revelation in accordance with the plan of

salvation, and preparing the way towards this goal of the

incarnation and the recovery of man. The way of this salva-

tion, which opens up its own historical course, and at the

same time announces itself in a form adapted to the human
consciousness, runs all through Israel, and the Psalms shew

us how this seed-corn of words and acts of divine love has

expanded with a vital energy in the believing hearts of Israel.

They bear the impress of the period, during which the pre-

paration of the way of salvation was centred in Israel and

the hope of redemption was a national hope. For after man-
kind was separated into different nations, salvation was con-

fined within the limits of a chosen nation, that it might

mature there, and then bursting its bounds become the pro-

perty of the human race. At that period the promise of the

future Mediator was in its third stage. The hope of over-

coming the tendency in mankind to be led astray into evil

was attached to the seed of the woman, and the hope of a

blessing for all peoples, to the seed of Abraham: but, at this

period, when David became the creator of psalm-poesy for

the sanctuary service, the promise had assumed a Messianic

character and pointed the hope of the believing ones towards

the king of Israel^ and in fact to David and his seed: the

salvation and glory of Israel first, and indirectly of the nations,

was looked for from the mediatorship of Jahve's Anointed.

The fact that among all the Davidic psalms there is only

a single one, viz. Ps. ex, in which David (as in his last words
2 Sam. xxiii. 1— 7) looks forth into the future of his seed

and has the Messiah definitely before his mind, can only be

explained by the consideration, that he was hitherto himself

the object of Messianic hope, and that this hope was first

gradually (especially in consequence of his deep fall) separ-

h ated from himself individually, and transferred to the future.

Therefore when Solomon came to the throne the Messianic

desires and hopes of Israel were directed towards him, as

Ps. Ixxii shews; they belonged only to the one final Christ

of God, but they clung for a long time enquiringly and with
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a perfect right (on the ground of 2 Sam. vii) to the direct

son of David. Also in Ps. xlv it is a son of David, cotem-

porary with the Korahite singer, to whom the Messianic pro-

mise is applied as a marriage benediction, wishing that the

promise may be realized in him.

But it soon became evident that He, in whom the full reali-

zation of the idea of the Messiah is to be found, had not yet

appeared either in the person of this king or of Solomon. And
when in the later time of the kings the Davidic line became

more and more inconsistent with its vocation in the sacred

history, then the hope of the Messiah was completely weaned

of its expectation of immediate fulfilment, and the present

became merely the dark ground from which the image of the

Messiah, as purely future, stood forth in relief. The nn~)2,

in whom the prophecy of the later time of the kings centres,

and whom also Ps. ii sets forth before the kings of the earth

that they may render homage to Him, is an eschatological

character (although the r\'<1T\i< was looked for as dawning

close upon the border of the present). In the mouth of the

congregation Ps. xlv and cxxxii, since their contents referred

to the future, have become too prophetically and eschato-

logically Messianic. But it is remarkable that the number

of these psalms which are not merely typically Messianic is

so small, and that the church of the period after the Exile

has not enriched the Psalter with a single psalm that is

Messianic in the stricter sense. In the later portion of the

Psalter, in distinction from the strictly Messianic psalms,

the theocratic psalms are more numerously represented, i. e.

those psalms which do not speak of the kingdom of Jahve's

Anointed which shall conquer and bless the world, not of the

Christocracy, in which the theocracy reaches the pinnacle

of its representation, but of the theocracy as such, which is

complete inwardly and outwardly in its own representation

of itself, — not of the advent of a human king, but of Jahve

Himself, with the kingdom of God manifest in all its glory.

For the announcement of salvation in the Old Testament

runs on in two parallel lines: the one has as its termination

the Anointed of Jahve, who rules all nations out of Zion,

the other, the LORD Himself sitting above the Cherubim, to

whom all the earth does homage. These two lines do not

5*
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meet in the Old Testament; it is only the fulfilment that

makes it plain, that the advent of the Anointed one and the

advent of Jahve is one and the same. And of these two lines

the divine is the one that preponderates in the Psalter; the

hope of Israel, especially after the kingship had ceased in

Israel, is directed generally beyond the human mediation

directly towards Jahve, the Author of salvation. The funda-

mental article of the Old Testament faith runs mri''^ nn^^l^'^

(Ps. iii. 9, Jon. ii. 10). The Messiah is not yet recognised as a

God-man. Consequently the Psalms contain neither prayer to

Him, nor prayer in His name. But prayer to Jahve and

for Jahve's sake is essentially the same. For Jesus is in

Jahve. Jahve is the Saviour. And the Saviour when he shall

appear, is nothing but the visible manifestation of the n>'1l^'^

of this God (Isa. xlix. 6).

In considering the goal of the Old Testament history in

its relation to the God-man, we distinguish five classes of

psalms which are directed towards this goal. After 2 Sam. vii

the Messianic promise is no longer in a general way connected

with the tribe of Judah, but with David; and is referred not

merely to the endless duration of his kingdom, but also to

one scion of his house, in whom that to which God has appoin-

ted the seed of David in its relation to Israel first, and from

Israel to all the other nations, shall be fully realised, and

without whom the kingdom of David is like a headless trunk.

Psalms in which the poet, looking beyond his own age, com-

forts himself with the vision of this king in whom the promise

is finally fulfilled, we call eschatological psalms, and in

fact directly eschatologically Messianic psalms. These

connect themselves not merely with the already existing pro-

phetic utterances, but carry them even further, and are only

distinguished from prophecy proper by their lyric form; for

prophecy is a discourse and the psalms are spiritual songs.

The Messianic character of the Psalms is, however, not

confined to prophecy proper, the subject of which is that

which is future. Just as nature exhibits a series of stages

of life in which the lower order of existence points to the

next order above it and indirectly to the highest, so that,

for instance, in the globular form of a drop we read the in-

timation of the struggle after organism, as it were, in the
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simplest barest outline: so also tlie progress of history is

typical, and not only as a whole, but also most surprisingly

in single traits, the life of David is a vatichiium reale of the

life of Him, whom prophecy calls directly nn """IHy Ezek. xxxiv.

23 sq. xxxvii. 24 sq. and DD^D in Hos. iii. 5, Jer. xxx. 9, as

the David who is, as it were, raised from the dead in a glo-

rified form. Those psalms in which David himself (or even a

poet throwing himself into David's position and mood) gives

expression in lyric verse to prominent typical events and

features of his life, we call typically Messianic psalms.

This class, however, is not confined to those, of which David

is directly or indirectly the subject, for the course of suffering

of all the Old Testament saints, and esjDecially of the pro-

phets in their calling (vid. on xxxiv. 20 sq. and Ps. Ixix), was

to a certain extent a tutto; tou [xsXXovxo?. All these psalms7\

not less than those of the first class, may be quoted in the vv, /
'^'

New Testament with the words iva irXYjpw&'J, with this differ-

ence only, that in the former it is the prophetic word, inj

the latter the prophetic history, that is fulfilled^^'^he older

theologians, especially the Lutheran, contended against the

supposition of such typological citations of the Old Testa-

ment in the New: they were destitute of that perception of

the organic element in history granted to our age, and con-

sequently were lacking in the true counterpoise to their rigid

notions of inspiration.

But there is also a class of Psalms which we call typico-
prophetically Messianic, viz. those in which David, de-

scribing his outward and inward experiences, — experiences

even in themselves typical, — is carried beyond the limits of

his individuality and present condition, and utters concerning

himself that which, transcending human experience, is in-

tended to become historically true only in Christ. Such

psalms are typical, in as much as their contents is grounded j^
in the individual, but typical, history of David; they are, Qf^
however, at the same time prophetic, in as much as they ex-

press present individual experience in laments, hopes, and

descriptions which point far forward beyond the present ancl^

are only fully realised in Christ. The psychological possi-

bility of such psalms has been called in question; but they

would only be psychologically impossible, if one were obliged
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to suppose that David's self-consciousness must under sucli

circumstances pass over into that of his antitype; but it is

in reality quite otherwise. As the poet in order to describe

his experiences in verse, idealises them, i. e. seizes the idea

of them at the very root, and, stripping off all that is advent-

itious and insignificant, rises into the region of the ideal:

so David also in these psalms idealises his experiences, which

even in itself results in the reduction of them to all that is

essential to their continuance as types. This he does, how-

ever, not from his own poetic impulse, but under the in-

spiration of the Spirit of God; and a still further result

which follows from this is, that the description of his typical

fortunes and their corresponding states of feeling is moulded

into the prophetic description of the fortunes and feelings

of his antitype.

Beside these three classes of Messianic psalms one may

/u> regard psalms like xlv and Ixxii as a fourth class of indi-

^ rectly eschatologically Messianic psalms. They are

-^hose in which, according to the time of their composition.

Messianic hopes are referred to a cotemporary king, but

without having been fulfilled in him; so that, in the mouth

.J- of the church, still expecting their final accomplishment,

these psalms have become eschatological hymns and their

exposition as such, by the side of their chronological inter-

pretation, is fully warranted.

j^^ A fifth class is formed by the eschatologically Je-

ho vie psalms, %hich are taken up with describing the ad-

vent of Jahve and the consummation of His kingdom, which is

^_all through brought about by judgment (vid. Ps. xciii). The

s^number of these psalms in the Psalter greatly preponderates.

They contain the other premiss to the divine-human end of

the history of salvation. There are sudden flashes of light

thrown upon this end in the prophets. But it remains re-

served to the history itself to draw the inference of the unto

personalis from these human and divine premises. The Re-

deemer, in whom the Old Testament faith reposed, is Jahve.

The centre of the hope lay in the divine not in the human
king. That the Redeemer, when He should appear, would

be God and man in one person was alien to the mind of the

Old Testament church. And the perception of the fact
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that He would be sacrifice and priest in one person, only

penetrates in single rays into the Old Testament darkness,

the cynosure of which is mn\ and mri'' only.

Coming now to consider 2) the relation of the Psalms
to the legal sacrifice, we shall find this also different

from what we might expect from the stand-point of fulfilment.

Passages certainly are not wanting where the outward legal

sacrifice is acknowledged as an act of worship on the part

of the individual and of the congregation (Ixvi. 15, li. 21);

but those occur more frequently, in which in comparison

with the Xoyix-)] Xa-zpzia it is so lightly esteemed, that with-

out respect to its divine institution it appears as something

not at all desired by God, as a shell to be cast away, and

as a form to be broken in pieces (xl. 7 sq. 1. li. 18 sq.). But
it is not this that surprises us. It is just in this respect

that the psalms contribute their share towards the progress

of sacred history. It is that process of spiritualisation which

begins even in Deuteronomy, and which is continued by rea-

son of the memorable words of Samuel, 1 Sam. xv. 22 sq.

It is the spirit of the New Testament, growing more and

more in strength, which here and in other parts of the Psal-

ter shakes the legal barriers and casts off the axoLy^sTa to5

x6a[jLou as a butterfly does its chrysalis shell. But what is

substituted for the sacrifice thus criticised and rejected?

Contrition, prayer, thankgiving, yielding one's self to God
in the doing of His will, as Prov. xxi. 3 to do justly, Hos. vi. 6

kindness, Mic. vi. 6—8 acting justly, love, and humility, Jer.

'

vii. 21— 23 obedience. This it is that surprises one. The

disparaged sacrifice is regarded only as a symbol not as a type;

it is only considered in its ethical character, not in its relation

to the history of redemption. Its nature is unfolded only so

far as it is a gift to God (p'^p), not so far as the offering is

appointed for atonement (PilDD); in one word: the mystery

of the jblood remains undisclosed. Where the New Testa-

ment mind is obliged to think of the sprinkling with the

blood of Jesus Christ, it is, in Ps. li. 9, the sprinkling of the

legal ritual of purification and atonement that is mentioned,

and that manifestly figuratively but yet without the signifi-

cance of the figure. Whence is it? — Because the sacrifice

with blood, as such, in the Old Testament remains a question
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to wliicli Isaiah, in cli. liii, gives almost tlie only distinct

answer in accordance with its historical fulfilment; for pass-

ages like Dan. ix. 24 sqq. Zech. xii. 10, xiii. 7 are themselves

questionable and enigmatical. The prophetic representation

of the passion and sacrifice of Christ is only given in direct

prophetic language thus late on, and it is only the evang-

elic history of the fulfilment that shews, how exactly the

Spirit wdiich spoke by David has moulded that which he says

concerning himself, the type, into correspondence with the

antitype. The confidence of faith under the Old Testament,

as it finds expression in the Psalms, rested upon Jahve even

in reference to the atonement, as in reference to redemption

in general. As He is the Saviour, so is He also the one who
makes the atonement ("]Dr?2), from whom expiation is earn-

estly sought and hoped for (Ixxix. 9, Ixv. 4, Ixxviii. 38,

Ixxxv. 3 and other passages). It is Jahve who at the end of

His course of the redemptive history is the God-man, and the

blood given by Him as the medium of atonement (Lev. xvii.

11) is, in the antitype, His own blood.

Advancing from this point, we come to examine 3) the
relation of the Psalms to the New Testament right-
eousness of faith and to the New Testament mor-
ality which flows from the primary command of in-

finite love. Both with respect to the atonement and to

redemption the Psalms undergo a complete metamorphosis
in the consciousness of the praying New Testament church

—

a metamorphosis, rendered possible by the unveiling and
particularising of salvation that has since taken place, and to

which they can without any reserve be accommodated. There
are^ only two points in which the prayers of the Psalms ap-

pear to be difficult of amalgamation with the Christian con-

sciousness. These are the moral self-confidence bordering on
self-righteousness, which is frequently maintalnedTbefore God
in the Psalms, and the wa£mth _of jeeHjig...a^ains^

and persecutors which finds vent in fearful cursings. The
self-righteousness here is a mere appearance; for the right-

eousness to which the psalmists appeal is not the merit of

works, not a sum of good works, which are reckoned up be-
fore God as claiming a reward, but a godlydjrection o f the AvilL

and agodly form.of life, which has its root in the surrender of
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one's wliolo snlf to God and regards itself as the operation

and work of justifying, sanctifying, preserving and ruling

grace (Ixxiii. 25 sq. xxv. 5— 7, xix. 14 and other passages).

There is not wanting an acknowledgement of the innate sin-

fulness of our nature (li. 7), of the man's exposure to punish-

ment before God apart from His grace (cxliii. 2), of the many,

and for the most part unperceived, sins of the converted (xix.

13), of the forgiveness of sins as a fundamental condition

to the attainment of happiness (xxxii. 1 sq.), of the necessity

of a new divinely-created heart (li. 12), in short, of the way

of salvation which consists of penitential contrition, pardon,

and newness of life.

On the other hand it is not less true, that in the light

of the vicarious atonement and of the Spirit of regeneration

it becomes possible to form a far more penetrating and subtle

moral judgment of one's self; it is not less true, that the tribu-

lation, which the New Testament believer experiences, though

it does not produce such a strong and overwhelming sense

of divine wrath as that wdiich is often expressed in the psalms,

nevertheless sinks deeper into his inmost nature in the

presence of the cross on Golgotha and of the heaven that

is opened up to him, in as much as it appears to him to

be sent by a love that chastens, proves, and prepares him

for the future; and it is not less true, that after the right-

eousness of God — which takes over our unrighteousness

and is accounted even in the Old Testament as a gift of-

grace — lies before us for believing appropriation as a

righteousness redemptively wrought out by the active and

passive obedience of Jesus, the distinctive as well as the

reciprocally conditioned character of righteousness of faith

and of righteousness of life is become a more clearly per-

ceived fact of the inner life, and one which exercises a more

powerful influence over the conduct of that life. * Neverthe-

less even such personal testimonies, as Ps. xvii. 1— 5, do not

* cf. Kurtz, Zar Theologie dcr Psalmen, III: The sclf-righteousncss of

the psalmists, in the Dorpater Zeitschrift 1865 S. 352—358: "The Old

Testament righteousness of faith, represented by the evangelium visibile

of the sacrificial worship, had not as yet the fundamental and primary,

helpful position assigned to it, especially by Paul, in the New Testament,
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resist conversion into New Testament forms of thought and

experience, for they do not hinder the mind from thinking

specially, at the same time, of righteousness of faith, of God's

acts which are performed through the medium of sacraments,

and of that life resulting from the new birth, which main-

tains itself victorious in the old man; moreover the Christian

ought to be himself earnestly warned by them to examine

himself whether his faith is really manifest as an energising

power of a new life; and the difference between the two

Testaments loses its harshness even here, in the presence of

the great verities which condemn all moral infirmity, viz. that

the church of Christ is a community of the holy, that the blood

of Jesus Christ cleanseth us from all sin, and that whosoever

is born of God doth not commit sin.

But as to the so-called imprecatory psalms,* in the

position occupied by the Christian and by the church towards

the enemies of Christ, the desire for their removal is certainly

outweighed by the desire for their conversion: but assuming,

that they will not be converted and will not anticipate their

punishment by penitence, the transition from a feeling of love

to that of wrath is warranted in the New Testament (e. g.

Gal. V. 12), and assuming their absolute Satanic hardness of

heart the Christian even may not shrink from praying for

their final overthrow. For the kingdom of God comes not

only by the way of mercy but also of judgment; and the coming

of the kingdom of God is the goal of the Old as well as of

the New Testament saint {yid. ix. 21, lix. 14 and other pas-

sages), and every wish that judgment may descend upon
those who oppose the coming of the kingdom of God is

cherished even in the Psalms on the assumption of their

lasting impenitence {vid. vii. 13 sq. cix. 17). Where, how-

ever, as in Ps. Ixix and cix, the imprecations go into parti-

culars and extend to the descendents of the unfortunate one

but only a more secondary position; justification is conceived not as a

condition of the sanctification which is to be striven after, but as a

supplementing of that which is wanting in the sanctification thus defect-

ively striven after.

* cf. Kurtz, ihid. IV: The imprecatory Psalms, ibid. S. 359—372 and

our discussions in the introductions to Ps. xxxv and cix, which belong to

this class.
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mid even on to eternity, the only justification of tliem is tliis,

that they flow from the prophetic spirit, and for the Christian

they admit of no other adoption, except as, reiterating them,

he gives the glory to the justice of God, and commends him-

self the more earnestly to His favour.

Also 4) the relation of the Psalms to the Last

Things is such, that in order to be used as prayers expressive

of the New Testament faith they require deepening and

adjusting. For what Julius Africanus says of ,the Old Testa-

ment: ouSsTTO) olooTo IXizU amGxa.Gzoic, oacp%, holds good at least

of the time before Isaiah. For Isaiah is the first to foretell, in

one of his latest apocalyptic cycles (ch. xxiv—xxvii), the first

resurrection, i. e. the re-quickening of the martyr-church that

has succumbed to death (ch. xxvi. 19),just as with an extended

vision he foretells the termination of death itself (ch. xxv. 8)

;

and the Book of Daniel — that Old Testament apocalypse,

sealed until the time of its fulfilment — first foretells the

general resurrection, i. e. the awakening of some to life and

others to judgment (ch. xii. 2). Between these two prophe-

cies comes Ezekiel's vision of Israel's return from the Exile

under the figure of a creative quickening of a vast field of

corpses (ch. xxxvii) — a figure which at least assumes that

what is represented is not impossible to the wonder-working

power of God, which is true to His promises. But also in

the latest psalms the perception of salvation nowhere appears

to have made such advance, that these words of prophecy

foretelling the resurrection should have been converted into

a dogmatic element of the church's belief. The hope, that the

bones committed, like seed, to the ground would spring forth

again, finds expression first only in a bold, but differently ex-

pressed figure (cxli. 7); the hopeless darkness of Sheol (vi. 6,

XXX. 10, Ixxxviii. 11— 13) remained unillumined, and where

deliverance from death and Hades is spoken of, what is meant

is the preservation of the living, either experienced {e, g.

Ixxxvi. 13) or hoped for {e. g. cxviii. 17) from falling a prey to

death and Hades, and we find in connection with it other pas-

sages which express the impossibility of escaping this universal

final destiny (Ixxxix. 49). The hope of eternal life after death

is nowhere definitely expressed, as even in the Book of Job the

longing for it is never able to expand into a hope, because
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no light of promise shines into that night, which reigns over

Job's mind, — a night, which the conflict of temptation

through which he is passing makes darker than it is in itself.

The pearl which appears ahove the Avaves of temptation is

only too quickly swallowed up again by them.

Also in the Psalms we find passages in which the hope

of not falling a prey to death is expressed so broadly, that

the thought of the final destiny of all men being inevitable is

completely swallowed up by the living one's confidence of

living in the strength of God (Ivi. 14 and esp. xvi. 9—11);

passages in which the covenant relation with Jahve is contrasted

with this present life and its possession, in such a manner

that the opposite of a life extending beyond the present time

is implied (xvii. 14 sq., Ixiii. 4); passages in which the end of

the ungodly is compared with the end of the righteous as

death and life, defeat and triumph (xlix. 15), so that the

inference forces itself uj^on one, that the former die although

they seem to live for ever, and the latter live for ever

although they die at once; and passages in which the psalmist,

though only by way of allusion, looks forward to a being

borne away to God, like Enoch and Elijah (xlix. 16, Ixxiii.

24). Nowhere, however, is there any general creed to be found,

but we see how the belief in a future life struggles to be

free, at first only, as an individual conclusion of the believing

mind from premises which experience has established. And
far from the grave being penetrated by a glimpse of heaven,

it has, on the contrary, to the ecstasy of the life derived from
God, as it were altogether vanished; for life in opposition

to death only appears as the lengthening of the line of the

present ad infinitiim. Hence it is that we no more find in the

Psalms than in the Book of Job a perfectly satisfactory theo-

dicy with referenceto that distribution of human fortunes in

this world, which is incompatible with God's justice. —
Ps. vii. xlix. Ixxiii. certainly border on the right solution

of the mystery, but it stops short at mere hint and presage,

so that the utterances that touch upon it admit of different

interpretation.*

* vid. Kurtz, ibid. II: The doctrine of retribution in the Psalms, ibid.

S. 316—352.
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But on tlie other hand, death and life in the mind of the

psalmists are such deep-rooted notions (i, e. taken hold of

at the very roots, which are grounded in the principles of di-

vine wrath and divine love), that it is easy for the New
Testament faith, to which they have become clear even to

their back ground of hell and heaven, to adjust and deepen

the meaning of all utterances in the Psalms that refer to

them. It is by no means contrary to the meaning of tho

psalmist when, as in passages like Ps. vi. 6, Gehenna is sub-

stituted for Hades to adapt it to the New Testament saint;

for since the descent of Jesus Christ into Hades there is no

longer any Umbus patrum, the way of all who die in the Lord

is not earthwards but upwards, Hades exists only as the vest-

ibule of hell. The psalmists indeed dread it, but only as the

realm of wrath or of seclusion from God's love, which is the

true life of man. Nor is it contrary to the idea of the poets

to think of the future vision of God's face in all its glory

in Ps. xvii. 15 and of the resurrection morn in Ps. xlix. 15;

for the hopes expressed there, though to the Old Testament

consciousness they referred to this side the grave, are future

according to their New Testament fulfilment, which is the

only truly satisfying one. There is, as Oetinger says, no

essential New Testament truth not contained in the Psalms

either voi (according to its unfolded meaning), or at least

7:v£U|xaTi. The Old Testament barrier encompasses the germ-

inating New Testament life, which at a future time shall burst

it. The eschatology of the Old Testament leaves a dark

background, which, as is designed, is divided by the New
Testament revelation into light and darkness, and is to be

illumined into a wide perspective extending into the eternity

beyond time. Everywhere, where it begins to dawn in this

eschatological darkness of the Old Testament, it is the first

morning rays of the New Testament sun-rise which is already

announcing itself. The Christian also here cannot refrain

from leaping the barrier of the psalmists, and understanding

the Psalms according to the mind of the Spirit whose pur-

pose in the midst of the development of salvation and of tho

perception of it, is directed towards its goal and consum-

mation. Thus understood the Psalms are the hymns of

the New Testament Israel as of the Old. The church by using
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tlie language of tlie Psalms in supplication celebrates the

unity of the two Testaments, and scholarship in expounding

them honours their distinctiveness. Both are in the right;

the former in regarding the Psalms in the light of the one

great salvation, the latter in carefully distinguishing the eras

in the history, and the steps in the perception, of this sal-

vation.



EXPOSITION

OF THE PSALTER.

Cum consummaverit homo, tunc incipict, et cum quicverif,

uporiabitur {novis aporiis urgebiiur).

Sir. xviii. 6 (applied by Auo^ustine to the

eipositor of the Psalter).





FIRST BOOK OF THE PSALTEE.

Ps. L—XLT.

PSALM I.

THE RADICALLY DISTINCT LOT OF THE PIOUS AND THE
UNGODLY.

1 BLESSED is the man who walketh not in the counsel of

the ungodly,

And standeth not in the way of sinners,

And sitteth not in the company of scorners,

2 But his delight is in the Law of Jahve

And in His Law doth he meditate day and night —
3 And he is like a tree planted by the water-courses,

Which bringeth forth its fruit in its season,

And its leaf withereth not.

And whatsoever he doeth, he carrieth through.

4 Not thus are the ungodly.

But they are like the chaff which the wind driveth away.

5 Therefore the ungodly cannot stand in the judgment,

Nor sinners in the congregation of the righteous;

G Eor Jahve knoweth the way of the righteous,

But the way of the ungodly perisheth.

The collection of the Psalms and that of the prophecies

ofIsaiah resemble one another in the fact, that the one begins

with a discourse that bears no superscription, and the other

VOL. I. 6
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with a Psalm of the same character; and these form the

prologues to the two collections. From Acts xiii. 33, where

the words: Thou art My Son . . . are quoted as being found

£v TWTrpwTO) i[;aX[x(j), we see that in early times Ps. i. was re-

garded as the prologue to the collection. The reading £v iw

6aX[x(j) Tw BsoTspo), rejected by Griesbach, is an old correction.

But this way of numbering the Psalms is based upon tradi-

tion. A scholium from Origen and Eusebius says of Ps. i.

andii.: £v xqi'Eppalxa) auvYj{x{X£voi, and just so Apollinaris:

*Hva)[JL£vo? 0£ ToT? Tiap' 'Eppaioi? aii^oi?.

For it is an old Jewish way of looking at it, as Albertus

Magnus observes: Psalmiis primus incipit a l)eatitudi?ie et ter-

minatur a teatitudine, i. e. it begins with flti'N i- 1 and ends with

^^]IJ^ ii. 12, so that consequently Ps. i. and ii., as is said in

B. Berachoth 9 b (cf. Jer. Taanith ii. 2), form one Psalm (N^in

ntJ'1?). As regards the subject-matter this is certainly not

so. It is true Ps. i. and ii. coincide in some respects (in the

former n:^^ in the latter i^ns in the former iDNn * * "|*1"1,

in the latter ']"n llDJ^m; in the former "i^tJ/iS at the beginning,

in the latter, at the end), but these coincidences of phraseo-

logy are not sufficient to justify the conclusion of unity of

authorship (Hitz.);, much less that the two Psalms are so

intimately connected as to form one whole. These two

anonymous hymns are only so far related, as that the one

i§ adapted to form the procemimn of the Psalter from its

ethical, the other from its prophetic character. The question,

however, arises whether this was in the mind of the collector.

Perhaps Ps. ii. is only attached to Ps. i. on account of those

coincidences; Ps. i. being the proper prologue of the Psalter

in its pentateuchal arrangement after the pattern of the

Tora. For the Psalter is the Yea and Amen in the form

of hymns to the word of God given in the Tora. Therefore

it begins with a Psalm which contrasts the lot of him
who loves the Tora with the lot of the ungodly, — an echo

of that exhortation. Josh. i. 8, in which, after the death of

Moses, Jahve charges his successor Joshua to do all that is

written in the book of the Tora. As the New Testament
sermon on the Mount, as a sermon on the spiritualized Law,
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begins with jxaxapioi, so the Old Testament Psalter, directed

entirely to the application of the Law to the inner life, begins

with nii'N*. The First book of the Psalms begins with two

nt^'iN* i. 1, ii. 12, and closes with two ni^>^ xl. 5, xli. 2. A
number of Psalms begin with ni^'iX, Ps. xxxii. xli. cxii.

cxix. cxxviii.; but we must not therefore suppose the existence

of a special kind of ^5/^;r-psalms; for, e. ^., Ps. xxxii. is a

'?Oi:'D, Ps. cxii. a Hallelujah, Ps. cxxviii. a ni'l'V^n y*^-

As regards the time of the composition of the Psalm,

we do not wish to lay any stress on the fact that 2 Chron.

xxii. 5 sounds like an allusion to it. But 1st, it is earlier than

the time of Jeremiah; for Jeremiah was acquainted with it.

The words of curse and blessing, Jer. xvii. 5— 8, are like an

expository and embellished paraphrase of it. It is customary

with Jeremiah to reproduce the prophecies of his prede-

cessors, and more especially the words of the Psalms, in the

flow of his discourse and to transform their style to his

own. In the present instance the following circumstance

also favours the priority of the Psalm: Jeremiah refers the

curse corresponding to the blessing to Jehoiakim and thus

applies the Psalm to the history of his own times. It is 2ndly,

not earlier than the time of Solomon. For n^^b occurring

only here in the whole Psalter, a word which came into use,

for the unbelievers, in the time of the Chokma (yid. the

definition of the word, Prov. xxi. 24), points us to the time

of Solomon and onwards. But since it contains no indica-

tions of cotemporary history whatever, we give up the attempt

to define more minutely the date of its composition, and say

with St. Columba (against the reference of the Psalm to Joash

the protege of Jehoiada, which some incline to) : Non aiidiendl

sunt hi, qui ad excludendam Psalmorum veram exposiiio?ie?7i

falsas similitudines al? historia petitas conantur inducere.^

Vers. 1— 3. The exclamatory ni!/N, as also xxxii. 2, xl.

5, Prov. viii. 34, has Gaja (Metheg) by the Aleph, and in some

* vid. Zeuss, Grammatica Ccltica (1853) ii. 10G5. The Commentary

of Columba on the Psalms, with Irish explanations, and coming from

the monastery of Bobbio, is among the treasures of the Ambrosiana.

C*
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Codd. even a second by ij;, because it is intended to be read

asTfre as an exception, on account of the significance of the

word (Baer, in Coram, ii. 495). It is the construct of the plu-

ralet. c^l^'N* (from ^l^\X, cogn. "lt^'>, il^'3, to be straight, right,

well-ordered), and always in the form ^^il^'N, even before the

light suffixes (Olsh. § 135, c), as an exclamation: Ojthe

blessedness of s_o_and so. The man who is characterised

as blessed is first described according to the things he does

not do, then (which is the chief thought of the whole Ps.) -^^
according to what he actually does: he is not a companion

of the unrighteous , but he abides by the revealed word of

God. D^^'ir""] are the godless, whose moral condition is lax, >>

devoid of stay, and as it were gone beyond the reasonable L

bounds of a true unity (wanting in stability of character), \

so that they are like a tossed and stormy sea, Isa. Ivii. 20

sq.;* ''Ntsn (from the sing. Ntsn, instead of which i^dn is

usually found) sinners, aaapxwXoi, who pass their lives in

sin, especially coarse and manifest sin; CIJ'^ (from Vi^, as flQ

from niD) scoffers, who make that whj^Fisdmne, holy, and

true a subject of frivolous jesting. The three appellations

form a climax: impii corde, peccatores opere, illusores ore, in

accordance with which n^'V (from V)p^ figere, staiuere), resolu-

tion, bias of the will, and thus way of thinking, is used in

reference to the first, as in Job xxi. 16, xxii. 18; in reference

* Nevertheless we have not to compare ^'V")> ^'3'') for V*^'"l> but the

Arabic in the two roots -*a«s and ^«^> shews for ^^'"1 the primary

notion to be slack, loose, in opposition to |^'tX.*o p"ia to be hard, firm,

tight; as ^"^X^ ^jC\ i. e. according to the Kamus ^^^ v^>-Lo ^x*)

yXjM^ a hard, firm and straight spear. We too transfer the idea of being

lax and loose to the province of ethics: the difference is only one of

degree. The same two primary notions are also opposed to one another

- >-
in speaking of the intellect: i*-^*^ wise, prop, thick, firm, stout, solid,

-: ' "
and 'wft.^VA*/ foolish, simple, prop, thin, loose, without stay, like a bad
piece of weaving, vid. Fleischer's translation of Samachschari's Golden

Necklace pp. 2B and 27 Anm. 76. Thus V v"| means the loose man and
indeed as a moral-religious notion loose from God, godless [comp. Bibl.

Psychol p. 189. transl.].
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to the second, Tf]i mode of conduct, action, life; in reference

to the third, 2WV2 which like the Arabic ?neglis signifies both

seat (Job xxix. 7) and assembling (cvii. 32), be it official or

social (cf. xxvi. 4 sq., Jer. xv. 17). On 2 "'PH, in an ethical

sense, cf. Mic. vi. 16, Jer. vii. 24. Therefore: Blessed is he

who does not walk in the state of mind which the ungodly

cherish, much less that he should associate with the vicious

life of sinners, or even delight in the company of those

who scoff at religion. The description now continues with

CJ5 '»2 (imo si, Ges. § 155, 2, i): but (if) his delight is, =»

(substantival instead of the verbal clause:) he delights (y^r\

cf. ijcJih»^ f. i. with the primary notion of firmly adhering,

vid. on Job xl. 17) in 'H n^in, the teaching of Jahve, which

is become Israel's vojio?, rule of life; in this he meditates

profoundly by day and night (two ace. with the old accu-

sative terminations am and ah). The per/f. in ver. 1 de-

scribe what he all along has never done, the fut. Hiin^ what

he is always striving to do; njri of a deep (cf. Ij^ depres-

sitm esse), dull sound, as if vibrating between within and

without, here signifies the quiet soliloquy (cf. (j^j^sws mussi-

tando secum loqiii) of one who is searching and thinking.

With n;ril,* in ver. 3, the development of the ni^X now be-

gins; it is thej9r^^. consec. he becomes in consequence of this,

he is thereby, like a tree planted beside the water-courses,

which yields its fruit at the proper season and its leaf does

not fall off. In distinction from yjyCj ,
according to Jalkut

§ 614, h^riV; means firmly planted, so that no winds that

may rage around it are able to remove it from its place

(iDip^D inN JTiD r«). In D^n ^t)B, both C^D and the plur.

serve to give intensity to the figure; :hB (Arab, fal'g, from

i^D to divide, Job xxxviii. 25) means the brook meandering

* By the Sheha stands MctJieg {Gaja), as it does wherever a word,

with Shebd in the first syllable, has 0/ewcjored, Rehia magnum, or Dec/il

without a conjunctive preceding, in case at least one vowel and no Mclheg

— except perhaps that standing before Shebd compos. — lies between

the Shebd and the tone, e.g. ^^J)\\. (with Dechi) ii. 3, '\T\)V^\ xci. 15

and the like. The intonation of the accent is said in these instances to

begin, by anticipation, with the fugitive c.
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and cleaving its course for itself through the soil and stones;

the plu7\ denotes either one brook regarded from its abun-

dance of water, or even several which from different direc-

tions supply the tree with nourishing and refreshing mois-

ture. In the relative clause the whole emphasis does not

rest on inil/S (Calvin : i7npn, licet prcecoces fructus ostentent,

nihil tamen producunt nisi alortivum)^ but \^^B is the firsts

iny^ the second tone-word: the fruit which one expects from

it, it yields (equivalent to nt?:'^;. it produces, elsewhere), and

that at its appointed, proper time (= 1D"iy2, for ny is = n"jy

or n"];i/, like n*"!., ri.^, from "lyj), without ever disappointing

that hope in the course of the recurring seasons. The clause

h'\'2\ N*^ inSpj^l is the other half of the relative clause: and

its foliage does not fall off or wither (^2^ like the synon.

Jb3, from the root ^2).

The green foliage is an emblem of faith, which converts

the water of life of the divine word into sap and strength,

and the fruit, an emblem of works, which gradually ripen

and scatter their blessings around; a tree that has lost

its leaves, does not bring its fruit to maturity. It is only

with hb\, where the language becomes unemblematic, that

the man who loves the Law of God again becomes the direct

subject. The accentuation treats this member of the verse as

the third member of the relative clause; one may, however,

say of a thriving plant n^^, but not rpb^H. This Hiph. (from

n^i?, ^^^, to divide, press forward, press through, vid. xlv.

5) signifies both causative: to cause anything to go through,

or prosper (Gen. xxxiv. 23), and transitive: to carry through,

and intransitive: to succeed, prosper (Judg. xviii. 5). With
the first meaning, Jahve would be the subject; with the

third, the project of the righteous; with the middle one, the

righteous man himself. Thisjast is the most natural: every-

thing he takes in hand he brings to a successful issue (an

expression like 2 Chron. vii. 11, xxxi. 21, Dan. viii. 24). What
a richly flowing brook is to the tree that is planted on its

bank, such is the word of God to him who devotes himself to

it: it makes him, according to his position and calling, ever

fruitful in good and well-timed deeds and keeps him fresh
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in his inner and outward life, and whatsoever such an one

undertakes, he brings to a successful issue, for the might of

the word and of the blessing of God is in his actions.

Vers. 4— 6. The ungodly (cyi^'in, with the demonstra-

tive art.) are the opposite of a tree planted by the water-

courses : they are yb^, like chaff (from y)J2 to press out),

which the wind drives away, viz. from the loftily situated

threshing-floor (Isa. xvii. 13), i. e. without root below, without

fruit above, devoid of all the vigour and freshness of life,

lying loose upon the threshing-floor and a prey of the slight-

est breeze, — thus utterly worthless and unstable. With

p~hv. an inference is drawn from this moral characteristic of

the ungodly: just on account of their inner worthlessness and

instability they do not stand LTB*^^?. This is the word for

the judgment of just recompense to which God brings

each individual man and all without exception with all their

works (Eccl. xii. 14), — His righteous government, which

takes cognisance of the whole life of each individual and

the history of nations and recompenses according to desert.

In this judgment the ungodly cannot stand ('ip to continue

to stand, like "IDJJ cxxx. 3 to keep one's self erect), nor

sinners Cpi^^ Hiy^?. The congregation (nij^ = 'idah^ from

"lyi, 1)1]) of the righteous is the congregation of Jahve

(Tl riiy), which, according to its nature which is ordained

and inwrought by God, is a congregation of the righteous,

to which consequently the unrighteous belong only out-

wardly and visibly: ou yap iravis? ol s^'Iopa-JjX, ouioi'IopayjX,

Rom. ix. 6. God's judgment, when and wheresoever he may
hold it, shall trace back this appearance to its nothingness.

When the time of the divine decision shall come, which also

separates outwardly that which is now inwardly separate, viz.

righteous and unrighteous, wheat and chaff, then shall the

unrighteous be driven away like chaff before the storm, and

their temporary prosperity, which had no divine roots, come

to a fearful end. For Jahve knoweth the way of the righ-

teous, ]r(]i as in xxxvii. 18, Mat. vii. 23, 2 Tim. ii. 19, and

frequently. What is intended is, as the schoolmen say, a nosse

xon affectu et effectu, a knowledge which is in living, intimate

relationship to its subject and at the same time is inclined
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to it and bound to it by love. The way, i. e. the life's course,

of the righteous has God as its goal; God knows this way,

which on this very account also unfailingly reaches its goal.

On the contrary, the way of the ungodly "I2Xn, perishes,

because left to itself, — goes down to ]1"2^<, loses itself,

without reaching the goal set before it, in darkest night. The

way of the righteous only is dy\V "^H? cxxxix. 24, a way
that ends in eternal life. Ps. cxii. which begins with nti'^

ends with the same fearful 12 ND.

PSALM 11.

THE KINGDOM OF GOD AND OF HIS CHRIST, TO WHICH

EVERYTHING MUST BOW.

1 WHY do the people rage,

And the nations imagine a vain thing?!

2 The kings of the earth rise in rebellion,

And the rulers take counsel together —
Against Jahve and against His Anointed.

3 "Up ! let us burst their bands asunder.

And cast away their cords from us !"

4 He who is enthroned in the heavens laughs,

The Lord hath them in derision.

5 Then shall He speak to them in His wrath,

And thunder them down in His hot displeasure:

6 "— And yet have I set My King
Upon Zion, My holy hiH."

(The Divine King:)
^^

7 "I will speak concerning a decree!

Jahve saith unto me: Thou art My Son,

This day have I begotten Thee.

8 Demand of Me, and I will give Thee the nations foi

Thine inheritance,

And the ends of the earth for Thy possession.

9 Thou shalt break them with an iron sceptre.

Like a potter's vessel shalt Thou dash them in pieces."
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10 And now, ye kings, be wise,

Be admonislied, ye judges of the earth!

11 Serve Jahve with fear

,

And rejoice with trembling.

12 Kiss the Son, lest He be angry and ye perisli,"

For His wrath may kindle suddenly —
Blessed are all they who hide in Himl

The didactic Ps. i. which began with ni^\s% is now fol-

lowed by a prophetic Psalm, which closes with nt^'>^. It coin-

cides also in other respects with Ps. i., but still more with

Psalms of the earlier time of the kings (lix. 9, Ixxxiii. 3—9)
and with Isaiah's prophetic style. The rising of the con-

federate nations and their rulers against Jahve and His

Anointed will be dashed to pieces against the imperturbable

all-conqueringpower of dominion, which Jahve has entrusted

to His King set upon Zion, His Son. This is the fundamental

thought, which is worked out with the vivid directness of

dramatic representation. The words of the singer and seer

begin and end the Psalm. The rebels, Jahve, and His Anoint-

ed come forward, and speak for themselves ; but the frame-

work is formed by the composer's discourse, which, like the

chorus of the Greek drama, expresses the reflexions and

feelings which are produced on the spectators and hearers.

The poem before us is not purely lyric. The personality of

the poet is kept in the back-ground. The Lord's Anointed

who speaks in the middle of the Psalm is not the anonymous

poet himself. It may, however, be a king of the time, who is

here regarded in the light of the Messianic promise, or that

King of the future, in whom at a future period the mission

of the Davidic kingship in the world shall be fulfilled: at

all events this Lord's Anointed comes forward with the divine

power and glory, with which the Messiah appears in the

prophets.

The Psalm is anonymous. For this very reason we may
not assign it to David (Hofm.) nor to Solomon (Ew.); for

nothing is to be inferred from Acts iv. 25, since in the New
Testament "hymn of David" and "psalm" are co-ordinate

ideas, and it is always ffir more hazardous to ascribe an
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anonymous Psalm to David or Solomon, than to deny to one

inscribed irh or riDbz'h direct authorship from David or Solo-

mon. But the subject of the Psalm is neither David (Kurtz) nor

Solomon (Bleek). It might be David, for in his reign there is

at least one coalition of the peoples like that from which our

Psalm takes its rise, vid. 2 Sam. x. 6: on the contrary it

cannot be Solomon, because in his reign, though troubled

towards its close (1 Kings xi. 14 sqq.), no such event occurs,

but would then have to be inferred to have happened from this

Psalm. We might rather guess at Uzziah (Meier) or Hezekiah

(Maurer), both ofwhom inherited the kingdom in a weakened

condition and found the neighbouring peoples alienated from

the house of David. The situation might correspond to these

times, for the rebellious peoples, which are brought before

us, have been hitherto subject to Jahve and His Anointed.

But all historical indications which might support the one

supposition or the other are wanting. If the God-anointed

one, who speaks in ver. 7, were the psalmist himself, we
should at least know the Psalm was composed by a king

filled with a lofty Messianic consciousness. But the dramatic

movement of the Psalm up to the nn>71 (ver. 10) which follows,

is opposed to such an identification of the God-anointed

one with the poet. But that Alexander Jannseus (Hitz.),

that blood-thirsty ruler, so justly hated by his people, who
inaugurated his reign by fratricide, may be both at the same
time, is a supposition which turns the moral and covenant

character of the Psalm into detestable falsehood. The Old

Testament knows no kingship to which is promised the domi-

nion of the world and to' which sonship is ascribed (2 Sam.
vii. 14, Ps. Ixxxix. 28), buttheDavidic. The events of his own
time, which influenced the mind of the poet, are no longer

clear to us. But from these he is carried* away into those

tumults of the peoples which shall end in all kingdoms
becoming the kingdom of God and of His Christ (Apoc. xi.

15, xii. 10).

In the New Testament this Psalm is cited more frequently

than any other. According to Acts iv. 25— 28, vers. 1 and
2 have been fulfilled in the confederate hostility of Israel

and the Gentiles against Jesus the holy servant of God and
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against His confessors. In the Epistle to the Hebrews, Ps. ex.

and ii. stand side by side, the former as a witness of the eternal

priesthood of Jesus after the order of Melchisedek, the latter

as a witness of His sonship, which is superior to that of the

angels. Paul teaches us in Acts xiii. 33, comp. Ptom. i. 4,

how the "to-day" is to be understood. The "to-day" accord-

ing to its proper fulfilment, is the day of Jesus' resurrection.

Born from the dead to the life at the right hand of God,

He entered on this day, which the church therefore calls dies

regalis^ upon His eternal kingship.
'' The New Testament echo of this Psalm however goes still

deeper and further. The two names of the future One in

use in the time of Jesus, 6 Xpiaxo; and 6 oio? xou Osou, John

i. 50, Mat. xxvi. 63 (in the mouth of Nathanael and of the

High Priest) refer back to this Ps. and Dan. ix. 25, just as

6 uLo? To5 av&pwTiO'j incontrovertibly refers to Ps. viii. 5 and

Dan. vii. ^3. The view maintained by De Wette and Hupfeld,

that the Psalm is not applicable to the Christian conceptions

of the Messiah, seems almost as though these were to be

gauged according to the authoritative utterances of the pro-

fessorial chair and not according to the language of the

Apostles. Even in the Apocalypse, ch. xix. 15, xii. 5, Jesus

appears exactly as this Psalm represents Him, as iroiixatvwv

Tcc £&vTj £v papotj) aiOYjp<^. Thc office of the Messiah is not only

that of Saviour but also of Judge. Kedemption is the begin-

ning and the judgment the end of His work. It is to this

end that the Psalm refers. The Lord himself frequently re-

fers in the Gospels to the fact of His bearing side by side

with the sceptre of peace and the shepherd's staff, the sceptre

of iron also, Mat. xxiv. 50 sq. , xxi. 44 J Luke xix. 27. The

day of His coming is indeed a day of judgment — the great

day of the opy"/] 'cou ocyvioo, Apoc. vi. 17, before which the

ultra-spiritual Messianic creations of enlightened exegetes

will melt away, just as the carnal Messianic hopes of the

Jews did before His first comincr.

Vers. 1—3. The Psalm begins with a seven line strophe,

ruled by an interrogative Wherefore. The mischievous under-
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taking condemns itself. It it groundless and fruitless. This

certainty is expressed, with a tinge of involuntary astonish-

ment, in the question, ri!^^ followed by a prcet. enquires the

ground of such lawlessness: wherefore have the peoples

banded together so tumultuously (Aquila: eOopopyjOYjaav)?

and followed by a fut.^ the aim of this ineffectual action:

wherefore do they imagine emptiness? pn might be adverbial

and equivalent to p"*"!^, but it is here, as in iv. 3, a govern-

ed accusative; for n^iD which signifies in itself only quiet

inward musing and yearning, expressing itself by a dull

muttering (here: something deceitful, as in xxxviii. 13),

requires an object. By this pi*i the involuntary astonishment

of the question justifies itself: to what purpose is this empty

affair, i. e. devoid of reason and continuance? For the psalm-

ist, himself a subject and member of the divine kingdom,

is too well acquainted with Jahve and His Anointed not to

recognise beforehand the unwarrantableness and impotency

of such rebellion. That these two things are kept in view,

is implied by ver. 2, which further depicts the position

of affairs without being subordinated to the PiD'?. The fut.

describes what is going on at the present time: they set

themselves in position, they take up a defiant position (2-^^nn

as in 1 Sam. xvii. 16), after which we again (comp. the re-

verse order in Ixxxiii. 6) have a transition to i\\Q perf. which

is the more uncoloured expression of the actual: "ipiJ (with

"in^ as the exponent of reciprocity) prop, to press close and

firm upon one another, theij (like j.Ll, which, according to

the correct observation of the Turkish Kamus, in its signi-

fication clam cum aliquo locutus est, starts from the very same

primary meaning of pressing close to any object): to delibe-

rate confidentially together (as xxxi. 14 and V>1J Ixxi. 10).

The subjects ^^li^-O^D and D^2\]^ (according to the Arabic

razuna, to be weighty: the grave, dignitaries, o£[xvol, augusti)

are only in accordance with the poetic style without the ar-

ticle. It is a general rising of the people of the earth against

Jahve and His Jj^t^^lJ) Xptaxo?, the king anointed by Him by
means of the holy oil and most intimately allied to Him.
The psalmist hears (ver. 3) the decision of the deliberating
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princes. The pathetic suff. cmx) instead of eliem refers back

to Jahve and His Anointed. The cohortatives express the

mutual kindling of feeling; the sound and rhythm of the ex-

clamation correspond to the dull murmur of hatred and

threatening defiance: the rhythm is iambic, ^d then ana-

psestic. First they determine to break asunder the fetters

(n1"lDlD — n1"lD^<D) to which the PN, which is significant in

the poetical style, points, then to cast away the cords from

them (l31!3n « noVis, this is the Palestinian mode of writing,

whereas the Babylonians said and wrote i:xsn a nobis in dis-

tinction from ^11212) al) eo, B, Sola 35 a) partly with the vexation

of captives, partly with the triumph of freedmen. They are,

therefore, at present subjects of Jahve and His Anointed,

and not merely because the whole world is Jahve's, but

because He has helped His Anointed to obtain dominion

over them. It is a battle for freedom, upon which they are

entering, but a freedom that is opposed to God.

Vers. 4— 6. Above the scene of this wild tumult of battle

and imperious arrogance the psalmist in this six line strophe

beholds Jahve, and in spirit hears His voice of thunder against

the rebels. In contrast to earthly rulers and events Jahve

is called D]??LJ^D 2\^V - He is enthroned above them in unap-

proachable majesty and ever -abiding glory; He is called

^y"1iX as He who controls whatever takes place below with ab-

solute power according to the plan His wisdom has devised,

which brooks no hindrance in execution. The futt. describe

not what He will do, but what He does continually (cf. Isa.

xviii. 4 sq.). '\'ch also belongs, according to lix. 9, xxxvii.

13, to prit!\ (pnti* which is more usual in the post-pentateu-

chal language = pnii). He laughs at the defiant ones, for be-

tween them and Him there is an infinite distance ; He derides

them by allowing the boundless stupidity of the infinitely little

one to come to a climax and then He thrusts him down to the

earth undeceived. This climax, the extreme limit of the

divine forbearance, is determined by the TN*, as in Deut^xxix.

19, cf. Cli'*xiv. 5, xxxvi. 13, which is a "then" referring to the

future and pointing towards the crisis which then supervenes.

Then He begins at once to utter the actual language of His

wrath to his foes and confounds them in the heat of His
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anger, disconcerts tliem utterly, botli outwardly and in spirit.

hn'Z, Jl^, cogn. n^3, means orginally to let loose, let go,

then in Hebrew sometimes, externally, to overthrow, some-

times, of the mind, to confound and disconcert.

Ver. 5 a is like a peal of thunder (cf. Isa. x. 33); 1^11113,

5&, like the lightning's destructive flash. And as the first

strophe closed with the words of the rebels, so this second

closes with Jahve's own words. With ")^i<i begins an adverbial

clause like Gen. xv. 2, xviii. 13^ Ps. 1. 17. The suppressed

principal clause (cf. Isa. iii. 14; Ew. § 341, c) is easily sup-

plied: ye are revolting, whilst notwithstanding I . . . With
^jvXI He opposes His irresistible will to their vain untertaking.

It has been shewn by Bottcher, that we must not translate

"I have anointed" (Targ., Symm.). TjDJ, dLo, certainly means
to pour out, but not to pour upon, aM the meaning of pour-

ing wide and firm (of casting metal, libation, anointing)

then, as in T-^T), p^'4T], goes over into the meaning of setting

firmly in any place {/undere into fundare, constituere^ as

LXX., Syr., Jer., and Luther translate), so that consequently

Tj^p^ the word for prince cannot be compared with n^ti/D,

but with 2"'iil* The Targum rightly inserts n''r)''jp^ {et pri-
feci euni) after ^n''21 (unxi), for the place of the anointing is

not jl^iJ'^j;. History makes no mention of a king of Israel

being anointed on Zion. Zion is mentioned as the royal seat

of the Anointed One; there He is installed, that He may
reign there, and rule from thence, ex. 2. It is the hill of the

city of David (2 Sam. v. 7, 9, 1 Kings viii. 1) including Mo-
riah, that is intended. That hill of holiness, i. e. holy hill,

which is the resting-place of "the divine presence and there-

fore excels all the heights of the earth, is assigned to Him
as the seat of His throne.

* Even the Jalkut on the Psalms, J 620, wavers in the explanation

of TIDDJ between n^nn"'?2N I have anointed him, (after Dan. x. 3),

n^riDinN I have cast him (after Exod. xxxii. 4 and freq.), andmH;! I have
made him great (after Mic. v. 4). Aquila, hy rendering it y.al £0iaGc/.[j/fjV

(from oidC£at}ai= ucpa(v£i,v), adds a fourth possible rendering. Afifth is "Dj
to purify, consecrate (Hitz.), which does not exist, for the Arabic nasaka
obtains" this meaning from the primary signification of cleansing by flood-

ing with water (<?. g. washing away the briny elements of a field). Also
in Prov. viii. 23 Trq: means I am cast = placed.
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Vers. 7— 9. The Anointed One himself now speaks and

expresses what he is, and is able to do, by virtue of the

divine decree. No transitional word or formula of introduc-

tion denotes this sudden transition from the speech of Jahve

to that of His Christ. The psalmist is the seer: his Psalm

is the mirrored picture of what he saw and the echo of what

he heard. As Jahve in opposition to the rebels acknow-

ledges the king upon Zion, so the king on Zion appeals to

Him in opposition to the rebels. The name of God, niTP,

has Rel)ia magnum and, on account of the compass of the full

intonation of this accent, a Gaja by the Shehd (comp. ^^i"^^

XXV. 2, cn'^N*. Ixviii. 8, "»^"N* xc. 1).* The construction of

"iCp with ^^^ (as Ixix. 27, comp. ^C{< Gen. xx. 2, Jer. xxvii.

19, IS"! 2 Chron. xxxii. 19, plin Isa. xxxviii. 19): to narrate

or make an announcement with respect to . . . is minute, and

therefore solemn. Self-confident and fearless, he can and will

oppose to those, who now renounce their allegiance to him,

a ph, i' e. an authentic, inviolable appointment, which can

neither be changed nor shaken. All the ancient versions,

with the exception of the Syriac, read mni'pn together. The

line of the strophe becomes thereby more symmetrical, but

the expression loses in force. pn~^N rightly has Olewejorech

It is the amplificative use of the noun when it is not more

precisely determined, known in Arabic grammar: such a

decree! majestic as to its author and its matter. Jahve has

declared to Him: nns* ""^S,** and that on the definite day

* We may observe here, in general, that this Gaja {Metheg) which

draws the SJicba into the intonation is placed even beside words with the

lesser distinctives Zinnor and Rchia parvum only by the Masorete Bcn-

Naphtali, not by Ben-Asher (both about 950 A. D.). This is a point which

has not been observed throughout even in Baer's edition of the Psalter,

so that consequently e. g. in v. 11 it is to be written Cn'^N; in vi. 2

on the other hand (with Bechi) TWTV,, not Hln^
7 ** Even in pause here HPN remains without a lengthened a {Psalter

ii. 468), but the word is become Milel, while oat of pause, according

to Ben-Asher, it is Milra; but even out of pause (as in Ixxxix. 10, 12,

xc. 2) it is accented on ttie penult, by Ben-Naphtali. The Alhnach of

the books DNO (Ps., Job, Prov.), corresponding to the Zakcph of the 21

other books, has only a half pausal power, and as a rule none at all

where it follows Olewejored, cf. ix. 7, xiv. 4, xxv. 7, xxvii. 4, xxxi. 14,

XXXV. 15, &c. (Baer, Thorath Emeth p. 37).
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on wliicli He has begotten or born bim into this relationship

of son. The verb lb] (with the changeable vowel ?*) unites in

itself, like; -ysvvav, the ideas of begetting and bearing (LXX.

YSYlvvTjxa, A(l. sTsxov) ; what is intended is an operation of

divine power exalted above both, and indeed, since it refers to

a setting up ("jDi) in the kingship,]^ the begetting into a royal

existence, which takes place in and by the act of anointing

(nwi2). Whether it be David, or a son of DavidT^ the

other David, that is intended, in any case 2 Sam. vii. is to be

accounted as the first and oldest proclamation of this decree;

for there David, with reference to his own anointing, and

at the same time with the promise of everlasting dominion,

receives the witness of the eternal sonship to which Jahve has

appointed the seed of David in relation to Himself as Father,

so that David and his seed can say to Jahve: nrx ''2N, Thou
art my Father, Ixxxix. 27, as Jahve can to him: nnx ""^IS, Thouj

art My son. From this sonship of the Anointed one to Jahve,»

the Creator and Possessor of the world, flows His claim to

and expectation of the dominion of the world. The cohor-

tative, natural after challenges, follows upon hi<^\ Ges.

§ 128, 1. Jahve has appointed the dominion of the world

to His Son: on His part therefore it needs only the desire for

it, to appropriate to Himself that which is allotted to Him.

He needs only to be willing, and that He is willing is shewn

by His appealing to the authority delegated to Him by Jahve

against the rebels. This authority has a supplement in ver.

9, which is most terrible for the rebellious ones. The su/j^.

refer to the n^^U^ the s&vyj, sunk in heathenism. For these his

sceptre of dominion (ex. 2) becomes a rod of iron, which will

shatter them into a thousand pieces like a brittle image of

clay (Jer. xix. 11). With yB:i alternates V^"l (= f>"]
frangere)^

fut. j;"in; whereas the LXX. (Syr., Jer.), which renders uoi-

{lavst? auTou? sv papoo) (as 1 Cor. iv. 21) cior^pa, points it

Cpn from T\yn. The staff of iron, according to the Hebrew
text the instrument of punitive power, becomes thus with

* The changeable i goes back either to a primary form l?^, "O'V, "^N^C;

or it originates directly from Pathach; forms like HTC-h;. and "^N^i^ favour

the former, e in a closed syllable generally going over into Segol favours

the latter.

a
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reference to ^2*\l/ SLS>ihe shepherd's staff xxiii. 4, Mic. vii. 14,

an instrument of despotism.

Vers. 10— 12. The poet closes with a practical applica-

^ tion to the great of the earth of that which he has seen and

heard. With nnj;*!, >tal vuv (1 John ii. 28), iiaque, appro-

, priate conclusions are drawn from some general moral mat-

ter of fact (e, g. Prov. v. 7) or some fact connected with

the history of redemption (e. g. Isa. xxviii. 22). The exhor-

tation is not addressed to those whom he has seen in a

state of rebellion, but to kings in general with reference to

what he has prophetically seen and^heard. y^"^ iLDDii^ are

not those who judge the earth, but the judges, i. e. rulers

(Amos ii. 3, cf. i. 8), belonging to the earth, throughout

its length or breadth. The Hiph. h^31l7) signifies to shew

intelligence or discernment; the Niph. "ici^ as a so-called

Niph. tolerativum, to let one's self be chastened or instructed,

like
Y]l):i

Prov. xiii. 10, to allow one's self to be advised, 1^*"]"]:

Ezek. xiv. 3, to allow one's self to be sought, ^^^p: to allow

one's self to be found, 1 Chron. xxviii. 9, and frequently. This

general call to reflection is followed, in ver. 11, by a special

exhortation in reference to Jahve, and in ver. 12, in reference

to the Son. in^y and 1^'»-l answer to each other: the latter

is not according to Hos. x. 5 in the sense of ib^H xcvi. 9,

but, — since "to shake with trembling" (Hitz.) is a tauto-

logy, and as an imperative 'ib"':i everywhere else signifies:

rejoice, — according to c.^2, in the sense of rapturous

manifestation of joy at the happiness and honour of being

permitted to be servants of such a God. The LXX. correctly

renders it: dcYaXXiaaOs auxtjiev xpojAtp. Their rejoicing, in order

that it may not run to the excess of security and haughti-

ness, is to be blended with trembling (2 as Zeph. iii. 17),

viz. with the trembling of reverence and self-control, for God

is a consuming fire, Hebr. xii. 28.

The second exhortation, which now follows, having refer-

ence to their relationship to the Anointed One, has been

missed by all the ancient versions except the Syriac, as

though its clearness had blinded the translators, since they

render ")2, either "liD purity, chastity, discipline (LXX.,

Targ., Ital., Vulg.), or n? pure, unmixed (Aq., Symm., Jer.:

VOL. I.
- 7
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adorate pure). Thus also Hupfeld renders it "yield sincerely",

whereas it is rendered by Ewald "receive wholesome warn-

ing", and by Hitzig "submit to duty" (13 like the Arabic

jjirr => *)2); Olshausen even thinks, there may be some mis-

take in "ID, and Diestel decides for 12 instead of ^D . But the

context and the usage of the language require osculamini

fiUum. The Piel pi^;^ means to kiss, and never anything else ;
''

and while "i") in Hebrew means purity and nothing more, and

^'2 as an adverb, pure, cannot be supported, nothing is more

natural here, after Jahve has acknowledged His Anointed

One as His Son, than that 12 (Prov. xxxi. 2, even ^12 => 1^2)

— which has nothing strange about it when found in solemn

discourse, and here helps one over the dissonance of ]D j2
—

should, in alike absolute manner to ph, denote the unique

son, and in fact the Son of God.* The exhortation to sub-

mit to Jahve is followed, as Aben-Ezra has observed, by the

exhortation to do homage to Jahve's Son. To kiss is equiva-

lent to to do homage. Samuel kisses Saul (1 Sam. x. 1), saying

that thereby he does homage to him.**

The subject to what follows is now, however, not the Son, Q.

but Jahve. It is certainly at least quite as natural to the New
Testament consciousness to refer "lest He be angry" to the

Son {vid. Apoc. vi. 16 sq.), and since the warning against

putting trust (nicn) in princes, cxviii. 9, cxlvi. 3, cannot

be applied to the Christ of God, the reference of 12 to Him
(Hengst.) cannot be regarded as impossible. But since ncn
2 is the usual word for taking confiding refuge in Jahve, and

* Apart from the fact of "l3 not having the article, its indefiniteness

comes under the point of view of that which, because it combines with

it the idea of the majestic, great, and terrible, is called by the Arabian

grammarians ^^j^hjLX} ^xJClxJI or* oyjcJoJ or Jo^aJ ; by the bound-

lessness which lies in it it challenges the imagination to magnify the

notion which it thus expresses. An Arabic expositor would here (as in

ver. 7 above) render it "Kiss a son and such a son !" {vid. Ibn Hishdm in

De Sacy's Anihol. Grammat. p. Ad, where it is to be translated hie est vir,

qualis vir!). Examples which support this doctrine are 1^,2 Isa. xxviii. 2

by a hand, viz. God's almighty hand which is the hand of hands, and
Isa. xxxi. 8 D'^ri'^tiD before a sword, viz. the divine sword which brooJis

no opposing weapon.
** On this vid. Scacchi Myrothecium, t. iii. (1637) c. 35.
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tlie future clay of wrath is always referred to in the Old

Testament (e. g. ex. 5) as the day of the wrath of God, we re-

fer- the ne irascatur to Him whose son the Anointed One is;

therefore it is to be rendered: lest Jahve be angry and ye

l^erish T]")"!. This T]"}! is the accus. of more exact definition.

If the way of any one perish, i. 6, he himself is lost with

regard to the way, since this leads him into the abyss. It is

questionable whether L:i;;pD means "for a little" in the sense of

hrevi or facile. The usus loquendi and position of the words

favour the latter (Hupf.). Everywhere else LDj;p3 means by
itself (without such additions as in Ezr. ix. 8, Isa. xxvi. 20,

Ezek. xvi. 47) "for a little, nearly, easily." At least this

meaning is secured to it when it occurs after hypothetical

antecedent clauses as in Ixxxi. 15, 2 Sam. xix. 37, Job xxxii.

22. Therefore it is to be rendered: for His wrath might

kindle easily, or might kindle suddenly. The poet warns the

rulers in their own highest interest not to challenge the

wrathful zeal of Jahve for His Christ, which according to

ver. 5 is inevitable. Well is it with all those who have

nothing to fear from this outburst of wrath, because they

hide themselves in Jahve as their refuge. The construct

state ipin connects in, without a genitive relation, with itself

as forming together one notion, Ges. § 116, 1. non the usual

word for fleeing confidingly to Jahve, means according to

its radical notion not so much refugere, confugere, as se

ahdere, condere, and is therefore never combined with ^^X,

but always with p.
*

* On old names of towns, which this ancient HDn shews, vid. Wetz-

stein's remark on Job xxiv. 8 [ii. p. 22 n. 2]. The Arabic still has ^^w.-^

in the reference of the primary meaning to water which, sucked in and

hidden, flows under the sand and only comes to sight on digging. The

rocky bottom on which it collects beneath the surface of the sand and

by which it is prevented from oozing away or drying up is called ,--www.2*>

hasd or .ww^rs*. hisa a hiding-place or j

tain dug there is called _.*a^| ^^sa^.

hasd or .ww^rs*. hisci a hiding-place or place of protection, and a foun-
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PSALM III.

MORNING HYMN OF ONE IN DISTRESS, BUT CONFIDENT IN GOD.

2 JAHVE, how manyiire my oppressors!

Many rise up against me,

3 Many say of my soul:

*'There is no help for him in God". {Sela)

4 But Thou, Jahve, art a shield for me,

My glory and the lifter up of my head.

5 I cried unto Jahve with my voice

And He answered me from His holy hill. {Sela)

C I laid me down, and slept;

I awaked, for Jahve sustaineth me.

7 I will not be afraid of ten thousands of the people

Who have set themselves against me round about.

8 Arise, Jahve, help me, my God!
For Thou smitest all mine enemies on the cheek,

Thou breakest the teeth of the ungodly.

9 To Jahve belongeth salvation —
Upon Thy people be Thy blessing! {Sela)

The two Psalms forming the prologue, which treat of

cognate themes, the one ethical, from the standpoint of the

riDDn , and the other related to the history of redemption

from the standpoint of the HNl^J, are now followed by a

morning prayer; for morning and evening prayers are surely

the first that one expects to find in a prayer- and hymn-
book. The morning hymn, Ps. iii., which has the mention of

the "holy hill" in common with Ps. ii., naturally precedes

the evening hymn Ps. iv.; for that Ps. iii. is an evening hymn
as some are of opinion, rests on grammatical misconception.

With Ps. iii., begin, as already stated, the hymns arran-

ged for music. By *y\^h "ll^TC, a Psalm of David, the hymn
which follows is marked as one designed for musical ac-

companiment. Since ^1?dtq occurs exclusively in the inscrip-

tions of the Psalms, it is no doubt a technical expression

coined by David. ^^ (root CT) is an onomatopoetic word,
which in Kal signifies to cut off, and in fact to prune or lop
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(the vine) (of. Arabic wj-. to write, from the buzzing noise

of the style or reed on the writing material). The significa-

tion of singing and playing proper to the Piel are not con-

nected with the signification "to nip". For neitherthe rhyth-

mical division (Schultens) nor the articulated speaking (Hitz.)

furnish a probable explanation, since the caesura and syllable

are not natural but artificial notions, nor also the nipping

of the strings (Bottch., Ges.), for which the language has

coined the word U: (of like root with y^j). Moreover, the

earliest passages in which Tr\J2\ and "ixsT occur (Gen. xliii.

11, Exod. XV. 2, bridges v. 3), speak rather of song f^ian

music and both words frequently denote song in distinction

from music, e. g. xcviii. 5, Ixxxi. 3, cf. Cant. ii. 12. Also,

if "liSj originally means, like ^J^aXXstv, carpere (pulsare) fides,

such names of instruments as Arab, zemr the hautboy and

zummdra the pipe would not be formed. But ItDI means, as

Hupfeld has shewn, as indirect an onomatope as canere^ "to

make music" in the widest sense; the more accurate u^age

of the language, however, distinguishes "i^i and ^^^l) as to

play and to sing. With 2 of the instrument("itSl denotes song

with musical accompanii1i;ient (like the ^thiopic "^DT instrw

mento canere) and n")Pi (Aram, "ipi) is sometimes, as in Amos
v. 23, absolutely: music. Accordingly "l^CTD signifies techni-

cally the music and ^'>]i; the words. And therefore we trans-

late the former by "Psalm", for 6 ^ak]ioc, loxiv — says Gre-

gory of Nyssa — tj 5ia xou opYavou xou {xooaixou [xsXoJOLa, u)Sy]

03 7] Bia axoixaioc "^z^Q^iva^ tou [xlXoo; [asxoc pTf]|xdtxajv EVf^vYjaii;,

That Ps. iii. is a hymn arranged for music is also mani-

fest from the ri^D which occurs here 3 times. It is found in

the Psalter, as Bruno has correctly calculated, 71 times (17

times in -the 1st book, 30 in the 2nd, 20 in the 3rd, 4 in the

4th) and, with the exception of the anonymous Ps. Ixvi.

Ixvii., always in those that are inscribed by the name of David

and of the psalmists famed from the time of David. That

it is a marginal note referring to the Davidic Temple-music

is clearly seen from the fact, that all the Psalms with Pi^D

have the xy$_yd2 which relates to the musical execution, with

the exception of eight (xxxii. xlviii. 1. Ixxxii. Ixxxiii. Ixxxvii.

Ixxxix. cxliii.) which, however, from the designation "ilDJQ
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are at least manifestly designed for music. The Tepliilla of

Habbakuk, ch. iii., the only portion of Scripture in whiMi

rho occurs out of the Psalter, as an exception has the n)^^r2h

at the end. Including the three H^D of this tephilla, the

^ord does not occur less than 7,4 times in the Old Testament.

Now as to the meaning of this musical 7iota bene, 1st,

every explanation as an abbreviation, — the best of which is

,= "ll^'H h'j^/DS 2b (turn thyself towards above i. e. towards

the front, 6 Singer! therefore: da capo), — is to be rejected,

because such abbreviations fail of any further support in the

Old Testament. Also 2ndly, the derivation from rh\L^ => H^D
silere, according to which it denotes a pause, or orders the

singers to be silent while the music strikes up, is inadmis-

sible, because rhD in this sense is neither Hebrew nor Ara-

maic and mpreover in Hebrew itself the interchange of ti^

with D (]V1}1/, )1''"^C) is extremely rare. There is but one ver-

bal stem with which Ti'^'D can be combined, viz. hbo or n^DTV '

^ - T , T r

(n'^D). The primary notion of this verbal sfem is that of

lifting up, from which, w^ith reference to the derivatives C^D
a ladder and H^Dp in the signification an ascent, or steps,'

2 Chron. ix. 11, comes the general meaning for D^D, of a

musical rise. When the tradition of the Mishna explains the

word as a synonj^m of n^^. and the Targum, the Quinta, and
the Sexta (and although variously Aquila and sometiines

the Syriac version) render it in accordance therewith "for

ever (always)", — in favour of which Jerome also at last

de; ' les,. i?jo. ad Marcellam ^'-quid sit Sela^},— the original mu-
si. ii signification is converted into a corresponding logical

or lexical one. But it is apparent from the hia^aXiioL of the

LXX. (adopted by Symm., Theod., and the Syr.), that the

musical meaning amounts to a strengthening of some kind

or other; for oiacJ/aXjxa signifies, according to its formation

(— jia =.— jjLsvov), not the pause as Gregory of Nyssa defines it:

Tj (xsxa^ij 'zr^z (j;aX[xmBta? '^zvo\iiyt] xaxa to a&poov i'Kr^pillr^al^

TTpo? u7rooo;(Y)v Tou {^so&sv £7rixpivo}X£vou voy)|jLaTo;, but either the

interlude, especially of the stringed instruments, (like Siau-

Aiov (oiauXsiov), according to Hesychius the interlude of the

flutes between the choruses), or an intensified playing (as

Sia^JdXXsiv xpiY^vQi? is found in a fragment Q-f the comedian
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Eupolis in Athenoeus of the strong play of triangular harps).*

According to the pointing of the word as we now have it^t

ought; apparently to be regarded as a noun ^p with the ah of

direction (Synonymous with m,!!, up ! Job xxii. 29); for the omis-

sion of th<b DagesJi beside the ah of direction is not without

example (cf. 1 Kings ii. 40 nn^ which is the proper reading,

instead of nri^, and referred to by Ewald) and the -7^, with

Dag. forte impUcitum, is usual before liquids instead of r^-, as

T\T]B Gen. xxviii. 2, Piin Gen. xiv. 10 instead oi paddannah,

harrah, as also D^DID 1 Sam. xxv. 5 instead of n^D13. But

the present pointing of this word, which is uniformly included

in the accentuation of the Masoretic verse, is scarcely the

genuine pointing: it looks like an imitation of TV^y The word

may originally have been pronounced nbp {elevatio after the

form nn?, n^l). The combination n^D ]V\T'\ ix. 17, in which

jV^n refers to the playing of the stringed instruments (xcii. 4)

leads one to infer that n^D is a note which refers not to the

singing but to the instrumental accompaniment. But to

understand by this a heaping up of weighty expressive ac-

cords and powerful harmonies in general, would be to con-

found ancient with modern music. What is meant is the \

joining in of the orchestra, or a reinforcement of the instru-

ments, or even a transition from piano to forte.

Three times in this Psalm we meet with this Hebrew forte.

In sixteen Psalms (vii. xx. xxi. xliv. xlvii. xlviii. 1. liv. Ix.

Ixi. Ixxv. Ixxxi. Ixxxii. Ixxxiii. Ixxxv. cxliii.) we find it only

once ; in fifteen Psalms (iv. ix. xxiv. xxxix. xlix. lii. Iv. ivii.

lix. Ixii. Ixvii. Ixxvi. Ixxxiv. Ixxxvii. Ixxxviii.), twice; in but

seven Psalms (iii. xxxii. xlvi. Ixvi. Ixviii. Ixxvii. cxl. and also

Hab. iii.), three times; and only in one (Ixxxix.), four times.

It never stands at the beginning of a Psalm, for the ancient

music was not as yet so fully developed, that n^D should

absolutely corresjS'ond to the ritornello. Moreover, it does

not always stand at the close of a strophe so as to be the

sign of a regular interlude, but it is always placed where

the instruments are to join in simultane*ously and take up

* On the explanations of l\.6.'ha.\\).a in the Fathers and the old lexico- /

Erraphers. vid. Suicer's Thcs. Eccl. and Augusti's Chrisil. Archdologic,

Ih. ii.
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the melody — a thing which frequen1>ly happens in the midst

of the strophe. In the Psalm before us it stands at the close

of the 1st, 2nd, and 4th strophes. The reason of its omission

after the third is evident.

Not a few of the Psalms bear the date of the time of

the persecution under Saul, but only this and probably

Ps. Ixiii. have that of Absolom. The Psalter however con-

tains other Psalms which reflect this second time of perse-

cution. It is therefore all the more easy to accept as tradi-

tion the inscription: when he fledhefore Absolom, his son. And
what is there in the contents of the Psalm against this state-

ment? All the leading features ofthe Psalm accord with it,

viz. the mockery of one who is rejected of God 2 Sam. xvi.

7 sq., the danger by night 2 Sam. xvii. 1, the multitudes of

the people 2 Sam. xv. 13, xvii. 11, and the high position of

honour held by the psalmist. Hitzig prefers to refer this

and the following Psalm to the surprize by the Amalekites

during David's settlement in Ziklag. But since at that time

Zion and Jerusalem were not free some different interpreta-

tion of ver. 5 & becomes necessary. And the fact that the

Psalm does not contain any reference to Absolom does not

militate against the inscription. It is explained by the tone

of 2 Sam. xix. 1 [xviii. 33 Engl.]. And if Psalms belonging

to the time of Absolom's rebellion required any such reference

to make them known, then we should have none at all

Vers. 2—" The first strophe contains the lament con-

cerning the existing distress. From its combination with the

exclamative HO , 1 21 is accented on the ultima (and also in

civ. 24); the accentuation of the perf. of verbs yy very fre-

quently (even without the Warn consec.) follows the example

of the strong verb, Ges. § 67 rem. 12. A declaration then

takes the place of the summons and the D''2'1 implied in the

predicate ^3"i now becomes the subject of participial predi-

cates, which more minutely describe the continuing condition

of affairs. The h of W^t> signifies "in the direction of", fol-

lowed by an address in xi. 1 (= "to"), or, as here and fre-

quently {e. g. Gen. xxi. 7) followed by narration (= "of".
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concerning). '>l(^'D:^ instead of •»^ implies that the words of

the adversaries pronounce a judgment upon his inmost life,

or upon his personal relationship to God. PlPJ^'ll^l is an

intehsive form for rt^Ti^l/] , whether it be with a double femi-

nine termination (Ges.," Ew., Olsh.), or, with an original

(accusative) flf^^ of the direction: we regard -this lattpr view,

with Hupfeld, as more in accordance with the usage and

analogy of the language (comp. xliv. 27 with Ixxx. 3, and

T]b\h prop, vuxxa, then as common Greek tj vuxxa, vu^Qa). God

is the ground of help; to have no more help in Him is equi-

valent to being rooted out of favour with God. Open ene-

mies as well as disconcerted friends look upon him as one

henceforth cast away. David had plunged himself into the

deepest abyss of wretchedness by his adultery with Bath-

sheba, at the beginning of the very year in which, by the

renewal of the Syro-Ammonitish war, he had reached the pin-

nacle of worldly power. The rebellion of Absolom belonged

to the series of dire calamities which began to come upon

him from that time. Plausible reasons were not wanting

for such words as these which give up his cause as lost.

Vers. 4— 5. But cleansed by penitence he stands in a to-

tally different relationship to God and God to him from that

which men suppose. Every hour he has reason to fear some

overwhelming attack but Jahve is the shield which covers

him behind and before (i]l2constr. of nj;? =• jJu i^roi^. pone,

post). His kingdpm is taken from him, but Jahve is his glory.

With covered head and dejected countenance he ascended the

Mount of Olivet (2 Sam. xv. 30), but Jahve is the "lifter up

of his head", inasmuch as He comforts and helps him. The

primary passage of this believing utterance "God is a shield"

is Gen. xv. 1 (cf. Deut. xxxiii. 29). Very far from praying

in vain, he is assured, that when he prays his prayer will

be heard and answered. The rendering "I cried and He
answered me" is erroneous here where Nnp5< does not stand

in an historical connection. The future of sequence does

not require it, as is evident from Iv. 17 sq. (comp. on cxx. 1);

it is only an expression of confidence in the answer on

God's part, which will follow his prayer. In constructions
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like X*Jpi< ''bip, Hitzig and Hupfeld regard i^*ip as tlie narrow-

er subject-notion beside the more general one (as xliv. 3,

Ixix. 11, Ixxxiii. 19): my voice — I cried; but the position

of the words is not favourable to this in the passage before

us and in xvii. 10, xxvii. 7, Ivii. 5, Ixvi. 17, cxlii. 2, Isa. xxvi.

9, though it may be in Ixix. 11, cviii. 2. According to Ew.

§ 281, ^, ib)p is an accusative of more precise definition, as

without doubt in Isa. x. 30 cf. Ps. Ix. 7, xvii. 13 sq. ; the

cry is thereby described as a loud cry.* To this cry, as "»;3:yii

as being a pure mood of sequence implies, succeeds the an-

swer, or, which better corresponds to the original meaning

of roy (comp. ^^ to meetjStand opposite) reply;** and it

it comes from the place whither it was directed: lli^'np "iTTO.

He had removed the ark from Kirjath Jearim to Zion. He
had not taken it with him when he left Jerusalem and fled

before Absolom, 2 Sam. xv. 25. He was therefore separated

by a hostile power from the resting-place of the divine pre-

sence. But his prayer urged its way on to the cherubim-

throne; and to the answer of Him who is enthroned there,

there is no separating barrier of space or created things.

Vers. 6— 7. That this God will protect him. His protec-

tion during the past night is now a pledge to him in the early

morning. It is a violation of the rules of grammar to trans-

late n^^'^^^1 : I shall go to sleep, or: I am going to sleep. The

1 pers. fut. consec. which is indicated by the
J,

is fond of

taking an ah of direction, which gives subjective- intensity to

the idea of sequence : "and thus I then fell asleep", cf. vii.

5, cxix. 55, and frequently. Gen. xxxii. 6, and more especially

* Bottcher,. Collectanea pp. 166 sq., also adopts the view, that "'w'?!)

*'tL, ''7ip are each appositum vicarium suhjecti and therefore nomin. in such

passages. But 1) the fact that HN never stands beside them is explained

by the consideration that it is not suited to an adverbial collateral defini-

tion. And 2) that elsewhere the same notions appear as direct subjects,

just as 3) that elsewhere they alternate with the verbal subject-notion

in the parallel member of the verse (cxxx. 5, Prov. viii. 4) — these last

two admit of no inference. The controverted question of the syntax is,

moreover, an old one and bas been treated of at length by Kimchi in

his Book of Roots s. r. HIN.

** vid. Eedslob in his treatise: Die Megritdt der Stclle Has. vii. 4—10
in Frage geslelU S. 7.
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so in the later style,Ezra ix. 3, Neh. xiii. 21^ vid. Ges. § 49, 2,

Bottclier, Neue Aehrenlese , No. 412, It is a retrospective

glance at the past night. Awaking in health and safety,

he feels grateful to Him to whom he owes it: "'J^pp;' mn\ It

is the result of the fact that Jahve supports him , and that

God's hand is his pillow.* Because this loving, almighty hand

is beneath his head (Cant. ii. 6) he is inaccessible and there-

fore also devoid of fear. T\^^2} (^•lt^O carries its object in itself:

to take up one's position, as in Isa. xxii. 7, synon. POH

xxviii. 3 and Ct!/ 1 Kings xx. 12, cf. iTrixiQIvaL tivl David

does not put a merely possible case. All Israel, that is to say

ten thousands, myriads, were gone over to Absolom. Here, at

the close of the third strophe, n^D is wanting because the 5<^

N'1\X (I will not fear) is not uttered in a tone of triumph, but

is only a quiet, meek expression of believing confidence. If the

instruments struck up boldly and suddenly here, then a cry for

help, urged forth by the difficulties that still continually sur-

rounded him, would not be able to follow.

Vers. 8— 9. The bold n?2lp is taken from the mouth of

Moses, Num. x. 35. God is said to arise when He takes a

decisive part in what takes place in this world. Instead of

Mimah it is accented kiimdli as MUra, in order (since the

reading >:"IX HDIp is assumed) that the final ah may be sharply

cut ofi' from the guttural initial of the next word, and thus

render a clear, exact pronunciation of the latter possible

(Hitz., Ew. § 228, Z?).** Beside nin^ we have ^n'bj;?., with the

* Referred to the other David, ver. 6 has become an Easter-morning

call', vid. Val. Herberger's Paradies-Bldmlein aus dem Luslgarten der

Psahnen (Neue Ausg. 1857) S. 25.

** This is the traditional reason of the accentuation shuhdh, kumdh,

shithdh before mn'': it is intended to prevent the one or other of the two

gutturals being swallowed up (1>;'7n"' NTw) by too rapid speaking. Hence

it is that the same thing takes place even when another word, not the

name of God, follows, if it begins with N or the like, and is closely con-

nected with it by meaning and accentuation: e. g. Judges iv. IS HITD

twice Milra before N; Ps. Ivii. 9 n"l'y, 3////'« before H; T\t:b, MUra before

n, Exod. V. 22; nm Is.xi. 2, and nN::n Gen. xxvi. 10, Ylilra before V,

and the following fact favours it, viz. that for a similar reason Pasek is

placed were two ^ would come together, e. g. Gen. xxi. 14 Adonaj jirch

with the stroke of separation between the two words, of. Ex. xv. 18,

Prov. viii. 21. The fact that in Jer. xl. 5, nj wl remains Milel, is accounted
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su/f. of appropriating faith. The cry for help is then sub-

stantiated by '>D and the retrospective perf. They are not

^ViOh. perff. of prophetically certain hope as in vi. 9, vii. 7,

ix. 5 sq., for. the logical connection requires an appeal to

previous experience in the present passage: they express facts

of experience, which are taken from many single events (hence

br) down to the present time. The verb T\2T\ is construed

with a double accusative, as e. g.^ Iliad xvi. 597 xov [isv apot

rXau/o? axf^Qo? |X£aov ouxaas Boupi. The idea of contempt (Job

xvi. 10) is combined with that of rendering harmless in this

"smiting upon the cheek". What is meant is a striking in of

the jaw-bone and therewith a breaking of the teeth in pieces

ir^V^?^' David means, an ignominious end has always come
upon the ungodly who rose up against him and against God's

order in general, as their punishment. The enemies are con-

ceived of as monsters given to biting, and the picture of their .

fate is fashioned according to this conception. Jahve has the

power and the will to defend His Anointed against their host-

ility: T\^;w^T\_ 'T\b,penes Jovam est salus. T\yiW\ (from Vli^> , i^I

,

amplum esse) signifies breadth as applied to perfect freedom

of motion, removal of all straitness and oppression, prosper-

ity without exposure to danger and unbeclouded. In the b

of possession lies the idea of the exclusiveness of the pos-

session and of perfect freedom of disposal. At Jahve's free

disposal stands nV^^^'T) , salvation, in all its fulness (just so

in Jon. ii. 10, Apoc. vii. 10). In connection therewith David
first of all thinks of his own need of deliverance. But as a

I

true king he cannot before God think of himself, without

connecting himself with his people. Therefore he closes

with the intercessory inference: ^n3")D "^^t^iV'hv. Upon Thy
people be Thy blessing! We may supply '•nn or N»2ri. Instead

of cursing his faithless people he implores a blessing upon

for by its being separated from the following n^^7n4"?N by Pazer; a real

exception, however {Michlol 112 5), — and not as Norzi from misappre-

hension observes, a controverted one,— is HDw, Milel before ^''^/H 2 Sara.

XV. 27, but it is by no means sufficient to oppose the purely orthophonic

(not rhythmical) ground of this M//?m«-accentuation. Even the semi-gut-

tural ) sometimes has a like influence over the tone: ribdhribi xliii. 1,

cxix. 154.
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tliose who have been piteously led astray and deceived. This

"upon Thy people be Thy blessing!" has its counterpart in

the "Father forgive them" of the other David, whom His

people crucified. The one concluding word of the Psalm
— observes Ewald — casts a bright light into the very

depths of his noble soul.

PSALM IV.

EVENING HYMN OF ONE WHO IS UNMOVED BEFORE BACK-

BITERS AND MEN OF LITTLE FAITH.

2 WHEN I call answer me, God of my righteousness,

Who hast made space for me in straitness;

Be merciful unto me and hear my prayer!

3 Ye sons of men, how long shall my honour become shame,

Since ye love appearance, ye seek after leasing?! (Sela)

4 Know then, that Jahve hath marked out the godly man
for Himself;

Jahve heareth when I call to Him.

5 Be ye angry, yet sin ye not! —
Commune with your own heart upon your bed and bo

still! (Sela.)

6 Offer the sacrifices of righteousness,

And put your trust in Jahve

!

7 Many say: "How can we experience good!?"

lift up the light of Thy countenance upon us, Jahve!

8 Thou hast put gladness into my heart,

More than in the time when their corn and wine abound.

9 In peace will I lay me down and forthwith sleep.

For Thou, Jahve, in seclusion

Makest me to dwell securely.
^

The Davidic morning hymn is now followed by a Davidic

evening hymn. It is evident that they belong together from

the mutual relation of iv. 7 with iii. 3, and iii. 6 with iv. 9.

They are the only two Psalms in which the direct words of

others are taken up into a prayer with the formula "many

say", Dn?2N C^21. The history and chronological position of

the one is explained from the inscription of the other. From
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tlie qiiousque iv. 3, and the words of tlie feeble-faiths iv. 7, it

follows that Ps. iv. is the later of the two.

It is at the head of this Psalm that we are first met by

Vr^jJ^b (or n-^i^^^ with Gaja^ Hab. iii. 19), which still calls for

investigation. It is found fifty five times in the Psalter, not

54 as is usually reckoned: viz. 19 times in book i., 25 times

in book ii., 8 times in book iii., 3 times in book v. Only

two of the Psalms, at the head of which it is found, are

anonymous: viz. Ixvi., Ixvii. All the others bear the names

of David and of the psalmists celebrated from David's time,

viz. 39 of David, 9 of the Korahites, 5 of Asaph. No fewer

than 30 of these Psalms are Elohimic. Hi^JD^ is always the

first word of the inscription; only in Ps. Ixxxviii., which is

easily liable to be overlooked in reckoning, is it otherwise,

because there two different inscriptions are put together.

The meaning of the verb n-*^^^ is evident from the Chroni-

cles and the Book of Ezra,, which belongs to them. The

predilection of the chronicler for the history of religious

worship and antiquarian lore is also of use in reference to

this word. He uses it in the history of the time of David,

of Solomon, of Josiah, of Zerubbabel and Joshua, and always

in connection with the accounts of the Temple-serVice and

the building of single parts of the Temple. To discharge the

official duties of the Temple-service is called niN^P'^J^ n*^J

'rrn^S l Chron. xxiii. 4 (comp. 28—32), and the expression

is used in Ezra iii. 8 sq. of the oversight of the work and

workmen for the building of the Temple. The same 3300

(3600) overseers, who are called nrN*^!!3? ci^'^Tl CJJ^ cnin
in 1 Kings v. 30 are described by the chronicler (2 Chron.

ii. 1) as Cn^bv CT^2J2. In connection with the repair of the

Temple under Josiah we read that Levites were appointed

n^*:^ (2 Chron. xxxiv. 12), namely ro^'^lp H^V ^3^ (ver. 13),

instead of which we find it said in ii. 17 "lOyn^, to keep the

people at their work. The primary notion of ni^J is that of

shining, and in fact of the purest and most dazzling bright-

ness; this then passes over to the notion of shining over or

outshining, and in fact both of uninterrupted continuance

and of excellence and superiority (vid. Ithpa. Dan. vi. 4, and

cf. 1 Chron. xxiii. 4 with ix. 13 ; 1 Cor. xv. 54 with Isa. xxv. 8).
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Thus, therefore, n^;p is one who shews eminent ability in

any departement, and then it gains the general significa-

tion of master, director, chief overseer. At the head of the

Psalms it is commonly understood of the director of the

Temple-music. Tj^^D est dux cantus— Luther says in one place

— quern nos dicimus de?i Kapellenmeister [the band-master], qui

orditur etguhernat cantum^l'icf.^xoc, (OppJat. xvii. 134 ed. ErL).

But 1st, even the Psalms of Asaph have this ni^^D^ at the be-

ginning, and he was himself a director of the Temple-music,

and in fact the chief-director (li^Nin) 1 Chron. xvi. 5, or at

any rate he was one of the three (Heman, Asaph, Ethan), to

whom the 24 classes of the 4000 Levite singers under the

Davidico-Salomonic sanctuary were subordinate; 2ndly, the

passage of the chronicler (1 Chron. xv. 17— 21) which is most

prominent in reference to this question, does not accord

with this explanation. According to this passage the three

directors of the Temple-music managed the cymbals ^''pii'n%

to sound aloud; eight other musicians of high rank the

nablas and six others the citherns n-i:^. This expression

cannot mean "to direct", for the direction belonged to the

three, and the cymbals were also better adapted to it than

the citherns. It means "to take the lead in the playing":

the cymbals directed and the citherns, better adapted to take

the lead in the playing, were related to them, somewhat as

the violins to the clarinets now-a-days. Hence Xj^}j2 is not

the director of the Temple-music but in general the master

of song, and T\'^jch addresses the Psalm to him whose duty

it is to arrange it and to train the Levite choristers; it

therefore defines the Psalm as belonging to the. songs of the

Temple worship that require musical accompaniment. The

translation of the Targum (Luther) also corresponds to this

general sense of the expression: NH^li'^ "to be sung liturgi-

cally", and the LXX.: ei? to tsXo?, if this signifies "to the

execution"" and does not on the contrary ascribe an eschato-

logical meaning to the Psalm.*

* Thus £. g. Eusebius: tic, to tsXo? oj? av [AaxpoT? Saxspov ^povoi;

£-1 c'JvTsXsia TO'j aJdjvos jj-eXXovxtov 7rXr,po'jci}ai, and Theodoret: Of,[j.aiv:i

TO eU 'oxsXo; oxi (j-a/cpois Saxepov ypovois 7:Xr,pa)t}f|a£Tai xd Ttpocpr^xsuo-

[A£va, with which accords Pesachim\\l a Nd"? .l\n;;'? ]i::i n'\)i% i. c.
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The riW:'2 whicli is added is not governed by it. This

can be seen at once from Hab. iii. 19: to the chief singer,

with an accomxDaniment of my stringed instruments (vid,

my Commentary)^ which Hitzig renders: to the chief singer

of my musical pieces ; but 2 n-lJJ is not a phrase that can be

supported, and H^^^j does not mean a piece of music. The
Pielj ]P, complete with nj2, signifies to touch the strings

(cogn. y:i:), to play a stringed instrument. Whence comes

riWj (Ixxvii. 7, Isa. xxxviii. 20) which is almost always used

as Si, pluralet.: the play of the stringed instruments, and the

superscribed HMUS Ps. iv. vi. liv. Iv. Ixvii. Ixxvi.: with an

accompaniment of the stringed instruments; and 2 is used

as in xlix. 5, Isa. xxx. 29, 32. The hymn is to be sung in

company with, probably with the sole acc(5inpanimeiit of, the

stringed instruments. The fact of the inscribed words

mj"'::^ niij?0^ preceding nn^ ni^T^ probably arises from the

fact of their being written originally at the top over the

chief title which gave the generic name of the hymn and the

author.

Ver. 2. Jahve is p'^ ^H'^^nj, the possessor ofrighteousness,

the author of righteousness, and the vindicator of misjudged

and persecuted righteousness. This God of righteousness

David believingly calls his God (cf. xxiv. 5, lix. 11); for the

righteousness he possesses, he possesses in Him, and the

righteousness he looks for, he looks for in Him. That this is

not in vain, his previous experience assures him: Thou hast

made a breadth (space) for^me when in a strait. In connection

with this confirmatory relation of i'? rizrnn ^^2 it is more
probable that we have before us an attributive clause (Hitz.),

than that we have an independent one, and at any rate it is

a retrospective clause. riDrnn is not precative (Bottch.), for

the perf. of certainty with a precative colouring is confined

Psalms with mUl^b and mJ^JJD refer to the last clays. Gregory of

Nyssa combines the different translations by rendering: tk teXo?, oTrsp

^oTiv 7] vix-f], Ewald's view, that xeXo? in this formula means conse-

cration, celebration, worship, is improbable; in this signification it is

not a Septuagint word.
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to such exclamatory utterances as Job xxi. 16 (wliicli see).

He bases his prayer on. two things, viz. on his fellowship

with God, the righteous God, and on His justifying grace

which he has already experienced. He has been many times

in a strait already, and God has made a broad place for him.

The idea of the expansion of the breathing (of the stream

of air) and of space is attached to the H f^
of 2ni, root pl")

{Deiilsch. Morgenl. Zeitschr. xii. 657). What is meant is the

expansion of the straitened heart, xxv. 17. Isa. Ix. 5, and

the widening of a straitened position, xviii. 20, cxviii. 5. On
l\iQDag. in >\ vid. on Ixxxiv. 4.

Vers. 3—4. Kighteous in his relation to God he turns

rebukingly towards those who contemn him whose honour is

God's honour, viz. to the partisans of Absolom. In contrast

with D"]N*''J3, men who are lost in the multitude", t^'>5< ^J2

denotes such as stand prominently forward out of the multi-

tude; passages like xlix. 3, Ixii. 10, Prov. viii. 4, Isa. ii. 9,

V. 15, shew this distinction. In this and the preceding Psalm

David makes as little mention of his degenerate son as he

does of the deluded king in the Psalms belonging to the

period of his persecution by Saul. The address is directed

to the aristocratic party, whose tool Absolom has become.

To these he says : till when (np~'3^ beside the non-guttural

which follows with Segol, without any manifest reason, as in

X. 13, Isa. i. 5, Jer. xvi. 10), i. e. how long shall my honour

become a mockery, namely to you and by you, just as we can

also say in Latin quousque tandem dignitas mealudihrio? The

two following members are circumstantial clauses subordi-

nate to the principal clause witlx n?p""iy (similar to Isa. i.

5fif; Ew. § 341, &). The energetic /z<^ with Nun parag. does

not usually stand at the head of independent clauses; it is

therefore to be rendered: since ye love p^^^^^ that which is

empty — the proper name for their high rank is hollow

appearance— how long will ye pursue after 2T?, falsehood?

— they seek to find out every possible lying pretext, in

order 'to trail the honour of the legitimate king in the

dust. The assertion that the personal honour of David,

not his kingly dignity, is meant by """I^D, separates what

is inseparable. They are eager to injure his official at the

VOL. I. 8
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same time as liis personal reputation. Therefore David ap-

peals in opposition to tliem (ver. 4) not only to tlie divine

choice, but also to his personal relationship to God, on which

that choice is based. The ) of lyil is, as in 2 Kings iv. 41,

the 1 of sequence: so know then. The ffiph. n^?n (from

pl^r) =. ^'^9, cogn. ^^D, prop, to divide) to make a separa-

tion, make a distinction Exod. ix. 4, xi. 7, then to distin-

guish in an extraordinary and remarkable way Exod. viii.

18, and to shew Ps. xvii. 7, cf. xxxi. 22, so that con-

sequently what is meant is not the mere selection (inii), but

the remarkable selection to a remarkable position of honour

(LXX., Vulg. mirificavit, Windberg translation of the Psalms

gewunderliclief). 1^ belongs to the verb, as in cxxxv. 4, and

the principal accent lies on T'DH: he whom Jahve Himself, not

men, has thus remarkably distinguished is a "l"'pn, a pious

man, /. e. either, like the Syriac 5s*"l''pn ^ N^^'HI .' God's favou-

rite, or, according to the biblical usage of the language (cf. xii

2 with Isa. Ivii. 1), in an active signification like LD"'^D, V''"]^)

and the like: a lover of God, from "pn (root DPI (j*»-^ strin-

gere^ whence liassa to curry, mahassa a curry-comb) prop,

to feel one's self drawn, i. e. strongly affected (comp. hiss a

mental impression), in Hebrew, of a strong ardent affection.

As a "icn he does not call upon God in vain, but finds a

ready hearing. Their undertaking consequently runs counter

to the miraculously evidenced will of God and must fail by

reason of the loving relationship in which the dethroned

and debased one stands to God.

Vers. 5— 6. The address is continued: they are to repent

and cleave to Jahve, instead of allowing themselves to be car-

ried away by arrogance and discontent. The LXX. has ren-

dered it correctly: op-^tCsa&s xal }xy] ajxapxavoTs (cf. Ephes.

iv. 26): if ye will be angry beware of sinning, viz. back-

biting and rebellion (cf. the similar paratactic combina-

tions xxviii. 1, Josh. vi. 18, Isa. xii. 1). In connection with

the rendering contre?niscite we feel to miss any expression

of that before which they are to tremble (viz. the sure

punishment which God decrees). He warns his adversaries

against blind passion, and counsels them to quiet converse

with their own hearts, and solitary meditation, in order that
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they may not imperil their own salvation. To commune with

one's own heart, without the addition of the ohject, is equi-

valent to to think alone by one's self, and the bed or resting-

place, without requiring to be understood literally, j)oints to a

condition of mind that is favourable to quiet contemplation.

The heart is the seat of the conscience, and the Spirit of God
(as Hamann, Werke i. 98, observes on this subject) disguises

itself as our own voice that we may see His exhortation. His

counsel, and His wisdom well up out of our own stony heart.

The second imper. continues the first: and cease, prop, be

still (CDl from the sound of the closed mouth checking the

discourse), i. e. come to your right mind by self-examination,

cease your tumult — a warning coming with the semblance

of command by reason of the consciousness of innocence on

his part; and this impression has to be rendered here by the

striking in of the music. The dehortation passes over into

exhortation in ver. 6. Of course the sacrifices were continued

in the sanctuary while David, with his faithful followers,

was a fugitive from Jerusalem. Eeferring to this, David

cries out to the Absolomites: offer p";is~''nDi. Here at least

these are not offerings consisting of actions which are in ac-

cordance with the will of God, instead of slaughtered animals,

but sacrifices offered with a right mind, conformed to the will

of God, instead of the hypocritical mind with which they con-

secrate their evil doings and think to flatter God. In li. 21,

Deut.xxxiii. 19 also, "the sacrifices of righteousness" are real

sacrifices, not merely symbols of moral acts. Not less full of

meaning is the exhortation Tl'^N* •inp21. The verb n^3 is

construed with h^ as in xxxi. 7, Ivi. 4, Ixxxvi. 2, combining

with the notion of trusting that of drawing near to, hanging

on, attaching one's self to any one. The Arabic word ^iaj,

expandere^ has preserved the primary notion of the word, a

notion which, as in the synon. ia^^, when referred to the

effect which is produced on the heart, countenance and whole

nature of the man by a joyous cheerful state of mind, passes

over to the notion of this state of mind itself, so that ritOIl

(like the Arab, inbasata to be cheerful, fearless, bold, lit.

expanded (cf. 2"*) Isa. Ix. 5) = unstraitened) consequently
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signifies to be courageous, confident. They are to renounce

the self-trust which blinds them in their opposition to the

king who is deprived of all human assistance. If they will

trustingly submit themselves to God, then at the same time

the murmuring and rancorous discontent, from which the

rebellion has sprung, will be stilled. Thus far the address to

the rebellious magnates goes.

Vers. 7— 8. Looking into his own small camp David is

conscious of a disheartened feeling which is gaining power

over him. The words: who will make us see, i. e. (as in xxxiv.

13) experience any good? can be taken as' expressive of a

wish according to 2 Sam. xxiii. 15, Isa. xlii. 23; but the situa-

tion gives it the character of a despondent question arising

from a disheartened view of the future. The gloom has now
lasted so long with David's companions in tribulation that

their faith is turned to fear, their hope to despair. David
therefore prays as he looks upon them: Oh lift upon us

(i:^^^j;-nD:)* the light of Thy countenance. The form of the

petition reminds one of the priestly benediction in Num. vi.

There it is: VJD 'n 1XJ in the second portion, in the third tW]

V^B 'n, here these two wishes are blended into one prayer;

and moreover in nOJ there is an allusion to Dj a banner, for

the imper. of ^*t^'3, the regular form of which is N*ti^, will also

admit of the form Nti': (x. 12), but the mode of writing HDJ
(without example elsewhere, for HDJ Job iv. 2 signifies "to be

attempted") is only explained by the mingling of the verbs

m^ and DD^, (joj, extollere (Ix. 6); ^pj 'n (cf. Ix. 6) is, more-

over, a primeval word of the Tora (Ex. xvii. 15). If wermay
suppose that this mingling is not merely a mingling of forms

in writing, but also a mingling of the ideas in those forms,

then we have three thoughts in this prayer which are brought
before the eye and ear in the briefest possible expression

:

* The Metheg which stands in the second syllable before the tone
stands by the Sheba, in the metrical books, if this syllable is the first

in a word marked with a greater distinctive without any conjunctive pre-

ceding it, and beginning with Shebd; it is, therefore, not ^Jf^^-HDJ but
U^bj;-nDJ, cf. li. 2 -NDB, Ixix. 28 "H^n, Ixxxi. 3 ')^^_, cxvi.

\''

"\%
cxix. 175 "Tin. The reason and object are the same as stated in note

p. 84 sujpra.
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may Jahve cause His face to shine upon tliem; may He lift

upon them the light of His countenance so that they may
have it above them like the sun in the sky, and may that

light be a banner promising them the victory, around which

they shall rally.

David, however, despite the hopelessness of the present,

is even now at peace in His God. The joy which Jahve has

put into his heart in the midst of outward trial and adversity

is )T) Dt^'ITril CJ^l nj^D. The expression is as concise as pos-

sible: (1) gaudium prce equivalent to gaudium magnum prce =

majus quam; then (2) n}^p after the analogy of the comparatio

decurtata (e. g. xviii. 34 my feet are like hinds, i. e. like the

feet of hinds) is equivalent to ny nnpts^o; (3) "]ti\N| is omitted

after n]L? according to Ges. § 123, 3, for PiV,, is the construct

state, and what follows is the second member of the genitival

relation, dependent upon it (cf. xc. 15, Isa. xxix. 1); the

plurality of things: corn and new wine, inasmuch as it is

the stores of both that are specially meant, is exceptionally

joined with the plur. instead of the sing., and the chief word
rdypu stands at the end by way of emphasis. The suff. does

not refer to the people of the land in general (as in Ixv.

10), but, in accordance with the contrast, to the Absolomites,

to those of the nation who have fallen away from David.

When David came to Mahanaim, while the rebels were en-

camped in Gilead, the country round about him was hostile,

so that he had to receive provisions by stealth, 2 Sam. xvii.

26— 29. Perhaps it was at the time of the feast of taber-

nacles. The harvest and the vintage were over. A rich

harvest of corn and new wine was garnered. The followers

of Absolo'm had, in these rich stores which were at their

disposal, a powerful reserve upon which to fall back. David

and his host were like a band of beggars or marauders.

But the king brought down from the sceptre to the beggar's

staff is nevertheless happier than they, the rebels against

him. What he possesses in his heart is a richer treasure

than all that they have in their barns and cellars.

Ver. 9. Thus then he lies down to sleep, cheerfully and

peacefully. The hymn closes as it began with a three line

verse. ^"T {lit. in its unions = collectively, Olshausen, § 135, c.
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like )b^ altogether, inj;2 at tlie riglit time) is by no means

unemptatic; nor is it so in xix. 10 where it means "all to-

gether, without exception". With synonymous verbs it de-

notes the combination of that which they imply, as Isa. xlii.

14. It is similar in cxli. 10 where it expresses the coinci-

dence of the fall of his enemies and the escape of the per-

secuted one. So here: he wishes to go to sleep and also at

once he falls asleep (jLJ^Xsi. in a likewise cohortatiye sense =•

n:ti'''N*'l)- His God makes him to dwell in seclusion free of

care. "{"Q^ is a first definition of condition, and ntD3^ a se-

cond. The former is not, after Deut. xxxii. 12, equivalent to

TTob, an addition which would be without any implied

antithesis and consequently meaningless. One must there-

fore, as is indeed required by the situation, understand "HjI

according to Num. xxiii. 9, Mic. vii, 14, Deut. xxxiii. 28,

Jer. xlix. 31. He needs no guards for he is guarded round

about by Jahve and kept in safety. The seclusion, "i"i3, in

which he is, is security, n^p, because Jahve is near him.

Under what a many phases and how sweetly the nature of

faith is expressed in this and the foregoing Psalm: his

righteousness, exaltation, joy, peace, contentment in God!

And how delicately conceived is the rhythm ! In the last line

the evening hymn itself sinks to rest. The iambics with which

it closes are like the last strains of a lullaby which die away

softly and as though falling asleep themselves. Dante is right

when he says in his Conviio, that the sweetness of the music

and harmony of the Hebrew Psalter is lost in the Greek and

Latin translations.

PSALM V.

MORNING PRAYER BEFORE GOING TO THE HOUSE OF GOD.

2 GIVE ear to my words, Jahve,

Consider my meditation!

3 Hearken unto my loud cry, my King and my God,

For unto Thee do I pray.

4 Jahve, in the morning shalt Thou hear my voice

In the morning will I prepare an offering for Thee and

look forth.
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5 For Thou art not a God that hath pleasure in wickedness,

An evil man cannot dwell with Thee.

6 Boasters cannot stand in Thy sight,

Thou hatest all workers of iniquity;

7 Thou destroyest them that speak lies,

Themanof hlood-guiltiness and malice Jahve abhorretli.

8 Yet I, through Thy rich grace, may enter Thy house,

I may worship towards Thy holy Temple in Thy fear.

9 Jahve, lead me by Thy righteousness, because of them

that lie in wait for me.

Make Thy way even before my face —
10 For in his mouth is nothing certain,

their inward part is an abyss,

An open sepulchre is their throat,

with a smooth tongue.

1

1

Punish them, Elohim , let them fall from their counsels.

In the multitude of their transgressions cast them away,,

who defy Thee;

12 That all they who trust in Thee may rejoice,

may ever shout for joy;

And defend Thou them that they may exult in Theo.

who love Thy name.

13 For Thou, even Thou, dost bless the righteous —
Jahve! with favour dos^ Thou compass him as wit]i

a shield.

The evening prayer is now followed by a second morning

prayer, which like the former draws to a close with nriN""'3

(iv. 9, V. 13). The situation is different from that in Ps. iii.

In that Psalm David is fleeing, here he is in Jerusalem and

anticipates going up to the Temple service. If this Psalm

also belongs to the time of the rebellion of Absolom, it must

have been written when the fire which afterwards broke forth

was already smouldering in secret.

The inscription Dl^^n^n-^N is certainly not a motto in-

dicative of its contents (LX'X.,'Vulg., Luther, Hengstenberg).

As such it would stand after ^)D'J2. Whatever is connected

with nlij^S always has reference to the music. If r^'^^n^
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came from ^HJ it miglit according to the biblical use of tbis

verb signify "inberitances" , or according to its use in tbe

Talmud "swarms", and in fact swarms of bees (J^); and

m^^ni ought then to be the beginning of a popular melody

to which the Psalm is adapted. Hai Gaon understands it to

denote a melody resembling the hum of bees; Reggio a song

that sings of bees. Or is nl^'^PlJ equivalent to ni-?n^ (excavates)

and this a special name for the flutes (D^^''^n)? The use of

the flute in the service of the sanctuary is attested by Isa.

XXX. 29, cf. 1 Sam. x. 5, 1 Kings i. 40.* The prcep. hn was,

then, more appropriate than bv'-, because, as Redslob has

observed, the singer cannot play the flute at the same time,

but can only sing to the playing of another.

The Psalm consists of four six line strophes. The lines

of the strophes here and there approximate to the caesura-

schema. They consist of a rising and a sudden lowering.

The German language, which uses so many more words, is

not adapted to this caesura -schema [and the same may be

said of the English].

Vers. 2— 4. The introit: Prayer to be heard. The thoughts

are simple but the language is carefully chosen. C^TON* is

the plur. of i::{< ("l^^O? one of the words peculiar to the

poetic prophetical style. The denominative pTNn (like aiidire

= aus, ou;, dare) belongs more to poetry than prose. TT\

(like 2'^Z^) or r^n (like "l^np) occurs only in two Psalms

"inb, viz. here and xxxix. 4. It is derived from :i:n = T\T\

(vid. i. 2) and signifies that which is spoken meditatively,

here praying in rapt devotion. Beginning thus the prayer

gradually rises to a vox clainoris. lyiii' from yiti^*, to be dis-

tinguished from "ij/'y^' {inf. PL) xxviii. 2, xxxi. 23, is one word
with the Aram, mii, ^thiop. yii^ (to call). On 2^^pPi used

of intent listening, vid. x. 17. The invocation ^Tih^^ O^^,
when it is a king who utters it , is all the more significant.

David, and in general the theocratic king, is only the repre-

sentative of the Invisible One, whom he with all Israel adores

* On the use of the flute in the second Temple, vid. Introduction

p. 33.
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as his King. Prayer to Him is his first work as he hegins

the day. In the morning, ^p2 (as in Iv. 18 for np'25, Ixxxviii.

14),shalt Thou hear my cry, is equivalent to my cry which

goes forth with the early morn. Hupfeld considers the men-

tion of the morning as only a "poetical expression" and when

getting rid of the meaning prima luce, he also gets rid of the

beautiful and obvious reference to the daily sacrifice. The

verb r^y^_^ is the word used of laying the wood in order

for the sacrifice, Lev. i. 7, and the pieces of the sacrifice,

Lev. i. 8, 12, vi. 5, of putting the sacred lamps in order,

Ex. xxvii. 21, Lev. xxiv. 3 sq., and of setting the shew-bread

in order, Ex. xl. 23, Lev. xxiv. 8. The laying of the wood
in order for the morning offering of a lamb (Lev. vi. 5 [12],

cf. Num. xxviii. 4) was one of the first duties of the priest,

as soon as the day began to dawn; the lamb was slain be-

fore sun-rise and when the sun appeared above the horizon

laid piece by piece upon the altar. The morning prayer is

compared to this morning sacrifice. This is in its way also a

sacrifice. The object which David has in his mind in con-

nection with 7]"13;n is in^DH. As the priests, with the early

morning, lay the wood and pieces of the sacrifices of the

Tandd upon the altar, so he brings his prayer before God
as a spiritual sacrifice and looks out for an answer (riDlJ spe-

culari as in Hab. ii. 1), perhaps as the priest looks out for

fire from heaven to consume the sacrifice, or looks to the

smoke to see that it rises up straight towards heaven.

Vers. 5— 7: The basing of the prayer on God's holiness.

The verbal adjective ]^cn (coming from the primitive significa-

tion of adhering firmly which is still preserved in {jnJi^ fut.

i.) is in the sing, always (xxxiv. 13, xxxv. 27) joined with the

accusative. j;"i is conceived as a person, for although y\^ may
have a material object, it cannot well have a material sub-

ject. Tjlp is used for brevity of expression instead of ?]py II^J

(Ges. § I2I, 4). The verb niJl (to turn in, to take up one's

abode with or near any one) frequently has an accusative

object, cxx. 5, Judges v. 17, and Isa. xxxiii. 14 according

to which the light of the divine holiness is to sinners a

consuming fire, which they cannot endure. Now there fol-

low specific designations of the wicked. D^^"jn part. Kal
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= hofUm, or even Poal ==> hdriim ( = D^^^.inc)," are tlie

foolisli, and more esioecially foolish boasters; the primary

notion of the verb is not that of being hollow, but that of

sounding, then of loud boisterous, non-sensical behaviour.

Of such it is said, that they are not able to maintain their

position when they become manifest before the eye of God

(1:1^^ as in ci. 7 manifest before any one, from l^i to come

forward, be visible far off, be distinctly visible), p^; \^y"E) are

those who work (ot IpyaCojAovoi Mat. vii. 23) iniquity; JliJ

breath (av£[jLo;) is sometimes trouble, in connection with

which one pants, sometimes wickedness, in which there is

not even a trace of any thing noble, true, or pure. Such

men Jahve hates; for if He did not hate evil (xi. 5), His

love would not be a holy love. In 2TD ''*12'l, "i"!::'" is the usual

form in combination when the^/wr. is used, instead of ^'IS'ip.

It is the same in Iviii. 4. The style of expression is also

Davidic in other respects, viz. jTglOI^C^" IJ'XS* as in Iv. 24, and

i;:i\* as in ix. 6, cf. xxi. 11. '2))y\ (in Amos, eh. vi. 8 DNH)

appears to be a secondary formation from y^ like 2Xri to

desire, from n2X, and therefore to be of a cognate root

with the Aram. 2^V_ to despise, treat with indignity, and the

Arabic ^aih a stain (cf. on Lam. ii. 1). The fact that, as

Hengstenberg has observed, wickedness and the wicked are

described in a sevenfold manner is perhaps merely accidental.

Vers. 8— 10. Since the Psalm is a morning hymn, the

futt. in ver. 8 state what he, on the contrary, may and will

do (Ixvi. 13). By the greatness and fulness of divine favour

(Ixix. 14) he has access (si'aoSov, for i^^l'S means, according

to its root, "to ent^r") to the sanctuary, and he will accord-

ingly repair thither to-day. It is the tabernacle on Zion in

which was the ark of the covenant that is meant here. That

* On the rule, according to whick here, as in ^IT' v' ^^^' ^ ^^^ the

like, a simple Shebd mobile goes over into Chateph pathach with Gaja pre-

ceding it, vid. the observations on giving a faithful representation of the

0. T. text according to the Masora in the Luther. Zeilschr. 1863. S. 411,

The Babylonian Ben-Naphtali (about 940) prefers the simple Shebd in

such cases, as also in others; Ben-Asher of the school of Tiberias, whom
the Masora follows, and whom consequently our Masoretic text ought

to follow, prefers the Chalcph, vid. Psalter ii. 460—467.
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daily liturgical service was celebrated there mast be assumed,

since the ark of the covenant is the sign and pledge of Jah-

ve's presence; and it is, moreover, attested by 1 Chron. xvi.

37 sq. It is also to be supposed that sacrifice was offered

daily before the tabernacle. For it is not to be inferred

from 1 Chron. xvi, 39 sqq. that sacrifice was only offered

regularly on the Bama (high place) in Gibeon before the

Mosaic tabernacle.* It is true sacrifice was offered in Gibeon,

where the old tabernacle and the old altars (or at least the

altar of burnt-offering) were, and also that after the removal

of the ark to Zion both David (1 Chron. xxi. 29 sq.) and

Solomon (1 Kings iii. 4, 2 Chron. i. 2— 6) worshipped and

sacrificed in Gibeon. But it is self-evident sacrifices might

have been offered where the ark was, and that even with

greater right than in Gibeon; and since both David, upon

its arrival (2 Sam. vi. 17 sq.), and Solomon after his accession

(1 Kings iii. 15), offered sacrifices through the priests who
were placed there, it is probable, — and by a comparison

of the Davidic Psalms not to be doubted,— that there was a

daily service, in conjunction with sacrifices, before the ark

on Zion.

But, moreover, is it really the 'Tri'^ on Zion which is

meant here in ver. 8 by the house of God? It is still main-

tained by renowned critics that the tabernacle pitched by

David over the sacred ark is never called ^n V^l or h'y^T\ or

'PI pTO or li'-lpn or r^np. But why could it not have all these

names? We will not appeal to the fact that the house of

God at Shilo (1 Sam. i. 9, iii. 3) is called iTD and 'n ^D^H,

since it may be objected that it was really more of a temple

than a tabernacle,** although in the same book, ch. ii. 22 it

is called "lyiD ^HN, and in connection with the other appel-

lations tlie~poetic colouring of the historical style of 1 Sam.

* Thus, in particular, Stahelin, Zur Krilik der Psalmen in the Beutsch.

Morgenl. Zeitschr. vi (1852) S. 108 and Zur Einleilung in die Psalmen.

An academical programme, 1859. 4to.

** vid. C. H. Graf, Commentaiio de iemplo Silonensi ad iUustrandnm

locum Jud. xviii. 30,31. (1855, 4to.), in which he seeks to prove that the

sanctuary in Shilo was a temple to Jahve that lasted until the dissolution

of the kingdom of Israel.
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i.— iii. is to be taken into consideration. Moreover, we put

aside passages like Ex. xxiii. 19, xxxiv. 26, since it may
be said tbat the future Temple was present to the mind of

the Lawgiver. But in Josh. vi. 24, 2 Sam. xii. ^0, the sanc-

tuary is called Tl n^3 without being conceived of as a temple.

Why then cannot the tabernacle, which David pitched for

the ark of the covenant when removed to Zion (2 Sam. vi.

17), be called 'n DO? It is only when ^HK and n^3 are placed

in opposition to one another that the latter has the notion of

a dwelling built of more solid materials; but in itself heit

{pet) in Semitic is the generic term for housing of every kincr

whether it be made of wool, felt, and hair-cloth, or of earth,

stone, and wood; consequently it is just as much a tent as

a house (in the stricter sense of the word), whether the latter

be a hut built of wood and clay or a palace.* If a dwelling-

house is frequently called ^HN, then a tent that any one dwells

in may the more naturally be called his n^S. And this we
find is actually the case with the dwellings of the patriarchs,

which, although they were not generally solid houses (Gen.

xxxiii. 17), are called no (Gen. xxvii. 15). Moreover, b'2^T\

(from ^D"* = ^^13 to hold, capacem esse), although it signifies

a palace does not necessarily signify one of stone , for the

heavens are also called Jahve's tTTl,^. ff- xviii. 7, and not ne-

cessarily one of gigantic proportions, for even the Holy of

holies of Solomon's Temple, and iliis par excellence, is called

b2'^T\, and once, 1 Kings vi. 3, ^TSn h'^^T}. Of the spaciousness

and general character of the Davidic tabernacle we know in-

deed nothing: it certainly had its splendour, and was not so

much a substitute for the original tabernacle, which according

* The Turkish Kamus says: "o^aj is a house (Turk, ew) in the

signification ]of chane (Persic the same), whether it be made of hair,

therefore a tent, or built of stone and tiles". And further on: "Beit

originally signified a place specially designed for persons to retire to

at night [from i^Lj he has passed the night, if it does not perhaps
c —

come from the ND, Arab. ^^ which stands next to it in this passage,

vid. Job ii. 125]; but later on the meaning was extended and the special

reference to the night time was lost." Even at the present day the Beduin

does not call his tent ahl, but always bet and in fact bet shdr ("Ijj'^ n^3),

the modern expression for the older bet wabar (hair-house).
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to the testimony of the chronicler remained in Gibeon, as

a substitute for the Temple that was still to be built. But,

however insignificant it may have been, Jahve had His throne

there, and it was therefore the ^D^H of a great king, just

as the wall-less place in the open field where God mani-

fested Himself with His angels to the homeless Jacob was

D^nbN; m (Gen. xxviii. 17).

-^"HStolhis tabernacle of God, i. e. into its front court,

will David enter (.xizi with ace. as in Ixvi. 13) this morning,

there will he prostrate himself in worship, TipoaxuvsTv (mriPl^'n

reflexive of the Pilel nini!/", Ges. § 75, rem. 18), towards

(hi< as in xxviii. 2, 1 Kings viii. 29, 35, cf. b xcix. 5, 9)

Jaiive's li'-ip t'Z^P, i. e. the no-J, the Holy of holies xxviii.

2, and that "in Thy fear", i. e. in reverence before Thee

(genit. ohjectivus). The going into the Temple which David

purposes, leads his thoughts on to his way through life,

and the special Bsi^ai?, which only begins here, moulds itself

accordingly: he prays for God's gracious guidance as in

xxvii. 11, Ixxxvi. 11, and frequently. The direction of God,

by which he wishes to be guided he calls Hj^niJ. Such is

the general expression for the determination of conduct by

an ethical rule. The rule, acting in accordance with which,

God is called par excellence p^^'^^ is the order of salvation

which opens up the way of mercy to sinners. When God

forgives those who walk in this way their sins, and stands

near to bless and protect them. He shews Himself not less

p^^"^ (just), than when He destroys those who despise Him,

in the heat of His rejected love. By this righteousness, which

accords with the counsel and order of mercy, David prays

to be led n'llli' ]y?0^, in order that the malicious desire of

those who lie in wait for him may not be fulfilled, but put

to shame, and that the honour of God may not be sullied

by him. initi^' is equivalent to "Tll'^p (Aquila ecpoosutov, Jerome

insicliator) from the Pilel TiV^ to fix one^s eyes sjar^lxjuj^n,
j

especially of hostile observation. David further prays that)

God will make his way {L e. the way in which a man must

walk according to God's will) even and straight before him,

the praying one, in order that he may walk therein without

going astray and unimpeded. The adj. "i*ii'> signifies both
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the straightness of a line and the evenness of a surface. The

fut. of the Hiph. "l^^'^H is n^L^')^ in Prov. iv. 25, and accord-

ingly the Ken substitutes for the imper. TL^fin the correspond-

ing form "It^^n, just as in Isa. xlv. 2 it removes the Hiphil

form "ii^*'lN (cf. Gen. viii. 17 N^iiin Keri NH^n), without any

grammatical, but certainly not without some traditional

ground.

13 in ver. 10 is closely connected with ">'i"iVti^" jyo'^ : on ac-

count of my way-layers, for the following are their charac-

teristics. J^X is separated by in''^2 (='VD2 Ixii. 5) from DjIIO

the word it governs; this was the more easily possible as

the usage of the language almost entirely lost sight of the

fact that ]''^^ is the construct of ]^N*, Ges. § 152, 1. In his

mouth is nothing that should stand firm, keep its ground,

remain the same (cf. Job xlii. 7 sq.). The singular suffix of

in"'D2 has a distributive meaning: in ore iiniuscujusque eorum.

Hence the sing, at once passes over into Wi^plur.'. ni^H C2"lp

their inward part, i. e. that towards which it goes forth and

in which it has its rise (yid. xlix. 12) is DTin corruption, from

T\^T\ which comes from PlTl = ^'^ to yawn, gape, )^aiv£iv, hiare,

a yawning abyss and a gaping vacuum, and then, inasmuch

as, starting from the primary idea of an empty space, the ver-

bal significations Vibereferri (especially from below upwards)

and more particularly animo ad or in aliquid ferri are deve-

loped, it obtains the pathological sense of strong desire,

passion, just as it does also the intellectual sense of a loose

way of thinking preceding from a self-willed tendency {yid.

Fleischer on Job xxxvii. 6). In Hebrew the prevalent mean-

ing of the word is corruption, Ivii. 2, which is a metaphor

for the abyss, harathrum^ (so far, but only so far Schultens

on Prov. X. 3 is right), and proceeding from this meaning it

denotes both that which is physically corruptible (Job. vi.

30) and, as in the present passage and frequently, that which

is corruptible from an ethical point of view. The meaning
strong desire, in which T\T\ looks as though it only differed

from n\S in one letter, occurs only in lii. 9, Prov. x. 3, Mic.

vii. 3. The substance of their inward part is that which is

corruptible in every way, and their throat, as the organ of
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speech, as in cxv. 7, cxlix. 6, cf. Ixix. 4, is (perliaps a figure

connected with the primary meaning of miil) a grave, which

yawns like the jaws, which open and snatch and swallow

down whatever comes in their way. To this "they make smooth

their tongue" is added as a circumstantial clause. Their

throat is thus formed and adapted, while they make smooth

their tongue (cf. Prov. ii. 16), in order to conceal their real

design beneath flattering language. From this meaning,

p^'briTl directly signifies to flatter in xxxvi. 3, Prov. xxix. 5.

The last two lines of the strophe are formed according to

the caesura schema. This schema is also continued in the

concluding strophe.

Vers. 11— 13. The verb Dt^"X or c^"N* unites in itself

the three closely allied meanings of becoming guilty (e. g.

Lev. V. 19), of a feeling of guilt (Lev. v. 4 sq.), and of expia-

tion (Ps. xxxiv. 22 sq.)
;
just as the verbal adj. Dt^\S also signi-

fies both liable to punishment and expiating, and the sub-

stantive 'Ol}^ both the guilt to be expiated and the expiation.

The Hipli. Cit^'iSri signifies to cause any one to render the

expiation due to his fault, to make him do penance. As

an exception God is here, in the midst of the Jehovic Psalms,

called D^n'^N, perhaps not altogether unintentionally as being

God the Judge. The )p of cn^niiiybp (with Gaja by the
)?p

and a transition of the counter -tone Metheg into Galgal, as

in Hos. xi. 6 into Meajla, vid. Psalter ii. 526) is certainly

that of the cause in Hos. xi. 6, but here it is to be explained

with Olsh. and Hitz. according to Sir. xiv. 2, Judith xi. 6

(cf. Hos. X. 6) : may they fall from their own counsels, i. e.

founder in the execution of them. Therefore ]pin the sense

of "down from, away", a sense which the parallel 1OT"m,

thrust them away (cf. TTs from nni xxxvi. 13), presupposes.

The 2 of 2"li: is to be understood according to John viii. 21,

24 "ye shall die £V xaT? ajxapxiai? up-aiv". The multitude of

their transgressions shall remain unforgiven and in this

state God is to cast them into hades. The ground of this

terrible prayer is set forth by TJD n^ O. The tone of n^
for a well-known reason (cf. e. g., xxxvii. 40, Ixiv. 11,

Ixxii. 17) has retreated to the penult. TTVl, root ID, prop,

to be or hold one's self stiff towards any one, compare
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TLo , *Uj, to press and stiffen against one another in wrestling,

^vU, ^nL^', to struggle against anything, whether with out-

ward or mental and moral opposition. Their ohstinacy is not

obstinacy against a man, but against God Himself; their sin is,

therefore, Satanic and on that account unpardonable. All the

prayers of this character are based upon the assumption ex-

pressed in vii. 13, that those against whom they are directed

do not wish for mercy. Accordingly their removal is prayed

for. Their removal will make the ecclesiapressa free and there-

fore joyous. From this point of view the prayer in ver. 12 is

inspired by the prospect of the result of their removal. The
futt. do not express a wish, but a consequence. The division of

the verse is, however, incorrect. The rise of the first half of

the verse closes with TQ (the pausal form by Pazer), its fall is

•1^31'' D^iy^; then the rise begins anew in the second half, ex-

tending to "ID which ought likewise to be pointed Tjz, and ^DHX

rf2^ is its fall. 1D^5?^ T]pni (from Tjcn Hiph. of Tj^Dxci". 4) is awk-
ward in this sequence of thoughts. Hupfeld and Hitzig render

it: "they shall rejoice for ever whom Thou defendest"; but
then it ought not only to be pointed IJini, but the ) must
also be removed, and yet there is nothing to characterise

1D'»'?y IDn as being virtually a subject. On the other hand
it does not harmonise with the other consecutive futures.

It must therefore, like ^bB\, be the opfative: "And do Thou
defend them, then shall those who love Thy name rejoice in

Thee". And then upon this this joy of those who love the name
of Jahve {i. e. God in His revelation of Himself in redemp-
tion) Ixix. 37, cxix. 132, is based by nn^^'iD from a fact of

univei^al experience which is the sum of all His historical

self-attestations. 'jD\^r is used instead of ri''5p;| as a graver
form of expression, just like 1Dn^"ri for cn^"n as an indig-
nant one. The form ^'^h'^^^ (Ges. *§ 63, 3) is chosen instead

of the Jiii^j;^ found in xxv. 2, Ixviii. 4, in order to assist the

rhythm. The /w?^. are continuative. in.:5j;n, cinges eum^ is not
a contracted Hiph. according to 1 Sam! xvii. 25, but Kal as

in 1 Sam. xxiii. 26; here it is used like the Piel in viii. 6

with a double accusative. The njV (from Ij^^jLo med. Waw,
-^thiop. pii* to hedge round, guard) is a shield of a largest
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dimensions; larger than pn 1 Kings x. 16 sq. (cf. 1 Sam.

xvii. 7, where Goliath has his Pl^V home by a shield-hearer).

n>"i3 "like a shield" is equivalent to: as with a shield (Ges.

§ 118, 3, rem.). The name of God, m^^ is correctly drawn

to the second member of the verse by the accentuation, in

order to balance it with the first; and for this reason the

first clause does not begin with r^Ti^ Ti^i^'^D here as it does

elsewhere (iv. 9, xii. 8). pii*j delight, goodwill, is also a

synonym for the divine blessing in Deut. xxxiii. 23.

PSALM YI.

A CRY FOE MERCY UNDER JUDGMENT.

2 JAHVE, not in Thy wrath rebuke me.

And not in Thy hot displeasure chasten me!

3 Be gracious unto me, for I am fading away;

Oh heal me, Jahve, for my bones are affrighted,

4 And my soul is affrighted exceedingly —
And Thou, Jahve^ how long?!

5 Pteturn, Jahve, rescue my soul.

Save me for Thy mercy's sake.

6 For in death there is no remembrance of Thee,

In Sheol who can give Thee thanks?

7 I am exhausted with my groaning,

Every night make I my bed to swim —
With my tears I flood my couch.

8 Sunken is mine eye with grief,

It is grown old because of all mine oppressors.

9 Depart from me all ye who deal wickedly!

For Jahve hath heard my loud weeping,

10 Jahve hath heard my supplication:

Jahve will accept my prayer.

11 All mine enemies shall be ashamed and affrighted

exceedingly,

They shall turn away ashamed suddenly.

The morning prayer, Ps. v., is followed by a ^^Psalm of

Davirr\ which, even if not composed in the morning, looks

VOL. I. 9
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back upon a sleepless, tearful night. It consists of three

strophes. In the middle one, which is a third longer than

the other two, the poet, by means of a calmer outpouring

of his heart, struggles on from the cry of distress in the first

strophe to the believing confidence of the last. The hostility

of men seems to him as a punishment of divine wrath, and

consequently (but this is not so clearly expressed as in

Ps.xxxviii., which is its counterpart) as the result of his sin;

and this persecution, which to him has God's wrath behind

it and sin as the sting of its bitterness, makes him sorrow-

ful and sick even unto death. Because the Psalm contains

no confession of sin, one might be inclined to think that the

church has wrongly reckoned it as the first of the seven

(probably selected with reference to the seven days of the

week) Psahni poenUentiales (vi. xxxii. xxxviii. li. cii. cxxx.

cxliii.). A. H. Francke in his Introductio in Psalterium says,

it is rather Psalmus pt^ecatorius hominis gravissimi tentati a

pcenitente probe disti7iguendi. But this is a mistake. The man
who is tempted is distinguished from a penitent man by this,

that the feeling of wrath is with the one perfectly ground-

less and with the other well-grounded. Job was one who
was tempted thus. Our psalmist, however, is a penitent, who
accordingly seeks that the punitive chastisement of God, as

the just God, may for him be changed into the loving chastise-

ment of God, as the merciful One.

We recognise here the language of penitently believing

prayer, which has been coined by David. Compare ver. 2

with xxxviii. 2; 3 with xli. 5; 5 with cix. 26; 6 with xxx. 10;

7 with lxix.4; 8 with xxxi. 10; 11 with xxxv. 4.' 26. The

language of Heman's Psalm is perceptibly different, comp.

ver. 6 with Ixxxvii. 11— 13; 8 with Ixxxviii. 10. And the

corresponding strains in Jeremiah (comp. ver. 2, xxxviii. 2

with Jer. x. 24; 3 and 5 with Jer. xvii. 14; 7 with Jer. xlv.

3) are echoes, which to us prove that the Psalm belongs to

an earlier age, not that it was composed by the prophet

(Hitzig). It is at once probable, from the almost anthologi-

cal relationship in which Jeremiah stands to the earlier

literature, that in the present instance also he is the repro-

ducer. And this idea is confirmed by the fact that in ch. x. 25,
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after language resembling the Psalm before us, be continues

in words taken from Ps. Ixxix. 6 sq. When Hitzig maintains

that David could no more have composed this disconcert-

edly despondent Psalm than Isaiah could the words in Isa.

xxi. 3, 4, we refer, in answer to him, to Isa. xxii. 4 and to

the many attestations that David did weep, 2 Sam. i. 12,

iii. 32, xii. 21, xv. 30, xix. 1.

The accompanying musical direction runs: To the Precen-

tor, with accompaniment of stringed instruments, upon the Octave,

TheLXX. translates uTrIp t^; 67067]?, and the Fathers associate

with it the thought of the octave of eternal happiness, y] 67^67)

sxsivY), as Gregory of Nyssa says, ^xt? laxiv 6 ecps^^? alwv.

But there is no doubt whatever that n^:''??t^*n"^3; has refer-

ence to music. It is also found by Ps. xii., and besides in

1 Chron. xv. 21. From this latter passage it is at least clear

that it is not the name of an instrument. An instrument

with eight strings could not have been called an octave in-

stead of an octachord. In that passage they played upon

nablas niD^^-^j;, and with citherns rri^^wri-^j;. If 01^^^ de-

notes maidens = maidens' voices i. e. soprano^ then, as it

seems, n'':)"'^t^n is a designation of the bass, and Ti'^y^i^WTrhv

equivalent to all' ottava hassa. The fact that Ps. xlvi., which

is accompanied by the direction niD^y^y, is a joyous song,

whereas Ps. vi. is a plaintive one and Ps. xii. not less gloomy

and sad, accords with this. These two were to be played in

the lower octave, that one in the higher.

Vers. 2— 4. There is a chastisement which proceeds

from God's love to the man as being pardoned and which

is designed to purify or to prove him, and a chastisement

which proceeds from God's wrath against the man as stri-

ving obstinately against, or as fallen away from, favour, and

which satisfies divine justice. Ps. xciv. 12, cxviii. 17, Prov.

iii. 11 sq. speak of this loving chastisement. The man who
should decline it, would act against his own salvation. Ac-

cordingly David, like Jeremiah (ch. x. 24), does not pray for

the removal of the chastisement but of the chastisement in

Tjrath^ or what is the same thing, of the judgment proceed-
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ing from wrath \^Zorngericht]. *C;X3 and ^npHJ? stand in the

middle, between hi< and the verbs, for the sake of emphasis.

Hengstenberg indeed finds a different antithesis here. He
says: "The contrast is not that of chastisement in love with

chastisement in wrath, but that of loving rescue in contrast

with chastisement, which always proceeds from the principle

iof wrath". If what is here meant is, that always when God
chastens a man his wrath is the true and proper motive, it

is an error, for the refutation of which one whole book of

the Bible, viz. the Book of Job, has been written. For there

the friends think that God is angry with Job; but we know
from the prologue that, so far from being angry with him,

he on the contrary glories in him. Here, in this Psalm, as-

suming David to be its author, and his adultery the occasion

of it, it is certainly quite otherwise. The chastisement under

which David is brought low, has God's wTath as its motive:

it is punitive chastisement and remains such, so long as David

remains fallen from favour. But if in sincere penitence he

again struggles through to favour, then the punitive becomes

a loving chastisement: God's relationship to him becomes

an essentially different relationship. The evil, which is the

result of his sin and as such indeed originates in the prin-

ciple of wrath, becomes the means of discipline and purify-

ing which love employs, and this it is that he here implores

for himself. And thus Dante Alighieri* correctly and beauti-

fully paraphrases the verse:

Signor, non ??ii ?i'pre?ider con furore,

E noil voler correggermi con ira,

Ma con dolcezza e con perfetto amore.

In i:!n David prays God to let him experience His loving-

kindness and tender mercy in place of the punishment He
has a right to inflict ; for anguish of soul has already reduced

him to the extreme even of bodily sickness: he is withered

up and weary, bhyi'^ has Pathach^ and consequently seems

to be the 3 pers. Pul. as in Joel i. 10, Nah. i. 4; but this

* Provided he is the author of / sette Salmi Penitenziall irasportati

alia volgar poesia, vid. Dante Alighieri's Lyric poems, translated and
annotated by Kanne^iesser and Witte (1842) \. 203 sq., ii. 208 sq.
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cannot be according to the rules of grammar. It is an ad-

jective, like j3y"1, pXti*, with the passive pointing. The forma-

tion ^^DX (from ^^x Jul with the primary meaning to stretch

out lengthwise) is analogous to the IX. and XI. forms of

the Arabic verb which serve especially to express colours

and defects (Caspari § 59). The two words "(JN* hh^i< have

the double accent Mercha-Mahpach together, and according

to the exact mode of writing (yid. Baer in my Psalter ii. 492)

the Mahpach^ (the sign resembling Mahpach or rather Jethih)^

ought to stand between the two words, since it at the same

time represents the Makkepli. The principal tone of the

united pair, therefore, lies on am\ and accordingly the adj.

t^^^N* is shortened to ^^^N (cf. D"pnN*, "^^^Dn, DDI^, and the

like)— a contraction which proves that 'p^D^^ is not treated

as part. Pul. (= ^Ippxp), for its characteristic a is unchange-

able. The prayer for healing is based upon the plea that

his bones (Job iv. 14, Isa. xxxviii. 13) are affrighted. We
have no German word exactly corresponding to this bT\2\

which (from the radical notion "to let go", cogn. n^s) ex-

i presses a condition of outward overthrow and inward con-

sternation, and is therefore the effect of fright which discon-

\^certs one and of excitement that deprives one of self-control.*

His soul is still more shaken than his body. The affliction

is therefore not a merely bodily ailment in which only a

timorous man loses heart. God's love is hidden from him.

God's wrath seems as though it would wear him completely

away. It is an affliction beyond all other afflictions. Hence

he enquires: And Thou, Jahve, how long?! Instead ot

nnN* it is written DN, which the Keri says is to be read nriN,

while in three passages (Num. xi. 15, Deut. v. 24, Ezek. xxviii.

14) rjs* is admitted as masc.

Vers. 5— 8. God has turned away from him, hence the

prayer ni!')U/, viz. "»^n\ The tone of TCir:; is on the ult.^ be-

cause it is assumed to be read i^'lN T\2^\l/. The ultima accen-

tuation is intended to secure its distinct pronunciation to

the final syllable of T\2r\L\ which is liable to be drowned and

* AYe have translated Dr. Delitzsch's word erschrccli literally—the

vexed of the Authorized Version seems hardly equal to thj meaning.
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escape notice in connection with the coming together of the

two aspirates {vid. on iii. 8). May God turn to him again,

rescue {^^T} fromj^Sl, which is transitive inHehr. and Aram.,

to free, expedire, exuere, Arah. (jaXi to he pure, prop, to

he loose, free) his soul, in which his affliction has taken

deep root, from this affliction, and extend to him salvation

on the ground of His mercy towards sinners. He founds

this cry for help upon his yearning to be able still longer

to praise God, — a happy employ, the possibility of which

would be cut off from him if he should die. *iDT, as frequently

"Ti2Tn, is used of remembering one with reverence and honour;

n"lin (from rrjl) has the dat. honoris after it. h'iiW^ ver. 6&,

afir{c, (Apoc. xx. 13), alternates with pip. Such is the name
of the underground abode of the dead, the gate of which is

the grave, the yawning abyss, into which everything mortal

descends (from b^*^ = h"'^ JLww, to be loose, relaxed, to hang

down, sink down: a sinking in, that which is sunken in*,

a depth). The writers of the Psalms all (which is no small

objection against Maccabean Psalms) know only of one

single gathering-placeof the dead in the depth of the earth,

where they indeed live, but it is only a quasi life, because

they are secluded from the light of this world and, what is

the most lamentable, from the light of God's presence.

Hence the Christian can only join in the prayer of ver. 6 of

this Psalm and similar passages (xxx. 10, Ixxxviii. 11— 13,

cxv. 17, Isa. xxxviii. 18 sq.) so far as he transfers the notion

of hades to that of gehenna. ** In hell there is really no

remembrance and no praising of God. David's fear of death

as something in itself unhappy, is also, according to its

* The form corresponds to the Arabic form JLai, which, though

originally a verbal abstract, has carried over the passive meaning into

the province of the concrete, e. g, kitah = makiiib and ildh, HpN =
maluh = mdbud (the feared, revered One).

** An adumbration of this relationship of Christianity to the relisrion

of the Old Testament is the relationship of Islam to the religion of the

Arab wandering tribes, which is called the "religion of Abraham" (Din

Ibrahim), and knows no life after death; while Islam has taken from
the later Judaism and from Christianity the hope of a resurrection and
heavenly blessedness.
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ultimate ground, notliing but the fear of an unliappy death.

In these "pains of hell" he is wearied with (2 as in Ixix. 4)

groaning, and bedews his couch every night with a river of

tears. Just as the *Hiph. T\VfZ'T\ signifies to cause to swim

from T\T[iV to swim, so the Iliph. riDpH signifies to dissolve,

cause to melt, from riDO (cogn. CDO) to melt. Pljjpi, in

Arabic a nojii. xuiH. a tear, is in Hebrew a flood of tears.

In ver. 8 ">:'';^^does not signify my "appearance" (Num. xi.

7), but, as becomes clear from xxxi. 10, Ixxxviii. 10, Job xvii.

7, "my eye"; the eye reflects the whole state of a man's health.

The verb ^l/^l/y appears to be a denominative from li^;: to be

moth-eaten.* The signification senescere for the verb pny is

more certain. The closing words "tTllli'^DS (cf. Num. x. 9

T\y>T\ >^*n the oppressing oppressor, from the root "liJ ^o to

press, squeeze, and especially to bind together, constritigere,

coartare^^)^ in which the writer indicates, partially at least,

the cause of his grief (D^D, in Job xviii. 7 tJ'yD), are as it

were the socket into which the following strophe is inserted.

Vers. 9— 11. Even before his plaintive prayer is ended

the divine light and comfort come quickly into his heart, as

Frisch says in his ^Neuklingende Harfe Davids'\ His enemies

mock him as one forsaken of God, but even in the face of

his enemies he becomes conscious that this is not his con-

dition. Thrice in vers. 9, 10 his confidence that God will

answer him flashes forth: He hears his loud sobbing, the voice

of his weeping that rises towards heaven. He hears his sup-

plication, and He graciously accepts his prayer. The two-

fold y?5l^' expresses the fact and np^ its consequence. That

which he seems to have to suffer, shall in reality be the lot

of his enemies, viz. the end of those who are rejected of God:

* ReuchUn in his grammatical analysis of the seven Penitential

Psalms, which he published in 1512 after his LI. Ill de Rudimentis

Hebraicis (1506), explains it thus: Dw'w'^' Fenninavit Sic a vcrmibus

dictum qui turbant res claras puras ct niiidas, and in the Eudim. p. 412:

Turbatus est a furore oculus meus, corrosus et obfuscatus, quasi vitro la-

iernce obduclus.

** In Arabic Tk dir is the word for a step-mother as the oppressor

of the step-children; and "l")i? dirr, a concubine as the oppressor of her

rival.
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they shall be put to shame. The ti'll!, Syr. z^o, Chald. nns,

nnr: , which we meet with here for the first time, is not con-

nected with the Arab. v:>-gj but (since the Old Arabic as a

rule has ^ as a mediating vowel between '^^ and z, n) with

^Ij which signifios "to turn up and scatter about things

that lie together (either beside or upon each other)" eruere

et diruere^ disturhare,— a root which also appears in the

reduplicated form vSo: to root up and disperse, whence eo
sorrow and anxiety, according to which therefore ]^'\2 (= t^*l^

as ^LI = ^^) prop, signifies disturhare^ to be perplexed,

lose one's self-control, and denotes shame according to a

similar, but somewhat differently applied conception to

confundi^ auYX^sta&ai, auYjcjvsa&ai. ^l^n^^l points back to vers.

2, 3: the lot at which the malicious have rejoiced, shall come

upon themselves. As is implied in il^D"' •'1DI^'\ a higher power

turns back the assailants filled with shame (ix. 4, xxxv. 4).

What an impressive finish we have here in these three

MilelsJasMhuje'bdshu raga\ in relation to the tripping mea-

sure of the preceding words addressed to his enemies 1 And,

if not intentional, yet how remarkable is the coincidence, that

shame follows the involuntary reverse of the foes, and that

ir^Di in its letters and sound is the reverse of 121^'^! What
music there is in the Psalter! If composers could but under-

stand itl!

PSALM YII.

APPEAL TO THE JUDGE OF THE WHOLE EARTH AGAINST
SLANDER AND REQUITING GOOD WITH EYIL.

I JAHVE,.my God, in Thee do I hide myself;

Save me from all my persecutors, and deliver me!
5 Lest he tear my soul like a lion.

Rending it in pieces while there is none to deliver.

i Jahve, my God, if I have done this,

If iniquity cling to my hands,

3 If I have rewarded evil to him that was at peace with me
And plundered mine enemy without cause:
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G Then let tlie enemy persecute my soul and take [it],

And tread down my life to the earth,

And lay my dignity in the dust. (Sela.)

7 Arise, Jahve, in Thine anger.

Lift up Thyself against the rage of mine oppressors,

And awake for me, Thou hast indeed arranged justice!

8 And let the host of the nations stand round about Thee

And oyer it do Thou return again on high!

9 Jahve shall judge the peoples —

•

Jahve, judge me according to my righteousness and my
innocence in me!

10 Oh let the wickedness of the wicked come to an end,

establish the righteous,

Thou art He who trieth the hearts and reins, a just God.

11 My shield is borne by Elohim,

The Saviour of the upright in heart.

12 Elohim is a righteous Judge

And a God threatening day by day.

13 If a man will not repent. He whetteth His sword,

He hath bent His bow and made it ready,

14 And against him He directeth the weapon of death,

His arrows He maketh burning arrows.

15 Behold, he travaileth with evil : he conceiveth trouble

and bringeth forth falsehood.

16 He hath digged a pit and hollowed it out,

And falleth into the hollow that he is making.

17 His trouble cometh back upon his own head.

And his violent dealing cometh down upon his own pate.

18 I will give thanks to Jahve according to His righteousness,

And will sing praise to the name of Jahve, the Most High.

In the second part of Ps. vi. David meets his enemies

with strong self-confidence in God. Ps. vii., which even

Hitzig ascribes to David, continues this theme and exhibits

to us, in a prominent example taken from the time of per-

secution under Saul, his purity of conscience and joyousness

of faith. One need only read 1 Sam. xxiv.—xxvi. to see how

this Psalm abounds in unmistakeable references to this por-
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tion of David's life. The superscribed statement of the events

that gave rise to its composition point to this. Such state-

ments are found exclusively only by the Davidic Psalms.*

The inscription runs : SMggajon of David, which he sang to

Jahve on account of the sayings of Cush a Benjamite. i"1Zl"-^j;

is intentionally chosen instead of hv. which has other func-

tions in these superscriptions. Although ^2*1 and i^iDl can

mean a thing, business, affairs (Ex. xxii. 8, 1 Sam. x. 2, and

freq.) andnD*l-^j; "in reference to" (Deut. iv. 21, Jer. vii. 22)

or "on occasion of" (Jer. xiv. 1), still we must here keep to

the most natural signification : "on account of the words

(speeches)". Cush (LXX. falsely Xooat = ^W'^y, Luther, like-

wise under misapprehension, "the Moor") must have been one

of the many servants of Saul, his kinsman, one of the tale-

bearers like Doeg and the Ziphites, who shamefully slandered

David before Saul, and roused him against David. The

epithet TOnS (as in 1 Sam. ix. 1, 21, cf. ''^^?p;'-^\V 2 Sam.

XX. 1) describes him as "a Benjamite" and does not assume

any knowledge of him, as would be the case if it were ^^''^l^.liri,

or rather (in accordance with biblical usage) ''J''i3^n"|3. And
this accords with the actual fact, for there is no mention of

him elsewhere in Scripture history. The statement 'i:n nDT^y
is hardly from David's hand, but written by some one else,

whether from tradition or from the CD^H ''"I2"i of David,

where this Psalm may have been interwoven with the history

of its occasion. Whereas there is nothing against our re-

garding "in'p jV^*^", or at least pw, as a note appended by

David himself.

Since j^jli^* (after the form p>]n a vision) belongs to the

same class as superscribed appellations like "lICT.p and t'"'3te,

and the Tephilla of Habakkuk, ch. iii. 1 {vid. my Commentary)^

has the addition nlJ^riS^'"^^., JV^ll^" must be the name of a kind of

lyric composition, and in fact a kind described according to

the rhythm of its language or melody. Now since njti' means

to go astray, wander, reel, and is cognate with '^w (whence

comes Vi'^^v; madness, a word formed in the same manner)

* Viz. vii. lix. Ivi. xxxiv. Iii. Ivii. cxlii. liv. (belonging to the time

of the persecution under Saul), iii. Ixiii (to the persecution under Ab-
solom), li, (David's adultery), Ix. (the Syro-Ammonitish war).
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piitr'may mean in the language of prosody a reeling poem,

i. e. one composed in a most excited movement and with a

rapid change of the strbngest emotions, therefore a dithyr-

ambic poem, and nir^.Iif" dithyrambic rhythms, variously and

violently mixed together. Thus Ewald and Rodiger under-

stand it, and thus evenTarnov, Geier, and other old expositors

who translate it cantio erraiica. What we therefore look for is

that this Psalm shalL consist, as Ainsworth expresses it

(1627), "of sundry variable and wandering verses", that it shall

wander through the most diverse rhythms as in a state of

intoxication— an expectation which is in fact realized. The

musical accompaniment also had its part in the general effect

produced. Moreover, the contents of the Psalm corresponds

to this poetic musical style. It is the most solemn pathos of

exalted self-consciousness which is expressed in it. And in

common with Hab. iii. it gives expression to the joy which

arises from zealous anger against the enemies of God and

from the contemplation of their speedy overthrow. Painful

unrest, defiant self-confidence, triumphant ecstacy, calm

trust, prophetic certainty — all these states of mind find

expression in the irregular arrangement of the strophes of

this Davidic dithyramb, the ancient customary Psalm for

the feast of Purim {Sofrim xviii. § 2).

Vers. 2— 3. With this word of faith, love, and hope

in^Cn "^(as in cxli. 8), this holy capiatio henevolentice^ David

also begins in xi. 1, xvi. 1, xxxi. 2, cf.lxxi. 1. Th.Q perf. is

inchoative: in Thee have I taken my refuge, equivalent to : in

Thee do I trust. The transition from the multitude of his

persecutors to the sing, in ver. 3 is explained most naturally,

as one looks at the inscription, thus: that of the many the

one who is just at the time the worst of all comes promin-

ently before his mind. The verb r|-]:o from the primary signi-

fication carpere (which corresponds still more exactly to p]"in)

means both to tear off and to tear in pieces (whence riDl.tp

that which is torn in pieces); and p"!D from its primary

signification frangere means both to break loose and to break

in pieces, therefore to liberate, e. g. in cxxxvi. 24. and to
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break in small jDieces, 1 Kings xix. 11. The persecutors are

conceived of as wild animdls, as lions which rend their prey

and craunch its bones. Thus blood-thirsty are they for his

soul, i. e. his life. After the painful unrest of this first strophe,

the second begins the tone of defiant self-consciousness.

Vers. 4— 6. According to the inscription DJ^T points to

the substance of those slanderous sayings of the Benjamite.

With V3D2 b)yr\l/^~n^ one may compare David's words to Saul

T\yr\ ''Tl: r^< i Sam. xxiv. 12, xxvi. 18; and from this compari-

son one will at once see in a small compass the difference

between poetical and prose expression. "'pbt^(Targ. *>i2b\l} h)j^)

is the name he gives (with reference to Saul) to himwho stands

on a peaceful, friendly footing with him, cf. the adject. D1^l^^

Iv. 21, and Dlt^t^*" tJ'^N*, xli. 10. The verb hl2\, cogn. '^)2\, signi-

fies originally to finish, complete, (root c:i, CD, cf. nra to

be or to make full, to gather into a heap). One says 2ltO h'Ql

and yn ^p|, and also without a material object i^y b)2^ or

''Jl^^-l henefecit or malefecit mihi. But we join "in^^^ with yn

according to the Targum and contrary to the accentuation,

and not with ^ythyj (Olsh., Bottch., Hitz.), although zhp beside

D^t^''D, as e. g. np"l beside "13"1C might mean "requiting". The

poet would then have written: y*j ^^^]i ^np^I^'CkS i. e. if I have

retaliated upon him that hath done evil to me. In ver. 5

we do not render it according the meaning of r^n which is

usual elsewhere: but rather I rescued . . . (Louis de Dieu,

Ewald § 345, a, and Hupfeld). Why cannot |>'pn in accord-

ance with its primary signification expedire, exuere (accord-

ing to which even the signification of rescuing, taken exactly,

does not proceed from the idea of drawing out, but of making

loose, exuere vinclis) signify here exuere = spoUare, as it

does in Aramaic ? And how extremely appropriate it is as

an allusion to the incident in the cave, when David did not

rescue Saul, but, without indeed designing to take n^''^n,

exuvice, cut off the hem of his garment! As Hengstenberg

observes, "He affirms his innocence in the most general terms,

thereby shewing that his conduct towards Saul was not any-

thing exceptional, but sprang from his whole disposition and
mode of action". On the 1 pers. fut. conv. with ah, vid. on
iii. 6. Cj^n. belongs to *i^^% like xxv. 3, Ixix. 5.
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In the apoclosis, ver. 6, the fut. Kal of rj"!"! is made

into three syllables, in a way altogether without example,

since, by first making the Shcld audible, from r]'Tn^ it is become

fjlT (like pniji Gen. xxi. G, Tj^nn Ps. Ixxiii. 9, Ex. ix. 23,

n>TO; xxxix. 13), and this is then sharpened by an euphonic

Bag, forie^ Other ways of explaining it, as that by Chajug

=• ^"l*l^^ or by Kimchi as a mixed form from Kal and P/^//'*

have been already refuted by Baer, Thorath Emeth, p. 33.

This dactylic jussive form of Kal is followed by the regular

jussives oi Hiph. y^^l and pl!'^ The rhythm is similar so that

in the primary passage Ex. xv. 9, which also finds its echo

in Ps. xviii. 38, — viz. iambic with anapsests inspersed. By
its parallelism with ^'{l/^\ and ''^n, ''"1123 acquires the signifi-

cation "my soul", as Saadia, Gecatilia and Aben-Ezra have

rendered it — a signification which is secured to it by xvi. 9,

XXX. 13, Ivii. 9, cviii. 2, Gen. xlix. 6. Man's soul is his doxa,,

and this it is as being the copy of the divine doxa (Bibl.

Psycliol. S. 98, [tr.p. 119], and frequently). Moreover, "let

him lay in the dust" is at least quite as favourable to this sense

of HDD as to the sense of personal and official dignity (iii.

4, iv. 3). To lay down in the dust is equivalent to: to lay in

the dust of death, :5^xii. 16. ^Dj; ''ppti^, Isa. xxvi. 19, are the

dead. According to the biblical conception the soul is ca-

pable of being killed (Num. xxxv. 11), and mortal (Num.

xxiii. 10). It binds spirit ancl' body together and this bond

is cut' asunder by death. David will submit willingly to

death in case he has ever acted dishonourably.

Here the music is to strike up, in order to give intensity

to the expression of this courageous confession. In the next

strophe his affirmation of innocence rises to a challenging

appeal to the judgment-seat of God and a prophetic certainty

that that judgment is near at hand.

* The Bag. is of the same kind as the Bag. in D"*;?^ among nouns;

Arabic popular dialect farassi (my horse), vid. Wetzstein's Inschriflcn

S. 366.

** Pinsker's view, that the pointing ^^^. is designed to leave the

reader at liberty to choose between the reading ^"01 and ^'y.-> cannot

be supported. There are no safe examples for the supposition that the

variations of tradition found expression in this way.
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Vers. 7— 9. In the consciousness of liis own innocence

lie calls upon Jalive to sit in judgment and to do justice to

His own. His vision widens and extends from the enemies

immediately around to the whole world in its hostility to-

wards Jahve and His anointed one. In the very same way

special judgments and the judgment of the world are por-

trayed side by side, as it were on one canvas, in the prophets.

The truth of this combination lies in the fact of the final

judgment being only the finale of that judgment which is in

constant execution in the world itself. The language here

takes the highest and. most majestic flight conceivable. By
HDip (Milra, as in iii. 8), which is one of David's words of

prayer that he has taken from the lips of Moses (ix. 20, x. 12),

he calls upon Jahve to interpose. The parallel is ^^t^^n lift

Thyself up, shew Thyself in Thy majesty, xciv. 2, Isa. xxxiii.

10. The anger, in which He is to arise, is the principle of His

judicial righteousness. With this His anger He is to gird Him-

self (Ixxvi. 11) against the ragings of the oppressors of God's

anointed one, i. e. taking vengeance on their many and mani-

fold manifestations of hostility. r\M2V is a shorter form of the

construct (instead of r\T\2V Job xl. 11, cf. xxi. 31) of n*J23J

which describes the anger as running over, breaking forth

from within and passing over into words and deeds (cf. Arab.

JLs used of water : it overflows- the dam, of wrath: it breaks

forth). It is contrary to the usage of the language to make

^Bm the object to n^'^V i^ opposition to the accents, and it

is unnatural to regard it as the accus. of direction = ^€\^^b

(xxxv. 23), as Hitzig does. The accents rightly unite r\y\}J

*ibi^: awake (stir thyself) for me i. e. to help me (i^N like

^rikNjl'p^, lix. 5). The view, that n^^^ is then precative and
equivalent to T\)y. command judgment, is one that cannot be

established according to syntax either here, or in Ixxi. 3. It

ought at least to have been n""}yi with Warv consec. On the

other hand the relative rendering: Thou who hast ordered

judgment (Maurer, Hengst.), is admissible, but unnecessary.

We take it by itself in a confirmatory sense, not as a cir-

cumstantial clause: having commanded judgment (Ewald),

but as a co-ordinate clause: Thou hast indeed enjoined the

maintaining of right (Hupfeld).
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The psalmist now, so to speak, arranges the judgment

scene: the assemblyof the nations is to form a circle round

about Jahve, in the midst of which He will sit in judgment,

and after the judgment He is to soar away (Gen. xvii. 22)

aloft over it and return to the heights of heaven like a victor

after the battle (see Ixviii. 19). Although it strikes one as

strange that the termination of the judgment itself is not

definitely expressed, yet the rendering of Hupfeld and others:

sit Thou again upon Thy heavenly judgment-seat to judge,

is to be rejected on account of the np-lt^' (cf. on the other

hand xxi. 14) which is not suited to it; ClIlS^ DltJ^ can only \^.

mean Jahve's return to His rest after the execution of judg-

ment. That which vers. 7 and 8 in the boldness of faith de-

sire, the beginning of ver. 9 expresses as a prophetic hope,

from which proceeds the prayer, that the Judge of the earth

may also do justice to him (''jriDu^' vindica me, as in xxvi.

1, XXXV. 24) according to his righteousness and the purity

of which he is conscious, as dwelling in him. "hv^ is to be

closely connected with ixpn, just as one says ^bv ^*^!^\ {Psychol.

S. 152 [tr. p. 180]). That which the individual as ego, dis-

tinguishes from itself as being in it, as subject, it denotes

by 'hV' In explaining it elliptically: "come upon me" (Ew.,

Olsh., Hupf.) this psychologically intelligible usage of the

language is not recognised. On ch vid. on xxv. 21, xxvi. 1.

Vers. 10— 11. In this strophe we hear the calm lan-

guage of courageous trust, to which the rising and calmly

subsiding csesural schema is particularly adapted. He is now
concerned about the cessation of evil: Oh let it come to an

end {y2\ intransitive as in xii. 2, Ixxvii. 9). . . His prayer is

therefore not directed against the individuals as such but

against the wickedness that is in them. This Psalm is the

key to all Psalms which contain prayers against one's ene-

mies. Just in the same manner pIDni is intended to express

a wish; it is one of the comparatively rare voluntatives of

the 2;9^r5. (Ew. § 229): and mayst Thou be pleased to estab-

lish. ... To the termination of evil which is desired cor-

responds, in a positive form of expression, the desired secu-

rity and establishment of the righteous, whom it had injured

and whose continuance was endangered by it. ]n'2l is the
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beginning of a circumstantial clause, introduced by 1, but

without the personal pronoun, which is not unfrequently

omitted both in the leading partici^Dial clause, as in Isa. xxix.

8 (which see), and in the minor participial clause as here

(cf. Iv. 20) : cum sis == quoniam es. The reins are the seat of the

emotions, just as the heart is the seat of the thoughts and

feelings. Reins and heart lie naked before God — a descrip-

tion of the only xapSLOYva>aTY]c, which is repeated in Jer. xi.

20, XX. 12, Apoc. ii. 23. In the thesis the adjective is used

with cri'^N in the si7ig. as in Ixxviii. 56, cf. Iviii. 12. God
is the righteous God, and by his knowledge of the inmost

part He is fully capable of always shewing Himself both

righteous in anger and righteous in mercy according to the

requirements and necessity of the case. Therefore David can

courageously add D"'ri"bN"'py "i^^^, my shield doth God carry;

h (Ixxxix. 19) would signify: He has it, it (my shield) belongs

to Him, h)l (1 Chron. xviii. 7) signifies: He bears it, or if

one takes shield in the sense of protection: He has taken

my protection upon Himself, has undertaken it (as in Ixii.

8, cf. Judges xix. 20), as He is in general the Saviour of all

who are devoted to Him with an upright heart, i. e. a heart

sincere, guileless (cf. xxxii. with ver. 2). C"^ is intention-

ally repeated at the end of the first two lines— the favourite

palindrome, found more especially in Isa. xl.—Ixvi. And to

the mixed character of this Psalm belongs the fact of its

being both Elohimic and Jehovic. From the calm language

of heartfelt trust in God the next strophe passes over into

the language of earnest warning, which is again more excited

and somewhat after the style of didactic poetry.

Vers. 12— 14. If God will in the end let His wrath break

forth, He will not do it without having previously given

threatenings thereof every day, viz. to the ungodly, cf. Isa.

Ixvi. 14, Mai. i. 4. He makes these feel His UV\ beforehand

in order to strike a wholesome terror into them. The sub-

ject of the conditional clause
2')]l/'l ^<^~C^s is any ungodly

person whatever; and the subject of the principal clause, as its

continuation in ver. 14 shews, is God. If a man (any one)

does not repent, then Jahve will whet His sword (cf. Deut.

xxxii. 41). This sense of the words accords with the connec-
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tion; whereas with the rendering: "forsooth Ile(Elohim) will

again whet His sword" (Bottch., Ew., Hupf.) 2T^l, which would

moreover stand close by Z'T^b] (cf. e. g. Gen. xxx. 31), is mean-

ingless; and the N*^~CN* of asseveration is devoid of purpose.

Judgment is being gradually prepared, as the/?//, implies;

but, as the perff. imply, it is also on the other hand like a

bow that is already strung against the sinner with the arrow

pointed towards him, so that it can be executed at any mo-
ment. Jil^ of the making ready, and p^n of the aiming, are

used alternately. 1^, referring to the sinner, stands first by

way of emphasis as in Gen. xlix. 10, 1 Sam. ii. 3, and is

equivalent to V^N, Ezek. iv. 3. "Burning" arrows are fire-

arrows (CipT, nlp''i, malleoli)^ and God's fire-arrows are the

lightnings sent forth by Him, xviii. 15, Zech. ix. 14. The

fut. 'rj;©^ denotes the simultaneous charging of the arrows

aimed at the sinner, with the fire of His wrath. The case

illustrated by Gush is generalised: by the sword and arrow

the manifold energy of the divine anger is symbolised, and

it is only the divine forbearance that prevents it from im-

mediately breaking forth. The conception is not coarsely

material, but the vividness of the idea of itself suggests the

form of its embodiment.

Vers. 15— 18. This closing strophe foretells to the enemy
of God, as if dictated by the judge, what awaits him; and

concludes with a prospect of thanksgiving and praise. Man
brings forth what he has conceived, he reaps what he has

sown. Starting from this primary passage, we find the punish-

ment which sin brings with it frequently represented under

these figures of n"n and n^i (l^^lD, %T\, ^^Pl), V1J and n^p,

and first of all in Job xv. 35. The act, guilt, and punish-

ment of sin appear in general as notions that run into one

another. David sees in the sin of his enemies their self-de-

struction. It is singular, that travail is first spoken of, and

then only afterwards pregnancy. For ^Dn signifies, as in

Cant. viii. 5, (woivstv, not: to conceive (Hitz.). The Arab.

haUla (synonym of liamalci) is not to conceive in distinction

from being pregnant, but it is both: to be and to become

pregnant. The accentuation indicates the correct relation-

ship of the three members of the sentence. First of all comes
VOL. I. 10
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the general statement: Behold he shall travail with, /. e,

bring forth with writhing as in the pains of labour, )\x, evil,

as the result which proceeds from his wickedness. Then, by

this thought being divided into its two factors (Hupf.) it goes

on to say: that is, he shall conceive (concipere) S^j;, and

bear ijTti'. The former signifies trouble, molestia^ just as

TTovYjpia signifies that which makes irovov; the latter falsehood,

viz. self-d6ception, delusion, vanity^ inasmuch as the burden

prepared for others , returns as a heavy and oppressive

burden upon the sinner himself, as is said in ver. 17; cf. Isa.

iix. 4, where pN* instead of npii;' denotes the accursed wages

of sin which consist in the unmasking of its nothingness,

and in the undeceiving of its self-delusion. He diggeth a

pit for himself, is another turn of the same thought, Ivii, 7,

Eccl. X. 8. Ver. 16« mentions the digging, and 16& the sub-

sequent falling into the pit; the aorist ^E^i is, for instance,

like ver. 13&, xvi. 9, xxix. 10. The attributive bvu^^ is vir-

tually a genitive to nni^', and is rightly taken by Ges. § 123,

3, a as present : in the midst of the execution of the work
of destruction prepared for others it becomes his own. The
trouble, t'Dj;, prepared for others returns upon his own head

(1L^\\12, clinging to it, just as It^i^T^y signifies descending

and resting upon it), and the violence, D^n, done to others,

being turned back by the Judge who dwells above (Mic. i.

12), descends upon his own pate (1"!p"|^ with o by ^, as e. g. in

Gen. ii. 23). Thus is the righteousness of God revealed in

wrath upon the oppressor and in mercy upon him who is

innocently oppressed. Then will the rescued one, then will

David, give thanks unto Jahve, as is due to Him after the

revelation of His righteousness, and will sing of the nariie of

Jahve the Most High (X\hv. ^s an appended name of God is

always used without the art., e. g., Ivii. 3). In the revelation

of Himself He has made Himself a name. He has, however,

revealed Himself as the almighty Judge and Deliverer, as

the God of salvation, who rules over everything that takes

place here below. It is this name, which He has made by
His acts, that David will then echo back to Him in his song

of thanksgiving.
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PSALM VIII.

THE PRAISE OF THE CREATOR'S GLORY SUNG BY THE STARRY

HEAVENS TO PUNY MAN,

2 JAHVE, our Lord,

How excellent is Thy name in all tlie earth,

Who hast covered the heavens with Thy glory!

3 Out of the mouth of children and sucklings hast Thou

founded a power.

Because of Thine adversaries,

<To still the enemy and the revengeful.

4 When I see Thy heavens, the work of Thy fingers,

The moon and the stars which Thou hast ordained

:

5 What is mortal man, that Thou art mindful of him,

And the son of man that Thou carest for him!

6 And hast made him a little less than divine,

And crowned him with glory and honour.

7 Thou madest him to have dominion over the works of

Thy hands.

Thou hast put all things under his feet

:

8 Sheep and oxen all together.

And also the beasts of the field,

9 The fowls of heaven and the fishes of the sea.

Whatsoever passeth through the paths of the sea.

10 Jahve, our Lord,

How excellent is Thy name in all the earth!

Ps. vii. closed with a similar prospect of his enemies

being undeceived by the execution of the divine judgments

to Ps. vi. The former is the pendant or companion to the

latter, and enters into detail, illustrating it by examples.

Now if at the same time we call to mind the fact, that Ps. vi.,

if it be not a morning hymn, at any rate looks back upon

sleepless nights of weeping, then the idea of the arrangement

becomes at once clear, when we find a hymn of the night

following Ps. vi. with its pendant, Ps. vii. David composes

even at night; Jahve's song, as a Korahite psalmist says of

himself in xlii. 9, was his companionship even in the loneli-

10*
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ness of tlie night. The omission of any reference to the sun

in ver. 4 shews that Ps. viii. is a hymn of this kind com-

posed in the night, or at least one in which the writer trans-

fers himself in thought to the night season. The poet has

the starry heavens before him, he begins with the glorious

revelation of Jahve's power on earth and in the heavens, and

then pauses at man, comparatively puny man, to whom Jahve

condescends in love and Avhom He has made lord over His

creation. This Psalm, like Ps. civ. and others, is a lyric

echo of the Mosaic account of the creation. Ewald calls it

a flash of lightning cast into the darkness of the creation.

Even Hitzig acknowledges David's authorship here;

whereas Hupfeld is silent, and Olshausen says that nothing

can be said about it. The idea, that David composed it

when a shepherd boy on the plains of Judah, is rightly

rejected again by Hitzig after he has been at the pains to

support it. (This thought is pleasingly worked out by

Nachtigal, Vsalmen gesungen vor David's Throiibesteigung

,

1797, after the opinion of E. G. von Bengel, cum magna verl

specie^ For, just as the Gospels do not contain any discourses

of our Lord belonging to the time prior to His baptism,

and just as the New Testament canon does not contain any

writings of the Apostles from the time prior to Pentecost, so

the Old Testament canon contains no Psalms of David belong-

ing to the time prior to his anointing. It is only from that

time, when he is the anointed one of the God of Jacob, that he

becomes the sweet singer of Israel, on whose tongue is the

word of Jahve, 2 Sam. xxiii. 1 sq.

The inscription runs : To the Precentor^ on the Gittith, a

Psahn of David. The Targum translates it super cithara,

quam David de Gath attulit. According to which it is a Phi-

listine cithern, just as there was (according to Athenseus

and Pollux) a peculiar Phoenician and Carian flute played at

the festivals of Adonis, called T^TTP^^? ^^^tl also an Egyptian

flute and a Doric lyre. All the Psalms bearing the inscrip-

tion nin^H'^y (viii. Ixxxi. Ixxxiv.) are of a laudatory charac-

ter. The gittith was, therefore, an instrument giving forth

a joyous sound, or (what better accords with its occurring

exclusively in the inscriptions of the Psalms), a joyous me-
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lodj', perhaps ^ niarcli of the Gittite guard, 2 Scam. xv. 18

(Hitzig).

Kurtz makes tins Psalm into four tetrasticliic strophes,

by taking ver. 2 ah and ver. 10 by themselves as the opening

and close of the hymn, and putting ver. 2 c (Thou whose

majesty . . .) to the first strophe. But -itj\x is not rightly

adapted to begin a strophe; the poet, we think, would in this

case have written mn HJin li^'J^ nnN*.

Vers. 2— 3. Here, for the firs^t lime, the subject speaking

in the Psalm is not one individual, but a number of persons;

and who should they be but the church of Jahve, which

(as in Neh. x. 30) can call Jahve its Lord (lj''j"iX, like ^yi^^

from W>T]^ plur. excellentice^ Ges. § 108, 2); but knowing

also at the same time that what it has become by grace it

is called to be for the good of the whole earth? The CL^* of

God is the impress (cognate Arabic wasm, a sign, Greek

aYJtxct) of His nature, which we see in His works of creation

and His acts of salvation, a nature which can only be known
from this visible and comprehensible representation (nomen

= gnomen)!^ This name of God is certainly not yet so known
and praised everywhere, as the church to which it has been

made known by a positive revelation can know and praise

it; but, nevertheless, it, viz. the divine name uttered in

creation and its works, by which God has made Himself

known and capable of being recognised and named, is "ti"N

amplum et gloriosiun^ everywhere through out the earth, even

if it were entirely without any echo. The clause with n*ii\s

must not be rendered: Who , do Thou be pleased to putThy glory

upon the heavens (Gesenius even: qumn tuam magnificentiam

pone in coells), for such a use of the imperat. after y^/^ is un-

heard of; and, moreover, although it is true a thought admis-

sible in its connection with the redemptive history (Ivii. 6, 12)

is thus obtained, it is here, however, one that runs counter

to the fundamental tone, and to the circumstances, of the

Psalm. For the primary thought of the Psalm is this, that

* cf. Oehler's art. Name in Herzog's Rcal-Encyklopadic.
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tlie God, whose glory the heavens reflect, has also glorified

Himself in the earth and in man; and the situation of the

poet is this, that he has the moon and stars before his eyes:

how then could he wish that heaven to be made glorious

whose glory is shining into his eyes! It is just as impracti-

cable to take n:ri as a contraction of ni"i:, like nP.ri 2 Sam.

xxii. 41, = nrh:!, as Ammonius and others, and last of all

Bohl, have done, or with Thenius (Stud, u. Krit. 1860 S.712 f.)

to read it so at once. For even if the thought : "which (the

earth) gives (announces) Thy glory all over the heavens"

is not contrary to the connection, and if V) ]ni Ixviii. 34,

and 1123 ]n3, Jer. xiii. 16, can be compared with this jP,:

1in, still the phrase h^_ "lln jP^^ means nothing but to lay

majesty on any one, to clothe him with it, Num. xxvii. 20,

1 Chron. xxix. 25, Dan. xi. 21, of. Ps. xxi. 6; and this is

just the thought one looks for, viz., that the name of the

God, who has put His glory upon the heavens (cxlviii. 13)

is also glorious here below. We must, therefore, take HJP,

although it is always the form of the imper. elsewhere, as

infin.^ just as Pl^H occurs once in Gen. xlvi. 3 as itifin. (like

the Arab. 7-^i(la a giving to drink, Vida a bringing forth —
forms to which n~^ and the like in Hebrew certainly more

exactly correspond). Tp'in TjP signifies the setting of Thy

glory (prop, to iiOsvai ir^v S6;av aou) just like 'n"PN Hvl the

the knowledge of Jahve, and Obad. ver. 5, ?j3p Cti', probably

the setting of thy nest, Ges. § 133. 1. It may be interpreted:

Thou whose laying of Thy glory is upon the heavens, i. e.

Thou who hast chosen this as the place on which Thou hast

laid Thy glory (Hengst.). In accordance with this Jerome

translates it : qui posuisti gloriam tuani super coelos. Thus

also the Syriac version with the Targum: d^jaht (p^nn)
shul)hoch al slfmajo, and Symmachus: 6; sxa^a? tov sTraivov

cou UiTspavoj xdiv o'jpavdiv. This use of the nomen verljale and

the genitival relation of "ll^'N to TjT.n HjP, which is ta.ken

as one notion, is still remarkable. Hitzig considers that

no reasonable man would think and write thus ; but thereby

at the same time utterly condemns his own conjecture )n

^"linn (whose extending of glory over the heavens). This,

moreover, goes beyond the limits of the language, which is
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only acquainted witli )n as the name of an animal. All diffi-

culty would vanish if one might, with Hupfeld, read nrn^.

But n^n has not the slightest appearance of being a cor-

ruption of nnnJ. It might be more readily supposed that

ron is an erroneous pointing for n2P, (to stretch or extend,

cf. Hos. viii. 10 to stretch forth, distribute): Thou whose

glory stretches over the- heavens, — an interpretation which

is more probable than that it is, with Paulus and Kurtz,

to be read n^n : Thou whose glory is praised (pass, of the

n^n in Judges v. 11, xi. 40, which belongs to the dialect of

Northern Palestine), instead of which one would more readi-

ly expect M^n\ The verbal notion, which is tacitly implied

in cxiii.4, cxlviii. 13, would then be expressed here. But per-

haps the author wrote '^"in n^H instead of ^"nn nrj, because

he wishes to describe the setting out of the heavens with

divine splendour* as being constantly repeated and not as

done once for all.

There now follows, in ver. 3, the confirmation of ver.

2 a: also all over the earth, despite its distance from the

heavens, above, Jahve's name is glorious; for even children,

yea even sucklings glorify him there, and in fact not mutely

and passively by their mere existence, but with their mouth.

hb)]) (= hh)V^) or ^^iy is a child that is more mature and ca-

pable of spontaneous action, from ^^iy (Poe! o^hhv, hidere)^"^'"^^

according to 1 Sam. xxii. 19, xv. 3, distinct from pJi'i, i. e.

a suckling, not, however, infans, but, — since the Hebrew

* In the first Sidonian inscription "1'''^^^ occurs as a by-name of the

heavens (D-n.V ^m).
** According to this derivation 7^'^ (cf. Beduin 717N;;, ''alid a young

ox) is related to 7l7^r; whereas 7lV as a synonym of pJI^ signifies one

who is supported, sustained. For the radical signification of ^^V accord-

ing to the Arabic JLd fut. o. is "to weigh heavy, to be heavy, to lie

upon;to have anything incumbentupon one's self, to carry, support, preserve",

whence ^ ajjil the maintained child of the house, and ''

ajjila (Damascene

*<?/«) he who is dependent upon one for support and the family depend-

ing upon the paterfamilias for sustenance. Neither JLr. fut. o., nor

JLft fut. i. usually applied to a pregnant woman who still suckles, has

the direct signification to suckle. Moreover, the demon Ghul does not

receive its name from swallowing up or sucking out (Ges.), but from

destroying (Jli ful. o.)
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women were accustomed to suckle their children for a long

period, — a little child which is able to lisp and speak (vid.

2 Mace. vii. 27). Out of the mouth of beings such as these

Jahve has founded for Himself ly. The LXX. translates it

the utterance of praise^, alvov; and Ti? certainly sometimes has

the meaning ofpower ascribed to God in praise, and so a lau-

datory acknowledgment of His might; but this is only when
connected with verbs of giving, xxix. 1, Ixviii. 35, xcvi. 7.

In itself, when standing alone, it cannot mean this. It is in

this passage : might y or victorious power , whichjGrod_creates

for HimseK ou±-of th^ -mj^u.tlis^.£xhildren that confess Him.
This offensive and defensive power, as Luther has obsefved

on this passage, is conceived of as a strong building, ]]) as

ilVD (Jer. xvi. 19) i. e., a fortress, refuge, bulwark, fortifica-

tion, for the foundation of which He has taken the mouth,

i. e. the stammering of children; and this He has done because

of His enemies, to restrain (n''-it^'n to cause any one to sit

or lie down, rest, to put him to silence, e. g. Isa. xvi. 10,

Ezek. vii. 24) such as are enraged against Him and His, and

are inspired with a thirst for vengeance which expresses

itself in curses (the same combination is found in xliv. 17).

Those meant, are the fierce and calumniating opponents of

revelation. Jahve has placed the mouth of children in oppo-

sition to these, as a strong defensive controversive power.

He has chosen that which is foolish and weak in the eyes

of the world to put to shame the wise and that which is

strong (1 Coi\J^27). It is by obscure and naturally feeble

instruments that He makes His name glorious here below,

and overcomes whatsoever is opposed to this glorifying.

Vers. 4— 6. Stier wrongly translates : For I shall behold.

The principal thought towards which the rest tends is ver. 5

(parallel are vers. 2 ^, 3), and consequently ver. 4is the protasis

(par., ver. 2&), and "il) accordingly is = quum, quando, in the

sense of quoties. As often as he gazes at the heavens which

bear upon themselves the name of God in characters of light

(wherefore he says ^^D\^)^ the heavens with their boundless

spaces (an idea which lies in the plur. niril^) extending

beyond the reach of mortal eye, the moon (n~i'>, dialectic

n~)l, perhaps, as Maurer derives it, from pi"}^= py suhflavum
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^55^), and beyond this the innumerable stars which are lost

in infinite space (CD^IS = D^22p5,prop. round, ball-shaped,

spherical bodies) to which Jalive appointed their fixed place

on the vault of heaven which He has formed with all the

skill of His creative wisdom (p"i3 to place and set up, in the

sense of existence and duration) : so often does the thought

"what is mortal man .
.". .?" increase in power and intensity.

The most natural thought would be : frail, puny man is as

V nothing before all this; but this thought is pas^d over

in order to celebrate, with grateful emotion and astonished

adoration, the divine love which appears in all the more

glorious light, — a love which condescends to poor man,

the dust of earth. Even if i^'Ux does not come from t^':N

to be fragile, nevertheless, according to the usage of tlie

language, it describes man from the side of his impotence,

frailty, and mortality (vid. ciii. 15, Isa. li. 12, and on Gen.

iv. 2G). D1X~p, also, is not without a similar collateral

reference. With retrospective reference to cpii;! D^'p'^ll^, D155"(2

is equivalent to n::\X~"0^^. in Job xiv. 1 :.man, who is not,

like the stars, God's directly creative work, but comes into

being through human agency, born of woman. From both

designations it follows that it is the existing generation of,

man that is spoken of. Man, as Vv^e see him in ourselves and

others, this weak and dependent being is, nevertheless, not

forgotten by God, God remembers him and looks about

after him (ipD of observing attentively, especially visitation,

and with the acciis. it is generally used of lovingly provident

visitation, e. g. Jer. xv. 15). He does not leave him to him-

self, but enters into personal intercourse with him, he is

the special and favoured object whither Hjs eye turns (cf.

cxliv. 3, and the parody of the tempted one in Job vii.

17 sq.)

It is not until ver. G that the writer glances back at crea-

tion, irrnpriril (differing from the fut. consec. Job vii. 18)

describes that which happened formerly. )p nCH signifies

to cause to be short of, wanting in something, to deprive

any one of something (cf. Eccl. iv. 8). ]D is here neither

comparative (paullo inferiorem eum fecisti Deo), nor negative

(paullum derogasti ei, ne esset Deus), but partitive (paullum
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derogasti ei divince naturce); and, without C^m^n; being on that

account an abstract plural, paullum Beorum, = Bei (yid.

Genesis S. 66 sq.), is equivalent to paullum numinis Beorum.

According to Gen. i. 27 man is created "'II^N* CJ^i^S, he is a

being in the image of God, and, therefore, nearly a divine

being. But when God says : "let us make man in our image

after our likeness", He there connects Himself with the

angels. The translation of the LXX. r^Xai-twaa? auiov Ppoc^^tS

Tt irap' aYYsXous) with which the Targum and the prevailing

Jewish interpretations also harmonize, is, therefore, not

unwarranted. Because in the biblical mode of conception

the angels are so closely connected with God as the nearest

creaturely effulgence of His nature, it is really possible that in

crlbNO David may have thought of God including the angels.

Since man is in the image of God, he is at the same time

in the likeness of an angel, and since he is only a little less

than divine, he is also only a little less than angelic. The
position, somewhat exalted above the angels, which he oc-

cupies by being the bond between all created things, in so

far as mind and matter are united in him, is here left

out of consideration. Thejwriter has only this one thing in

his mind, tKat man is inferior to_Gadj:::3^ho is Pin, and to

the angels who~^J^e~Tnrrn"t^sa. xxxi. 3, Heb. i. 14) in this

respect, that he is a material being, and on this very ac-

count a finite and mortal being; as Theodoret well and

briefly observes : xto OvtiTo) xuiv ayYsXwv TjXaTTtDTai. This is the

toyp in which whatever is wanting to him to make him a

divine being is concentrated. But it is nothing more than

tOj;p. The assertion in ver. 6 a refers to the fact of the na-

ture of man being in the image of God, and especially to

the spirit breathed into him from God; ver. 6&, to his god-

like position as ruler in accordance with this his participa-

tion in the divine nature: honore ac decore coronasti eum.

"11D3 is the manifestation of glory described from the side

of its weightiness and fulness; "ilPI (cf. "in, ""nTl) from the

side of its far resounding announcement of itself {vid. on
Job xxxix. 20); niPl from the side of its brilliancy, majesty,

and beauty. n"ini "ilH, xcvi. 6, or also 'PI "lIPl "1^23 nin, cxlv.

5, is the appellation of the divine doxa^ with the image of
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which man is adorned as with a regal crown. The preceding-

fut. conscc. also stamps -in^lpyn and inJ'^tJ'cn as historical

retrospects. The next strophe unfolds the regal glory of

man: he is the lord of all things, the lord of all earthly

creatures.

Vers. 7— 9. Man is a king, and not a king without

territory; the world around, with the works of creative wis-

dom which fill it, is his kingdom. The words "put under

his feet" sound like a paraphrase of the TTT] in Gen. i. 26,

28. hz- is unlimited, as in Job xiii. 1, xlii. 2, Isa. xliv. 24.

But the expansion of the expression in vers. 8, 9 extends

only to the earth, and is limited even there to the different

classes of creatures in the regions of land, air, and water.

The poet is enthusiastic in his survey of this province of

man's dominion. And his lofty poetic language corresponds to

this enthusiasm. The enumeration begins with the domestic

animals and passes on from these to the wild beasts — to-

gether the creatures that dwell on terra firma. T^^^ (,v:i^

Num. xxxii. 24) from DJ^ (Nj^*) ^^A.o (Llo), as also ^Lo
fut. 0., proUferum essevs,^ in poetry, equivalent to jX'iJ, which

is otherwise the usual name for small cattle. CD^X (in

Aramaic, as the name of the letter shews, a prose word) is

in Hebrew poetically equivalent to "ip2; the oxen which

willingly accommodate themselves to the service of man,

especially of the husbandman, are so called from n^N* to

yield to. Wild animals, which in prose are called l^")Nn n^n,

(n"lt^'n) here bear the poetical name nt^ nlonz), as in Joel ii.

22, cf. i. 20, 1 Sam. xvii. 44. ni^'(in pause ni^) is the primitive

form of TTs'tl-, which is not declined, and has thereby obtained

a collective signification. From the land animals the descrip-

tion passes on to the fowls of the air and the fishes of the

water. ^IGi: is the softer word, instead of rj'jy; and C^D*^' is

used without the art. according to poetical usage, whereas

Djn without the art. would have sounded too scanty and

not sufficiently measured. In connection with D^D^ the ar-

ticle may be again omitted, just as with ^ptj'. "I2j; is a col-

lective participle. If the following were intended : he (or :

since he), viz. man. passes through the paths of the sea
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(Bottclier, Cassel, and even Aben-Ezra and Kimclii), then

it would not have been expressed in such a monostich, and

in a form so liable to lead one astray. The words may be

a comprehensive designation of that portion of the animal

kingdom which is found in the sea; and this also intended

to include all from the smallest worm to the gigantic levia-

than: o-KKoaa TTOVTOTTopoo? irapsTULaTSipoOai xcXs'j&ou; (Apollin-

aris). If man thus rules over every living thing that is round

about him from the nearest to the most remote, even that

which is apparently the most untameable : then it is clear

that every lifeless created thing in his vicinity must serve

him as its king. The poet regards man in the light of the

purpose for which he was created.

Ver. 10. He has now demonstrated what he expressed

in ver. 2, that the name of Jahve whose glory is reflected

by the heavens, is also glorious on earth. Thus, then, he

can as a conclusion repeat the thought with which he began,

in a wider and more comprehensive meaning, and weave

his Psalm together, as it were, into a Avreath.

It is just this Psalm, of which one would have least

expected it, that is frequently quoted in the New Testament

and applied to the Messiah. Indeed Jesus' designation of

Himself by 6 uio; to5 av&ptoTrou, however far it may refer

back to the Old Testament Scriptures, leans no less upon
this Psalm than upon Dan. vii. 13. The use the writer of

the Epistle to the Hebrews (ch. ii. 6— 8) makes of vers.

5— 7 of this Psalm shews us how the New Testament ap-

plication to the Messiah is effected. The psalmist regards

man as one who glorifiesjG:OiLand_as a prince createdTor^rUd.

The deformation of this position by sin he leaves unheeded.

But both sides of the mode of regarding it are warranted.

On the one hand, we see that which man has become by
creation still in operation even in his present state; on the

other hand, we see it distorted and stunted. If we compare
what the Psalm says with this shady side of the reality,

from which side it is incongruous with the end of man's

"creation, then the song which treats of the man of the pre-

sent becomes a prophecy of the man of the future. The
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Psalm unLlcrgOGS this metamorphosis in the New Testament

consciousness, which looks more to the loss than to that

which remains of the original. In fact, the centre of the New
Testament consciousness is Jesus the Restorer of that which

is lost. The dominion of the world lost to fallen man, and

only retained by him in a ruined condition, is allotted to

mankind, when redeemed by Him, in fuller and more perfect

reality. This dominion is not yet in the actual possession

of mankind, but in the person of Jesus it now sits enthroned

at the right hand of God. In Him the idea of humanity is

transcendently realised, i. e. according to a very much

higher standard than that laid down when the world was

founded. He has entered into the state — only a little

([3pa/6 xi) beneath the angels — of created humanity for a

little while (ppa^^ xi), in order to raise redeemed humanity

above the angels. Everything (^3) is really put under Him
with just as little limitation as is expressed in this Psalm

:

not merely the animal kindom, not merely the world itself,

but the universe with all the ruling powers in it, whether

they be in subjection or in hostility to God, yea even the

power of death (1 Cor. xv. '27, cf. Ephes. i. 22). Moreover,'^ ^
by redemption, more than heretofore, the confession which '^

comes from the mouth of little children is become a bulwark

founded of God, in order that against it the resistance of

the opponents of revelation may be broken. We have an

example of this in Mat. xxi. 16^ where our Lord points the

pharisees and scribes, who are enraged at the Hosanna of

the children, to Ps. viii. 3. Redemption demands of man,

before everything else, that he should become as a little

child, and reveals its mysteries to infants, which are hidden

from the wise and intelligent. Thus, therefore, it is [xixpol

xocl v7)7:ioi, whose tongue is loosed by the Spirit of God, who

are to put to shame the unbelieving; and all that this Psalm

says of the man of the present becomes in the light of the

New Testament in its relation to the history of redemption,

,

a prophecy of the Son of man y.7.-' Hoyj^^i, and of the new
\^

humanity.
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PSALM IX.

IIYMN TO THE RIGHTEOUS JUDGE AFTER A DEFEAT OP

HOSTILE PEOPLES.

2 N I WILL give thanks to Jahve with my whole heart,

N I will recount all Thy marvellous works —
3 N I will be glad and rejoice in Thee,

N* I will sing praise to Thy name, Most High!

4 2 When mine enemies turned back,

When they fell and ^Derished before Thine angry face.

5 For Thou hast maintained my right and my cause.

Thou hast sat down on the throne, a righteous Judge.

6 ^ Thou didst rebuke peoples. Thou didst destroy the

wicked.

Their name didst Thou blot out for ever and ever.

7 Pi The enemy are perished, perpetual ruins;

And cities hast Thou rooted out, effaced is their very

memory.

8 1 But Jahve sits enthroned for ever,

He hath set His throne for judgment.

9 And He shall judge the earth in righteousness,

He shall minister judgment to the nations in up-

rightness.

10
"I So will Jahve be a stronghold to the oppressed,

A stronghold in times of trouble;

11 Thus shall they trust in Thee who know Thy name,

Because Thou hast not forsaken them who ask after

Thee, Jahve!

12 T Sing praises to Jahve, who dwelleth in Zion,

Declare among the peoples His deeds;
^

13 That the Avenger of blood hath remembered them.

He hath not forgotten the cry of the sufferer.

14 n "Have mercy upon me, Jahve; behold mine affliction

from them that hate me,

"My lifter-up from the gates of death,
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15 "That I may tell all Thy praise,

"That in the gates of the daughter of Zion I may re-

joice in Thy salvation!"

16 D The peoples have sunk down in the pit they have

made,

In the net, that they hid, were their own feet taken.

17 Jahve hath made Himself known : He hath executed

judgment,

Snaring the wicked in the work of his own hands.

(Stringed Instrumenls^ Sela.)

18 1 Yea back to Hades must the wicked return,

All the heathen, that forget God.

19 For the poor shall not always be forgotten,

The hope of the afflicted is (not) perished for ever.

20 p Arise, Jahve, let not mortal man be defiant,

Let the heathen be judged in Thy sight!

21 Put them in fear, Jahve,

Let the heathen know they are mortals! {^ela).

Just as Ps. vii. is placed after Ps. vi. as exemplifying

it, so Ps. ix. follows Ps. viii. as an illustration of the glori-

fying of the divine name on earth. And what a beautiful

idea it is that Ps. viii., the Psalm which celebrates Jahve's

name as being glorious in the earth, is introduced between

a Psalm that closes with the words "I will sing of the name

of Jahve, the Most High" (vii. 18) and one which begins: "I

will sing of Thy name, Most High!" (ix. 3).

The LXX. translates the inscription \2h VC^^'h^ hy uTisp

Tttiv xpocpioiv To5 uIolI (Vulg. pro occuUis fiUi) as though it were

PId'p,^-^};. Luther's rendering is still bolder: of beautiful

(perhaps properly : lily-white) youth. Both renderings are

opposed to the text, in which hv occurs only once. The

Targum understands p of the duellist Goliath (=• C^;!?:! i:*\S*);

and some of the Rabbis regard ]'2b even as a transposition

of ^23: on the death of Nabal. Hengstenberg has revived

this view, regarding h'21 as a collective designation of all

Nabal-like fools. All these and other curious conceits arise

from the erroneous idea that these words are an inscription
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referring to the contents of the Psalm. But, on the contrary,

they indicate the tune or melody, and that by means of the

familiar words of the song,— perhaps some popular song,

—

with which this air had become most intimately associated.

At the end of Ps. xlviii. this indication of the air is simply

expressed by ri)D~b]). The view of the Jewish expositors, who
refer pb to the musician ]2 mentioned in 1 Chron. xv. 18,

has, therefore, some probability in its favour. But this name
excites critical suspicion. Why may not a well-known song

have begun ]2^ Vi^D "dying (is) to the son" . . ., or (if one is

inclined to depart from the pointing, although there is

nothing to render this suspicious) p^ nip "Death makes
white"?

Even Hitzig does not allow himself to be misled as to

the ancient Davidic origin of Ps. ix. and x. by the fact of

their having an alphabetical arrangement. These two Psalms

have the honour of being ranked among the thirteen Psalms

which are acknowledged by him to be genuine Davidic Psalms.

Thus, therefore, the alphabetical arrangement found in

other Psalms cannot, in itself, bring us down to "the times

of poetic trifling and degenerated taste." Nor can the free-

dom, with which the alphabetical arrangement is handled

in Ps. ix. and x. be regarded as an indication of an

earlier antiquity than these times. For the Old Testament

poets, even in other instances, do not allow themselves to

be fettered by forms of this character (vid. on Ps. cxlv.,

cf. on xlii. 2); and the fact, that in Ps.ix. x. the alphabetical

arrangement is not fully carried out, is accounted for other-

wise than by the license in which David, in distinction from

later poets, indulged. In reality this pair of Psalms shews,

that even David was given to acrostic composition. And
why should he not be? Even among the Komans, Ennius

(Cicero, De Divin. ii. 54 § 111)^ who belongs not to the

leaden, but to the iron age, out of which the golden age first

developed itself, composed in acrostics. And our oldest

Germanic epics are clothed in the garb of alliteration,

which Vilmar calls the most characteristic and most elevated

style that the poetic spirit of our nation has created. More-
over, the alphabetical form is adapted to the common people,
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as is evident from Augustine's Retract, i. 20. It is not a

paltry substitute for the departed poetic spirit, not merely

an accessory to please the eye, an outward embellishment

— it is in itself indicative of mental power. The didactic

poet regards the array of the linguistic elements as the steps

by which he leads his pupils up into the sanctuary of wisdom,

or as the many-celled casket in which he stores the pearls

of the teachings of his wisdom. The lyric writer regards it

as the keys on which he strikes every note, in order to give

the fullest expression to his feelings. Even the prophet does

not disdain to allow the order of the letters to exert an in-

fluence over the course of his thoughts, as we see from

Nah. i. 3— 7.* Therefore, when among the nine** alphabet-

ical Psalms (ix. x. xxv. xxxiv. xxxvii. cxi. cxii. cxix. cxlv.)

four bear the inscription in^ (ix. xxv. xxxiv. cxlv.), we shall

not at once regard them as non-Davidic just because they

indicate an alphabetical plan which is more or less fully

carried out.

This is not the place to speak of the relation of the

anonymous Ps. x. to Ps. ix., since Ps. ix. is not in any way

wanting in internal roundness and finish. It is thoroughly

hymnic. The idea that ver. 14 passes from thanksgiving

into supplication rests on a misinterpretation, as we shall

presently see. This Psalm is a thoroughly national song of

thanksgiving for victory by David, belonging to the time

when Jahve was already enthroned on Zion, and therefore,

to the time after the ark was brought home. Was it com-

posed after the triumphant termination of the Syro-Ammo-

nitish war? — The judgment of extermination already

executed, ix. 8 sq., harmonises with what is recorded in 2

Sam. xii. 31; and the D""!:!, who are actually living within

the borders of Israel, appear to be Philistines according to

the annalistic passage about the Philistine feuds, 2 Sam. xxi.

15 sqq., cf. viii. 1 in connection with 1 Sam. xiii. 6.

* This observation is due to Pastor Frohnmeyer of Wiirtemberg.

** The Psallcrium Brunonis (ed. by Cochleus, 1533) overlooks Ps. ix.

X., reckoning only seven alphabetical Psalms.
VOL.1. U
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Vers. 2— 3. In this first strophe of the Psalm, which

is laid out in tetrastichs, — the normative strophe, — the

alphabetical form is carried out in the fullest possible way:

we have four lines, each of which begins with ^. It is the

prelude of the song. The poet rouses himself up to a joyful

utterance of Jahve's praise. With his whole heart (cxxxviii.

1), i. e. all his powers of mind and soul as centred in his

heart taking part in the act, will he thankfully andintelli-

gently confess God, and declare His wondrous acts which

exceed human desire and comprehension (xxvi. 7); he will

rejoice and be glad in Jahve, as the ground of his rejoicing

and as the sphere of his joy; and with voice and with harp

he will sing of the name of the Most High. p>^j; is not an

attributive of the name of God (Hitz.: Thine exalted name),

but, as it is everywhere from Gen. xiv. 18—22 onward {e. g.

xcvii. 9), an attributive name of God. As an attributive to

rpz! one would expect to find JV^J^H.

Vers. 4— 5. The call upon himself to thanksgiving

sounds forth, andthe^-strophe continues it by expressing the

ground of it. The preposition '2 in this instance expresses

both the time and the reason together (as in Ixxvi. 10, 2

Chron. xxviii. 6); in Latin it is recedentihus hosfibus ?neis

retro. "TniX serves to strengthen the notion of being driven

back, as in Ivi. 10, cf. xliv. 11; and just as, in Latin, verbs

compounded of re are strengthened by retro. In ver. 4&

finite verbs take the place of the infinitive construct; here

we have futt. with a present signification, just as in 2 Chron.

xvi. 7 we find o^prcet. intended as perfect. For the rendering

which Hitzig adopts: When mine enemies retreat backwards,

they stumble ... is opposed both by the absence of any

syntactic indication in ver. 4& of an apodosis (cf. xxvii. 2);

and also by the fact that t)''\V2\ is well adapted to be a continua-

tion of the description of "iinx IW (cf. John xviii. 6), but

is tame as a principal clause to the definitive clause ni^'D

"liriN* "i^^^^^. Moreover, "ilnx does not signify backwards (which

would rather be n^nhx [Gen. ix. 23, 1 Sam. iv. 18]), but

back, or into the rear. The ]p of ^''>3D is the ]12 of the cause,

whence the action proceeds. What is intended is God's angry

countenance, the look of which sets his enemies on fire as
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if they were fuel (xxi. 10), in antithesis to God's counten-

ance as beaming with the light of His love. Now, while

.this is taking place, and because of its taking place, will he

sing praise to God. From ver. 2 we see that the Psalm is

composed directly after the victory and while the destruc-

tive consequences of it to the vanquished are still in opera-

tion. David sees in it all an act of Jahve's judicial power.

To execute any one's right, l2Bm (Mic. vii. 9), to bring to

an issue any one's suit or lawful demand, yi (cxl. 13), is

equivalent to : to assist him and his good cause in securing

their right. The phrases are also used in a judicial sense

without the suffix. The genitive object after these principal

words never denotes the person against whom, but the per-

son on whose behalf, the third party steps forward with his

judicial authority. Jahve has seated Himself upon His judg-

ment-seat as a judge of righteousness (as in Jer. xi. 20),

i. e. as a judge whose judicial mode of procedure is righteous-

ness, justice,* and has decided in his favour. In h 2^/] (as

in cxxxii. 11), which is distinguished in this respect from 2\J^'l

b]l (xlvii. 9), the idea of motion, considere^ comes prominently

forward.

Vers. 6— 7. The strophe with :i, which is perhaps in-

tended to represent "i and n as well, continues the confirma-

tion of the cause for thanksgiving laid down in ver. 4. He
does not celebrate the judicial act of God on his behalf,

which he has just experienced, alone, but in connection with,

and, as it were, as the sum of many others which have pre-

ceded it. If this is the case, then in ver. 6 beside the Am-
monites one may at the same time (with Hengstenb.) think

of the Amalekites (1 Sam. viii. 12), who had been threatened

since the time of Moses with a "blotting out of their re-

membrance" (Ex. xvii. 14, Deut. xxv. 19, cf. Num. xxiv. 20).

The divine threatening is the word of omnipotence which

detroys in distinction from the word of omnipotence that

* AlsoProv. viii. 16 is probably to be read pl^ ^D!?w'~7^, with Norzi,

accoricling to the Targum, Syriac version, and old Codices; at any rate

this is an old various reading, and one in accordance with the sense,

side by side with pN ^DD --i?J.

11*
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creates. )!]^^ in close connection with D^i;i is individualising,

cf. ver. 18 with vers. 16, 17. "i];j is a sharpened pausal form

for nj;!, the Pathach going into a Segol {]pp nPiD); perhaps

it is in order to avoid the threefold a^- sound in "lyi d')y^h

(Nagelsbach § 8 extr.). In ver. 7 Z!;'lNn (with Azla legarme)

appears to be a vocative. In that case riL^'Tlj ought also to

be addressed to the enemy. But if it be interpreted: "Thou

hast destroyed thine own cities, their memorial is perished",

destroyed, viz. at the challenge of Israel, then the thought is

forced; and if we render it: "the cities, which thou hast des-

troyed, perished is the remembrance of them", /. e. one no lon-

ger thinks of thine acts of conquest, then we have a thought

that is in itself awkward and one that finds no support in

any of the numerous parallels which speak of a blotting out

and leaving no trace behind. But, moreover, in both these

interpretations the fact that "J^l is strengthened by nxsH

is lost sight of, and the twofold masculine ni^n D^2i is re-

ferred to '>'iy (which is carelessly done by most expositors),

whereas lij;, with but few exceptions, is feminine; consequently

uDn D*121, so far as this is not absolutely impossible, must

be referred to the enemies themselves (cf. xxxiv. 17, cix. 15).

D^ixn might more readily be nom. ahsol.'. "the enemy — it is

at end for ever with his destructions", but ni!*in never has

an active but always only a neuter signification; or: "the

enemy — ruins are finished for ever", but the signification

to be destroyed is more natural for cpnthan to be completed,

when it is used oiruince. Moreover, in connection with both

these renderings the retrospective pronoun (vfl'iZ'^in) is want-

ing, and this is also the case with the reading n"!2"jn (LXX.,

Vulg., Syr.), which leaves it uncertain whose swords are

meant. But why may we not rather connect 2''lNn at once

with lisn as subject? In other instances ixsn is also joined

to a singular collective subject, e, g, Isa. xvi. 4; here it pre-

cedes, like 2*^Nn in Judg. xx. 37. PIlfA niD'^n is a nominative

of the product, corresponding to the factitive object with

verbs of making: the enemies are destroyed as ruins for

ever, i. e. so that they are become ruins; or, more in accord-

ance with the accentuation: the enemy, destroyed as ruins

are they for ever. With respect to what follows the accen-
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tuation also contains hints worthy of our attention. It does

not take riOTJ (with the regular Pathach by Athnach after

Oleyvejored, vid. on ii. 7) as a relative clause, and consequently

does not require n?2n D"l^l to he referred hack to Dny.

We interpret the passage thus : and cities (viz. such as

were hostile) thou hast destroyed (pn: evellej^e, exstirpare)^

perished is their (the enemies') memorial. Thus it also now

becomes intelligible, why D'HDT, according to the rule Ges.

§ 121, 3, is so remarkably strengthened by the addition of

nisn (cf. Num. xiv. 32, 1 Sam. xx. 42, Prov. xxii. 19, xxiii.

is", Ezek. xxxiv. 11). Hupfeld, whose interpretation is exactly

the same as ours, thinks it might perhaps be the enemies

themselves and the cities set over against one another. But

the contrast follows in ver. 8: their, even their memorial is

perished, while on the contrary Jahve endures for ever and

is enthroned as judge. This contrast also retrospectively

gives support to the explanation, that DlDT refers not to the

cities, but to D^INH as a collective. With this interpretation

of ver. 7 we have no occasion to read T\t^T\t2 Wy2] (Targ.),

nor nxsHD nDl (Paul., Hitz.). The latter is strongly com-

mended by Job xi. 20, cf. Jer. x. 2; but still it is not quite

admissible, since "12T here is not subjective (their own re-

membrance) but objective (remembrance of them). But may

not c^V perhaps here, as in cxxxix. 20, mean zealots =• ad-

versaries (from l""^ fervere, zelare) ? We reply in the nega-

tive, because the Psalm bears neither an Aramaising nor a

North Palestinian impress. Even in connection with this

meaning, the harshness of the Dny without any suffix would

still remain. But, that the cities that are, as it were, plucked up

by the root are cities of the enemy, is evident from the context.

Vers. 8—9. Without a trace even of the remembrance of

them the enemies are destroyed, while on the other hand

Jahve endureth for ever. This strophe is the continuation

of the preceding with the most intimate connnection of con-

trast (just as the 2-strophe expresses the ground for what

is said in the preceding strophe). The verb 21^'; has not the

general signification "to remain" here (like "ipjj to endure),

but just the same meaning as in xxix. 10. Everything that

is opposed to Him comes to a terrible end, whereas He sits,
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or (which the fut, implies) abides, enthroned for ever, and

that as Judge : He hath prepared His throne for the purpose

of judgment. This same God, who has just given proof that

He lives and reigns, will by and bye judge the nations still

more comprehensively, strictly, and impartially, 'r^n, a

word exclusively poetic and always without the article,

signifies first (in distinction from ]^"^^^ the body of the earth

and n^"N the covering or soil of the earth) the fertile (from

^D"") surface of the globe, the oIxou{jl£vy]. It is the last Judg-

ment, of which all preceding judgments are harbingers and

pledges, that is intended. In later Psalms this Davidic utter-

ance concerning the future is repeated.

Vers. 10— 11. Thus judging the nations Jahve shews

Himself to be, as a second vstrophe says, the refuge and

help of His own. The voluntative with Warv of sequence

expresses that which the poet desires for his own sake and

for the sake of the result mentioned in ver. 11. DJITO, a high,

steep place, where one is removed from danger, is a figure

familiar to David from the experiences of his time of per-

secution. "1 (in pause "") is properly one who is crushed

(from ~D1 = ^<D~, HD"! to crush, break in pieces, ppi to pul-

verize), therefore one who is overwhelmed to the extreme,

even to being completely crushed. The parallel is n^lvi? Hlnp^

with the datival "p (as probably also in x. 1). P'^iD;^ from ny
(time, and then both continuance, Ixxxi. 16, and condition)

signifies the public relations of the time, or even the vicis-

situdes of private life, xxxi. 16; and n>^5 is not T\yiT\ with

2 (Bottch.), which gives an expression that is meaninglessly

minute ("for times in the need"), but one word, formed from

>^3 (to cut off, Arab, to see, prop, to discern keenly)^ just

like niJ'i'T'S from L^•p2, prop, a cutting off, or being cut off,

i. e. either restraint, especially motionlessness (= Pl'^Z!, Jer.

xvii. 8, plur. nil^D Jer. xiv. 1), or distress, in which the

prospect of deliverance is cut off. Since God is a final refuge

for such circumstances of hopelessness in life, i. e. for those

who are in such circumstances, the confidence of His people

is strengthened, refreshed, and quickened. They who know
His name, to them He has now revealed its character fully,

and that by His acts; and they who inquire after Him, or
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trouble and concern themselves about Him (this is what
^"1" signifies in distinction from l^'p2), have now experienced

that He also does not forget them, but makes Himself known
to them in the fulness of His poAver and mercy.

Vers. 12— 13. Thus then the l- strophe summons to the

praise of this God who has done, and will still do, such things.

The summons contains a moral claim, and therefore applies

to all, and to each one individually. Jahve, who is to be

praised everywhere and by every one, is called jl'^H nti;'^ which

does not mean : He who sits enthroned in Zion, but He who
inhabiteth Zion, Ges. § 138, 1. Such is the name by which

He is called since the time when His earthly throne, the ark,

was fixed on the castle hill of Jerusalem, Ixxvi. 3. It is the

epithet applied to Him during the period of the typical

kingship of promise. That Jahve's salvation shall be pro-

claimed from Zion to all the world, even outside Israel, for

their salvation, is, as we see here and elsewhere, an idea

which throbs with life even in the Davidic Psalms; later

prophecy beholds its realisation in its wider connections with

the history of the future. That which shall be proclaimed to

the nations is called vni^''^J^, a designation which the magnalia

Dei have obtained in the Psalms and the prophets since the

time of Hannah's song, 1 Sam. ii. 3 (from hhVi root hv-, to

come over or upon anything, to influence a person or a thing,

as it were, from above, to subject them to one's energy, to

act upon them).

With ^3, quod., in ver. 13, the subject of the proclamation

of salvation is unfolded as to its substance. Th.Q prcett. state

that which is really past; for that which God has done is the

assumption that forms the basis of the discourse in praise

of God on account of His mighty acts. They consist in

avenging and rescuing His persecuted church, — persecutad

even to martyrdom. TheDHlN, standing by way of emphasis

before its verb, refers to those who are mentioned afterwards

(cf. ver. 21) : the Chethib calls them C"Jj;, the Ken D^pj^;.

Both words alternate elsewhere also, the Kcf^i at one time

placing the latter, at another the former, in the place of the

one that stands in the text. They are both referable to n^y

to bend (to bring low, Isa. xxv. 5). The neuter signification
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of the verl) Piij; = lij?, Llc fut. o., underlies the noun ir^; (cf.

I^:^*), for which in Num. xii. 3 there is a Ken v^y with an

incorrect Jod (like \^yj Joh xxi. 23). This is manifest from

the suhstantive ni3^, which doe3 not signify affliction, but

passiveness, i. e. humility and gentleness; and the noun iJ:;

is passive, and therefore does not, like i^y, signify one who

is lowly-minded, in a state of HJ^y., hut one who is bowed

down by afflictions, "i^;?. But because the twin virtues denoted

by m^yare acquired in the school of affliction, there comes

to be connected with ^^ — but only secondarily — the

notion of that moral and spiritual condition which is aimed

at by dispensations of affliction, and is joined with a suffer-

ing life, rather than with one of worldly happiness and pros-

perity, — a condition which, as Num. xii. 3 shews, is pro-

perly described by I^JJ
(xaTrsivo? and Tipau;). It shall be

proclaimed beyond Israel, even among the nations, that the

Avenger of blood, cp"! t^n'", thinks of them (His CI^l'"), and

has been as earnest in His concern for them as they iii theirs

for Him. CDT always signifies human blood that is shed

by violence and unnaturally; the j9/wr. is the plural of the

product discussed by Dietrich, Abhandl. S. 40. tt^"il to de-

mand back from any one that which he has destroyed, and

therefore to demand a reckoning, indemnification, satisfac-

tion for it, Gen. ix. 5, then absolutely to punish, 2 Chron.

xxiv. 22.

Vers. 14— 15. To take this strophe as a prayer of David

at the present time, is to destroy the unity and hymnic

character of the Psalm, since that which is here put in the

form of prayer appears in what has preceded and in what

follows as something he has experienced. The strophe

represents to us how the D''^jy (2''l^y)
cried to Jahve before

the deliverance now experienced. Instead of the form ij^ri

used everywhere else the resolved, and as it were tremulous,

form ij^jH is designedly chosen. According to a better attested

reading it is iJOT {Pathach with Gaja in the first syllable),

which is regarded by Chajug and others as the imper. Piel,

but more correctly (Ewald § 251, c) as the imper. Kal from

the intransitive imperative form ]:n. "'^pl*]P is the vocative,

cf. xvii. 7. The gates of death, i. e. the gates of the realm
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of the dead (SlN'ti;, Isa. xxxviii. 10), are in the deep; he who

is in peril of death is said to have sunk down to them; he

who is snatched from peril of death is lifted up, so that they

do not swallow him up and close behind him. The church,

already very near to the gates of death, cried to the God

who can snatch from death. Its final purpose in connection

with such deliverance is that it may glorify God. The form

~\"l^nn is sing, with a plural suffix just like ^^nxrii' Ezek.

XXXV. 11, ^J'Tl^t^'N* Ezra ix. 15. The punctuists maintained (as

•q^n^j; in Isa. xlvii. 13 shews) the possibility of a plural in-

flexion of a collective singular. In antithesis to the gates

of death, which are represented as beneath the ground, we

have the gates of the daughter of Zion standing on high.

]V^ is gen. appositionis (Ges. § 116, 5). The daughter of Zion

(Zion itself) is the church in its childlike, bride-like, and

conjugal relation to Jahve. In the gates of the daughter of

Zion is equivalent to : before all God's people, cxvi. 14. For

the gates are the places of public resort and business. At

this period the Old Testament mind knew nothing of the

songs of praise of the redeemed in heaven. On the other

side of the grave is the silence of death. If the church desires

to praise God, it must continue in life and not die.

Vers. 16— 17. And, as this :o-strophe says, the church

is able to praise God; for it is rescued from death, and those

who desired that death might overtake it, have fallen a prey

to death themselves. Having interpreted the n- strophe as

the representation of the earlier c^^y Pi^VV we have no need

to supply dicendo or dicfuriis, as Seb. Schmidt does, before

this strophe, but it continues the prcett. preceding the n-
strophe, which celebrate that which has just been experienced.

The verb ^Dl) (root 2lO, whence also b'y^) signifies originally

to press upon anything with anything flat, to be pressed

into, then, as here and in Ixix. 3, 15, to sink in. IJ^tO IT

(pausal form in connection with Mugrash) in the parallel

member of the verse corresponds to the attributive v^y (cf.

hv^^.i '^ii- 16)- The union of the epicene IT with nt?^"l. by

Blakkeph proceeds from the view, that IT is demonstrative as

in xii. 8 : the net there (which they have hidden). The punc-

tuation, it is true, recognises a relative IT, xvii. 9, Ixviii. 29,
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but it mostly takes it as demonstrative, inasmuch as it con-

nects it closely with the preceding noun, either by Makkeph

(xxxii. 8, Ixii. 12, cxlii. 4, cxliii. 8) or by marking the noun

with a conjunctive accent (x. 2, xxxi. 5, cxxxii. 12). The

verb 1D^ (Arabic to hang on, adhere to, IV. to hold fast to)

has the "signification of seizing and catching in Hebrew.

In ver. 17 Ben Naphtali points y"l: with a : Jahve is

known (part. Niph.); Ben Asher y-U, Jahve has made Him-

self known (Spers.prcot. Niph. in a reflexive signification, as

in Ezek.xxxviii.23). The readings of Ben Asher have become

the texiiis receptus. That by which Jahve has made Himself

known is stated immediately : He has executed judgment or

right, by ensnaring the evil-doer (yt^n, as in ver. 6) in his

own craftily planned work designed for the destruction of

Israel. Thus Gussetius has already interpreted it. t^plJ is

pa7^t. Kal from l^'p^. If it were part. Niph. from l^'p^^ the e,

which occurs elsewhere only in a few j;y verbs, as D^J lique-

factus ^ would be without an example. But it is not to be

translated, with Ges. and Hengst. : "the wicked is snared in

the work of his own hands", in which case it would have to

be pointed l^'p1: {^ prcet. Niph.)^ as in the old versions. Jahve

is the subject, and the suffix refers to the evil-doer. The

thought is the same as in Job xxxiv. 11, Isa. i. 31. This

figure of the net, nti'1. (from li^'T capere), is peculiar to the

Psalms that are inscribed "in^. The music, and in fact, as

the combination H^D ]VTl indicates, the playing of the stringed

instruments (xcii. 4), increases here; or the music is increased

after a solo of the stringed instruments. The song here soars

aloft to the climax of triumph.

Vers. 18— 19. Just as in vers. 8 sqq. the prospect of a

final universal judgment was opened up by Jahve's act of

judgment experienced in the present, so here the grateful

restrospect of what has just happened passes over into a

confident contemplation of the future, which is thereby gua-

ranteed. The LXX. translates ^ZT^l/'^ by dTrooxpacpyjxwaav, Jer.

convertantur, sl meaning which it may have (cf. e. g. 2 Chron.

xviii. 25); but why should it not be dvaaxpacpYjiojaav, or rather:

dvaaTpacpYjaovxai, since ver. 19 shews that ver. 18 is not a wish

but a prospect of that which is sure to come to pass? To
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be resolved into dust again, to sink away into nothing {re-

dacfio in pulverem, in nihllum) is man's return to his original

condition, — man who was formed from the dust, who was

called into being out of nothing. To die is to return to the

dust, civ. 29, cf. Gen. iii. 19, and here it is called the return

to Sheol, as in Job xxx. 23 to death, and in xc. 3 to atoms,

inasmuch as the state of shadowy existence in Hades, the

condition of worn out life, the state of decay is to a certain

extent the renewal (Bep?istination) of that which man was

before he came into being. As to outward form n^lkSIi'^ may
be compared with nnrL:^'''? in Ixxx. 3; the h in both instances

is that of the direction or aim, and might very well come

before n^lNt^S because this form of the word may signify both

£v aooo and slq aoou (cf. n'^^ID Jer. xxvii. 16). R. Abba ben

Zabda, in Genesis Rahha cap. 50, explains the double sign of

the direction as giving intensity to it : in imum anibitum orci.

The" heathen receive the epithet of D^ri^N* TirL^* (which is more
neuter than TOb*, 1. 22); for God has not left them without

a witness of Himself, that they could not know of Him, their

alienation from God is a forgetfulness of Him, the guilt of

which they have incurred themselves, and from which they

are to turn to God (Isa. xix. 22). But because they do not

do this, and even rise up in hostility against the nation and

the God of the revelation that unfolds the plan of redemp-

tion, they will be obliged to return to the earth, and in fact

to Hades, in order that the persecuted church may obtain

its longed for peace and its promised dominion. Jahve will

at last acknowledge this ecclesia pressa\ and although its

hope seems likely to perish, inasmuch as it remains again

and again unfulfilled, nevertheless it will not always con-

tinue thus. The strongly accented N^ rules both members
of ver. 19, as in xxxv. 19, xxxviii. 2, and also frequently

elsewhere (Ewald § 351, a). pON*, from riDN to wish, is one

eager to obtain anything = a needy person. The Arabic
— * .

^1, which means the very opposite, and according to which

it would mean "one who restrains himself", viz. because he

is obliged to, must be left out of consideration.

Vers. 20— 21. By reason of the act ofjudgment already
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witnessed tlie prayer now becomes all the more confident in

respect of the state of things which is still continually threat-

ened. From 1 the poet takes a leap to p which, however,

seems to be a substitute for the D which one would expect

to find, since the following Psalm begins with b. David's

riDIp (iii. 8, vii. 7) is taken from the lips of Moses, Num.
X. 35. "Jahve arises, comes, appears" are kindred expres-

sions in the Old Testament, all of which point to a final per-

sonal appearing of God to take part in human history from

which He has now, as it were, retired into a state of repose

becoming invisible to human eyes. Hupfeld and others wrongly

translate "let not man become strong". The verb ]]y does

not only mean to be or become strong, but also to feel strong,

powerful, possessed of power, and to act accordingly, there-

fore : to defy. Hi. 9, like ]][ defiant, impudent (post-biblical

miy shamelessness). I^'IjN, as in 2 Chron. xiv. 10, is man,

impotent in comparison with God, and frail in himself. The

enemies of the church of God are not unfrequently designated

by this name, which indicates the impotence of their pre-

tended power (Isa. li. 7, 12). David prays that God may
repress the arrogance of these defiant ones, by arising and

manifesting Himself in all the greatness of His omnipotence,

after His forbearance with them so long has seemed to them

to be the result of impotence. He is to arise as the Judge

of the world, judging the heathen, while they are compelled

to appear before Him, and, as it were, defile before Him
(i>3"^j;), He is to lay T)"!)^ on them. If "razor" be the mean-
ing it is equivocally expressed; and if, according to Isa. vii.

20,we associate with it the idea of an ignominious rasure,

or of throat-cutting, it is a figure unworthy of the passage.

The signification master (LXX., Syr., Vulg., and Luther)

rests upon the reading THID, which we do not with Thenius

and others prefer to the traditional reading (even Jerome

translates: po?ie, Domine, ierrorem eis); for n*ll0, which ac-

cording to the Masora is instead of N'llD (like nt'2D Hab.

iii. 17 for N^^p), is perfectly appropriate. Hitzig objects

that fear is not a thing which one lays upon any one; but

N"nD means not merely fear, but an object, or as Hitzig him-

self explains it in Mai. ii. 5 a "lever", of fear. It is not meant
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that God is to cause them to be overcome with terror (y]f),

nor that He is to put terror into them (^), but that He is to

make them (^ in no way differing from xxi. 4, cxl. 6, Job

xiv. 13) an object of terror, from which to their dismay, as

the wish is further expressed in ver. 21&, they shall come to

know (Hos. ix. 7) that they are mortal men. As in x. 12,

xlix. 12, 1. 21, Ixiv. 6, Gen. xii. 13, Job xxxv. 14, Amos v.

12, Hos. vii. 2, v;i\ is followed by an only half indirect

speech, without O or ^Wi<. rho has Daff. forte conj. accord-

ing to the rule of the p^niD TIX (concerning which vid. on lii.

5), because it is erroneously regarded as an essential part

of the text.

PSALM X.

PLAINTIVE AND SUPPLICATORY PRAYER UNDER THE PRESSURE

OP HEATHENISH FOES AT HOME AND ABROAD.

1 h WHY, Jahve, standest Thou afar off,

Why hidest Thou Thyself in times of trouble!?

2- Through the pride of the evil-doer the afflicted burneth

with fear.

They are taken in the plots which they have devised.

3 For the evil-doer boasteth of his soul's desire.

And the covetous renounceth [and] despiseth Jahve.

4 The evil-doer in his scornfulness — : "With nothing

will He punish!

There is no God!" is the sum of his thoughts.

5 Sure are his ways at all times;

Far above are Thy judgments, out of his sight;

All his adversaries, he puffeth at them.

G He saith in his heart: with nothing shall I be moved,

From one generation to another I am he to whom no

misfortune comes.

7 Of cursing is his mouth full, and of deceit and oppres-

sion,

Under his tongue is trouble and evil.
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8 He sittetli in the lurking-places of the villages,

In the secret corners doth he slay the innocent;

His eyes, they lie in wait for the weak.

9 He lieth in wait in the secret corner as a lion in his

lair,

He lieth in wait to carry off the afflicted,

He carrieth off the afflicted, drawing him away in

his net.

10 He croucheth, he cowereth and there fall into his clawa

— the weak.

11 He saith in his heart: "God hath forgotten.

He hath hidden His face, He hath never seen.''

12 p Arise, Jahve; God lift up Thine hand,

Forget not the sufferer 1

13 Wherefore should the evil-doer blaspheme the Deity,

Saying in his heart: Thou dost not punish?!

14 1 Thou dost indeed see it; for Thou beholdest trouble

and grief, to lay it in Thy hand;

The weak committeth himself to Thee,

Thou art the helper of the orphan.

15 li^" Break Thou the arm of the evil-doer;

And the wicked man — punish his evil-doing, that it

may vanish before Thee!

16 Jahve is King for ever and ever,

The heathen are perished out of His land.

17 n The desire of the sufferers hast Thou heard, Jahve,

Thou didst establish their heart, didst cause Thine ear

to hear,

18 To obtain justice for the orphan and the oppressed,

That man of the earth may no more terrrify.

This Psalm and Ps. xxxiii. are the only ones that arc

anonymous in the First book of the Psalms. But Ps. x. has

something peculiar about it. The LXX. gives it with Ps. ix.

as one Psalm, and not without a certain amount of warrant
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for so doing. Both are laid out in tetrastichs; only in the

middle portion of Ps. x. some three line strophes are mixed

with the four line. And assuming that the p-strophe, with

which Ps. ix. closes, stands in the place of a D-strophe which

one would look for after the vstrophe, then Ps. x., be-

ginning with h, continues the order of the letters. At any

rate it begins in the middle of the alphabet, whereas Ps. ix.

begins at the beginning. It is true the ^-strophe is then

followed by strophes without the letters that come next in

order; but their number exactly corresponds to the letters

between b and p, "i, r^", n with which the last four strophes

of the Psalm begin, viz. six, corresponding to the letters O,

:, D, y, D, iJ, which are not introduced acrostically. In ad-

dition to this it is to be remarked that Ps. ix. and x. are

most intimately related to one another by the occurrence

of rare expressions, as n"1-!^*3 r\TiVh and ^"i; by the use of

words in the same sense, as t^'I^X and C]U] by striking thoughts,

as "Jahve doth not forget" aiid "Arise"; and by similarities

of style, as the use of the oratio directa instead of obliqua,

ix. 21, x. 13. And yet it is impossible that the two Psalms

should be only one. Notwithstanding all their community

of character they are also radically different. Ps. ix. is a

thanksgiving Psalm, Ps. x. is a supplicatory Psalm. In the

latter the personality of the psalmist, which is prominent

in the former, keeps entirely in the background. The ene-

mies whose defeat Ps. ix. celebrates with thanksgiving and

towards whose final removal it looks forward are D^l^l, there-

fore foreign foes; whereas in Ps. x. apostates and persecu-

tors of his own nation stand in the foreground, and the CU
are only mentioned in the last two strophes. In their form

also the two Psalms differ insofar as Ps. x. has no musical

mark defining its use, and the tetrastich strophe structure

of Ps. ix., as we have already observed, it not carried out

with the same consistency in Ps. x. And is anything really

wanting to the perfect unity of Ps. ix.? If it is connected with

Ps. X. and they are read together iino te?iore, then the latter

becomes a tail-piece which disfigures the whole. There are

only two things possible : Ps. x. is a pendant to Ps. ix. com-

posed either by David himself, or by some other poet, and
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closely allied to it by its continuance of the alphabetical

order. But the possibility of the latter becomes very slight

when we consider that Ps. x. is not inferior to Ps. ix. in the

antiquity of the language and the characteristic nature of

the thoughts. Accordingly the mutual coincidences point to

the same author, and the two Psalms must be regarded as

"two co-ordinate halves of one whole, which make a higher

unity" (Hitz.). That hard, dull, and tersely laconic language

of deep-seated indignation at moral abominations for which

the language has, as it were, no one word, we detect also

elsewhere in some Psalms of David and of his time, those

Psalms, which we are accustomed to designate as Psalms

written in the indignant style (m grollendem Stil).

Vers. 1— 2. The Psalm opens with the plaintive inquiry,

why Jahve tarries in the deliverance of His oppressed people.

It is not a complaining murmuring at the delay that is ex-

pressed by the question, but an ardent desire that God may
not delay to act as it becomes His nature and His promise.

ri-S which belongs to both members of the sentence, has

the accent on the ultima, as e. g, before ''^rjIlTy in xxii. 2, and

before nn'yin in Ex. v. 22, in order that neither of the two

gutturals, pointed with a, should be lost to the ear in rapid

speaking {vid. on iii. 8, and Luzzatto onlsa. xi. 2, yh) Hn:).*

For according to the primitive pronunciation (even before

the Masoretic) it is to be read: lam'ah Adonaj\ so that con-

sequently n and ^^ are coincident. The poet asks why in the

present hopeless condition of affairs (on Tr^^l'l vid. on ix. 10)

Jahve stands in the distance (pirTIl!, only here, instead of

pirn?2), as an idle spectator, and why does He cover (D^^^P

* According to the Masora T\u)^ without Dag. is always Milra with

the single exception of Job vii. 20, and ~D^ with Bag. is Mileb, but,

when the following closely connected word begins with one of the letters

^HN it becomes Milra, with five exceptions, viz. xlix. 6, 1 Sam. xxviii.

15, 2 Sara, xiv. 31 (three instances in which the guttural of the second

word has the vowel 0, and 2 Sam. ii. 22, and Jer. xv. 18. In the Baby-

lonian system of pointing, "D? is always written without Dag. and with

the accent on the penultimate, t;/^. Pinsker, Einlei'ung in das Babylonisch"

hebraische Punktationssystem, S. 182—184.
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with ortlioplionic Dagesh, in order that it may not be pro-

nounced D^^yn), viz. His eyes, so as not to see the desperate

condition of His people, or also His ears (Lam. iii. 56) so

as not to hear their supplication. For by the insolent treat-

ment of the ungodly the poor burns with fear (Ges., Stier,

Hupf.), not vexation (Hengst.). The assault is a irupojoic,

1 Pet. iv, 12. The verb phi which calls to mind np^l, -^^^z-

t6c, is perhaps chosen with reference to the heat of feeling

under oppression, which is the result of the persecution^ of the

(ll) V^iriN p"b" of the ungodly. There is no harshness in the

transition from the singular to the plural, because ">^y and

VtJ'^l are individualising designations of two different classes

of men. The subject to ll^'^n^ is the ''Oy., and the subject

to •')It^*^ is the cyi^n. The futures describe what usually

takes place. Those who, apart from this, are afflicted are

held ensnared in the crafty and malicious devices which the

ungodly have contrived and plotted against them, without

being able to disentangle themselves. The punctuation,

which places Tarcha by ^^T, mistakes the relative and inter-

prets it: "in the plots there, which they have devised".

Vers. 3— 4. The prominent features of the situation are

supported by a detailed description. The prcett. express

those features of their character that have become a matter

of actual experience, 'p^n, to praise aloud, generally with the

accus., is here used with hv_ of the thing which calls forth

praise. Far from hiding the shameful desire or passion

(cxii. 10) of his soul, he makes it an object and ground of

high and sounding praise, imagining himself to be above

all restraint human or divine. Hupfeld translates wrongly:

"and he blesses the plunderer, he blasphemes Jahve". But

the yi^"! who persecutes the godly, is himself a yns, a cove-

tous or rapacious person; for such is the designation (else-

where with Vii2 Prov. i. 19, or Vl i^^2 Hab. ii. 9) not merely

of one who "cuts off" (»^j), i. e. obtains unjust gain, by

trading, but also by plunder, irXsovlxxr^;. The verb ""ID (here

in connection vfiih. iMugrash, as in Num. xxiii.20 viithTiphcha

rp2) never directly signifies malecUccre in biblical Hebrew as

it does in the later Talmudic (whence Ck^*n r\212 blasphemy,

B. Sanhedrm 5Grt, and frequently), but to take leave of any

one with a benediction, and then to bid farewell, to dismiss,

VOL.1. 12
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to decline and abandon generally, Job i. 5, and frequently

(cf. the word remercier, ahdanken; and the phrase '-'-das Zeit-

liche segnen'^'' = to depart this life). The declaration without

a conjunction is climactic, like Isa. i. 4, Amos iv. 5, Jer.

XV. 7. "^n:, i^roperly to prick, sting, is used of utter re-

jection by word and deed.* Inver. 4, "the evil-doer accord-

ing to his haughtiness" (cf. Prov. xvi. 18) is nom. ahsoL,

and C''n'^5< pN ti''"n'>"^2 (contrary to the accentuation) is vir-

tually the predicate to vnii:^ip~^?. This word, which denotes

the intrigues of the ungodly, in ver. 2, has in this verse, the

general meaning: thoughts (fromCCT, *\, to join, combine),

but not without being easily associated with the secondary

idea of that which is subtly devised. The whole texture of

liis thoughts is, i. e. proceeds from and tends towards the

thought, that he (viz. Jahve, whom he does not like to name)

will punish with nothing (Ss the strongest form of subjective

negation), that in fact there is no God at all. This second

follows from the first; for to deny the existence of a living,

acting, all-punishing (in one word: a personal) God, is

equivalent to denying the existence of any real and true

God whatever (Ewald).

Ver. 5. This strophe, consisting of only three lines,

describes his happiness which he allows nothing to disturb.

The signification: to be lasting (prop, stiff, strong) is se-

cured to the verb ^Tl (whence ^"Tl) by Job xx. 21. He takes

whatever ways he choses , they always lead to the desired

end; he stands fast, he neither stumbles nor goes astray,

cf. Jer. xii. 1. The Cheihih 1D1"I (l^^Jl) bas no other meaning

than that given to it by the^m (cf. xxiv. 6, Iviii. 8). What-

ever might cast a cloud over his happiness does not trouble

him: neither the judgments of God, which are removed high

as the heavens out of his sight, and consequently do not

disturb his conscience (cf. xxviii. 5, Isa. v. 12; and the op-

posite, xviii. 23), nor his adversaries whom he bloweth upon

contemptuously. CllO is the predicate: altissime remota.

And 3 n^DPl, to breathe upon, does not in any case signify:

* Pasek stands between VNH and T\^T? -,
because to blaspheme God

is a terrible thought and not to be spoken of without hesitancy, cf.

the Pasck in Ixxiv. IS, Ixxxix. 52, Isa. xxxvii. 24 (2 Kings xix. 23).
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actually to blow away or down (to express wliicli 2^l: or

?]tW would be used), but either to "snub", or, what is more

appropriate to ver. 5 &, to blow upon them disdainfully, to

puff at them, like n^GH in Mai. i. 13, and flare ?^osas (to

despise the roses) in Prudentius. The meaning is not that

he drives his enemies away without much difficulty, but

that by his proud and haughty bearing he gives them to

understand how little they interfere with him.

Vers. 6— 7. Then in his boundless carnal security he

gives free course to his wicked tongue. That which the be-

liever can say by reason of his fellowship with God, LDli3X"^3

(xxx. 7, xvi. 8), is said by him in godless self-confidence.

He looks upon himself in age after age, i. e. in the endless

future, as V^^ X^ Iti^, i. e. as one who (^LJ^n; as in Isa. viii. 20)

will never be in evil case (V"1D as in Ex. v. 19, 2 Sam. xvi.

8). It might perhaps also be interpreted according to Zech.

viii. 20, 23 {yid. Kohler, in loc): in all time to come (it

will come to pass) that I am not in misfortune. But then

the personal pronoun (ijjs; or N'^n) ought not be omitted;

whereas with our interpretation it is supplied from LDIDN*, and

there is no need to supply anything if the clause is taken

as an apposition: in all time to come he who... In con-

nection with such unbounded self-confi'dence his mouth is

full of n'7N, cursing, execratio (not perjury, pet^Juriumj a

meaning the word never has), DlD^lO,deceit and craft of every

kind, and "n,oppression, violence. And that which he has

under his tongue, and consequently always in readiness for

being put forth (cxl. 4, cf. Ixvi. 17), is trouble for others,

and in itself matured wickedness. Paul has made use of

this ver. 7 in his contemplative description of the corruptness

of mankind, Rom. iii. 14.

Ver. 8. The ungodly is described as a lier in wait;

and one is reminded by it of such a state of anarchy, as

that described in Hos. vi. 9 for instance. The picture fixes

upon one simple feature in which the meanness of the un-

godly culminates; and it is possible that it is intended to

be taken as emblematical rather than literally. ":':jn (from

n':in to surround, cf. yib.:^^^ y^^i and especially wdL=^) is a

farm premises walled in (Arab, hadar, hadcir, hadcira)^ then

losing the special characteristic of being walled round it

12*
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comes to mean generally a settled abode (with a liouse of

clay or stone) in opposition to a roaming life in tents (cf.

Lev. XXV. 31, Gen. xxv. 16). In such a place where men are

more sure of falling into his hands than in the open plain,

he lies in wait (^l^'^ like id J.xs siihsedtt = insidiatus est d),

murders unobserved him who had never provoked his ven-

geance, and his eyes ^:^m] TcbTb. T\^^ to spie, xxxvii. 32,

might have been used instead of ]E)iJ; but
J^^

also obtains the

meaning, to lie in ambush (Ivi. 7, Prov. i. 11, 18) from the

primary notion of restraining one's self {^jJi^o fut. i. in Be-

duin Arabic: to keep still, to be immoveably lost in thought,

vid. on Job xxiv. 1), which takes a transitive turn in ]5'^*

"to conceal", n^bn, the dative of the object, is pointed just

as though it came from 'p^n: Thy host, i. e. Thy church,

Jahve. The pausal form accordingly is TdlTs with Segol, in

ver. 14, not with Tsere as in incorrect editions. And the

appeal against this interpretation, which is found in the

plur. C\S*D^n ver. 10, is set aside by the fact that this plural

is taken as a double word: host (^n = ^Tl = ^^H as in Obad.

ver. 20) of the troubled ones (C^xr, not as Ben-Labrat sup-

poses, for C'^sDi, but from mN*D weary, and mellow and de-

cayed), as the Ken (which is followed by the Syriac version)

and the Masora direct, and accordingly it is pointed DNZ'pn

with Tsere. The punctuation therefore sets aside a word

which was unintelligible to it, and cannot be binding on us.

There is a verb "^n, which, it is true, does not occur in the

Old Testament, but in the Arabic, from the root vil.-^ firmus

fuit, firmum fecit (whence also JjCs*. intrans. to be firm,

ferme^ i. e. closed), it gains the signification in reference to

colour: to be dark (cognate with ^rn, whence ^^'»7Dn) and is

also transferred to the gloom and blackness of misfortune.*

From this an abstract is formed "^n or "r]^n (like t^'cn):

* Cf. Samachschari's Golden Necklaces, Proverb 67, which Fleischer

translates: "Which is blacker: the plumage of the raven, which is black

as coal, or thy life, stranger among strangers?" The word "blacker"

is here expressed by dUL^I, jiist as the verb dUL:i» with its infini-

tives ^JL^ or KJClia. and its derivatives is applied to sorrow and

misery.
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"blackness, misfortune, or also of a defective development

of the senses: imbecility; and from this an adjective Dl^t^n

= ''3^n, or also (cf. ''ti'^n, HD^yEzek. xxxi. 15 = one in a

condition of languishing, Pj^i?) Hs'rn = "'^^H, phir. D\s;2'/n,

after the form DW-n, from nn, Ew. § 189,V.

Ver. 9. The picture of the Vu^'"^, who is become as it

were a beast of prey, is now worked out further. The lustrum

of the lion is called Tjb Jer. xxv. 38, or niD Job xxxviii. 40

:

a thicket, from "^D, which means both to interweave and

to plait over = to cover (without any connection with TjtJ'

a thorn, Arab, shok^ a thistle). The figure of the lion is

reversed in the second line, the ''Jj; himself being compared

to the beast of prey and the yL^'"^ to a hunter who drives

him into the pit -fall and when he has fallen in hastens to

drag him away ("tJ'D, as in xxviii. 3, Job xxiv. 22) in, or by

means of (Hos. xi. 4, Job xl. 25), his net, in which he has

become entangled.

Vers. 10— 11. The comparison to the lion is still in force

here and the description recurs to its commencement in the

second strophe, by tracing back the persecution of the un-

godly to its final cause. Instead of the Chethih T\2^^ (ni"ll

pe7^f. consec), the Keri reads ?13"!^ more in accordance with

the Hebrew use of the tenses, job xxxviii. 40 is the rule

for the interpretation. The two futures depict the settled

and familiar lying in wait of the plunderer. True, the Kal

nr" in the signification "to crouch down" finds no support

elsewhere; but the Arab, dakka to make even (cf. tX^^ fir-

miter inhcesit loco, of the crouching down of beasts of prey,

of hunters, and of foes) and the Arab, dagga, compared by

Hitzig, to move stealthily along, to creep, and dugjeh a

hunter's hiding-place exhibit synonymous significations. The

TaTTSLvwasi a-jTov of the LXX. is not far out of the way. And
one can still discern in it the assumption that the text is

to be read nii^> T\T\\\ and crushed he sinks (Aquila: 6 os

XaaGcU xatxcpOyjaETai) ; but even T\T\ is not found elsewhere,

and if the poet meant that, why could he not have written

MD":? (cf. moreover Judges v. 27). If nri is taken in the

sense of a position in which one is the least likely to be

seen, then the first two verbs refer to the sculker, but the

third according to the usual schema (as e.g. cxxiv. 5) is the
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predicate to \S*3^n (n\XI^n) going before it. Crouching

clown as low as possible be lies on the watch, and the feeble

and defenceless fall into his strong ones, VC^iiV, i. e. claws.

Thus the ungodly slays the righteous, thinking within him-

self: God has forgotten, He has hidden His face, i. e. He does

not concern Himself about these poor creatures and does

not wish to know anything about them (the denial of the

truth expressed in ix. 13, 19.); He has in fact never been

one who sees, and never will be. These two thoughts are

blended; ^D with the perf. as in xxi. 3, and the addition of

riiJ'^(cf. xciv. 7) denies the possibility of God seeing now
any more than formerly, as being an absolute absurdity.

The thought of a personal God would disturb the ungodly

in his doings, he therefore prefers to deny His existence,

and thinks: there is only fate and fate is blind, only an ab-

solute and it has no eyes, only a notion and that cannot

interfere in the affairs of men.

Vers. 12— 13. The six strophes, in which the consecu-

tive letters from n to ^ are wanting, are completed, and now
the acrostic strophes begin again with p. In contrast to

those who have no God, or only a lifeless idol, the psalmist

calls upon his God, the living God, to destroy the appear-

ance that He is not an omniscient Being, by arising to action.

We have more than one name of God used here; ^5S; is a

vocative just as in xvi. 1, Ixxxiii, 2, cxxxix. 17, 23. He is

to lift up His hand in order to help and to punish (-i ^^ii'^,

whence comes the wiperat. Ntj': = Ntj', cf. np^. iv. 7, like

l"" rhil/ cxxxviii. 7 and "i") n'^l Ex. vii. 5 elsewhere). Fors^et

not is equivalent to: fulfil the r!2t^"N*^ of ix. 13, put to shame
the bt^ TCaI/ of the ungodly, ver. 11! Our translation follows

the Keri C^IjJ;.. That which is complained of in vers. 3, 4

is put in the form of a question to God in ver. 13: where-

fore (n??~'?y, instead of which we find no~^y in Num. xxii.

32, Jer. ix. 11, because the following words begin with let-

ters of a different class) does it come to pass, /. e. is it per-

mitted to come to pass? On the ^^;/. in this interrogative

clause vid. xi. 3. j^iiD inquires the cause^ T\t2h the aim, and

T\)2rbv the motive, or in general the reason: on what ground,

since God's holiness can suffer no injury to His honour?
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On ^h^lpi iib with >3, tlie oratio direcia instead of ohl/qua, vid.

on ix. 21.

Yer. 14. Now comes the confirmation of his cry to

God: It is with Him entirely different from what the un-

godly imagine. They think that He will not punish; but He
does see (cf. 2 Chron. xxiv. 22), and the psalmist knows and

confesses it: HflNI (defective = nn''N"l xxxv. 22), Thou hast

seen and dost see what is done to Thine own, what is

done to the innocent. This he supports by a conclusion

a genere ad speciem thus: the trouble which is prepared for

others, and the sorrow (D]i;3, as in Eccl. vii. 3) which they

cause them, does not escape the all-seeing eye of God, He
notes it all, to give it into (lay it in) His hand. "To give

anything into any one's hand" is equivalent to, into his

power (1 Kings xx. 28, and frequently), or into any one's

care (Gen. xxxii. 17, and frequently); but here God gives

(lays) the things which are not to be administered, but

requited, into His own hand. The expression is meant to

be understood according to Ivi. 9, cf. Isa. xlix. 16: He is

observant of the afflictions of His saints, laying them up in

His hand and preserving them there in order, in His own
time, to restore them to His saints in joy, and to their ene-

mies in punishment. Thus, therefore, the feeble and helpless

(read H^'pn or n3':n; according to the Masoretic text nr'pn

Thy host, not nn^n, which is contrary to the character of

the form, as pausal form for nD^n) can leave to Him, viz.

all his burden (IDM";, Iv. 23), everything that vexes and dis-

quiets him. Jahve has been and will be the Helper of the

fatherless. Cin; stands prominent by way of emphasis, like

C^i1^s ix. 13, and Bakius rightly remarks in voce piipiUi synec-

doche est, complectens omnes illos, qui humanis prcesidiis desti-

tuuntur.

Vers. 15— 16. The desire for Jahve's interposition now
rises again with fresh earnestness. It is a mistake to regard

W^n and ^)ID as correlative notions. In the phrase to seek

and not find, when used of that which has totally disap-

peared, we never have wy], but always t^p2, xxxvii. 36, Isa.

xli. 12, Jer. 1. 20, and frequently. The verb l^-i"i signifies

here exactly the same as in vers. 4, 13, and ix. 13: "and the

wicked {no?n. alsol. as in ver. 4) — mayst Thou punish his
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wickedness, mayst Thou find notliing more of it". It is not

without a meaning that, instead of the form of expression

usual elsewhere (xxxvii. 36, Job xx. 8), the address to Jahve

is retained: that which is no longer visible to the eye of

God, not merely of man, has absolutely vanished out of

existence. This absolute conquest of evil is to be as surely

looked for, as that Jahve's universal kingship, which has

been an element of the creed of God's people ever since the

call and redemption of Israel (Ex. xv. 18), cannot remain

without being perfectly and visibly realised. His absolute

and eternal kingship must at length be realised, even in all

the universality and endless duration foretold in Zech. xiv.

9, Dan. vii. 14, Apoc. xi. 15. Losing himself in the contem-

plation of this kingship, and beholding the kingdom of God,

the kingdom of good, as realised, the psalmist's vision

stretches beyond the foes of the church at home to its foes

in general; and, inasmuch as the heathen in Israel and the

heathen world outside of Israel are blended together into

one to his mind, he comprehends them all in the collective

name of n]U, and sees the land of Jahve (Lev. xxv. 23),

the holy land, purified of all oppressors hostile to the church

and its God. It is the same that is foretold by Isaiah (lii. 1),

Nahum (ii. 1), and in other passages, which, by the antici-

pation of faith, here stands before the mind of the suppliant

as an accomplished fact — viz. the consummation of the

judgment , which has been celebrated in the hymnic half

(Ps.ix.) of this double Psalm as ajudgment already executed

in part.

Vers. 17— 18. Still standing on this eminence from which

he seems to behold the end, the poet basks in the realisa-

tion of that which has been obtained in answer to prayer.

The ardent longing of the meek and lowly sufferers for the

arising, the parusia of Jahve (Isa. xxvi. 8), has now been

heard by Him, and that under circumstances which find ex-

pression in the following futt., Avhich have a past significa-

tion: God has given and preserved to their hearts the right

disposition towards Himself (prH, as in Ixxviii. 8, Job xi,

13, Sir. ii. 17 £Toi[idtC£iv xapofac, post-biblical ]p* and to be

* B. Berachoth 31rt: the man who prays must direct his heart

steadfastly towards God (C^ ?5*Li''S 12^ pD^).
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understood according to 1 Sam. vii. 3, 2 Chron. xx. 33, cf.

)lr:3 ^^ li- 12) Ixxviii. 37; it is equivalent to "the single eye"

in the language of the New Testament), just as, on the other

hand, He has set His ear in the attitude of close attention

to their prayer, and even to their most secret sighings (^''Li'pn

with ]TX, as in Prov. ii. 2; to stiffen the ear, from Dt^'ip, ^^^'£^

root m to be hard, rigid, firm, from which we also have

MLiJp, l^*, nr|"^, ^^5, (jwwJ, cf. on Isa. xxi. 7). It was a mu-

tual relation, the design of which was finally and speedily

to obtain justice for the fatherless and oppressed, yea crushed,

few, in order that mortal man of the earth may no longer

(bs, as in Isa. xiv. 21, and in post -biblical Hebrew bll and

h^^ instead of ]D) terrify. From the parallel conclusion, ix.

20, 21, it is to be inferred that l^^i:x does not refer to the

oppressed but to the oppressor, and is therefore intended

as the subject; and then the phrase V"l^:n~jp also belongs to

it, as in xvii. 14, people of the world, Ixxx. 14 boar of the

woods , whereas in Prov. xxx. 14 Y^^r2 belongs to the verb

(to devour from off the earth). It is only in this combination

that V^ivS'PrjD t^'ljN forms with y'l^^^ a significant paronoma-

sia, by contrasting the conduct of the tyrant with his true

nature: a mortal of the earth, i. e. a being who, far removed

from any possibility of vying with the God who is in heaven,

has the earth as his birth-place. It is not riOTNn")??, for the

earth is not referred to as the material out of which man
is formed, but as his ancestral house, his home, his bound,

just as in the expression of John 6 wv Ix x^? ^rjc, iii. 31

(Lat. id non amplius terreat homo terreniis). A simihxr play

of words was attempted before in ix. 20 l^US ly^'^x. The

Hebrew verb ^"ij; signifies both to give way to fear, Deut.

vii. 21, and to put in fear, Isa. ii. 19, 21, xlvii. 12. It does

mean "to defy, rebel against", although it might have this

meaning according to the Arabic uOwt (to come in the way,

withstand, according to which Wetzstein explains |^nj; Job

xxx. 6, like ,jot^, "a valley that runs slantwise across a

district, a gorge that blocks up the traveller's way".*). It

is related to ^y£. to vibrate, tremble {e.g. of lightning).

* Zcitschrift fiir AWjem. Erdkundc xviii (18G5) 1, S. 30.
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PSALM XL

REFUSAL TO FLEE WHEN IN A PERILOUS SITUATION.

1 IN Jalive put I my trust — how say ye to my soul:

"Flee to your mountain [as] a bird!

2 "For, lo, the wicked have bent the bow,

"They have made ready their arrow upon the string,

"To shoot the upright in heart in the dark.

3 "When the pillars are pulled down,

"The righteous — what will he do?!"

4 Jahve in His holy temple,

Jahve, who hath His throne in heaven —
His eyes behold, His eyelids try the children of men.

5 Jahve, He trieth the righteous,

And the wicked and him that loveth violence His soul

hateth.

6 Upon the wicked He shall rain snares;

Fire , brimstone , and burning wind is the portion of

their cup.

7 For Jahve is righteous, loving righteousness

:

The upright shall behold His countenance.

Ps. xi., which likewise confidently sets the all-seeing eye

of Jahve before the ungodly who carry out their murderous

designs under cover of the darkness, is placed after Ps. x.

The life of David (to whom even Hitzig and Ewald ascribe

this Psalm) is threatened, the pillars of the state are shaken,

they counsel the king to flee to the mountains. These are

indications of the time when the rebellion of Absolom was

secretly preparing, but still clearly discernible. Although

hurrying on with a swift measure and clear in the princi-

pal thoughts, still this Psalm is not free from difficult points,

just as it is with all the Psalms which contain similar dark

passages from the internal condition of Israel. The gloomy
condition of the nation seems to be reflected in the very

language. The strophic plan is not easily discernible; never-

theless we cannot go far wrong in dividing the Psalm into

two seven line strophes with a two line epiphonema.
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Vers. 1 — 3. David rejects the cadvice of his friends to

save his life by flight. Hidden in Jahve (xvi. 1, xxxvi. 8)

he needs no other refuge. However well-meant and well-

grounded the advice, he considers it too full of fear and is

himself too confident in God, to follow it. David also intro-

duces his friends as speaking in other passages in the Psalms

belonging to the period of the Absolom persecution, iii. 3,

iv. 7. Their want of courage, which he afterwards had to

reprove and endeavour to restore, shewed itself even before

the storm had burst, as we see here. With the words "how

can you say" he rejects their proposal as unreasonable, and

turns it as a reproach against them. If the Chethih^ "niJ, is

adopted, then those who are well-disposed, say to David,

including with him his nearest subjects who are faithful to

him: retreat to your mountain, (ye) birds ("ilD"^ collective

as in viii. 9, cxlviii. 10); or, since this address sounds too

derisive to be appropriate to the lips of those who are sup-

posed to be speaking here: like birds {comparatio decurtata

as in xxii. 14, Iviii. 9, Job xxiv. 5, Isa. xxi. 8). UT\T\ which

seems more natural in connection with the vocative render-

ing of *nE)!^ (cf. Isa. xviii. 6 with Ezek. xxxix. 4) may also

be explained, with the comparative rendering, without any

need for the conjecture "IIDIJ TDD "IH (cf. Deut. xxxiii. 19), as a

retrospective glance at the time of the persecution under Saul:

to the mountains, which formerly so effectually protected

you (cf. 1 Sam. xxvi. 20, xxiii. 14). But the Ke7n, which is

followed by the ancient versions, exchanges "imj for '>"nj, cf.

int!^" Isa. li. 23. Even reading it thus we should not take

TID':^, which certainly is epicoene, as vocative: flee to your

mountain, bird (Hitz.); and for this reason, that this form
of address is not appropriate to the idea of those who pre-

fer their counsel. But we should take it as an equation

instead of a comparison: fly to your mountain (which gave

you shelter formerly), a bird, i. e. after the manner of a bird

that flies away to its mountain home when it is chased in

the plain. But this Keri appears to be a needless correction,

which removes the difficulty of m^ coming after ^l^'^^^, by
putting another in the place of this synallage ?iumeri.*

* According to the above rcudering: "Flee ye to your mountain,
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In ver. 2 the faint-hearted ones give as the ground of

their advice, the fearful peril which threatens from the side of

crafty and malicious foes. As n^P, implies, this danger is im-

minent. The perfect overrides the future: they are not only

already in the act of bending the bow, they have made ready

their arrow, i. e. their deadly weapon, upon the string ("iH"'.

= "ITO, xxi. 13, Arab, watar, from "ifl^, watara, to stretch

tight, extend, so that the thing is continued in one straight

line) and even taken aim, in order to discharge it {TTH with

h of the aim, as in Ixiv. 5, with ace. of the object) in the

dark {i. e. secretly, like an assassin) at the upright (those

who by their character are opposed to them). In ver. 3 the

faint-hearted still further support their advice from the pre-

sent total subversion of justice. niriL^'n are either the highest

ranks, who support the edifice of the state, according to

Isa. xix. 10, or, according to Ixxxii. 5, Ezek. xxx. 4, the

foundations of the state, upon whom the existence and well-

being of the land depends. We prefer the latter, since the

king and those who are loyal to him, who are associated in

thought with pi~i:, are compared to thenint^'. The construction

of the clause beginning with "»2 is like Job xxxviii. 41. The

fut. has a present signification. The perf. in the principal

clause, as it frequently does elsewhere {e. g. xxxix. 8, Ix. 11,

Gen. xxi. 7, Num. xxiii. 10, Job xii. 9, 2 Kings xx. 9) in

interrogative sentences, corresponds to the Latin conjunctive

(here quid fecerii)^ and is to be expressed in English by the

auxiliary verbs: when the bases of the state are shattered,

what can the righteous do ? he can do nothing. And all

counter-effort is so useless that it is well to be as far from

danger as possible.

Vers. 4— 6. The words of David's counsellors who fear

for him are now ended. And David justifies his confidence

in God with which he began his song. Jahve sits enthroned

a bird" it would require to be accented ]1S1J Cr^lH mj (as a trans-

formation from ^ir;^^ CblH niJ, vid. Baer's Accentssystem XVIII. 2).

The interpunction as we have it, IIDii CD"in mJ, harmonises with

the interpretation of Varenius as of Lob Spira {Pentafeuch-Comm. \S\b):

Fagile {o socii Davidis), mons vcsier [h. c. prcesidium vestrum, Ps. ixx. 8,

cui inmtimini) est avis errcms.
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above all tluat takes place on earth that disheartens those

of little faith. At an infinite distance above the earth, and

also above Jerusalem, now in rebellion, is a l^np "yyT}, xviii.

7, xxix. 9, and in this holy temple is Jahve, the Holy One.

Above the earth are the heavens, and in heaven is the throne

of Jahve, the King of kings. And this temple, this palace in

the heavens, is the place whence issues the final decision of all

earthly matters, Hab. ii. 20, Mic. i. 2. For His throne above

is also the super -terrestrial judgment -seat, ix. 8, ciii. 19.

Jahve who sits thereon is the all -seeing and omniscient One.

n iD prop, to split, cf. cernere, is used here according to its

radical meaning, of a sharp piercing glance. ]nii prop, to

try metals by fire, of a fixed and penetrating look that sees

into a thing to the foundation of its inmost nature. The

mention of the eyelids is intentional. When we observe a

thing closely or ponder over it, we draw the eyelids together,

in order that our vision may be more concentrated and

direct, and become, as it were, one ray piercing through the

object. Thus are men open to the all -seeing eyes, the all-

searcliing looks of Jahve: the just and the unjust alike. He
tries the righteous, i. e. He knows that in the depth of his

soul there is an upright nature that will abide all testing

(xvii. 3, Job xxiii. 10), so that He lovingly protects him,

just as the righteous lovingly depends upon Him. And His

soul hates {i. e. He hates him with all the energy of His per-

fectly and essentially holy nature) the evil-doer and him

that delights in the violence of the strong towards the weak.

And the more intense this hatred, the more fearful will be

the judgments in which it bursts forth.

Ver. 7, which assumes a declaration of something that

is near at hand, is opposed to our rendering the voluntative

form of the fut., "ItO;^], as expressive of a wish. The shorter

form of the future is frequently indicative in the sense of

the future, e. g. Ixxii. 13, or of the present, e. g. Iviii. 5, or

of the past, xviii. 12. Thus it here affirms a fact of the

future which follows as a necessity from vers. 4, 5. Assum-

ing that CHD might be equivalent to D^^riD, even then the

Hebrew CHD, according to the general usage of the language,

in distinction from n'^rJ, does not denote burning, but black

coals. It ought therefore to have been i:\Ni ""^mD. Hitzig
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reads CHD from pfCaslies; but a rain of ashes is no medium

of punishment. Bottcher translates it "lumps" according to

Ex. xxxix. 3, Num. xvii. 3 ; but in these passages the word

means thin plates. We adhere to the signification snares,

Job xxii. 10, cf. xxi. 17, Prov. xxii. 5; and following the

accentuation, we understand it to be a means of punishment

by itself. First of all descends a whole discharge of missiles

which render all attempt at flight impossible, viz. light-

nings ; for the lightning striking out its course and travelling

from one point in the distance, bending itself like a serpent,

may really be compared to a snare, or noose, thrown down

from above. In addition to fire and brimstone (Gen.xix. 24)

we have also nl^JJ^T nn. The LXX. renders it irvEU[xa xaxat-

YiBoc, and the Targum ^<^i^^j; N^yT, procella iurhinea. The

root is not Pjy'p, which cannot be sustained as a cognate

form of ::n^, DXt' to burn, but ^jy^, which (as Sam. v. 10

shews) exactly corresponds to the Latin cestuare which com-

bines in itself the characteristics of heat and violent motion,

therefore perhaps: a wind of flames, i. e. the deadly simoom,

which, according to the present division of the verse is re-

presented in connection with nnDr ti'N, as the breath of the

divine wrath pouring itself forth like a stream of brimstone,

Isa. XXX. 33. It thus also becomes clear how this can be

called the portion of their cup, i. e. what is adjudged to them

as the contents of their cup which they must drain off. Djp

(only found in the Davidic Psalms, with the exception of

2 Chron. xxxi. 4) is both ahsolutivus and constructivus accord-

ing to Olshausen (§§ 108, c, 165, f), and is derived from ynana-

jaili, or maiiawath, with the original feminine termination ath^

the final weak radical being blended with it. According to

Hupfeld it is constr., springing from n^^p, like riKp (in Dan.

and Neh.) from nilip- ^^^ probably it is best to regard it

as = npD or n;'.^?;,"iike r\t>\ = ni)-i.

Ver. 7. Thus then Jahve is in covenant with David.

Even though he cannot defend himself against his enemies,

still, when Jahve gives free course to His hatred in judgment,

they will then have to do with the powers of wrath and

death, which they will not be able to escape. When the

closing distich bases this different relation of God towards

the righteous and the unrighteous and this judgment of the
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latter on the rigliteousness of God, we at once perceive what

a totally different and blessed end awaits the righteous. As

Jahve Himself is righteous, so also on His part (1 Sam. xii.

7, Mic. vi. 5, and frequently) and on the part of man (Isa.

xxxiii. 15) He loves fTipl^, the works of righteousness. The

object of DHN* (= DHkN*) stands at the head of the sentence,

as in xcix. 4, cf. x. 14. In ver. lb y^lh designates the upright

as a class, hence it is the more natural for the predicate to

follow in the plu?\ (cf. ix. 7, Job viii. 19) than to precede

as elsewhere (Prov. xxviii. 1, Isa. xvi. 4). The rendering:

"His countenance looks upon the upright man" (Hengst. and

others) is not a probable one, just because one expects to

find something respecting the end of the upright in contrast

to that of the ungodly. This rendering is also contrary

to the general usage of the language, according to which

CJD is always used only as that which is to be seen, not as

that which itself sees. It ought to have been IQ^J;]; , xxxiii.

18, xxxiv. 16, Job xxxvi. 7. It must therefore be translated

according to xvii. 15, cxl. 13: the upright (quisquis probus

est) shall behold His countenance. The pathetic form 'iO"'JD

instead of VJ£ was specially admissible here, where God is

spoken of (as in Deut. xxxiii. 2, cf. Isa. xliv. 15). It ought

not to be denied any longer that ?7io is sometimes {e. g. Job

XX. 23, cf. xxii. 2, xxvii. 23) a dignified singular suffix. To

behold the face of God is in itself impossible to mortals

without dying. But when God reveals Himself in love, then

He makes His countenance bearable to the creature. And

to enjoy this vision of God softened by love is the highest

honour God in His mercy can confer on a man; it is the

blessedness itself that is reserved for the upright, cxl. 14.

It is not possible to say that what is intended is a future

vision of God; but it is just as little possible to say that

it is exclusively a vision in this world. To the Old Testa-

ment conception the future t'ly is certainly lost in the night

of Sheol. But faith broke through this night, and consoled

itself with a future beholding of God, Job xix. 2G. The re-

demption of the New Testament has realised this aspiration

of faith, since the Redeemer has broken through the night

of the realm of tlie dead, has borne on high with Him tlie
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Old Testament saints, and translated them into the sphere

of the divine love revealed in heaven.

PSALM XII.

LAMENT AXD CONSOLATION IN THE MIDST OF PKEVAILING
FALSEHOOD.

2 HELP, Jahve, for the godly man ceaseth,

For the faithful have vanished from among the children

of men!

3 They speak falsehood one with another,

Flattering lips with a double heart, they speak.

4 May Jahve root out all flattering lips,

The tongue that speaketh great swelling words,

5 Which say: to our tongue we impart strength.

Our lips are with us, who is lord over us?!

G "Because of the desolation of the afflicted, the sighing

of the poor,

"Will I now arise — saith Jahve —
"In safety will I set him who languisheth for it." —

7 The words of Jahve are pure words.

Silver melted down in the furnace, to the earth,

Purified seven times.

8 Thou, Jahve, wilt defend them.

Thou wilt preserve him from this generation for ever;

9 The wicked strut about on every side.

When vileness among the children of men is exalted.

Ps. xi. is appropriately followed by Ps. xii., which is of

a kindred character: a prayer for the deliverance of the poor

and miserable in a time of universal moral corruption, and

more particularly of prevailing faithlessness and boasting.

The inscription: To the Precentor, on the Octave, a Psalm of

/>«i'/^ points us to the time when the Temple music was being

established, i. e. the time of David— incomparably the best

age in the history of Israel, and yet j viewed in the light of the
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spirit of holiness, an age so radically corrupt. The true people

of Jahve were even then, as ever, a church of confessors and

martyrs, and the sighing for the coming of Jahve was then

not less deep than the cry "Come, Lord Jesus!" at the present

time.

This Ps. xii. together with Ps. ii. is a second example of

the way in which the psalmist, when under great excitement

of spirit, passes over into the tone of one who directly hears

God's words , and therefore into the tone of an inspired

prophet. Just as lyric poetry in general, as being a direct

and solemn expression of strong inward feeling, is the

earliest form of poetry: so psalm -poetry contains in itself

not only the mashal, the epos, and the drama in their pre-

formative stages, but prophecy also, as we have it in the

prophetic writings of its most flourishing period, has, as it

were, sprung from the bosom of psalm-poetry. It is through-

out a blending of prophetical epic and subjective lyric ele-

ments, and is in many respects the echo of earlier psalms,

and even in some instances (as e.g. Isa. xii., Hab. iii.) trans-

forms itself into the strain of a psalm. Hence Asaph is called

nj.hn in 2 Chron. xxix. 30, not from the special character

of his Psalms, but from his being a psalmist in general; for

Jeduthun has the same name given to him in 2 Chron. xxxv.

15, and t<23 in 1 Chron. xxv. 2 sq. (cf. irpocprjieusiv, Luke i.

67) is used directly as an epithet for psalm -singing with

accompaniment — a clear proof that in prophecy the co-

operation of a human element is no less to be acknowledged,

than the influence of a divine element in psalm-poesy.

The direct words of Jahve, and the psalmist's Amen to

them, form the middle portion of this Psalm — a six line

strophe, which is surrounded by four line strophes.

Vers. 2— 3. The sigh of supplication, nj;''l^'in, has its

object within itself: work deliverance, give help; and the

motive is expressed by the complaint which follows. The

verb ^121 to complete, means here, as in vii. 10, to have an

end; and the a-. Xsy. DDD is equivalent to DE:n in Ixxvii. 9,

to come to the extremity, to cease. It is at once clear from

the predicate being placed first in the^^/t/r., that C0^?2N in

this passage is not an ahstractum, as e. g. in Prov. xiii. i?.;

moreover the parallelism is against it, just as in xxxi. 24.

VOL. L 13
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-;icn is the pious man, as one wlio practises icn towards

Gociand man. )^CN, primary form poN (plur. D^:n;ON; whereas

from ]iDk we should expect D''^1^X), — used as an adjective

(cf. on the contrary Deut. xxxii. 20) here just as in xxxi.

24, 2 Sam. xx. 19, — is the reliable, faithful, conscientious

man, literally one who is firm, i. e. whose word and meaning

is firm, so that one can rely upon it and be certain in relation

to it. * We find similar complaints of the universal preva-

lence of wickedness in Mic. vii. 2, Isa. Ivii. 1, Jer. vii. 28, and

elsewhere. They contain their own limitation. For although

those who complain thus without pharisaic self- righteous-

ness would convict themselves of being affected by the pre-

vailing corruption, they are still, in their penitence, in their

sufferings for righteousness' sake, and in their cry for help,

a standing proof that humanity has not yet, without ex-

ception, become a massa perdita. That which the writer

especially laments, is the prevailing untruthfulness. Men
speak ^w (= Ni.ti^from Xlri^), desolation and emptiness under

a disguise that conceals its true nature, falsehood (xli. 7)^

and hypocrisy (Job xxxv. 13), fxaaxo? 7rp6? xov ttXyjoiov auTo5

(LXX.^ cf. Ephes. iv. 25, where the greatness of the sin finds

its confirmation according to the teaching of the New Testa-

ment: oTL sajxsv aXX7|X«)v jxsXt]). They speak lips of smooth-

nesses (nipbn, plural from Dp'pn, Icevitates , or from p^n,

Icevid)^ i. e. the smoothest, most deceitful language (accusa-

tive of the object as in Isa. xix. 18) with a double heart,

inasmuch, namely, as the meaning they deceitfully express

to others, and even to themselves, differs from the purpose

they actually cherish, or even (cf. 1 Chron. xii. 33 2^ i^l

'±)\ and James i. 8 Si^J^uxo?, wavering) inasmuch as the pur-

pose they now so flatteringly put forth quickly changes to

the very opposite.

Vers. 4— 5. In this instance the voluntative has its own

proper signification: may He root out (cf. cix. 15, and the

oppositive xi. 6). Flattering lips and a vaunting tongue are

*The Aryan root man to remain, abide (Neo -Persic mdnden), also'

takes a similar course, signifying usually "to continue in any course,

wait, hope." So the old Persic man, Zend upaman, cf. [xsvciv with its

derivatives which are applied in several ways in the New Testament to

characterise t:iotis.
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one, insofar as the braggart becomes a flatterer when it

serves his own selfish interest. "iti:'>^ refers to lips and tongue,

which are put for their possessors. The Hiph. I^S^n may
mean either to impart strength, or to give proof of strength.

The combination with ^, not 2, favours the former: we will

give emphasis to our tongue (this is their self-confident de-

claration). Hupfeld renders it, contrary to the meaning of

the Hiph.: over our tongue we have power, and Ewald
and Olshausen, on the ground of an erroneous interpretation

of Dan. ix. 27, render: we make or have a firm covenant

with our tongue. They describe their lips as being their

confederates (nx as in 2 Kings ix. 32), and by the expression

"who is lord over us" they declare themselves to be abso-

lutely free, and exalted above all authority. If any authority

were to assert itself over them, their mouth would put it

down and their tongue would thrash it into submission.

But Jahve, whom this making of themselves into gods chal-

lenges , will not always suffer His own people to be thus

enslaved.

Vers. 6— 7. In ver. 6 the psalmist hears Jahve Himself

speak; and in ver. 7 he adds his Amen. The two ]0 in ver. 6

denote the motive, nnj; the decisive turning-point from fore-

bearance to the execution of judgment, and "ict<> the divine

determination, which has just now made itself audible; cf.

Isaiah's echo of it, Isa. xxxiii. 10. Jahve has hitherto looked

on with seeming inactivity and indifference, now He will

arise and place in ytJ';, i. e a condition of safety (cf. Diin2 D''i^;

Ixvi. 9), him who languishes for deliverance. It is not to be

explained: him whom he, i. e. the boaster, blows upon, which

would be expressed by 13 n^p^, cf. x, 5; but, with Ewald,

Hengstenberg, Olshausen, and Bottcher, according to Hab.

ii. 3, where h Xy>^T\ occurs in the sense of panting after an

object: him who longs for it. niD^ is, however, not a parti-

cipial adjective = HD;', but the fut., and t) n^pj is therefore

a relative clause occupying the place of the object, just as

we find the same thing occurring in Job xxiv. 19, Isa. xli.

2, 25, and frequently. Hupfeld's rendering: "in order that

he may gain breath (respirety^ leaves n''L^^S without an ob-

ject, and accords more with Aramaic and xVrabic than with

13*
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Hebrew usage, which would express this idea by ^^ ni:^ or

in ver. 7 the announcement of Jahve is followed by

its echo in the heart of the seer: the words (nil^N' instead

of ni"ipx by changing the Shebd which closes the syllable

into an audible one, as e.g. in ''')^'^) of Jahve are pure words,

i. e. intended, and to be fulfilled, absolutely as they run

without any admixture whatever of untruthfulness. The

poetical Pl^CX (after the form iTI^i) serves pre-eminently as

the designation of the divine power-words of promise. The

figure, which is indicated in other instances, when God's

word is said to be n^ll^i (xviii. 31, cxix. 140, Prov. xxx. 5),

is here worked out: silver melted and thus purified b^hv^

y^ip' b^'bv.. signifies either a smelting- pot from ^^j;, jLc,

immittere, whence also b'V (Hitz.); or, what is more probable

since the language has the epithets "lis and P]T^d for this : a

workshop, from ^^jj, j^, operari (prop, to set about a thing),

first that which is wrought at (after the form ^ijjp, ^""pD, b^:i^),

then the place where the work is carried on. From this also

comes the Talm. bhv'^ = '')byii mani/'este, occurring in the

Mishna Bosh ha-Shana i. 5 and elsewhere, and which in its

first meaning corresponds to the French en effet. * Accord-

ing to this, the b in ^'ij^'j is not the b of property: in a fining-

pot built into the earth, for which y^i^ without anything

further would be an inadequate and colourless expression.

But in accordance with the usual meaning of V"in'? as a

collateral definition it is: smelted (purified) down to the

earth. As Olshausen observes on this subject, "Silver that

is purified in the furnace and flows down to the ground can

be seen in every smelting hut; the pure liquid silver flows

down out of the smelting furnace, in which the ore is piled

up." For it cannot be b of reference: "purified with respect

to the earth", since pN* does not denote the earth as a ma-
terial and cannot therefore mean an earthy element. We
ought then to read V?5J^, which would not mean "to a white

brilliancy", i. e. to a pure bright mass (Bottch.) , but "with

* On this word with reference to this passage of the Psalm vid^

Steinschneider's Hcbr. Bibliographie 1661, S. 83.
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respect to the stanmim, lead" (vid. on Isa. i. 25). The verb

ppT to strain, filter, cause to ooze through, corresponds to

the German seihen, scigen, old High German sihan, Greek

oaxxsiv (aaxxi^Isiv), to clean by passing through a cloth as a

strainer, pt^'. God's word is solid silver smelted and leaving

all impurity behind, and, as it were, having passed seven

times through the smelting furnace, i.e. the purest silver,

entirely purged from dross. Silver is the emblem of every-

thing precious and pure {vid. Bahr, Symbol, i, 284); and

seven is the number indicating the completion of any pro-

cess {Bihl. Psychol. S. 57., transl. p. 71).

Vers. 8— 9. The supplicatory complaint contained in

the first strophe has passed into an ardent wish in the se-

cond; and now in the fourth there arises a consolatory hope

based upon the divine utterance which was heard in the

third strophe. The suffix em in ver. Sa refers to the miser-

able and poor; the suffix ennu in ver. 8& (him, not: us,

which would be pointed ^ran, and more especially since it

is not preceded by i:i7^t^'n) refers back to the man who

yearns for deliverance mentioned in the divine utterance,

ver. 6. The "preserving for ever" is so constant, that neither

now nor at any future time will they succumb to this gene-

ration. The oppression shall not become a thorough depres-

sion, the trial shall not exceed their power of endurance.

What follows in ver. 9 is a more minute description of this

depraved generation, "nil is the generation whole and entire

bearing one general character and doing homage to the one

spirit of the age (cf. e. g. Prov. xxx. 11— 14, where the

characteristics of a corrupt age are portrayed), li (always

without the article, Ew. § 293, «) points to the present and

the character it has assumed, which is again described here

finally in a few outlines of a more general kind than in

vers. 3— 5. The wicked march about on every side ("^nnn

used of going about unopposed with an arrogant and vaunt-

ing mien), when (while) vileness among (i) the children

of men rises to eminence (ci") as in Prov. xi. 11, cf. ^i^Q

Prov. xxix. 2), so that they come to be under its domi-

nion. Yileness is called ni^I from ^^T (cogn. H')j]) to be

supple and lax, narrow, low, weak and worthless. The form

is passive just as is the Talm. r\^A (from Si = S^:), and it
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is tlie epitliet applied to that which is depreciated, despised,

and to be despised; here it is the opposite of the disposition

and conduct of the noble man, D''"^, Isa. xxxii. 8, — a base-

ness which is utterly devoid not only of all nobler prin-

ciples and motives, but also of all nobler feelings and im-

pulses. The 3 of n^2 is not the expression of simultane-

ousness (as e. g. in Prov. x. 25): immediately it is exalted —
for then ver. 9 would give expression to a general obser-

vation, instead of being descriptive — but D13 is equivalent

to D"12, only it is intentionally used instead of the latter,

to express a coincidence that is based upon an intimate re-

lation of cause and effect, and is not merely accidental.

The wicked are puffed up on all sides, and encompass the

better disposed on every side as their enemies. Such is the

state of things, and it cannot be otherwise at a time when
men allow meanness to gain the ascendency among and over

them, as is the case at the present moment. Thus even at

last the depressing view of the present prevails in the amidst

of the confession of a more consolatory hope. The present

is gloomy. But in the central hexastich the future is lighted

up as a consolation against this gloominess. The Psalm is

a ring and this central oracle is its jewel.

P S A L M XIII.

SUPPLIANT CRY OF ONE WHO IS UTTERLY UNDONE.

2 HOW long, Jahve, wilt Thou forget me,

How long wilt Thou veil Thy face from me?!
3 How long shall I cherish cares in my soul.

Sorrow in my heart by day ?

!

How long shall mine enemy be exalted over me ? 1

4 Look, answer me, Jahve, my God,

Lighten mine eyes, that I fall not asleep in death,

5 That mine enemy may not say: "I have prevailed against

him".

That mine oppressors may not rejoice, when I stumble.
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G A^d as for me, in Tliy mercy do I trust,

My heart shall rejoice at Thy salvation;

I will sing of Jahve, because He hath dealt bountifully

with me.

The C1*T^ of the personal cry with which David opens

Ps. xiii. harmonizes with C"i2 of the general lament which

he introduces into Ps. xii.; and for this reason the collector

has coupled these two Psalms together. Hitzig assigns Ps.

xiii. to the time when Saul posted watchers to hunt David

from place to place, and when, having been long and unceas-

inglypersecuted,David dared to cherish a hope of escaping

death only by indefatigable vigilance and endurance. Per-

haps this view is correct. The Psalm consists of three

strophes, or if it be preferred, three groups of decreasing

magnitude. A long deep sigh is followed, as from a relieved

breast, by an already much more gentle and half calm

prayer; and this again by th-e believing joy which anticipates

the certainty of being answered. This song as it were casts

up constantly lessening waves, until it becomes still as the

sea when smooth as a mirror, and the only motion discern-

ible at last is that of the joyous ripple of calm repose.

Vers. 2— 3. The complicated question: till when, how
long . . . for ever (as in Ixxiv. 10, Ixxix. 5, Ixxxix. 47), is the

expression of a complicated condition of soul, in which, as

Luther briefly and forcibly describes it, amidst the feeling of

anguish under divine wrath "hope itself despairs and despair

nevertheless begins to hope". The self-contradiction of the
'

question is to be explained by the conflict which is going

on within between the flesh and the spirit. The dejected

heart thinks: God has forgotten me for ever. But the spirit,

which thrusts away this thought,, changes it into a question

which sets upon it the mark of a mere appearance not a

reality: how long shall it seem as though Thou forgettest

me for ever? It is in the nature of the divine wrath, that

the feeling of it is always accompanied by an impression

that it will last for ever; and consequently it becomes a

foretaste of hell itself. But faith holds fast the love that
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is behind tlie wrath; it sees in the display of anger only a.

self- masking of the loving conntenance of the God of love,

and longs for the time when this loving countenance shall

be again unveiled to it. Thrice does David send forth this

cry of faith out of the inmost depths of his spirit. To place

or set up contrivances, plans, or proposals in his soul, viz.

as to the means by which he may be able to escape from

this painful condition, is equivalent to, to make the soul

the place of such thoughts, or the place where such thoughts

are fabricated (cf. Prov. xxvi. 24). One such n^y chases the

other in his soul, because he recognises the vanity of one

after another as soon us they spring up. With respect to

the WCV which follows, we must think of these cares as tak-

ing possession of his soul in the night time; for the night

leaves a man alone with his affliction and makes it doubly

felt by him. It cannot be proved from Ezek. xxx. 16 (cf.

Zeph. ii. 4 cnn^'?) , that CDV like CV (Jer. vii. 25, short for

CV DV) may mean "daily" (Ew. § 313, «). CDV does not mean
this here, but is the antithesis to rhb which is to be supplied

in thought in ver. 3a. By night he proposes plan after plan,

each one as worthless as the other; and by day, or all the

day through, when he sees his distress with open eyes, sor-

row (jir) is in his heart, as it were, as the feeling the night

leaves behind it and as the direct reflex of his helpless and

hopeless condition. He is persecuted, and his foe is in the

ascendant. D1^ is both to be exalted and to rise, raise one's

self, i. e. to rise to position and arrogantly to assume dignity

to one's self {sich hrusten). The strophe closes with ^ad-ana

which is used for the fourth time.

Vers. 4— 5. In contrast to God's seeming to have for-

gotten him and to wish neither to see nor know anything

of his need, he prays: n^''2n (cf. Isa. Ixiii. 15). In contrast

to his being in perplexity what course to take and unable

to help himself, he prays : Ojy, answer me, who cry for help,

viz. by the fulfilment of my prayer as a real, actual answer.

In contrast to the triumphing of his foe: TO Hl'iNn, in order

that the triumph of his enemy may not be made complete

by his dying. To lighten the eyes that are dimmed with

sorrow and ready to break, is equivalent to, to impart

new life (Ezra ix. 8) , which is reflected in the fresh clear
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brightness of the eye (1 Sam. xiv. 27, 29). The lightening

light, to which liNH points, is the light of love beaming

from the divine countenance, xxxi. 17. Light, love, and life

are closely allied notions in the Scriptures. He, upon whom
God looks down in love, continues in life, new powers of

life are imparted to him, it is not his lot to sleep the death,

i. e. the sleep of death, Jer. li. 39, 57, cf. Ps. Ixxvi. 6. riiDH

is the accusative of effect or sequence: to sleep so that the

sleep hecomes death (LXX. si? Oavaiov), Ew. § 281, g. Such

is the light of life for which he prays, in order that his foe

may not be able at last to say vn'P^'' (with accusative object,

as in Jer. xxxviii. 5) = 't> ""Fl^rj, cxxix. 2, Gen. xxxii. 26,

I am able for him, a match for him, lam superior to him,

have gained the mastery over him. "i^, on account of the

future which follows, had better be taken as temporal

{quuin) than as expressing the reason (quod), cf. "^b"! LD1D2,

xxxviii. 17.

Ver. 6. Three lines of joyous anticipation now follow

the five of lament and four of prayer. By ^J^'i he sets him-

self in opposition to his foes. The latter desire his death,

but he trusts in the mercy of God, who will turn and ter-

minate his affliction. 2 D^Ii denotes faith as clinging fast to

God, just as 2 nun denotes it as confidence which hides

itself in Him. The voluntative t'Jj pre -supposes the sure

realisation of the hope. The perfect in ver. 6 c is to be

properly understood thus: the celebration follows the fact

that inspires him to song. h]l bt2^ to do good to any one,

as in cxvi. 7, cxix. 17, cf. the radically cognate (bv) ^^^ Ivii.

3. With the two iambics gamdl'aldj the song sinks to rest.

In the storm -tossed soul of the suppliant all has now be-

come calm. Though it rage without as much now as ever—
peace reigns in the depth of his heart.

PSALM XIV.

THE PREVAILING COERUPTION AND THE REDEMPTION DESIRED

1 THE fool hath said in his heart: "There is no God";

Corrupt, abominable are their doings,

There is none that doeth good.
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2 Jahve looketli down from heaven npon tlie children of

men
To see if there be any that have understanding,

If any that seek after God.

3 They are all fallen away, altogether they are corrupt,

There is none that doeth good,

Not even one.

4 "Are they so utterly devoid of understanding, all the

workers of iniquity.

Who eating up my people, eat up bread,

They call not on Jahve?"

5 Then were they in great fear,

For God is in the righteous generation.

6 Would ye bring to shame the counsel of the afflicted.

For Jahve is indeed his refuge

!

7 Oh that the salvation of Israel were come out of Zion

!

When Jahve turneth the captivity of His people,

Jacob shall rejoice, Israel shall be glad.

Just as the general lamentation of Ps. xii. assumes a

personal character in Ps. xiii. , so in Ps. xiv. it becomes

again general; and the personal desire ''2^ ^^\ xiii. 6, so full,

of hope, corresponds to 2pV^^ ^|1^^, which is extended to the

whole people of God in xiv. 7. Moreover, Ps. xiv., as being

a gloomy picture of the times in which the dawn of the di-

vine day is discernible in the background, is more closely

allied to Ps. xii. than to Ps. xiii., although this latter is

not inserted between them without some recognised reason.

In the reprobation of the moral and religious character of

the men of the age, which Ps. xiv. has in common with Ps.

xii., we at once have a confirmation of the Tn^. But xiv. 7

does not necessitate our coming down to the time of the

Exile.

In Ps. liii. we find this Psalm which is Jehovic, occur-

ring again as Elohimic. The position of Ps. xiv. in the

primary collection favours the presumption, that it is the

earlier and more original composition. And since this

presumption will bear the test of a critical comparison of
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the two Psalms, we may leave the treatment of Ps. liii. to

its proper place, without bringing it forward here. It is not

as though Ps. xiv. were intact. It is marked out as seven

three-line verses, but vers. 5 and 6, which ought to be the

fifth and sixth three lines, are only two; and the original

form appears to be destroyed by some deficiency. The diffi-

culty is got over in Ps. liii., by making the two two -line

verses into one three -line verse, so that it consists only of

six three-line verses. And in that Psalm the announcement

of judgment is applied to foreign enemies, a circumstance

which has influenced some critics and led them astray in the

interpretation of Ps. xiv.

Ver. 1. The perfect "ip^X, as in i. 1, x. 3, is the so-called

abstract present (Ges. § 126, 3), expressing a fact of uni-

versal experience, inferred from a number of single instan-

ces. The Old Testament language is unusually rich in epithets

for the unwise. The simple, ifiC*, and the silly, ^^Dr, for the

lowest branches of this scale; the fool, SiN , and the mad-

man, hh^T], the uppermost. In the middle comes the notion

of the simpleton or maniac, t'DIl, — a word from the verbal

stem ^53 which, according as that which forms the centre

of the group of consonants lies either in 2^ (Genesis S. 636),

or in h2 (comp. ^2^^, b)^, b}2i<, b^p), signifies either to be

extended, to relax, to become frail, to wither, or to be pro-

minent, eminere , Arab, nahula; so that consequently ^DJ

means the relaxed, powerless, expressed in New Testament

language: Trvsujxa oux Ij^owxa. Thus Isaiah (ch. xxxii. 6) de-

scribes the ^33 : "a simpleton speaks simpleness and his heart

does godless things, to practice tricks and to say foolish

things against Jahve, to leave the soul of the hungry empty,

and to refuse drink to the thirsty." Accordingly b2^ is the

synonym of |>bthe scoffer (vid. the definition in Prov. xxi. 24).

A free spirit of this class is reckoned according to the

Scriptures among the empty, hollow, and devoid of mind.

The thought, D^n^N* ]^^, which is the root of the thought

and action of such a man, is the climax of imbecility. It is

not merely practical atheism, that is intended by this maxim
of the ^23. The heart according to Scripture language is not

only the seat of volition, but also of thought. The ^2^ is
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not content with acting as though there were no God, but

directly denies that there is a God, i.e. a personal God. The

psalmist makes this prominent as the very extreme and

depth of human depravity, that there can be among men
those who deny the existence of a God. The subject of what

follows are, then, not these atheists but men_in^^eneral,

among whom such characters are to be found: they make
the mode of action

,
(their) doings , corrupt , they make it

abominable. T'h'hV', a poetical brevity of expression for

cni^^^y, belongs to both verbs, which have Tarcha and MercJia

(the two usual conjunctives of Mugrash) in correct texts;

and is in fact not used as an adverbial accusative (Hengsten-

berg and others), but as an object, since nTII^n is just the

word that is generally used in this combination with rb'hv

Zeph. iii. 7 or, what is the same thing, "T]"!! Gen. vi. 12; and

D^JJnn (cf. 1 Kings xxi. 26) is only added to give a super-

lative intensity to the expression. The negative: "there is

none that doeth good" is just as unrestricted as in xii. 2.

But further on the psalmist distinguishes between a "in

pnii, which experiences this corruption in the form of perse-

cution, and the corrupt mass of mankind. He means what

he says of mankind as xoajxo?, in which , at first the few

rescued by grace from the mass of corruption are lost sight

of by him, just as in the words of God, Gen. vi. 5, 12. Since

it is only grace that frees any from the general corruption,

it may also be said, that men are described just as they

are by nature; although, be it admitted, it is not hereditary

sin but actual sin, which springs up from it, and grows apace

if grace do not interpose, that is here spoken of.

Ver. 2. The second tristich appeals to the infallible

decision of God Himself. The verb ^^ptl^n means to look

forth, by bending one's self forward. It is the proper word
for looking out of a window, 2 Kings ix. 30 (cf. Niph. Judges

V. 28, and frequently), and for God's looking down from

heaven upon the earth, cii. 20, and frequently; and it is

cognate and synonymous with n''ili!/'ri, xxxiii. 13, 14; cf.,

moreover, Cant. ii. 9. The perf. is used in the sense of the

perfect only insofar as the divine survey is antecedent to

its result as given in ver. 3. Just as •"in''n*i^'n reminds one of

the history of the Flood, so does DiN*)^ of the history of the
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building of the tower of Babel, Gen. xi. 5, cf. xviii. 21. God's

judgment rests upon a knowledge of the matter of fact, which

is represented in such passages after the manner of men. God's

all-seeing, all-piercing eyes scrutinise the whole human race.

Is there one who shews discernment in thought and act, one

to whom fellowship with God is the highest good, and con-

sequently that after which he strives? — this is God's ques-

tion, and He delights in such persons, and certainly none

such would escape His longing search. On DTlKsTN*, t6v

0£6v, vid., Ges. § 117. 2.

Ver. 3. The third tristich bewails the condition in which

He finds humanity. The universality of corruption is ex-

pressed in as strong terms as possible, ^^n they all (lit. the

totality); ^ITV with one another (lit. in its or their unions,

i.e., u?iiversi); "ini<~C^ p^^ not a single one who might form

an exception. ^D (probably not 3 prcet. but partic, which

passes at once into the finite verb) signifies to depart, viz.

from the ways of God, therefore to fall away (a7roaTdTY]c).

hSn;^, as in Job xv. 16, denotes the moral corruptness as a

becoming sour, putrefaction, and suppuration. Instead of

In^sfC^ )\S*, the LXX. translates oux saitv Imc, hoc, (as though

it were nnN'"^, which is the more familiar form of expression).

Paul quotes the first three verses of this Psalm (Rom. iii.

10— 12) in order to shew how the assertion, that Jews and

heathen all are included under sin, is in accordance with the

teaching of Scripture. What the psalmist says, applies pri-

marily to Israel, his immediate neighbours, but at the same
time to the heathen, as is self-evident. What is lamented

is neither the pseudo-Israelitish corruption in particular,

nor that of the heathen, but the universal corruption of man
which prevails not less in Israel than in the heathen world.

The citations of the apostle which follow his quotation of

the Psalm, from xacpo? avstpyfxlvo? to aTrsvavxt xcuv ^cpGaXpiaiv

' auTwv were early incorporated in the Psalm in the Koivyj of

the LXX. They appear as an integral part of it in the Cod.

Alex., in the Greco-Latin Psalterium Veronense , and in the

Syriac Psalterium Mediolanense, They are also found in Apol-

linaris' paraphrase of the Psalms as a later interpolation;

the Cod. Vat. has them in the margin; and the words ouv-

xpijijia %al xaXaiTTtopia ev xat? ooot? au'uiv have found admit-
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tance in the translation, which is more Eabbinical than Old

Hebrew, cno"112 yn y:51 y*] hTO even in a Hebrew codex

(Kennicott 649). Origen rightly excluded this ajDostolic Mo-
saic work of Old Testament testimonies from his text of the

Psalm; and the true representation of the matter is to be

found in Jerome, in the preface to the xvi. book of his com-
mentary on Isaiah.*

Ver. 4. Thus utterly cheerless is the issue of the di-

vine scrutiny. It ought at least to have been different

in Israel, the nation of the positive revelation. But even

there wickedness prevails and makes God's purpose of mercy

of none effect. The divine outburst of indignation which

the psalmist hears here, is applicable to the sinners in Israel.

Also in Isa. iii. 13 — 15 the Judge of the world addresses

Himself to the heads of Israel in particular. This one feature

of the Psalm before us is raised to the consistency of a

special prophetic picture in the Psalm of Asaph, Ixxxii.

That which is here clothed in the form of a question, N*^ri

^V^li is reversed into an assertion in ver. 5 of that Psalm.

It is not to be translated: will they not have to feel (which

ought to be ly"]''); but also not as Hupfeld renders it: have

they not experienced. "Not to know" is intended to be used

as absolutely in the signification 7io?i scipere, and consequently

insipie?item esse, as it is in Ixxxii. 5, Ixxiii. 22, xcii. 7, Isa.

xliv. 18, cf. 9, xlv. 20, and frequently. The perfect is to be

judged after the analogy of novisse (Ges. § 126, 3), therefore it

is to be rendered: have they attained to no knowledge, are

they devoid of all knowledge, and therefore like the brutes,

yea, according to Isa. i. 2, 3 even worse than the brutes,

all the workers of iniquity? The two clauses which follow

are, logically at least, attributive clauses.,,^he subordination

of Dnb ibrj^ to the participle as a circumstantial clause in

the sense of crh ^rXD is syntactically inadmissible; neither

can nrh ibl^N, with Hupfeld, be understood of a brutish and

secure passing away of life; for, as Olshausen, rightly obser-

ves nrh h2i< does not signify to feast and carouse, but simply

to eat, take a meal. Hengstenberg correctly translates it

* Cf. Pliischke's Monograph ou the Milanese Psalterium Syriacum,

1835, p. 28--3i;.
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„who eating my people, eat bread", /. e. who think that they

are not doing anything more sinful , — indeed rather what

is justifiable, irreproachable and lawful to them, — than

when they are eating bread; of. the further carrying out of

this thought in Mic. iii. 1—3 (especially ver. 3 exir,: "just

as in the pot and as flesh within the caldron."). Instead of

1^<"lp ^<b 'n Jeremiah says in ch. x. 21 (cf., however, x. 25):

Vii^'TI ^ 'n-nNI. The meaning is like that in Hos. vii. 7. They

do not pray as it becomes man who is endowed with mind,

therefore they are like cattle, and act like beasts of prey.

Ver. 5. When Jahve thus bursts forth in scorn Hisi

word, which never fails in its working, smites down these

brutish men, who are without knowledge and conscience, i

The local demonstrative ct^* is used as temporal in this

passage just as in Ixvi, 6, Hos. ii. 17, Zeph. i. 14, Job xxiii.

7, XXXV. 12, and is joined with the perfect of certainty, as

in xxxvi. 13, where it has not so much a temporal as a local

sense. It does not mean "there = at a future time", as point-

ing into the indefinite future, but "there = then", when God
shall thus speak to them in His anger. Intensity is here

given to the verb inDby the addition of a substantival object

of the same root, just as is frequently the case in the more

elevated style, e. g. Hab. iii. 9; and as is done in other cases

by the addition of the adverbial infinitive. Then, when God's

long-suffering changes into wrath, terror at His judgment

seizes them and they tremble through and through. This

judgment of wrath , however, is on the other hand a reve-

lation of love. Jahve avenges and thus delivers those whom
He calls li^y (My people) ; and who are here called pi~^ 11"

the generation of the righteous, in opposition to the cor-

rupted humanity of the time (xii. 8), as being conformed to

the will of God and held together by a superior spirit to

the prevailing spirit of the age. They are so called inas-

much as *in passes over from the signification generatio to

that oi genus hominum here and also elsewhere, when it is

not merely a temporal, but a moral notion; cf. xxiv. 6,

Ixxiii. 15, cxii. 2, where it uniformly denotes the whole of

the children of God who are in bondage in the world and

longing for deliverance, not Israel collectively in antithesis

to the Scythians and the heathen in general (Hitzig).
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Ver. 6. The psalmist liimself meets tlie oppressed full

of joyous confidence, by reason of the self-manifestation of

God in judgment, of which he is now become so confident

and which so fills him with comfort. Instead of the sixth

tristich, which we expected, we have another distich. The

Hiph. t^"^I!n with a personal object signifies: to put any one to

shame, i. e. to bring it about that any one must be ashamed,

e. g. xliv. 8 (cf. liii. 6, where the accusative of the person

has to be supplied), or absolutely: to act shamefully, as in

the phrase used in Proverbs, t^"^2^^ JS (a prodigal son). It

appears only here with a neuter accusative of the object,

not in the signification to defame (Hitz.), — a meaning it

never has (not even in Prov. xiii. 5, where it is blended with

iy^N2n to make stinking, i. e. a reproach, Gen. xxxiv. 30),— but

to confound, put to shame = to frustrate (Hupf.), which is

at once the most natural meaning in connection with r\)S.V,'

But it is not to be rendered: ye put to shame, because . . .,

for to what purpose is this statement with this inapplicable

reason in support of it? The fut. Vi^^pn is used with a like

shade of meaning as in Lev. xix. 17, and the imperative

elsewhere; and ^2 gives the reason for the tacitly implied

clause, or if a line is really lost from the strophe, the lost

clause (cf. Isa. viii. 9 sq.): ye will not accomplish it. Pi^j;

is whatsoever the pious man, who as such suffers reproach,

plans to do for the glory of his God, or even in accord-

ance with the will of his God. All this the children of the

world, who are in possession of worldly power, seek to

frustrate; but viewed in the light of the final decision their

attempt is futile : Jahve is his refuge, or, literally the place

whither he flees to hide himself and finds a hiding or con-

cealment (b^, "3^^, nrp, wiu;, Arabic also ^s'S)- ^T\'^'r\Q has

an orthophonic Dag., which obviates the necessity for the

reading inpnc (cf. D^^yn x. 1, l^yio xxxiv. 1, nbbJ^ cv. 22,

and similar instances).

Ver. 7. This tristich sounds like a liturgical addition

belonging to the time of the Exile, unless one is disposed

to assign the whole Psalm to this period on account of it.

For elsewhere in a similar connection, as e.g. in Ps. cxxvi.,

DDl^* 2^:^11 means to turn the captivity, or to bring back the
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captives. D-iti'" lias here, — as in cxxvi. 4, Nali. ii. 3 (followed

by TN) , cf. Ezek xlvii. 7, the Kal being preferred to the

Hiph. 2^t'T\ (Jer. xxxii. 44, xxxiii. 11) in favour ot the alli-

teration with niHli' (from ni!*^*' to make any one a prisoner

of war), — a transitive signification, which Hengstenberg

(who interprets it: to turn back, to turn to the captivity,

of God's merciful visitation), vainly hesitates to admit. But

Isa. Ixvi. 6, for instance, shews that the exiles also never

looked for redemption anywhere but from Zion. Not as

though they had thought, that Jahve still dwelt among the

ruins of His habitation, which indeed on the contrary was

become a ruin because He had forsaken it (as we read in

Ezekiel); but the moment of His return to His people is

also the inoment when He entered again upon the occupation
j

of His sanctuary, and His sanctuary, again appropriated by

Jahve even before it was actually reared, is the spot whence

issues the kindling of the divine judgment on the enemies

of Israel, as well as the spot whence issues the brightness

of the reverse side of this judgment, viz. the final deliver-

ance, hence even during the Exile, Jerusalem is the point

(the killd) whither the eye of the praying captive was

directed, Dan. vi. 11. There would therefore be nothing

strange if a psalm-writer belonging to the Exile should ex-

press his longing for deliverance in these words : who gives

= oh that one would give = oh that the salvation of Israel

were come out of Zion! But since m2l^' Z')]^ also signifies

metaphorically to turn misfortune, as in Job xlii. 10, Ezek.

xvi. 53 (perhaps also in Ps. Ixxxv. 2, cf. ver. 5), inasmuch as

the idea of niZli^' has been generalised exactly like the Ger-

man ^^EIend^\ exile (Old High German elilenti = sojourn in

another country, banishment, homelessness), therefore the

inscribed in'p cannot be called in question from this quarter.

Even Hitzig renders: "if Jahve would but turn the misfortune

of His people", regarding this Psalm as composed by Jeremiah

during the time the Scythians were in the land. If this render-

ing is possible, and that it is is undeniable, then we retain

the inscription "in^. And we do so the more readily, as Jere-

miah's supposed authorship rests upon a non- recognition

of TTis reproductive character, and the history of the

VOL, I. 14
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prophet's times makes no allusion to any incursion by the

Scythians.

The condition of the true people of God in the time of

Absolom was really a D-IDL^" in more than a figurative sense.

But we require no such comparison with cotemporary history,

since in these closing words we have only the gathering up
j

into a brief form of the view which prevails in other parts

of the Psalm, viz. that the "righteous generation" in the

midst of the world, and even of the so-called Israel, finds

itself in a state of oppression, imprisonment, and bondage.

If God will turn this condition of His people, who are His

people indeed and of a truth, then shall Jacob rejoice and

Israel be glad. It is the grateful duty of the redeemed to

rejoice. — And how could they do otherwise!

PSALM XV.

THE CONDITIONS OF ACCESS TO GOD.

1 JAHVE, who may sojourn in Thy tabernaclo,

Who may dwell on Thy holy mountain?

2 He that walketh uprightly, and worketh righteousness,

And speaketh truth in his heart.

3 That taketh not slander upon his tongue,

Nor doeth evil to his companion.

Nor bringeth a reproach upon his neighbour;

4 That is displeasing in his own eyes, to be despised,

But those who fear Jahve he honoureth;

He sweareth to [his own] hurt — he changeth not.

5 He putteth not out his money to usury,

And taketh not a bribe against the innocent —
He that doeth these things shall never be moved.

The preceeding Psalm distinguished pii)^ ^n, a righteous

generation, from the mass of the universal corruj)tion, and

closed with a longing for the salvation out of Zion. Ps. xv.

answers the question: who belongs to thispnii "ni. and whom
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shall the future salvation avail? Ps. xxiv., composed in

connection with the removal of the Ark to Zion, is very si-

milar. The state of mind expressed in this Psalm exactly

corresponds to the unhypocritical piety and genuine lowliness

which were manifest in David in their most beauteous light

on that occasion; cf. ver. 4& with 2 Sam. vi. 19; ver. 4«

with 2 Sam. vi. 21 sq. The fact, however, that Zion (Moriah)

is called simply l^npH ^Pl in ver. 1, rather favours the time

of the Absolomic exile, when David was cut off from the

sanctuary of his God, whilst it was in the possession of men
the very opposite of those described in this Psalm (z;/^/. iv. 6).

Nothing can be maintained with any certainty except that

the Psalm assumes the elevation of Zion to the special de-

signation of "the holy mountain" and the removal of the

Ark to the ^HN erected there (2 Sam. vi. 17). Isa. xxxiii.

13— 16 is a fine variation of this Psalm.

Vers. 1— 2. That which is expanded in the tristichic

portion of the Psalm, is all contained in this distichic por-

tion in nuce. The address to God is not merely a favourite

form (Hupfeld), but the question is really, as its words

imply, directed to God. The answer, however, is not there-

fore to be taken as a direct answer from God, as it might

be in a prophetical connection: the psalmist addresses him-

self to God in prayer, he as it were reads the heart of God,

and answers to himself the question just asked, in accor-

dance with the mind of God. "ni-i and jrtj* which are usually

distinguished from each other like irapoixstv and xaxoixetv

in Hellenistic Greek, are alike in meaning in this instance.

It is not a merely temporary yi^ (Ixi. 5), but for ever, that

is intended. The only difference between the two inter-

changeable notions is this, the one denotes the finding of an

abiding place of rest starting from the idea of a wander-

ing life, the other the possession of an abiding place of rest

starting from the idea of settled family life.* The holy

* In the Arabic sS}\ A^ is "one under the protection of God,

dwelling as it were in the fortress of God." vid. Fleischer's Samach-

schari, S. 1, Anm. 1.

U*
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tabernacle and the holy mountain are here thought of in

their spiritual character as the places of the divine presence

and of the church of God assembled round the symbol of

it; and accordingly the sojourning and dwelling there is

not to be understood literally, but in a spiritual sense.

This spiritual depth of view, first of all with local limi-

tations, is also to be found in xxvii. 4, 5, Ixi. 5. This is

present even where the idea of earnestness and regularity in

attending the sanctuary rises in intensity to that of con-

stantly dwelling therein, Ixv. 5, Ixxxiv. 4— 5; while else-

where, as in xxiv. 3, the outward materiality of the Old

Testament is not exceeded. Thus we see the idea of the

sanctuary at one time contracting itself within the Old

Testament limits, and at another expanding more in ac-

cordance with the spirit of the New Testament; since in

this matter, as in the matter of sacrifice, the spirit of the

New Testament already shews signs of life, and works power-

fully through its cosmical veil, without that veil being as

yet rent. The answer to the question, so like the spirit of

the New Testament in its intention, is also itself no less

New Testament in its character: Not every one who saith

Lord, Lord, but they who do the will of God, shall enjoy

the rights of friendship with Him. But His will concerns

the very substance of the Law, viz. our duties towards all

men, and the inward state of the heart towards God.

In the expression CTpH Tjbin (here and inProv. xxviii. 18),

W^l^iTi is either a closer definition of the subject: one walk-

ing as an upright man, like ^0"1 Tfyin one going about as a

slanderer, cf. Tj^.in "l^'ljn Mic. ii. 7 "the upright as one walk-

ing"; or it is an accusative of the object, as in nip*3V *i?'i'^

Isa. xxxiii. 15: one who walks uprightness, i. e. one who

makes uprightness his way, his mode of action; since CT^n

may mean integrum= mtegritas, and this is strongly favoured

by D^^ns DTypI, which is used interchangeably with it in

Ps. Ixxxiv. 12 (those who walk in uprightness). Instead of

np"*i TWy we have the poetical form of expression p^^bvB.

The characterising of the outward walk and action is

followed in ver. 2& by the characterising of the inward nature

:

speaking truth in his heart, not: with his heart (not merely
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with his mouth); for in the phrase 2)'2 "IDX, Ii is always the

Beth of the place, not of the instrument — the meaning

therefore is: it is not falsehood and deceit that he thinks

and plans inwardly, but truth (Hitz.). We have three char-

acteristics here: a spotless walk, conduct ordered according

to God's will, and a truth-loving mode of thought.

Vers. 3— 5. The distich which contains the question

and that containing the general answer are now followed

by three tristichs, which work the answer out in detail.

The description is continued in independent clauses, which,

however, have logically the value of relative clauses. The

pe?'/j^. have the signification of abstract presents, for they

are the expression of tried qualities, of the habitual mode
of action, of that which the man, who is the subject of the

question, never did and what consequently it is not his

wont to do. bT) means to go about, whether in order to

spie out (which is it usual meaning), or to gossip and slander

(here, and the Piel in 2 Sam. xix. 28; cf. '?p"], ^Ol). Instead

•ijt^'t'3 we have W'b'bv, (with Dag. in the second h-, in order

that it may be read with emphasis and not slurred over*),

because a word lies upon the tongue ere it is uttered, the

speaker brings it up as it were from within on to his tongue

or lips, xvi. 4, 1. 16, Ezek. xxxvi. 3. The assonance of

nj.n T\):ib is well conceived. To do evil to him who is bound

to us by the ties of kindred and friendship, is a sin which

will bring its own punishment. 2)^p^ is also the parallel

word to j;*! in Exod. xxxii. 27. Both are here intended to

refer not merely to persons of the same nation ; for whatever

is sinful in itself and under any circumstances whatever, is

also sinful in relation to every man according to the mo-

rality of the Old Testament. The assertion of Hupfeld and

others that t^t^O in conjunction with nE^,n means efferre =
effari^ is opposed by its combination with bv. ^^^ its use

elsewhere in the phrase TiD^in Nti'J "to bear reproach" (lxix.8).

It means (since ^^trJ is just as much tollere as ferre) to bring

reproach on any one, or load any one with reproach. Ee-

* v'ld. the rule for this orthophoDic Vag. in the Luther. Zeitschrift,

1863, S. 413.
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proach is a burden wliicli is more easily put on than cast

off; audacter cahimniare^ semper aJiquid hceret.

In ver. 4« the interpretation "he is little in his own
eyes, despised,'" of which Hupfeld, rejecting it, says that Hitzig

has picked it up out of the dust, is to be retained. Even the

Targ., Saad., Aben-Ezra, Kimchi, Urbino (in his Grammar,

"j;in ^Hn) take v:^j)2 hDJ together, even though explaining

it differently, and it is accordingly accented by Baer

DNpJ iTiiiyD HiD^ {Mahpach, Asia Legarme, Relia magnum).'^

God exalts him who is Vj^^Z
"jlJiJ,

1 Sam. xv. 17. David,

when he brought up the ark of his God, could not sufficiently

degrade himself (^p.j), and appeared VjJ;3 ^Cl^', 2 Sam. vi. 22.

This lowliness, which David also confesses in Ps. cxxxi., is

noted here and throughout the whole of the Old Testament,

e. g., Isa. Ivii. 15, as a condition of being well-pleasing before

God; just as it is in reality the chief of all virtues. On the

other hand, it is mostly translated either, according to

the usual accentuation, with which the Beth of VJ^yD is

dageshed: the reprobate is despised in his eyes (Rashi,

Hupf.), or in accordance with the above accentuation:

despised in his eyes is the reprobate (Maurer, Hengst.,

Olsh., Luzzatto); but this would say but little, and be badly

expressed. For the placing together of two participles

without an article, and moreover of similar meaning,

with the design of the one being taken as subject and the

other as predicate, is to be repudiated simply on the

ground of style; and the difference among expositors shews

how equivocal the expression is.

On the other hand, when we translate it: "despicable is

he in his own eyes, worthy to be despised" (Ges. § 134, 1),

we can appeal to xiv. 1, where •"in^ni!;'n is intensified just in

the same way by 12''J/nri, as mT2:) is here by Dijp^; cf. ^Iso

Gen. XXX. 31, Job xxxi. 23, Isa. xliii. 4. The antithesis of

* The usual accentuation DN*?2J V^^^S I Hi-i forcibly separates

V^"'V2 fi'oin nOJ to which according to its position it belongs. And

Heidenheim's accentuation DNDJ \^y^^1 Hp^ is to be rejected on ac-

centuologrical grounds, because of two like distinctives the second has

always a less distinctive value than the first. We are consequently

only left to the one given above. The MSS. vary.
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ver. 4cb to ver. 4a is also thus fully met: he himself seems

to himself unworthy of any respect, whereas he constantly

shews respect to others; and the standard by which he

judges is the fear of God. His own fear of Jahve is manifest

from the self-denying strictness with which he performs

his vows. This sense of V'Tt-V^'^:-^ is entirely misapprehended

when it is rendered: he swears to his neighbour (y"i = j;"!),

which ought to be )'])^h, or: he swears to the wicked (and

keeps to what he has thus solemnly promised), which ought

to be ])^b; for to what purpose would be the omission of

the elision of the article, which is extremely rarely (xxxvi. 6)

not attended to in the classic style of the period before the

Exile? The words have reference to Lev. v. 4: if any one

swear, thoughtlessly pronouncing 2^^;'rh IX P'lrjS, to do evil

or to do good, etc. The subject spoken of is oaths which are

forgotten, and the forgetting of which must be atoned for

by an astiam, whether the nature of the oath be something

unpleasant and injurious, or agreeable and profitable, to

the person making the vow. The retrospective reference of

^^nb to the subject is self-evident; for to injure another is

indeed a sin, the vowing and performance of which, not its

omission, would require to be expiated. On y"iriS = TTh
vid. GeSo § 67, rem. 6. The hypothetical antecedent (cf.

e. g., 2 Kings v. 13) is followed by np^ «'bl as an apodosis.

The verb "iiCPl is native to the law of vows, which, if any

one has vowed an animal in sacrifice , forbids both chan-

ging it for its money value (P)^^nn) and exchanging it for

another, be it L1t02 J/n-1i< J/^^ -ib'^ Lev. xxvii. 10, 33. The

psalmist of course does not use these words in the technical

sense in which they are used in the Law. Swearing includes

making a vow, and 'n^i N'b disavows not merely any ex-

changing of that which was solemnly promised, but also

any alteration of that which was sworn: he does not misuse

the name of God in anywise, N^l^6.

In ver. 5« the psalmist also has a passage of the Tora

before his mind, viz. Lev. xxv. 37, cf. Exod. xxii. 24, Deut.

xxiii. 20, Ezek. xviii. 8. "T^^jli JPO signifies to give a thing

away in order to take usury (T|ii;0 from "i^O to bite, oaxvstv)

for it. The receiver or demander of interest is "^L>'p, the
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one who pays interest TjliJ'J, the interest itself "lio. The trait

of character described in ver. 5& also recalls the language

of the Mosaic law: n\h iib *!nt^*, the prohibition Exod.

xxiii. 8, Deut. xvi. 19; and
''p^"^J/, the curse Deut. xxvii. 25:

on account of the innocent, i. e. against him, to condemn

him. Whether it be as a loan or as a gift, he gives without

conditions, and if he attain the dignity of a judge he is proof

against bribery, especially with reference to the destruction

of the innocent. And now instead of closing in conformity

with the description of character already given: such a man
shall dwell, etc., the concluding sentence takes a different

form, moulded in accordance with the spiritual meaning of

the opening question: he who doeth these things shall never

be moved (l:1^] fut. NipJi)^ he stands fast, being upheld by

Jahve, hidden in His fellowship; nothing from without, no

misfortune, can cause his overthrow.

"^^"^^
\< PSALM XVI.

REFUGE IN GOD, THE HIGHEST GOOD, IN THE PRESENCE
OF DISTRESS AND OF DEATH.

J 1 PRESEUVE me, God, for in Thee do I hide myself

2 I say unto Jahve: "Thou art my Lord,

Besides Thee I have no good*^"

3 And to the saints who are in the earth:

"These are the excellent, in whom is all my delight".

4 Their sorrows shall be multiplied who have bartered

for an idol —
I will not pour out their drink-offerings of blood,

Nor take their names upon my lips.

5 Jahve is the portion of my land and of my cup,

Thou makest my lot illustrious.

6 The lines have fallen unto me in pleasant places,

Yea, the heritage appears fair to me.

7 I will bless Jahve, who hath given me counsel;

In the night-seasons also my reins instruct me.
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8 I have set Jalive always before me,

For He is at my riglit hand — therefore I shall not

be moved.

9 Therefore my heart is glad, and my glory exulteth,

My flesh also shall dwell free of care.

v/ 10 For Thou wilt not abandon my soul to Hades,

Nor give up Thy Holy One to see the pit; ^^^

11 rThou wilt make me know the path of life —
. Fulness of joy is in Thy countenance,

Pleasures are in Thy right hand for evermore.

The preceding Psalm closed with the words ^01^^. ^b; this

word of promise is repeated in xvi. 8 as an utterance of

faith in the mouth of David. We are here confronted by a

pattern of the unchangeable believing confidence of a friend

of God; for the writer of Ps. xvi. is in danger of death, as
y^

is to be inferred from the prayer expressed in^ver. 1 and

the expectation in ver. 10. But there is no trace of anything

like bitter complaint, gloomy conflict, or hard struggle:

the cry for help is immediately swallowed up by an over-

powering and blessed consciousness and a bright hope.

There reigns in the whole Psalm, a settled calm, an inward

joy, and a joyous confidence, which is certain that every-

thing that it can desire for the present and for the future

it possesses in its God.

The Psalm is inscribed "iilb; and Hitzig also confesses

that "David may be inferred from its language". What-

ever can mark a Psalm as Davidic we. find combined in this

J) Psalm: thoughts crowding together in compressed language,

which becomes in ver. 4 bold even to harshness, but then \

becomes clear and moves more rapidly; an antiquated, pe-

^. culiar, and highly poetic impress O^'lN*, my Lord, n^^, n"?!!:,

nDIi', •;]^?2ln);'~and a well- devised grouping of the strophes.

In addition to all these, there are manifold points of contact

with indisputably genuine Davidic Psalms (comp. e. g.^

y, ver. 5 with xi. 6; ver. 10 with h^. 4; ver. 11 with xvii. 15),

and with indisputably ancient portions of the Pentateuch

(Exod. xxiii. 13, xix. 6, Gen. xlix. 6). Scarcely any other

Psalm shews so clearly as this, what deep roots psalm-poetry
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lias struck into the Tora, both as it regards the i.iatter and

the language. Concerning the circumstances of its compo-

,Ai^ sition, vid. on Ps. xxx. ^
'

The superscription "in^ crr?p, Ps. xvi. has in common ' J

/ 4\ with Ps. Ivi.—Ix. After the~Sialogy of the other super- . y'

M^l scriptions, it must have a techiiical meaning. This at once /
^

]^ u' militates against Hitzig's explanation, that it is a poem
^^ hitherto unknown, an dvsxEoTov, according to the Arabic

mdktum^ hidden, secret, just as also against the meaning

x£i[XYjAiov, which says nothing further to help us. The LXX.
translates it air^XoYpacpia (ei? oTYjXoYpacpiav), instead of which

the Old Latin version has tituU inscriptio (Hesychius xixXo?*

TTTu^^tov sTTLYpajxixa e;(ov). That this translation accords with

the tradition is shewn by that of the Targum 5<ijnn i^^"^^^

sculptura recta (not erecta as Hupfeld renders it). Both

versions give the verb the meaning CDS itisculpere, which is Q-

supported both by a comparison with ^nr, cogn. 2iin, 21i>', and

by cnn imprimere {sigillum). Moreover, the sin of Israel is

called cn^J in Jer. ii. 22 (cf. xvii. 1) as being a deeply im-

pressed spot, not to be wiped out. If we now look more
>i closely into the Michtam P salms as a whole, we find they ^

\ have two jDrevailing featuresJn common. Sometimes signi- [j.

v/i ficant and remarkable words are introduced by ''Hl^N*, '^^^<"'^, ' >
.

nsi, xvi. 2, Iviii. 12, Ix. 8, cf. Isa. xxxviiiT* l5J 11 (in

j: Hezekiah's psalm, which is inscribed unro = cnrp as it is

J, I

perhaps to be read) ; ^sometimes words of this character are

jre£eated after the manner of a refrain, as in Ps. W\.:J^will'^)

not fear, what can man do to me! in Ps. Ivii.: Be Thou

exalted, Elohim^ above the heavens, Thy glory above all the

earth! and in Ps.lix.: For Elohim is my high tower, my merciful

God. Hezekiah's psalm unites this characteristic with the

other. Accordingly Dn^/^, like iizr^paiiiioL ,* appears to mean

y I

first of all an inscription and then to be equivalent to an
A 1 inscription-poem ^or epi^am, a poem containing pithy say- - /

lings; since in the Psalms of this order some expressive sen-

tence, after the style of an inscription or a motto on a

* In modern Jewish poetry cnro is actually the name for the

epigram.
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monument, is brouglit prominently forward, by being either

specially introduced or repeated as a refrain.

The strophe-schema is 5. 5. 6. 7. The last strophe, which

has grown to seven lines, is an expression of joyous hopes

in the face of death, which extend onward even into eternity.

Vers. 1— 3. The Psalm begins with a prayer that is

based upon faith, the special meaning of which becomes clear

from verJO: May God preserve him (which He is able to

do as being b^, the Almighty, able to do all things), who

has no other refuge in which he has hidden and will hide

but Him. This short introit is excepted from the parallelism;

so far therefore it is monostichic, — a sigh expressing every-

thing in few words. And the emphatic pronunciation ''y^jy.l/

Shamireni harmonises with it; for it is to be read thus, just

as in Ixxxvi. 2, cxix. 167 sham'rah (cf. on Isa. xxxviii. 14

npl2;T)5 according to the express testimony of the Masora.*
' The text of the next two verses (so it appears) needs to

- be improved in two respects. The reading n*]??X as addressed \y

to the soul (Targ.), cf. Lam. iii. 24 sq., is opposed by the

. absence of any mention of the thing addressed. It rests

upon a misconception of the defective form of writing, Vp\)2'^ -

(Ges. § 44, rem. 4). Hitzig and Ewald (§ 190, d) suppose

Ithat in such cases a rejection of thejin^iljowel, which really

occurs in the language~of~'the people , after the manner of

the Aramaic {rrm or nnp^'), lies at the bottom of the form.

And it'does really seem as though the frequent occurrence

of this defective form (ny"!'' = ^np^ cxl. 13, Job xlii. 2,
-

n^JD = TIOdT Kings viii. 48, n^t^T = Tl^t^y Ezek. xvi. 59, cf.

2 Kings xviii. 20, m^X now pointed T\^t2^, with Isa. xxxvi. 5)

has its occasion at least in some such cutting away of the

2, peculiar to the language of the common people; although,

* The Masora observes NIDDI I^Li^").*! 'D, /. c. twice in the Psalter

n-lD w* is ill the imperative, the b being displaced by Gaja (Mclhcg) and

changed into a, vicl. Baer, Torath Emeth p. 22 sq. In spite of this the

grammarians are not agreed as to the pronunciation of the imperative

and infinitive forms when so pointed. Luzzatto, Hke Lonzano, reads it

shom^rcni.
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if David wrote it so, n*l^X is not intended to be read other-

wise than it is in xxxi. 15, cxl. 7.*

First of all David gives expression to his confession of

Jahve, to whom he submits himself -anconditionally, and

whom he sets above everything else without exception.

Since the suffix of ''^IX (properly domini met = domine mi,
"

Gen. xviii. 3, cf. xix. 2), which has become mostly lost sight

of in the usage of the language, now and then retains its

original meaning, as it does indisputably in xxxv. 23, it is

certainly to be rendered also here: "Thou art mj Lord" and A
^not "Thou art the Lord". The^emphasis lies^expressly on

the "my". It is the unreserved and joyous feeling of depen-

dence (more that of the little child, than of the servant),

which is expressed in this first confession. For, as the second

clause of the confession says : Jahve, who is his Lord, is also

his benefactor, yea even his highest good. The preposition

^]l frequently introduces that which extends beyond some-

thing else, Gen. xlviii. 22 (cf. Ixxxix. 8, xcv. 3), and to this

passage may be added Gen. xxxi. 50, xxxii. 12, Exod.

xxxv. 22, Num. xxxi. 8, Deut. xix. 9, xxii. 6, the one thing

being above, or co-ordinate with, the other. So also here:

/"my good, i. e. whatever makes me truly happy, is not above
y(

iThee", i. e. in addition to Thee, beside Thee; according to

the sense it is equivalent to out of Thee or without Thee

(as the Targ., Symm., and Jerome render it), Thou alone,

without exception, art my good. In connection with this

rendering of the b^, the b^ (poetic, and contracted from

">^2), which is unknown to the literature before David's

time, presents no difficulty. As in Prov. xxiii. 7 it is short

for n.''rn~'?2. Hengstenberg remarks, "Just as Thou art the

Lord! is the response of the soul to the words I am the Lord

thy God (Exod. xx. 2), so Thou only art my salvation! is the

response to Thou shalt have no other gods beside Me
0^0~^j;)". The psalmist knows no fountain of true hap-

* Pinsker's view {Einleit. S. 100— 102), who considers 0?^'^ to

have sprung from npj/B as the primary form of the \. pers. sing, from

which then came ip'^yr) and later still ^H'^E), is untenable according

to the history of the 'language.
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piness but Jalive, in Him he possesses all, his treasure is

in Heaven.

Such is his confession to Jahve. But he also has those

on earth to whom he makes confession. Transposing the \ -^Jr'

we read: ^^,.-'^ ^ ^-^ ^k\v'^

While Diestel's alteration: "to the saints, who are in his

land, he makes himself glorious, and all his delight is in

them," is altogether strange to this verse: the above transfer •-

of the TFarv* suffices to remove its difficulties, and that in

a way quite in accordance with the connection. Now it is

clear, that Cl^'np':', as has been supposed by some, is the

i; d^fc^2;e governed by '•r.'I^N*, the influence of which is thus

carried forward; it is clear what is meant by the addition

1) V*1XD ^lli'N*, which distinguishes the object of his affection here ^'

ijeTow from the One above, who is incomparably the highest;

it is clear, as to what h^H defines, whereas otherwise this

purely descriptive relative clause ni^Pl *f"1.!s*3 112/N (which von

Ortenberg transposes into Hl^rip HV."]^* ^W.^.) appears to be

useless and surprises one both on account of its redundancy

(since n^H is superfluous, cf. e. g. 2 Sam. vii. 9, ii. 18) and

on account of its arrangement of the words (an arrangement,

which is usual in connection with a negative construction,

Deut. XX. 15, 2 Chron. viii. 7, cf. Gen. ix. 3, Ezek. xii. 10);

it is clear, in what sense '»"T»"1^^ alternates with Qit^'inp, since

it is not those who are accounted by the world as D'''T'"I^ on

account of their worldly power and possessions (cxxxvi. 18,

2 Chron. xxiii. 20), but the holy, prized by him as being also

glorious, partakers of higher glory and worthy of higher

honour; and moreover, this corrected arrangement of the

verse harmonises with the Michtam character of the Psalm.

The thoughiJJiiiS_obtailied, is the thought one expected

(IqyeJ^Jiod^and love to His saints), and the one which one _n^

is also obliged to wring from the text as we have it, either

by translating with De Welte, Maurer, Dietrich and others:

* Approved by Kamphausen and by the critic in the Liter. Blail

of the Allgem. Kirchen-Zeilung 1864 S. 107.
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"the saints wlio are in the land, they are the excellent in

whom I have all my delight", — a Waw apodoseos, with

which one could only be satisfied if it were r^ril (cf. 2 Sam.

XV. 34) — or: "the saints who are in the land and the

glorious — all my delight is in them". By both these inter-

pretations, h would be the exponent of the nom. ahsol. which

is elsewhere detached and placed at the beginning of a sen-

tence, and this ^_of xeference (Ew. § 310, «) is really com-

mon to every style (Num. xviii. 8, Isa. xxxii. 1, Eccl. ix. 4);

whereas the h understood of the fellowship in which he

stands when thus making confession to Jahve: associating

myself with the saints (Hengst.), with (vbn Lengerke), among

the saints (Hupf., Thenius), would be a preposition most
liable to be misapprehended, and makes ver. 3 a cumber-

some appendage of ver. 2. But if h be taken as the Lamed
of reference then the elliptical construct n^"^<l, to which

|^"]^*n ought to be supplied, remains a stumbling-block not

to be easily set aside. For such an isolation of the connect-

ing form from its genitive cannot be shown to be syntactic-

ally possible in Hebrew {vid. on 2 Kings ix. 17, Thenius,

and Keil); nor are we compelled to suppose in this instance

what cannot be proved elsewhere, since DD'"'H5n~^D is,

without any harshness, subordinate to n''"N1 as a genitival

notion (Ges. § 116, 3). And still in connection with the

riding '>*in?{1, both the formation of the sentence which,

beginning with h-, leads one to expect an apodosis, and the

relation of ver. 3 to ver. 2, according to which the central

point of the declaration must lie just within DD"">iJSn~^r,

are opposed to this rendering of the words -^D n^^l

Thus, therefore, we come back to the above easy im-

provement of the text. CtJf'nfp are those in whom the will

of Jahve concerning Israel, that it should be a holy nation

(Exod. xix. 6, Deut. vii. 6), has been fulfilled, viz. the living

members of the ecclesia sanctorum in this world (for there

is also one in the other world, Ixxxix. 6). Glory, 66^a, is

the outward manifestation of holiness. It is ordained of

God for the sanctified (cf. Eom. viii. 30), whose moral no-

bility is now for the present veiled under the menial form
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of the ^:V', and in tlie eyes of David they already possess it.

His spiritual vision pierces through the outward form of

the servant. His verdict is like the verdict of God, who is

his all in all. The saints, and they only, are the excellent

to him. His whole delight is centred in them, all his respect

and affection is given to them. The congregation of the

saints is his Chephzihah, Isa. Ixii. 4 (cf. 2 Kings xxi. 1).

Vers. 4— 5. As he loves the saints so, on the other hand, ho

abhors the apostates and their idols. ntlO "IPIN is to be

construed as an appositional relative clause to the preced-

ing: multi sunt ci^uciatus (cf. xxxii. 10) eorum^ eorum scil. qui

alium permutant. The expression would flow on more

smoothly if it were 12"!^: they multiply, or increase their

pains, who . . ., so that nn?3 "inx would be the subject, for

instance like IDHN* 'n (he whom Jahve loves), Isa, xlviii. 14.

This ver. 4 forms a perfect antithesis to ver. 3. In David's

eyes the saints are already the glorified, in whom his delight

centres; while, as he knows, a future full of anguish is in

store for the idolatrous, and their worship, yea, their very

names are an abomination to him. The suffixes of DHOC^
and cnicti' might be referred to the idols according to Exod.

xxiii. 13, Hos. ii. 19, if "in^< be taken collectively as equi-

valent to C nnx, as in Job viii. 19. But it is more natural

to assign the same reference to them as to the suffix of

cniD-^y, which does not signify "their idols" (for idols are

C^Ky), but their torments, pains (from VQ-^V^ derived from

2-^?^), cxlvii. 3, Job ix. 28. The thought is similar to 1 Tim.

vi. 10, sauTou? Tr3pi£7r£ipav oouvai? iroixiXat?. ^Ij^v is a general

designation of the broadest kind for everything that is not

God, but which man makes his idol beside God and in op-

position to God (cf. Isa. xlii. 8, xlviii. 11). nno cannot

mean festmant, for in this signification it is only found in

Piel nnp, and that once with a local, but not a personal,

accusative of the direction, Nah. ii. 6. It is therefore to be

rendered (and the perf. is also better adapted to this mean-

ing): they have taken in exchange that which is not God

(ViD like n^?:n, cvi. 20, Jer. ii. 11). Perhaps (cf. the phrase

nriv^n^i) the secondary meaning of wooing and fondling is

connected with it; for ImD is the proper word for acquiring
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a wife by paying down the price asked by her father, Exod.

xxii. 15. With such persons, who may seem to be Dn">lN

in the eyes of the world, but for whom a future fall of an-

guish is in store, David has nothing whatever to do: he will

not pour out drink-offerings as they pour them out. cri''2p^

has the Bag. lene^ as it always has. They are not called c~p

as actually consisting of blood, or of wine actually mingled

with blood; but consisting as it were of blood, because they

are offered with blood-stained hands and blood-guilty con-

sciences, up is the min of derivation; in this instance (as in

Amos iv. 5, of. Hos. vi. 8) of the material, and is used in

other instances also for similar virtually adjectival expres-

sions, X. 18, xvii. 14, Ixxx. 14.

In ver. 4 c the expression of his abhorrence attains its

Aclimax: even their names, i. e. the names of their false gods,

-which they call out, he shuns taking upon his lips, just as

is actually forbidden in the Tora, Exod. xxiii. 13 (cf. Const.

Apost. V. 10 siooiXov [ivrj{xov3U£iv 6v6|JLaTa oai[xovixa). He takes

the side of Jahve. Whatever he may wish for, he possesses

in Him; and whatever he has in Him, is always secured to

him by Him. •'p^ndoes not here mean food (Bottch.), for in this

sense pbr\ (Lev. vi. 10) and PIjD (1 Sam. i. 4) are identical;

and parallel passages like cxlii. 6 shew what ")p^n means when
applied to Jahve. According to xi. 6, ''DID is also a genitive

just like ipbr\] pbjl DjD is the share of landed -property as-

signed to any one ; D13 HJp the share of the cup according

to paternal apportionment. The tribe of Levi received no

territory in the distribution of the country, from which

they might have maintained themselves; Jahve was to be

their p^n. Num. xviii. 20, and the gifts consecrated to Jahve

were to be their food, Deut. x. 9, xviii. 1 sq. But never-

theless all Israel is paoiXsiov Updxsujxa, Exod. xix. 6, towards

which even Cl^np and cn^N in ver. 3 pointed; so that,

therefore, the very thing represented by the tribe of

Levi in outward relation to the nation, holds good, in all

its deep spiritual significance, of every believer. It is not

anything earthly, visible, created, and material, that is

allotted to him as his possession and his sustenance, but

Jahve and Him only; but in Him is perfect contentment.
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In ver. 5&, ':]''^ln, as it stands, looks at first sight as though

it were ihelTifh. of a verb r^i^l (^ri). But such a verb is

not to be found anywhere else, we must therefore seek some

other explanation of the word. It cannot be a substantive

in the signification of possession (Maurer, Ewald), for such a

substantival form does not exist. It might more readily

be explained as a participle = T|?p^n, somewhat like P)''p1>,

Isa. xxix. 4, xxxviii. 5, Eccl. i. 18, = rp)\ — a compari-

son which has been made by Aben-Ezra {Sefaih Jether No.

421) and Kimchi {Mlchlol 11«), — a form of the participle

to which, in writing at least, ^OID, 2 Kings viii. 21, forms

a transition; but there is good reason to doubt the exis-

tence of such a form. Had the poet intended to use the

part, of "]Dn, it is more probable he would have written

"i^pm:; ODin HPN*, just as the LXX. translators might have

had it before them^ taking the Chirek cofnpaginis as a suffix:

00 £1 6 a-noxaOioTtov tyjv xXYjpovofxiav {lou e[ioi (Bottcher). For

the conjecture of Olshausen and Thenius, rj^DlH in the sense:

"thou art continually my portion" halts both in thought and

expression. Hitzig's conjecture ?]i5^')n "thou, thy Tummim
are my lot", is more successful and tempting. But the fact

that ihe Ci^n are never found (not even in Deut. xxxiii. 8)

without the b^^^^^ is against it. Nevertheless, we should

prefer this conjecture to the other explanations, if the word

would not admit of being explained as Hiph. from r(a^_^ ("^1),

which is the most natural explanation. Schultens has

compared the Arabic wamika^ to be broad, from which there

is a Hiphil form dl^.j, to make broad, in Syro-Arabic, that

is in use even in the present day among the common
people.* And since we must at any rate come down to

the supposition of something unusual about this "j^Din, it is

surely not too bold to regard it as a aizal y^TP^1^[^-* Thou

* The Arabic Lexicographers are only acquainted with a noun

rvamha, breadth {amplitudo), but not with the verb. And even the noun

does not belong to the universal and classical language. But at the

present day v^^pf (pronounced rvumk), breadth, and n^amik are in com-

mon use in Damascus; and it is only the verb that is shunned in the

better conversational style. — Wetzstein.

VOL. I. 15
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makest broad my lot, i. e. ensurest for me a spacious habi-

tation, a broad place, as the possession that falleth to

me,* — a thought, that is expanded in ver. 6.^

V^rs. 6— 8. The measuring lines (O'l^Iin) are cast

(Mic. ii. 5) and fall to any one just where and as far as his

property is assigned to him; so that ^2T\ h^\ (Josh. xvii.

5) is also said of the falling to any one of his allotted ^^ov-

tion of land. Cpv;^ (according to the Masora defective as

also in ver. 11 n'iDyj) is sl pluralet., the plural that is used

to denote a unity in the circumstances, and a similarity in

the relations of time and space, Ges. § 108, 2, a; and it

signifies both pleasant circumstances. Job xxxvi. 11, and,

as here, a pleasant locality, Lat. amce?ia (to which nin^^ in

ver. 11, more strictly corresponds). The lines have fallen

to him in a charming district, viz. in the pleasurable fellow-

ship of God, this most blessed domain of love has become

his paradisaic possession. With P]^; he rises from the fact

to the perfect Contentment which it secures to him: such a

heritage seems to him to be fair, he finds a source of inward

pleasure and satisfaction in it. rhtl,) — according to Ew.

§ 173, dj lengthened from the construct form nbil^ (like

n^^:^. Ixi. 1); according to Hupfeld, springing from iplbfO (by

the same apocope that is so common in Syriac, perhaps like

r\^l2i< ver. 1 from ^n"^,?2N*) iust like mi2] Exod. xv. 2 — is::-T • : - T ^ " r : •

rather, since in the former view there is no law for the

change of vowel and such an application of the form as we
find in Ix. 13 (cviii. 13) is opposed to the latter, a stunted

* It is scarcely possible for two words to be more nearly identical

than 7l1i) and xXYjpos. The latter, usually derived from xXdoj (a piece

broken off), is derived from xeXeoQai (a determining of the divine will)

in Doderlein's Homer. Glossar, iii. 124. But perhaps it is one word,

with 'P")U. Moreover xXfipo? signifies 1) the sign by which anything

whatever falls to one among a number of persons in conformity with

the decision of chance or of the divine will, a pebble, potsherd, or the

like. So in Homer, //. iii. 316, vii. 175, xxiii. 351, Od. x. 206, where
casting lots is described with the expression xXYjpo?. 2) The object

that falls to any one by lot, patrimonium, e. g. Od. xiv. 64, //. xv. 498,

olxo? xal xX^po?, especially of lands. 3) an inheritance without the

notion of the lot, and even without any thought of inheriting, abso-

lutely : a settled, landed property. It is the regular expression for the

allotments of land assigned to colonists (x^.Yjpouj^oi).
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form of nri^n^: the heritage= such a heritage pleases me, lit.

seems fair to me ('^Dli'', cognate root "i^D , "IDI^, cognate in mean-

ing *it^2, wvwo? ^0 ^^^5 polish, make shining, intr. "^^^Z. to he

shining, heautiful). ^bv of heauty known and felt hy him (cf.

Esth. iii. 9 with 1 Sam. xxv. 36 vhv 21^, and the later way of

expressing it Dan. iii. 32). But since the giver and the gift

are one and the same, the joy he has in the inheritance be-

comes of itself a constant thanksgiving to and blessing of the

Giver, that He (^m quippe qui) has counselled him (Ixxiii.

24) to chose the one thing needful, the good part. Even in

the night-seasons his heart keeps watch, even then his reins

admonish him ("ID"', here of moral incitement, as in Isa. viii.

11, to warn). The reins are conceived of as the seat of the

blessed feeling that Jahve is his possession (vid. Psychol.

S. 268; tr. p. 316). He is impelled from within to offer

heart-felt thanks to his merciful and faithful God. He has

Jahve always before him, Jahve is the point towards which

he constantly directs his undiverted gaze; and it is easy for

him to have Him thus ever present, for He is "'^"'D^p (sup-

ply Nin, as in xxii. 29, Iv. 20, cxii. 4), at my right hand (i. e,

where my right hand begins, close beside me), so that he

has no need to draw upon his power of imagination. The

words to !XSX~^3, without any conjunction, express the natu-

ral effect of this, both in consciousness and in reality: he

will not and cannot totter, he will not yield and be over-

thrown.

Vers. 9— 11. Thus then, as this concluding strophe,

as it were like seven rays of light, affirms, he has the most

blessed prospect before him, without any need to fear death.

Because Jahve is thus near at hand to help him, his heart

becomes joyful (np'i^) and his glory, i. e. his soul (vid. on

vii. 6) rejoices, the joy breaking forth in rejoicing, as the

fut. consec. affirms. There is no passage of Scripture that

so closely resembles this as 1 Thess. v. 23. dS is irvsuiia

(voo?), -Il2r, ^^-/ji {vid. Psychol. S. 98; tr. p. 119), "iC'I (accor-

ding tcTits primary meaning, aiirectahile, that which is frail),

ou)}xa. The dtxEfntTto; Tr,pr^6^vat which the apostle in the

above passage desires for his readers in respect of all three

parts of their being, David here expresses as a confident

expectation; for pjn implies that he also hopes for his body
15*
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that which he hopes for his spirit-life centred in the heart,

and for his soul raised to dignity both by the work of crea-

tion and of grace. He looks death calmly and triumphantly

in the face, even his, flesh shall dwell or lie securely, viz.'

without being seized with trembling at its approaching

corruption. David's hope rests on this conclusion: it is

imjpossible for- the man, who, in appropriating faith and

actual experience, calls God his own, to fall into the hands

of death. For ver. 10 shews, that what is here thought of

in connection with n^2^ ptj', dwelling in safety under the

divine protection (Deut. xxxiii. 12, 28, cf. Prov. iii. 24), is

preservation from death, nni^" is rendered by the LXX.
EiacpSopa, as though it came from nnti' BtacpQstpsiv, as per-

haps it may do in Job xvii. 14. But in vii. 16 the LXX.
has |366poc, which is the more correct: prop, a sinking in,

from n)2^ to sink, to be sunk, like nn^ from n")J, pn*] from

nn. To leave to the unseen world (2TJJ prop, to loosen, let

go) is equivalent to abandoning one to it, so that he be-

comes its prey. Ver. 10b — where to see the grave (xlix.

10), equivalent to, to succumb to the state of the grave, i.e.

death (Ixxxix. 49, Lk. ii. 26, John viii. 51) is the opposite

of "seeing life", i. e. experiencing and enjoying it (Eccl. ix.

9, John iii. 36), the sense' of sight being used as the no-

blest of the senses to denote the sensus communis, i. e. the

common sense lying at the basis of all feeling and per-

ception, and figuratively of all active and passive experience

{Psychol. S. 234; tr. p. 276) — shews, that what is said

here is not intended of an abandonment by which, having

once come under the power of death, there is no coming

forth again (Bottcher). It is therefore the hope of not

dyin^, that is expressed by David in ver. 10. For by ?)"T'Dn

David means himself. According to Norzi, the Spanish

MSS. have ^^"I'^pn with the Masoretic note "iv ^i^rT", and the

LXX., Targ., and Syriac translate, and the Talmud and

Midrash interpret it, in accordance with this Ken. There

is no ground for the reading ^jn^DH, and it is also opposed

by the personal form of expression surrounding it.*

* Most MSS. and the best, which have no distinction of Keri and
Chethib here, read ^yCn, as also the BibUa Ven. 1521, the Spanish
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The positive expression of hope in ver. 11 comes as a

companion to the negative just expressed: Thou wilt grant

me to experience (yniD, is used, as usual, of the presentation

of a knowledge, which concerns the whole man and not his

understanding merely) D^^n n"l>*, the path of life, i. e. the

path to life (cf. Prov. v. 6, ii. 19 with ih. x. 17, Mat. vii.

14) ; but not so that it is conceived of as at the final goal,

but as leading slowly and gradually onwards to life; D''^n

in the most manifold sense, as, e. ^., in xxxvi. 10, Deut.

XXX. 15: life from God, with God, and in God, the living

God; the opposite of death, as the manifestation of God's

wrath and banishment from Him. That his body shall not

die is only the external and visible phase of that which

David hopes- for himself; on its inward, unseen side it is

a living, inwrought of God in the whole man, which in its

continuance is a walking in the divine life. The second

part of ver. 11, which consists of two members, describes

this life with which he solaces himself. According to the

accentuation, — which marks CTI with Olewejored not

with Rebia magnum or Pazer, — nin^t^ V7^! is not a second

object dependent upon ''^];''"|in, but the subject of a substan-

tival clause: a satisfying fulness of joy is T|'»JD-nN, with Thy

countenance, i. e, connected with and naturally produced by

beholding Thy face (nx preposition of fellowship, as in xxi.

7, cxl. 14); for joy is light, and God's countenance, or doxa,

is the light of lights. And every kind of pleasurable things,

nioy^, He holds in His right hand^ extending them to His

saints — a gift which lasts for ever; n^^i equivalent to

n^;i.^. to:, from the primary notion of conspicuous bright-

ness, is duration extending beyond all else — an expression

for D^lj;^, which David, has probably coined, for it appears

for the first time in the Davidic Psalms. Pleasures are in

Thy right hand continually — God's right hand is never

em,pty. His fulness is inexhaustible.

The apostolic application of this Psalm (Acts ii. 29—
32, xiii. 35— 37) is based on the considerations that David's

Polyglott and other older printed copies. Those MSS. which give

TTPD (without any Ker'i), on the other hand, scarcely come under con-

sideration.
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hope of not coming under the power of death was iiotrea- H
lised in David himself, as is at once clear, to the unlimited

extent in which it is expressed in the Psalm; but that it is ful-

filled in J^us, who has not been left to Hades and whose flesh

did not see corruption ; and that consequently the words of the

Psalm are a prophecy of David concerning Jesus, the Christ,

who was promised as the heii^to his throne, and whom, by
reason of the promise, he had prophetically before his mind.

If we look into the Psalm, we see that David, in his mode .

of expression, bases that hope simply upon his refetjon to
-Jl

Jahve, the ever-living_One. That it has been granted to

limTin particular, to express this hope which is based upon
tlie mystic relation of the "tDH to Jahve in such language,

V^ a hope which the issue of Jesus' life has sealed by an

historical fulfilment, — is to be explained^from the relation, 4:">

-^according to the promise, in which David stands toliis seed,-^'

'the Christ and Holy One of God, who appeared in the per-

son of Jesus. David, the anointed of God, looking upon
himself as in Jahve, the God who has given the promise,

becomes the prophet of Christ; but this is only indirectly,

for he speaks of himself, and what he says has also been

fulfilled in his own person. But this fulfilment is not limited

to the condition, that he did not succumb to any peril that

threatened his life so long as the kingship would have

perished with him, and that, when lie^died', the kingship

nevertheless remained (Hofmann) ; nor, that he was secured

against all danger of death until he had accomplished his

life's mission, until he had fulfilled the vocation assigned

to hiin in the history of the plan of redemption (Kurtz) —
the hope which he cherishes for himself personally has found

a fulfilment which far exceeds this. After his hope hasJ

found in Christ its full realisation in accordance with the! ~^
-^

V^J history of the plan of redemption, it receives through(^(vj
Christ its personal_rjealisatifiin for himself also. For what
he says, extends on the one hand far beyond himself, and
therefore refers prophetically to Christ: in decachordo PsaU
terio — as Jerome boldly expresses it — ah inferis suscitat

resurgentem. But on the other hand that which is predicted

comes back upon himself, to raise him also from death and
Hades to the beholding of God. Veriis jusiitice sol — says

v^,
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Sonntag in his TituU Psalmorim, 1687 — e sepulcro resur-

rexit, oTYjXr] seu lapis sepuIcraUs a monwnento devolutus,

arcus triimphalis erectus^ victoria ah hominihus reportata. En

vohis Michtam! En Evangeliim! —

PSALM XVII.

FLIGHT OF AN INNOCENT AND PERSECUTED MAN FOR RE-

FUGE IN THE LORD, WHO KNOWETH THEM THAT ARE HIS.

1 HEAR,0 Jahve, righteousness, hearken to my cry,

Give ear to my prayer with undeceitful lips!

2 From Thy presence let my right go forth,

Thine eyes behold rightly.

3 Thou hast proved my heart. Thou hast visited (me)

by night,

Thou hast tried me — Thou findest nothing:

If I think evil, it doth not pass my mouth.

4 In connection with the doings of men, by the words of

Thy lips

I have guarded myself against the paths of the destroyer;

5 My steps held fast to Thy paths,

My footsteps have not slipped.

6 As such an one I call upon Thee, for Thou hearest me,

God!

Incline Thine ear unto me, hear my speech.

7 Shew Thy marvellous lovingkindness. Helper of those

who seek refuge

From those that rise up [against them], at Thy right hand.

8 Keep me as the apple — the pupil — of the eye| <^,

Hide me in the shadow of Thy wings
""

9 From the wicked, who would destroy me.

From my deadly enemies, who compass me about.

10 They have shut up their fat,

They speak proudly with their mouth;

11 At every step they have surrounded me,

Their purpose is to smite down to the earth.

12 He is like a lion that is greedy to ravin.

And like a young lion lurking in the lair.
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13 Arise, Jalive, go forth to meet him^ cast him down,

Deliver my soul from the wicked, with Thy sword,

14 From men, with Thy hand, Jahve — from men of this

world,

Whose portion is in life, and with Thy treasures Thou
fillest their belly,

They have plenty of children and leave their abundance

to their young ones.

15 As for me — in righteousness shall I behold Thy face,

I will satisfy myself, when I awake, with Thine image.

Ps. xvii. is placed after Ps.xvi., because just like the latter

(cf. xi. 7) it closes with the hope of a blessed and satisfy-

ing vision of God. In other respects also the two Psalms have

many prominent features in common: as, for instance, the

the petition ''^"1^1^, xvi. 1, xvii. 8; the retrospect on nightly

fellowship with "God, xvi. 7, xvii. 3; the form of address in

prayer ^N*, xvi. 1, xvii. 6; the verb Tfir\, xvi. 5, xvii. 5, &c.

(vid. Symholce p. 49), notwithstanding a great dissimilarity

in their tone. For Ps. xvi. is the first of those which we
call Psalms written in the indignant style, in the series of

the Davidic Psalms. The language of the Psalms of David,

which is in other instances so flowing and clear, becomes

more harsh and, in accordance with the subject*and mood,

as it were, full of unresolved dissonances (Ps. xvii. cxl.

Iviii. xxxvi. 2 sq., cf. x. 2— 11) when describing the disso-

lute conduct of his enemies, and of the ungodly in general.

The language is then more rough and unmanageable, and
wanting in the clearness and transparency we find else-

where. The tone of the language also becomes more dull

and, as it were, a dull murmur. It rolls on like the rumble

of distant thunder, by piling up the suffixes mo, amo, emo,

as in xvii. 10, xxxv. 16, Ixiv. 6, 9, where David speaks of

his enemies and describes them in a tone suggested by the

indignation, which is working within his breast; or in lix.

12— 14, Ivi. 8, xxi. 10— 13, cxl. 10, Iviii. 7., where, as in

l^rophetic language, he announces to them of the judgment
of God. The more vehement and less orderly flow of the

language which we find here, is the result of the inward

tumult of his feelings.
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There are so many parallels in the thought and expres-

sion of thought of this Psalm in other Davidic Psalms

(among those we have already commented on we may in-

stance more especially Ps. vii. and xi., and also iv. and x.),

that even Hitzig admits the 1t6. The author of the Psalm

is persecuted, and others with him; foes, among whom one,

their leader, stands prominently forward, plot against his

life, and have encompassed him about in the most threaten-

ing manner, eager for his death. All this corresponds,

line for line, with the situation of David in the wilderness

of JMaon (about three hours and three quarters S.S.E. of

Hebron), as narrated in 1 Sam. xxiii. 25 sq., when Saul and

his men were so close upon the heels of David and his men,

that he only escaped capture by a most fortunate incident.

The only name inscribed on this Psalm is ri^E^ri (a

prayer), the most comprehensive name for the Psalms, and

the oldest (Ixxii. 20); for ^^\i/ and 'I'iDTD were only given to

them when they were sung in the liturgy and with musi-

cal accompaniment. As the title of a Psalm it is found five

times (xvii. Ixxxvi. xc. cii. cxlii) in the Psalter, and besides

that once, in Hab. iii. Habakkuk's rb^D is a hymn com-

posed for music. But in the Psalter we do not find any

indication of the Psalms thus inscribed being arranged for

music. The strophe schema is 4. 7; 4. 4. 6. 7.

Vers. 1—2. pnii is the accusative of the object: the

righteousness, intended by the suppliant, is his own (ver.

15«). He knows that he is not merely righteous in his rela-

tion to man, but also in his relation to God. In all such

assertions of pious self-consciousness, that which is intended

is a righteousness^ of life which has its ground in the righ-

teousness of faith. True, Hupfeld is of opinion, that under

the Old Testament nothing was known either of righteous-

ness which is by faith or of a righteousness belonging to

another and imputed. But if this were true, then P^l was

in gross error and Christianity is built upon the sand. But

the truth, that faith is the ultimate ground of righteousness,

is expressed in Gen. xv. 6, and at other turning-points in

the course of the history of redemption; and the truth, that

the righteousness which avails before God is a gift of grace

is, for instance, a thought distinctly marked out in the
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expression of Jeremiah i^p-]!^ 'n, "the LorcJ our righteous-

ness." The Old Testament conception, it is true, looks

more to the phenomena than to the root of the matter

(ist mehr pMnomenell als wurzelhaft)^ is (so to speak) more
Jacobic than Pauline; but the righteousness of life of the

Old Testament and that of the New have one and the same
basis, viz. in the grace of God, the Redeemer, towards sinful

man, who in himself is altogether wanting in righteousness

before God (cxliii. 2). Thus there is no self-righteousness,

in David's praying that the righteousness, which in bi6i is

persecuted and cries for help, may be heard. For, on the

one hand, in his personal relation to Saul, he knows himself

to be free from any ungrateful thoughts of usurpation, and
on the other, in his personal relation to God free from riC*|?p,

i. e. self-delusion and hypocrisy. The shrill cry for help,

n3"), which he raises, is such as may be heard and answered,

because they are not lips of deceit with which he prays. The
actual fact is manifest mn'' "i^D^, therefore may his right

go forth V^d':^P, — just what does happen, by its being

publicly proclaimed and openly maintained — from Him,
for His eyes, the eyes of Him who knoweth the hearts (xi.

4), behold nrj'''»p (as in Iviii. 2, Ixxv. 3 = cni^'^D?, ix. 9, and
many other passages), in uprightness, i. e. in accordance

with the facts of the case and without partiality. DmJ''''D

might also be an accusative of the object (cf. 1 Chron. xxix.

17), but the usage of the language much more strongly

favours the adverbial rendering, which is made still more
natural by the confirmatory relation in which ver. 2& stands

to 2a.

Vers. 3— 5. David refers to the divine testing and illu-

mination of the inward parts, which he has experienced in

himself, in support of his sincerity. The preterites in ver.

3 express the divine acts that preceded the result NlJcn~'i'3,

viz. the testing He has instituted, which is referred to in

^jriD"lV and also n^HS as a trying of gold by fire, and in Tg^
as an investigation (Job vii. 18). The reiult of the close scru-

tiny to which God has subjected him in the night, when the

bottom of a man's heart is at once made manifest, whether
it be in his thoughts when awake or in the dream and fan-

cies of the sleeper, was and is this, that He does not find,
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viz. anything wl^atever to punish in him, anything that is

separated as dross from the gold. To- the mind of the New
Testament believer with his deep, and as it were microsco-

pically penetrating, insight into the depth of sin, such a

confession concerning himself would be more difficult than

to the mind of an Old Testament saint. For a separation

and disunion of flesh and spirit, which was unknown in the

same degree to the Old Testament, has been accomplished

in the New Testament consciousness by the facts and opera-

tions of redemption revealed in the New Testament; although

at the^ame time it must be remembered that in such confes-

sions the Old Testament consciousness does not claim to be

clear from sins, but only from a conscious love of sin, and
from a self-love that is hostile to God.

With TlliS] David begins his confession of how Jahve

found him to be, instead of finding anything punishable in

him. This word is either an infinitive like nl^H (Ixxvii. 10)

with the regular ultima accentuation, formed after the man-
ner of the T\"h verbs, — in accordance with which Hitzig

renders it: my thinking does not overstep my mouth, — or

even 1 peis. prcet., which is properly Milel, but does also

occur as Milra, e. g. Deut. xxxii. 41, Isa. xliv. 16 {vid. on

Job xix. 17), — according to which Bottcher translates:

should I think anything evil, it dare not pass beyond my
mouth, — or (since Ur2\ may denote the determination that

precedes the act, e. g. Jer. iv. 28, Lam. ii. 17): I have de-

termined my mouth shall not transgress. This last render-

ing is opposed by the fact, that "i^y by itself in the ethical

signification "to transgress" (cf. post-biblical n*ll!y. irapapaaic)

is not the usage of the biblical Hebrew, and that when

"•©""IDJIJ^^ stand close together, "iD is presumptively the object.

We therefore give the preference to Bottcher's explanation,

which renders \-iici as a hypothetical perfect and is favoured

by Prov. xxx. 32 (which is to be translated: and if thou

thinkest evil, (lay) thy hand on thy mouth!). Nevertheless

"•D'lZ^^ \>1 is not the expression of a fact, but of a purpose,

as the combination of ^D with the future requires it to be

taken. The psalmist is able to testify of himself that he

so keeps evil thoughts in subjection within him, even when

they may arise, that they do not pass beyond his mouth.
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much less that he ghould put them into action. But per-

haps the psalmist wrote r^^B originally, "my reflecting does

not go beyond Thy commandment" (according to Num. xxii.

18, 1 Sam. XV. 24, Prov. viii. 29), — a meaning better suit-

ed, as a result of the search, to the nightly investigation.

The b of nl^y^^ need not be the b of reference (as to) ; it is

that of the state or condition, as in xxxii. 6, Ixix. 22. D"JJ,

as perhaps also in Job xxxi. 33, Hos. vi. 7 (if D"i^^ is not

there the name of the first man), means, men as they are

by nature and habit. ^'•H^t^' 1D13 does not admit of being

connected with ni'^j.'E:^: at the doings of the world contrary

to Thy revealed will (Hofmann and others); for 2 bl}B can-

not mean: to act contrary to any one, but only: to work

upon any one. Job xxxv. 6. These words must therefore

be regarded as a closer definition, placed first, of the

^ri^^li'' which follows: in connection with the doings of men,

by virtue of the divine commandment, he has taken care

of'the paths of the oppressor, viz. not to go in them; 1 Sam.

XXV. 21 is an instance in support of this rendering, where

T^l^l^', as in Job ii. 6, means: I have kept (Nabal's posses-

sion), not seizing upon it myself. Jerome correctly trans-

lates vias latronis; for y^lB signifies one who breaks in, i. e.

one who does damage intentionally and by violence. The

confession concerning himself is still continued in ver. 5,

for the i?!/". ahsol. T]bn, if taken as imperative would express

a prayer for constancy, that is alien to the circumstances

described. The perfect after ^3 is also against such a ren-

dering. It must therefore be taken as i77f. hlstoriciis, and

explained according to Job xxiii. 11, cf. Ps. xli. 13. The

noun following the i7if. absoL, which is usually the object,

is the subject in this instance, as, e. g. in Job xl. 2, Prov.

xvii. 12, Eccl. iv. 2, and frequently. It is ^"IVi^'N, and not

^"]^t^*N*, ^W^ (a step) never having the "^ dageshed, except

in ver. 11 and Job xxxi. 7.

Vers. 6— 7. It is only now, after his inward parts and

his walk have been laid open to Jahve, that he resumes his

petition, which is so well justified and so soundly based,

and enters into detail. The >:«* found beside ?]^nN"]p (the

* The word is pointed ^^.N in correct texts, as ^^N always is when
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perfect referring to that which has just now been put into

execution) is meant to imply: such an one as he has described

himself to be according to the testimony of his con-

science, may call upon God, for God hears such and will

therefore also hear him- ^JIX tOH exactly corresponds . to

the Latin au-di (aiis-cid-ta). The ffiph. n^DJl (X*'^cn, xxxi.

22, cf. iv. 4) signifies here to work in an extraordinary and

marvellous manner. The danger of him who thus prays

is great, but the mercies of God, who is ready and able to

help, are still greater. Oh that He may, then, exhibit all

its fulness on his behalf. The form of the address resem-

bles the Greek, which is so fond of participles. If it is trans-

lated as Luther translates it: "Shew Thy marvellous loving-

kindness, Thou Saviour of those who trust in Thee, Against

those who so set themselves against Thy right hand", then

C'P'in is used just as absolutely as in Prov. xiv. 32, and

the right hand of God is conceived of as that which arranges

and makes firm. But "to rebel against God's right (not

statuia, but dexteramy is a strange expression. There are

still two other constructions from which to choose, viz. "Thou

Deliverer of those seeking protection from adversaries, with

Thy right hand" (Hitz.), or: "Thou Helper of those seeking

protection from adversaries, at Thy right hand" (Aben-Ezra,

TremelL). This last rendering is to be preferred to the two

others. Since, on the one hand, one says XO nono, refuge

from . . . , and on the other, z HOn to hide one's self in

any one, or in any place, this determining of the verbal

notion by the preposition (on this, see above on ii. 12) must
be possible in both directions. D^MpHQ^ is equivalent to

cn^poipnOD Job. xxvii. 7; and "|:3^D^2 D^Din, those seeking

protection at the strong hand of Jahve. The force of the

3 is just the same as in connection with "irPCn, 1 Sam.
xxiii. 19. In Damascus and throughout Syria — Wetz-
stein observes on this passage — the weak make' use of

these words when they surrender themselves to the strong:

it has Munach and Dechi follows, c, g. also cxvi. 16. This Gaja de-

mands an emphatic intonation of the secondary word in its relation

to the principal word (which here is T^^"^?)'
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dtXj JLdlSj bl "I am in the grasp of thy hand (in thy closed

hand) i. e. I give myself up entirely to thee".*

Vers. 8— 9. The covenant relationship towards Himself

in which Jahve has placed David, and the relationship of

love in which David stands to Jahve, fully justified the op-

pressed one in his extreme request. The apple of the eye,

which is surrounded by the iris, is called ]Vi^\s, the man
(Arabic insdn)^ or in the diminutive and endearing sense of

the termination on: the little man of the eye, because a

picture in miniature of one's self is seen, as in a glass, when

looking into another person's eye. TJ^TI? either because it

is as if born out of the eye and the eye has, as it were, con-

centrated itself in it, or rather because the little image

which is mirrored in it is, as it were, the little daughter

of the eye (here and Lam. ii. 18). To the Latin pupilla

(pupula), Greek ocopv], corresponds most closely j^y nzs,

Zech. ii. 12, which does not signify the gate, aperture, sight,

but, as n? shews, the little boy, or more strictly, the little

girl of the eye. It is singular that ]1l:^\s* here has the femi-

nine I'l^'H? as the expression in apposition to it. The con-"

struction might be genitival: "as the little man of the apple

of the eye", inasmuch as the saint knows himself to be so

near to God, that, as it were, his image in miniature is mir-

rored in the great eye of God. But (1) the more ordinary

name for the pupil of the eye is not ]]y n2, but JIl^'iN; and

(2) with that construction the proper point of the compari-

son, that the apple of the eye is an object of the most care-

ful self-preservation, is missed. There is, consequently,

a combination of two names of the pupil or apple of the

eye, the usual one and one more select, without reference to

the gender of the former, in order to give greater definition

* Cognate in meaning to 3, HDn are ^^ JUji^S and ^^ t^^<X^y

€. g. -^sJ yJl .yo JajLiU t5)tXi' he shelters (hides) himself by the

wall from the wind, or t>5-JI ^ HLojlILj by a fire against the cold,

and ol^j which is often applied in like manner to God's protection.

Thus, e. g. (according to Bochari's Sunna) a woman, whom Muhammed
9 ,£

wanted to seize, cried out: dLjLx) xJULi j^-cl I place myself under

God's protection ag^ainst thee, and he replied: oLi+J v:i>j-fr thou hast

taken refuge in an (inaccessible) asylum (cf. Job, i. 310 n. and ii. 22 n. 2).
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and emphasis to the figure. The primary passage for this

bold figure, which is the utterance of loving entreaty, is

Deut. xxxii. 10, where the dazzling anthropomorphism is

effaced by the LXX. and other ancient versions;* cf. also Sir.

xvii. 22. Then follows another figure, taken from the eagle,

which hides its young under its wings, likewise from Deut.

xxxii, viz. ver. 11, for the figure of the hen (Mat. xxiii. 37)

is alien to the Old Testament. In that passage, Moses, in

his great song, speaks of the wings of God; but the double

figure of the shadow of God's wings (here and in xxxvi. 8,

Ivii. 2, Ixiii. 8) is coined by David. "God's wings" are the

spreadings out, /. e. the manifestations of His love, taking

the creature under the protection of its intimate fellowship,

and the "shadow" of these wings is the refreshing rest and

security which the fellowship of this love affords to those,

who hide themselves beneath it, from the heat of outward

or inward conflict.

From ver. 9 we learn more definitely the position in

which the psalmist is placed. Titi' signifies to use violence,

to destroy the life, continuance, or possession of any one.

According to the accentuation t^'DJS is to be connected with

O'lN, not with •1D''|'p^ and to be understood according to Ez.

XXV. 6: "enemies with the soul" are those whose enmity is

not merely superficial, but most deep-seated (cf. ex ']^ux^/^«

Eph. vi. 6, Col. iii. 23). The soul (viz. the hating and

eagerly longing soul, xxvii. 12, xli. 3) is just the same as

if tJ'DJ^ is combined with the verb, viz. the soul of the ene-

mies; and ">t^"5j '>::"iN would therefore not be more correct, as

Hitzig thinks, than t^'D:3 ^5">N, but would have a different

meaning. They are eager to destroy him {perf. conatus)^

and form a circle round about him, as ravenous ones, in

order to swallow him up.

Vers. 10— 12 tell wjiat sort of people these persecu-

tors are. Their heart is called fat, adeps, not as though

2br\ could in itself be equivalent to zh, more especially as

both words are radically distinct (2^n from the root 2^,

Xitt; 3^ from the root D^ ^^ to envelope: that which is en-

veloped, the kernel, the inside), but (without any need for

* fid. Geiger, Urschrift und Uehersetzungcji dcr Libel S. 324.
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von Ortenberg's conjecture n^D iDIi^ 3^n "they close their

heart with fat") because it is, as it were, entirely f^t (cxix.

70, cf. Ixxiii. 7), and because it is inaccessible to any feeling

of compassion, and in general incapable of the nobler emo-

tions. To shut up the fat = the heart (cf. xXsistv xa

oTrXayxva 1 John iii. 17), is equivalent to: to fortify one's

self wilfully in indifference to sympathy, tender feeling, and

all noble feelings (cf. 2h ]^^m = to harden, Isa. vi. 10).

The construction of lO^D (which agrees in sound with Pl^^D,

Job XV. 27) is just the same as that of i^lp, iii. 5. On the

other hand, 1J'lVLi'J< (after the form l-li^p and written plene) is

neither such an accusative of the means or instrument, nor

the second accusative, beside the accusative of the object,

of that by which the object is surrounded, that is usually

found with verbs of surrounding (e. g. v. 13, xxxii. 7); for

"they have surrounded me (us) with our step" is unintelli-

gible. But iJ"iiti'N* can be the accusative of the member, as

in iii. 8, cf. xxii. 17, Gen. iii. 15, for "it is true the step is

not a member" (Hitz.), but since "step" and "foot" are inter-

changeable notions, Ixxiii. 2, the ^'/Ji^'^ xa6'oXov xal jxepo;

is applicable to the former, and as, e. g. Homer says, Iliad

vii. 355: as jxaXtoxa tiovo; (ppsva; dfjLcpipijBr^xev , the Hebrew

poet can also say: they have encompassed us (and in fact)

our steps, each of our steps (so that we cannot go forwards

or backwards with our feet). The Keri i:iD2p gets rid of the

change in number which we have with the ChetMh '»:i22D;

the latter, however, is admissible according to parallels like

Ixii. 5, and corresponds to David's position, who is hunted

by Saul and at the present time driven into a strait at the

head of a small company of faithful followers. Their eyes

— he goes on to say in ver. 11& -— have they set to fell,

viz. us, who are encompassed, to the earth, i. e. so that we
shall be cast to the ground, n^^ is transitive, as in xviii.

10, Ixii. 4, in the transitively applied sense of Ixxiii. 2 (cf.

xxxvii. 31) : to incline to fall (wh'ereas in xliv. 19, Job xxxi.

7, it means to turn away from) ; and ]^"1N5 (without any need

for the conjecture ITINS) expresses the final issue, instead

of y^^ht vii. 6. By the expression 'i:'>p'i one is prominently

singled out from the host of the enemy, viz. its chief, the

words being : his likeness is as a lion, according to the pecu-
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liarity of the poetical style, of changing verbal into sub-

stantival clauses, instead of r\l1t<3 nO"l. Since in Old Tes-

tament Hebrew, as also in Syriac and Arabic, p is only a

preposition, not a connective conjunction, it cannot be ren-

dered: as a lion longs to prey^, but: as a lion that is greedy

or hungry (cf. oiAw^5^used of sinking away, decline, obscur-

ing or eclipsing, growing pale, and \^m>^ more especially

of enfeebling, hunger, distinct from ^m = i^AS^to peel off,

make bare) to ravin. In the parallel member of the verse

the participle alternates with the attributive clause. l''D^ is

(according to Meier) the young lion as being covered with

thicker hair.

Vers. 13— 15. The phrase ">;?!) D'jp, antevertere faciem

alicvjus, means both to appear before any one with rever-

ence, xcv. 2 (post-biblical: to pay one's respects to any one)

and to meet any one as an enemy, rush on him. The foe

springs like a lion upon David, maj^ Jahve — so he prays

— as his defence cross the path of the lion and intercept

him, and cast him down so that he, being rendered harm-

less, shall lie there with bowed knees (p^_3, of the lion, Gen.

xlix. 9, Num. xxiv. 9). He is to rescue his soul from the

ungodly ^2^1. This 13*in, and also the ?]")^^ which follows,

can be regarded as a permutative of the subject (Bottcher^

Hupfeld, and Hitzig), an explanation which is commended
by xliv. 3 and other passages. But it is much more prob-

ably that more exact definitions of this kind are treated as

accusatives, vid. on iii. 5. At any rate "sword" and "hand"

are meant as the instruments by which the tote, rescuing,

is effected. The force of nj^te extends into ver. 14, and

D^n?:p (with a Chateph under the letter that is freed from

reduplication, like pD^?0, xxxiii. 14) corresponds to V^"]Pj

as ?]"l^^ to ^3*]n. The word DTIO^D (plural of nn, men, Deut.

ii. 34, whence chp, each and every one), which of itself gives

no complete sense, is repeate(^and made complete after the

interruption caused by the insertion of ''n '^"I^ — a remark-

able manner of obstructing and then resuming the thought,

which Hofmann (Schrifibewels ii. 2. 495) seeks to get over

by a change in the division of the verse and in the inter-

punction. i^n, either from l^n Syriac to creep, glide, slip

away (whence Trhp\ a weasel, a mole) or from "i^n Talmudic

VOL. I. 16
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to cover, hide, signifies : this temporal life which glides by

unnoticed (distinct from the Arabic chald, chuld, an abiding

stay, endless duration) ; and consequently Hn, limited exist-

ence, from Hn to have an end, alternates with n^n as a play

upon the letters, comp. xlix. 2 with Isa. xxxviii. 11. The

combination n'priD DTID resembles x. 18, xvi. 4. What is

meant, is : men who have no other home but the world, which

passeth away with the lust thereof, men Ix xotj xoajxou toutou,

or oiol To5 oclaivo? toutou. The meaning of the further de-

scription C^n? Dj^/H (cf. Eccl. ix. 9) becomes clear from the

converse in xvi. 5. Jahve is the pbr of the godly man;

and the sphere within which the worldling claims his phn

is CTin, this temporal, visible, and material life. This is

everything to him; whereas the godly man says: ?|"Cn 21L:

C^^riD, Ixiii. 4. The contrast is not so much between this

life and the life to come, as between the world (life) and

God. Here we see into the inmost nature of the Old Testa-

ment faith. To the Old Testament believer, all the blessed-

ness and glory of the future life, which the New Testament

unfolds _, is shut up in Jahve. Jahve is his highest good,

and possessing Him he is raised above heaven and earth,

above life and death. To yield implicitly to Him, without

any explicit knowledge of a blessed future life, to be satis-

fied with Him, to rest in Him, to hide in Him in the face

of death, is the characteristic of the Old Testament faith.

Di^n^ Cp^n expresses both the state of mind and the lot of

the men of the world. Material things which are their high-

est good, fall also in abundance to their share. The words

"whose belly Thou fillest with Thy treasure" {Cliethih:

^I^^^U') the usual participial form, but as a participle an Ara-

maising form) do not sound as though the poet meant to say

that God leads them to repentance by the riches of His

goodness, but on the contrary that God, by satisfying their

desires which are confined to the outward and sensuous only,

absolutely deprives them of all claim to possessions that

extend beyond the world and this present temporal life. Thus,

then, ]"iD^ in this passage is used exactly as D^JI^V is used in

Job XX. 26 (from ]D^ to hold anything close to one, to hold

back, to keep by one). Moreover, thereis not the slightest alloy

of murmur or envy in the words. The godly man who lacks
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these good things out of the treasury of God, has higher

delights; he can exclaim, xxxi. 20: "how great is Thy good-

ness which Thou hast laid up (n^D^) for those who fear

Theel" Among the good things with which God fills the belly

and house of the ungodly (Job xxii. 17 sq.) are also chil-

dren in abundance; these are elsewhere a blessing upon piety

(cxxvii. 3 sq., cxxviii. 3 sq.), but to those who do not

acknowledge the Giver they are a snare to self-glorifying,

Job xxi. 11 (cf. Wisdom iv. 1). D^2 is not the subject, but

an accusative, and has been so understood by all the old

translators from the original text, just as in the phrase

D'»pj V?t5' to be satisfied with, or weary of, life. On C^bh)])

vid. on viii. 3. ^rii (from "in'' to stretch out in length, then

to be overhanging, towering above, projecting, superfluous,

redundant) signifies here, as in Job xxii. 20^ riches and the

abundance of things possessed.

Yer. 15. With i:x he contrasts his incomparably greater

prosperity with that of his enemies. He, the despised and

persecuted of men, will behold God's face pl^a, in righ-

teousness, which will then find its reward (Mat. v. 8, Hebr.

xii. 14), and will, when this hope is realised by him, tho-

roughly refresh himself with the form of God. It is not suffi-

cient to explain the vision of the divine countenance here as

meaning the experience of the gracious influences which

proceed from the divine countenance again unveiled and

turned towards him. The parallel of the next clause requires

an actual vision, as in Num. xii. 8, according to which Jahve

appeared to Moses in the true form of His being, without

the intervention of any self-manifestation of an accommo-
dative and visionary kind; but at the same time, as in Exod.

xxxiii. 20, where the vision of the divine countenance is

denied to Moses, according to which, consequently, the self-

manifestation of Jahve in His intercourse with Moses is not

to be thought of without some veiling of Himself which

might render the vision tolerable to him. Here, however,

where David gives expression to a hope which is the final

goal and the very climax of all his hopes, one has no right

in any way to limit the vision of God, who in love permits

him to behold Him (vid. on xi. 7), and to limit the being

satisfied with His nJIcn (LXX. xr^^ oo;av aou, vid. Psychol.

16*
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S. 49; transl. p. 61). If this is correct, then y^pT'O cannot

mean "when I wake up from this night's sleep" as Ewald,

Hupfeld and others explain it; for supposing the Psalm

were composed just before falling asleep what would be the

meaning of the postponement of so transcendent a hope to

the end of his natural sleep? Nor can the meaning be to

"awake to a new life of blessedness and peace through the

sunlight of divine favour which again arises after the night

of darkness and distress in which the poet is now to be

found" (Kurtz) ; for to awake from a night of affliction is

an unsuiUble idea and for this very reason cannot be sup-

ported. The only remaining explanation, therefore, is the

waking up from the sleep of death (cf. Bottcher, Be inferis

§ 365— 367). The fact that all who are now in their graves

shall one day hear the voice of Him that wakes the dead,

as it is taught in the age after the Exile (Dan. xii. 2), was

surely not known to David, for it was not yet revealed to

him. But why may not this truth of revelation, towards

which prophecy advances with such giant strides (Isa. xxvi.

19. Ezek. xxxvii. 1— 14), be already heard even in the

Psalms of David as a bold demand of faith and as a hope

that has struggled forth to freedom out of the comfortless

conception of Sheol possessed in that age, just as it is heard

a few decades later in the master-work of a cotemporary of

Solomon, the Book of Job? The morning in Ps. xlix. 15 is

also not any morning whatever following upon the night,

but that final morning which brings deliverance to the

upright and inaugurates their dominion. A sure knowledge

of the fact of the resurrection such as, according to Hof-

mann (Schrlftheweh ii. 2, 490), has existed in the Old Testa-

ment from the beginning, is not expressed in such passages.

For laments like vi. 6, xxx. 10, Ixxxviii. 11— 13, shew that

no such certain knowledge was then in existence ; and when

the Old Testament literature which we now possess allows

us elsewhere an insight into the history of the perception

of redemption , it does not warrant us in concluding any-

thing more than that the perception of the future resurrec-

tion of the dead did not pass from the prophetic word into

the believing mind of Israel until about the time of the Exile,

and that up to that period faith made bold to hojpe for a
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redemption from death, but only l)y means of an inference

drawn from that which was conceived and existed within itself,

without having an express word of prgmise in its fayour.*

Thus it is here also. David certainly gives full expression to

the hope of a vision of God, which, as righteous before God,

will be vouchsafed to him; and vouchsafed to him, even

though he should fall asleep in death in the present extre-

mity (xiii. 4), as one again awakened from the sleep of

death, and, therefore (although this idea does not directly

coincide with the former), as one raised from the dead. But

this hgpe is not a believing appropriation of a "certain know-

ledge", but a view that, by reason of the already existing

revelation of God, lights up out of his consciousness of fellow-

ship with Him,

PSALM XVIII.

DAVID'S HYMNIC RETROSPECT OF A LIFE CROWNED WITH
MANY MERCIES.

2 FERVENTLY do I love Thee, Jahve, my strength,

3 Jahve, my rock, and my fortress, and my Deliverer,

My God, my fastness wherein I hide myself,

My shield, and the horn of my salvation, my high tower!

4 As worthy to be praised do I call upon Jahve,

And against mine enemies shall I be helped.

5 The bands of death had compassed me
And the floods of the abyss came upon me.

6 The bands of hades had surrounded me,

The snares of death assaulted me.

* To this Hofmann, loc. cii. S. 496, replies as follows: "We do not

find that faith indulges in such boldness elsewhere, or that the believ-

ing ones cherish hopes which are based on such insecure grounds."

But the word of God is surely no insecure ground, and to draw bold

conclusions from that which is intimated only from afar, was indeed,

even in many other respects (for instance, respecting the incarnation,

and respecting the abrogation of the ceremonial law), the province of

the Old Testament faith.
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7 In my distress I called upon Jalive,

And unto my God did I cry;

He heard my call out of His temple,

And my cry before Him came into His ears.

8 The earth shook and quaked.

And the foundations of the mountains trembled,

And they swung to and fro, for He was wroth.

9 There went up a smoke in His nostrils,

And fire out of His mouth devoured,

Coals were kindled by it.

10 Then He bowed the heavens and came down,

And thick darkness was under His feet

11 And He rode upon a cherub and did fly.

And floated upon the wings of the wind;

12 He made darkness His covering, His pavilion round about

Him
Darkness of waters, thick clouds of the skies.

13 Out of the brightness before Him there broke through His

clouds

Hail-stones and coals of fire.

14 Then Jahve thundered in the heavens.

And the Highest made His voice to sound forth.

[Hail-stones and coals of fire.]

15 And He sent forth His arrows and scattered them,

And lightnings in abundance and discomfited them.

16 And the channels of the waters became visible,

And the foundations of the earth were laid bare,

At Thy threatening, Jahve,

At the snorting of the breath of Thy wrath.

17 He reached from the height. He seized me,

He drew me up out of great waters;

18 He delivered me from my grim foe.

And from them that hated me, because they were too

strong for me.

19 They came upon me in the day of my calamity,

Then Jahve was a stay to me,
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20 And brought me forth into a large place;

He delivered me, for He delighted in me. y

21 Jahve rewarded me according to my righteousness,

According to the cleanness of my hands did He recom-

pense me.

22 For I have kept the ways of Jahve,

And have not wickedly departed from my God, '

23 Far from this, all His judgments are my aim,

And His statutes I do not put away from me,

24 And I was spotless towards Him,

And I have kept myself from mine iniquity.

25 Therefore Jahve recompensed me according to §«y righ-

teousness.

According to the cleanness of my hands, which was

manifest in His eyes.

26 Towards the good Thou shewest Thyself good

Towards the man of perfect submission Thou shewest

Thyself yielding.

27 Towards him who sanctifies himself Thou shewest Thy-

self pure,

And towards the perverse Thou shewest Thyself fro-

ward.

28 For Thou, Thou savest the afflicted people,

And high looks Thou bringest down.

29 For Thou makest my lamp light;

Jahve, my God, enlighteneth my darkness.

30 For by Thee do I scatter a troop,

And by my God do I leap walls.

31 As for God — spotless is His way.

The word of Jahve is tried;

A shield is He to all who hide in Him.

32 For who is a divine being, but Jahve alone,

And who is a rock save our God?
33 The God, who girded me with strength,

And made my way perfect,
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34 Making my feet like hinds' feet,

And who set me upon my high places,

35 Training my hands for war,

And mine arms bent a bow of brass.

36 And Thou gavest me also the shield of Thy salvation,

And Thy right hand upheld me.

And Thy lowliness made me great.

37 Thou madest room for my footsteps under me.

And mine ankles have not slipped.

38 I pursued mine enemies and overtook them.

And turned not back, till they were consumed.

39 I smote them, so that they could not rise,

They fell under my feet

40 And Thou didst gird me with strength for the battle.

Thou madest my foes to bow down under me,

41 Thou gavest me the necks of mine enemies.

And those that hated me, I utterly destroyed.

42 They cried, but there was no helper,

Even to Jahve, but He answered them not.

43 And I crushed them as dust before the wind,

Like the dirt of the streets I emptied them out.

44 Thou didst deliver me from the strivings of the people.

Thou didst make me Head of the nations

;

A people that I knew not, served me.

45 At the hearing of the ear, they obeyed me,

Strangers submitted to me,

46 Strangers faded away.

And came forth trembling from their strongholds.

47 Jahve liveth, and blessed be my Rock,

And let the God of my salvation be exalted;

48 The God, who gave me revenges

And bent back peoples under me,

49 My Deliverer from mine enemies.

Yea, Thou who liftest me up above my foes,

Who rescuest me from the violent man.
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50 Therefore will I praise Thee among the nations, Jahve,

And I will sing praises unto Thy name,

51 As He, who giveth great deliverance to His king

And sheweth favour to His anointed,

To David and his seed for ever.

Next to a M^^H of David comes a Tiyi^ {nom. iinUatis

from "^^l^•), which is in many ways both in words and thoughts

(Symbolae p. 49) interwoven with the former. It is the long-

est of all the hymnic Psalms, and bears the inscription: To the

Precento?^^ by the serva?it of Jahve, by David, who spake unto

Jahve the words of this song in the day that Jahve had deli-

vered him out of the hand of all his enc?nies and out of the

hand of Said: then he said. The original inscription of the

Psalm in the primary collection was probably only rii^JD^

"n^ 'n "12pb, like the inscription of Ps. xxxvi. The rest of

the inscription resembles the language with which songs of

this class are wont to be introduced in their connection in

the historical narrative, Ex. xv. 1, Num. xxi. 17, and more

especially Deut. xxxi. 30. And the Psalm before us is found

again in 2 Sam. xxii., introduced by words, the manifestly

unaccidental agreement of which with the inscription in the

Psalter, is explained by its having been incorporated in one

of the histories from which the Books of Samuel are extract-

ed, — probably the Annals {Dibre ha-Jamini) of David. From
this source the writer of the Books of Samuel has taken the

Psalm, together with that introduction; and from this source

also springs the historical portion of the inscription in the

Psalter, which is connected with the preceding by ^i^•^^.

David may have styled himself in the inscription 'n "!!>[,

just as the^jDostles call themselves oouXoi 'Ivjaoij Xpiaiou. He
also in other instances, in prayer, calls himself "the ser-

vant of Jahve", xix. 12, 14, cxliv. 10, 2 Sam. vii. 20, as

every Israelite might do; but David, who is the first after

Moses and Joshua to bear this designation or by-name,

could do so in an especial sense. For he, with whom the

kingship of promise began, marks an epoch in his service

of the work of God no less than did Moses, through whose

mediation Israel received the Law, and Joshua, through

Y>^hose instrumentality they obtained the Land of promise.
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The terminology of psalm-poesy does not include the

word n"!''^', hut only iv^". This at once shews that the his-

torical portion of the inscription comes from some other

source. Cl''2 is followed, not by the infin. ^i^^H: on the day

of deliverance, but by the more exactly plusquamperf. h'^^T] :

on the day (1''2 = at the time, as in Gen. ii. 4, and fre-

quently) when he had delivered — a genitival (Ges. § 116,

3) relative clause, like cxxxviii. 3, Ex. vi. 28, Num. iii.l,cf.

Ps. Ivi. 10. "i^D alternates with pjDD in this text without

any other design than that of varying the expression. The

deliverance out of the hand of Saul is made specially pro-

minent, because the most prominent portion of the Psalm,

vers. 5— 20, treats of it. The danger in which David then

was placed, was of the most personal, the most perilous,

and the most protracted kind. This prominence was of

great service to the collector, because the preceding Psalm

bears the features of this time, the lamentations over which

are heard there and further back, and now all find expres-

sion in this more extended song of praise.

Only a fondness for doubt can lead any one to doubt

the Davidic origin of this Psalm, attested as it is in two

works, which are independent of one another. The twofold

testimony of tradition is supported by the fact that the

Psalm contains nothing that militates against David being

the author; even the mention of his own name at the close,

is not against it (cf. 1 Kings ii. 45). We have before us

an Israelitish counterpart to the cuneiform monumental
inscriptions, in which the kings of worldly monarchies reca-

pitulate the deeds they have done by the help of their gods.

The speaker is a king; the author of the Books of Samuel
found the song already in existence as a Davidic song; the

difference of his text from that which lies before us in the

Psalter, shews that at that time it had been transmitted

from some earlier period; writers of the later time of the

kings here and there use language which is borrowed from

it or are echoes of it (comp. Prov. xxx. 5 with ver. 31; Hab.

iii. 19 with ver. 34); it bears throughout the mark of the

classic age of the language and poetry, and "if it be not

David's, it must have been written in his name and by some
one imbued with his spirit, and who could have been this
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cotemporary poet and twin-genius?" (Hitzig). All this

irresistibly points us to David himself, to whom really

belong also all the other songs in the Second Book of Sa-

muel, which are introduced as Davidic (over Saul and Jona-

than, over Abner, &c.). This, the greatest of all, springs

entirely from the new self-consciousness to which he was

raised by the promises recorded in 2 Sam. vii. ; and towards

the end, it closes with express retrospective reference to

these promises; for David's certainty of the everlasting

duration of his house, and God's covenant of mercy with his

house, rests upon the announcement made by Nathan.

The Psalm divides into two halves; for the strain of

praise begins anew with ver. 32, after having run its first

course and come to a beautiful close in ver. 31. The two

halves are also distinct in respect of their artificial form.

The strophe schema of the first is: 6. 8. 8. 6. 8 (not 9). 8.

8. 8. 7. The mixture of six and eight line strophes is sym-

metrical, and the seven of the last strophe is nothing strange.

The mixture in the second half on the contrary is varied.

The art of the strophe system appears here, as is also seen in

other instances in the Psalms, to be relaxed; and the striv-

ing after form at the commencement has given way to the

pressure and crowding of the thoughts.

The traditional mode of writing out this Psalm, as also

the Caniica^ 2 Sam. xxii. and Judges v., is "a half-brick upon

a brick, and a .brick upon a half-brick" (n^2^ ^2^ hv m''X

nn^s* ''2:1 hv riJD^l): i. e. one line consisting of two, and one

of three parts of a verse, and the line consisting of the

three parts has only one word on the right and on the left;

the whole consequently forms three columns. On the other

hand, the song in Deut. xxxii. (as also Josh. xii. 9 sqq.,

Esth. ix. 7— 10) is to be written "a half-brick upon a half-

brick and a brick upon a brick", i. e. in only two columns,

of. infra p. 269.

Vers. 2— 4. . The poet opens with a number of endear-

ing names for God, in which he gratefully comprehends the

results of l<ing and varied experience. So far as regards^the

parallelism of the members, a monostich forms the begin-

,
ning of this Psalm, as in Ps. xvi. xxiii. xxv. and many
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others. Nevertheless the matter assumes a somewhat dif-

ferent aspect, if ver. 3 is not, with Manrer, Hengstenberg

and Hupfeld, taken as two predicate clauses (Jahve is . . .,

my God is . . .)? ^^"^ ^s a simple vocative — a rendering

which alone corresponds to the intensity with which this

greatest of the Davidic hymns opens — God being invoked

by 'n, 'n, ''^Js*, and each of these names being followed by a

predicative expansion of itself, which increases in fulness

of tone and emphasis. The ^??ri1N* (with a, according to

Ew. § 251, &), which carries the three series of the names

of God, makes up in depth of meaning what is wanting in

compass. Elsewhere we find only the Plel CH'I of tender

sympathising love, but here the Kal is used as an Aramaism.

Hence the Jalkut on this passage explains it by "jn"' ''N?oni

"I love thee", of ardent, heartfelt love and attachment. The

primary signification of softness (root HI, -^^, »^^, to be

soft, lax, loose), whence crn, uterus^ is transferred in both

cases to tenderness of feeling or sentiment. The most general

predicate ipin (from plh according to a similar inflexion to

^DJs*, "ip'3, p^'Vj P^ur. ^pp^ Prov. ix. 18) is followed by those

which describe Jahve as a protector and deliverer in persecu-

tion on the one hand, and on the other as a defender and the

giver of victory in battle. They are all typical names sym-

bolising what Jahve is in Himself; hence instead of "'tp^D?21 it

would perhaps have been more correct to point ''tO^^OI (and

my refuge). God had already called Himself a shield to

Abram, Gen. xv. 1 ; and He is called ^'^'^ (cf. )2N Gen. xlix.

24) in the great Mosaic song, Deut. xxxii. 4, 37 (the latter

verse is distinctly echoed here), v'pp from y^D, «i^, ftndere,

means properly a cleft in a rock (Arabic y7D*), then a cleft

o

* Neshwan defines thus: eA^I is a cutting in a mountain after

the manner of a gorge; and Jakut, who cites a number of places that

are so called: a wide plain (oL^i) enclosed by steep rocks, which is

reached through a narrow pass (v,^a^), hut can only be descended

on foot. Accordingly, in ""J^bp the idea of a safe (and comfortable)

hiding-place preponderates; in "''lii? that of firm ground and inac-

cessibility. The one figure calls to mind the (well-watered) Edomitish

J?2 P. surrounded with precipitous rocks, Isa. xvi. 1, xlii. 11, the Ilexpa
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rocii, and ^))i, like the Arabic y^\^^ a great and hard mass

of rock (Aramaic "ilto, a mountain). The figures of the

nir:^D (rrili'p, "l^*p) and the 2^wr2 are related; the former

signifies properly specula, a watch-tower*, and the latter,

a steep height. The horn, which is an ancient figure of

victorious and defiant power in Deut. xxxiii. 17, 1 Sam. ii. 1,

is found here applied to Jahve Himself: "horn of my salva-

tion" is that which interposes on the side of my feebleness,

conquers, and saves me. All these epithets applied to God
are the fruits of the affliction out of which David's song
has sprung, viz. his persecution by Saul, when, in a country

abounding in rugged rocks and deficient in forest, he be-

took himself to the rocks for safety, and the mountains

served him as his fortresses. In the shelter which the

mountains, by their natural conformations, afforded him at

described by Strabo, xvi. 4, 21 ; the other calls to mind the Phoenician

rocty island 11^, Sur (Tyre), the refuge in the sea.

6. ^ -
* In Arabic oL^ax) signifies (1) a high hill (a signification that

is wanting in Freytag), (2) the summit of a mountain, and according

to the original lexicons it belongs to the root i\Ja.xi, which in out-

G
ward appearance is supported by the synonymous forms tX.ojo and

S o ^ 9 ,- of 0^0?
JuA/o, as also by their plurals stX..o.x)! and ^fcXA2.x», since these

can only be properly formed from those singulars on the assumption

of the m being part of the root. Nevertheless, since the meanings of

iXx2.jo all distinctly point to its being formed from the root {jcjo

contained in the redui)licated stem ysox) to suck, but the meanings of

oLo.^, (Xx2.jCj and ^X.^a.x) do not admit of their being referred to it,

and moreover there are instances in which original n?i. loci from vv.

med. , and j^ admit of the prefixed m being treated as the first

radical through forgetfulness or disregard of their derivation, and with

the retention of it form secondary roots (as JwX.^, ^tX^, *.a2.jo),

it is highly probable that in masdd, masad and musd we have an

original l^p, "H'^??? HllKQ. These Hebrew words, however, are to be

referred to a "\'^ in the signification to look out, therefore properly

sjoccula. — Fleischer.
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that time, and in the fortunate accidents, which sometimes

brought him deliverance when in extreme peril, David

recognises only marvellous phenomena of which Jahve Him-

self was to him the final cause. The confession of the God
tried and known in many ways is continued in ver. 4 by a

general expression of his experience, bbn^ is a predicate

accusative to mn^: As one praised (worthy to be praised)

do I call upon Jahve, — a rendering that is better suited

to the following clause, which expresses confidence in the

answer coinciding withihe invocation, which is to be thought

of as a cry for help, than Olshausen's, "Worthy of praise,

do I cry, is Jahve", though this latter certainly is possible

so far as the style is concerned (vid. on Isa. xlv. 24, cf. also

Gen. iii. 3, Mic. ii. 6). The proof of this fact, viz. that

calling upon Him who is worthy to be praised, who, as the

history of Israel shews, is able and willing to help, is imme-

diately followed by actual help, as events that are coinci-

dent, forms the further matter of the Psalm.

Vers. 5— 7. In these verses David gathers into one

collective figure all the fearful dangers to which he had

been exposed during his persecution by Saul, together with

the marvellous answers and deliverances he experienced,

that which is unseen, which stands in the relation to that

which is visible of cause and effect, rendering/ itself visible

to him. David here appears as passive throughout; the

hand from out of the clouds seizes him and draws him out

of mighty waters: while in the second part of the Psalm, in

fellowship with God and under His blessing, he comes for-

ward as a free actor.

The description begins in vers. 5— 7 with the danger

and the cry for help which is not in vain. The verb ?)?^:

according to a tradition not to be doubted (cf. ]DlX a wheel)

signifies to go round, surround, as a poetical synonym of

D2D, ^''j^n, in3, and not, as one might after the Arabic have

thought: to drive, urge. Instead of "the bands of death,"

the LXX. (cf. Acts ii. 24) renders it wotvs? (constrictive

pains) 6avaiou; but ver. 6b. favours the meaning bands, cords,

cf. cxix. 61 (where it is likewise "i^in instead of the ''*P2n,

which one might have expected. Josh. xvii. 5, Job xxxvi. 8),

death is therefore represented as a hunter with a cord and
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net, xci. 3. bv,^^, compounded of i^D and ^yy(from ^yj, hv,]^

root hv)j signifies unprofitableness, worthlessness, and in

fact both deep-rooted moral corruption and also abysmal

destruction (cf. 2 Cor. vi. 15, BsXiap = B£>^(aX as a name
of Satan and his kingdom). Rivers of destruction are those,

whose engulfing floods lead down to the abyss of destruction

(Jon. ii. 7). Death, Belijdal, and Sheol are the names of

the weird powers, which make use of David's persecutors

as their instruments. Futt. in the sense of imperfects alter-

nate with prceit. nj^2 (= v:>xj) signifies to come suddenly

upon any one (but compare also o^xj, to startle, excitare,

to alarm), and D"p, to rush upon; the two words are distin-

guished from one another like iiherfallen and anfallen. The

byT\ out of which Jahve hears is His heavenly dwelling-

place, which is both palace and temple, inasmuch as He sits

enthroned there, being worshipped by blessed spirits. y>y-h

belongs to '•ri^lt^l • ^ly cry which is poured forth before Him
(as e, g. in cii. 1), for it is tautological if joined with ^^D^

beside VJTN2. Before Jahve's face he made supplication and

his prayer urged its way into His ears.

Vers. 8— 10. As these verses go on to describe, the

being heard became manifest in the form of deliverance. All

nature stands to man in a sympathetic relationship, sharing

his curse and blessing, his destruction and glory, and to

God in a (so to speak) synergetic relationship, furnishing the

harbingers and instruments of His mighty deeds. Accord-

ingly in this instance Jahve's interposition on behalf of Da-
vid is accompanied by terrible manifestations in nature.

Like the deliverance of Israel out of Egypt, Ps. Ixviii. Ixxvii.,

and the giving of the Law on Sinai, Exod. xix., and like

the final appearing of Jahve and of Jesus Christ according

the words of prophet and apostle (Hab. iii., 2 Thess. i. 7

sq.), the appearing of Jahve for the help of David has also

extraordinary natural phenomena in its train. It is true

we find no express record of any incident in David's life of

the kind recorded in 1 Sam. vii. 10, but it must be some

real experience which David here idealises {i. e. seizes at

its very roots, and generalises and works up into a grand

majestic picture of his miraculous deliverance). Amidst

earthquake, a black thunderstorm gathers, the charging of
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which is heralded by the lightning's flash, and its thick

clouds descend nearer and nearer to the earth. The aorists

in ver. 8 introduce the event, for the introduction of which,

from ver. 4 onwards, the way has been prepared and to-

wards which all is directed. The inward excitement of the

Judge, who appears to His servant for his deliverance, sets

the earth in violent oscillation. The foundations of the

mountains (Isa. xxiv. 18) are that upon which they are sup-

ported beneath and within, as it were, the pillars which sup-

port the vast mass. lJ'>:i (rhyming with LJ'^n) is followed by

the Hiihpa. of the same verb: the first impulse having been

given they, viz. the earth and the pillars of the mountains,

continue to shake of themselves. These convulsions occur,

because "it is kindled with respect to God"; it is unneces-

sary to supply I'DX, I'p n"jn is a synonym of 1^ CP). When
God is wrath, according to Old Testament conception, the

power of wrath which is present in Him is kindled and blazes

up and breaks forth. The panting of rage may accordingly

also be called the smoke of the fire of wrath (Ixxiv. 1, Ixxx.

5). The smoking is as the breathing out of the fire, and the

vehement hot breath which is inhaled and exhaled through

the nose of one who is angry (cf. Job xli. 12), is like smoke

rising from the internal fire of anger. The fire of anger

itself "devours out of the mouth", i. e. flames forth out of

the mouth, consuming whatever it lays hold of, — in men in

the form of angry words, with God in the fiery forces of

nature, which are of a like kind with, and subservient to.

His anger, and more especially in the lightning's flash. It is

the lightning chiefly, that is compared here to the blazing

up of burning coals. The power of wrath in God, becoming

manifest in action, breaks forth into a glow, and before it

entirely discharges its fire, it gives warning of action like the

lightning's flash heralding the outburst o€ the storm. Thus

enraged and breathing forth His wrath, Jahve bowed the

heavens, i. e. caused them to bend towards the earth, and

came down, and darkness of clouds (SDiy similar in mean-

ing to opcpvT], cf. £p£po;) was under His feet: black, low-

hanging clouds announced the coming of Him who in His

wrath was already on His way downwards towards the earth.

Vers. 11—13. The storm, announcing the approaching
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outburst of the tliunderstorm, was also tlie forerunner of

the Avenger and Deliverer. If we compare ver. 11 with civ.

3, it is natural to regard 2)^13 as a transposition of 20"| (a

chariot, Ew. § 153, «). But assuming a relationship between

the biblical Cherub and (according to Ctesias) the Indo-Per-

sian griffin, the word (from the Zend ffrab, garew, garefsh,

to seize) signifies a creature seizing and holding irrecover-

ably fast whatever it seizes upon; perhaps in Semitic lang-

uage the strong creature, from D*}3 = ^JS iorquere, con-

stringere, (whence mukrab, tight, strong). It is a passive

form like bl2il, "ID''., t^lH^. The cherubim are mentioned in

Gen. iii. 24 as the guards of Paradise (this alone is enough

to refute the interpretation recently revived in the Evang.

Kirclien-Zeit.^ 1866, No. 46, that they are a symbol of the

unity of the living One, yro = 21"13 "like a multitude"!),

and elsewhere, as it were, as the living mighty rampart and

vehicle of the approach of the inaccessible majesty of God;

and they are not merely in general the medium of God's

personal presence in the world, but more especially of the

presence of God as turning the fiery side of His doxa to-

wards the world. As in the Prometheus of ^schylus, Oce-

anus comes flying xov TrxspoYcox^ tovo' olwvov 7va)[XTr] aiofj-iwv

axsp £u6uvo)v, so in the present passage Jahve rides upon the

cherub, of which the heathenish griffin is a distortion; or,

if by a comparison of passages like civ. 3, Isa. Ixvi. 15, we
understand David according to Ezekiel, He rides upon the

cherub as upon His living throne -chariot (n23*lD). The
throne floats upon the cherubim, and this cherub-throne

flies upon the wings of the wind; or, as we can also say: the

cherub is the celestial spirit working in this vehicle formed

of the spirit-like elements. The Manager of the chariot is

Himself hidden behind the thick thunder-clouds, ni^^ is an \

\ aorist without the consecutive i (cf. 7]2 Hos. vi. 1). k^;T\ is

; the accusative of the object to it; and the accusative of the~

predicate is doubled: His covering. His pavilion round about

Him. In Job xxxvi. 29 also the thunder-clouds are called

God's niD, and also in xcvii. 2 they are VI!^2p, concealing

Him on all sides and announcing only His presence when
He is wroth. In ver. 12& the accusative of the object, "CT, is

expanded into "darkness of waters", i. e. swelling with
VOL. L 17
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waters* and billows of thick vapour, thick, and therefore

dark, masses (3y in its primary meaning of denseness, or a

thicket, Exod. xix. 9, cf. Jer. iv. 29) of D^pni^", which is here

a poetical name for fleecy clouds. The dispersion and dis-

charge, according to ver. 13, proceeded from 11:1^ n^j . Such

is the expression for the doxa of God as being a mirroring

forth of His nature, as it were, over against Him, as being

therefore His brightness, or the reflection of His glory. The

doxa is fire and light. On this occasion the forces of wrath

issue from it, and therefore it is the fiery forces: heavy and

destructive hail (cf. Exod. ix. 23 sq., Isa. xxx. 30) and fiery

glowing coals, i. e. flashing and kindling lightning. The

object V211 stands first, because the idea of clouds, behind

which, according to ver. II, the doxa in concealed, is pro-

minently connected with the doxa. It might be rendered:

before His brightness His clouds turn into hail . . . , a

rendering which would be more in accordance with the

structure of the stichs, and is possible according to Ges.

§ 138, rem. 2. Nevertheless, in connection with the com-

bination of ^2V with clouds, the idea of breaking through

(Lam. iii. 44) is very natural. If V2]) is removed, then )^2V

signifies "thence came forth hail ..." But the mention of

the clouds as the medium, is both natural and appropriate.

Vers. 14— 16. Amidst thunder, Jahve hurled lightnings

as arrows upon David's enemies, and the breath of His anger

laid bare the beds of the flood to the very centre of the

earth, in order to rescue the sunken one. Thunder is the

rumble of God, and as it were the hollow murmur of His

mouth. Job xxxvii. 2. p'l^j;, the Most High, is the name of

God as the inapproachable Judge, who governs all things.

The third line of ver. 14 is erroneously repeated from the

preceding strophe. It cannot be supported on grammatical

grounds by Ex. ix. 23, since h)p jn^, edere vocem, has a dif-

ferent meaning from the ri^pjn:, dare ionitrua^ of that pas-

sage. The symmetry of the strophe structure is also against

it; and it is wanting both in 2 Sam. and in the LXX. 2"1,

* Rab Dimi, B. Taanith lOrt, for the elucidation of the passage

quotes a Palestine proverb: MID j'-'^JD OJ;; l)^n ^n)U pi^^T '^^^V ">in:i

i. e. if the clouds are transparent they will yield but little water, if they

are dark they will yield a quantity.
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wliich, as the opposite of toyp Neh. ii. 12, Isa. x. 7, means

adverbially "in abundance", is the parallel to n'p 12/^1. It is

generally taken, after the analogy of Gen. xlix. 23, in the

sense of p"i2, cxliv. 6: D"] in pause = 2'~1 (the b passing over

into the broader a like ly instead of l"V in Gen. xlix. 3) ==

22*1, cognate with n2"1, MD"!; but the forms 2p, ^-D, here, and

in every other instance, have but a very questionable exist-

ence, as e.g. 2*1, Isa. liv. 13, is more probably an adjective

than the third person prcei. (cf. Bottcher, Neue Aehrenlese

No. 635, lOGG). The suffixes em do not refer to the arrows,

i. e. lightnings, but to David's foes. CDPl means both to

put in commotion and to destroy by confounding, Exod.

xiv. 24, xxiii. 27. In addition to the thunder, the voice of

Jahve, comes the stormwind, which is the snorting of the

breath of His nostrils. This makes the channels of the wa-

ters visible and lays bare the foundations of the earth.' pi£N*

(collateral form to pDN) is the bed of the river and then the

river or brook itself, a co?itinendo aquas (Ges.), and exactly

like the Arabic mesik^ mesak^ mesek (from dLw^, the VI.

form of which, tamdsaka, corresponds to PCN'nri), means a

place that does not admit of the water soaking in, but on

account of the firmness of the soil preserves it standing or

flowing. What are here meant are the water - courses or

river beds that hold the water. It is only needful for Jahve

to threaten (lirLTifxav Mat. viii. 26) and the floods, in which

he, whose rescue is undertaken here, is sunk, flee (civ. 7)

and dry up (cvi. 9, Nah. i. 4). But he is already half

engulfed in the abyss of Hades, hence not merely the bed

of the flood is opened up, but the earth is rent toitsvery

centre. From the language being here so thoroughly alle-

gorical, it is clear that we were.quite correct in interpreting

the description as ideal. He, who is nearly overpowered by

his foes, is represented as one engulfed in deep waters and

almost drowning.

Vers. 17— 20. Then Jahve stretches out His hand from

above into the deep chasm and draws up the sinking one.

The verb vh^ occurs also in prose (2 Sam. vi. 6) without

"J (Ivii. 4, cf. on the other hand the borrowed passage, cxliv.

7) in the signification to reach (after anything). The verb

ri'kJ'^O, however, is only found in one other instance, viz.

17*
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Exod. ii. 10, as the root (transferred from the Egyptian

into the Hebrew) of the name of Moses, and even Luther

saw in it an historical allusion, "He hath made a Moses of

me", He hath drawn me out of great (many) waters, which

had well nigh swallowed me up, as He did Moses out of the

waters of the Nile, in which he would have perished. This

figurative language is followed, in ver. 18, by its interpre-

tation, just as in cxliv. 7 the "great waters" are explained

by IDi "»:3 Tp , which, however, is not suitable here, or at

least is too limited.

With ver. 17 the hymn has reached the climax of epic

description, from which it now descends in a tone that be-

comes more and more lyrical. In the combination Tj; ^2\S,

Tj; is not an adverbial accusative, but an adjective, like

n^lJD ^0T] cxliii. 10, and 6 dvYjp a-^rMc, {Hehraer'brief^. 353).

'»3 introduces the reason for the interposition of the divine

omnipotence, viz. the superior strength of the foe and the

weakness of the oppressed one. On the day of his l^jsi, i. e.

(vid. on xxxi. 12) his load or calamity, when he was alto-

gether a homeless and almost defenceless fugitive, they came

upon him (C"p xvii. J3), cutting off all possible means of

delivering himself, but Jahve became the fugitive's staff

(xxiii. 4) upon which he leaned and kept himself erect. By
the hand of God, out of straits and difficulties he reached a

broad place, out of the dungeon of oppression to freedom,

for Jahve had delighted in him, he was His chosen and be-

loved one. vpn has the accent on the penult here, and

Metheg as a sign of the lengthening (n"cyn) beside the ^,

that it may not be read e."^ The following strophe tells

the reason of his pleasing God and of His not allowing

him to perish. This ^2 y^r^ ^D (for He delighted in me) now
becomes the primary thought of the song.

Vers. 21— 24. On b^^ (like nk\i; with the accusative not

merely of the thing, but also of the person, e. g. 1 Sam.

xxiv. 18), £u or xaxw? TrpaxTsiv xiva, vid. on vii. 5. "1^1^', to

observe = to keep, is used in the same way in Job xxii. 15.

* In like manner Metheg is placed beside the e of the final closed

syllable that has lost the tone in ]^Dn xxii. 9, t'TiPIPT, xc. 2., vid. Isaiah

S. 59-i note.
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]?p y.'ki'"! is a pregnant expression of the maUtiosa desertio.

"From God's side", i. e. in His judgment, would be contrary

to the general usage of the language (for the ]p in Job iv.

17 has a different meaning) and would be but a chilling ad-

dition. On the poetical form i^p, in pause liiD, vid. Ew.

§ 263, &. The fut. in ver. 23&, close after the substantival

clause ver. 23«, is not intended of the habit in the past, but

at the present time: he has not wickedly forsaken God, but

('»3 = imo, sed) always has God's commandments present

before him as his rule of conduct, and has not put them far

away out of his sight, in order to be able to sin with less

compunction; and thus then {fut. consec.) in relation (Dj;,

as in Deut. xviii. 13, cf. 2 Sam. xxiii. 5) to God he was

C^^ri, with his whole soul undividedly devoted to Him, and he

guarded himself against his iniquity Qiy, from Hlj;, [^y^i to

twist, pervert, cf. ^yb, of error, delusion, self- enlight-

enment), i. e. not: against acquiescence in his in-dwelling

sin, but: against iniquity becoming in any way his own;

^;iyp equivalent to ''ni^?0 (Dan. ix. 5)f cf. '>jnp = than that

I should live, Jon. iv. 8. In this strophe, this Psalm strikes

a cord that harmonises with Ps. xvii., after which it is there-

fore placed. We may compare David's own testimony con-

cerning himself in 1 Sam. xxvi. 23 sq., the testimony of

God in 1 Kings xiv. 8, and the testimony of history in 1

Kings XV. 5, xi. 4.

Vers. 25.— 28. What was said in ver. 21 is again express-

ed here as a result of the foregoing, and substantiated in

vers. 26, 27. I^CPI is a friend qf God and man, just as phis

is used of behaviour to men as well as towards God. "iDil

£^127) the man (construct of 12^) of moral and religious

completeness (integri = integritafis^ cf. xv. 2), i. e. of undi-

vided devotion to God. "id: (instead of which we find ^3

22h elsewhere, xxiv. 4, Ixxiii. 1) not one who is purified,

but, in accordance with the reflexive primary meaning of

ISlph., one who is purifying himself, ayvLCwv eaoxov, 1 John

iii. 3. C'py (the opposite of n^>) one wha is morally distort-

ed, perverse. Freely formed Hithpaeh are used with these

attributive words to give expression to the corresponding

self-manifestation: "Cnrin, cann (Ges. § 54, 2,&), ^"l.^rn, and

^nDnn (to shew one's self bnc: or ^TbnB)^ The fervent
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love of the godly man God requites with confiding love, the

entire submission of the upright with a full measure jof

grace, the endeavour after purity by an unbeclouded cha-

rity (cf. Ixxiii. 1), moral perverseness by paradoxical judg-

ments, giving the perverse over to his perverseness (Kom. i.

28) and leading him by strange Tvays to final condemnation"

(Isa. xxix. 14, cf. Lev. xxvi. 23 sq.). The truth, which is

here enunciated, is not that the conception which man forms

of God is the reflected image of his own mind and heart,

but that God's conduct to man is the reflection of the rela-

tion in which man has placed himself to God; cf. 1 Sam.

ii. 30, XV. 23. This universal truth is illustrated and sub-

stantiated in ver. 28. The people who are bowed down by

affliction experience God's condescension, to their salvation;

and their haughty oppressors, God's exaltation, to their

humiliation. Lofty, proud eyes are among the seven things

that Jahve hateth, according to Prov. vi. 17. The judgment

of God compels them to humble themselves with shame, Isa.

ii. 11.

Vers. 29—31. The confirmation of what has been as-

serted is continued by David's application of it to himself.

Hitzig translates the futures in vers. 29 sq. as imperfects;

but the sequence of the tenses, which would bring this ren-

dering with it, is in this instance interrupted, as it has been

even in ver. 28, by ^3. The lamp, "iJ (contracted from na-

wer)^ is an image of life, which as it were burns on and on,

including the idea of prosperity and high rank ; in the form

"T*: (from nirvr, nijr) it is the usual figurative word for the

continuance of the house of David, 1 Kings xi. 36, and fre-

quently. David's life and dominion, as the covenant king,

is the lamp which God's favour has lighted for the well-

being of Israel, and His power will not allow this lamp

(2 Sam. xxi. 17) to be quenched. The darkness which breaks

in upon David and his house is always lighted up again by

Jahve. For His strength is mighty in the weak; in, with, and

by Him he can do all things. The fut. px may be all the

more surely derived from]^^n (= I^IN*), inasmuch as this verb

has the changeable u in the future also in Isa. xlii. 4, Eccl.

xii. 6. The text of 2 Sam. xxii., however, certainly seems

to put "rushing upon" in the stead of "breaking down". With
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ver. 31 the first half of the hymn closes epiphonematically.

bisT) is a ?wm. ahsoL, like IV'^ri, Dent, xxxii. 4. This old

Mosaic utterance is re-echoed here, as in 2 Sam. vii. 22, in

the mouth of David. The article of h^7^ points to God as

being manifest in past history. His way is faultless and blame-

less. His word is T\^T\^^ not slaggy ore, but purified solid

gold, xii. 7. Whoever retreats into Him, the God of the pro-

mise, is shielded from every danger. Prov. xxx. 5 is borrow-
ed from this passage.

Vers. 32— 35. The grateful description of the tokens

of favour he has experienced takes a new flight, and is con-

tinued in the second half of the Psalm in a more varied and
less artificial mixture of the strophes. What is said in ver.

31 of the way and word of Jahve and of Jahve Himself, is

confirmed in ver. 32 by the fact that He alone is ni^^X, a

divine being to be reverenced, and He alone is 'iii^, a rock,

I. e. a ground of confidence that cannot be shaken. What
is said in ver. 31 consequently can be said only of Him.

nybzp and "in^lT alternate; the former (with a negative

intensive )D) signifies "without reference to" and then ab-

solutely "without" or besides, and the latter (with i as a

connecting vowel, which elsewhere has also the function of

a suffix), from nb-IT (H^IT), "exception". The verses imme-
diately following are attached descriptively to irn't'N, our

God {i. e, the God of Israel), the God, who girded me with

strength; and accordingly {fut. cotisec.) made my way D^pn,

"perfect", i. e. absolutely smooth, free from stumblings and
errors, leading straight forward to a divine goal. The idea

is no other than that in ver. 31, cf. Job xxii. 3, except that

the freedom from error here is intended to be understood in

accordance with its reference to the way of a man, of a king,

and of a warrior; cf., moreover, the other text. The verb

T\'W signifies, like ^1^^ to make equal {cequare)^ to arrange,

to set right; the dependent passage Hab. iii. 19 has, in-

stead of this verb, the more uncoloured C^li''. The hind,

Tfy^ or n^.^X, is the perfection of swiftness (cf. eXacpo? and

sXacppo?) and also of gracefulness among animals. "Like

the hinds" is equivalent to like hinds' feet; the Hebrew style

leaves it to the reader to infer the appropriate point of
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comparison from the figure. It is not swiftness in flight

(De Wette), but in attack and pursuit that is meant, —
the latter being a prominent characteristic of warriors,

according to 2 Sam. i. 23, ii. 18, 1 Chron. xii. 8. David
does not call the high places of the enemy, which he has

made his own by conquest "my high places", but those heights

of the Holy Land which belong to him as king of Israel:

upon these Jahve preserves him a firm position, so that

from them he may rule the land far and wide, and hold

them victoriously (cf. passages like Deut. xxxii. 13, Isa. Iviii.

14). The verb n»^, which has a double accusative in other

instances, is here combined with h of the subject taught, as

the aim of the teaching. The verb nni (to press down =
to bend a bow) precedes the subject "my arms" in the sin-

gular; this inequality is admissible even when the subject

stands first (e. g. Gen. xlix. 22, Joel i. 20, Zech. vi. 14).

nt^inJ riti'i? a bow of brazen = of brass, as in Job xx. 24.

It is also the manner of heroes in Homer and in the Rama-
jana to press down and bend with their hand a brazen bow,

one end of which rests on the ground.

Vers. 36—37. Yet it is not the brazen bow in itself

that makes him victorious, but the helpful strength of his

God. "Shield of Thy salvation" is that consisting of Thy
salvation. );iphas an unchangeable ^, as it has always. The
salvation of Jahve covered him as a shield, from which

every stroke of the foe rebounded; the right hand of Jahve

supported him that his hands might not become feeble in

the conflict. In its ultimate cause it is the divine nj^y, to which

he must trace back his greatness, i. e, God's lowliness, by
virtue of which His eyes look down upon that which is on

the earth (cxiii. 6), and the poor and contrite ones are His

favourite dwelling-place (Isa. Ivii. 15, Ixvi. 1 sq.); cf. B.

Megilla 31flf, "wherever Scripture testifies of the H^DJl of the

Holy One, blessed be He, it gives prominence also, in con-

nection with it, to His condescension, in-l^m^y, as in Deut.

x. 17 and in connection with it ver. 18, Isa. Ivii. 15« and

15?/, Ps. Ixviii. 5 and 6". The rendering of Luther, who
follows the LXX. and Vulgate, "When Thou humblest me,

Thou makest me great" is opposed by the fact that niJy.

means the bending of one's self, and not of another. What
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is intended is, that condescension of God to mankind, and

especially to the house of David, which was in operation,

with an ultimate view to the incarnation, in the life of the

son of Jesse from the time of his anointing to his death, viz.

the divine xP'^j'^xott)? xal cpiXavQptoTrLa (Tit. iii. 4), which elect-

ed the shepherd hoy to he king, and did not cast him off

even when he fell into sin and his infirmities became mani-

fest. To enlarge his steps under any one is equivalent to

securing him room for freedom of motion (cf. the opposite

form of expression in Prov. iv. 12). Jahve removed the

obstacles of his course out of the way, and steeled his ankles

so that he stood firm in fight and endured till he came

off victorious. The prcei. nj?^ substantiates what, without

any other indication of it, is required by the consecutio

temporiwi, viz. that everything here has a retrospective

meaning.

Vers. 38—41. Thus in God's strength, with the armour

of God, and by God's assistance in fight, he smote, cast

down, and utterly destroyed all his foes in foreign and in

civil wars. According to the Hebrew syntax the whole of

this passage is a retrospect. The imperfect signification of

the futures in vers. 38, 39 is made clear from the aorist

which appears in ver. 40, and from the perfects and futures

in what follows it. The strophe begins with an echo of

Exod. XV. 9 (cf. supra vii. 6). The poet calls his oppo-

nents "icp, as in ver. 49, xliv. 6, Ixxiv. 23, cf. lin^p Job xxii.

20, inasmuch as Dip by itself has the sense of rising up in

hostility and consequently one can say "ipp instead of

'>h)l D^pp (O'l^lp 2 Kings xvi. 7).* The frequent use of this

phrase (e. g. xxxvi. 13, Lam. i. 14) shews that Dip in ver.

39« does not mean "to stand (resist)", but "to rise (again)."

The phrase v^y ]PJ, however, which in other passages has

those fleeing as its 'subject (2 Chron. xxix. 6), is here differ-

ently applied: Thou gavest, or madest me mine enemies a

* In the language of the Beduins kom is war, feud, and kdmuni

(denominative from kom) my enemy (hos(is); kom also has the significa-

tion of a collective of komum, and one can equally well say: enium wa-

ijana kom, you and we are enemies, and: bcndtna fcow, there is war be-

tween us.
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back. i. e. those who turn back, as in Exod. xxiii. 27. From
xxi. 13 (Cr*i^* lDn''l^n, Symm. xa^si? auiou? droaipocfou;) it be-

comes clear that P)";]); is not an accusative of the member
beside the accusative of the person (as e. g. in Deut. xxxiii.

11), but an accusative of the factitive object according to

Ges. § 139, 2.

Vers. 42—43. Their prayer to their gods, wrung from

them by their distress, and even to Jahve, was in vain, be-

cause it was for their cause, and too late put up to Him.

^j; = ^X; in xlii. 2 the two prepositions are interchanged.

Since we do not pulverize dust, but to dust, 1DV3 is to be

taken as describing the result: so that they became as dust

(cf. Job xxxviii. 30, (I!X|, so that it is become like stone, and

the extreme of such pregnant brevity of expression in Isa.

xli. 2) before the wind O^lG't'y as in 2 Chron. iii. 17, before

the front). The second figure is to be explained differently:

I emptied them out (Cp"'"lX from p"**)!!) like the dirt of the

streets, i. e. not merely: so that they became such, but as one

empties it out, — thus contemptuously, ignominiously and

completely (cf. Isa. x. 6, Zech. x. 5). The LXX. renders it

>.£avd> from p-^n (root p-^ to stretch, make thin, cf. tendo

tefiiiis, deh?ie?i dun?i); and the text of 2 Sam. xxii. presents

the same idea in Dp^HN.

Vers. 44—46. Thus victorious in God, David became
what he now is, viz. the ruler of a great kingdom firmly

establish both in home and foreign relations. With respect

to the D^l^ and the verb ''J^o'p^n which follows, D^ ""Dn can

only be understood of the conflicts among his own people,

in which David was»involved by the persecution of Saul

and the rebellions of Absolom and Sheba the son of Bichri;

and from which Jahve delivered him, in order to preserve

him for his calling of world-wide dominion in accordance

with the promise. We therefore interpret the passage ac-

cording to D^ r^i^S in Isa. xlix. 8., and DjJ-nXjp in Isa.

xxvi. 11; whereas the following Dj; comes to have a foreign

application by reason of the attributive clause ''r,yT"t<'?

(Ges. § 123, 3). The Niph. ])cw: in ver. 45 is the reflexive

of y?Ol^", to obey (e. g. Ex. xxiv. 7), and is therefore to be

rendered: shew themselves obedient (= lihpa. in Dan. vii.

27). ])}< ^'Oi^h implies more than that they obeyed at the
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word; V?:*i2;' means information, rumour, and )i>S ypiJj'is the

opposite of personal observation (Job xlii. 5), it is there-

fore to be rendered: they submitted even at the tidings of

my victories; and 2 Sam. viii. 9 sq. is an example of this.

U'HD to lie, disown, feign, and flatter, is used here, as it is

frequently, of the extorted humility which the vanquished

shew towards the conqueror. Ver. 46 completes the picture

of .the reason of the sons of a foreign country "putting a

good face on a bad game". They faded away, /. e. they be-

came weak and faint-hearted (Ex xviii. 18), incapable of

holding out against or breaking through any siege by Da-

vid, and trembled, surrendering at discretion, out of their

close places, L e. out of their strongholds behind which they

had shut themselves in (cf. cxlii. 8). The signification of

being alarmed, which in this instance, being found in com-

bination with a local ]d, is confined to the sense of terrified

flight, is secured to the verb T\T\ by the Arabic l.y^ (root

wis., of audible pressure, crowding, and the like) to be press-

ed, crowded, tight, or narrow, to get in a strait, and the

Targumic NHln") 5<nn = NniDI ^T\iy^ {vid. the Targums on

Deut. xxxii. 25). ^jj^ to limp, halt, which is compared

by Hitzig, is far removed as to the sound; and the most na-

tural, but colourless ^v^, to go out of (according to its

radical meaning — cf. ^y^^ p>^ &c. — : to break forth,

erumpere)^ cannot be supported in Hebrew or Aramaic. The

ITip.] found in the borrowed passage in Micah, ch. vii. 17,

favours our rendering.

Vers. 47—49. The hymn now draws towards the end

with praise and thanksgiving for the multitude of God's

mighty deeds, which have just been displayed. Like the

(n-lli) "^TO which is always doxological, 'n Tl {viviis Jahve)

is meant as a predicate clause, but is read with the accent

of an exclamation just as in the formula of an oath, which

is the same expression; and in the present instance it has a

doxological meaning. Accordingly cnjl also signifies "ex-

alted be," in which sense it is written D"1^1 (D"l^^1 = DT]) in

the other text. There are three doxological utterances

drawn from the events which have just been celebrated in
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song. That which follows, from b^T] onwards, describes

Jahve once more ,as the living, blessed (euXoifTQTov), and ex-

alted One, which He has shewn Himself to be. From *i3Til

we see that ]ni-;n is to be resolved as an imperfect. The

proofs of vengeance, HI^Op^J, are called God's gift, insofar as

He has rendered it possible to him to punish the attacks

upon his own dignity and the dignity of his people, or to

witness the punishment of such insults (e. g. in the case of

Nabal); for divine vengeance is a securing by punishment

{vindicatio) of the inviolability of the right. It is question-

able whether ^I'l^nn (synonym "i""], cxliv. 2) here and in

xlvii. 4 means "to bring to reason" as an intensive of ^2~,

to drive (Ges.); the more natural meaning is "to turn the

back" according to the Arabic adlara (Hitzig), cf. dahar,

dahre, flight, retreat; daUra to be wounded behind; medbur,

wounded in the back. The idea from which ^ii^in gains the

meaning "to subdue" is that of flight, in which hostile na-

tions, overtaken from behind, sank down under him (xlv.

6); but the idea that is fully worked out in cxxix. 3, Isa.

li. 23, is by no means remote. With ^l^^^D the assertion takes

the form of an address. )p CDll does not differ from ix. 14:

Thou liftest me up away from mine enemies, so that I hover

above them and triumph over them. The climactic P]^^, of

which poetry is fond, here unites two thoughts of a like im-

port to give intensity of expression to the one idea. The

participle is followed by futures: his manifold experience is

concentrated in one general ideal expression.

Vers. 50—51. The praise of so blessed a God, who acts

towards David as He has promised him, shall not be con-

fined within the narrow limits of Israel. When God's

anointed makes war with the sword upon the heathen, it is,

in the end, the blessing of the knowledge of Jahve for which

he opens up the way, and the salvation of Jahve, which he

thus mediatorially helps on. Paul has a perfect right to

quote ver. 50 of this Psalm (Rom. xv. 9), together with Deut.

xxxii. 43 and Ps. cxvii. 1, as proof that salvation belongs

to the Gentiles also, according to the divine purpose of

mercy. What is said in ver. 51 as the reason and matter of

the praise that shall go forth beyond Israel, is an echo of

the Messianic promises in 2 Sam. vii. 12—16 which is per-
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fectly reconcileable with the Davidic authorship of the

Psalm, as Hitzig acknowledges. And Theodoret does not

wrongly appeal to the closing words obly'j; against the

Jews. In whom, but in Christ, the son of David, has the

fallen throne of David any lasting continuance, and in whom,

but in Christ, has all that has been promised to the seed

of David eternal truth and reality? The praise of Jahve,

the God of David, His anointed, is, according to its ultimate

import, a praising of the Father of Jesus Christ.

PSALM XVIII. ACCORDING TO THE TEXT OF 2 SAM. XXII.

On the differences of the introductory superscription,

see on xviii. 1. The relation of the prose accentuation of

the Psalm in 2 Sam. xxii. to the poetical accentuation in

the Psalter is instructive. Thus, for example, instead of

Mercha mahpach. {Olervejored) in the Psalter we here find

Athnach; instead of the Athnach following upon Mercha mah-

pach., here is Zakeph (cf. xviii. 7, 16, 31 with 2 Sam. xxii.

7, 16, 31); instead of Bebia mugrash, here Tiphcha (cf. xviii.

4 with 2 Sam. xxii. 4); instead of Pazer at the beginning of

a verse, here Athnach (cf. Ps. xviii. 2 with 2 Sam. xxii. 2).*

The peculiar mode of writing the stichs, in which we find

this song in our editions, is the old traditional mode. If

a half-line is placed above a half-line, so that they form

two columns, it is called nn^x ^2:^'bv nn^* n^^S ^2Thv n:::^

brick upon brick, a half-brick upon a half-brick, as the song

Haazinu in Deut. xxxii. is set out in our editions. On the

other hand if the half-lines appear as they do here divided

and placed in layers one over another, it is called n''"lX

nnN* ^2y'hv T\:2h) TuZh ^zr^y. According to Megllla 16Z> all

the caniica in the Scriptures are to be written thus; and

according to Sofrim xiii., Ps. xviii. has this form in common
with 2 Sam. xxii.

Vers. 2—4. This strophe is stunted by the falling away

of its monostichic introit, xviii. 2. In consequence of this,

the vocatives in vers. 2 sq. are deprived of their support

* Vid. Baer's Accentsystem xv., and Thorath Emcth iii. 2 together

witli S. 44, Anm.
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and lowered to substantival clauses: Jahve is my Bock, &c.,

which form no proper beginning for a hymn. Instead of

"ip^Dpi we have, as in cxliv. 2, '>b"''^^DDi; and instead of

niii ''t'^^ we find n,1iJ ""H'^J^ , which is contrary to the usual

manner of arranging these emblematical names. The loss

the strophe sustains is compensated by the addition: and my
Befuge, my Saviour, who savest me from violence. In ver. 4& as

in ver. 49& the non-assimilated ]p (cf. ver. 14, xxx. 4, Ixxiii.

19) is shortened into an assimilated one. May i'^ perhaps

be the remains of the obliterated i^^, and ''^'b^^, as it were,

the clothing of the nili which was then left too bare?

Vers. 5— 7. The connection of this strophe with the

preceding by 13 accords with the sense, but is tame. On the

other hand, the reading nil^b instead of ^^2n (even though

the author of cxvi. 3 may have thus read it) is commended
by the parallelism, and by the fact, that now the latter

figure is not repeated in vers. 5, 6. n^tJ^'Q are not neces-

sarily waves that break upon the shore, but may also be

such as break one upon another, and consequently '»31D^N

is not inadmissible. The i of "i^n^T, which is not wanted,

is omitted. Instead of the fuller toned form "'312DP, which

is also more commensurate with the closing cadence of the

verse, we have here the usual syncopated ^:iip (cf. cxviii.

11). The repetition of the N1pJ< (instead of pi^'X) is even

more unpoetical than the repetition of ">^2n would be. On
the other hand, it might originally have been '^yy^^\ instead

of ypt^*']; without 1 it is an expression (intended retrospec-

tively) of what takes place simultaneously, with 1 it expresses

the principal fact. The concluding line V3iN*D "'nviL^'l is

stunted: the brief substantival clause is not meaningless

(cf. Job XV. 21, Isa. v. 9), but is only a fragment of the

more copious, fuller toned conclusion of the strophe which

we find in the Psalter.

Vers. 8— 10. The Keri here obliterates the significant

alternation of the Kal and Hiihpa. of i^'t;;i. Instead of "("pici

we have the feminine form of the plural nilD'iD (as in both

texts in ver. 16) without 1. Instead of the genitive Dnn, by
an extension of the figure, we have D''?2t!'n (cf. the pillars,

Job xxvi. 11), which is not intended of the mountains as of

Atlasses, as it were, supporting the heavens, but of the points
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of support and central points of the heavens themselves:

the whole universe trembles.

Vers. 11— 13. Instead of the pictorial N»T1 (Deut.

xxviii. 49, and hence in Jeremiah), which is generally used

of the flight of the eagle, we have the plain, uncoloured

N"1'^1^ He appeared. Instead of iW^^ which is intended as an

aorist, we meet the more strictly regular, but here, where

so many aorists with
"i
come together, less poetical nt2;'J1. In

ver. \2a the rise and fall of the parallel members has grown

over till it forms one heavy clumsy line: And made darkness

round about Him a pavilion (niic). But the octi. Xsy. H^lti'Ij,

to which the signification of a "massive gathering together"

is secured by the Arabic, is perhaps original. The word

wCi^^, frequently used in the Koran of assembling to judg-

ment, with the radical signification stipare, cogere (to crowd

together, compress) which is also present in ^^^^^t J^^t
(>.A^, is here used like dYsipsLv in the Homeric vscpsXrfi'splia

(the cloud-gatherer).* Ver. 13 is terribly mutilated. Of

\ 112 Tr\V V2V of the other text there are only the four

letters 1*1^2 (as in v3r. 9c) left.

Vers. 14— 16. Instead of CV.1'!1 "^^ ^^^ C^*^^ which is

less admissible here, where a principal fact is related and

the description is drawing nearer and nearer to its goal.

Instead of D^/ptt^'lp the other text has Q^Dk^'2 ; in xxx. 4 also,

Vo is retained without being assimilated before vJ. But the

fact, however, that the line l^'"^;"i^n:i1 "1"]3 is wanting, is a

proof, which we welcome, that it is accidentally repeated

from the preceding stroplie, in the other text. On the other

hand, U^^n is inferior to V'^*n; D"! C^p"]21 is corrupted into

a tame p"i2; and the Keri c'n^T^ erroneously assumes that the

suffix of Dl^iDil refers to the arrows, i, e. lightnings. Again

on the other hand, c^ "^^'^^^^ channels of the sea, is perhaps

* Midrash and Talmud explain it according to the Aramaic "a

straining of the clouds", inasmuch as the clouds, like a sieve, let the

drops trickle down to the earth, falling close upon each other and yet

separately {B. Taanlth 9b: ^^pip ^3rt>V ^'^ rOTu^'nO). Kimchi cora-

hines ~i"*n with Tup. But the ancient Arabic ^.wwji^ is the right key

to the word. The root of "rn and ~2""P is perhaps tlie same (cf.

Exod. X. 21).
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original; CD in this connection expresses too little, and, as

being the customary word in combination with ipDX (xlii.

2, Joel i. 20), may easily have been substituted after it. At

any rate cj and b^r^ form a more exact antithesis, ^h^^i

instead of t)l^\ is the same in meaning. The close of the

strophe is here also weakened by the obliteration of the

address to God : by (3 instead of the p of the other text)

the threatening of Jahve, at the snorting ofHis breath of anger.

The change of the preposition in this surge (so-to-speak)

of the members of the verse is rather interruptive than

pleasing.

Vers. 17— 20. The variant \y:i^'?D instead of "•:J^<t^C'l is

unimportant; but ]3>t^*p instead of ]V'^'?p'p, for a support^ is

less pleasing both as it regards language and rhythm. The

resolution of ''JX''iiT'1 into T,j< . . . ^'p\ is a clumsy and need-

less emphasising of the me.

Vers. 21— 24. Instead of ''p"^^, we find inpn^? ^^re

and in ver. 25, contrary to usage of the language of the

Psalms (cf. vii. 9 with 1 King viii. 32). Instead of the poe-

tical ^3D n^CN* (Job xxvii. 5, xxiii. 12) we have Pli^p ")1DN*

(with the fe?n. used as a neuter), according to the common
phrase in 2 Kings iii. 3, and frequently (cf. Deut. v. 32).

Instead of ImNI , the not less {e. g. cii. 8) usual H^'n^i; and

instead of '^,X3nt^*Nl, the form with ah of direction which

occurs very frequently with the first person of the fut. con-

vers. in the later Hebrew, although it does also occur even

in the older Hebrew (iii. 6, vii. 5, Gen. xxxii. 6, Job xix.

20). And instead of I'^i? we find 'it', which does not com-

mend itself, either as a point of language or of rhythm; and

by comparison with vers. 26, 27, it certainly is not original.

Vers. 25— 28. On ^npTi*3 see ver. 21. n'22 is without

example, since elsewhere (C^DD) DHJ ^3 is the only expres-

sion for innocence. In the equally remarkable expression

CDH 1\2^ {the upright '•'•man of valour"), ^^2^ is used just as

in the expression ^]n "1l2L The form "niinn, has only the

sound of an assimilated Hiihpa. like C^rn (= DDnm), and

is rather a reflexive of the Hiph. "i;:ri after the manner of

the Aramaic Ittaphal (therefore = ^inDHFl); and the form

'p^rr, sounds altogether like a Hithpa. from ^?n (thou

shewest thyself insipid, absurd, foolish), but — since n'^Cn
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cannot be ascribed to God (Job i. 22), and is even unseemly

as an expression — appears to be treated likewise as an

Jttaphal Avith a kind of inverted assimilation = ^npnnn
(Bottclier). They are contractions such as are sometimes

allowed by the dialect of the common people, though con-

trary to all rules. HNI instead of O at the beginning of

ver. 28 changes what is confirmatory into a mere continuation

of the foregoing. One of the most sensible variations is the

change of niD^ D^^^yi to DW-'py *^;^V.V The rendering: And
Thine eyes (are directed down) upon the haughty that Thou

mayst bring (them) low (Stier, Hengst., and others), violates

the accentuation and is harsh so far as the language is

concerned (^iBt^'ri for £h^B\l/T\h). Hitzig renders it, accord-

ing to the accents: And Thou lowerest Thine eyes against

the proud, W^^V h^WT\ = 0'':iD b^ZT\ (Jer. iii. 12). But one

would expect D instead of 'py, if this were the meaning. It

is better to render it according to Ps. cxiii. 6: And Thou

dost cast down Thine eijes upon the haughty^ in which render-

ing the haughty are represented as being far beneath Jahve

notwithstanding their haughtiness, and the "casting down

or depressing of the eyes" is an expression of the utmost

contempt (despectus).

Vers. 29— 31. Here in ver. 2da "i\Nn has been lost, for

Jahve is called, and really is, 11>< in xxvii. 1, but not 'i:.

The form of writing ^T*: is an incorrect wavering between

n: and n^:. The repetition mn^l nin\ by which the loss of

"l\sn, and of in'^N* in ver. 29Z?, is covered, is inelegant. We
have MDS here instead of ?|3, as twice besides in the Old

Testament. The form of writing y)1^, as Isa. xlii. 4 shews,

does not absolutely require that we should derive it from

}^n; nevertheless ^n can be joined with the accusative just

as well as ybl^ in the sense of running against, rushing upon;

therefore, since the parallelism is favourable, it is to be

rendered: by Thee I rush upon a troop. The omission of the

1 before Th^jl is no improvement to the rhythm.

Vers. 32— 35. The variety of expression in ver. 32 which

has been preserved in the other text is lost here. Instead

of ^^n ^JT.^^n we find, as if from a faded MS., b]ri niy^

(according to Norzi '»T1V^) my refuge (lit. hiding) of strength,

i.e. my strong refuge , according to a syntactically more
VOL. I. 18
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elegant style of expression (= ^^n 1)])^ ^T^V?^), like Ixxi. 7,

Lev. vi. 3, xxvi. 42; vid. Nagelsbacli § 63, ^, where it is

correctly shewn, that this mode of expression is a matter of

necessity in certain instances.* The form of writing, M^V?2,

seems here to recognise a I'iyD, a hiding-place, refuge, =
oLstx), which is different from ]j;d a fortress (from TTy); but

just as in every other case the punctuation confuses the two

substantives (vid. on xxxi. 3), so it does even here, since

ny?J, from l-iy, ought to be inflected ^?iyp, like "ip^jp, and not

^T1>D. Nevertheless the plena scriptio may avail to indicate

to us, that here nv?0 is intended to be a synonym of uCmD.

Instead of 0^11 C^^n) jH^I we have "ir;ii here; perhaps it is

He let, or caused, my way to be spotless, i. e. made it such.

Thus Ewald renders it by referring to the modern Arabic

lis. to let, cause [Germ, lassen^ French faire] = to make,

effect; even the classic ancient Arabic language uses c)o

(lassen) in the sense of Jji:^ (to make), e. g. "I have made

(oA.^) the sword my camp-companion", i. e. my inseparable

attendant {lit. I have caused it to be such), as it is to be

translated in Noldecke's Beiir'dge zur Kenntniss der Poesie

der alien Araher, S. 131.** Or does T'rin retain its full and

* In the present instance ''^"'n 11^0, like ^ly "DHp in Ixxi. 7 (cf.

Ezek. xvi. 27, xviii. 7, and perhaps Hab. iii. 8) would not be inadmis-

sible, although in the other mode of expression greater prominence is

given to the fact of its being provided and granted by God. But in

cases like the following it would be absolutely inadmissible to append

the suffix to the 7iom. rectum, viz. ^p.v* ""N'/J xxxviii. 20; ^pj^.]'. ^C'"*")?

my covenant with Jacob, Lev. xxvi. 42; "15 '"^P his garment of linen,

Lev. vi. 3; "''rriV.Dn D;^ri3 their ancestral register, Ezra ii. 62; and

it is probable that this transference of the pronominal suffix to the

nom. regcns originated in instances like these, where it was a logical

necessary and then became transferred to the syntax ornata. At the same

time it is clear from this, that in cases like ^^p*^ '^^^^^\ and conse-

quently also D^^? ''^'?'^'. the second notion is not conceived as an accu-

sative of more precise definition, but as a governed genitive.

** Ibid. S. 133, Z. 13 is, with Fleischer, to be rendered: ye have

made (j^5o') my milk camels restless, /. e. caused them to be such,

by having stolen them and driven them away so that they now yearn

after home and their young ones.
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proper meaning "to unfetter"? This is more probable, since

the usage of Hebrew shews no example of yPul in the post-

biblical signification "to allow, permit", which ought to form

the transition to "to cause to be = to effect". Therefore

we may compare on the contrary Koran ix. 15, challu sehi-

lalium loose their way, i. e. let them go forth free, and render

it : He unfettered, unbound, left to itself, let my way go on

as faultless (unobstructed). Hitzig, following the Chethih

O"!-], renders it differently: "and made the upright skip on

his way." But D''?2n beside y^^'l is to be regarded at the

outset as its predicate, and n^"^n means "to cause to jump

up", Hab. iii. 6, not "to skip along". Nevertheless, the

ChethW iDm, which, from the following Chethih rhy^, bears

the appearance of being designed, at any rate seems to have

understood D^cn personally: He unfettered {expedit) the up-

right his way, making his feet like &c. The reading nmi in-

stead of nnnjl, although admissible so far as the syntax is

concerned (Ges. § 147,«), injures the flow of the rhythm.

Vers. 36—37. The pentastich is stunted here by the

falling away of the middle line of ver. 36 : and Thy right hand

suppo?^ted me. Instead of the expressive ^nj^yl (and Thy

condescension) we find here ^niy.l which, in accordance w^ith

the usage of the language, does not mean Thy being low

(Hengst.), but rather : Thy labour (Bottch.), or more securely

:

Thi?ie answering, LXX. uTraxoYj (i. e. the actual help, where-

with Thou didst answer my prayer). Instead of innn we

find, as also in vers. 40, 48, ^JPnn with a verbal suffix, like

IV'S in cxxxix. 11; it is perhaps an inaccuracy of the com-

mon dialect, which confused the genitive and accusative

suffix. But instances of this are not wanting even in the

written language, Ges. § 103, rem. 3.

Vers. 38—41. The cohortative nc->s:, as frequently,

has the sense of a hypothetical antecedent, whether it refers

to the present, as in cxxxix. 8, or to the past as in Ixxiii. 16

and here: in case I pursued. In the text in the Psalter it is

cri^\S'i, here it is CTprN], by which the echo of Exod. xv.

is obliterated. And after cmt5D-"iy how tautological is the

d?2^^ which is designed to compensate for the shortening

of tiie verse! The verse, to wit, is shortened at the end,

Cip )byi6] being transformed into ]',r2'p] ^^]- Instead of

IS*
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t>B"l^ ^hi^) is not inappropriate. Instead of '»^'1!N*ni we find

^^"lini, by a syncope that belongs to the dialect of the people,

cf. ^Sin for '•^ixn Jer. ii. 30, r^^p for rjKxp Job xxxv. 11. Of

the same kind is nnn = rinriJ, an apocope take from the

mouths of the people, with which only Tl, Judg. xix. 11, if

equivalent to "I"!"', can be compared. The conjunctive ) of

^Js*3TO1 stands here in connection with cn"';Dl^^< as a cotisec:

my haters, whom I destroyed. The other text is altogether

more natural, better conceived, and more elegant in this

instance.

Vers. 42—43. Instead of ^VT^] we have -I^'l^"^, a substitu-

tion which is just tolerable: they look forth for help, or even :

they look up expectantly to their gods, Isa. xvii. 8, xxxi. 1.

The tvro figurative expressions in ver. 43, however, appear

here, in contrast with the other text, in a distorted form:

And I pulverised them as the dust of the earth, as the 7?ure of

the street did I crush them, I trampled them down. The lively

and expressive figure nn OD't'y ID^D is weakened into

V*lN~15:yr. Instead of Cp^lN*, we have the overloaded glos-

sarial DJ;.j"^"^^^ C|'T)"]5<. The former (root p"i, "|"1, to break in

pieces) is a word that is interchanged with the Cp"'1^< of the

other text in the misapprehended sense of Cp*!N. The latter

(root pi, to stretch, to make broad, thin, and compact) looks

like a gloss of this Cp"iX. Since one does not intentionally

either crush or trample upon the dirt of the street nor tread

it out thin or broad, we must in this instance take not mere-

ly px~"1£p but also m!iin"L]^:OD as expressing the issue

or result.

Vers. 44—46. The various reading i^j; i^n proceeds

from the correct understanding, that ''Zn refers to David's

contentions within his kingdom. The supposition that i^^

is a plur. apoc. and equivalent to C^^y, as it is to all appear-

ance in cxliv. 2, and like ^-in = C.'p xlv. 9, has no ground

here. The reasonable variation '•JipOT harmonises with iioj;:

Thou hast kept me (preserved me) for a head of the nations, V\z.

by not allowing David to become deprived of the throne by

civil foes. The two lines of ver. 45 are reversed, and not with-

out advantage. The Hithpa. ^t^'Hrn^ instead of the Plel V^'nZ')

(cf. Ixvi. 3, Ixxxi. 16) is the reflexive of the latter: they made
themselves flatterers (cf. the Nip}h. Deut. xxxiii. 29: to shew
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themselves flattering, like the IVP'^'? which follows here,

audientes se pr(estaba?it = ohediehant). Instead of (]Jix) V'Q'dh

we have here, in a similar signification, but less elegant,

(jiN)>1?2Li'^ according to the hearing of the ear^ i. e. hearsay.

Instead "of ^T^T\\\ we find T]TCi\, which is either a transposi-

tion of the letters as a solecism (cf. p_D 2 Sam. xiii. 27 for

T^*9), or used in a peculiar signification. "They gird (accincti

prodeunty does not give any suitable meaning to this pic-

ture of voluntary submission. But "i:n (whence Talmudic

i:n lame) may have signified "to limp" in the dialect of the

people, which may be understood of those who drag them-

selves along with difficulty and reluctance (Hitz.). ^^Out of

their closed places (castles)'" ^ here with the suff. am instead of

ehem.

Vers. 47—49. The n^li thrust into ver. 47Z> is trouble-

some. D"1^"i (without any necessity for correcting it to D"l^l)

is optative, cf. Gen. xxvii. 31, Prov. ix. 4, 16. Instead of

-^n-j-i^ "vve have "T'^ibl and who suhdueth, which is less signifi-

cant and so far as the syntax is concerned less elegant. Also

here consequently ''^nnn for ""nrin. Instead of ''tC^Dp we find

\S*''lilOi and who hringeth me forth out of my enemies, who

surround me — a peculiar form of expression and without

support elsewhere (for it is different in ver. 20). The

poetical r|X is exchanged for the prose 1, ^^^~\^ for ^"Ofy^^ and

D?2n (t^'^N*) ^or CDDH i^^^'-, the last being a plur, (cxl. 2, 5,

Prov. iv. 17), which is foreign to the genuine Davidic Psalms.

Vers. 50— 51. The change of position of T\T\^ in ver.

50^, as well as ntSTN for ri'ltSTX, is against the rhythm; the

latter, moreover, is contrary to custom, Ivii. 10, cviii. 4.

While h^yo of the other text is not pointed 'p'n:ip, but t5":i??,

it is corrected in this text from t^n:^ into hT\v:;> tower of

salvation — a figure that recalls Ixi. 4, Prov. xviii. 10, but

is obscure and somewhat strange in this connection; more-

over, migdol for migdal, a tower, only occurs elsewhere in the

Old Testament as a proper name.

If we now take one more glance over the mutual rela-

tionship of the two texts, we cannot say that both texts

equally partake of the original. With the exception of the

correct omission of ver. 14c and the readings """lILi'TO, n"l^'n,

and C '»p;DX there is scarely anything in the text of 2 Sam.
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xxii. that specially commends itself to us. That this text

is a designed, and perhaps a Davidic, revision of the. other

text (Hengst.), is an assumption that is devoid of reason

and appearance; for in 2 Sam. xxii. we have only a text

that varies in some instances, but not a substantially new
form of the text. The text in 2 Sam. xxii., as it has shewn

us, is founded upon careless written and oral transmission.

The rather decided tendency towards a defective form of

writing leads one to conjecture the greater antiquity of the

copy from which it is taken. It is easy to understand how
poetical passages inserted in historical works were less care-

fully dealt with. It is characteristic of the form of the text

of the Psalm in 2 Sam. xxii., that in not a few instances the

licences of popular expression have crept into it. There is

some truth in what Bottcher says, when he calls the text

in the Psalter the recension of the priests and that in the

Second Book of Samuel the recension of the laity.

vPSALM XIX.

PRAYER TO GOD, WHOSE REVELATION OF HIMSELF IS

TWOFOLD.

2 THE heavens are telling the glory of God,

And the work of His hands doth the firmament declare.

3 Day unto day poureth forth speech.

And night unto night sheweth knowledge —
4 There is no speech and there are no words.

Whose voice is inaudible.

5 Into all lands is their line gone forth,

And to the end of the world their utterances

:

To the sun hath He appointed a tabernacle there.

6 And he is like a bridegroom coming out of his chamber,

He rejoiceth as a strong man to run his course.

7 From the end of the heaven is his going ferth

And his circuit unto the end of it, , ~- \

And nothing can hide itself from his heat.
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8 The Law of Jahve is spotless,

restoring the soul;

The testimony of Jahve is sure,

making wise the simple.

9 The statutes of Jahve are right,

rejoicing the heart;

The commandment of Jahve is pure,

enlightening the eyes;

10 The fear of Jahve is clean

enduring for ever^

The decisions of Jahve are truth,

righteous altogether.

11 More to be desired are they than gold,

and much fine gold,

And sweeter than honey

and honey-comb.

12 Moreover Thy servant is instructed by them,

in keeping them there is great reward.

13 As for errors who observeth them? ! From hidden sins

do Thou pronounce me clear!

14 Also from presumptuous sins keep Thy servant back,

that they may nothave dominion overme

!

Then shall I be guiltless and clean

from great transgression.

15 Thus let be acceptable the words of my mouth
and the meditation of my heart

Before Thy face, Jahve,
,

my rock and my Redeemer!!

In the inscription of Ps. xviii. David is called mn^ "I2>7,

and in Ps. xix. he gives himself this name. In both Psalms,

hi the former at the beginning, in the latter at the close,

^he calls upon Jahve by the name '»"Tili, my rock: These and

other points of contact {Sijmlolce p. 49) have concurred to

lead the collector to append Ps. xix., which celebrates God's

.jevelation of Himself in nature and in the Law, to Ps. xviii.,

which celebrates God's revelation of Himself in the history

of David. The view, that in Ps. xix. we have before us two

torsi blown together from some quarter or other, is founded

upon a defective insight into the relationship, which accords
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with a definite jolan, of the two halves vers. 2— 7, 8— 15,

as Hitzig has recently shewn in opposition to that view.

The poet hegins with the praise of the glory of God the

Creator, and rises from this to the praise of the mercy of

God the Lawgiver; and thus through the praise, springing

from wondering and loving adoration, he clears the way to

the prayer for justification and sanctification. This prayer

grows out of the praise of the mercy of the God who has
revealed Himself in His word, without coming back to the

first part, vers. 2— 7. For, as Lord Bacon says, the hea-

vens indeed tell of the glory of God, but not of His will,

according to which the poet prays to be pardoned and
sanctified. Moreover, if we suppose the Psalm to be called

forth by the aspect of the heavens by day, just as Ps. viii.

was by the aspect of the heavens by night, then the unity

of this praise of the two revelations of God becomes still

more clear. It is morning, and the psalmist rejoices on the

one hand at the dawning light of day, and on the other he
prepares himself for the day's work lying before him, in

the light of the Tora. The second part, just like the first

part, consists of fourteen lines, and each of them is natur-

ally divided into a six and an eight line strophe. But in the

second part, in the place of the short lines comes the csesural

schema, which as it were bounds higher, draws deeper

breaths and surges as the rise and fall of the waves, for the

Tora inspires the psalmist more than does the sun. And it

is also a significant fact, that in the first part God is called

bi< according to his relationship of power to the world, and
is only mentioned once ; whereas in the second part, He is

called by His covenant name m^^ and mentioned seven times,

and the last time by a threefold name, which brings the

Psalm to a close with a full toned i^n*:"! niiJ m^^ What a
depth of meaning there is in this distinction of the revelation

of God, the Redeemer, from the revelation of God, the

Creator!

The last strophe presents us with a sharply sketched

soteriology in ?mce. If we add Ps. xxxii., then we have the

whole of the way of salvation in almost Pauline clearness and
definiteness. Paul, moreover, quotes both Psalms; they were
surely his favourites.
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Vers. 2— 4. The heavens, i. e. the siiperterrestrial

spheres, which, so far as human vision is concerned, are

lost in infinite space, declare how glorious is God, and in-

deed ^N*, as the Almighty; and what His hands have made,

/. e. what He has produced with a superior power to which

everything is possible, the firmament, /. e. vault of heaven

stretched out far and wide and as a transparency above the

earth (Grseco-Veneta xa^xa = £XTa[jLa, from yp"i, root pi, to ^
stretch, xsivstv), distinctly expresses. The sky and firma-

ment are not conceived of as conscious beings which the

middle ages, in dependence upon Aristotle {yid. Maimonides,

More Nehuchim ii. 5) , believed could be proved from this

passage, cf. Neh. ix. 6, Job xxxviii. 7. Moreover, Scripture

knows nothing of the "music of the spheres" of the Pytha-

goreans. What is meant is, as the old expositors correctly

say, ohjectivum vocis non articulatce prceconium. The doxa,

which God has conferred upon the creature as the reflection

of His own, is reflected back from it, and given back to God
as it were in acknowledgment of its origin. The idea of

perpetuity, which lies even in the participle, is expanded in

ver. 3. The words of this discourse of praise are carried

forward in an uninterrupted line of transmission. pSH (fr.

J?2^, «AJ, root 2J, to gush forth, nearly allied to which,

however, is also the root V2, to spring up) points to the rich

fulness with which, as from an inexhaustible spring, the

testimony passes on from one day to the next. The parallel

word n^^n is an unpictorial, but poetic, word that is more
Aramaic than Hebrew (= Ti-ln). i;rx also belongs to the

more elevated style ; the yvojotov tou 0£O!j deposited in the

creature, although not reflected, is here called r\yn. The

poet does not say that the tidings proclaimed by the day,

if they gradually die away as the day declines, are taken

up by the night, and the tidings of the night by the day;

but (since the knowledge proclaimed by the day concerns

the visible works of God by day, and that proclaimed by the

night. His works by pight), that each dawning day continues

the speech of that which has declined, and each approach-

ing night takes up the tale of that which has passed away

{Psychol. S. 347, tr. p. 408). If ver. 4 were to be rendered
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"there is no speech and there are no words, their voice

is inaudible", i. e. they are silei^ty speechless witnesses,

littering no sound, but yet speaking aloud (Hengst.), only

inwardly audible but yet intelligible everywhere (Then.):

then, ver. 5 ought at least to begin with a Warn adve^sativum,

and, moreover, t4ie poet would then needlessly check his

fervour, producing a tame thought and one that interrupts

the flow of the hymn. To take ver. 4 as a circumstantial

clause to ver. 5, and made to precede it, as Ewald does,

"without loud speech . . . their sound has resounded through

all the earth" (§ 341, d), is impossible, even apart fr6m the

fact of *1I2K* not meaning "loud speech" and CJ7 hardly "their

sound". Ver. 4 is in the form of an independent sentence,

and there is nothing whatever in it to betray any designed

subordination to ver. 5. But if it be made independent in the

sense "there is no loud, no articulate speech, no audible

voice, which proceeds from the heavens", then ver. 5 would

form an antithesis to it; and this, in like manner, there is

nothing to indicate, and it would at least require that the

verb f<ii^ should be placed first. Luther's rendering is better:

There is no language nor speech, where 'their voice is not

heard, i. e., as Calvin also renders it, the testimony of the

heavens to God is understood by the peoples of every lan-

guage and tongue. But this ought to be ])\t/b )'>N* or n^t^ pNI

(Gen. xi. 1). Hofmann's rendering is similar, but more unten-

able: "There is no speech and there are no words, that their

cry is not heard, i. e. the language of the heavens goes forth

side by side with all other languages; and men may discourse

ever so, still the speech or sound of the heavens is heard

therewith, it sounds above them all." But the words are

not y^ti^'^ ^b2 (after the analogy of Gen. xxxi. 20), or rather

ycl^•^ it's (as in Job xli. 18, Hos. viii. 7). "h^ with the part.

is a poetical expression for the Alpha privat. (2 Sam. i. 21),

consequently ^Dl^O ">b2 is "unheard" or "inaudible", and the

opposite of yDl^:, audible, Jer. xxxi. 15. Thus, therefore,

the only rendering that remains is that of the LXX

,

Vitringa, and Hitzig: There is no language and no

words, whose voice is unheard, i. e. inaudible. Hupfeld's

assertion that this rendering destroys the parallelism is

unfounded. The structure of the distich resembles cxxxix.
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4. The discourse of tlie heavens and the firmament, of the

day (of the sky by day) and of the night (of the sky by

night), is not a discourse uttered in a corner, it is a discourse

in speech that is everywhere audible, and in words that are

understood by all, a cpav£p6v, Rom. i. 19.

Vers. 5— 7. Since "^^n* and D^*]21 are the speech and

words of the heavens, which form the ruling principal notion,

comprehending within itself both UV and inb^^, the suffixes

of op and cri'''>'?p must unmistakeably refer to D''D'i^'n in

spite of its being necessary to assign another reference to

Dh)p in ver. 4. Jer. xxxi. 39 shews how we are to understand

1p in connection with ^<li^ The measuring line of the

heavens is gone forth into all the earth, i. e. has taken entire

possession of the earth. Ver. 5b tells us what kind of

measuring line is intended, viz. that of their heraldship:

their words (from n^p, which is more Aramaic than Hebrew,

and consequently more poetic) reach to the end of the world,

they fill it completely, from its extreme boundary inwards.

Isaiah's 1p, ch. xxviii. 10, is inapplicable here, because it

does not mean commandment, but rule, and is there used

as a word of derision, rhyming with ))i. The 6 cpOo^yo?

auToiv of the LXX. (6 riyoc, auxuiv Symm.) might more readily

be justified, inasmuch as p might mean a harpstring, as

being a cord in tension, and then, like tovo? (cf. xovaia), a

tone or sound (Gesenius in his Lex., and Ewald), if the

reading nblp does not perhaps lie at the foundation of that

rendering. But the usage of the language presents the

signification of a measuring line for )p when used with t^!i'>

(Aq. xavwv, cf. 2 Cor. x. 13); and this gives a new thought,

whereas in the other case we should merely have a repeti-

tion of what has been already expressed in ver. 4. Paul

makes use of these first two lines of the strophe in order,

with its very words, to testify to the spread of the apos-

tolic message over the whole earth. Hence most of the

older expositors have taken the first half of the Psalm to

be an allegorical prediction, the heavens being a figure of

the church and the sun a figure of the gospel. The apostle

do'es not, however, make a formal citation in the passage

referred to, he merely gives a New Testament application

to Old Testament language, by taking the all-penetrating
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prceconium ccelorum as figure of the all-penetrating prceco-

nium evangelii; and lie is fully justified in so doing by the

parallel which the psalmist himself draws between the reve-

lation of God in nature and in the written word.

The reference of CPIZ! to C^L^n is at once opposed by

the tameness of the thought so obtained. The tent, viz.

the retreat (^HK, according to its radical meaning a dwell-

ing, from triN, cogn. ^ix, to retire from the open country)

of the sun is indeed in the sky, but it is more naturally at

the spot where the sky and the Slin Hlip meet. Accordingly

criD has the neuter signification "there" (cf. Isa. xxx. 6);

and there is so little ground for reading UVf instead of Ctj',

as Ewald does, that the poet on the contrary has written

UTO and not Ct^", because he has just used C^ (Hitzig). The

name of the sun, which is always feminine in Arabic, is

predominantly masculine in Hebrew and Aramaic (cf. on

the other hand Gen. xv. 17, Nah. iii. 17,' Isa. xlv. 6, Mai. iii.

20); just as the Sabians and heathen Arabs had a sun-god

(masc). Accordingly in ver. 6 the sun is compared to a

bridegroom, who comes forth in the morning out of his PiCn.

3oe} ii. 16 shews that this word means a bride- chamber;

properly (from r]Dn to cover) it means a canopy (Isa. iv. 5),

whence in later Hebrew the bridal or portable canopy (Tal-

mud. NO^il n''2), which is supported by four^oles and borne

by four boys, at the consecration of the bridal pair, and

then also the marriage itself, is called chuppa. The morn-

ing light has in it a freshness and cheerfulness, as it were

a renewed youth. Therefore the morning sun is compared

to a bridegroom, the desire of whose heart is satisfied,

who stands as it were at the beginning of a new life, and

in whose youthful countenance the joy of the wedding-day

still shines. And as at its rising it is like a bridegroom,

so in its rapid course (Sir. xliii. 5) it is like a hero (vlcL on

xviii. 34), inasmuch as it marches on its way ever anew,

light-giving and triumphant, as often as it comes forth, with

n"^12iJ (Judges V. 31). From one end of heaven, the extreme

east of the horizon, is its going forth, i, e. rising (cf. Hos.

vi. 3; the opposite is n*^2D going in = setting), and its

circuit (riDipri, from P)^p = P)f?:, Isa. xxix. 1, to revolve)

cniHp-^j;, to their (the heavens') end (= ly Deut. iv. 32), cf.
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1 Esdr. iv. 34: "zayhc, Tto Bp6[i(p 6 t^Xioc, oil oxpscpETat £v xoj

xuxX(|) To5 o'jpavou xal iraXtv aiioxps^^st elc, xov eauxou xottov £V

jxt^ Tjfxspa. On this open "way there is not ^iPD^, anything

hidden, i. e. anything that remains hidden, before its heat.

nx^n is the enlightening and warming influence of the ^un,

which is also itself called n^n in poetry.

Vers. 8— 10. No sign is made use of to mark tho

transition from the one part to the other, but it is

indicated by the introduction of the divine name mn"' instead

of b^. The word of nature declares h^ (God) to us, the

word of Scripture mn'' (Jahve) ; the former God's power and

glory, the latter also His counsel and will. Now follow

twelve encomiums of the Law, of which every two are related

as antecedent and consequent, rising and falling according

to the csesural schema, after the manner of waves. One

can discern how noAV the heart of the poet begins to beat

with redoubled joy as he comes to speak of God's word,

the revelation of His will, rnin does not in itself mean the

law^ but a pointing out, instruction, doctrine or Reaching,

and more particularly such as is divine, and therefore posit-

ive; whence it is also used of prophecy, Isa. i. 10, viii. 16,

and prophetically of the New Testament gospel, Isa. ii. 3.

But here no other divine revelation is meant than that given

by the- mediation of Moses, which is become the law, i. e.

the rule of li"^e (vojxo;) , of Israel; and this law, too, as a

whole not merely as to its hortatory and disciplinary cha-

racter, but also including the promises contained in it. The

praises which the poet pronounces upon the Law, are

accurate even from the standpoint of the New Testament.

Even Paul says, Rom. vii. 12, 14, "The Law is holy and

spiritual, and the commandment holy, and just, and good."

The Law merits these praises in itself; and to him who is

in a state of favour, it is indeed no longer a law bring-

ing a curse with it, but a mirror of the God merciful in

holiness, into which he can look without slavish fear, and

is a rule for the direction of his free and willing obedience.

And how totally different is the affection of the psalmists

and prophets for the Law, — an affection based upon the

essence and universal morality of the commandments, and

upon a spiritual realisation of the letter, and the consolation
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of the promises, — from the pharisaical rabbinical service

of the letter and the ceremonial in the period after the

Exile!

The divine Law is called u^'ion, "perfect", i. e. spotless

ai^d harmless, as being absolutely well-meaning, and alto-

gether directed towards the well-being of man. And HD^ti'p

t^'S::^ restoring, bringing back, i. e, imparting newness of life,

quickening the soul (cf. Pil. 22)\l/, xxiii. 3), to him, viz., who
obeys the will of God graciously declared therein, and enters

upon the divine way or rule of salvation. Then in the place

of the word n^llH we find ni"1>\ — as the tables of the Ten

Commandments (nn^Tl D^iD^) are called, — from "iij; (T^'H),

which signifies not merely a corroborative, but also a warn-

ing and instructive testimony or attestation. The testimony

of Jahve is Pu^NJ, made firm, sure, faithful, i. e. raised

above all doubt in its declarations, and verifying itself in

its threatenings and promises; and hence ipiQ Vin'^^n'Q, mak-

ing wise simplicity, or the simple, lit. openness, the open

(root DD to spread out, open, Indo-Germ. prat, ttst, pat,

pad), i. e. easily led astray; to such an one it gives a solid

basis and stability, oocpiC^t auiov, 2 Tim. iii. 15. The Law
divides into Dn;pD, precepts or declarations concerning

man's obligation; these are D^^lt^'^, straight or upright, as

a norma Jiormata, because they proceed from the upright,

absolutely good will of God, and as a norma normans they

lead along a straight way in the right track. They are there-

fore 2^ '•nxst^'p, their educative guidance, taking one as

it were by the hand, frees one from all tottering, satisfies a

moral want, and preserves a joyous consciousness of being

in the right way towards the right goal, mn^ Hli^p, Jahve's

statute (from n}V statuere), is the tenour of His command-
ments. The statute is a lamp — it is said in Prov. vi. 23

— and the law a light. So here: it is n"i3, clear, like the

light of the sun (Cant. vi. 10), and its light is imparted to

other objects: D]^^]; n"1''Np, enlightening the eyes, which

refers not merely to the enlightening of the understanding,

but of one's whole condition; it makes the mind clear, and

body as well as mind healthy and fresh, for the darkness

of the eyes is sorrow, melancholy, and bewilderment. In

this chain of names for the Law, 'n ^^*1'' is not the fear of
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God as an act performed, but as a precept, it is what God's

revelation demands, effects^ and maintains ; so that it is the

revealed way in which God is to be feared (xxxiv. 12), —
in short, it is the religion of Jahve (cf. Prov. xv. 33 with

Deut. xvii. 19). This is niinp, clean, pure, as the word

which is like to pure gold, by which it is taught, xii. 7, cf.

Job xxviii.19; and therefore "ly^ HlD'y, enduring for ever in

opposition to all false forms of reverencing God, which

carry their own condemnation in themselves, 'n ^l2Bm are

the ju?^a oi the Law as a corpus Juris divini^ everything that

is right and constitutes right according to the decision of

Jahve. These judgments are n^X, truth, which endures and

verifies itself; because, in distiiiction from most others and

those outside Israel, they have an unchangeable moral foun-

dation: T{T]\ lp"i^, i. e. they are D''pn^, in accordance with

right and appropriate (Deut. iv. 8), altogether, because no

reproach of inappositeness and sanctioned injustice or wrong

clings to them. The eternal will of God has attained a

relatively perfect form and development in the Law of Jahve

according to the standard set up as the law of the nation.

Vers. 11— 15. With Dn^jH-^n (for which, preferring a

simple Shehd with the gutturals, Ben-Naphtali writes Dn/jniH)

the poet sums up the characteristics enumerated; the

article is summative, as in ^WWT] at the close of the hexa-

hemeron, Gen. i. 31. ID is the finest purified gold, cf. 1 Kings

X. 18 with 2 Chron. ix. 17. D^DIli PDJ "the discharge (from

TD^ = vi:^Aj) of the honeycombs" is the virgin honey, i. e.

the honey that flows of itself out of the cells. To be desired

are the revealed words of God, to him who possesses them as

an outward possession; and to him who has received them

inwardly they are sweet. The poet, who is himself con-

scious of being a servant of God, and of striving to act as

such, makes use of these words for the end for which they

are revealed: he is in 13, one who suffers himself to be

enlightened, instructed, and warned by them. U\ belongs

to "inU (according to the usual arrangement of the words,

e. g. Hos. vi. 11),. just as in ver. 14 it belongs to "t^'n. He
knows that Dip'^'Z! (with a subjective suffix in an objective

sense, cf. Prov. x'xv. 7, just as we may also say:) in their

observance is, or is included, great reward. DPj; is that
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whicli follows upon one's heels (zpj;), or comes immediately

after anything, and is used here of the, result of conduct.

Thus, then, inasmuch as the Law is not only a copy of the

divine will, but also a mirror of self-knowledge, in which a

man may behold and come to' know himself, he prays for

forgiveness in respect of the many sins of infirmity, —
though for the most part unperceived by him, — to which,

even the pardoned one succumbs. nN''rL^' (in the terminology

of the Law, Mlllt^', dyvorjp-a) comprehends the whole jirovince

of the peccatutn invoJuntarium^ both the peccatum ignorantice

and the peccatum infirmitatis. The question delicta quis

intelligit is equivalent to the negative clause: no one can

discern his faults, on account of the heart of man being

unfathomable and on account of the disguise, oftentimes so

plausible, and the subtlety of sin. Hence, as an inference,

follows the prayer: pronounce me free also niir:p3?D, «Z>

occultis (peccatis, which, however, cannot be supplied on

grammatical grounds), equivalent to D''?3^yp (xc. 8), i. e.

all those sins, which even he, who is most earnestly striving

after sanctification, does not discern, although he may desire

tg know them, by reason of the ever limited nature of his

knowledge both of him.self and of sin.* plj^J, Bixaiouv, is a

vox judicialis, to declare innocent, pronounce free from, to

let go unpunished. The prayer for justification is folk)wed

in ver. 14 by the prayer for sanctification, and indeed for

preservation against deliberate sins. From ill, l^T, to seethe,

boil over, Hiph. to sin wilfully, deliberately, insolently, —
opp, of sin arising from infirmity, Exod. xxi. 14, Deut.

xviii. 22, xvii. 12, — is formed IT an insolent sinner, one

who does not sin n^^li''^, but ]rijl) (cf. 1 Sam. xvii. 28, where

David's brethren bring this reproach against him), or T3
n?J*l, and the neuter collective en* (cf. n^*CL^ ci. 3, Hos. v. 2)

peccata proceretica or contra conscientlam , which cast one

out of the state of grace or favour. Num. xv. 27—31. For

if DHT had been intended of arrogant and insolent possessors

* In the Arab proverb, "no sin which is persisted in is small, no

sin great for which forgiveness is sought of God," Swaa.o directly

means a little and HwAA^^a great sin, vid. Allgcm. Literar. Zeilschr.

1844, No. 46, p. 363.
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of power (Ewald), the prayer \^ould have taken some other

form than that of "keeping back" ("ti'n as in 1 Sam. xxv.

39 in the mouth of David). DHT, presumptuous sins, when

they are repeated, become dominant sins, which irresistibly

enslave the man (bm with a non-personal subject, as in

Isa. iii. 4&, cf. Ps. ciii. 19); hence the last member of the

climax (which advances from the peccafum involunta?-ium to

the procereticwn , and from this to the regnans): let them

not have dominion over me (ip with DecM in Baer; generally

wrongly marked with Blunach).

Then (ii<), when Thou bestowest this twofold favour

upon me, the favour of pardon and the grace of preservation,

shall I be blameless (Dn\X 1 fut. Kal, instead of CHis*, with

•> as a characteristic of e') and absolved (''ri''|?^1 not Fiel, as

in ver. 13, but 7\7/j^., to be made pure, absolved) from great

transgression, yt^a* from V^^'D (root li'^), to spread out,

go beyond the bounds, break through, trespass, is a collec-

tive name for deliberate and reigning, dominant sin, which

breaks through man's relation of favour with God, and

consequently casts him out of favour, — in one word, for

apostasy.' -Finally, the psalmist supplicates a gracious^

acceptance of his prayer, in which both mouth and heart

accord, supported by the faithfulness, stable as the rock_

(n-lli), and redeeming love {^h^'^l redsmptor, vindex^ root by,

^n, to loose, redeem) of his (3rod. pH")S r\\T\ is a standing

expression of the sacrificial tora, e, g. Lev. i. 3 sq. The

?I'';c'?, which, according to Exod. xxviii. 38, belongs to pli"l^,

stands in the second member in accordance with the "pa-

rallelism by postponement." Prayer is a sacrifice offered by

the inner man. The heart meditates and fashions it; and

the mouth presents it, by uttering that which is put into

the form of words.

* The Gaja with V*^'t;D is intended in this instance, where V^'DD

2*) are to be read in close connection, to secure distinctness of pro-

nunciation for the unaccented V, as e. g, is also the case in Ixxviii.

13, ^\V\>.} {hlihd jam\

VOL. 19
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PSALM XX.

PRAYER FOR THE KING IN TIME OF WAR.

2 JAHVE answer thee in the day of distress,

The name of the God of Jacob set thee up on high,

3 Send thee help from the sanctuary,

And uphold thee out of Zion!

4 Remember all thy meat-offerings,

And graciously accept thy burnt offerings! (Sela),

b Give thee according to thine own heart.

And fulfil all thy counsel!

G We will shout for joy because of Thy help,

And in the name^f our God will we raise our

banners —
Jahve fulfil all thy wishes. ^

7 Now know I that Jahve giveth help to His Anointed;

He will answer iiim from His holy heaven

With the helpful mighty deeds of His right hand.

8 Some [praise] chariots and some horses,

And we, we praise the name of Jahve, our God.

9 If those have bowed down and fallen,

Then we have risen up and stand firm.

10 Jahve, Oh help the king! —
May He hear us in the day we call.

To Ps. xix. is closely attached Ps. xx., because its

commencement is as it were the echo of the prayer with

which the former closes; and to Ps. xx. is closely attached

Ps. xxi. , because both Psalms refer to the same event

relatively, as prayer and thanksgiving. Ps. xx. is an inter-

cessory psalm of the nation, and Ps. xxi. a thanksgiving

psalm of the nation, on behalf of its king. It is clearly

manifest that the two Psalms form a pair, being connected

by unity of author and subject. They both open somewhat
uniformly with a synonymous parallelism of the members,
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XX. 2— 6, xxi. 2^-8; they then increase in fervour and assume

a more vivid colouring as they come to speak of the foes of

the king and the empire, xx. 7— 9, xxi. 9— 13; and they

both close with an ejaculatory cry to Jahve, xx. 10, xxi. 14.

In both, the king is apostrophised through the course of

several verses, xx. 2

—

6, xxi. 9— 13; and here and there

this is done in a way that provokes the question whether

the words are not rather addressed to Jahve, xx. 6, xxi. 10.

In both Psalms the king is referred to by "^^^H, xx. 10,

xxi. 8; both comprehend the goal of the desires in the word

njlt^'"'', XX. 6, cf. 7, xxi. 2, 6; both delight in rare forms of

expression, which are found only in these instances in the

whole range of Old Testament literature, viz. ^:i"ij xx. 6,

"nyn: xx. 9, m^i< xxi. 3, irnnn xxi. 7.

If, as the Tilh indicates, they formed part of the oldest

Davidic Psalter, then it is notwithstanding more probable

that their author is a cotemporary poet, than that it is

David himself. For, although both as to form of expression

(cf. xxi. 12 with X. 2) and as to thoughts (cf. xxi. 7 with

xvi. 11), they exhibit some points of contact with Davidic

Psalms, they^till stand isolated by their peculiar character.

But that David is tlieir subject, as the inscription "in^, and

their position in the midst of the Davidic Psalms, lead one

to expect, is capable of confirmation. During the time of

the Syro-Ammonitish war comes David's deep fall, which in

itself and in its consequences made him sick both in soul

and in body. It was not until he was again restored to God's

favour out of this self-incurred peril, that he went to his

army which lay before Kabbath Ammon, and completed the

conquest of the royal city of the enemy. The most satis-

factory explanation of the situation referred to in this

couplet of Psalms is to be gained from 2 Sam. xi. xii. Ps.

XX. prays for the recovery of the king, who is involved in

war with powerful foes; and Ps. xxi. gives thanks for his

recovery, and wishes him a victorious issue to the approach-

ing campaign. The "chariots and horses" (xx. 8) are

characteristic of the military power of Aram (2 Sam. x. 18,

and frequently), and in xxi. 4 and 10 we perceive an allu-

sion to 2 Sam. xii. 30, 31, or at least a remarkable agree-

ment with what is there recorded.

19*
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Vers. 2— 6. Litany for the king in distress, who offers

sacrifices for himself in the sanctuary. The futures in vers.

2— 5, standing five times at the head of the climactic memhers
of the parallelism, are optatives. N^^";, ver. 6, also continues

the chain of wishes, of which even HJ^^lJ. (cf. Ixix. 15) forms

one of the links. The wishes of the people accompany both

the prayer and the sacrifice. "The Name of the God of Jacob"

is the self-manifesting power and grace of the God of Israel.

2pp is used in poetry interchangeably with ^J^Tk^*^ just like

cn^N with nin^ Alshech refers to Gen. xxxv. 3; and it

is not improbable that the desire moulds itself after the

fashion of the record of the fact there handed down to us.

May Jahve, who, as the history of Jacob shews, hears (and

answers) in the day of distress, hear the king; may the

Name of the God of Jacob bear him away from his foes to

a triumphant height. 2^\l/ alternates with Crz)^ (xviii. 49)

in this sense. This intercession on the behalf of the pray-

ing one is made in the sanctuary on the heights of Zion,

where Jahve sits enthroned. May He send him succour from

thence, like auxiliary troops that decide the victory. The
king offers sacrifice. He offers sacrifice according to custom

before the commencement of the battle (1 Sam. xiii. 9 sq.,

and cf. the phrase H^nt'D U'lp), a whole burnt-offering and
at the same time a meat or rather meal offering also,

mn^p;* for every whole offering and every shelamlm- or

peace-offering had a meat-offering and a drink-offering as

its indispensable^ accompaniment. The word "iDT is per-

fectly familiar in the ritual of the meal-offering. That

portion of the meal-offering, only a part of which was placed

upon the altar (to which, however, according to traditional

practice, does not belong the accompanying meal-offering

of the CZD^ DnJ?^, which was entirely devoted to the altar),

which ascended with the altar fire is called m3TN, [ivrjp-oauvov

* This, though not occurring in the Old Testament, is the principal

form of the plural, which, as even David Kimchi recognises in his

Lexicon, points to a verb PI^O (just as nibD^C;, n';;2^, niriD^ point to

^?'?'S V1\-, riD*^); whereas other old grammarians su'pposed H PI J to be
the root, and were puzzled with the traditional pronunciation m^nacholh^

but without reason.
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(cf. Acts X. 4), that wliich brings to remembrance with God

him for whom it is offered up (not "incense", as Hupfeld

renders it); for the designation of the offering of jealousy,

Num. V. 15, as "bringing iniquity to remembrance before

God" shews, that in the meal-offering ritual ipi retains the

very same meaning that it has in other instances. Every

meal-offering is in a certain sense a )1i2i nrijO. Hence here

the prayer that Jahve would graciously remember them is

combined with the meal-offerings.

As regards the ^olah, the wish "let fire from heaven (Lev.

ix. 24, 1 Kings xviii. 38, 1 Chron. xxi. 26) turn it to ashes",

would not be vain. But the language does not refer to any-

thing extraordinary; and in itself the consumption ^of the

offering to ashes (Bottcher) is no mark of gracious accept-

ance. Moreover, as a denominative from jri/*!, fat ashes,

jt^'l means "to clean from ashes", and not: to turn into

ashes. On the other hand, ]m also signifies "to make fat",

xxiii. 5, and this effective signification is applied declara-

tively in this instance: may He find thy burnt-offering fat,

which is equivalent to: may it be to Him a cno nn [an odour

of satisfaction, a sweet-smelling savour]. The voluntative

ah only occurs here and in Job xi. 17 (which see) and Isa.

V. 19, in the 3 pers.\ and in this instance, just as with the

cohortative in 1 Sam. xxviii. 15, we have a change of the

lengthening into a sharpening of the sound (cf. the exactly

similar change of forms in 1 Sam. xxviii. 15, Isa. lix. 5,

Zech. V. 4, Prov. xxiv. 14, Ezek. xxv. 13) as is very fre-

quently the case in riD for HO. The alteration to mjI^T. or

Til\li~i\ (Hitzig) is a felicitous but needless way of getting rid

of the rare form. The explanation of the intensifying of

the music here is, that the intercessory song of the choir is

to be simultaneous with the presentation upon the altar

(DTtppn). n^j; ^^ ^^^ resolution formed in the present war-

tim^e. "Because of thy salvation", i. e. thy success in war,

is, as all the language is here, addressed to the king, cf.

xxi. 2, where it is addressed to Jahve, and intended of the

victory accorded to him. It is needless to read b":J instead

of^ili:, after the rendering of the LXX. ^sYaXovOrioojxsOa.

tJili: is a denominative from hTi'. to wave a banner. In the

closing line, the rejoicing of hope goes back again to the
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present and again assumes the form of an intercessory

desire.

Vers. 7— 9. While vers. 2— 6 were being sung the offer-

ing of the sacrifice was probably going on. Now, after a

lengthened pause, there ascends a voice, probably the voice

of one of the Levites, expressing the cheering assurance of

the gracious acceptance of the offering that has been presented

by the priest. With nnj; or PiPj;!, the usual word to indicate

the turning-point, the instantaneous entrance of the result

of some previous process of prolonged duration, whether

hidden or manifest (e. g. 1 Kings xvii. 24, Isa. xxix. 22), is

introduced. Jjil^'in is the perfect of faith, which, in the

certainty of being answered, realises the fulfilment in anti-

cipation. The exuberance of the language in ver. 7 corres-

ponds to the exuberance of feeling which thus finds expres-

sion.

In ver. 3 the answer is expected out of Zion, in the

present instance it is looked for from God's holy heavens;

for the God who sits enthroned in Zion is enthroned for

ever in the heavens. His throne on earth is as it were the

vestibule of His heavenly throne; His presence in the sanctu-

ary of Israel is no limitation of His omnipresence; His

help out of Zion is the help of the Celestial One and Him
who is exalted above the heaven of heavens. ni1^23 does not

here meap. the fulness of might (cf. xc. 10), but the dis-

plays of power (cvi. 2, cxlv. 4, cl. 2, Isa. Ixiii. 15), by which

His right hand procures salvation, /. e. victory, for the

combatant. The glory of Israel is totally different from

that of the heathen, which manifests itself in boastful talk.

In ver. 8« T\^T\r\ or T\^2V must be supplied from the *t>^t:

in ver. 8& (LXX. [i£YaXuv9Yja6[X£6a = "^^d::, xii. 5); 2 I^^TH,

to make laudatory mention of any matter, to extol, and

indirectly therefore to take credit to one's self for it, to

boast of it (cf. 3 ^^n, xliv. 9). According to the Law Israel

was forbidden to have any standing army; and the law

touching the king (Deut. xvii. 16) speaks strongly against

his keeping many horses. It was also the same under the

judges, and at this time under David; but under Solomon,

who acquired for himself horses and chariots in great

number (1 Kings x. 26—29), it was very different. It is
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therefore a confession that must belong to the time of Da-

vid which is here made in ver. 8, viz. that Israel's glory in

opposition to their enemies, especially the Syrians, is the

sure defence and protection of the Name of their God alone.

The language of David to Goliath is very similar, 1 Sam.

xvii. 45. The preterites in ver. 9 are prcet. confidentice. It

is, as Luther says, "a song of triumph before the victory,

a shout of joy before succour." Since U^^p does not mean
to stand, but to rise, ^yq\^ assumes the present superiority

of the enemy. But the position of affairs changes: those

who stand fall, and those who are lying down rise up; the

former remain lying, the latter keep the field. The Hithpa,

"inlynn signifies to shew one's self firm, strong, courageous

;

like iniv, cxlvi. 9, clxvii. 6, to strengthen, confirm, recover,

from n^y to be compact, firm, cogn. j| f. i., inf. aid, strength;

as, e. g., the Koran (Sur. xxxviii. 16) calls David dhd-l-aidi,

possessor of strength, II. ajjada, to strengthen, support, and

t$l, inf. add, strength, superiority, V. if««^^«^«^ to shew one's

self strong, brave, courageous.

Ver. 10. After this solo voice, the chorus again come

on. The song is closed, as it was opened, by the whole

congregation ; and is rounded off by recurring to its primary

note, praying for the accomplishment of that which is sought

and pledged. The accentuation construes "^^XDH with ^:^y^\

as its subject, perhaps in consideration of the fact, that

nj;^li'in is not usually followed by a governed object, and

because thus a medium is furnished for the transition from

address to direct assertion. But if in a Psalm, the express

object of which is to supplicate salvation for the king,

"j^DH nv^li'in stand side by side, then, in accordance with

the connection, "]Snn must be treated as the object; and

more especially since Jahve is called 2"] T)^^, in xlviii. 3,

and the like, but never absolutely "j^TOPl • Wherefore it is,

with Hupfeld, Hitzig, and others, to be rendered according

to the LXX. and Vulgate, Domine salvum fac regem. The

New Testament cry '^aavva toj uiai Aauio is a peculiar appli-

cation of this Davidic "God bless the king (God save the

king)", which is brought about by means of cxviii. 25. The

closing line, ver. 10^, is an expanded Amen.
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PSALM XXI.

THANKSGIVING FOR THE KING IN TIME OF WAR.

2 JAHYE, on account of Thy strength is the king glad,

And on account of Thy succour how greatly doth he

rejoice!

3 The wish of his heart hast Thou granted him,

And the desire of his lips hast Thou not refused. (Sela.)

4 For Thou dost meet him bringing blessings of good,

Thou settest upon his head a crown of fine gold.

5 He asked life of Thee, — Thou grantedst it to him,

Length of days, for ever and ever.

6 Great is his glory through Thy help,

Praise and glory dost Thou lay upon him.

7 For Thou makest him blessings for ever,

Thou dost delight him with joy in Thy presence.

8 For the king trusted in Jahve,

And through the favour of the Most High he shall not

be moved.

9 Thy hand will reach to all thine enemies

Thy right hand will reach all those that hate thee.

10 Thou shalt make them as a fiery oven,

when thou art angry,

Jahve in His. wrath shall swallow them up,

and a fire shall devour them.

11 Their fruit shalt thou destroy from the earth.

And their seed from among the children of men.

12 For they intend evil against thee.

They devise mischief: they shall accomplish nothing.

13 For thou wilt make them turn back,

With thy strings wilt thou aim at their faces.

14 Be Thou exalted, Jahve, in Thy might;

We will celebrate with voice and harp Thy strength.
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'''Jahve fulfil all thy desires'" cried the people in the

preceding Psalm, as they interceded on behalf of their king;

and in this Psalm they are able thankfully to say to God
^'•the desire of Ms heart hast Thou granted^ In both Psalms

the people come before God with matters that concern the

welfare of their king; in the former, with their wishes and.

prayers, in the latter, their thanksgivings and hopes; in the

latter as in the former when in the midst of war, but in the

latter after the recovery of the king, in the certainty of a

victorious termination of the war.

The Targum and the Talmud, B. Succa 52a, understand

this 21st Psalm of the king Messiah. Eashi remarks that this

Messianic interpretation ought rather to be given up for the

sake of the Christians. But even the Christian exposition

cannot surely mean to hold fast this interpretation so

directly and rigidly as formerly. This pair of Psalm treats

of David; David's cause, however, in its course towards a

triumphant issue — a course leading through suffering —
is certainly figuratively the cause of Christ.

Vers. 2— 3. The Psalm begins with thanksgiving for

the bodily and spiritual blessings which Jahve has bestowed

and still continues to bestow upon the king, in answer to

his prayer. This occupies the three opening tetrastichs,

of which these verses form the first, ly (whence TjTy, as in

Ixxiv. 13, together with tjTp, Ixiii. 3, and frequently) is the

power that has been mad6 manifest in the king, which has

turned away his affliction; ^]l)W] is the help from above

which has freed him out of his distrces. The Sr, which

follows the PiD of the exclamation, is naturally shortened by

the Keri into ^;ij (with the retreat of the tone); cf. on the

contrary Prov. xx. 24, where HQ is interrogative and, accord-

ing to the sense, negative). The (xtt. Xsy. r\^/li<, has the

signification eager desire, according to the connection, the

LXX. osTjaiv, and the perhaps also cognate ti^'n, to be poor;

the Arabic (ji/>«5 avidum esse, must be left out of considera-

tion according to the laws of the interchange of consonants,

whereas li^'T, ^)y capere, captare (cf. cy>t = cj>« a.n inherit-

ance), but not i^*n {vid. xxxiv. 11), belongs apparently to
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the same root. Observe the strong negation ^2: no, thou

hast not denied, but done the very opposite. The fact of

the music having to strike up here favours the supposition,

that the occasion of the Psalm is the fulfilment of some

public, well-known prayer.

Vers. 4— 5. "Blessings of good" (Prov. xxiv. 25) are

those which consist of good, i. e. true good fortune. The

verb C"P, because used of the favour which meets and

presents one with some blessing, is construed with a double

accusative, after the manner of verbs of putting on and

bestowing (Ges. § 139). Since ver. 4& cannot be intended

to refer to David's first coronation, but to the preservation

and increase of the honour of his kingship, this parti-

cularisation of ver. 4« sounds like a prediction of what is

recorded in 2 Sam. xii. 30: after the conquest of the Am-
monitish royal city Kabbah David set the Ammonitish crown

(n^lipv*)? which is renowned for the weight of its gold and its

ornamentation with precious stones, upon his head. David

was then advanced in years, and in consequence of heavy

guilt, which, however, he had overcome by penitence and

laying hold on the mercy of God, was come to the brink

of the grave. He, worthy of death, still lived; and the

victory over the Syro-Ammonitish power was a pledge to

him of God's faithfulness in fulfilling his promises. It is

contrary to the tenour of the words to say that ver. 5& does

not refer to length of life, but to hereditary succession to

the throne. To wish any one that he may live D^iy^, and
especially a king, is a usual thing, 1 Kings i. 31, and fre-

quently. The meaning is, may the life of the king be pro-

longed to an indefinitely distant day. What the people have

desired elsewhere, they here acknowledge as bestowed upon
the king.

Vers. 6— 7. The help of God turns to his honour, and

paves the way for him to honour, it enables him — this is

the meaning of ver. 6& — to maintain and strengthen his

kingship with fame and glory. h^_ PIV^" used, as in Ixxxix.

20, of divine investiture and endowment. To make blessings,

or a fulness of blessing, is a stronger form of expressing

God's words to Abram, Gen. xii. 2: thou shalt be a blessing

i. e. a possessor of blessing thyself, and a medium of blessing
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to others. Joy in connection with (n^< as in xvi. 11) the

countenance of God, is joy in delightful and most intimate

fellowship with Him. rrMpI, from ITin, which occurs once

in Exod. xviii. 9, has in Arabic, with reference to nomad
life, the meaning "to cheer the beasts of burden with a song

and urge them on to a quicker pace", and in Hebrew, as in

Aramaic, the general signification "to cheer, enliven."

Vers. 8— 9. With this strophe the second half of the

Psalm commences. The address to God is now changed

into an address to the king; not, however, expressive of

the wishes, but of the confident expectation, of the speakers.

Hengstenberg rightly regards ver. 8 as the transition to the

second half; for by its objective utterance concerning the

king and God, it separates the language hitherto addressed

to God, from the address to the king, which follows. We
do not render ver. 8b: and [trusting] in the favour of the

Most High — he shall not be moved ; the mercy is the res-

ponse of the trust, which (trust) does not suffer him to be

moved; on the expression, cf. Prov. x. 30. This inference

is now expanded in respect to the enemies who desire to

cause him to totter and fall. So far from any tottering, he,

on the contrary, makes a victorious assault upon his foes.

If the words had been addressed to Jahve, it ought, in order

to keep up the connection between vers. 9 and 8, at least

to have been V3''^5 and V^^ii; (his, i. e. the king's, enemies).

What the people now hope on behalf of their king, they here

express beforehand in the form of a prophecy, h Nli*D (as

in Isa. x. 10) and Nli^ seq. ace. (as in 1 Sam. xxiii. 17) are

distinguished as : to reach towards, or up to anything, and

to reach anything, attain it. Supposing b to represent the

accusative, as e. g, in Ixix. 6, ver. 9& would be a useless

repetition.

Vers. 10— 11. Hitherto the Psalm has moved uniformly

in synonymous dipodia, now it becomes agitated; and one

feels from its excitement that the foes of the king are also

the people's foes. True as it is, as Hupfeld takes it, that

?]''jD nv^ sounds like a direct address to Jahve, ver. 10&

nevertheless as truly teaches us quite another rendering.

The destructive effect, which in other passages is said to

proceed from the face of Jahve, xxxiv. 17, Lev. xx. 6, Lam.
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iv. 16 (cf. sx^i 9-0? £xoixov o[i}xa),is here ascribed to the face,

i. e. the personal apj^earing (2 Sam. xvii. 11) of the king.

David's arrival did actually decide the fall of Rabbath Am-
nion, of whose inhabitants some died under instruments of

torture and others were cast into brick-kilns, 2 Sam. xii,

26 sqq. The prospect here moulds itself according to this

fate of the Ammonites. t^'N* "ii^riD is a second accusative to

i^n^t^'ri, thou wilt make them like a furnace of fire, i, e. a

burning furnace, so that like its contents they shall entirely

consume by fire {synecdoche continentis pro contento). The

figure is only hinted at, and is differently applied to what

it is in Lam. v. 10, Mai. iii. 19. Ver. 10« and 10& are

intentionally two long rising and falling wave-like lines, to

which succeed, in ver. 11, two short lines; the latter describe

the peaceful gleaning after the fiery judgment of God that

has been executed by the hand of David. ID^D, as in Lam.

ii. 20, Hos. ix. 16, is to be understood after the analogy of

the expression ]tcin nD. It is the fate of the Amalekites

(cf. ix. 6 sq.), which is here predicted of the enemies of

the king.

Ver^. 12— 13. And this fate is the merited frustration

of their evil project. The construction of the sentences in

ver. 12 is like xxvii. 10, cxix. 83; Ew. § 362, &. nn H^J

is not to be understood according to the phrase ntifl M^Jj

(= li^'lO), for this phrase is not actually found; we have

rather, with Hitzig, to compare Iv. 4, 2 Sam. xv. 14: to

incline evil down upon any one is equivalent to: to put it

over him, so that it may fall in upon him. n^^ signifies "to

extend lengthwise", to unfold, but also to bend by draw-

ing tight. DDti?' rr'ti' to make into a back, i. e. to make them

into such as turn the back to you, is a more choice ex-

pression than r|"]'V ]n^, xviii. 41, cf. 1 Sam. x. 9; the half

segolate form CDt^', (= DDIi*) becomes here, in pause, the

full segolate form DDlif. C^*Jn must be supplied as the object

to pirn, as it is in other instances after nilH, ^\'^T\^ HT;

l^n ]J13, xi. 2, cf. vii. 14, signifies to set the swift arrow upon

the iDow-string ("IH^D = "in;*.) = to aim. The arrows hit the

front of the enemy, as the pursuer overtakes them.

Ver. 14. After the song has spread abroad its wings in

twice three tetrastichs, it closes by, as it were, soaring aloft
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and thus losing itself in a distich. It is a cry to God for

victory in battle, on behalf of the king. "Be Thou exalted",

i. €. manifest Thyself in Thy supernal (Ivii. 6, 12) and judi-

cial (vii. 7 sq.) sovereignty. What these closing words long

to see realised is that Jahve should reveal for world-wide

conquest this THp), to which everything that opposes Him
must yield, and it is for this they promise beforehand a

joyous gratitude.

PSALM XXII.

ELI ELI LAMA ASABTANL

2 MY God, my God, wliy hast Thou forsaken me?!

Far from my help is my entreating cry,

3 my God, I cry in the daytime, but Thou answerest not,

And in the night season, but I have no rest.

4 Yet Thou art holy, sitting enthroned above the praises

of Israel.

5 In Thee our fathers trusted,

They trusted, and Thou didst deliver them.

G Unto Thee they cried and were fr§ed,

In Thee trusting, they were not put to shamo.

7 But I am a worm, and not a man;

A reproach of men and despised of the people.

8 All they that see me laugh me to scorn

;

They shoot out the lip, they shake the head:

9 "Koll it upon Jahve — let Him deliver him,

"Let Him rescue him, when He delighteth in him."'

10 Yea Thou art He that took me out of the womb
That inspired me with trust at my mother's breast'j.

11 On Thee was I cast from my birth,

From my mother's womb Thou art my God.

12 Be not far from me, for trouble is near,

For there is no helper at hand.

13 Mighty bulls have compassed me,

Strong ones of Bashan have beset me round.
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14 They open their mouth against me
A lion rayening and roaring.

15 Like water am I poured out,

And out of joint are all my bones.

My heart is become like wax,

Melted in the midst of my bowels.

16 Dried up like a potsherd is my strength.

And my tongue cleaveth to my jaws.

And Thou layest me in the dust of death. \/

17 For dogs have compassed me,

A band of wicked men encircles me.

Like a lion, my hands and my feet.

18 I can count all my bones.

They look, they stare upon me.

19 sThey part my garments among them,

- jAnd upon my vesture they cast lots.

20 And Thou, Jahve, remain not afar off!

My strength, haste Thee to help me!
21 Kescue my soul from the sword,

My only one from the paw of the dog.

22 Save me from the lion's jaws.

And from the horns of the antilopes — Thou wilt

answer me.

23 I will declare Thy name among my brethren,

In the midst of the congregation will I praise Thee:

24 "Ye that fear Jahve, praise Him;

"All ye the seed of Jacob, glorify Him,

"And stand in awe of Him, all ye seed of Israel!"

25 "For He hath not despised nor abhorred the affliction

of the afflicted,

"Neither hath He hid His face from him,

"And when he cried, He hath hearkened to him."
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26 From Thee cometlijmy praise in the greai congregation —
My vowrwill I pay before them that fear Him.

27 The meek shall eat and be satisfied,

They shall praise Jahve that seek Him:

"Let your heart refresh itself for everl"

28 Remember and turn unto Jahve shall all the ends of

the earth,

And all the families of the nations shall bow down

before Thee.

^29 For Jahve's is the kingship, and He ruleth among the

nations.

30 All the thriving of the earth shall eat and bow down,

Before Him shall all they that go down to the dust sink

down and they that cannot prolong their life.

31 A seed shall serve Him: it shall be told to the generation

concerning the Lord;-

32 They shall come and declare His righteousness to a

future people, that He hath finished it.

We have here a plaintive Psalm, whose deep complaints,

out of the midst of the most humiliating degradation and

most fearful peril, stand in striking contrast to the cheer-

ful tone of Ps. xxi. — starting with a disconsolate cry of

anguish, it passes on to a trustful cry for help, and ends in

vows of thanksgiving and a vision of world-wide results,

which spring from the deliverance of the sufferer. In no

Psalm do we trace such an accumulation of the most ex-

cruciating outward and inward suffering pressing upon the

complainant, in connection the most perfect innocence. In

this respect Ps. Ixix. is its counterpart ; but it differs from

it in this particular, that there is not a single sound of

imprecation mingled with its complaints.

It is David, who here struggles upward out of the

gloomiest depth to such a bright height. IHls a Dayidic

Psalm belonging_to_the_time of the persecution by Saul.

EwaldTbriugs it down^toTthe time preceding the destruction
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of Jerusalem , and Bauer to the time of tlie Exile. Ewald
says it is not now possible to trace the poet more exactly.

And Maurer closes by saying: illucl unum equidem pro certo

hdbeo, fuisse vatem hominem opWiis prceditum atque iUustre?n^

qui magna auctoyntate valeret non solum apud suos, verum ei'iam

apud tartarOS. Hitzig persists in his view, that Jeremiah

composed the first portion when cast into prison as an

apostate, and the second portion in the court of the prison,

when placed under this milder restraint. And according to

Olshausen, even here again, the whole is appropriate to the

time of the Maccabees. But it seems to us to be confirmed

at every point, that David, who was so persecuted by Saul,

is the author. The cry of prayer pn^lD'^N (xxii. 12, 20,

XXXV. 22, xxxviii. 22, borrowed in Ixxi. 12); the name given

to the soul, m^ri"' (xxii. 21, xxxv. 17); the designation of

quiet and resignation by PPDl" (xxii. 3, xxxi:s. 3, Ixii. 2, cf.

Ixv. 2), are all regarded by us, since we do not limit the

genuine Davidic Psalms to Ps. iii. — xix. as Hitzig does, as

Davidic idioms. Moreover, there is no lack of points of

contact in other respects with genuine old Davidic hymns

(cf. xxii. 30 with xxviii. 1, those that go down to the dust,

to the grave; then in later Psalms as in cxliii. 7, in Isaiah

and Ezekiel), and more especially those belonging to the

time of Saul, as Ps. Ixix. (cf. xxii. 27 with Ixix. 33) and lix.

(cf. xxii. 17 with lix. 15). To the peculiar characteristics

of the Psalms of this period belong the figures taken from

animals, which are heaped up in the Psalm before us. The

fact that Ps. xxii. is an ancient Davidic original is also

confirmed by the parallel passages in the later literature of

the SMr (Ixxi. 5 sq. taken from xxii. 10 sq. ; cii. 18 sq. in

imitation xxii. 25, 31 sq.), of the Chohna (Prov. xvi. 3,

TT^N ^il taken from Ps. xxii. 9, xxxvii. 5), and of prophecy

(Isaiah, ch. xlix. liii.; Jeremiah, in Lam. iv. 4; cf. Ps. xxii.

15, and many other similar instances). In spite of these

echoes in the later literature there are still some expressions

that remain unique in the Psalm and are not found else-

where, as the hapaxlegomena T\^h\^^ and MJJ. Thus, then,

we entertain no doubts respecting the truth of the in*?. Da-

vid speaks in this Psalm, — he and not any other, and that
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out of his own inmost being. In accordance with the nature

of lyric poetry, the Psalm has grown up on the soil of his

individual life and his individual sensibilities.

There is also in reality in the history of David, when

persecuted by Saul, a situation which may have given occa-

sion to the lifelike picture drawn in this Psalm, viz. 1 Sam.

xxiii. 25 sq. The detailed circumstances of the distress at

that time are not known to us, but they certainly did not

coincide with the rare and terrible sufferings depicted in

this Psalm in such a manner that these can be regarded as

an historically faithful and literally exact copy of those

circumstances; cf. on the other hand Ps. xvii. which was

composed at the same period. To just as slight a degree

have the prospects, which he connects in this Psalm with his

deliverance, been realised in David's own life. On the other

hand, the first portion exactly coincides with the sufferings

of Jesus Christ, and the second with the results that have

sprung from His resurrection. It is the agonising situation of

the Crucified One which is presented before our eyes in vers.

15— 18 with such artistic faithfulness: the spreading out

of the limbs of the naked body, the torturing pain in hands

and feet, and the burning thirst which the Redeemer, in

order that the Scripture might be fulfilled, announced in

the cry 6i'}d), John xix. 28. Those who blaspheme and

those who shake their head at Him passed by His cross.

Mat. xxvii. 39, just as ver. 8 says ; scoffers cried out to Him:

let the God in whom He trusts help Him, Mat. xxvii. 43,

just as ver. 9 says; His garments were divided and lots were

cast for His coat, John xix. 23 sq., in order that ver. 19 of

our Psalm might be fulfilled. The fourth of the seven say-

ings of the dying One, 'HXi, 'HXl x. t. X., Mat. xxvii. 46,

Mark xv. 34, is the first word of our Psalm and the appro-

priation of the whole. And the Epistle to the Hebrews, ch. ii.

11 sq., cites ver. 23 as the words of Christ, to shew that

He is not ashamed to call them brethren, whose sanctifier

God has tippointed Him to be, just as the risen Redeemer

actually has done, Mat. xxviii. 10, John xx. 17. This has

by no means exh'aHisted the list of mutual relationships.

The Psalm so vividly sets before us not merely the sufferings

of the Crucified One, but also the salvation of the world

VOL. I. 20
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arising out of His resurrection and its sacramental effi-

cacy, that it seems more like history than prophecy,, nt

non tarn propheiia^ quam historia videatur (Cassiodorus).

Accordingly the ancient Church regarded Christ, not David,

as the speaker in this 'Psalm; and condemned Theodore of

Mopsuestia who expounded it as cotemporary history.

Bakius Expresses the meaning of the older Lutheran expos-

itors when he says: asserbims, hunc Psahnum adUteramprimo,

p:rogfie et absque ulla allegoria, tropologia et avaywY^ integrum

et pe' omrda de solo Christo exponendum esse. Even the sy-

nagogue, so far as it recognises a suffering Messiah, hears

Him speak here; and takes- the "hind of the morning" as a

name of the Shechina and as a symbol of the dawning

redemption.

To ourselves, who regard the whole Psalm as the words

of David, it does not thereby lose anything whatever of its

prophetic character, ^t is a typical Psalm. The same God
who communicates His thouglrfs^'of redemption to the mind

of men, and there causes them to develope into the word of

prophetic announcement, has also moulded the history itself

into a prefiguring representation of the future deliverance;

and the evidence for the truth of Christianity which is de-

rived from this factual prophecy (Thatweissagung) is as grand

as that derived from the verbal prediction {Woriweissagung).

That David, the anointed of Samuel, before he ascended the

throne, had to traverse a path of suffering which resembles

the suffering path of Jesus, the Son of David, baptized of

John, and that this typical suffering of David is embodied

for us in the Psalms as in the images reflected from a mir-

ror, is an arrangement of divine, power, mercy, and wisdom.

But Ps. xxii. is not merely a typical Psalm. For in the

very nature of the type is involved the distance between it

and the antitype. In Ps. xxii., however, David descends,

with his complaint, into a depth that lies beyond the depth

of his affliction, and rises, with his hopes, to a height that

lies far beyond the height of the reward of his affliction.

In other words: the rhetorical figure hyperbole (iutJLjo, i. e.

depiction, with colouj:s thickly laid on), without which, in

the eyes of the Semite, poetic diction would be flat and'
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faded, is here made use of by the Spirit of God. By this

Spirit the hyperbolic element is changed into the prophetic.

This elevation of the typical into the prophetic is also

capable of explanation on psychological grounds. Since

David has been anointed with the oil of royal consecration,

'and at same time with the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of the

kingship of promise, he regards himself also as the messiah

of God, towards whom the promises point; and by virtue

of this view of himself, in the light of the highest calling in

connection with the redemptive history, the historical real-

ity of his own experiences becomes idealised to him, and

thereby both what he experiences and what he hopes for

acquire a depth and height of background which stretches

out into the history of the final and true Christ of God.

We do not by this maintain any overflowing of his own
consciousness to that of the future Christ, an opinion whicL

has been shewn by Hengstenberg, Tholuck and Kurtz to be

psychologically impossible. But what we say is, that look-

I

ing upon himself as the Christ of God, — to express it in '^ ^
\ the light of the historical fulfilment, — he looks upon

j

'^himself in Jesus Christ. He does not distinguish himself

^from the Future One, but in himself Jie sees the Future_

One , whose image does not fre"e" itself from him till after-

wards, and whose history will coincide with all that is

excessive in his own utterances? For as God the Father

moulds the history of Jesus Christ in accordance with His

own counsel, so His Spirit moulds even the utterances of

David concerning himself the type of the Future One, with

a view to that history. Through this Spirit, who is the

Spirit of God and of the future Christ at the same time,

David's typical history-, as he describes it in the Psalms and

more especially in this Psalm, acquires that ideal depth of

tone, brilliancy, and power, by virtue of which it (the hist-

ory) reaches far beyond its typical facts, penetrates to its

very root in the divine counsels, and grows to be the word

of prophecy: so that, to a certain extent, it may rightly be

j
said that Christ here speaks through David, insofar as the

Spirit of Christ speaks through him, and makes the typical

1 suffering of His ancestor the medium for the representation

'of His own future sufferings. Without recognising this

N

20
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incontestable rela)tion of the matter Ps. xxii. cannot be under-

stand nor can we fully enter into its sentiments.

The inscription runs: To the precentor , upon {after) the

hind of the morning's dawn, a Psalm of David. Luther, with

reference to the fact that Jesus was taken in the night and

brought before the Sanhedrim, renders it "0/ the hind, that

is early chased,''^ for

Patris Sapientia, Veritas divina,

Pens homo captus est hord matutind.

This interpretation is certainly a well-devised improve-

ment of the uTTsp TTJ? dvTtXYj^eo)? tyJ? ecoGiv^ of the LXX. (Vulg.

pro susceptione matutina)^ which is based upon a confounding

of n^^X with m^\S (ver. 20), and is thus explained by Theo-

doret: aviiXYj'^i? etoGLVY] y] too atoT^po? Tjjitov smcpavsia. Even

the Midrash recalls Cant. ii. 8, and the Targum the lamb

of the morning sacrifice, which was offered as soon as the

watchman on the pinnacle of the Temple cried: '>N*p"n3 p"i2

(the first rays of the morning burst forth), ^ni^'n D^'^X is

in fact, according to traditional definition, the early light

preceding the dawn of the morning, whose first rays are

likened to the horns of a hind.* But natural as it may be to

assign to the inscription a symbolical meaning in the case

of this Psalm, it certainly forms no exception to the tech-

nical meaning, in connection with the music, of the other

inscriptions. And Melissus (1572) has explained it cor-

rectly "concerning the melody of a common song, whose

commencement was Jjeleth Hashdhar, that is, The hind of

the morning's dawn." And it may be that the choice of the

melody bearing this name was designed to have reference

to the glory which bursts forth in the night of affliction.

According to the course of the thoughts the Psalm falls

into three divisions, vers. 2— 12, 13—22, 23—32, which are

* There is a determination of the time to this effect, which is

found both in the Jerusalem and in the Babylonian Talmud "from the

hind of the morning's dawn till the east is lighted up." In Jer. Be-

rachoth, ad init., it is explained: NlinJl ^J-ip Tnn fDD ^n^T] n^^N

Nd'pv'? r"in3D1 NmnDD rp'^O , "like two horns of light, rising from

the east and filling the world with light."
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of symmetrical compass, consisting of 21, 24, and 21 lines.

Whether the poet has laid out a more complete strophic

arrangement within these three groups or not, must remain

undecided. But the seven long closing lines are detached

from the third group and stand to the column of the whole,

in the relation of its base.

Vers. 2— 3. In the first divisioji, vers. 2— 12, the dis-

[consolate cry of anguish, beginning here in ver. 2 with the

'.lamentation over prolonged desertion by God, struggles

Ithrough to an incipient, trustfully inclined prayer. The

Iquestion beginning with riD^ (instead of H^p before the

guttural, and perhaps to make the exclamation more pier-

cing, vid. on vi. 5, x. 1) is not an expression of impatience

and despair, but of alienation and yearning. The sufferer

feels himself rejected of God; the feeling of divine wrath

has completely enshrouded him; and still he knows him-

self to be joined to God in fear and love; his present con-

dition belies the real nature of his relationship to God; and

it is just this contradiction that urges him to the plaintive

question, which comes up from the lowest depths: Why
hast Thou forsaken me? But in spite of this feeling of deser-

tion by God, the bond of love is not torn asunder; the

sufferer calls God 'h^ {my God), and urged on by the long-

ing desire that God again would grant him to feel this love,

he calls Him, ^h^ ^"px. That complaining question: why
hast Thou forsaken me ? is not without example even else-

where in the Psalms, Ixxxviii. 15, cf. Isa. xlix. 14. The

forsakenness of the Crucified One, however, is unique ; and

may not be judged by the standard of David or of any other

sufferers who thus complain when passing through trial.

That which is common to all is here, as there, this, viz.

that behind the wrath that is felt, is hidden the love of God,

which faith holds fast; and that he who thus complains

even on account of it, is, considered in itself, not a subject

of wrath, because in the midst of the feeling of wrath he

keeps up his communion with God. The Crucified One is

to His latest breath the Holy One of God; and the reconci-

liation for which He now offers himself is God's own eter-

nal purpose of mercy, which is now being realised in the
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fulness of times. But inasmuch as He places himself under

the judgment of God with the sin of His people and of the

whole human race, He cannot be spared from experiencing

God's wrath against sinful humanity as though He were

himself guilty. And out of the infinite depth of this experi-

ence of wrath, which in His case rests on no mere appear-

ance, but the sternest reality*, comes the cry of His com-

plaint which penetrates the wrath and reaches to God's love,

TjXl TjXi Xajia aa[3a5(6avi, which the evangelists, omitting the

additional Tipoa/sc jxoi** of the LXX., render: Osl {iou,G££ }jlou,

iva TL {!£ sYxaTsXiTTSc. He does not say ""^HZTy, but i:rpzt!/,

which is the Targum word for the former. He says it in

Aramaic, not in order that all may understand it, — for

such a consideration was far from His mind at such a time,

— but because the Aramaic was His mother tongue, for the

same reason that He called God n^X in prayer. His deser-

tion by God, as ver. 21) says, consists in God's help and His

cry for help being far asunder. T\V^Z% prop, of the roar of

the lion (Aq. ppu/jj(ia), is the loud cry extorted by the

greatest agony, xxxviii. 9; in this instance, however, as

nDl shews, it is not an inarticulate cry, but a cry bearing

aloft to God the words of prayer, pin"! is not to be taken

as an apposition of the subject of '':n::)V: far from my help,

(from) the words of my crying (Kiehm); for '»n:Nt^' n^"
would then also, on its part, in connection with the non-

repetition of the ]D, be in apposition to ^n^lti^'''^. But to

this it is not adapted on account of its heterogeneousness;

hence Hitzig seeks to get over the difficulty by the conjec-

ture '>nyili'0 ("from my cry, from the words of my groaning").

Nor can it be explained, with Olshausen and Hupfeld, by

adopting Aben-Ezra's interpretation, "My God, my God,

why hast Thou forsaken me, far from my help? are the

words of my crying." This violates the structure of the

* EiTsebius observes on ver. 2 of this Psalm, Siv.aiocuv/]? uTiap^^tuv

7:Tf]YT] T-rjv 7]{j.£T£pav d[j.apTiav dveXaPe %ai euXoyia? tuv TieXaYo; xrjv eTii-

'/.eilJ-evYiv '?j[j.rv ili^azo xaxdpav, and: t-?]v d)pio[j.£vTjV 7][xiv 7:ai5£iav uTXYjX&ev

exojv, TiaiSeia ydp eipTjVTj*; rjixuiv £7i' a'jxov, y] cprjCiv 6 TipocprjTYj?.

** Vid. Jerome's Ep. ad Pammachium de optimo genere interpretandi,

where he cries out to his critics, sticklers for tradition, Reddant ratiO'

nein, cur septuaginta trcmsla lores interposuerunt ^respice in me'''

I
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verse, the rhytlim, and the custom of the language, and gives

to the Psalm a flat and unlyrical commencement. Thus,

therefore, pin*l in the primary form, as in cxix. 155, accord-

ing to Ges. § 146, 4, will he the predicate to n2"l and

placed hefore it: far from my salvation, i. e. far from my
being rescued, are the words of my cry; there is a great

gulf between the two, inasmuch as God does not answer

him though he cries unceasingly. In ver. 3 the reverential

name of God ">7f:>^^
takes the place of ">S{< the name that

expresses His might; it is likewise vocative and accordingly

marked with Rehia magnum. It is not an accusative of the

object after xviii. 4 (Hitzig), in which case the construction

would be continued with n^p. ^h\ . That it is, however, God

to whom he calls is implied both by the direct address '^Th^-,

and by n^yn ^h\ since he from whom one expects an an-

swer is most manifestly the person addressed. His uninter-

rupted crying remains unanswered, and unappeased. The

clause ^h r\\m-^h\ is parallel to HJyn ^b\ and therefore does

not mean: without allowing me any repose (Jer. xiv. 17,

Lam. iii. 49), but: without any rest being granted to me,

without my complaint being appeased or stilled. From the

sixth to the ninth hour the earth was shrouded in darkness.

About the ninth hour Jesus cried, after a long and more

silent struggle, tjXi, tjXL The avt^or^tv 9a)v-(j [xsyaXTf], Mat.

xxvii. 46, and also the xpauYT] la/opa of Hebr. v. 7, which

does not refer exclusively to the scene in Gethsemane, calls

to mind the '>n:i«ii^' of ver. 2&. When His passion reached

its climax, days and nights of the like wrestling had pre-

ceded it, and what then becomes audible was only an out-

burst of the second David's conflict of prayer, which grows

hotter as it draws near to the final issue.

Vers. 4— 6. The sufferer reminds Jahve of the contra-

diction between the long season of helplessness and His

readiness to help so frequently and so promptly attested.

nnxT opens an adverbial clause of the counterargument:

although Thou art . . . Jahve is ti'lnp, absolutely pure, lit.

separated (root Ip, J^, to cut, part, just as iahura, the

synonym of kadusa, is the intransitive of iahara= al) ada, to

remove to a distance, and n2 pure, clean, radically distinct

from im-rus, goes back to n-izi to sever), viz. from that
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wliicli is worldly and common, in one word: holy. Jalive

is holy, and has shewn Himself such as the Dl -^nn of Israel

solemnly affirm ,^^upon which or among which He sits

enthroned, m^nn are the songs of praise offered to God

on account of His attributes and deeds, which are worthy

of praise (these are even called m^nn in Ixxviii. 4, Exod.

XV. 11, Isa. Ixiii. 7), and in fact presented in His sanctuary

(Isa. Ixiv. 10). The combination ni^HH IW)"^ (with the accu-

sative of the verbs of dwelling and tarrying) is like 2IZ:;i">

C2"12, xcix. 1, Ixxx. 2. The songs of praise, which resounded

in Israel as the memorials of His deeds of deliverance, are

like the wings of the cherubim, upon which His presence

hovered in Israel. In vers. 5, 6, the praying one brings to

remembrance this graciously glorious self-attestation of God,

who as the Holy One always, from the earliest times,

acknowledged those who fear Him in opposition to their

persecutors and justified their confidence in Himself. In

ver. 5 trust and rescue are put in the connection of cause

and effect; in ver. 6 in reciprocal relation. LD^9 and \^bD

are only distinguished by the harder and softer sibilants,

cf. xvii. 13 with cxvi. 4. It need not seem strange that such

thoughts were at work in the soul of the Crucified One,

since His divine-human consciousness was, on its human
side, thoroughly Israelitish; and the God of Israel is also

the God of salvation; redemption is that which He himself

determined, why, then, should He not speedily deliver the

Redeemer?

Vers. 7— 9. The sufferer complains of the greatness of

his reproach, in order to move Jahve, who is Himself in-

volved therein, to send him speedy succour. Notwith-

standing his cry for help, he is in the deepest affliction

without rescue. Every word of ver. 7 is echoed in the second

part of the Book of Isaiah. There, as here^, Israel is called

a worm, ch. xli. 14; there all these traits of ^suffering are

found in the picture of the Servant of God, ch. xlix. 7, liii.

3, cf. 1. 6, and especially lii. 14 "so marred was His appear-

ance, that He no longer looked like a man." nj;^in is more

particularly the kermes, or cochineal (vermiculus , whence

color vermicuU, vermeil^ vermigli6)\ but the point of com-

parison in the present instance is not the blood-red appear-
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ance, but the suffering so utterly defenceless and even

ignominious. D]) is gen. siibj., like ^l-l, Isa. xlix. 7. Jerome

well renders the s^ouOsvtojxa Xaou of the LXX. by ahjectio

(Tertullian: nullificamen) plehis, not popiili. The s^sjxuxiyjpi-

C7.V }x£, by which the LXX. transk(tes ^h l:^yt'^ is used by

Luke, ch. xxiii. 35, cf. xvi. 14, in the history of the Passion;

fulfilment and prediction so exactly coincide, that no more

adequate expressions can be found in writing the gospel

history than those presented by prophecy. In Tltil/Z T'tpS^H,

what appears in other instances as the object of the action

(to open the mouth wide, diducere labia) ^ is regarded as the

means of its execution; so that the verbal notion being

rendered complete has its object in itself: to make an open-

ing with the mouth, cf. HB^ *1j;9, Job xvi. 10, 'p^ips ]nj Ixviii.

34; Ges. § 138, 1, rem. 3. The shaking of the head is, as in

cix. 25, cf. xliv. 15, Ixiv. 9, a gesture of surprise and asto-

nishment at something unexpected and strange, not a

7rpoav£tj£LV approving the injury of another, although j;"ij, li:,

t^lJ , V3u-a), nu-t-o, nic-to, neigen, nicken, all form one family of

roots. In ver. 9 the words of the mockers follow without

IbNt'. bil is not the 3 prcet. (LXX., cf. Mat. xxvii. 43) like

"]%SN t^'li; it is not only in Piel (Jer. xi. 20, xx. 12, where

''n^'r^ = "ir^b^^, Ew. § 121, «) that it is transitive, but even in

Kal\ nor is it inf. absol. in the sense of the imperative (Hitz.,

Bottch.), although this infinitive form is found, but always

only as an inf. intens. (Numb, xxiii. 25, Kuth ii. 16, cf. Isa.

xxiv. 19); but, in accordance with the parallels xxxvii. 5

(where it is written ^1^), Prov. xvi. 3, cf. Ps. Iv. 23, 1 Pet.

v. 7, it is imperat.: roll, viz. thy doing and thy -suffering to

Jahve, i. e. commit it to Him. The mockers call out this

h: to the sufferer, and the rest they say of him with mali-

cious looks askance. i^ in the mouth of the foes is not con-

firmatory as in xviii. 20, but a conditional sav (in case,

provided that).

Yers. 10—12. The sufferer pleads that God should

respond to his trust in Him, on the ground that this trust

is made an object of mockery. With 13 he establishes the

reality of the loving relationship in which he stands to God,

at which his foes mock. The intermediate thought, which is

not expressed, "and so it really is", is confirmed; and thus
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^D comes to have an affirmative signification. The verb

ni-l (n"'il) signifies both intransitive : to break forth (from

the womb), Job xxxviii. 8, and transitive: to push for-

ward (of. is^): niore especially, the fruit of the womb, Mic.

iv. 10. It might be taken here in the first signification:

my breaking forth, equivalent to "the cause of my breaking

forth" (Hengstenberg, Baur, and others); but there is no

need for this metonymy, in-l is either part, equivalent to

Tli , my pusher forth, i. e. he who causes me to break forth,

or, — since nu in a causative signification cannot be sup-

ported, and participles like D13 stamping and tol^ veiling

(Ges. § 72, rem. 1) are nowhere found with a suffix, —
participle of a verb Hn^, to draw forth (Hitz.), which per-

haps only takes the place, per metaplasmuni , of the Pil.

nnij with the uneuphonic Tiniip (Ewald S. 859, Addendci).

Ps. Ixxi. has ^V\\ (ver. 6) instead of inil, just as it has ""nijllp

(ver. 5) instead of "'n''tpD^. The Hiph. rT'tCDH does not merely

mean to make secure (Hupf.), but to cause to trust. Accord-

ing to biblical conception, there is even in the new-born

child, yea in the child yet unborn and only living in the

womb, a glimmering consciousness springing up out of the

remotest depths of unconsciousness {Psychol. S. 215; transl.

p. 254). Therefore, when the praying one says, that from

the womb he has been cast* upon Jahve, i. e. directed to

go to Him, and to Him alone, with all his wants and care

(Iv. 23, cf. Ixxi. 6), that from the womb onwards Jahve was

his God, there is also more in it than the purely objective

idea, that he grew up dnto such a relationship to God.

Twice he mentions his mother. Throughout the Old Test-

ament there is never any mention made of a human father,

or begetter, to the Messiah, but always only of His mother,

or her who bare Him. And the words of the praying one

here also imply that the beginning of his life, as regards its

outward circumstances, was amidst poverty, which like-

* The Hoph. has o, not u, perhaps in a more neuter sense, more

closely approximating to the reflexive (cf. Ezek. xxxii. 19 with xxxii.

32), rather than a purely passive. Such is apparently the feeling of

the language, vid. B, Megilla 13« (and also the explanation in Tosefoth),
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wise accords with the picture of Christ as drawn "both in

the Old and New Testaments. On the ground of his fellow-

ship with God, which extends so far hack, goes forth the

cry for help (ver. 12), which has been faintly heard through

all the preceding verses, but now only comes to direct utter-

ance for the first time. The two "iD are alike. That the

necessity is near at hand, i. e. urgent, refers back antitheti-

cally to the prayer, that God would not remain afar off; no

one doth, nor can help except He alone. Here the first

section closes.

Vers. 13— 14. Looking back upon his relationship to

God, which has existed from the earliest times, the sufferer

has become somewhat more calm, and is ready, in vers.

13— 22, to describe his outward and inner life, and thus to

unburden his heart. Here he calls his enemies cnD, bul-

locks, and in fact J'^S n;2N* (cf. 1. 13 with Deut. xxxii. 14),

strong ones of Bashan, the land rich in luxuriant oak forests

and' fat pastures (j'lT'D = lutliene, which in the Beduin dialect

means rich, stoneless meadow-land, vld. Joh S. 509 f.; tr.

ii. pp. 399 sq.) north of Jabbok extending as far as to the

borders of Hermon, the land of Og and afterwards of Ma-

nasseh (Num. xxx. 1). They are so called on account of

their robustness and vigour, which, being acquired and

used in opposition to God is brutish rather than human (cf.

Amos iv. 1). Figures like these drawn from the animal

world and applied in an ethical sense are explained by the

fact, that the ancients measured the instincts of animals

according to the moral rules of human nature; but more

deeply by the fact, that according to the indisputable con-

ception of Scripture, since man was made to fall by Satan

through the agency of an animal, the animal and Satan are

the two dominant powers in Adamic humanity. "in3 is a

climacticsynonym of 22D. On ver. l^a compare the echoes

in Jeremiah, Lam. ii. 16, iii. 46. Finally, the foes are

all comprehended under the figure of a lion, which, as

soon as he sights his prey, begins to roar, Amos iii. 4. The

Hebrew Pj^ltJ, discerpere^ according to its root, belongs to

pjnn, carpere. They are iiistar leonis dilaniaturi et rugientis.

'

Vers. 15— 16. Now he describes, how, thus encompass-

ed round, he is still just living, but already as it were dead.
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The being poured out like water reminds us of the ignomi-

nious abandonment of the Crucified One to a condition of

weakness, in which His life, deprived of its natural support,

is in the act of dissolution, and its powers dried up (2 Sam.
xiv. 14); the bones being stretched out, of the forcible

stretching out of His body ("inenn, from I'lB to separate,

cf. t>j-9 according to its radical signification, which has

been preserved in the common Arabic dialect: so to spread

out or apart that the thing has no bends or folds,* Greek
E^aTrXouv); the heart being melted, recalls His burning an-

guish, the inflammation of the wounds, and the pressure of

blood on the head and heart, the characteristic cause of

death by crucifixion. D^J, in pause D^J, is 3 prcet.; wax,

yy\l, receives its name from its melting (:j"1, root :"l, xr^x).

In ver. 16 the comparison ti^"inD has reference to the issue or

result (vid. xviii. 43): my strength is dried up, so that it is

become like a potsherd. •»2n (Saadia) instead of TO com-
mends itself, unless, ro perhaps, like the Talmudic no,
also had the signifi"cation "spittle" (as a more dignified word
for p"i). ]1t5/'5, with the exception perhaps of Prov. xxvi.

28, is uniformly feminine; here the predicate has the mas-
culine ground-form without respect to the subject. The
part, pass, has a tendency generally to be used without

reference to gender, under the influence of the construction

laid down in Ges. § 143, 1, &, according to which ^y^b may be
treated as an accusative of the object; inlp'pp, however, is

ace, loci (cf. b cxxxvii. 6, Job xxix. 10; ^N Lam. iv. 4, Ezek.

iii. 26) : my tongue is made to cleave to my jaws, fauces meas.

Such is his state in consequence of outward distresses. His

enemies, however, would not have power to do all this, if

God had not given it to them. Thus it is, so to speak, God
Himself who lays him low in death. nDlJ' to put anywhere,

to lay, with the accompanying idea of firmness and duration,

^Lo, Isa. xxvi. 12; the future is used of that which is just

taking place. Just in like manner, in Isa. liii., the death of

the Servant of God is spoken of not merely as happening
thus, but as decreed; and not merely as permitted by God,

but as being in accordance with the divine will. David is per-

vid. Bocthor, Bid. frang,-arahe, s. v. Eiendre and Deploycr.
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secuted by Saul, the king of His people, almost to the

death; Jesus, however, is delivered over by the Sanhedrim,

the authority of His people, to the heathen, under whose

hands He actually dies the death of the cross: it is a judi-

cial murder put into execution according to the conditions

and circumstances of the age; viewed, however, as to its

^al cause, it is a gracious dispensation of the holy God,

in whose hands all the paths of the world's history run

parallel, and who in this instance makes sin subservient to

its own expiation.

Vers. 17— 19. A continuation, referring back to ver.

12, of the complaint of him who is dying and is already as

it were dead. In the animal name D^2^2), figuratively

descriptive of character, beside shamelessness and meanness,

special prominence is given to the propensity for biting

and worrying, i. e. for persecuting; hence Symmachus and

Theodotion render it GrjpccTcd, xuvTjYstai. In ver. lib n"y_

Cy.^ip takes the place of D"'2'PD; and this again is followed

by ^''pTl in the plur. (to do anything in a circle, to surround

by forming a circle round, a climactic synonym, like *1P3

to 22D) either per attractionem (cf. cxl. 10, 1 Sam. ii. 4), or

on account of the collective n~iV.- Tertullian renders it

synagoga maleficoriim, Jerome concilium pesslmorum. But a

faction gathered together for some evil purpose is also

called n"y, e. g. n"j'p n"y. In ver. 17c the meaning of

^"I5<s3, instar leonls, is either that, selecting a point of attack,

they make the rounds of his hands and feet, just as a lion

does its prey upon which it springs as soon as its prey stirs;

or, that, standing round about him like lions, they make
all defence impossible to his hands, and all escape imposs-

ible to his feet. But whether we take this "hTy\, ''"]'' as

accusative of the members beside the accusative of the

person {yid. xvii. 11), or as the object of the l?"»pn to be

supplied from ver. 17 &, it still remains harsh and draw-

ling so far as the language is concerned. Perceiving

this, the Masora on Isa. xxxviii. 13 observes, that ">"1N2, in

the two passages in which it occurs (Ps. xxii. 17, Isa.

xxxviii. 13), occurs in two different meanings {^yz'^h nn^);
just as the Midrash then also understands nX- in the Psalm

as a verb used of marking with conjuring, magic cha-
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f
racters.* Is the meaning of the Masora that ''*)N2, in the

passage before us, is equivalent to C^IXS? If so the form

would be doubly Aramaic: both the participial form nxii

(which only occurs in Hebrew in verbs med. E) and the

apocopated plural, the occurrence of which in Hebrew is

certainly, with Gesenius and Ewald, to be acknowledged in

rare instances {vid. xlv. 9, and compare on the other hand

2 Sam. xxii. 44), but which would here be a capricious

form of expression most liable to be misapprehended. If

nXD is to be understood as a verb, then it ought to be

read ''"iSb. Tradition is here manifestly unreliable. Even
in MSS. the readings ^inx^ and n^D are found. The former is

attested both by the Masora on Num. xxiv. 9 and by Jacob

ben Chajim in the Masora finalis as a MS. Chethih.^'^ Even
the Targum, which renders mordent sicut leo manus et pedes

meos, bears witness to the ancient hesitancy between the

substantival and verbal rendering of the i^iND. The other

ancient versions have, without any doubt, read 1*1N*2. Aquila

in the 1st edition of his translation rendered it -(pyuo.^

(from the Aramaic and Talmudic "iN*3 = "ij;3 to soil, part.

1\N3, dirty, nasty); but this is not applicable to hands and

feet, and therefore has nothing to stand upon. In the 2nd

edition of his translation the same Aquila had instead of

* Hupfeld suspects this Masoretic remark (^in3 ]"iiJDp O ^*]X3

^Jw"''?) as a Christian interpolation, but it occurs in the alphabetical

Masoreth register ^yi"h nHD pn^nni '2 O. Even Elias Levita speaks

of it with astonishment (in his niDOD niDD [ed. Ginshurg, p. 253])

without doubting its genuineness, which must therefore have been con-

firmed, to his mind, by MS. authority. Heidenheim also cites it in his

edition of the Pentateuch, D''J"'y "iiND, on Num. xxiv. 9; and down to

the present time no suspicion has been expressed on the part of Jewish

critics, although all kinds of unsatisfactory attempts have been made
to explain this Masoretic remark (<?. g. in the periodical Biccure ha-

^Itlim).

** The authenticity of this statement of the Masora ""^Jm ^^ ""^N^

D'PD ^"l^^D may be disputed, especially since Jacob ben Chajim be-

came a convert to Christianity, and other Masoretic testimonies do not

mention a ^TIDI ^"ip to ^"iND; nevertheless, in this instance, it would

be premature to say that this statement is interpolated. Ant. Hulsius

in his edition of the Psalter (1650) has written TiND in the margin

accoriing to the text of the Complutensis.
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this, like Symmachus, "they have bound",* after "iD, Js^, to

twist, lace ; but this rendering is improbable since the He-

brew has other words for "to bind", constringere. On the

other hand nothing of any weight can be urged against the

rendering of the LXX. wpo^av (Peshito lyD, Vulg. foderunt^

Jer. fixerunt)\ for (1) even if we do not suppose any special

verb "]N2, nN3 can be expanded from n3 ("113) = ns (n"13)

just in the same manner as M^N"), Zech. xiv. 10 from nn"?,

of. N^^^Np^ Dan. vii. 16. And (2) that no and n"13 can

signify not merely to dig out and dig into, engrave, but

also to dig through, pierce, is shewn, — apart from the

derivative n*ipp (the similarity of the sound of which to

(idty^ccipa from the root [la^, maksh, mraksh, is only acci-

dental), — by the double meaning of the verbs "ipj,

opuaosiv {e. g, opuaastv xov ia6[jL6v Herod, i. 174), fodere

{hcistd) ; the LXX. version of Ps. xl. 7 would also support

this meaning, if xaisxpyjaa) (from xaxaxLipav) in that passage

had been the original reading instead of xaxYjpxcao). If

1"1X3 be read, then ver. 1 7c, ai^plied to David, perhaps

under the influence of the figure of the attacking dogs

(Bohl), says that the wicked bored into his hands and feet,

and thus have made him fast, so that he is inevitably

abandoned to their inhuman desires. The fulfilment in

the nailing of the hands and (at least, the binding fast) of

the feet of the Crucified One to the cross is clear. This is

not the only passage in which it is predicted that the future

Christ shall be murderously pierced; but it is the same in

Isa. liii. 5 where He is said to be pierced (b^hp) on account

of our sins, and in Zech. xii. 10, where Jahve describes

Himself as IxxsvxyjSsi; in Him.

Thus, therefore, the reading 11X2 might at least have an

equal right to be recognised with the present recepta^ for which

Hupfeld and Hitzig demand exclusive recognition; while

Bottcher, — who reads ''"1N3, and gives this the meaning

* Also in Jerome's independent translation the reading vinxerunt is

found by the side of fixerujtt, just as Abraham of Zante paraphrases

it in his paraphrase of the P.s alter in rhyme nON "i^:"!!
""i^ nN5 C^.

The want of a verb is too perceptible. Saadia supplies it in a different

way "they compass me as a lion, to crush my hands and feet."
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"springing round about (after the manner of dogs)", —
regards the sicut leo as "a production of meagre Jewish

wit"; and also Thenius after taking all possible pains to

clear it up gives it up as hopeless, and with Meier, adopt-

ijig a different division of the verse, renders it : "a mob of

the wicked has encompassed me like lions. On my hands

and feet I can count all my bones." But then, how nxj?

comes limping on after the rest! And how lamely does

^^T\y ""T^ precede ver. 181 How unnaturally does it limit

">ni^ijy, with which one chiefly associates the thought of the

breast and ribs, to the hands and feet! ^?^D^^ i's, potientialis.

Above in ver. 15 he has said that his bones are out of joint.

There is no more reason for regarding this "I can count

&c." as referring to emaciation from grief, than there is

for regarding the former as referring to writhing with

agony. He can count them because he is forcibly stretch-

ed out, and thereby all his bones stand out. In this

condition he is a mockery to his foes. tC^^H signifies the

turning of one's gaze to anything, 2 PIN"! the fixing of one's

sight upon it with pleasure. In ver. 19 a new feature is

added to those that extend far beyond David himself: they

part my garments among them ... It does not say they

purpose doing it, they do it merely in their mind, but they

do it in reality. This never happened to David, or at least

not in the literal sense of his words, in which it has happ-

ened to Christ. In Him ver. 19^ and 19& are literally ful-

filled. The parting of the CHj^ by the soldiers dividing

His tp-axia among them into four parts; the casting lots upon

the l^'o'p by their not dividing the yi-wv appacpo?, but casting

lots for it, John xix. 23 sq. \i;^2b is the garment which is put

on the body that it may not be bare; Cn^S the clothes,

which one wraps around one's self for a covering; hence

]!/^zb is punningly explained in B. Sahhath 111) by H'li'D ^"l

(with which one has no need to be ashamed of being naked)

in distinction from ^*Q''^:i, a mantle (that through which one

appears c'PUD, because it conceals the outline of the body).

In Job xxiv. 7, and frequently, '^^2h is an undergarment, or

shirt, what in Arabic is called absolutely \^Ji thoh "the

garment", or expressed according to the Eoman distinction:

the tunica in distinction from the toga, whose exact desig-
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nation is ^^V!P- "^Vitli ver. 19 of this Psalm it is exactly as

with Zech. ix. 9, cf. Mat. xxi. 5; in this instance also, the

fulfilment has realised that which, in both phases of the

synonymous expression, is seemingly identical.*

, Vers. 20— 22. In ver. 19 the description of affliction

has reached its climax, for the parting of, and casting lots

for, the garments assumes the certain death of the sufferer

in the mind of the enemies. In vey. 20, with nriN*1 the looks

of the sufferer, in the face of his manifold torments, con-

centrate themselves all at once upon Jahve. He calls Him
^r'l^JN 7iom. abstr. from ^^N, Ixxxviii. 5 : the very essence of

strength, as it were the idea, or the ideal of strength; le-

'ezrathi has the accent on the pe?iult., as in Ixxi. 12 (cf. on

the other hand xxxviii. 23), in order that two tone syllables

may not come together. In ver. 21, D'ln means the deadly

weapon of the enemy and is used exemplificatively. In the

expression 2^3 TD, "P_D is not merely equivalent to )p, but

"1^ is, according to the sense, equivalent to "paw" (cf. p]D,

Lev. xi. 27), as iB is equivalent to jaws; although elsewhere

not only the expression "hand of the lion and of the bear",

1 Sam. xvii. 37, but also "hands of the sword", Ps. Ixiii. 11,

and even "hand of the flame", Isa. xlvii. 14 are used, inas-

much as T> is the general designation of that which acts,!

seizes, and subjugates, as the instrument of the act. Just'

as in connection with the dog T>, and in connection with the

lion ^D (cf., however, Dan. vi. 28) is mentioned as its weap-

on of attack, the horns, not the horn (also not in Deut.

xxxiii. 17), are mentioned in connection with antilopes,

cpi. (a shorter form, occurring only in this passage, for

C^N"!, xxix. 6, Isa. xxxiv. 7). Nevertheless, Luther follow-

ing the LXX. and Vulgate, renders it "rescue me from the

ujiicorns" (vid. thereon on xxix. 6). rTl^Pl^ as the parallel

member here and in xxxv. 17 shews, is an epithet of W^2.

The LXX. in both instances renders it correctly Tyjv {lovoysv^

[xoo, Vulg. unicam meam, according to Gen. xxii. 2, Judges

xi. 34, the one soul besides which man has no second, the

* On such fulfilments of prophecy, literal beyond all expectation,

vid. Saat auf Iloffnung iii., 3, 47—51.

VOL. I. 21
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one life besides which man has no second to lose, applied

subjectively, that is, soul or life as the dearest and most

precious thing, cf. Homer's cptXov x^p. It is also interpreted

according to xxv. 16, Ixviii. 7: my solitary one, soUtarium,

the soul as forsaken by God and man, or at least by man,

and abandoned to its own self (Hupfeld, Kamphausen, and

others). But the parallel il^'p;, and the analogy of ni23

(= "ili'^j), stamp it as an universal name for the soul: the

single one, i. e. that which does not exist in duplicate, and

consequently that which cannot be replaced, when lost. The

prcet. ^jn">3y. might be equivalent to "i^jy, provided it is a

perf. consec. deprived of its Waw convers. in favour of the

placing of 0"*^^ ^T\\^J^ first for the sake of emphasis; but

considering the turn which the Psalm takes in ver. 23, it

must be regarded as perf. conficlentUe, inasmuch as in the

very midst of his supplication there springs up in the mind

of the suppliant the assurance of being heard and answered.

To answer from the horns of the antilope is equivalent to

hearing and rescuing from them; cf. the equally pregnant

expression 2 njy cxviii. 5, perhaps also Hebr. v. 7.*

Vers. 23—24. In the third section, vers. 23—32, the

great plaintive prayer closes with thanksgiving and hope.

In certainty of being answered, follows the vow of thanks-

giving. He calls his fellow-country men, who are connected

with him by the ties of nature, but, as what follows, viz.

"ye that fear Jahve" shews, also by the ties of spirit, "breth-

ren", ^np (from ^np = ^p, xaX-lto, cal-o, Sanscr. kal, to

resound) coincides with HvXrpia. The sufferer is conscious

of the significance of his lot of suffering in relation to the

working out of the history of redemption. Therefore he

will make that salvation wliich he has experienced common
property. The congregation or church shall hear the

evangel of his rescue. In ver. 24 follows the introduction

to this announcement, which is addressed to the whole of

Israel, so far as it fears the God of revelation. Instead of

m:n the text of the Orientals {^^*nJ"lD)j i. e. Babylonians,

* Thrupp in his Emendations on the Psalms {Journal of Classic and

Sacred Philology, 1860) suggests ^^\'^2i "^J poverty (my poor soul),

instead of ^^no;;.
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had here the Chethih ni:j^ with the Ken ni:n. ; the mtroduction

of the jussive (xxxiii. 8) after the two imperatives would

not be inappropriate. ]p "ilJl (= *ij>) is a stronger form of

expression for )pN"lJ, xxxiii. 8.

Ver. 25. This tristich is the evangel itself. The materia

laudis is introduced by "is . ni3j; (principal form niJj; ) bend-

ing, bowing down, affliction, from n^y, the proper word to

denote the Passion. For in Isaiah, ch. liii. 4, 7, the Ser-

vant of God is also said to be n-iVD and n^yj, and Zecha-

riah, ch. ix. 9, also introduces Him as ly^l and yti'li The
LXX., Yulgate, and Targum erroneously render it "cry".

njj^ does not mean to cry, but to answer, oLiid^sabai; here,

however, as the stem-word of nijy, it means to be bent.

From the ypji; (to regard as an abhorrence), which alter-

nates with nji:, we see that the sufferer felt the wrath of

God, but this has changed into a love that sends help; God
did not long keep His countenance hidden, He hearkened to

him, for his prayer was well-pleasing to Him. ]ir2\i; is not

the verbal adjective, but, since we have the definite fact of

the rescue before us, it is a pausal form for yipLJ^', as in

xxxiv. 7, 18, Jer. xxxvi. 13.

Vers. 26— 27. The call to thanksgiving is now ended

;

and there follows a grateful upward glance towards the

Author of the salvation; and this grateful upward glance

grows into a prophetic view of the future. This fact, that

the sufferer is able thus to glory and give thanks in the

great congregation (xl. 10), proceeds from Jahve (n^p as in

cxviii. 23, cf. Ixxi. 6). The first half of the verse, accord-

ing to Baer's correct accentuation, closes with 21 hr]p2.

Vi<y, does not refer to brip, but, as everywhere else, is

meant to be referred to Jahve, since the address of prayer

passes over into a declarative utterance. It is not neces-

sary in this passage to suppose, that in the mind of David

the paying of vows is purely ethical, and not a ritualistic

act. Being rescued he will bring the 1') ^P^*^} which it is

his duty to offer, the thank-offerings, which he vowed to

God when in the extremest peril. When the sprinkling

with blood (nj:5ni) and the laying of the fat pieces upon the

altar (n";Lppri) were completed, the remaining flesh of the

shelamim was used by the offerer to make a joyous meal;
21*
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and the time allowed for this feasting was the day of offer-

ing and on into the night in connection with the toda-she-

lamim offering, and in connection with the shelamim of

vows even the following day also (Lev. vii. 15 sq.). The
invitation of thfe poor to share in it, which the law does not

command, is rendered probahle by these appointments of

the law, and expressly commended by other and analogous

appointments concerning the second and third tithes.

Ver. 27 refers to this: he will invite the Cl^y, those who
are outwardly and spiritually poor, to this "eating before

Jahve"; it is to be a meal for which they thank God, who
has bestowed it upon them through him whom He has thus

rescued. Ver. 27c is as it were the host's blessing upon his

guests, or rather Jahve's guests through him: "your heart live

for ever", i. e. may this meal impart to you ever enduring

refreshment, ip^ optative of njP, here used of the reviving

of the heart, which is as it were dead (1 Sam. xxv. 37), to

spiritual joy. The referrence to the ritual of the peace

offerings is very obvious. And it is not less obvious, that

the blessing, which, for all who can be saved, springs from

the salvation that has fallen to the lot of the sufferer, is

here set forth. But it is just as clear, that this blessing

consists in something much higher than the material advan-

tage, which the share in the enjoyment of the animal sacri-

fice imparts; the sacrifice has its spiritual meaning, so that

its outward forms are lowered as it were to a mere figure of

its true nature; it relates to a spiritual enjoyment of spiritual

and lasting results. How natural, then, is the thought of

the sacramental eucharist, in which the second David, like

to the first, having attained to the throne through the

suffering of death, makes us partakers of the fruits of

His suffering!

Vers. 28— 32. The long line closing strophe, which

forms as it were the pedestal to the whole, shews how far

not only the description of the affliction of him who is speak-

ing here, but also the description of the results of his res-

cue, transcend the historical reality of David's experience.

The sufferer expects, as the fruit of the proclamation of

that which Jahve has done for him, the conversion of all

peoples. The heathen have become forgetful and will again
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recollect themselves; the object, in itself clear enough in

ix. 18, becomes clear from what follows: there is a ^vujaic,

TOO Gsoij (Psychol. S. 346 ff.; tr. pp. 407 sqq.) among the

heathen, which the announcement of the rescue of this

afflicted one will bring back to their consciousness.* This

prospect (Jer. xvi. 19 sqq.) is, in ver. 29 (cf. Jer. x. 7),

based upon Jahve's right of kingship over all peoples.

A ruler is called b^!12 as being exalted above others by vir-

tue of his office ('pi^'D according to its primary meaning =
JUvo, erectum stare^ synonymous with p^, vid. on ex. 4, cf.

nicy Mic. V. 3). In bw^^ we have the jjctrt.^ used like the 3

prcet.^ without any mark of the person (cf. vii. 10, Iv. 20), to

express the pure prccs., and, so to speak, as tempus durans:

He rules among the nations (£0vyj). The conversion of the

heathen by that sermon will, therefore, be the realisation

of the kingdom of God.

Ver. 30. The eating is here again brought to mind. The

perfect, 1^2iJ, and the future of sequence, linntJ/ll, stand to

one another in the relation of cause and effect. It is, as

is clear from ver^27, an eating that satisfies the soul, a

spiritual meal, tKa^ is intended, and in fact, one that is

brought. about by the mighty act of rescue God has wrought.

At the close of Ps. Ixix, where the form of the ritual thank-

offering is straightway ignored, in*) (ver. 33) takes the place

of the i^DN*. There it is the view of one who is rescued and

who thankfully glorifies God, which leads to others sharing

with him in the enjoyment of the salvation he has experi-

enced; here it is an actual enjoyment of it, the joy, spring-

ing from thankfulness, manifesting itself not merely in words

but in a thank-offering feast, at which, in Israel, those who
long for salvation are the invited quests, for with them it is

an acknowledgment of the mighty act of a God whom they

already know; but among the heathen, men of the most

diversified conditions, the richest and the poorest, for to

them it is a favour unexpectedly brought to them, and which

is all the more gratefully embraced by them on that account.

So magnificent shall be the feast, that all pwS;~"'ji:n, i. e.

* Augustin T)e trinitate xiv. 13, Non igilur sic crant ohlilcc istcc genics

Deum, ut ejus ncc commemoraicc recordarentur.
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those who stand out prominently before the world and

before their own countrymen by reason of the abundance

of their temporal possessions (compare on the ascensive use

of ^1N*, Ixxv. 9, Ixxvi. 10, Isa. xxiii. 9), choose it before this

abundance, in which they might revel, and, on account of

the grace and glory which the celebration includes within

itself, they bow down and worship. In antithesis to the "fat

ones of the earth" stand those who go down to the dust

(^?y, always used in this formula of the dust of the grave,

like the Arabic iurdb) by reason of poverty and care. In

the place of the participle I'lll'' we now have with It^'p^l (=
"jL^'?^ "iL^'^s'i) a clause with S'^i, which has the value jof a

relative clause (as in xlix. 21, ixxviii. 39, Prov. ix. 13, and

frequently): and they who have not heretofore prolonged and

could not prolong their life (Ges. § 123, 3, c). By compar-

ing Phil. ii. 10 Hupfeld understands it to be those who are

actually dead ; so that it would mean. His kingdom extends

to the living and the dead, to this world and the nether

world. But any idea of a thankful adoration of God on the

part of the dwellers in Hades is alien to the Old Testament

;

and there is nothing to force us to it here, since *iDj; i'l*i'i'»

,

can just as well mean descensuri as qui descetiderunt ^ and

y\l/^,\ T?T] (also in Ezek. xviii. 27) means to preserve his own
life, — a phrase which can be used in the sense of vitam

sustentare and of conservare with equal propriety. It is,

therefore, those who aref'^lmost dead already with care and

want, these ^Iso (and how thankfully do these very ones)

go down upon their knees, because they are accounted

worthy to be guests at this table. It is the same great feast,

of which Isaiah, ch. xxv. 6, prophesies, and which he there

accompanies with the music of his words. And the result

of this evangel of the mighty act of rescue is not only of

boundless universality, but also of unlimited duration: it

propagates itself from one generation to another.

Formerly we interpreted ver. 31 "a seed, which shall

serve Him, shall be reckoned to the Lord for a generation ;"

taking "iDD^ as a metaphor applying to the census, 2 Chron.

ii. 16, cf. Ps. Ixxxvii. 6, and *l1"J2;» according to xxiv. 6 and

other passages, as used of a totality of one kind, as y^T of

the whole body of those of the same race. But the connec-
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tion makes it more natural to take ^,n in a genealogical

sense; and, moreover, with the former interpretation it

ought to have been "intJ instead of ^)lb - We must there-

fore retain the customary interpretation: "a seed (posterity)

shall serve Him, it shall be told concerning the Lord to

the generation (to come)". Decisive in favour of this inter-

pretation is ^Tth with the following 1N'2^, by which *nn

acquires the meaning of the future generation, exactly as

in Ixxi. 18, inasmuch as it at once becomes clear, that three

generations are distinctly mentioned, viz. that of the fathers

who turn unto Jahve, ver. 30, that of the coming in, ver.

31, and 1^1: Cj;, to whom the news of the salvation is pro-

pagated by this in, ver. 32: "They shall come (^12 as in

Ixxi. 18: to come into being), and shall declare His right-

eousness to the people that shall be born, that He hath

finished." Accordingly j;*1T is the principal notion, which

divides itself into {^^2^) in and I^IJ cy; from which it is

at once clear, why the expression could be thus general, "a

posterity", inasmuch as it is defined by what follows. DV

lh)^ is the people which shall be born, or whose birth is

near at hand (Ixxviii. 6) ; the LXX. well renders it: Xaw xtp

Tsx^Trjaofilvcp (cf. cii. 19 i^^2\DV. Pop ulus creandus). '\r\pp)^ is

the oixaioauvYj of God, which has become manifest in the

rescue of the great sufferer. That He did not suffer him

to come down to the very border of death without snatch-

ing him otit of the way of his murderous foes and raising

him to a still greater glory, this was divine HpllJ. That He
did not snatch him out of the way of his murderous foes

without suffering him to be on the point of death — even

this wrathful phase of the divine
HfJ"]:^,

is indicated in ver.

16c, but then only very remotely. For the fact, that the

Servant of God, before spreading the feast accompanying

the shelamim (thank-offering) in which He makes the whole

world participants in the fruit of His suffering, offered Him-

self as an asham (sin-offering), does not become a subject of

prophetic revelation until later on, and then under other

typical relationships. The nature of thejni^j;, which is in

accordance with the determinate counsel of God, is only

gradually disclosed in the Old Testament. This one word,

so full of meaning (as in lii. 11, xxxvii. 5, Isa. xliv. 23),
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implying tlie carrying through of the work of redemption,

which is prefigured in David, comprehends everything with-

in itself. It may be compared to the nlti'V^., Cren. ii. 3, at

the close of the history of the creation. It is the last word

of the Psalm, just as TsxsXsoxai is the last word of the Cru-

cified One. The substance of the gospel in its preparatory

history and its fulfilment, of the declaration concerning God

which passes from generation to generation, is this, that God

has accomplished what He planned when He anointed the

son of Jesse and the Son of David as mediator in His work

of redemption; that He accomplished it by leading the for-

mer through affliction to the throne, and making the cross

to the latter a ladder leading up to heaven.

PSALM XXIII.

PRAISE OF THE GOOD SHEPHEED.

1 JAHVE is my Shepherd, I shall not want.

2 In green pastures He maketh me to lie down.

Beside still waters He leadeth me.

3 My soul He restoreth,

He leadeth me in right paths —
For His Name's sake.

4 Yea, though I walk in the valley of the shadow of

death:

I will fear no evil, for Thou art with me,

Thy rod and Thy staff — they comfort me.

5 Thou preparest me a table in the presence of mino

oppressors.

Thou anointest my head with oil,

My cup is fulness.

6 Only prosperity and mercy shall follow me
All the days of my life.

And again shall I dwell in the house of Jahvc

For length of days.
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Tlie arrangement, by which a Psalm that speaks of a

great feast of mercy prexoared for mankind is followed by a

Psalm that praises Jahve as the Shepherd and Host of His

own people, could not possibly be more sensible and appro-

priate. If David is the author, and there is no reason for

doubting it, then this Psalm belongs to the time of the

rebellion under Absolom, and this supposition is confirmed

on every hand. It is like an amplification of iv. 8; and iii. 7 is

also echoed in it. But not only does it contain points of con-

tact with this pair of Psalms of the time mentioned, but

also with other Psalms belonging to same period, as xxvii.

4, and more especially Ixiii., which is said to have been

composed when David had retreated with his faithful

followers over Kidron and the Mount of Olives into the

plains of the wilderness of Judah, whither Hushai sent him

tidings, which counselled him to pass over Jordan with all

possible haste. It is characteristic of all these Psalms, that

in them David yearns after the house of God as after the

peculiar home of his heart, and, that all his wishes centre in

the one wish to be at home again. And does not this short,

tender song, with its depth of feeling and its May-like fresh-

ness, accord with David's want and wanderings to and fro

at that time ?

It consists of two hexastichs with short closing lines,

resembling (as also in Isa. xvi. 9, 10) the Adonic verse of

the strophe of Sappho, and a tetrastich made up of very short

and longer lines intermixed.

Vers. 1— 3. The poet calls Jahve i^n, as He who uniformly

and graciously provides for and guides him and all who are

His. Later prophecy announces the visible appearing of this

Shepherd, Isa. xl. 11, Ezek. xxxiv. 37, and other passages. If

this has taken place, the ">j;"i 'n from the mouth of man finds

its cordial response in the words syo) bI\iI 6 Tzoi\ir^v 6 xaXo;.

He who has Jahve, the possessor of all things, himself has all
^

things, he lacks nothing; viz. 2lt:~^r, whatever is good in

itself and would be good for him, xxxiv. 11, Ixxxiv. 12.

f^tri nW are the pastures of fresh and tender grass, where

one lies 'at ease, and rest and enjoyment are combined.

ns*: (nij), according to its primary meaning, is a resting- or
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dwelling-place, specifically an oasis, i. e. a verdant spot in

the desert, nnijp ""P
are waters , where the weary finds a

most pleasant resting-place (according to Hitzig, it is 'a

plural brought in by the plural of the governing word, but

it is at any rate a superlative plural), and can at the same

time refresh himself, ^n; is suited to this as being a past-

oral word used of gentle leading, and more especially of

guiding the herds to the watering-places, just as y^^^T) is

used of making them to rest, especially at noon-tide, Cant.

i. 7; cf. oor^Ystv, Apoc. vii. 17. ^'^}2yi^ (elsewhere D^t^'H)

signifies to bring back the soul that is as it were flown away,

so that it comes to itself again, therefore to impart new life,

recreare. This He does to the soul, by causing it amidst

the dryness and heat of temptation and trouble, to taste

the very essence of life which refreshes and strengthens it.

The Hiph. nn^H (Arabic : to put on one side, as perhaps in

Job xii. 23) is, as in cxliii. 10 the intensive of T\T\\ (Ixxvii.

21). The poet glories that Jahve leads him carefully and

without ri'sk or wandering in p"!lf->^Jlvp, straight paths and

leading to the right goal, and this 1?^:^' jypS (for His Name's

sake). He has revealed Himself as the gracious One, and

as such He will prove and glorify Himself even in the need

of him who submits to His guidance.

Vers. 4— 5. Rod and staff are here not so much those

of the pilgrim, which would be a confusing transition to a

different figure, but those of Jahve, the Shepherd (t2::ii*, as

in Mic. vii. 14, and in connection with it, cf. Num. xxi. 18,

n^J^l^b as the filling up of the picture), as the means of

guidance and defence. The one rod, which the shepherd

holds up to guide the flock and upon which he leans and

anxiously watches over the flock, has assumed a double form

in the conception of the idea. This rod and staff in the hand

of God comfort him, i. e. preserve to him the feeling of

security, and therefore a cheerful spirit. Even when he

passes through a valley dark and gloomy as the shadow

of death, where surprises and calamities of every kind

threaten him, he fears no misfortune. The LXX. narrows

the figure, rendering N*i:iD according to the Aramaic Ni:il,

Dan. iii. 25, sv jXEaci). The noun niD':?!^, which occurs in this

passage for the first time in the Old Testament literature,
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is originally not a compound word; but being formed from a

verb nb'^^ *.jLb (root b)i, (j<^)^ to oversliadow, darken, after

the form nn;!y, but pronounced ni.D^^ (cf. niOTiH, Hadra-

mot = the court of death, ^N*^ii3 in-God's-shadow), it sig-

nifies the shadow of death as an epithet of the most fearful

darkness, as of Hades, Job x. 21 sq., but also of a shaft of

a mine, Job xxviii. 3, and more especially of darkness -such

as makes itself felt in a wild, uninhabited desert, Jer. ii. 6.

After the figure of the shepherd fades away in ver. 4,

that of the host appears. His enemies must look quietly

on (13^ as in xxxi. 20), without being able to do anything,

and see how Jahve provides bountifully for His guest, an-'

oints him with sweet perfumes as at a joyous and magnificent

banquet (xcii. 11), and fills his cup to excess. What is

meant thereby, is not necessarily only blessings of a spirit-

ual kind. The king fleeing before Absolom and forsaken by

the mass of his people was, with his army, even outwardly

in danger of being destroyed by want; it is, therefore, even

an abundance of daily bread streaming in upon them, as

in 2 Sam. xvii. 27— 29, that is meant; but even this, spiritu-

ally regarded, as a gift from heaven, and so that the satis-

fying, refreshing and quickening is only the outside phase

of simultaneous inward experiences.* The future '^"i;i?n is

followed, according to the customary return to the perfect

ground-form, by ny^'l, which has, none the less, the sig-

nification of a present. And in the closing assertion, '»pi2,

my cup, is metonymically equivalent to the contents of my
cup. This is n^Tl, a fulness satiating even to excess.

Yer. 6. Foes are now pursuing him, but prosperity and

favour alone shall pursue him, and therefore drive his pre-

sent pursuers out of the field. Tjx, originally affirmative,

here restrictive, belongs only to the subject-notion in its

signification nil nisi (xxxix. 6, 12, cxxxix. 11). The express-

ion is remarkable and without example elsewhere: as good

spirits Jahve sends forth ^ILD and ipPI to overtake David's

enemies, and to protect him against them to their shame,

* In the mouth of the New Testament saint, especially on the dies

viridium, it is the table of the Lord's supper, as Apollinarisalso hints when

he applies to it the epithet piYeoavuiv ppiOouoav, horrendorum onuslam.
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/and that all liis life long (accusative of continuance). We
have now no need, in connection with our reference of the

Psalm to the persecution under Absolom, either to persuade

ourselves that '>ri2:ifl is equivalent to ""riD^n xxvii. 4, or that

it is equivalent to ''HZl^'JI. The infinitive is logically inad-

missible here, and unheard of with the vowel a instead of 2,

which would here (cf. on the other hand Tinp) be confus-

ing and arbitrary. Nor can it be shewn from Jer. xlii. 10

- to be probable that it is contracted from TiDt^^l, since in

that passage yc\l/ signifies redeundo = rursus. The LXX.,
certainly, renders it by xa6taavT£c, as in 1 Sam. xii. 2 by
xal xa6y)ao[xai; but (since so much uncertainty attaches to

these translators and their text) we cannot draw a safe in-

ference as to the existing usage of the language, which

would, in connection with such a contraction, go out of the

province of one verb into that of another, which is not the

case with nnn = nnnj in 2 Sam. xxii. 41. On the contrary

we have before us in the present passage a constructio

prcegnans : "and I shall return {perf. consec.) in the house of

Jahve", i. e. again, having returned, dwell in the house of

Jahve. In itself 2 ^'^'2Vl\ might also even mean et revertam

ad (cf. vii. 17, Hos. xii. 7), like 2 H^y, xxiv. 3, adscendere

ad (in). But the additional assertion of continuance, '^j^lN^

D""^^ (as in xciii. 5, Lam. v. 20, "")N, root •]"], extension,

lengthening = length) favours the explanation, that 2 is to

be connected with the idea of '•nilli'^l, which is involved in

^n^t^'l as a natural consequence.

PSALM XXIV.

PEEPARATION FOR THE RECEPTION OF THE LORD WHO

'

IS ABOUT TO COME.

A. Psalm on going up (below, on the hill of Zion).

Chorus of the festive processiom ^

1 JAHVE's is the earth, and its fulness,

The world, and they that dwell therein.

2 For He, He hath founded it upon the seas,

And upon streams did He set it fast.
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^ voice,

3 Who may ascend the hill of Jahvc,

Who may stand in His holy place Y
'

Another voice.

4 He that is of innocent hands and of pure heart,

He that doth not lift up his soul to vanity,

And doth not swear deceitfully —

Chorus,

5 He shall receive a blessing from Jahve,

And righteousness from the God of his salvation.

G This is the generation of those who aspire after Him,

Who seek Thy face — Jacob. {Sela)

B. Psalm on entering (above, on the citadel of Zion).

Chorus of the festive procession,

7 Lift up, ye gates, your heads.

And raise. yourselves, ye ancient doors,

That the King of Glory may come in.

A voice, as it were, from the gates,

8 Who is, then, the King of Glory?

Chorus.

Jahve, a mighty one and a hero,

Jahve, a hero in battle.

9 Lift up, ye gates, your heads.

And raise yourselves, ye ancient doorSj

That the King of Glory may come in.

As it were, from the gates.

10 Who is He, then, the King of Glory?

Chorus,

Jahve of Hosts,

He is the King of Glory. {Sela)
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Ps. xxiii. expressed a longing after the house of Jahve

on Zion; Ps. xxiv. celebrates Jahve's entrance into Zion,

and the true character of him who may enter with Him. It

was composed when the Ark was brought from Kirjath

Jearim to Mount Zion, where David had caused it to be

set up in a tabernable built expressly for it, 2 Sam. vi.

17, cf. xi. 11, 1 Kings i. 39; or else, which is rendered the

more probable by the description of Jahve as a warrior,

at a time when the Ark was brought back to Mount Zion,

after having been taken to accompany the army to battle

(vid. Ps. Ixviii.). Ps. xv. is very similar. But only xxiv.

1— 6 is the counterpart of that Psalm; and there is nothing

wanting to render the first part of Ps. xxiv. complete

in itself. Hence Ewald divides Ps. xxiv. into two songs,

belonging to different periods, although both old Davidic

songs, viz. Ps. xxiv. 7— 10, the song of victory sung at the

removal of the Ark to Zion; and xxiv. 1— 6, a purely di-

dactic song pre-supposing this event which forms an era in

their history. And it is relatively more natural to regard

this Psalm rather than Ps. xix., as two songs combined and

made into one; but these two songs have an internarcolier-

ence ; in Jahve's coming to His temple is found that which

occasioned them and that towards which They point; and

consequently they form a whole consisting of two divisions.

To the inscription li^TD irh the LXX. adds x^? jxtac oa^^i-

To'j* (= Vi2VJ2 "iriN /t^', for the first day of the week), accord-

ing to- which this Psalm was a customary Sunday Psalm.

This addition is confirmed by B. Tamid extr., Bosh ha-

Sha?ia 31«, Sofrim xviii. (cf. supra p. 32). In the second of

these passages cited from the Talmud, R. Akiba seeks to

determine the reasons for this choice by reference to the

history of the creation.

Incorporated in Israel's hymn-book, this Psalm became,

with a regard to its original occasion and purpose, an Old

Testament Advent hymn in honour of the Lord who should

come into His temple, Mai. iii. 1; and the cry: Lift up, ye

* The London Papyrus fragments, in Tischendorf Momim. i. 247,

read TH MIA TQN SABBATQN. In the Hexaplarian text, this addi-

tion to the inscription was wanting.
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gates, your heads, obtained a meaning essentially the same

as that of the voice of the crier in Isaiah xl. 3 : Prepare ye

Jahve's way, make smooth in the desert a road for oiir God!

In the New Testament consciousness, the second appearing

takes the place of the first, the coming of the Lord of Glory

to His church, which is His spiritual temple ; and in this

Psalm we are called upon to prepare Him a worthy recep-

tion. The interpretation of the second half of the Psalm

of the entry of the Conqueror of death into Hades, — an

interpretation which has been started by the Gospel of

NLcodemus {vid. Tischendorf's Evv. apocrypha p. 306 sq.)

and still current in the Greek church, — and the patristic

interpretation of it of the eU oupavou;; dva^^^^i? xou xuptou,

do as much violence to the rules of exegesis as to tho

parallelism^of the facts of the Old and New Testaments.

Vers. 1—6. Jahve, whose throne of grace is now set

upon Zion, has not a limited dominion, like the heathen

deities : His right to sovereignty embraces the earth and

its fulness (1. 12, Ixxxix. 12), i. e. everything that is to be

found upon it and in it.* For He, NTH, is the owner of the

world, because its Creator. He has founded it upon seas,

i. e. the ocean and its streams, niinj, pssGpa (Jon. ii. 4); for

the waters existed before the dry land, and this has been

cast up out of them at God's word, so that consequently the

solid land, — which indeed also conceals in its interior a D'inn

nsi (Gen. vii. 11), — rising above the surface of the sea,

has the waters, as it were, for its foundation (cxxxvi. 6),

although it would more readily sink down into them than

keep itself above them, if it were not in itself upheld by the

creative power of G.od. Hereupon arises the question, who

* In 1 Cor. X. 26, Paul founds on this verse (cf. 1. 12) the doctrine

that a Christian (apart from a charitable regard for the weak) may
eat whatever is sold in the shambles, without troubling himself to

enquire whether it has been offered to idols or not. A Talmudic

teacher, B. Beracholh 35«, infers from this passage the duty of prayer

before meat : He who eats without giving thanks is like one who lays

hands upon D^D^:' ''^'"p (the sacred things of God); the right to cat

is only obtained by prayer.
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may ascend the mountain of Jalive, and stand above in His

holy place? The futures have a potential signification: who
can have courage to do it? what, therefore, must he be,

whom Jahve receives into His fellowship, and with whose

worship He is well-pleased? Answer: he must be one iii^o-

cent in his actions and pure in mind, one who does not lift

up his soul to that which is vain (Nl.t^^^, according to the

Masora with Waw minusculnm). (i) b^ l^'DJ N^^, to direct

one's soul, xxv. 1, or longing and striving, towards any-

thing, Deut. xxiv. 15, Prov. xix. 18, Hos. iv. 8. The Keri

^l^'D^ is old and acknowledged by the oldest authorities.*

Even the LXX. Cod. Alex, translates: ttjv ^u;(yjv [lou ; where-

as Cod. Vat. (Eus., Apollin., Theodor., et al.): tyjv <}o)(7jv auxou.

Critically it is just as intangible, as it is exegetically incom-
^ prehensible ; "^W^'l might then be equivalent to ^W^ Exod.

XX. 7, an explanation, however, which does not seem possible

even from Amos vi. 8, Jer. li. 14. We let this Keri alone

to its undisturbed critical rights. But that the poet did

actual write thus, is incredible.

In ver. 5 (just as at the close of Ps. xv.), in continued

predicates, we are told the character of the man, who is

worthy of this privilege, to whom the question in ver. 3

refers. Such an one shall bear away, or acquire (N*t^O , as

e.g. Esth. ii. 17) blessing from Jahve and righteousness from

* The reading ^^"^l is adopted by Saadia (in Emunoth ii, where

^^Di is equivalent to ^?2'C''), Juda ha-Levi {Cuzari iii. 27), Abulwalid

{Rikma p. 180), Eashi, Kimchi, the Sohar, the Codices (and among others

by that of the year 1294) and most editions (among which, the Com-

plu(e?isis has "'w'DJ in the text). Nor does Aben-Ezra, whom Norzi has

misunderstood, by any means reverse the relation of the ChetUh and

Keri; to him ^"^'DJ is the Keri, and he explains it as a metaphor (an

anthropomorphism): ^1^3 1")"1 "'ti'DJ DiriDT. Elias Levita is the only

one who rejects the Keri """^'Di ; but he does so through misunderstand-

ing a Masora {vid. Baer's Psalterium p. 130) and not without admitting

Masoretic testimony in favour of it (n-llDDn mNHDU ynl ^n\V-i pi).

He is the only textual critic who rejects it. For Jacob b. Chajim is

merely astonished that 1 y ?J is not to be found in the Masoreth register

of words written with }Va7v and to be read with Jod. And even Norzi

does not reject this Keri, which he is obliged to admit has greatly

preponderating testimony in its favour, and he would only too gladly

get rid of it.
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the God of his salvation (xxv. 5, xxvii. 9). Righteousness,

i. e. conformity to God and that which is well-pleasing to

God, appears here as a gift, and in this sense it is used
interchangeably with

)^]^i
{e. g. cxxxii. 9, 16). It is the

righteousness of God after which the righteous, but not the

self-righteous, man hungers and thirsts; that moral perfec-

tion which is the likeness of God restored to him and at

the same time brought about by his own endeavours; it is

the being changed, or transfigured, into the image of the

Holy One Himself. With ver. 5 the answer to the question

of ver. 3 is at an end; ver. 6 adds that those thus quali-

fied, who may accordingly expect to receive God's gifts of

salvation, are the true church of Jahve, the Israel of God.

^'11 (lit. a revolution, Arabic dahr^ root "n, to turn, revolve)

is used here, as in xiv. 5, Ixxiii. 15, cxii. 2, of a collective

whole, whose bond of union is not cotemporaneousness, but

similarity of disposition; and it is an alliteration with the

V'^"!'" {Chethib 1l!^"Tl, without the Jod plur.) which follows.

^j^3D~UJ^''p2p is a second genitive depending on 'in, as in

xxvii. 8. Here at the close the predication passes into the

form of invocation (Thy face). And 2pP is a summarising

predicate: in short, these are Jacob, not merely after the

flesh, but- after the spirit, and thus in truth (Isa. xliv. 2,

of. Rom. ix. 6, G^l. vi. 16). By interpolating Tl^N*, as is

done in the LXX. and Peshito, and adopted by Ewald, 01s-

hausen, Hupfeld, and Bottcher, the nerve, as it* were, of the

assertion is cut through. The predicate, which has been

expressed in different ways, is concentrated intelligibly

enough in the one word 2py\ towards which it all along

tends. And here the music becomes forte. The first part

of this double Psalm dies away amidst the playing of the

instruments of the Levitical priests; for the Ark was brought

in cn^l^'21 Ti;"^D3, as 2 Sam. vi. 5 (cf. 14) is to be read.

Vers. 7—10. The festal procession has now arrived

above at the gates of the citadel of Zion. These are called

D^^y ""nnD, doors of eternity (not "of the world" as Luther

renders it contrary to the Old Testament usage of the lan-

guage) either as doors which pious faith hopes will last for

ever, as Hupfeld and Hitzig explain it, understanding them,

in opposition to the inscription of the Psalm, to be the

VOL. I. 22
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gates of Solomon's Temple; or, what seems to us much
more appropriate in the mouth of those who are now stand-

ing before the gates, as the portals dating back into the

hoary ages of the past (c^iy as e. g. in Gen. xlix. 26, Isa.

Iviii. 12), the time of the Jebusites, and even of Melchizedek,

through which the King of Glory, whose whole being and

acts is glory, is now about to enter. It is the gates of the

citadel of Zion, to which the cry is addressed, to expand

themselves in a manner worthy of the Lord who is about

to enter, for whom they are too low and too strait. Kejoi-

cing at the great honour, thus conferred upon them, they are

to raise their heads (Job x. 15, Zech. ii. 4), i. e. lift up

their portals (lintels); the doors of antiquity are to open

high and wide.* Then the question echoes back to the

festal procession from Zion's gates which are wont only to

admit mighty lords: who, then (piT giving vividness to the

question, Ges. § 122, 2), is this King of Glory; and they

describe Him more minutely: it is the Hero-god, by whom
Israel has wrested this Zion from the Jebusites with the

sword, and by whom he has always been victorious in time

past. The adjectival climactic form TVTV (like liiD'p, with t

instead of the a in ]"i3n, DVl^'|"2) is only found in one other

passage, viz. Isa. xliii. 17. T\0'nh)2 "Ti^-l refers back to Exod.

XV. 3. Thus then shall the gates raise their heads and the

ancient doors lift themselves, i. e. open high and wide ; and

this is expressed here by Kal instead of Niph. (xt^J to lift

one's self up, rise, as in Nah. i. 5, Hos. xiii. 1, Hab. i. 3),

according to the well-known order in which recurring verses

and refrain-like repetitions move gently onwards. The gates

of Zion ask once more, yet now no longer hesitatingly, but

in order to hear more in praise of the great King. It is

now the enquiry seeking fuller information; and the heap-

ing up of the pronouns (as in Jer. xxx. 21, cf. xlvi. 7, Esth.

vii. 5) expresses its urgency {quis tandem^ ecquisnam). The

answer runs, "Jahve Tsebaoth, He is the King of Glory (now

making His entry)". niJ<2V 'H is the proper name of Jahve

as King, which had become His customary name in the time

* On the Munach instead of Mctheg in =INt'Jn|^ vid. Baer's Accent-

system vii. 2,
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of the kings of Israel. DINpJi is a genitive governed by 'n;

and, while it is otherwise found only in reference to human
hosts, in this combination it gains, of itself, the reference

to the angels and the stars, which are called VNZIK in ciii.

21, cxlviii. 2: Jahve's hosts consisting of celestial heroes,

Joel ii. 11, and of stars standing on the plain of the heavens

as it were in battle array, Isa. xl. 26, — a reference for

which experiences and utterances like those recorded in Gen.

xxxii. 2 sq., Deut. xxxiii. 2, Judges v. 20, have prepared

the way. It is, therefore, the Euler commanding innumer-

able and invincible super -terrestrial powers, who desires

admission. The gates are silent and open wide; and Jahve,

sitting enthroned above the Cherubim of the sacred Ark,

enters into Zion.

PSALM XXV.

PRAYER FOR GRACIOUS PROTECTION AND GUIDANCE.

1 t? UNTO Thee, Jahve, do I lift up my soul.

2 2 My God in Thee do I trust, let me not be ashamed.

Let not mine enemies triumph over me.

3 :i Yea none that wait on Thee shall be ashamed,

They shall be ashamed who are faithless without cause.

4 1 Thy ways, Jahve, make known to me,

Thy paths teach Thou me.

5 n Lead me in Thy truth, and teach me;

For Thou art the God of my salvation,

On Thee do I hope continually.

6 T Remember, Jahve, Thy tender mercies and Thy loving-

kindnesses.

For they are ever of old.

7 n The sins of my youth and my transgressions re-

member not.

According to Thy mercy remember Thou me
For Thy goodness' sake, Jahve!

8 to Good and upright is Jahve;

Therefore He instructeth sinners in the right way.

9 1 He leadeth the humble in that which is right.

And teacheth the humble His way.
22*
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10 D All the paths of Jahve are mercy and truth,

To such as keep His covenant and His testimonies.

11 ^ For Thy name's sake, Jahve, pardon my sin,

For it is great.

12 D What man is he that feareth Jahve?

Him shall He teach in the way of right choice.

13 J His soul shall dwell in prosperity.

And his seed shall inherit the land.

14 D The secret of Jahve is with them that fear Him,

And His covenant doth He make them know.

15 ^ Mine eyes are ever towards Jahve,

For He will pluck my feet out of the net.

16 © Turn Thee unto me and be gracious unto me,

For I am desolate and needy.

n )i Troubles have spread over my heart.

Out of my distresses bring Thou me forth!

18 ^ Look upon mine affliction and my trouble,

And forgive all my sins.

19 "1 Look upon mine enemies, that they are many,

And with cruel hatred they hate me.

20 li' Keep my soul, and deliver me.

Let me not be ashamed, for I trust in Thcs.

21 n Let integrity and uprightness preserve me^

For I hope in Thee.

22 D Kedeem Israel, Elohim,

Out of all his troubles.

A question similar to the question. Who may ascend the

mountain of Jahve? which Ps. xxiv. propounded, is thrown

out by Ps. XXV., Who is he that feareth Jahve? in order to

answer it in great and glorious promises. It is a calmly

confident prayer for help against one's foes, and for God's

instructing, pardoning, and leading grace. It is without

any definite background indicating the history of the times

in which it was composed; and also without any clearly

marked traits of individuality. But it is one of the nine

alphabetical Psalms of the whole collection, and the com-

panion to Ps. xxxiv., to which it corresponds even in many

peculiarities of the acrostic structure. For both Psalms
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liave no i strophe; they are parallel both as to sound and

meaning in the beginnings of the D, y, and the first B

strophes; and both Psalms, after having gone through the

alphabet, have a D strophe added as the concluding one,

whose beginning and contents are closely related. This

homogeneousness points to one common author. We see

nothing in the alphabetical arrangement at least, which

even here as in Ps. ix—x, is handled very freely and not

fully carried out, to hinder us from regarding David as

this author. But, in connection with the general ethical

and religious character of the Psalm, it is wanting in posi-

tive proofs of this. In its universal character and harmony
with the plan of redemption Ps. xxv. coincides with many
post-exilic Psalms. It contains nothing but what is com-

mon to the believing consciousness of the church in every

age; nothing specifically belonging to the Old Testament

and Israelitish, hence Theodoret says: apjAoCst jiaXioxa Tot<; 1$

£i>vtt)v x£xXy]{X£voi?. Tho introits for the second and third

Quadragesima Sundays are taken from vers. 6 and 15; hence

these Sundays are called Beminiscere and Oculi. Paul Ger-

hardt's hymn ^Nach dir, o Herr, verlanget mich" is a beauti-

ful poetical rendering of this Psalm.

Vers. 1— 2. The Psalm begins, like Ps. xvi. xxiii.,

with a monostich. Ver. 2 is the 3 strophe, ^n"bx (unless

one is disposed to read "^Tb^ "]3 according to the position of

the words in xxxi. 2), after the manner of the interjections

in the tragedians, e. g. a>[ioi, not being reckoned as

belonging to the verse (J. D. Kohler). In need of help and

full of longing for deliverance he raises his soul, drawn

away from earthly desires, to Jahve (Ixxxvi. 4, cxliii. 8),

the God who alone can grant him that which shall truly

satisfy his need. His ego, which has the soul within itself,

directs his soul upwards to Him whom he calls '•n'bx, because

in believing confidence he clings to Him and is united with

Him. The two ^x declare what Jahve is not to allow him

to experience, just as in xxxi. 2, 18. According to xxxv.

19, 24, xxxviii. 17, it is safer to construe '•'p with lii^y] (cf.

Ixxi. 10), as also in xxvii. 2, xxx. 2, Mic. vii. 8, although it
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would be possible to construe it witli iD^'^< (cf. cxliv. 2). In

ver. 3 tbe confident expectation of the individual is gene-

ralised.

Ver. 3. That wherewith the praying one comforts

himself is no peculiar personal prerogative, but the certain,

joyous prospect of all believers: y] IXttU o'j xaxaio/uvsi, Rom.

v: 5. These are called Tj^ip (p^p participle to pop, just as

121 is the participle to 121). Hope is the eye of faith

which looks forth clear and fixedly into the future. With

those who hope in Jahve, who do not allow themselves to

be in any way disconcerted respecting Him, are contrasted

those who act treacherously towards Him (cxix. 158, Aq.,

Symm., Theodot., ol diroaxaxouvTs?), and that Cpl, /. e. —
and it can only mean this — from vain and worthless

pretexts, and therefore from wanton unconscientiousness.

Ver. 4. Recognising the infamy of such black ingratitude,

he prays for instruction as to the ways which he must take

according to the precepts of God (xviii. 22). The will of

God, it is true, lies before us in God's written word, but

the expounder required for the right understanding of that

word is God Himself. He prays Him for knowledge; but

in order to make what he knows a perfect and living real-

ity, he still further needs the grace of God, viz. both His

enlightening and also His guiding grace.

Ver. 5. His truth is the lasting and self-verifying fact

of His revelation of grace. To penetrate into this truth

and to walk in it (xxvi. 3, Ixxxvi. 11) without God, is a

contradiction in its very self. Therefore the psalmist prays,

as in cxix. 35, 65y]Y7ja6v [i£ ev i\ a.\rfizl(x. oou (LXX. Cod.

Alex.; whereas Cod. Vat. em ttjv . . . , cf. John xvi. 13). He
prays thus, for his salvation comes from Jahve, yea Jahve

is his salvation. He does not hope for this or that, but for

Him, all the day, i. e. unceasingly, * for everything worth

hoping for, everything that can satisfy the longing of the

soul, is shut up in Him. All mercy or grace, however.

* Hupfeld thinks the accentuation inappropriate; the first half of

the verse, however, really extends to "'^'f^ ^^^ consists of two parts,

of which the second is the confirmation of the first: the second half

contains a relatively new thought. The sequence of the accents: Bebia

magnum, Athnach, therefore fully accords with the matter.
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Y^liich proceeds from Him, has its foundation in His com-
passion and condescension.

Ver. 6. The supplicatory reminiscei^e means, may God
never forget to exercise His pity and grace towards him,

which are (as the plurals imply) so rich and superabundant.

The ground on which the prayer is based is introduced

with 1^ {?ia7n, or even quoniam). God's compassion and

grace are as old in their operation and efficacy as man's

feebleness and sin; in their counsels they are eternal, and

therefore have also in themselves the pledge of eternal

duration (c. 5, ciii. 17).

Ver. 7. May Jahve not remember the faults of his youth

(n'NLSn), into which lust and thoughtlessness have preci-

pitated him, nor the transgressions (C^^lJ^'C)), by which even

in maturer and more thoughtful years he has turned the

grace of God into licentiousness and broken off his fellow-

ship w4th Him (d vt^'D, of defection); but may He, on the

contrary, turn His remembrance to him Cp ^dT as in cxxxvi.

23) in accordance with His grace or loving-kindness, which

nrx challenges as being the form of self-attestation most

closely corresponding to the nature of God. Memor esto

quidem mei^ observes Augustine, non secundum iram, qua ego

dignus sum, sed secundum misericordiam tuam, quae te digna

est. For God is 2lL3, which is really equivalent to saying,

He is ayxTi-r\. The next distich shews that 3^tO is intended

here of God's goodness, and not, as e. g. in Neh. ix. 35, of

His abundance of possessions.

Ver, 8. The D with TT]'\T\ denotes the way, i. e. the

right way (Job xxxi. 7), as the sphere and subject of the

instruction, as in xxxii. 8, Prov. iv. 11, Job xxvii. 11. God
condescends to sinners in order to teach them the way that

leads to life, for He is nt^'jr^'ilO; well-doing is His delight,

and, if His anger be not provoked (xviii. 27Z?), He has only

the sincerest good intention in what He does.

Ver. 9. The shortened form of the future stands here,

according^ to Ges. § 128, 2, rem., instead of the full form

(which, viz. "nT, is perhaps meant); for the connection which

treats of general facts, does not admit of its being taken as

optative. The D (cf. ver. 5, cvii. 7, cxix. 35) denotes the

sphere of the guidance. tODM is the right so far as it is
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traversed, i. e. practised or carried out. In this course of

right He leads the n^i^y., and teaches them the way that is

pleasing to Himself. C^"i:y is the one word for the gentle,

mansueti, and the humble, modesti. Jerome uses these words

alternately in ver. 9^ and 9Z^; but, the poet designedly repeats

the one word— the cardinal virtue of T\\y9.._ — here with the

preponderating notion of lowliness. Upon the self-righteous

and self-sufficient He would be obliged to force Himself

even against their will. He wants disciples eager to learn;

and how richly He rewards those who guard what they have

learnt

!

Ver. 10. The paths intended, are those which He takes

with men in accordance with His revealed will and counsel.

These paths are "Dn [loving-kindness, mercy, or grace], for

the salvation of men is their goal, and nD^; [truth], for they

give proof at every step of the certainty of His promises.

But only they who keep His covenant and His testimonies

faithfully and obediently shall share in this mercy and truth.

To the psalmist the name of Jahve, which unfolds itself in

mercy and truth, is precious. Upon it he bases the prayer

that follows.

Ver. 11. The perf. consec. is attached to the '>n^., which

is, according to the sense, implied in ?]p^^' ]VJ^h, just as in

other instances it follows adverbial members of a clause,

placed first for the sake of emphasis, when those members

have reference to the future, Ges. § 126, rem. 1. Separate

and manifold sins (ver. 7) are all comprehended in ]1j;,

which is in other instances also the collective word for the

corruption and the guilt of sin. i3 gives the ground of the

need and urgency of the petition. A great and multiform

load of sin lies upon him, but the name of God, i. e. His

nature that has become manifest in His mercy and truth,

permits him to ask and to hope for forgiveness, not for the

sake of anything whatever that he has done, but just for the

sake of this name (Jer. xiv. 7, Isa. xliii. 25). How happy

therefore is he who fears God, in this matter!

Ver. 12. The question: quisnam est vir, which resembles

xxxiv. 13, cvii. 43, Isa. 1. 10, is only propounded in order

to draw attention to the person who bears the character

described, and then to state what such an one has to expect.
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In prose we sliould have a relative antecedent clause instead,

viz. qui (qiiisquis) talis est qui Bominum vereatur.^ The

attributive *]n2% {viam) quam eligat {ci. Isa. xlviii. 17), might

also be referred to God: in which He takes delight (LXX.);

but parallels like cxix. 30, 173, favour the rendering: which

he should chose. Among all the blessings which fall to the

lot of him who fears God, the first place is given to this,

that God raises him above the vacillation and hesitancy of

human opinion.

Ver. 13. The verb
J"!^

{\h), probably equivalent to ^^7

(from h^h) signifies to tarry the night, to lodge. Good, i. e.

inward and outward prosperity, is like the place where

such an one turns in and finds shelter and protection. And
in his posterity will be fulfilled what was promised to the

patriarchs and to the people delivered from Egypt, viz.

possession of the land, or as this promise runs in the New
Testament, of the earth. Mat. v. 5 (cf. Ps. xxxvii. 11), Apoc.

V. 10.

Ver. 14. The LXX. renders "IID, xpaiotiwixa, as though

it were equivalent to "IIDV The reciprocal "IDIJ, ii. 2 (which

see), leads one to the right primary signification. Starting

from the primary meaning of the root ID," to be or to make
tight, firm, compressed", "ilD signifies a being closely pressed

together for the purpose of secret communication and con-

verse, confidential communion or being together, Ixxxix. 8,

cxi. 1 (Symm. ojiiXia), then the confidential communication

itself, Iv. 15, a secret (Aquila airoppYjiov, Theod. [xuaxTjpiov).

So here: He opens his mind without any reserve, speaks

confidentially with those who fear Him; cf. the derivative

passage Prov. iii. 32, and an example of the thing itself in

Gen. xviii. 17. In ver. 14& the infinitive with "p, according

to Ges. § 132, rem. 1, as in Isa. xxxviii. 20, is an expression

for the fut. periphrast.: foedus suum notum facturus est its;

the position of the words is like Dan. ii. 16, 18, iv. 15.

5;">"]in is used of the imparting of not merely intellectual, but

experimental knowledge. Hitzig renders it differently, viz.

* The verb vcr-eri, which signifies "to guard one's self, defend

one's self from anything" according to its radical notion, has nothing

to do with N7; (Nn|).
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to enlighten them. But the Hiph. is not intended to be

used thus absolutely even in 2 Sam. vii. 21. I'nns is the

object; it is intended of the rich and deep and glorious

character of the covenant revelation. The poet has now
on all sides confirmed the truth, that every good gift comes

down from above, from the God of salvation; and he returns

to the thought from which he started.

Ver. 15. He who keeps his eyes constantly directed

towards God (cxli. 8, cxxiii. 1), is continually in a praying

mood, which cannot remain unanswered. liDn corresponds

to doiaXstTTToj; in 1 Thess. v. 17. The aim of this constant

looking upwards to God, in this instance, is deliverance out

of the enemy's net. He can and will pull him out (xxxi.

5) of the net of complicated circumstances into which he

has been ensnared without any fault of his own.

Ver. 16. The rendering "regard me", so far as h^ HJD

means God's observant and sympathising turning to any one

(LXX. IttiPXItisiv), corresponds to Ixxxvi. 16, Lev. xxvi. 9.

For this he longs, for men treat him as a stranger and

refuse to have anything to do with him. TH'' is the only

one of his kind, one who has no companion, therefore the

isolated one. The recurrence of the same sounds '»J^ ''^j; is

designedly not avoided. To whom could he, the isolated

one, pour forth his affliction, to whom could he unveil his

inmost thoughts and feelings? to God alone! To Him he

can bring all his complaints, to Him he can also again and

again always make supplication.

Ver. 17. The Hiph. y^TTiT) signifies to make broad, and

as a transitive denominative applied to the mind and heart:

to make a broad space = to expand one's self (cf. as to

the idea, Lam. ii. 13, "great as the sea is thy misfortune"),

LXX. sTiXriSuvQriaav, perhaps originally it was sTrXaxuvGyjaav.

Accordingly 12''i7l"in is admissible so far as language is con-

cerned ; but since it gives only a poor antithesis to ni"l^ it

is to be suspected. The original text undoubtedly was

TlipiiimT D^nin (^rnn, as in Ixxvii. 2, or 2mn, as e. g. in

2 Kings viii. 6): the straits of my heart do Thou enlarge

(cf. cxix. 32, 2 Cor. vi. 11) and bring me out of my distresses

(Hitzig and others).

Vers^ 18::rLl9. The falling away of the p is made up for
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by a double "i strophe. Even the LXX. has los twice over.

The seeing that is prayed for, is in both instances a seeing

into his condition, with which is conjoined the notion of

interposing on his behalf, though the way and manner there-

of is left to God. b vS*b*^, with the object in the dative instead

of the accusative {toUe7^e peccata)^ signifies to bestow a tak-

ing away, i. e. forgiveness, upon any one (synon. h nt'D).

It is pleasing to the New Testament consciousness that God's

vengeance is not expressly invoked upon his enemies. i3 is

an expansive quod as in Gen. i. 4. DDPl nx^^^^ with an attri-

.butive genitive is hatred, which springs from injustice and

j en\s in injustice.

Ver. 20. He entreats for preservation and deliverance

from God; and that He may not permit his hope to be dis-

appointed (ti'lDN^'^N*, cf. 1 Chron. xxi. 13, instead of ni^'DN'^N,

which is usual in other instances). This his hope rests in-

deed in Him: he has taken refuge in Him and therefore He
cannot forsake him, He cannot let him be destroyed.

Ver. 21. Devoutness that fills the whole man, that is

not merely half-hearted and hypocritical, is called DH; and

uprightness that follows the will of God without any by-

paths and forbidden ways is called ^^_^. These two radical

virtues (cf. Job i. 1) he desires to have as his guardians on

his way which is perilous not only by reason of outward

foes, but also on account of his own sinfulness. These

custodians are not to let him pass out of their sight, lest

he should be taken away from them (cf. xl. 12, Pro v. xx.

28). He can claim this for himself, for the cynosure of

his hope is God, from whom proceed DD and 'W'^ like good

angels.

Ver. 22. His experience is not singular, but the enmity

of the world and sin bring all who belong to the people of

God into straits just as they have him. And the need of

the individual will not cease until the need of the whole

undergoes a radical remedy. Hence the intercessory prayer-

of this meagre closing distich, whose connection with what

precedes is not in this instance so close as in xxxiv. 23. It

looks as though it was only added when Ps. xxv. came to

be used in public worship; and the change of the name of

God favours this view. Both Psalms close with a D in excess
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of the alphabet. Perhaps the first D represents the tt, and

the second the 9; for xxv. 16, xxxiv. 17 follow words ending

in a consonant, and xxv. 22, xxxiv. 23, words ending in a

vowel. Or is it a propensity for giving a special representa-

tion of the final letters, just as these are sometimes repre-

sented, though not always perfectly, at the close of the

hymns of the synagogue (pijuiim) ?

PSALM XXVI.

THE LONGING OF ONE WHO IS PEESECUTED INNOCENTLY,
TO GIVE THANKS TO GOD IN HIS HOUSE.

1 VINDICATE my cause, Jahve, for I have walked in

mine integrity,

And in Jahve have I trusted without wavering.

2 Prove me, Jahve, and try me,

Purify my reins and my heart.

3 For Thy loving-kindness is before mine eyes,

And I walk in Thy truth.

4 I have not sat with vain persons,

And with dissemblers I have no intercoursG.

5 I hate the congregation of the wicked,

And I sit not with the ungodly.

6 I will wash my hands in innocency.

And I desire to compass Thine altar, Jahve;

7 That I may join in with the voice of thanksgiving.

And tell of all Thy wondrous works.

8 Jahve, I love the habitation of Thy house,

And the place where Thy glory dwelleth.

9 Gather not my soul with sinners,

Nor my life with men of blood,

10 In whose hands is infamy.

And whose right hand is full of bribery!

11 I, however, do walk in mine integrity —
Deliver me and be gracious unto me

!
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12 My foot is come to stand in a wide plain,

In the choirs of the congregation will I praise Jahve.

Ps. XXV. and xxvi. are bound together by similarity of

thought and expression. In the former as in this Psalm,

we find the writer's testimony to his trust in God ("innL^^,

XXV. 2, xxvi. 1); there as here, the cry coming forth from

a distressed condition for deliverance (n"lD, xxv. 22, xxvi.

11), and for some manifestation of mercy (^:3n xxvi. 11,

xxv. 16); and in the midst of these, other prominent points

of contact (xxvi. 11, xxv. 21; xxvi. 3., xxv. 5). These are

grounds sufficient for placing these two Psalms close

together. But in Ps. xxvi. there is wanting the self-accusa-

tion that goes hand in hand with the self-attestation of

piety, that confession of sin which so closely corresponds

to the New Testament consciousness {vid. supra p. 72),

which is thrice repeated in Ps. xxv. The harshness of the

contrast in which the psalmist stands to his enemies, whose

character is here more minutely described, does not admit

of the introduction of such a lament concerning himself.

The description applies well to the Absolomites. They are

hypocrites, who, now that they have agreed together in their

faithless and bloodly counsel, have thrown off their dis-

guise and are won over by bribery to their new master; for

Absolom had stolen the hearts of the men of Israel, 2 Sam.

XV. 6. David at that time would not take the Ark with him

in his fligh't, but said : If I shall find favour in the eyes of

Jahve, He will bring me back, and grant me to see both it

and His habitation, 2 Sam. xv. 25. The love for the house

of God, which is expressed herein, is also the very heart

of this Psalm.

Vers. 1— 3. The poet, as one who is persecuted, prays

for the vindication of his rights and for rescue; and bases

this petition upon the relation in which he stands to God.

''itpcii', as in vii. 9, xxxv. 24, cf. xliii. 1. ch (synon. D^^n,

which, however, does not take any suffix) is, according to

Gen. XX. 5 sq., 1 Kings xxii. 34, perfect freedom from all

sinful intent, purity of character, pureness, guilelessness

(dxaxia, aTr^.oxr^?). Upon the fact, that he has walked in a
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harmless mind, without cherishing or provoking enmity,

and trusted unwaveringly (lj;^J< t<b, an adverbial circum-

stantial clause, cf. xxi. 8) in jahve, he bases the petition

for the proving of his injured right. He does not self-

righteously hold himself to be morally perfect, he appeals

only to the fundamental tendency of his inmost nature, which

is turned towards God and to Him only. Ver. 2 also is

not so much a challenge for God to satisfy Himself of his

innocence, as rather a request to prove the state of his

mind, and, if it be not as it appears to his consciousness,

to make this clear to him (cxxxix. 23 sq). ]n2 is not used in

this passage of proving by trouble, but by a penetrating

glance into the inmost nature (xi. 5, xvii. 3). np^, not in

the sense of TieipaCetv, but of ooxtjiaCstv. ?|*]^, to melt down,

i. e. by the agency of fire, the precious metal, and separate

the dross (xii. 7, Ixvi. 10). The Chethih is not to be read

u^^i^lV (which would be in contradiction to the request), but

riD1"lV? ^s it is out of pause also in Isa. xxxii. 11, cf. Judges

ix. 8, 12, 1 Sam. xxviii. 8. The reins are the seat of the

emotions, the heart is the very centre of the life of the mind

and soul.

Yer. 3 tells how confidently and cheerfully he would

set himself in the light of God. God's grace or loving-

kindness is the mark on which his eye is fixed, the desire

of his eye, and he walks in God's truth, "ipn is the divine

love, condescending to His creatures, and more especially to

sinners (xxv. 7), in unmerited kindness; np5< is the truth

with which God adheres to and carries out the determi-

nation of His love and the word of His promise. This lov-

ingkindness of God has been always hitherto the model

of his life, this truth of God the determining line and the

boundary of his walk.

Vers. 4—5. He still further bases his petition upon his

comportment towards the men of this world; how he has

always observed a certain line of conduct and continues still

to keep to it. With ver. 4« compare Jer. xv. 17. ^W "tfip

(Job xi. 11, cf. xxxi. 5, where the parallel word is T\'0'^)2)

are "not-real,** unreal men, but in a deeper stronger sense

than we are accustomed to use this word, ^y^^ (= ^W^ from

Mti') is aridity, hollowness, worthlessness, and therefore
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badness (y^) of disposition; the chaotic void of alienation

from God; untruth white-washed over with the lie of dissi-

mulation (xii. 3), and therefore nothingness: it is the very

opposite of being filled with the fulness of God and with

that which is good, which is the morally real (its synonym
is jiN*, e, g. Job xxii. 15). cp^pw , the veiled, are those who
know how to keep their wortlilessness and their mischie-

vous designs secret and to mask them by hypocrisy; post-

biblical D^j;"lDl?, dyed (cf. avoTroxpixo?, Luther ^ungefdrht^^

undyed). (nx) UV Nl2, to go in with any one, is a short

expression for: to go in and out with, i. e. to have inter-

course with him, as in Prov. xxii. 24, cf. Gen. xxiii. 10.

)ni2 (from '^)ri) is the name for one who plots that which is

evil and puts it into execution. On vt^l see i. 1.

Vers. 6— 8. The poet supports his petition by declar-

ing his motive to be his love for the sanctuary of God,

from which he is now far removed, without any fault of

his own. The coloured future HDlbNl, distinct from n^^DwSl

{yid. on iii. 6 and Ixxiii. 16), can only mean, in this passage,

et amhiam, and not et aiiibibam as it does in a different con-

nection (Isa. xliii. 26, cf. Judges vi. 9); it is the emotional

continuation (cf. xxvii. 6, Cant. vii. 12, Isa. i. 24, v. 19, and

frequently) of the plain and uncoloured expression Vn"]ISt.

He wishes to wash his hands in innocence (D of the state

that is meant to be attested by the action), and compass

(lix.7) the altar of Jahve. That which is elsewhere a symbolic

act (Deut. xxi. 6, cf. Mat. xxvii. 24), is in this instance only

a rhetorical figure made use of to confess his consciousness of

innocence; and it naturally assumes this form (cf. Ixxiii. 13)

from the idea of the priest washing his hands preparatory

to the service of the altar (Exod. xxxii. 20 sq.) being asso-

ciated with the idea of the altar. And, in general, the

expression of vers. 6 sq. takes a priestly -form, without

exceeding that which the ritual admits of, by virtue of the

consciousness of being themselves priests which appertained

even to the Israelitish laity (Exod. xix. 16). For 22D can

be used even of half encompassing as it were like a semi-

circle (Gen. ii. 11, Num. xxi. 4), no matter whether it be

in the immediate vicinity of, or at a prescribed distance
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from, the central point. V.'^'^!^ is a syncopated and defect-

ively written Hiph.^ for J^^Dl^'H^, like "iptl^'b, Isa. xxiii. 11.

Instead of nnlH ^1p 3;^pi^"^,"to cause the voice of thanksgiving

to be heard", since >"'?2t^'n is used absolutely (1 Chron. xv.

19, 2 Chron. v. 13) and the object is conceived of as the

instrument of the act (Ges. § 138, 1, rem. 3), it is "in order

to strike in with the voice of thanksgiving". In the expres-

sion "all Thy wondrous works" is included the latest of

these, to which the voice of thanksgiving especially refers,

viz. the bringing of him home from the exile he had suffer-

ed from Absolom. Longing to be back again he longs most

of all for the gorgeous services in the house of his God,

which are performed around the altar of the outer court;

for he loves the habitation of the house of God, the place,

where His doxa, — revealed on earth, and in fact revealed

in grace, — has taken up its abode. ]1^Q does not mean
refuge, shelter (Hupfeld), — for although it may obtain

this meaning from the context, it has nothing whatever to

do with ^Ld , med. Waw^ in the signification to help (whence

maun^ mdune, mddne, help, assistance, succour or support),

— but place, dwelling, habitation, like the Arabic mddn,

which the Kamus explains by menzil^ a place to settle down

in, and explains etymologically by ^jo«JI Jl^iuo , i. e. "a

spot on which the eye rests as an object of sight"; for in

the Arabic mddn is traced back to ^^L& med. Je^ as is seen

from the phrase hwn minka M-mddnin, i. e. they are from

thee on a point of sight (= on a spot where thou canst see

them from the spot on which thou standest). The signifi-

cation place, sojourn, abode (Targ. 11"ip) is undoubted; the

primary meaning of the root is, however, questionable.

Vers. 9— 11. It is now, for the first time, that the

petition compressed into the one word "(yiODI^ (ver. 1) is

divided out. He prays (as in xxviii. 3), that God may not

connect him in one common lot with those whose fellow-

ship of sentiment and conduct he has always shunned.

Cpi ^ti'^X, as in v. 7, cf. av6pa)TroL a[[jLaTtov, Sir. xxxi. 25.

Elsewhere ni^T signifies purpose, and more particularly in a

bad sense; but in this passage it means infamy, and not

unnatural unchastity, to which cri"'"^-2 is inappropriate, but
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scum of whatever is vicious in general: they are full of

cunning and roguery, and their right hand, which ought to

uphold the right — David has the lords of his people in his

eye — is filled (HN^^, not ir\^br2) with accursed (Deut. xxvii.

25) bribery to the condemnation of the innocent. He, on

the contrary, now, as he always has done, walks in his

uprightness, so that now he can with all the more joyful

conscience intreat God to interpose judicially in his behalf.

Ver. 12. The epilogue. The prayer is changed into

rejoicing which is certain of the answer that shall be given.

Hitherto shut in, as it were, in deep trackless gorges, he

even now feels himself to be standing 'Ill^'"''p2,* upon a pleas-

ant plain commanding a wide range of vision (cf. 2n"li33,

xxxi. 9), and now blends his grateful praise of God with the

song of the worshipping congregation, ^np (LXX. ev ixxXr^ai-

cci?), and its full-voiced choirs.

PSALM XXYII.

TAKING HEART IN GOD, THE ALL-RECOMPENSING ONE.

1 JAHYE is my light and my salvation,

whom shall I fear?

Jahve is the defence of my life,

of whom shall I be afraid?

2 When the wicked come against me,

to eat up my flesh,

My oppressors and my enemies to me —
they have stumbled and fallen.

3 Though a host should encamp against me,

my heart shall not fear.

Though war should rise up against me,

in spite of it I will be confident.

* The first labial of the combination D^, DD, when the preceding

word ends with a vowel and the two words are closely connected,

receives the Dagcsk contrary to the general rule; on this orthophonic

Da;/, lene, vid. Luth. Zcitschr., 1S63, S. 414.

VOL. I. 23
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4 One thing have I asked of Jahve,

that do I desire:

That I may dwell in the house of Jahve

all the days of my life,

To behold the graciousness of Jahve,

and to meditate in His temple.

5 For He concealeth me in His pavilion

in the day of evil,

He hideth me in the shelter of His tabernacle,

Upon a rock doth He raise me up.

6 Thus then shall my head be exalted above

mine enemies round about me,

And I will offer in His tabernacle sacrifices

of thankful joy.

I will sing and play the harp to Jahve.

7 Hear, Jahve, when I cry aloud; be gracious unto

me and answer me.

8 To Thee saith my heart: Seek ye My face —
This Thy face, Jahve, will I seek.

9 Hide not Thy face from me.

Put not Thy servant away in anger;

Thou art my help, cast me not away.

And forsake me not, God of my salvation.

10 For my father and mother have forsaken me.

But Jahve taketh me up.

] 1 Teach me, Jahve, Thy way.

And lead me in an even path because of my Hers

in wait.

12 Give me not over into the will of mine oppressors,

For false witnesses rise up against me and such as

breathe out violence.

13 Did I not believe to see Jahve's goodness in the land

of the living — !

14 Hope in Jahve,

Be of good courage, and let thine heart be strong,

And hope in Jahve.
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The same longing after Zion meets us sounding forth

from this as from the preceding Psalm. To remain his

whole life long in the vicinity of the house of God, is here

his only prayer; and that, rescued from his enemies, he shall

there offer sacrifices of thanksgiving, is his confident expecta-

tion. The t'DTl of God, the King, is at present only a ^n^<

which, however, on account of Him who sits enthroned

therein, may just as much be called h'D^'n as the b^T) which

Ezekiel beheld in remembrance of the Mosaic tabernacle,

tJHJs*, Ezek. xli. 1. Cut off from the sanctuary, the poet is

himself threatened on all sides by the dangers of war; but

he is just as courageous in God as in iii. 7, where the battle

is already going on: "/ do not fear the myriads of people,

wlio are encamped against me?'' The situation, therefore,

resembles that of David during the time of Absolom. But

this holds good only of the first half, vers. 1— 6. In the

second half, ver. 10 is not in favour of its being composed

by David. In fact the two halves are very unlike one

another. They form a lixjsteron-proteron, inasmuch as the

fides triumphans of the first part changes into fides supplex

in the second, and with the beginning of the of/jai? in ver. 7,

the style becomes heavy and awkward, the strophic arrange-

ment obscure^ and even the boundaries of the lines of

the verses uncertain; so that one is tempted to regard vers.

7— 14 as the appendage of another writer. The compiler,

however, must have had the Psalm before him exactly as

we now have it; for the grounds for his placing it to follow

Ps. xxvi. are to be found in both portions, cf. ver. 7 with

xxvi. 11; ver. 11 with xxvi. 12.

Vers. 1— 3. In this first strophe is expressed the bold

confidence of faith. It is a hexastich in the csesural schema.

Let darkness break in upon him, the darkness of night, of

trouble, and of spiritual conflict, yet Jahve is his Light,

and if he is in Him, he is in the light and there shines upon

him a sun, that sets not and knows no eclipse. This sub-

lime, infinitely profound name for God, nIX, is found only

in this passage; and there is only one other expression that

can be compared with it, viz. T]-i>N* XJ in Isa. Ix. 1; cf.

9(j5; eXYjXuGa, John xii. 46. ^))]L;\ does not stand beside n>*

23*
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as an nnfigurative, side by side with a figurative expression

;

for the statement that Goii is light, is not a metaphor.

David calls Him his "salvation" in regard to everything that

oppresses him, and the "stronghold (ilyD from nj;, with an

unchangeable a) of his life" in regard to everything that

exposes him to peril. In Jahve he conquers far and wide; in

Him his life is hidden as it were behind a fortress built upon

a rock (xxxi. 3). When to the wicked who come upon him in

a hostile way (^j; 21p differing from b^ 2"]^), he attributes the

intention of devouring his flesh, they are conceived of as wild

beasts. To eat up any one's flesh signifies, even in Jobxix. 22,

the same as to pursue any one by evil speaking (in Aramaic

by slander, back-biting) to his destruction. Inl!lp2 the Shehd

of the only faintly closed syllable is raised to a Chateph^ as

in ''jDt^6l, xxxi. 12, ^1iSL^6, and the like. The "h of h ^2\X may,

as also in xxv. 2 (cf. cxliv. 2), be regarded as giving inten-

sity to the notion of special, personal enmity; but a mere

repetition of the subject (the enemy) without the repetition

of their hostile purpose would be tame in the parallel

member of the verse: i^ is a variation of the preceding ""bj;,

as in Lam. iii. 60 sq. In the apodosis I^DjI •i'pL!/^ HJ^m, the

overthrow of the enemy is regarded beforehand as an

accomplished fact. The holy boldness and imperturbable

repose are expressed in ver. 3 in the very rhythm. The

thesis or downward movement in ver. 3« is spondaic: he

does not allow himself to be disturbed; the thesis in ver. 3&

is iambic: he can be bold. The rendering of Hitzig (as of

Rashi) : "in this do I trust, viz. that Jahve is my light, &c.,"

is erroneous. Such might be the interpretation, if iJN HNTD

nCOD closed ver. 2; but it cannot refer back over ver. 2 to

ver. 1; and why should the poet have expressed himself

thus materially, instead of saying mIH''^? The fact of the

case is this, PIlOD signifies even by itself "of good courage",

e, g. Prov. xi. 15; and nxD "in spite of this" (Coccejus: hoc

non ohstante)^ Lev. xxvi.27, cf. Ps. Ixxviii. 32, begins the apo-

dosis, at the head of which we expect to find an adversative

conjunction.

Vers. 4— 5. There is only one thing, that he desires,

although he also has besides full satisfaction in Jahve in

the midst of strangers and in trouble. The future is used
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side by side with the perfect in ver. 4^, in order to express

an ardent longing which extends out of the past into the

future, and therefore runs through his whole life. The one

thing sought is unfolded in 'U1 ^^1211/. A life-long dwelling

in the house of Jahve, that is to say intimate spiritual inter-

course with the God, who has His dwelling (n''!!), His palace

(^ITI) in the holy tent, is the one desire of David's heart, in

order that he may behold and feast upon (2 Hin of a clinging,

lingering, chained gaze, and consequently a more signifi-

cant form of expression than nin with an accusative, Ixiii.

3) 'n Cj;i (xc. 17), the pleasantness (or gracefulness) of

Jahve, i. e. His revelation, full of grace, which is there

visible to the eye of the spirit. The interpretation which

regards amoenitas as being equivalent to amoinus cultus takes

hold of the idea from the wrong side. The assertion that

2 ~lp2 is intended as a synonym of 2 nin, of a pleased and

lingering contemplation (Hupf., Hitz.), is contrary to the

meaning of the verb, which signifies "to examine (with h to (^^^^,.

seek or spie about after anything. Lev. xiii. 36), to reflect on, \yii(t ,.

or consider" ; even the post-biblical signification to visit, more
^/

/*^*'*(:

especially the sick (whence nhT\ "l^"^?), comes from!' the pri- U*-^

mary meaning investigare. An appropriate sense may be

obtained in the present instance by regarding it as a deno-

minative from "nps and rendering it as Dunash and Rashi

have done, "and to appear early in His temple"; but it is

unnecessary to depart from the general usage of the lan-

guage. Hengstenberg rightly retains the signification "to

meditate on". I'PD'HS is a designation of the place conse-

crated to devotion, and *^p2^ is meant to refer to contem-

plative meditation that loses itself in God who is there

manifest. In ver. 5 David bases the justification of his

desire upon that which the sancfuary of God is to him ; the

futures affirm what Jahve will provide for him in His sanc-

tuary. It is a refuge in wdiich he may hide himself, where

Jahve takes good care of him who takes refuge therein

from the storms of trouble that rage outside: there he is

far removed from all dangers, he is lifted high above them

and his feet are upon rocky ground. The Cheihih may be

read T\2D2^ as in xxxi. 21 and with Ewald § 257,^; but, in

this passage, with t'nix alternates "b, which takes the place
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of n^D in tlie poetic style (Ixxvi. 3, Lam. ii. 6), tlioiigli it

does not do so by itself, but always with a suffix.*

Ver. 6. With nnv.1 the poet predicts inferentially (cf.

ii. 10) the fulfilment of what he fervently desires, the gua-

rantee of which lies in his very longing itself, nyiin TIZT

do not mean sacrifices in connection with which the trum-

pets are blown by the priests; for this was only the case in

connection with the sacrifices of the whole congregation

(Num. X. 10), not with those of individuals. HjJ'nn is a

sjmonym of n"lin, xxvi. 7; and nj;nn TOt is a stronger form

of expression for mm ^HDl (cvii. 22), i. e. (cf. p-lii ^n2T, iv. 6,

Ii. 21) sacrifices of jubilant thanksgiving: he will offer sacri-

fices in which his gratitude plays a prominent part, and will

sing songs of thanksgiving, accompanied by the playing of

stringed instruments, to his Deliverer, who has again and so

gloriously verified His promises.

Vers. 7— 8. Vows of thanksgiving on the assumption

of the answering of the prayer and the fulfilment of the

thing supplicated, are very common at the close of Psalms.

But in this Psalm the prayer is only just beginning at this

stage. The transition is brought about by the preceding

conception of the danger that threatens him from the side

of his foes who are round about him. The reality, which,

in the first part, is overcome and surmounted by his faith,

makes itself consciously felt here. It is not to be rendered,

as has been done by the Vulgate, Exaucli Bomine vocem qua

clamavi (rather, clamd) ad te (the introit of the Dominica

exspectationis in the interval of preparation between Ascen-

sion and Pentecost). V?^*i^" has Dechi^ and accordingly "i^lp

^IpN*, voce mea (as in iii. 5) clamo , is an adverbial clause

equivalent to voce mea clamante me. In ver. 8 ?]'p cannot

* Just in like manner tliey say in poetic style nT^', cxxxii. 15;

nJt?, Prov. vii. 8; rTHD, Job xi. 9; H^il, Zech. iv. 2; and perhaps even

n-^J, Gen. xl. 10; for "97^? ^^^^.i '"^^'P? ^^^^^ and HH-^J; as, in

general, shorter forms are som.etimes found in the inflexion, which do

not occur in the corresponding principal form, e.g. D"J^ii> xlix. 15, for

onniiJ; n";)Ua, Iv. 16, for Dn"llJQ; D?5"}V?, Job v. 13, for DnD"]l'2;

DJCP?, Hos. xiii. 2, for DrJI^HI; Dll^.; Neh. v. 14, for cnriB; cf.

Hitzig on Hos. xiii. 2, and Bottcher's Ncue Aehrenlese, No. G93.
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possibly be so rendered that "p is treated as Lamed aucioris

(Datlie, Olsliausen): Thine, saitli my heart, is (the utter-

ance:) seek ye my face. The declaration is opposed to this

sense, thus artificially put upon it. n^N ^ are undoubtedly

to be construed together; and what the heart says to Jahve

is not: Seek ye my face, but by reason of this, and as its

echo (Calvin: velut Deo siiccinens): I will therefore seek Thy
face. Just as in Job xlii. 3, a personal inference is drawn
from a directly quoted saying of God. In the periodic style

it would be necessary to transpose '>^D 11^93 thus: since

Thou hast permitted and exhorted us, or in accordance with

Thy persuasive invitation, that we should seek Thy face, I

do seek Thy face (Hupfeld). There is no retrospective refer-

ence to any particular passage in the Tora, such as Deut.

iv. 29. The prayer is not based upon any single passage of

Scripture, but upon God's commands and promises in

general.

Vers. 9— 10. The requests are now poured forth with

all the greater freedom and importunity, that God may be

willing to be entreated and invoked. The Hiph. T\^T\ signi-

fies in this passage standing by itself (cf. Job xxiv. 4): to

push aside. The clause ni^n ''niij; does not say: be Thou
my help (which is impossible on syntactical grounds), nor

is it to be taken relatively: Thou who wast my help (for

which there is no ground in what precedes); but on the

contrary the prcet. gives the ground of the request that

follows "Thou art my help (lit. Thou has become, or hast

ever been) — cast me, then, not away", and it is, moreover,

accented accordingly. Ver. 10, as we have already observed,

does not sound as though it came from the lips of David,

of whom it is only said during the time of his persecution

by Saul, that at that time he was obliged to part from his

parents, 1 Sam. xxii. 3 sq. The words certainly might be

David's, if ver. 10« would admit of being taken hypotheti-

cally, as is done by Ewald, § 362, &: should my father and
my mother forsake me, yet Jahve will &c. But the entrea-

ty "forsake me not" is naturally followed by the reason:

for my father and my mother have forsaken me ; and just

as naturally does the consolation: but Jahve will take me
up, prejDare the way for the entreaties which begin anew in
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ver. 11. Whereas, if O is taken hypotlietically, ver. 11 stands

disconnectedly in tlie midst of the surrounding requests.

On ""J^pi^^, cf. Josh. XX. 4.

Vers. 11— 12. He is now wandering about like a hunted

deer; but God is able to guide him so that he may escape

all dangers. And this is what he prays for. As in cxliii.

10, "ill^'^p is used in an ethical sense; and differs in this

respect from its use in xxvi. 12. On C^^'lii^", see the primary

passage v. 9, of which this is an echo. Wily spies dodge his

every step and would gladly see what they have invented

against him and wished for him , realised. Should he enter

the way of sin leading to destruction, it would tend to the

dishonour of God, just as on the contrary it is a matter of

honour with God not to let His servant fall. Hence he

prays to be led in the way of God, for a oneness of his

own will with the divine renders a man inaccessible [to evil].

li'^J, ver. 12, is used, as in xvii. 9, and in the similar passage,

which is genuinely Davidic, xli. 3, in the signification pas-

sion or strong desire; because the soul, in its natural state,

is selfishness and inordinate desire. riD'' is a collateral
- •• T

form of TV^y, they are both adjectives formed from the

future of the verb niD (like ^"i;^ , 2^y_): accustomed to breathe

out (exhale), i.e. either to express, or to snort, breathe forth

(cf. TivsTv, or lixirveiv cpovov and cpovou, 6aaou, and the like,

Acts ix. 1). In both Hitzig sees participles of DDJ (Jer. iv.

31); but X. 5 and Hab. ii. 3 lead back to H'^iD (n"*©); and

Hupfeld rightly recognises such nouns formed from futures

to be, according to their original source, circumlocutions of

the participle after the manner of an elliptical relative clause

(the kLo of the Arabic syntax), and explains D''2i3 H^S"', to-

gether with D^n HD^ from the verbal construction which

still continues in force.

Vers. 13— 14. Self-encouragement to firmer confidence

of faith. Joined to ver. 12 (Aben-Ezra, Kimchi), ver. 13

trails badly after it. We must, with Geier, Dachselt, and

others, suppose that the apodosis is wanting to the protasis

with its ^h)b pointed with three points above,* and four

* The 1 has not any point above it, because it might be easily mis-

taken for a C/iolem, vid. Baer's Psalterium p. 130.
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below, according to the Masora (cf. B. Berachoth ia), but

a word which is indispensably necessary, and is even attested

by the LXX. (sau-cfi) and the Targum (although not by any

other of the ancient versions); cf. the protasis with ^, which

has no apodosis, in Gen. 1. 15, and the apodoses with ^3 after

^^6 in Gen. xxxi. 42, xliii. 10, 1 Sam. xxxv. 34, 2 Sam. ii. 27

(also Num. xxii. 33, where i^^X = N^ DX = "hp), which are

likewise to be explained per aposiopesin. The perfect after

X^!)^ (i^ilS) has sometimes the sense of a plusquamperfectum

(as in Gen. xliii. 10, nisi cunctati essemus), and sometimes

the sense of an imperfect, as in the present passage (cf. Deut.

xxxii. 29, si saperent). The poet does not speak of a faith

that he once had, a past faith, but, in regard to the danger

that is even now abiding and present, of the faith he now

has, a present faith. The apodosis ought to run something

like this (cxix. 92, xciv. 17): did I not believe, were not

confidence preserved to me . . . then (TiJ or ]X ^3) I should

perish; or: then I had suddenly perished. But he has such

faith, and he accordingly in ver. 14 encourages himself to

go on cheerfully waiting and hoping; he speaks to himself,

it is, as it were, the believing half of his soul addressing the

despondent and weaker half. Instead of y^;^^^ (Deut. xxxi. 7)

the expression is, as in xxxi. 25, Tj^V^OX^.l/iet thy heart be

strong, let it give proof of strength. The rendering "May

He (Jahve) strengthen thy heart" would require ^^N^; but

Y^^^T), as e.g. Z^TUT} xxv. 17, belongs to the transitive denomina-

tives applying to the mind or spirit, in which the Hebrew is

by no means poor, and in which the Arabic is especially rich.

PSALM XXVIII.

CRY FOR HELP AND THANKSGIVING, IN A TIME OF REBELLION.

1 TO Thee, Jahve, do I cry

;

My Hock, remain not deaf to me.

Lest, if Thou be silent to me, I belike them that go down

to the pit.

2 Hear the voice of my supplication, when I cry unto Thee,

When I lift up my hands to Thy holy sanctuary.

3 Carry me not away with the ungodly and with the workers

of iniquity.
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Who speak peace with their neighbours,

While evil is in their hearts.

4 Give to them according to their work and the wickedness

of their deeds;

According to the work of their hands give to them,

Requite them what they have done!

5 For they regard not the doings of Jahve,

Nor the work of His hands —
He shall pull them down, not build them up.

G Blessed be Jahve,

Because He hath heard my loud supplication!

7 Jahve is my defence and my shield.

In Him my heart trusted and I was helped —
Therefore my heart exulteth, and with my song do I

praise Him.

8 Jahve is a defence to them,

And the saving defence of His anointed one is He.

9 help Thy people

And bless Thy heritage.

And feed them, and bear them up for ever!

To Ps. xxvi. and xxvii. a third Psalm is here added,

belonging to the time of the persecution by Absolom. In this

Psalm, also, the drawing towards the sanctuary of God
cannot be lost sight of; and in addition thereto we have the

intercession of the anointed one, when personally imperilled,

on behalf of the people who are equally in need of help, —
an intercession which can only be rightly estimated in con-

nection with the circumstances of that time. Like Ps. xxvii.

this, its neighbour, also divides into two parts; these parts,

however, though their lines are of a different order, never-

theless bear a similar poetic impress. Both are composed

of verses consisting of two and three lines. There are

many points of contact between this Psalm and Ps. xxvii.;

e.g. in the epithet applied to God, nj;^; but compare also

ver. 3 with xxvi. 9; ver. 2 with xxxi. 23; ver. 9 with xxix. 11.

The echoes of this Psalm in Isaiah are very many, and also

in Jeremiah.
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Vers. 1— 5. This first half of the Psalm (vers. 1— 5) is

supplicatory. The preposition jp in connection with the verbs

:rin,to be deaf, dumb, and nii'n,to keep silence, isapregnant

form of expression denoting an aversion or turning away

which does not deign to give the suppliant an answer. Jahve

is his "i^iJ, his ground of confidence; but if He continues thus

to keep silence, then he who confides in Him will become

like those who are going down (xxii. 30), or are gone down

(Isa. xiv. 19) to the pit. The participle of the past answers

better to the situation of one already on the brink of the

abyss. In the double sentence with ]D, the chief accent falls

upon the second clause, for which the first only paratactical-

ly opens up the way (cf. Isa. v. 4, xii. 1); in Latin it would

be ne, te mihi non respondente , similis fiam. Olshausen, and

Baur with him, believes that because in^l^'p^l has not the

accent on the ultima as h^mg perf. co?isec., it must be inter-

preted according to the accentuation thus, "in order that

Thou mayst no longer keep silence, whilst I am already be-

come like . ." But this ought to be bm: ^^N*J , or at least

^rh^'r^} ^:i<). And if ''n':'l^'D:^ were to be taken as a real per-

fect, it would then rather have to be rendered "and I should

then be like." But, notwithstanding '•n^^^'pJI is 31ilel, it is

still perf. consecutivum ("and I am become like"); for if, in

a sentence of more than one member following upon )©, the

fut.^ as is usually the case {vid. on xxxviii. 17), goes over

into the perf.^ then the latter, in most instances, has the

tone oiih.Q perf. consec. (Deut. iv. 19, Judges xviii. 25, Prov.

v. 9— 12, Mai. iii. 24), but not always. The penultima-

accentuation is necessarily retained in connection with the

two great pausal accents, Silhik and Athnach^ Deut. viii. 12,

Prov. XXX. 9; in this passage in connection with ReUa

mugrash^ just as we may say, in general, the perf. consec.

sometimes retains its penultima-2iC,Q,Q\iiVi^iion in connection

with distinctives instead of being accented on the ultima',

e. g. in connection with ReMa mugrash., Prov. xxx. 9; with

ReWi, xix. 14 (cf. Prov. xxx. 9 with Ezek. xiv. 17);

with Zakepli. 1 Sam. xxix. 8; and even with Tiphcha Obad.

ver. 10, Joel iv. 21. The national grammarians are ignorant

of any law on this subject.*

* Abeu-Ezra {Moznajim ZU) explains the perfect accented on the
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The point towards which the psalmist stretches forth his

hands in prayer is Jahve's holy *i"i2"l . Such is the word
(after the form nn^, N^b^, pp>') used only in the Books of

Kings and Chronicles, with the exception of this passage, to

denote the Holy of Holies , not as being ;(pT|[iaTiaTYjpiov

(Aquila and Symmachus), or XaXr^xr^piov, oraculum (Jerome),

as it were, Jahve's audience chamber (Hengstenberg) —• a

meaning that is not in accordance with the formation of the

word,— but as the hinder part of the tent, from "iDi , Arabic

ddhara^ to be behind, whence dubr (Talmudic 1^1"), that

which is behind (opp. kubl, kibal^ that which is in the fro'nt),

cf. Jesurun p. 87 sq. In vers. 3, 4 the prayer is expanded.

Tjii'D (instead of which we find F)DN* in xxvi. 9), to draw any

one down forcibly to destruction, or to drag him to the

place of judgment, Ezek. xxxii. 20. cf. x. 9, Job. xxiv. 22.

The delineation of the ungodly David borrows from his

actual foes. Should he succumb to them, then his fate

would be like that which awaits them, to whom he is con-

scious that he is radically unlike. He therefore prays that

God's recompensing justice may anticipate him, i. e. that

He may requite them according to their desert, before he

succumbs, to whom they have feigned Dl^li', a good under-

standing, or being on good terms, whereas they cherished

in their heart the r\)r\ that is now unmasked (cf. Jer. ix. 7).

]n3, used of an official adjudication, as in Hos. ix. 14, Jer.

xxxii. 19. The epcmaphora of Dri^"jn is like xxvii. 14.* The
phrase b^:o^_ -^'H (^'r!'^)? which occurs frequently in the

prophets, signifies to recompense or repay to any one his

accomplishing, his manifestation, that is to say, what he has

done and merited; the thoughts and expression call to mind
more particularly Isa. iii. 8— 11, i. 16. The right to pray

for recompense (vengeance) is grounded, in ver. 5, upon
their blindness to God's just and merciful rule as it is to be

seen in human history (cf. Isa. v. 12, xxii. 11). The contrast

of n^D and D^in, to pull down (with a personal object, as in

penult, in Prov. xxx. 9 from the conformity of sound , and Kimchi {3Iich-

lol 66) simply records the phenomenon.
* This repetition, at the end, of a significant word that has been

used at the beginning of a verse, is a favourite custom of Isaiah's

{Comment. S. 387; transl. ii. 134).
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Exod. XV. 7), is like Jeremiah's style (cli. xlii. 10, of. i. 10,

xviii. 9, and frequently. Sir. xlix. 7). In ver. 5«, the pro-

minent thought in David's mind is, that they shamefully fail

to recognise how gloriously and graciously God has again

and again acknowledged him as His anointed one. He has

(2 Sam. vii.) received the promise, that God would build him
a house, i.e. grant perpetual continuance to his kingship.

The Absolomites are in the act of rebellion against this

divine appointment. Hence they shall experience the very

reverse of the divine promise given to David: Jahve will

pull them down and not build them up. He will destroy, at

its very commencement, this dynasty set up in opposition

to God.

Vers. 6— 9. The first half of the Psalm prayed for

deliverance and for judgment; this second half gives thanks

for both. If the poet wrote the Psalm at one sitting then

at this point the certainty of being answered dawns upon
him. But it is even possible that he added this second part

later on, as a memorial of the answer he experienced to

his prayer (Hitzig, Ewald). It sounds, at all events, like

the record of something that has actually taken place.

Jahve is his defence and shield. The conjoined perfects in

ver. 11). denote that which is closely united in actual reali-

sation; and in the fiit.consec.^ as is frequently the case, e. g.

in Job. xiv. 2, the historical signification retreats into the

background before the more essential idea of that which

has been produced. In ''"I't^V^, the song is conceived as the

spring whence the Pllin bubble forth; and instead of "13TN we
have the more impressive form 13"iriN* , as in xlv. 18, cxvi. G,

1 Sam. xvii. 47, the syncope being omitted. From suffering

(Leid) springs song (Lied), and from song springs the praise

(LoJ)) of Him, who has "turned" the suffering, just as it is at-

tuned in vers. 6 and8.*The auxoi, who are intended by )r2^ in

ver. 8a, are those of Israel, as in xii. 8, Isa. xxxiii. 2

(Hitzig). The LXX. (xpaxaiwjxa tou Xaou autou) reads IXSy'P,

as in xxix. 11, which is approved by Buttcher, Olshausen

and Hupfeld; but ]d:) yields a similar sense. First of all

* There is a play of words and an alliteration in this sentence which

we cannot fully reproduce in the English. — TK.
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David thinks of the people, then of himself; for his

private character retreats behind his official, by virtue of

which he is the head of Israel. For this very reason his

deliverance is the deliverance of Israel, to whom, so far as

they have become unfaithful to His anointed, Jahve has

not requited this faithlessness, and to whom, so far as they

have remained true to him. He has rewarded this fidelity.

Jahve is a Tj^to them, inasmuch as He preserves them by

His might from the destruction into which they would have

precipitated themselves, or into which others would have

precipitated them ; and He is the Dlyil^'^ iiyo of His anointed,

inasmuch as He surrounds him as an inaccessible place of

refuge which secures to him salvation in all its fulness

instead of the destruction anticipated. Israel's salvation

and blessing were at stake; but Israel is in fact God's people

and God's inheritance — may He, then, work salvation for

them in every future need and bless them. Apostatised

from David, it was a flock in the hands of the hireling —
may He ever take the place of shepherd to them and carry

them in His arms through the destruction. The CJvi^'J

coupled with D])^'^) (thus it is to be pointed according to

Ben-Asher) calls to mind Deut. i. 31, "Jahve carried Israel

as a man doth carry his son", and Exod. xix. 4, Deut. xxxii.

11, "as on eagles' wings." The Plel, as in Isa. Ixiii. 9, is used

of carrying the weak, whom one lifts up and thus removes

out of its helplessness and danger. Ps. iii. closes just in

the same way with an intercession; and the close of Ps. xxix.

is similar, but promissory, and consequently it is placed

next to Ps. xxviii.

PSALM XXIX.

THE PSALM OF THE SEVEN THUNDERS.

1 GIVE unto Jahve, ye sons of God,

Give unto Jahve glory and might!

2 Give unto Jahve the glory of His namOj

Do homage to Jahve in holy attire!

3 The voice of Jahve is upon the waters,

The God of Glory thundereth,
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Jahve is upon the great waters.

4 The voice of Jahve goeth forth in power,

The voice of Jahve goeth forth in majesty.

5 The voice of Jahve breaketh the cedars,

Yea, Jahve breaketh the cedars of Lebanon.

6 And He maketh them to skip like a calf,

Lebanon and Sirion like a young antelope.

7 The voice of Jahve flameth forth quivering fire.

8 The voice of Jahve shaketh the wilderness,

Jahve shaketh the wilderness of Kadesh.

9 The voice of Jahve maketh the hinds to travail,

He strippeth the forest —
And in His temple everything saith: "Glory!"

10 Jahve hath sat at the Flood,

And Jahve sitteth a King for ever.

11 Jahve will give power to His people,

Jahve will bless His people with peace.

The occasion of this Psalm is a thunderstorm ; it is not, how-

ever, limited to the outward natural phenomena, but therein

is perceived the self-attestation of the God of the redemptive

history.- Just as in the second part of Ps. xix. the God of

the revelation of salvation is called mn^ seven times in dis-

tinction from the God revealed in nature , so in this Psalm

of thunders, 'H b^p is repeated seven times, so that it may
be called the Psalm of the sTrxa ppovxai (Apoc. x. 3 sq.).

During the time of the second Temple , as the addition to

the inscription by the LXX. I^ooiou (£;6oou) gxt^vyj; (= oxr^vo-

T^TQYia?) seems to imply *, it was sung on the Shemmi Azereih,

the last day (s^^olov. Lev. xxiii. 36) of the feast of taber-

nacles. Between two tetrastichs, in each of which the name

* The y^ of the Temple liturgy of the Shcmini Azerclh is not

stated in the Talmud {vid. Toscfoth to B. Succa 47«, where, according

to Sofrim xix. § 2 and a statement of the Jerusalem Talmud, Ps. vi., or

xii, is guessed at). We only know, that Ps. xxix. belongs to the Psalm-

portions for the intervening days of the feast of tabernacles, which are
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mri"' occurs four times, lie three pentasticlis , whicli, in tlieir

sevenfold 'n b)p, represent the peals of thunder which follow

in rapid succession as the storm increases in its fury.

Vers. 1— 2. The opening strophe calls upon the celestial

spirits to praise Jahve; for a revelation of divine glory is

in preparation, which, in its first movemejvts, they are ac-

counted worthy to behold, for the roots of everything that

takes place in this world are in the invisible world. It is

not the mighty of the earth, who are called in Ixxxii. 6

P^V. ''^.ri
^^^ ^^® angels, who are elsewhere called C^n'bx "'JI!

(e.g. Job ii. 1), that are here, as in Ixxxix. 7, called chii ^^2.

Since D">^x never means God, like D^D^N (so that it could be

rendered sons of the deity), but gods, Exod. xv. 11, Dan.

ix. 36, the expression C^N* ">^2 must be translated as a double

plural from '^N*")!!, after the analogy of DXsSr TO, Isa. xlii.

22, from ^b n^^ (Ges. § 108, 3), "sons of God", not "sons

of gods." They, the God-begotten, i.e. created in the image

of God, who form with God their Father as it were one

family (vid. Genesis S. 121), are here called upon to give

unto God glory and might (the primary passage is Deut.

xxxii. 3), i.e. to render back to Him cheerfully and joyously

in a laudatory recognition, as it were by an echo, His glory

and might, which are revealed and to be revealed in the

created world, and to give unto Him the glory of His name,

i.e. to praise His glorious name (Ixxii. 19) according its

deserts. 1211 in all three instances has the accent on the

ultima according to rule (cf., on the other hand, Job vi. 22).

^"p ^"11D ^s ^^oly vestments, splendid festal attire, 2 Chron.

comprehended in the vox memorialis ^T]'2"D)n {Succa 55a, cf. Rashi on

Joma 3a), viz. Ps. xxix. (h); 1. 16 (l) ; xciv. 16 (p) ; xciv. 8 (ll); Ixxxi.

7 (n) ; Ixxxii. 5^ ("•). Besides this the treatise Sofrim xviii. § 3 mentions

Ps. xxix. as the Psalm for the festival of Pentecost and the tradition

of the synagogue which prevails even at the present day recognises it

only as a festival Psalm of the first day of Shabuoth [Pentecost] ; the

Psalm for Shemini Azereth is the G5th. The only confirmation of the

statement of the LXX. is to be found in the Sohar; for there (section

ij) Ps. xxix. is referred to the pouring forth of the water on the seventh

day of the feast of tabernacles {Hosianna rabba), since it is said, that

by means of the seven HP'p (corresponding to the seven compassings

of the altar) seven of the Se2)hiroth open the flood-gates of heaven.
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XX. 21, cf. Ps. ex. 3.* A revelation of the power of God is

near at hand. The heavenly spirits are to prepare themselves

for it with all the outward display of which they are capable.

If ver. 2 were a summons to the church on earth, or, as in

xcvi. 9, to the dwellers upon the earth, then there ought

to be some expression to indicate the change in the parties

addressed; it is, therefore, in ver. 2 as in ver. 1, directed to

the priests of the heavenly ^D^Tl. In the Apocalypse, also,

the songs of praise and trumpeting of the angels precede

the judgments of God.

Vers. 3— 9. Now follows the description of the revela-

tion of God's power, which is the ground of the summons,

and is to be the subject-matter of their praise. The All-

glorious :One makes Himself heard in the language (Apoc.

X. 3 sq.) of the thunder, and reveals Himself in the storm.

There are fifteen lines, which naturally arrange themselves

into three five-line strophes. The chief matter with the

poet, however, is the sevenfold Tl h'ip. Although h^p is some-

times used almost as an ejaculatory "Hark!" (Gen. iv. 10,

Isa. lii. 8), this must not, with Ewald (§ 286, /), be applied

to the 'n b)p of the Psalm before us, the theme of which is

the voice of God, who announces Himself from heaven, —
a voice which moves the world. The dull sounding ^"ip serves

not merely to denote the thunder of the storm, but even the

thunder of the earthquake, the roar of the tempest, and

in general, every low, dull, rumbling sound, by which God

makes Himself audible to the world, and more especially

from the wrathful side of His doxa. The waters in ver. 3

are not the lower waters. Then the question arises what

are they? Were the waters of the Mediterranean intended,

they would be more definitely denoted in such a vivid

description. It is, however, far more appropriate to the

commencement of this description to understand them to

mean the mass of water gathered together in the thick,

black storm-clouds (vid. xviii. 12, Jer. x. 13). The rumb-

* The reading proposed in B. Berachoth 30 J n"nn:n (with holy

trembling) has never been a various reading; nor has nT:in2, after

which the LXX. renders it ev auXiji dyi? ajtoij.

VOL. I, 24
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ling* of Jalive is, as the poet himself explains in ver. 3&,.the

thunder produced on high by the "llDSH ^N (of. "IDDH "j^D,

xxiV. 7 sqq.), which rolls over the sea of waters floating

above the earth in the sky. Ver. 4:a and 4&, just like ver.

3a and 3&, are independent substantival clauses. The

rumbling of Jahve is , issues forth , or passes by ; 3

with the abstract article as in Ixxvii. 14, Prov. xxiv. 5

(cf. Prov. viii. 8, Luke iv. 32, ev W/u^ Apoc. xviii. 2),

is the 2 of the distinctive attribute. In ver. 3 the first

peals of thunder are heard ; in ver. 4 the storm is coming

nearer, and the peals become stronger, and now it bursts

forth with its full violence: ver. 6a describes this in a general

form, and ver. 6b expresses by the fut. consec.^ as it were

inferentially, that which is at present taking place : amidst

the rolling of the thunder the descending lightning flashes

rive the cedars of Lebanon (as is well-known, the lightning

takes the outermost points). The suffix in ver. 6« does not

refer prolepticaJly to the mountains mentioned afterwards,

but naturally to the cedars (Hengst., Hupf., Hitz.), which

bend down before the storm and quickly rise up again. The

skipping of Lebanon and Sirion, however, is not to be re-

ferred to the fact, that their wooded summits bend down

and rise again, but, according to cxiv. 4, to their being

shaken by the crash of the thunder, — a feature in the

picture which certainly does not rest upon what is actually

true in nature, but figuratively describes the apparent

quaking of the earth daring a heavy thunderstorm. \V^^ ,

according to Deut. iii. 9, is the Sidonian name of Hermon,

and therefore side by side with Lebanon it represents Anti-

Lebanon. The word, according to the Masora, has ]i; sini-

stru??i, and consequently is V'^W, wherefore Hitzig correctly

derives- it from L.cc, fut.i., to gleam, sparkle , cf. the passage

from an Arab poet at cxxxiii. 3. The lightning makes these

mountains bound (Luther, lecken, i.e. according to his

* The simple rendering of Tip by "voice" has been retained in the

text of the Psalm, as in the Authorised Version. The word, however, which

Dr. Deiitzsch uses is Gedrohn, the best English equivalent of which is

a "rumbling." — TR.
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explanation: to spring, skip) like young antelopes. CN*]*,

like Pou|3aXo?, PoupaXic, is a generic name of the antelope,

and of tlie buffalo that roams in herds through the forests

beyond the Jordan even at the present day; for there are ante-

lopes that resemble the buffalo and also (except in the forma-

tion of the head and the cloven hoofs) those that resemble the

horse. The LXX. renders: (b; ulo? {xovoxspwKDv. Does this

mean the unicorn [Germ, one-horn] depicted on Persian and

African monuments? Is this unicorn distinct from the one

horned antelope? Neither an unicorn nor an one horned an-

telope have been seen to the present day by any traveller.

Both animals, and consequently also their relation to one

another, are up to the present time still undefinable from a

scientific point of view.**

Each peal of thunder is immediately followed by a flash

of lightning; Jahve's thunder cleaveth flames of fire, i. e.

forms (as it were XaxoixsT) the fire-matter of the storm-clouds

into cloven flames of fire, into lightnings that pass swiftly

along ; in connection with which it must be rememberetl

that 'n ^Ip denotes not merely the thunder as a phenomenon,

but at the same time it denotes the omnipotence of God
expressing itself therein. The brevity and threefold division

of ver. 7 depicts the incessant, zigzag, quivering movement

** By DN~) Ludolf in opposition to Bochart understands the rhino-

ceros; but this animal, belonging to the swine tribe, is certainly not

meant, or even merely associated with it. Moreover, the rhinoceros

[Germ, nose-horn] is called in Egypt cAarwfw (from j^yis»- = lOT^'^'
^^*

the unicorn, charnit. "In the year 1862 the French archaeologist, M. Wad-
dington, was with me in Damascus when an antiquary brought me an

ancient vessel on which a number of animals were engraved, their

names being written <on their bellies. Among the Avell knoAvn animals

there was also an unicorn, exactly like a zebra or a horse, but with a

long horn standing out upon its forehead; on its body was the word

^^yXi>.^' M. "Waddington wished to have the vessel and I gave it up

to him; and he took it with him to Paris. We talked a good deal

about this unicorn, and felt obliged to come to the conclusion that the

form of the fabulous animal might have become known to the Arabs at

the time of the crusades, wheu the English coat of arms came to

Syria." — Wetzstein.

24*
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of tlie lightning {tela tnsulca, ignes trisiilci, in Ovid). From
the northern mountains the storm sweeps on towards the

south of Palestine into the Arabian desert, viz. as we are

told in ver. 81) (cf. ver. 5, according to the schema of "pa-

rallelism by reservation") , the wilderness region of Kadesh

{Kadesh Barned)^ which, however we may define its position,

must certainly have lain near the steep western slope of the

mountains of Edom toward the Arabah. Jahve's thunder,

viz. the thunderstorm, puts this desert in a state of whirl,

inasmuch as it drives the sand (yr) before it in whirlwinds

;

and among the mountains it, viz. the strong lightning and

thundering, makes the hinds to writhe, inasmuch as from

fright they bring forth prematurely. Both the Hiiph. h^T\\

and the Fil. S'^T\\ are used with a causative meaning (root

in, TI, to move in a circle, to encircle). The poet continues

with PJOT"! , since he makes one effect of the storm to de-

velope from another, merging as it were out of its chrysalis

state, nilj;^, is a poetical plural form; and F]t^n describes

the effect of the storm which "shells" the woods, inasmuch

as it beats down the branches of the trees, both the tops

and the foliage. While Jahve thus reveals Himself from

heaven upon the earth in all His irresistible power, 1':'J^ni), in

His heavenly palace (xi. 4, xviii. 7), 'i^p (note how I'PD^DD

resolves this i^D out of itself), i. e. each of the beings therein,

says: 1123. That which the poet, in vers. 1— 2, has called

upon them to do, now takes place. Jahve receives back

His glory, which is immanent in the universe, in the thousand-

voiced echo of adoration.

Vers. 10— 11. Luther renders it: "The Lord sitteth to

prepare a Flood", thus putting meaning into the unintelli-

gible rendering of the Vulgate and LXX.; and in fact a

meaning that accords with the language — for \ ^t^'j is

most certainly intended to be understood after the analcTgy

of ?2DL^*>3b 21^'^ cxxii. 5, cf. ix. 8— just as much as with the

context; for the poet has not thus far expressly referred to

the torrents of rain, in which the storm empties itself. Engel-

hardtalso {Luiherische ZeiiscJirift^ 1861, 216 f.), Kurtz {BiJjel

und Astronomie^ S. 568, Aufl. 4), Riehm {Liter -Blatt of the

Allgem. Kirchen-Zeit.^ 1864, S. 110), and others understand

by 'piZD the quasi-flood of the torrent of rain accompanying
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the liglitning and thunder. But the word is not ^I2n^ , but

h)2'!2h, and ^IS^H (Syr. motnul) occurs exclusively in Gen.

vi.— xi. as the name of the great Flood. Every tempest,

however, calls to mind this judgment and its merciful

issue, for it comes before us in sacred history as the first

appearance of rain with lightning and thunder, and of the

bow in the clouds speaking its message of peace {Genesis^

S. 276). The retrospective reference to this event is also

still further confirmed by the aorist '2W^\ which follows the

perfect 2tJ^^ (Hofmann, Schriftheweis i. 208). Jahve — says

the poet — sat (upon His throne) at the Flood (to execute

it), and sits (enthroned) in consequence thereof, or since

that time, as this present revelation of Him in the tempest

shews, as King for ever, inasmuch as He rules down here

upon earth from His throne in the heavens (cxv. 16) in wrath

and in mercy, judging and dispensing blessing. Here upon
earth He has a people, whom from above He endows with

a share of His own might and blesses with peace, while the

tempests of His wrath burst over their foes. How expressive

is Cl^t^'S as the closing word of this particular Psalm! It

spans the Psalm like a rain-bow. The opening of the Psalm
shews us the heavens opened and the throne of God in the

midst of the angelic songs of praise, and the close of the

Psalm shews us, on earth. His people victorious and bless-

ed with peace (ii as in Gen. xxiv. 1*), in the midst of

Jahve's voice of anger, which shakes all things. Gloria in

excelsis is its beginning, and pax in terris its conclusion.

PSALM XXX.

SONG OF THANKSGIVING AFTER RECOVERY FROM DANGEROUS
SICKNESS.

2 I WILL extol Thee, Jahve, that Thou hast raised me up.

And hast not made mine enemies to rejoice over me.

3 Jahve, my God, I cried to Thee, then Thou didst heal me;

* The Holy One, blessed be He — says the Mishna, Vksin iii. 12,

with reference to this passage in the Psalms — has not found any

other vessel {^b'2) to hold the blessing specially allotted to Israel

but peace.
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4 Jahve, Thou hast brought up my soul from Hades,

Thou hast revived me, that I should not go down to

the grave.

5 Sing unto Jahve, ye saints of His,

And give thanks to His holy name.

G For His anger endureth but for a moment. His favour

for a life long;

At eventide weeping cometh in for the night —
And in the morning cometh a shout of joy.

7 I, however, thought in my security:

"I shall not totter for ever."

Jahve, by Thy favour hadst Thou made my mountain

to stand strong;

Thou hast hidden Thy face, — I became troubled.

9 To Thee, Jahve, did I cry.

And to Jahve, made I supplication:

10 "What profit is there in my blood, in my going down to

the grave?

"Shall the dust praise Thee? shall it declare Thy truth?

11 "Hear, Jahve, and be gracious unto me!

"Jahve, be Thou my helper 1"

12 Thou hast turned for me my mourning into dancing.

Thou hast put off my sackcloth and didst gird me
with joy;

33 To the end that my glory might sing of Thee, and not

be silent —

•

Jahve, my God, for ever will I praise Thee.

The summons to praise God which is addressed to the

angels above in Ps. xxix. , is directed in Ps. xxx. to the

pious here below. There is nothing against the adoption of

the ni"^. Hitzig again in this instance finds all kinds of in-

dications of Jeremiah's hand; but the parallels in Jeremiah

are echoes of the Psalms, and ''Jn'''p"I in ver. 2 does not need

to be explained of a lowering into a tank or dungeon, it is

a metaphorical expression for raising up out of the depths
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of affliction. Even Hezekiah's song of thanksgiving in Isa.

xxxviii. has grown out of the two closing strophes of this

Psalm under the influence of an intimate acquaintance with

the Book of Job. We are therefore warranted in supposing

that it is David, who here, having in the midst of the sta-

bility of his power come to the verge of the grave, and now
being roused from all carnal security, as one who has been

rescued, praises the Lord, whom he has made his refuge, and

calls upon all the pious to join with him in his song. The

Psalm bears the inscription: A Song-Tsahn at the Dedication

of the House, ly David. This has been referred to the de-

dication of the site of the future Temple, 2 Sam. xxiv., 1

Chron. xxi.; but although the place of the future Temple

together with the altar then erected on it^ can be called

mri"' rriS (l Chron. xxii. 1), and might also at any rate be

called absolutely npri (as n''2n *in, the Temple hill); yet we
know that David did not himself suffer (2 Sam. xxiv. 17)

from the pestilence, which followed as a punishment upon

the numbering of the people which he instituted in his arro-

gant self-magnification. The Psalm, however, also does not

contain anything that should point to a dedication of a

sanctuary, whether Mount Moriah, or the tabernacle, 2 Sam.

vi. 17. It might more naturally be referred to the re-con-

secration of the palace, that was defiled by Absolom, after

David's feturn; but the Psalm mentions some imminent

peril, the gracious averting of which does not consist in the

turning away of bloodthirsty foes, but in recovery from some

sickness that might have proved fatal. Thus then it must

be the dedication of the citadel on Zion , the building of

which was just completed. From 2 Sam. v. 12 we see that

David regarded this building as a pledge of the stability and

exaltation of his kingdom; and all that is needed in order to

understand the Psalm is, with Aben-Ezra, Flaminius, Crusius,

and Vaihinger, to infer from the Psalm itself, that David

had been delayed by some severe illness from taking pos-

session of the new building. The situation of Ps. xvi. is just

like it. The regular official title D'-iri-'py Ti^'X (majordomo)

shews, that n''2n, used thus absolutely, may denote the

palace just as well as the Temple. The LXX. which renders

it TOO £Yxaivia{ioL> to5 oixou (xou) Aauio, understands the pal-
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ace, not the Temple. In the Jewish ritual, Ps. xxx. is cer-

tainly, as is even stated in the Tractate Sofrim xviii. § 2,

the Psalm for the feast of Chanucca^ or Dedication, which

refers to 1 Mace. iv. 52 sqq.

Vers. 2— 4. The Psalm begins like a hymn. The Piel

n'^l (from nbl , Arab. ^4>, to hold anything long, loose and

pendulous, whether upwards or downwards, conj. V. (^Jo ,

to dangle) signifies to lift or draw up, like a bucket (I'p'i

,

Greek aviXiov, Latin tollo^ tolleno in Festus). The poet him-

self says what that depth is into which he had sunk and

out of which God had drawn him up without his enemies

rejoicing over him {^h as in xxv, 2), i. e. without allowing

them the wished for joy at his destruction: he was brought

down almost into Hades m consequence of some fatal sick-

ness. T\T\ (never: to call into being out of nothing) always

means to restore to life that which has apparently or really

succumbed to death, or to preserve anything living in life.

With this is easily and satisfactorily joined the Ken Il2 ''I*!"??

(without Makkeph in the correct text), ita ut non descen-

derem\ the infinitive of "HJ in this instance following the

analogy of the strong verb is "n^ , like li'DI , ]1t^'^ , and

with suffix yor^/ (like josdi^ Job xxxviii. 4) or jar di^ for

here it is to be read thus, and not jordi (vid. on xvi. 1,

Ixxxvi. 2).* The Chethib iTlVD might also be the infinitive,

written with Cholem plenum^ as an infinitive Gen. xxxii. 20,

and an imperative Num. xxiii. 8, is each pointed with Cholem

instead of Kametz chatuph\ but it is probably intended to be

read as a participle, n^ll^p: Thou hast revived me from

those who sink away into the grave (xxviii. 1), or out of

the state of such (cf. xxii. 22h) — a perfectly admissible

and pregnant construction.

Vers. 5— 6 call upon all the pious to praise this God,

who after a short season of anger is at once and henceforth

gracious. Instead of Cli;* of Jahve, we find the expression

* The Masora does not place the word under 1^"l |n^n^ NHn^n p^Nf

I'^ycp ]''DLDni (Introduction 28^), as one would expect to find it if it were

to be read mijordi, and proceeds on the assumption that mijdrdih infinitive

like "Ip;? (read 'amddcha) Obad. ver. 11, not participle (Ewald, S. 533).
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"iDi in this instance, as in xcvii. 12 after Exocl. iii. 15. Jalive,

by revealing Himself, renders Himself capable of being

both named and remembered, and that in the most illustrious

manner. The history of redemption is, as it were, an un-

folding of the Name of Jahve and at the same time a setting

up of a monument, an establishment of a memorial, and in

fact the erection of a l^^p "iDi; because all God's self-attesta-

tions, whether in love or in wrath, flow from the sea of light

of His holiness. When He manifests Himself to His own
love prevails ; and wrath is , in relation to them , only a

vanishing moment: a moment passes in His anger ^ a (whole)

life in His favour, i. e. the former endures only for a moment,

the latter the whole life of a man. ^^Alles Ding wahri seine

Zeit, Gottes Lieb' in Ewigkeit.^^ All things last their season,

God's love to all eternity. The preposition 2 does not here,

as in the beautiful parallel Isa. liv. 7 sq., cf. Ix. 10^ denote

the time and mode of that which takes place, but the state

in which one spends the time. Ver. Qhc portrays the rapi-

dity with which love takes back wrath (cf. Isa. xvii. 14):

in the evening weeping takes up its abode with us for the

night, but in the morning another guest, viz. ^3"], appears,

like a rescuing angel, before whom ip^ disappears. The

predicate ]">'^'> does not belong to ver. 6c as well (Hupfeld,

Hitzig). The substantival clause: and in the morning

joy= joy is present, depicts the unexpectedness and surprise

of the help of Him who sends ">D2 and HjI.

Vers. 7— 8. David now relates his experience in detail,

beginning with the cause of the chastisement, which he has

just undergone. In ^rm^^ ^:nm (as in xxxi. 23, Psa. xlix. 4)

he contrasts his former self-confidence, in which (like the

y*ci/"lj X. 6) he thought himself to be immoveable, with the

God-ward trust he has now gained in the school of affliction.

Instead of confiding in the Giver, he trusted in the gift, as

though it had been his own work. It is uncertain, — but

it is all the same in the end,— whether ilSii' is the inflected

infinitive "hv of the verb ^b]i; (which we adopt in our transla-

tion), or the inflected noun^i?:^' {"hvif) = )h\l/ ,
after the form

^nti', a swimming, Ezek. xlvii. ^,
=

'r\\\\^_, Jer. xxii. 21.

The inevitable consequence of such carnal security, as it

is more minutely described in Deut. viii. 11— IS, is some
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humbling divine chastisement. This intimate connection is

expressed by the perfects in ver. 8, which represent God's

pardon, God's withdrawal of favour, which is brought about

by his self-exaltation, and the surprise of his being undeceived,

as synchronous. Ty ""'^^.H, to set up might is equivalent

to : to give it as a lasting possession ; cf. 2 Chron. xxxiii. 8,

which passage is a varied, but not (as Riehm supposes) a

corrupted, repetition of 2 Kings xxi. 8. It is, therefore,

unnecessary, as Hitzig does, to take b as accusatival and

v; as adverbial: in Thy favour hadst Thou made my moun-
tain to stand firm. The mountain is Zion, which is strong

by natural position and by the additions of art (2 Sam. v. 9);

and this, as being the castle-hill, is the emblem of the king-

dom of David: Jahve had strongly established his kingdom
for David, when on account of his trust in himself He made
him to feel how all that he was he was only by Him , and
without Him he was nothing whatever. The form of the

inflexion ^^"ITI, instead of nn = harri, is defended by Gen.

xiv. 6 and Jer. xvii. 3 (where it is n^H as if from "lin).

The reading mn^ (LXX., Syr.), i. e. to my kingly dignity

is a happy substitution; whereas the reading of the Targum
n^n';:', "placed (me) on firm mountains", at once refutes itself

by the necessity for supplying "me."

Vers. 9— 11. Nevertheless he who is thus chastened

prayed fervently. The futures in ver. 9, standing as they

do in the full flow of the narration, have the force of imper-

fects, of"the present in the past" as the Arabian grammarians
call it. From the question "What profit is there (the usual

expression for xi ocpsXo?, quid lucri) in my blood?", it is not

to be inferred that David was in danger of death by the

hand of a foe; for i:j<D*im in ver. 3 teaches us very different,

"what profit would there be in my blood?" is therefore

equivalent to (cf. Job xvi. 18) what advantage would there

be in Thy slaying me before my time ? On the contrary God
would rob Himself of the praise, which the living one would

render to Him, and would so gladly render. His request

that his life may be prolonged was not, therefore, for the

sake of worldly possessions and enjoyment, but for the glory

of God. He feared death as being the end of the praise

of God. For beyond the grave there will be no more psalms
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sung, vi. 6. In tlie Old Testament, Hades was as yet un-

vanquislied, Heaven was not yet opened. In Heaven are the

D^'^kX '<:2
, but as yet no blessed cnx 02.

Vers. 12— 13. In order to express the immediate se-

quence of the fulfilling of the prayer upon the prayer itself,

the otherwise (e.g. xxxii. 5) usual ) of conjunction is omitted;

on 'i:*! rpcn cf. the echoes in Jer. xxxi. 13, Lam. v. 15. Ac-
cording to our interpretation of the relation of the Psalm
to the events of the time, there is as little reason for think-

ing of 2 Sam. vi. 14 in connection withal HD, as of 1 Chron.

xxi. 16 in connection with ^^ii; . In place of the garment of

penitence and mourning (cf. pii; n"liin??5 Isa. iii. 24) slung

round the body (perhaps fastened only with a cord) came a

girding up (ntX, synon. n:ri Ixv. 13, whence niuX, H^liin) with

joy. The designed result of such a speedy and radical

change in his affliction, after it had had the salutary effect

of humbling him, was the praise of Jahve: in order that

my glory (l)23 for •>'ll23 = 't^'DJ , as in vii. 6, xvi. 9, cviii. 2)

may sing Thy praises without ceasing (d"^ fut. Kal). And
the praise of Jahve for ever is moreover his resolve, just as

he vows, and at the same time carries it out, in this Psalm.

PSALM XXXI.

SURRENDER OF ONE SORELY PERSECUTED INTO THE HAND
OF GOD.

2 IN Thee, Jahve, have I hidden —
Let me not be ashamed for ever;

In Thy righteousness set me free.

3 Bow down Thine ear to me , deliver me speedily;

Be Thou to me a rock of refuge,

A house of fortresses, to save me.

4 For my rock and my fortress art Thou,

And for Thy Name's sake wilt Thou lead me and guide me.

5 Thou wilt pull me out of the net they have laid privily

for me.

For Thou art my defence.

6 Into Thy hand do I commend my spirit,

Thou redeemest me, Jahve, God of truth

!
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7 Hateful to me are the worshippers of vain idols,

Whereas I cleave to Jahve.

8 I will exult and rejoice in Thy mercy,

That Thou hast regarded my poverty,

That Thou hast taken knowledge of the distresses of

my soul.

9 And hast not shut me up in the hand of the enemy,

Thou hast set my feet in a broad place.

10 Be gracious unto me, Jahve, for I am straitened:

Consumed with grief is mine eye, and my soul, and

my body.

11 For spent is my life with sorrow.

And my years with sighing;

My strength has failed by reason of mine iniquity,

And my bones are consumed.

12 Because of all mine adversaries I am become a reproach.

And a burden to my neighbours, and a terror to my
friends

;

Those who see me in the streets flee from me.

13 I am forgotten as a dead man out of mind;

I am become like a broken vessel.

14 For I hear the slander of many,

Fear on every side;

While they take counsel together against me

—

They devise to take away my life.

15 But I — in Thee do I trust, Jahve,

I say: Thou art my God.

16 In Thy hand are my times,

Deliver me out of the hand of mine enemies, and from

my persecutors!

17 Make Thy face to shine upon Thy servant.

Save me in Thy mercy.

18 Jahve, I shall not be ashamed, for on Thee do I call;

The wicked shall be ashamed, they shall be silent in

Hades.

19 Lying lips shall be put to silence.

Which speak insolently of the righteous,

With pride and contempt.
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20 How great is Thy goodness , which Thou hast reserved

for them that fear Thee,

Which Thou dost effect for them that hide in Thee in

the presence of the children of men.

21 Thou protectest them in the hiding-place of Thy presence

from the factions of man

;

Thou keepest them in a pavilion from the strife of

tongues.

22 Blessed be Jahve,

That He hath shewed me marvellous lovingkindness in

a strong city,

23 Whilst I said in my feeble faith:

"I am cut off from the vision of Thine eyes."—
Nevertheless Thou heardest the cry of my supplication

when I cried to Thee.

24 love Jahve, all ye His saints;

The faithful doth Jahve preserve,

And plentifully rewardeth the proud doer.

25 Be strong and let your heart take courage,

All ye that wait on Jahve!

In Ps. xxxi. the poet also, in ''n"!?:^ ""jXI (ver. 23), looks

back upon a previous state of mind, viz. that of conflict,

just as in xxx. 7 upon that of security. And here, also, he

makes all the *>']rn partakers with him of the healthful

fruit of his deliverance (cf. xxxi. 24 with xxx. 5). But in

other respects the situation of the two Psalms is very dif-

ferent. They are both Davidic. Hitzig, however, regards

them both as composed by Jeremiah. With reference to

Ps. xxxi., which Ewald also ascribes to "Jeremja", this view

is well worthy of notice. Not only do we find ver. Ua re-

curring in Jeremiah, ch. xx. 10, but the whole Psalm, in its

language (cf., e. g., ver. 10 with Lam. i. 20; ver. 11 with

Jer. XX. 18; ver. 18 with Jer. xvii. 18; ver. 23 with Lam.

iii. 54) and its plaintive tenderness, reminds one of Jeremiah.

But this relationship does not decide the question. The

passage Jer. xx. 10, like many other passages of this prophet,

whose language is so strongly imbued with that of the Psal-

ter, may be just as much a reminiscence as Jon. ii. 5, 9;

and as regards its plaintive tenderness there are no two
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characters more closely allied naturally and in spirit than

David and Jeremiah; both are servants of Jahve, whose

noble, tender spirits were capable of strong feeling, who

cherished earnest longings, and abounded in tribulations.

Vie abide, though not without some degree of hesitation, by

the testimony of the inscription; and regard the Psalm as a

song springing from the outward and inward conflict (LXX.

ExoidaiO)?, probably by a combination of ver. 23, sv exaiaasi,

^13)12, with Sam. xxiii. 26) of the time of Saul. While ver.

12c is not suited to the mouth of the captive Jeremiah

(Hitzig), the Psalm has much that is common not only to

Ps. Ixix. (more especially Ixix. 9, 33), a Psalm that sounds

much like Jeremiah's, but also to others, which we regard as

Davidic ; viz. the figures corresponding to the life of warfare

which David then lived among the rocks and caves of the

wilderness; the cheering call, xxxi. 25, cf. xxii. 27, xxvii. 14;

the rare use of the Iliph. {^""^DH xxxi. 22, xvii. 7; the desire

to be hidden by God, xxxi. 21, cf. xvii. 8, Ixiv. 3; etc. In

common with Ps. xxii. this may be noted, that the crucified

Christ takes His last word from this Psalm, just as He takes

His last utterance but three from that Psalm. But in xxxi.

10 —14, the prefigurement of the Passion is confined within

the limits of the type and does not undergo the same pro-

phetical enhancement as it does in that unique Ps. xxii., to

which only Ps. Ixix. is in any degree comparable. The

opening, vers. 2—4, is repeated in the centonic Ps. Ixxi.,

the work of a later anonymous poet, just as ver. 23 is in

part repeated in cxvi. 11. The arrangement of the strophes

is not very clear.

Vers 2— 9. The poet begins with the prayer for deli-

verance, based upon the trust which Jahve, to whom he

surrenders himself, cannot possibly disappoint; and rejoices

beforehand in the protection which he assumes will, without

any doubt, be granted. Out of his confident security in God
('»n''Dn) springs the prayer: may it never come to this with

me, that I am put to confusion by the disappointment of my
hope. This prayer in the form of intense desire is followed

by prayers in the direct form of supplication. The suppli-

catory ''jLD^D is based upon God's righteousness, which cannot
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refrain from repaying conduct consistent witli tlie order of

redemption, though after prolonged trial, with the longed

for tokens of deliverance. In the second paragraph, the

prayer is moulded in accordance with the circumstances of

him who is chased by Saul hither and thither among the

mountains and in the desert, homeless and defenceless. In

the expression lly^ "iliJ , nyD is gejiit. apposittonis : a rock of

defence (liyo from Tiy, as in xxvii. 1), or rather: of refuge

(nV? = L>l*jo, from iiy, V\V = C>\^ , as in xxxvii. 39, lii. 9,

and probably also in Isa. xxx. 2 and elsewhere);* a rock-

castle, i. e. a castle upon a rock, would be called Tlyo

l-ll^ , reversing the order of the words. ])])r2 '^^}i in Ixxi. 3,

a rock of habitation, i. e. of safe sojourn, fully warrants this

interpretation. TH'llJp, prop, specula, signifies a mountain

height or the summit of a mountain; a house on the moun-
tain height is one that is situated on some high mountain

* It can hardly be doubted, that, in opposition to the pointing as

we have it, which only recognises one V^V^ (}V^^ from V_]l, to be strong,

there are two different substantives having this principal form, viz.

]'V^ a fortress, secure place, bulwark, which according to its derivation

is inflected ''^.^9, etc., and T'iyO equivalent to the Arabic ma'adh, a

hiding-place, defence, refuge, which ought to have been declined ''I '^Q

or ^nV9 lil^G the synonymous "ip^JD (Olshausen § 201 , 202). Moreover

T'y> jLc ,
like non, of which it is the parallel word in Isa. xxx. 2,

means to hide one's self anywhere {Piel and Hiph., Hebrew rVH, ac-

cording to the Kamus, Zamachshari and Neshwani to hide any one,

e.g. Koran iii. 31); hence j^.>L& , a plant that grows among bushes (^cw

esh-shok accordingtothe Kamus) orin the crevices of the rocks {fi-l-hazn

according to Neshwan) and is thus inaccessible to the herds; j^£,
gazelles that are invisible , i. e. keep hidden, for seven days after giving

birth , also used of pieces of flesh of which part is hidden among the

bones; jjo^^ , an amulet with which a man covers himself (protegit),

and so forth. — Wetzstein,

Consequently T1V*3 (formed like 6L*>o , according to Neshwan equi-

valent to j^jLc) is prop, a place in which to hide one's self, synonymous

with npna, DUD^ j^Lo, p-LsXjUo , and the like. True, the two sub-

stantives from Tiy and Tiy meet in their meanings like praesidium and

asylum, and according to passages like Jer. xvi. 19 appear to be blended

in the genius of the language, but they are radically distinct.
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top and affords a safe asylum (vid. on xviii. 3). The thought

"shew me Thy salvation, for Thou art my Saviour", under-

lies the connection expressed by ^^ in vers. 4 and bb. Koster

considers it to be illogical, but it is the logic of every believ-

ing prayer. The poet prays that God would become to him,

actu reflexo^ that which to the actus directus of his faith He
is even now. The futures in vers. 4, 5 express hopes which
necessarily arise out of that which Jahve is to the poet. The
interchangeable notions nn^n and '^HJ , with which we are

familiar from Ps. xxiii., stand side by side, in order to give

urgency to the utterance of the longing for God's gentle

and safe guidance. Instead of translating it "out of the net,

which etc.," according to the accents (cf.x. 2, xii. 8) it should

be rendered "out of the net there", so that *h l^p^O is a re-

lative clause without the relative.

Into the hand of this God , who is and will be all this

to him, he commends his spirit; he gives it over into His

hand as a trust or deposit (]1~|"^t!)); for whatsoever is depo-

sited there is safely kept, and freed from all danger and all

distress. The word used is not ^t^'D^ , which Theodotion

substitutes when he renders it ttjv s^xauTou ^o)<y]v ttq o^ Trapa-

Ti6-/j[ii Trpojj-r/jcia, but Tin ; and this is used designedly. The
language of the prayer lays hold of life at its root, as spring-

ing directly from God and as also living in the believer from

God and in God; and this life it places under His protection,

who is the true life of all spirit-life (Isa. xxxviii. 16) and
of all life. It is the language of prayer with which the dying

Christ breathed forth His life, Luke xxiii. 46. The period

of David's persecution by Saul is the most prolific in types

of the Passion ; and this language of prayer, which proceeded

from the furnace of affliction through which David at that

time passed, denotes, in the mouth of Christ, a crisis in

the history of redemption in which the Old Testament

receives its fulfilment. Like David, He commends His spirit

to God; but not, that He may not die, but that dying He
may not die, i. e. that He may receive back again His

spirit-corporeal life, which is hidden in the hand of God, in

imperishable power and glory. That which is so ardently

desired and hoped for is regarded by him, who thus in faith

commends himself to God, as having already taken place,
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"Tliouliast redeemed me, Jalive, God of truth." The perfect

nnno is not used here, as in iv. 2, of that which is past, but

of that which is already as good as past; it is not precative

(Ew. § 223,&),but, like the perfects in vers. 8, 9, an expression

of believing anticipation of redemption. It is the j^r^^. con-

fidentice which is closely related to the prcet. prophet. ; for

the spirit of faith, like the spirit of the prophets, speaks of

the future with historic certainty. In the notion of n^JX ^^<

it is impossible to exclude the reference to false gods

which is contained in PCX ''li^X, 2 Chron. xv. 3, since, in

ver. 7, "vain illusions" are used as an antithesis. Di^DH,

ever since Deut. xxxii. 21, has become a favourite name for

idols, and more particularly in Jeremiah {e. g. ch. viii. 19).

On the other hand , according to the context , it may also

not differ very greatly from Hj'^^X ^N, Deut. xxxii. 4; since

the idea of God as a depositary' or trustee still influences

the thought, and npx and n^1?2X are used interchangeably

in other passages as personal attributes. We may say that

nox is being that lasts and verifies itself, and D^IDX is sen-

timent that lasts and verifies itself. Therefore n^X ^X is

the God, who as the true God, maintains the truth of His

revelation, and more especially of His promises, by a living

authority or rule.

In ver. 7, David appeals to his entire and simple sur-

render to this true and faithful God: hateful to him are

those, who worship vain images, whilst he, on the other

hand, cleaves to Jahve. It is the false gods, which are called

j^Vt^-ibin, as beings without being, which are of no ser-

vice to their worshippers and only disappoint their expec-

tations. Probably (as in v. 6) it is to be read r\'^W with the

LXX., Vulgate, Syriac, and Arabic versions (Hitzig, Ewald,

Olshausen, and others). In the text before us, which gives

us no corrective Kerl as in 2 Sam. xiv. 21 , Ruth iv. 5, ">:xi

is not an antithesis to the preceding clause, but to the

member of that clause which immediately precedes it. In

Jonah's psalm, ch. ii. 9, this is expressed by xyL5'"'»i?2n cn»t^?:;

in the present instance the Kal is used in the signification

observare^ colere, as in Hos. iv. 10, and even in Prov. xxvii.

18. In the waiting of service is included, according to lix.

10, the waiting of trust. The word n:?3 which denotes the

VOL. I.
^25
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fiducia fidei is usually ^onstrued with 3 of adhering to, or

^y of resting upon; but here it is combined with h^_ of hanging

on. The cohortatives in ver. 8 express intentions. Olshausen

and Hitzig translate them as optatives: may I be able to

rejoice; but this, as a continuation of ver. 7, seems less ap-

propriate. Certain that he will be heard, he determines to

manifest thankful joy for Jahve's mercy, that (1L^*^? as in

Gen. xxxiv. 27) He has regarded (stteIBXe'^s, Luke i. 48) his

affliction, that He has known and exerted Himself about his

soul's distresses. The construction 3 jjnj, in the presence

of Gen. xix. 33, 35, Job xii. 9, xxxv. 15, cannot be doubted

(Hupfeld) ; it is more significant than the expression "to

know of anything"; 3 is like stii in ImYtyvcwaxsiv used of

the perception or comprehensive knowledge, which grasps

an object and takes possession of it, or makes itself master of

it. T'iicn, ver. 9, ouyxXsieiv, as in 1 Sam. xxiii. 11 (in the

mouth of David) is so to abandon, that the hand of another

closes upon that which is abandoned to it, i. e, has it

completely in its power. 2rn^, as in xviii. 20, cf. xxvi. 12.

The language is David's, in which the language of the Tora,

and more especially of Deuteronomy (xxxii. 30, xxiii. 16), is

re-echoed.

Vers. 10— 14. After the psean before victory, which ho

has sung in the fulness of his faith, in this second part of

the Psalm (with groups, or strophes, of diminishing com-

pass: 6. 5. 4) there again breaks forth the petition, based

upon the greatness of the suffering which the psalmist, after

having strengthened himself in his trust in God, now all the

more vividly sets before Him. '>^""1H, angustum est mihi, as

i^ Ixix. 18, cf. xviii. 7. Ver. 10b is word for word like vi.

8, except that in this passage to iry , the eye which mirrors

the state of suffering in which the sensuous perception

and objective receptivity of the man are concentrated, are

added l^'^J, the soul forming the ?iexiis of the spirit and the

body, and ]Lp5, the inward parts of the body reflecting the

energies and feelings of the spirit and the soul. D^'^jl, with

which is combined the idea of the organic intermingling of

the powers of soul and body, has the predicate in the plural,

'as in Ixxxviii. 4. The fact that the poet makes mention of

his iniquity as that by which his physical strength has be-
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come tottering {h^2 as in Neh. iv. 4), is nothing surprising

even in a Psalm that belongs to the time of his persecution

by Saul; for the longer this persecution continued, the more

deeply must David have felt that he needed this furnace of

affliction.

The text of ver. I2ab upon which the LXX. rendering is

based, was just the same as ours : irapa itavxa? roue, t/^Opodc,

\iou £7£vr/JY]v ovsLOo; , xal xoTs 731x001 jiou acpoopa xal cpo^o; xoT<;

YvwaxoT? jjLou. But this 09Bopa (Jerome 7imis) would certainly

only be tolerable, if it could be rendered, "I am become a

reproach even to my neighbours exceedingly" — in favour

of this position of "Np we might compare Judges xii. 2, —
and this rendering is not really an impossible one; for not

only has ] frequently the sense of "even" as in 2 Sam. i. 23,

but (independently of passages, in which it may even be

explained as "and that", an expression which takes up what

has been omitted, as in Amos iv. 10) it sometimes has this

meaning direct (like xoti , et = etiam), Isa. xxxii. 7, Hos. viii.

6 (according to the accents), 2 Chron. xxvii. 5, Eccl. v. 5

(cf. Ew. § 352, Z?). Inasmuch, however, as this usage, in He-

brew, was not definitely developed , but was only as it were

just developing, it may be asked whether it is not possible

to find a suitable explanation without having recourse to this

rendering of the \ as equivalent to C^, a rendering which is

always hazardous. Olshausen places i:i2l^6l after i^i^Dt) , a

change which certainly gets rid of all difficulty. Hitzig alters

-;nd into "12?3, frightened, scared. But one naturally looks

for' a parallel substantive to ne"in, somewhat like "terror"

(Syriac) or "burden". Still ^1^9 (dread) and nxti'-'? (a burden)

do not look as though liSD could be a corruption of either

of those words. Is it not perhaps possible for "iN*Q itself to be

equivalent in meaning to ni<ti'D ? Since in the signification

096007. it is so unsuited to this passage, the expression would

not be ambiguous, if it were here used in a special sense.

J. D. Michaelis has even compared the Arabic ;>^f(53^l) in

the sense of onus. We can, without the hesitation felt by

Maurer and Hupfeld, suppose that 1,SD has indeed this mean-

ing in this passage, and without any necessity for its being,

pointed "iN?:; for even the adverb nXD is originally a sub-

25*
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stantive derived from 11X, i>l (after the form ^m from nV:^)

gravitas, firmitas, which is then used in the sense of graviter,

firmiter (cf. the Yr^noh. ferme). "i^iN*, of, however, has the

radical signification to be compressed, compact, firm, and

solid, from which proceed the significations, which are di-

vided between dda,jaidu, and dda, jaudu, to be strong, pow-

erful, and to press upon, to burden, both of which meanings

t>| unites within itself (cf. on xx. 9).

The number of opponents that David had, at length

made him a reproach even in the eyes of the better disposed

of his people, as being a revolter and usurper. Those among
whom he found friendly shelter began to feel themselves

burdened by his presence because they were thereby im-

perilled; and we see from the sad fate of Abimelech and the

other priests of Nob what cause, humanly speaking, they,

who were not merely slightly, but even intimately acquaint-

ed with him (D''yTp as in Iv. 14, Ixxxviii. 9, 19), had for

avoiding all intercourse with him. Thus, then, he is like one

dead, whom as soon as he is borne out of his home to the

grave, men are wont, in general, to put out of mind also (D^tif^

^te, ohlivione exiingui ex corde; cf. Pl^^, Deut. xxxi. 21). All

intimate connection with him is as it were sundered, he is

become "lizjs* "'bp^, — a phrase, which, as we consider the

confirmation which follows in ver. 14, has the sense oi vas

periens (not vas perdilum)^ a vessel that is in the act of "'^N*,

i. e. one that is set aside or thrown away, being abandoned

to utter destruction and no more cared for (cf. Hos. viii. 8,

together with Jer. xlviii. 38, and Jer. xxii. 28). With ip he

gives the ground for his comparison of himself to a house-

hold vessel that has become worthless. The insinuations

and slanders of many brand him as a transgressor, dread

surrounds him on every side (this is word for word the same

as in Jer. xx. 10, where the prophet, with whom in other

passages also2"'2Cp 1\V2 is a frequent and standing formula,

under similar circumstances uses the language of the psalm-

ist) ; when they come together to take counsel concerning him
(according to the accents the second half of the verse begins

with "Dinp), they think only how they may get rid of him.

If the construction of 2 with its infinitive were intended to be
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continued in ver. 14t?, it would liave been v^'qj ViUpb l^pTI or

iDp^'i'^'Dj nnp'?.

Vers. 15— 19. But, although a curse of the world and

an offscouring of all people, he is confident in God, his De-

liverer and Avenger. By i^NI prominence is given to the

subject by way of contrast, as in ver. 7. It appears as though

Jahve had given him up in His anger; but he confides in

Him, and in spite of this appearance, he even confides in

Him with the prayer of appropriating faith, niny or cn^
(1 Chron. xxix. 30) are the appointed events and circum-

stances, the vicissitudes of human life; like the Arabic 'iddt

(like ny from lyi), the appointed rewards and punishments.

The times, with whatsoever they bring withthem, arein the

Lord's hand, every lot is of His appointment or sending. The
Vulgate follows the LXX., m ma?uhus tuis sortes mece. The
petitions of vers. 16&, 17, spring from this consciousness that

the almighty and faithful hand of God has moulded his life.

There are three petitions ; the middle one is an echo of the

Aaronitish blessing in Num. vi. 25. '^TX^Ip ''3, which gives

the ground of his hope that he shall not be put to shame

(cf. ver. 2), is to be understood like ''n*|??N in ver. 15, ac-

cording to Ges. § 126, 3. The expression of the ground for

nti'l2^<*"t'N, favours the explanation of it not so much as the

language of petition (let me not be ashamed) as of hope.

The futures which follow might be none the less regarded

as optatives, but the order of the words does not require

this. And we prefer to take them as expressing hope, so that

the three petitions in vers. 16, 17, correspond to the three

hopes in vers. 18, 19. He will not be ashamed, but the

wicked shall be ashamed and silenced for ever. The form

1D~\ from CD"I, is, as in Jer. viii. 14, the plural of the fut.

Kal D""], with the doubling of the first radical, which is

customary in Aramaic (other examples of which we have in

np^, Cii'^., Cn^J, not of the /t//. Niph. D"^, the plural of which

would be 1!S"\ as in 1 Sam. ii. 9; conticescere i?i orcum is

equivalent to: to be silent, i. e. being made powerless to

fall a prey to hades. It is only in accordance with the connec-

tion, that in this instance C^X3 , ver. 19, just like c^", denotes

that which is forcibly laid upon them by the judicial inter-

vention of God: all lying lips shall be dumb, i. e. made dumb.
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pnj; prop, that whicli is unrestrained, free, insolent (cf. Ara-

bic *^^^/^_, \itik, unrestrained, free*) is the accusative of the

object, as in xciv. 4, and as it is the nominative of the sub-

ject in 1 Sam. ii. 3.

Vers. 20— 25. In this part well-grounded hope expands

to triumphant certainty; and this breaks forth into grateful

praise of the goodness of God to His own, and an exhortation

to all to wait with steadfast faith on Jahve. The thought:

how gracious hath Jahve been to me, takes a more univer-

sal form in ver. 20. It is an exclamation (no, as in xxxvi. 8)

of adoring admiration, mn^ D1L3 is the sum of the good which

God has treasured up for the constant and ever increasing

use and enjoyment of His saints. ]5^ is used in the same

sense as in xvii. 14; cf. to [xavva to xsxpujifxsvov, Apoc.ii. 17.

Instead of nVi?D it ought strictly to be nn^; for we can say

21lO t'J^D, but not d^lD hvj^- What is meant is, the doing or

manifesting of Z1L3 springing from this 21D, which is the

treasure of grace. Jahve thus makes Himself known to His

saints for the confounding of their enemies and in defiance

of all the world besides, xxiii. 5. He takes those who are His

under His protection from the \^''^ ^Pr"'? confederations

of men (from DD"1, iwj.^, magna copia), from the wrangling,

i. e. the slanderous scourging, of tongues. Elsewhere it is

said, that God hides one in I^HX "iPD (xxvii. 5), or in inp

VDj^ (Ixi. 5), or in His shadow '

pi^, xci. 1) ; in this passage

it is : in the defence and protection of His countenance, i. e,

in the region of the unapproachable light that emanates from

His presence. The niD is the safe and comfortable protec-

tion of the Almighty which spans over the persecuted one

like an arbour of rich foliage. With 'n "=1*13 David again

passes over to his own personal experience. The unity of

the Psalm requires us to refer the praise to the fact of the

deliverance which is anticipated by faith. Jahve has shewn

him wondrous favour, inasmuch as He has given him a *]ij?

^liiD as a place of abode. *l11i^p, from lii{ to shut in (Arabic

misr with the denominative verb massara^ to found a fortified

city), signifies both a siege, i. e, a shutting in by siege-

* But these Arabic words do not pass over into the signification

'insolent'".
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works, and a fortifying (cf. Ix. 11 witli cviii. 11), /. e, a

shutting in by fortified works against tlie attack of the enemy,

2 Chron. viii. 5. The fenced city is mostly interpreted as

God Himself and His powerful and gracious protection. We
might then compare Isa. xxxiii. 21 and other passages. But

why may not an actual city be intended , viz. Ziklag? The

fact, that after long and troublous days David there found

a strong and sure resting-place, he here celebrates before-

hand, and unconsciously prophetically, as a wondrous token

of divine favour. To him Ziklag was indeed the turning-

point between his degradation and exaltation. He had

already said in his trepidation (ibn, trepidare)^ cf. cxvi. 11:

I am cut away from the range of Thine eyes, "'fin!!^ is ex-

plained according to |nj, an axe; Lam. iii. 54, "'Hn^^? ^^^^

Jonah ii. 5, '>^ti^'"^:lJ , favour this interpretation. He thought

in his fear and despair, that God would never more care

about him. p^<, verwn enim vero, but Jahve heard the cry

of his entreaty , when he cried unto Him (the same words

as in xxviii. 2). On the ground of these experiences he

calls upon all the godly to love the God who has done such

gracious things, i. e. to love Love itself. On the one hand,

He preserves the faithful (D01?:n, from ]1?2X = p^N;, irioxoi,

as in xii. 2), who keep faith with Him, by also proving to

them His faithfulness by protection in every danger; on the

other hand, not scantily, but plentifully (h]l as in Isa. Ix. 7,

Jer. vi. 14: xaia Tuspiaastav) He rewardeth those that

practise pride — in the sight of God, the Lord, the sin of

sins. An animating appeal to the godly (metamorphosed

out of the usual form of the expression V^N^i^ pin , mc/cte esto),

resembling the animating call to his own heart in xxvii. 14,

closes the Psalm. The godly and faithful are here called

"those who wait upon Jahve". They are to wait patiently,

for this waiting has a glorious end; the bright, spring sun

at length breaks through the dark, angry aspect of the

heavens, and the esto mihi is changed into haUeluja. This

eye of hope patiently directed towards Jahve is the charac-

teristic of the Old Testament faith. The substantial unity,

however, of the Old Testament order of grace, or mercy,

with that of the New Testament, is set before us in Ps. xxxii.,
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which, in its New Testament and Pauline character, is tho

counterpart of Ps. xix.
.

PSALM XXXII. f-C^

j/" THE WAY TO THE FORGIVENESS OF SINS. ^

11 BLESSED is he whose transgression is taken away,

whose sin is covered.

2 Blessed is the man to whom Jahve doth not reckon ini-

quity,

And in whose spirit there is no guile.

3 When I kept silence, my hones rotted
I

Through my constant groaning.

4 For day and night Thy hand was heavy upon me,

My moisture was changed with the drought of summer,

5 I acknowledged my sin unto Thee and did not cover my

^
guilt;

I said: "I will confess my transgressions unto Jahve" —
And Thou^ Thou hast taken away the guilt of my sin,

(Sela)

6 For this cause let every godly man pray unto Thee in

^' a time when Thou mayest be found;

^ Surely, when the great waters rise —
^ They shalTnot reach him.

7 Thou art my hiding-place, from trouble Thou wilt

guard me.

With songs of deliverance wilt Thou compass me about.

(Sela)

8 I will instruct thee and teach thee concerning the way
thou shalt go.

I will give counsel, keeping mine eye upon thee.
'

9 Be ye not as horses, as mules without understanding, . , —
With bit and bridle is their AnoutH to be curbed, \ I

^^'^^'^^'^

Otherwise they will not come near unto thee. ^^

' i-.^.-t^y
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^4

\lO Many sorrows are to tlie ungodly,

\ But whoso trusteth in Jahve, with favour doth He com-

\ pass him about.

11 Be glad in Jahve, and rejoice, ye righteous,

And shout for joy all ye that are upright in heart

!

There are several prominent marks by which this Psalm

is coupled with the preceding (vid. Syjnholce § 52). In both

Psalms, with the word ''n"i?^N*, the psalmist looks back upon

some fact of his spiritual life; and both close with an exhor-

tation to the godly, which stands in the relation of a general

inference to the whole Psalm. But in other respects the two

Psalms differ. For Ps. xxxi. is a prayer under circumstances

of outward distress, and Ps. xxxii. is a_didactic Psalm, con-

cerning the way of penitence whicTTleads to the forgiveness

of sins; it is the second of the seven Psahni poenileiitiales of
j

the church, and iVugustine's favourite Psalm, vl e might'

take Augustine's words as its motto: wAeJUgentia prima est

ut te noris peccatorem. The poet bases it upon his own per-|

sonal experience, and then applies the general teaching which

he deduces from it, to each individual in the church of God.

'

For a whole year after his adultery David was like one

lunder sentence of condemnation. In the midst of this fearful

anguish of soul he composed Ps. li., whereas Ps. xxxii. was

composed after his 'deliverance from this, state of mind. The

jformer was written in the very midst of the penitential

struggle ; the latter after he had recovered his inward peace.

The theme of this Psalm is the precious treasure which he

brought up out of that abyss of spiritual distress, viz. the

doctrine of the blessedness of forgiveness, the sincere and

unreserved confession of sin as the way to it, and the pro-

tection of God in every danger, together with joy in God,

as its fruits.

In the signification psalmus didascalicus s. informatorius

(Reuchlin: ut si liceret dicere intellectificum vel resipiscentift-

cum)^ ^""Iti^!? would after all be as appropriate a designation

as we could have for this Psalm which teaches the way of

salvation. This meaning, however, cannot be sustained. It

Is improbable that ^''li^^D, which, in all other instances,

a.

Sl
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signifies mteUUjem, should, as a teclmical term, mean intel-

Ugentem faciens; because the Hiph. b^2CT, in the causative
V meaning "to impart understanding", occurs only in solitary

instances (ver. 8, Prov. xxi. 11) in the Hebrew of the period

before the Exile, and only came into common use in the later

language (in Daniel, Chronicles, and Nehemiah). But, that

which is decisive against the meaning "a didactic poem" is

the fact, that among the thirteen Psalms which are inscribed

^Cb*?:?, there are only \pffo (xxxii. and Ixxviii.) which can
be regajxled as didactiij^oems. Ps. xlv. is called, in addition,

SVT^ _1''iy'rand~Ps. cxlii., n^?P,, two names which ill accord
witna didactic intention and plan. Even Ps. xlvii. 8, a pas-

sage of importance in the determining of the right idea of

the word, in which ^TTO occurs as an accusative of the

object, excludes the meaning "didactic poem". Ewald observes

{DicJiter des Alien Bundes, i, 31) that "in Ps. xlvii. 8 we
have the safest guide to the correct meaning of the word; in;

^^/^ this passage h^'^W'O stands side by side with nxsT as a more -f
' exact definition of the singing and there can be no doubt, ^

that an mteirifjent, melodious song must be equivalent to a

choice or delicate^ skillfully composed song". But in all other;

' u cases, Srt^'D is only found as an attribute of persons, because

^ I it is not that which makes prudent, but that which is in

/^ itself intelligent, that is so named. Even in 2_Chron. xxx.
' 22, where allusion is made to the Maskil Psalms, it is the

Levite musicians themselves who are called (21L3 hz:t') D^^OC'/on

(i. e, those who play skillfully with delicate tact). Thus then

we are driven to the Hiphil meaning of pensive meditation

in cvi. 7, cf. xli. 2, Prov. xvi. 20 ; so that b^'r^i2 signifies that

which meditates, then meditation, just like "i^irD, that which

multiplies, and then fulness; HTIl^-b, that which destroys,

and then destruction. From the Maskil Psalms, as e. g. from
liv. and cxlii., we cannot discover anything special as to the

technical meaning or use of the word. The word means just •,

pia meditatio^ a devout medijtation, and nothing more. <

y
Vers. 1— 2. The Psalm begins with the celebration of

[

the happiness of the man who experiences God's justifying

\ grace, when he gives himself up unreservedly to Him. Sin

\\is called Vl^D, as being a breaking loose or tearing away -

:>i
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from God; n^^i^n, as a deviation from that wliicli is well- Q /

pleasing to God; )1p, as a perversion, distortion, misdeed.!

The forgiveness of sin is styled Nt^'^ (Exod. xxxiv.~7y, as a

lifting up and taking away, al'psiv and acpaipstv, Exod. xxxiv.

7; HDD (Ixxxv. 3, Prov. x. 12, Neh. iii. 37), as a covering, •

so that it becomes invisible to God, the Holy One, and is

as though it had never taken place; Dt^'H ^^ (^ Sam. xix.

20, cf. ^^j^^, to number, reckon, ou XoYiCeaOai, Rom. iv.

G— 9), as a non-imputing; the BtxocioauvT] y^ifi^U ep^wv is here

distinctly expressed. The justified one is called ];v:lB~^)\l/2,

as being one who is exempted from transgression, prcevarica-

tione levaius (Ges. § 135, 1); '>r[i':!, instead of N^J, Isa. xxxiii.

24, is intended to rhyme with '»1DD (which is the part, to

HDD, just as Tj-TO is the participle to "^"i;:) ; vid. on Isa. xxii.

13. One "covered of sin" is one over whose sin lies the

covering of expiation (1G3, root P]D, to cover, cogn. ykh.,

wAis., v.«-i^? y^) before the holy eyes of God. The third

designation is an attributive clause: "to whom Jahve dt)th

not reckon misdeed", inasmuch as He, on the contrary,

regards it as discharged or as settled. He who is thus

justified, however, is only he in whose spirit there is no Pppi,

no deceit, which denies and hides, or extenuates and excuses,

this or that favourite sin. One such sin designedly retained is

a secret ban, which stands in the way of justification.

Vers. 3— 5. For, as his own experience has taught the

poet, he who does not in confession pour out all his corrup-

tion before God , only tortures himself until he unburdens

himself of his secret curse. Since ver. 3 by itself cannot be

regarded as the reason for the proposition just laid down,

"'D signifies either "because, qiiod''^ {e. g. Prov. xxii. 22) or

"when, quum" (Judges xvi. 16, Hos. xi. 1). The n:xi^' was

an outburst of the tortures which his accusing conscience

prepared for him. The more he strove against confessing,

the louder did conscience speak; and while it was not in his

power to silence this inward voice, in which the wrath of

God found utterance, he cried the whole day, viz. for help;

but while his heart was still unbroken, he cried yet received

no answer. He cried all day long, for God's punishing right

hand (xxxviii. 3, xxxix. 11) lay heavy upon him day and

ft
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night; the feeling of divine wrath left him no rest, of. Job

xxxiii. 14 sqq. A fire burned within him which threatened

completely to devour him. The expression is "•y^inz (like

W'])2 in xxxvii. 20, cii. 4), without D, inasmuch as the fears

which burn fiercely within him even to his heart and, as it

were, scorch him up, he directly calls the droughts of summer.

The 3 is the Beih of the state or condition, in connection

with which the change, i. e. degeneration (Job xx. 14), took

place; for mutare in aliquid is expressed by ^ "SPI. The b

(which Saadia and other have mistaken) in nii'p is part of

the root; ^vh (from '^'\lh^ <XwJ, to suck), inflected after the

analogy of S^| and the like, signifies succus. In the summer-^7

^ 4ieat of anxiety his vit^ moisture underwent a changeTl^

burnedand dried up. Here the music becomes louder and^

I SSes its part in depicting these lorm^ts of the awakened

J conscience in connection with' a heart that still remains un-

I
broken. In spite of this Sia'}aX{xa, however, the historical^

\ connection still retains sufficient influence to give ?]yi"]lK A
the force of the imperfect (cf. xxx. 9) : "I made known my ^^

sin and my guilt did T not cover up (riD3 used here as in

Prov. xxviii. 13,- Job xxxi. 33); I made the resolve: I will

confess my transgressions to the Lord (rrOTl = n"irn, Neh.

i. 6, ix. 2; elsewhere construed with the accusative, vid. Prov.

xxviii. 13) — then Thou forgavest", etc. Hupfeld is inclined,

to place TilDX before "yniN* TlNun , by which "pm^s and '

r\lM< would become futures; but "'iTDD ^h ""Jlin sounds like

an assertion of a fact, not the statement of an intention,

and DND'J HflN*! is the natural continuation of the ''n*]^X which

immediately precedes. The form n^t^J nPN^ is designedly

used instead of i^WPi] . Simultaneously with his confession

of sin, made fide suppJice, came also the absolution: then

Thou forgavest the guilt (]iy, misdeed, as a deed and also

as a matter of fact, i. e, guilt contracted, and penance or

punishment, cf. Lam. iv. 6, Zech. xiv. 19) of my sin. Vox

nondum est in ore, says Augustine, et viilnus sanatur in corde.

The n^D here is the antithesis of the former one. There we have

a shrill lament over the sinner who tortures himself in vain, ,,;

I \ here the clear tones of joy at the blessed experience of one

who pours forth his soul to God — a musical Yea and Amen
to the great truth of justifying grace.

Q
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Vers. 6— 7. For this mercy, wliicli is provided for every

sinner^ho fepenls" arid' confe s ses his sin, let then, every

TDPi, who longs for iDn, turn in prayer to Jahve N':ip nj;^,

at the time (xxi. 10, 1 Chron. xii. 22; of. nV2, Isa. xlix. 8)

when He, and His mercy, is to he found (cf. Deut. iv. 29

with Jer. xxix. 13, Isa. Iv. 6, 'iN^i^sns). This hortatory wish

is followed by a promissory assurance. The fact of f^tOli^'^

D12*! D"]p being virtually a protasis : quum inundant aquce

magnce (^ of the time), which separates p'l from T>pN*, prohi-

bits our regarding pi as belonging to V^N* in this instance,

although like P]X, ^n, D^, and ]D, p"} is also placed per Jiy-

pallage at the head of the clause (as in Prov. xiii. 10: with

pride there is only contention), even when belonging to a

part of the clause that follows further on. The restrictive

meaning of Tr\ here, as is frequently the case (Deut. iv. 6,

Judges xiv. 16, 1 Kings xxi. 25, cf. Ps. xci. 8), has passed

over to the affirmative : certo quum, etc. Inundation or flood- / v

ing is an exemplificative description of the divine judgment "^-^

(cf. Nah. i. 8); ver. ^Ic is a brief form of expressing the

promise which is expanded in Ps. xci. In ver. 7 , David -^^^1;

confirms it from his own experience. The assonance in >^*Q

*T\^^T\ (Thou wilt preserve me, so that li?, angustum = an-

gustice^ does not come upon me, cxix. 143) is not undesigned;

and after ij^ilin comes ''i^i, just like l^D after I^DTID in xxix.

9. There is no sufficient ground for setting aside ''J1, with

Houbigant and others, as a repetition of the half of the word

'»:i*llJn. The infinitive p^(Job xxxviii. 7) might, like 2% i?/wr. ^
'>2T, ph

,
;^/wr.'v^n, with equal right be inflected as a substan-

tive; and *chB (as in Ivi. 8), which is likewise treated as a

substantive, cf. 1^8J, Dan. xii. 7, presents, as a genitive, no

more difficulty than does nj;"I in the expression n];/* l^'\X. With

songs of deliverance doth Jahve surround him, so that they

encompass him on all sides, and an occasion of exulting

meets him in whatever direction he turns, ^e music here—-^-^
again^fqr the third time becomes forte, and that" to express \/

I
the highest feeling of delight.

Vers. 8— 10. Itjs not, Jahy^e, who here speaks in answer

to the^^^vords that have iJeen thus far addressed to Him. In

this case the person addressed must be the ]ooet, who, how-j

ever, has already attained the knowledge here treated of.;'
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pit is he himself who now directly adopts the tone of the"'

) teacher (cf. xxxiv. 12). That which David, in Ps. li. 15, J3^-1
\ mises to do, he here takes in hand, viz. the instruction of'

\ sinners in the way of salvation. It is unnecessary to read ^\^V^^

linstead of n^pNS ^.s Olshausen does; the suffix of ^^""^iJ^'N

and ?]*]%S (for T]"1%x) avails also for this third verb , to which

^^^V. T^V» equivalent to ''^^j;
^'>b)l niy (fixing my eye upon

thee, i. e. with sympathising love taking an interest in thee),

stands in the relation of a subordinate relative clause. The
LXX. renders it by eTriaTrjpLO) IrX as too; 696aX[xou; p-ou , so

that it takes Wj, in accordance with its radical signification

firmare^ as the regens of ''j'»y (I will fix my eye steadfastly

upon thee); but for this there is no support in the general

usage of the language. The accents give a still different

rendering; they apparently make ^jiy an accus. adverb, (since

^^^"^ 7^^ niJVkS is transformed from ^^^j; ybv niiy^N) : I will counsel

thee with mine eye; but in every other instance, hv. YV.I
means

y only a hostile determination against any one, e. g. Isa. vii.

5. The form of address, without changing its object, passes

over, in ver. 9, into the plural and the expression becomes

harsh in perfect keeping with the perverted character which

it describes. TJie^sens^ is on the whole clear: not constrained,

(but willing obedience is becoming to man, in distinction from

I

an irrational animal which must be led by a bridle drawn
"^

I
through its mouth. The asyndeton clause: like a horse, a

mule (l"iO as an animal that is isolated and does not ^air;

cf. t>j.i alone of its kind, single, unlike, the opposite of

which is .; , a pair, equal number), has nothing remarkable

L'

v>)

about it, cf. XXXV. 14, Isa. xxxviii. 14. But it is not clear

what iny is intended to mean. We might take it in its usual

signification "(Kiiament", and render "with bit and bridle, 111 (^L,

its ornament", and perhaps at once recognise therein an

allusion to the senseless servility of the animal, viz. that its

ornament is also the means by which it is kept in check,

unless ''"ly, ornament, is perhaps directly equivalent to

"harness". Still the rendering of the LXX. is to be respect-

ed: in camo et frceno — as Jerome reproduces it — maxil-'

las eorum constringere qnino?i approxlmant ad te. If i"i;t?. means
jaw, mouth or cheek, then Dl^D^ inj; is equivalent to ora^
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eorim oUurandajmt (Ges. § 132, rem. 1), wliich the LXX.
expresses by a7cat7To;z5/n>?77^ , or, following the Cod. Alex.,

aY^i; (aY?£i;), constringes. Like Ewald and Hitzig (on Ezek.

xvi. 7), we may compare with ny, the cheek, the Arabic

Jk^, which, being connected with 11"!^, a furrow, signifies !

properly the furrow of the face, i. e, the indented part i ^.

running downwards from the inner corners of the eyes to
i \^

both sides of the nose, but then by synecdoche the cheek. !^

If V"iy refers to the mouth or jaws , then it loQks_as^ifj?g

?j''^N 3"ip must be transited: ijnorder that they may not come r\

too near JJx^e, viz. to hurt thee (Targ., Syriac, Sashi, etc.); ^ k,

butthis rendering does not produce any point of comparison

corresponding to the context of this Psalm. Therefore, it

is rather to be rendered: otherwise there is no coming near > jr

to thee.^ This interpretation takes the emphasis of the hi

into account, and assumes that, according to a usage of

the language that is without further support, one might, for

instance, say: ni^l^* ^nr^ ^3, "I will never go thither." In

Prov. xxiii. 17,^^3 also includes within itself the verb

to be. So here: by no means an approaching to thee, i. e.

there is, if thou dost not bridle them, no approaching or

coming near to thee. These words are not addressed to God,

but to man, who is obliged to use harsh and forcible means

in taming animals, and can only thus keep them under his

control and near to him. In the antitype, it is the sinner,

'Wb.o will not come to God, although God only is his help,
^

and who, as David has learned by experience, must first of

all endure inward torture, before he comes to a right state

of mind. This agonising life of the guilty conscience which

the ungodly man leads, is contrasted in ver. 10 with the

mercy which encompasses on all sides him, who trusts in

God. D^sn , in accordance with the treatment of this adjec-

tive as if it were a numeral {vid. Ixxxix. 51), is an attributive

or adjective placed before its noun. The final clause might

be rendered: mercy encompasses him; but the Poel and

ver. 7 favour the rendering: with mercy doth He encom-

pass him.

Ver. 11. After the doctrine of the Psalm has been un-

folded in three unequal groups of verses, there follows, cor-
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responding to the brief introduction, a still shorter close,

which calls upon those whose happy state is there celebrated,

to join in songs of exultant joy.

PSALM XXXIII.

PRAISE OF THE RULER OF THE WORLD AS BEING THE
DEFENDER OF HIS PEOPLE.

1 SHOUT for joy, ye righteous, in Jahve,

For the upright praise is comely.

2 Praise Jahve with cithern,

With a ten-stringed nabla play unto Him.

3 Sing unto Him a new song.

Play merrily with a joyful noise.

4 For upright is the word of Jahve,

And all His working is in faithfulness.

5 He loveth righteousness and judgment;

The earth is full of the mercy of Jahve.

6 By the word of Jahve were the heavens made,

And by the breath of His mouth all their host.

7 He gathereth the waters of the sea together as a heapj

He layeth up the depths in storehouses.

8 Let all the earth fear before Jahve,

Let all the inhabitants of the world stand in awe of

Him.

9 For He spake, and it was done;

He commanded, and it stood fast.

10 Jahve hath brought the counsel of the heathen to nought,

He hath made the thoughts of the people of none effect.

11 The counsel of Jahve standeth for ever,

The thoughts of His heart to all generations.

12 Blessed is the nation whose God is Jahve,

The people whom He chooseth for His own inheritance.
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13 From heaven Jahve looketh down.

He seeth all the children of men.

14 From the place of His habitation He looketh

Upon all the inhabitants of the earth,

15 He, who fashioneth their heart together,

Who considereth all their works.

16 A king doth not triumph by great strength,

A mighty man is not delivered by great power.

17 A vain thing is a horse for victory.

And its great strength cannot deliver.

18 Behold, the eye of Jahve is upon them that fear Him,

Upon them that hope in His mercy,

19 To deliver their soul from death,

And to keep them alive in famine.

20 Our soul waiteth for Jahve,

Our help and our shield is He.

21 For in Him shall our heart rejoice,

Because we trust in His holy Name
22 Let, then, Thy mercy, Jabve, be upon us,

According as we hope in Thee!

The Davidic Maskil, Ps. xxxii., is followed by an anony-

mous congregational song of ahymnic character, which begins

just like the former closes. It owes its composition appa-

rently to some deliverance of the nation from heathen op-

pression, which had resulted from God's interposition and

without war. Moreover it exhibits no trace of dependence

upon earlier models, such as might compel us to assign a

late date to it; the time of Jeremiah, for instance, which

Hitzig adopts. The structure is symmetrical. Between the

two hexastichs, vers. 1—3, 20—22, the materia laudis is set

forth in eight tetrastichs.

Vers. 1—3. The call contained in this hexastich is

addressed to the righteous and upright, who earnestly seek

VOL. I.
26
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to live a godly and God -pleasing life, and the sole deter-

mining rule of whose conduct is the will and good pleasure of

God. These alone know God, whose true nature finds in them

a clear mirror; so on their part they are joyfully to confess

what they possess in Him. For it is their duty, and at the

same time their honour, to praise him, and make their hoast

in Him. niNJ is the feminine of the adjective ni.X^ (formed

out of ""li^j), as in cxlvii. 1, cf. Prov. xix. 10. On ")1iJ3 (LXX.
xi6apa, XLvupa) and 72J (LXX. tj^aXxYjpiov, v7.[3Xa, vauXa, etc.)

vid. Introduction § II. "pZJ is the name given to the harp

or lyre on account of its resemblance to a skin bottle or

flask (root d:j, to swell, to be distended), and "ilt^';; b22, "harp

of the decade", is the ten-stringed harp, which is also called

absolutely 1)il/V^ ^.nd distinguished from the customary ^3J,

in xcii. 4. By a comparison of the asyndeton expressions in

XXXV. 14, Jer. xi. 19, Aben-Ezra understands by "iit^y ^23

twoinstruments, contrary to the tenour of the words. Ge-

catilia, whom he controverts, is only so far in error as that

he refers the ten to holes (D^Dp^) instead of to strings. The

2 is Beth insfrum., just like the expression xiQapi^siv Iv xi0a-

pai;, Apoc. xiv. 2. A "new song" is one which, in consequence

of some new mighty deeds of God, comes from a new impulse

of gratitude in the heart, xl. 4, and frequently in the Psalms,

Isa. xlii. 10, Judith vi. 13, Apoc. v. 9. In 1D''tp^ri the notions

of scite and strenue, suaviter and naviter , blend. With

nj;i"in2, referring back to i:j"], the call to praise forms, as it

were, a circle as it closes.

Vers. 4— 5. Now begins the body of the song. The

summons to praise God is supported (1) by a setting forth

of His praiseworthiness * {a) as the God of revelation

in the kingdom of Grace. His word is ^]i;^ , upright in in-

tention, and, without becoming in any way whatever untrue

to itself, straightway fulfilling itself. His every act is an

act in nJ1?2X, truth, which verifies the truth of His word,

and one which accomplishes itself. On ^HJs*, equivalent to

Nin 2rix, vid. vii. 10, xxii. 29. njJ"lH is righteousness as

* We have adopted the word "praiseworthiness" for the sake of

conciseness of expression, in order to avoid an awkward periphrasis, in

the sense of being worthy to be praised. — TR.
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conduct; tODl^'D is right as a rule of judgment and a state

or condition, "ipn is an accusative, as in cxix. 64: miseri-

cordid Domini plena est. terra (the introit for Misercordias

Sunday or the second Sunday after Easter).

Vers. 6— 9. God's praiseworthiness {])) as the Creator

of the world in the kingdom of Nature. Jahve's "IDI is

His almighty "Let there be"; and "iiQ n^-^ (inasmuch as

the breath is here regarded as the material of which the

word is formed and the bearer of the word) is the command,

or in general, the operation of His commanding omnipotence

(Job XV. 30, cf. iv. 9; Isa. xxxiv. 16, cf. xi. 4). The heavens

above and the waters beneath stand side by side as miracles

of creation. The display of His power in the waters of the

sea consists in His having confined them within fixed bounds

and keeping them within these. "IJ is a pile, i. e. a piled up

heap (Arabic nadd)^ and more especially in reference to

harvest: like such a heap do the convex waters of the sea,

being firmly held together, rise above the level of the con-

tinents. The expression is like that in Josh. iii. 13, 16, cf.

Exod. XV. 8; although there the reference is to a miracle

occurring in the course of history, and in this passage to a

miracle of creation. Dj3 refers to the heap itself, not to the

walls of the storehouses as holding together. This latter

figure is not introduced until ver. 11)'. the bed of the sea

and those of the rivers are, as it were, ni"1iJ1^<, treasuries or

storehouses, in which God has deposited the deep , foaming

waves or surging mass of waters. The inhabitants {^2]i;\ not

''21^1"') of the earth have cause to fear God who is thus omni-

potent (JD, in the sense of falling back from in terror); for

He need only speak the word and that which He wills comes

into being out of nothing , as we see from the hexaemeron

or history of Creation, but which is also confirmed in human

history (Lam. iii. 37). He need only command and it stands

forth like an obedient servant, that appears in all haste at

the call of his lord, cxix. 91.

Vers. 10— 11. His praiseworthiness (c) as the irresistible

Ruler in the history of men. Since in 2 Sam. xv. 34, xvii.

14, and frequently, n^j; "i;:n is a common phrase, therefore

-l^?n as in Ixxxix. 34,' Ezek. xvii. 19, is equivalent to n?ri

(Ges. § 67, rem. 9). The perfects are not used in the abstract,

26*
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but of that which has been experienced most recently, since

the "new song" presupposes new matter. With ver. 11 com-

pare Prov. xix. 21. The n^y^ of God is the unity of the

"thoughts of His heart," i. e. of the ideas, which form the

inmost part, the ultimate motives of everything that takes

place. The whole history of the world is the uninterrupted

carrying out of a divine plan of salvation, the primary

object of which is His people, but in and with these are

included humanity at large.

Vers. 12— 19. Hence the call to praise God is supported

(2) by a setting forth of that which His people possess in

Him. This portion of the song is like a paraphrase of the

'^'^m in Deut. xxxiii. 29. The theme in ver. 12 is proved in

vers. 13— 15 by the fact, that Jahve is the omniscient Ruler,

because He is the Creator of men, without whose knowledge

nothing is undertaken either secretly or openly, and especially

if against His people. Then in vers. 16—19 it is supported

by the fact, that His people have in Jahve a stronger defence

than the greatest worldly power would be. Jahve is called

the fashioner of all the hearts of men, as in Zech. xii. 1, cf.

Prov. xxiv. 12, as being their Maker. As such He is also

the observer of all the works of men; for He is acquainted

with their origin in the laboratory of the heart, which He
as Creator has formed. Hupfeld takes "iro as an equalisation

(parifer ac) of the two appositions; but then it ought to be

r^2r2) (cf. xlix. 3, 11). The LXX. correctly renders it xaxa-

jiova?, singiUatim. It is also needless to translate it, as Hup-
feld does: He who formed, qui finxit\ for the hearts of men
were not from the very first created all at one time, but the

primeval impartation of spirit-life is continued at every birth

in some mysterious way. God is the Father of spirits, Hebr.

xii. 9. For this very reason everything that exists, even to

the most hidden thing, is encompassed by His omniscience

and omnipotence. He exercises an omniscient control over

all things, and makes all things subservient to the designs

of His plan of the universe, which, so far as His people are

concerned, is the plan of salvation. Without Him nothing

comes to pass ; but through Him everything takes place.

The victory of the king, and the safety of the warrior, are

not their own works. Their great military power and bodily
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strengtli can accomplish nothing without God, who can also

be mighty in the feeble. Even for purposes of victory

(nvit^'ri, cf. nj;W% xxi. 2) the war-horse is "ipijf, /. e. a thing

that promises much, but can in reality do nothing; it is not

its great strength, by which it enables the trooper to escape

(l:^Qi). "The horse", says Solomon in Prov. xxi. 31, "is equip-

ped for the day of battle, but n];;it^*rri 'H^, Jahve's is the vic-

tory", He giveth it to whomsoever He will. The ultimate

ends of all things that come to pass are in His hands, and —
as vers. 18 sq. say, directing special attention to this impor-

tant truth by n^Pl — the eye of this God, that is to say the

final aim of His government of the world, is directed towards

them that fear Him, is pointed at them that hope in His

mercy (D^^n^p^). In ver. 19, the object, lipn^, is expanded

by way of example. From His mercy or loving-kindness,

not from any acts of their own, conscious of their limited

condition and feebleness, they look for protection in the

midst of the greatest peril, and for the preservation of their

life in famine. Ps. xx. 8 is very similar; but the one passage

sounds as independent as the other.

Vers. 20—22. Accordingly, in this closing hexastich,

the church acknowledges Him as its help, its shield, and

its source of joy. Besides the passage before us, T\2T\ occurs

in only one other instance in the Psalter, viz. cvi. 13. This

word, which belongs to the group of words signifying hoping

and waiting, is perhaps from the root 2n (LX!^, ^JC^?

firmiter constringere sc. nodum)^ to be firm, compact, like njp

from ri]jj, to pull tight or fast, cf. the German harren (to

wait) and hart (hard, compact). In ver. 20& we still hear the

echo of the primary passage Deut. xxxiii. 29 (cf. ver. 26).

The emphasis, as in cxv. 9— 11, rests upon Nin, into which

12, in ver. 21, puts this thought, viz. He is the unlimited

sphere, the inexhaustible matter, the perennial spring of

our joy. The second O confirms this subjectively. His holy

Name is His church's ground of faith, of love, and of hope;

for from thence comes its salvation. It can boldly pray

that the mercy of the Lord may be upon it , for it waits

upon Him, and man's waiting or hoping and God's giving

are reciprocally conditioned. This is the meaning of the
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"1'2/N3. God is true to His word. The Te Deim Jaudamiis

of Ambrose closes in tlie same way.

PSALM XXXIV.

THANKSGIVING AND TEACHING OF ONE WHO HAS
EXPERIENCED DELIVERANCE.

2 5^ I WILL bless Jalive at all times,

Continually let His praise be in my mouth.

3 D In Jahve shall my soul make her boast,

The patient shall hear thereof and be glad.

4^0 magnify Jahve with me,

And let us exalt His name together.

5 "1 I sought Jahve, and He answered me.

And out of all my fears did He deliver me.

6 n Looking unto Him they are lightened.

And their faces shall not be ashamed.

7 T This afflicted one cried, and Jahve heard.

And saved him out of all his troubles.

8 n The Angel of Jahve encampeth round about them that

fear Him,

And delivereth them.

9 lD Taste and see, that Jahve is good —
Blessed is the man that trusteth in Him.

10 > Fear Jahve, ye His saints!

For there is no want to them that fear Him.
11 D Young lions do lack and suffer hunger.

But they that seek Jahve do not want any good thing.

12 ^ Come, ye children, hearken unto me!
The fear of Jahve will I teach you.

13 D Whosoever thou art, dost thou desire long life,

Dost thou love days that thou mayst see good —

:

14 J Keep thy tongue from evil.

And thy lips from deceitful speaking.

15 D Depart from evil and do good,

Seek peace, and pursue it.

16 y The eyes of Jahve observe the righteous,

And His ears their cry.
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17 D The face of Jahve is against the evil doers,

To cut off their remembrance from the earth.

18 IJ The former cry unto Jahve, and He heareth.

And out of all their troubles He delivereth them.

19 p Jahve is nigh unto them that are of a broken hearty

And saveth such as be of a contrite spirit.

20 "1 Many are the afflictions of the righteous,

But out of them all doth Jahve deliver him,

21 ti^ He preserveth all his bones,

Not one of them is broken.

22 n Evil shall slay the wicked,

And they that hate the righteous shall be punished.

23 D Jahve redeemeth the soul of His servant,

And they shall not be punished who trust in Him.

In Ps. xxxiii. 18 we heard the words, ^^Behold^ the eye

of Jahve is directed towards them that fear Him''', and in xxxiv.

16 we hear this same .grand thought, '77^^ eyes of Jahve are

directed towards the righteoiis^\ Ps. xxxiv. is one of the eight

Psalms which are assigned, by their inscriptions, to the time

of David's persecution by Saui, and were composed upon
that weary way of suffering extending from Gibea of Saul

to Ziklag. (The following is an approximation to their chro-

nological order: vii., lix., Ivi., xxxiv., lii., Ivii. , cxlii., liv.).

The inscription runs: Of David^ when he disguised his under-

standing (IDJ.'CO with Dag. , lest it should be pronounced

iDVt^) hefore Abimelech, and he drove him away (•ini^'']P.1,

with Chateph Pathach, as is always the case with verbs

whose second radical is ^, if the accent is on the third

radical) and he departed. David, being pressed by Saul, fled

into the territory of the Philistines; here he was recognised

as the man who had proved such a dangerous enemy to

them years since and he was brought before Achish, the

king. Ps. Ivi. is a prayer which implores help in the trouble

of this period (and its relation to Ps. xxiv. resembles that of

Ps. li. to xxxii.). David's life would have been lost had not

his desperate attempt to escape by playing the part of a mad-

man been successful. The king commanded him to depart,

and David betook himself to a place of concealment in his own
country, viz. the caveof Adullam in the wilderness of Judah.
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The correctness of the inscription has been disputed.

Hupfeld maintains that the writer has blindly taken it from

1 Sam. xxi. 14. According to Redslob, Hitzig, Olshausen,

and Stahelin, he had reasons for so doing, although they

are invalid. The ID^^ of the Psalm (ver. 9) seemed to him

to accord with M^]!lDj 1 Sam. xxi. 14; and in addition to this,

he combined b^nrr, gloriaris, of the Psalm (ver. 3) with

b^iTI, insanivit^ 1 Sam. xxi 14. We come to a different con-

clusion. The Psalm does not contain any express reference

to that incident in Philistia, hence we infer that the writer

of the inscription knew of this reference from tradition. His

source of information is not the Books of Samuel; for there

the king is called li^''>2X, whereas he calls him "^D''2N, and

this, as even Basil has perceived {vid. Euthymius Zigadenus'

introduction to this Psalm), is the title of the Philistine kings,

just as Pharaoh is title of the Egyptian , Agag of the Ama-
lekite, and Lucumo of the Etruscan kings. His source of

information, as a comparison of 2 Sam. xxii. 1 with Ps.

xviii. 1 shews, is a different work, viz. the Annals of David,

in which he has traced the Psalm before us and other Psalms

to their historical connection , and then indicated it by an

inscription in words taken from that source. The fact of

the Psalm being alphabetical says nothing against David as

its author {vid. on Ps. ix.—x.). It is not arranged for mu-
sic; for although it begins after the manner of a song of

praise, it soon passes into the didactic tone. It consists of

verses of two lines, which follow one another according to

the order of the letters of the alphabet. The ^ is wanting,

just as the J is wanting in Ps. cxlv.; and after n, as in Ps.

XXV., which is the counterpart to xxxiv., follows a second

supernumerary d.

Vers. 2— 4. The poet begins with the praise of Jahve,

and calls upon all the pious to unite with him in praising

Him. The substantival clause ver. 2&, is intended to have

just as much the force of a cohortative as the verbal clause

ver. 2a. HD'^.D^, like inizn:'''!, is to be written with C^^^^j?^-

Pathach in the middle syllable. In distinction from D^^j^,

afflicti, ci:^ signifies submissi^ those who have learnt endur-

ance or patience in the school of affliction. The praise of
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tlie psalmist will greatly help to strengthen and encourage

such; for it applies to the Deliverer of the oppressed. But

in order that this praise may sound forth with strength and

fulness of tone, he courts the assistance of companions in

ver. 4. To acknowledge the divine greatness with the utter-

ance of praise is expressed by b'l^ with an accusative in Ixix.

31; in this instance with h: to offer rhl^ unto Him, cf. xxix.

2. Even nr2)1 has this subjective meaning: with the heart

and in word and deed, to place the exalted Name of God
as high as it really is in itself. In accordance with the rule,

that when in any word two of the same letters follow one

another and the first has a SJfbci, this SIfbd must be an

audible one, and in fact Chateph Pathach preceded by Gaja

(Metheg), we must write n^^1"];i%

Vers. 5— 7. The poet now gives the reason for this

praise by setting forth the deliverance he has experienced.

He longed for God and took pains to find Him (such is the

meaning of ]^^l in distinction from tJ^jPl), and this striving,

which took the form of prayer, did not remain without some

actual answer (n^y is used of the being heard and the ful-

filment as an answer to the petition of the praying one).

The perfects, as also in vers. 6, 7, describe facts, one of

which did not take place without the other; whereas *'J)3VJT

would give them the relation of antecedent and consequent.

In ver. 6, his own personal experience is generalised into

an experimental truth, expressed in the historical form: they

look unto Him and brighten up, 2. e, whosoever looketh

unto Him (^N* L}''2n of a look of intense yearning, eager for

salvation, as in Num. xxi. 9, Zech. xii. 10) brightens up.

It is impracticable to make the D''i:y. from ver. 3 the sub-

ject; it is an act and the experience that immediately accom-

panies it, that is expressed with an universal subject and

in gnomical perfects. The verb "in^, here as in Isa. Ix. 5,

has the signification to shine, glitter (whence Hnn:, light).

Theodoret renders it:'0 [xsia Trbisax; xw Osu) TrpoaLwv cpcoxo;

axxTvat; oiyj,xcf.i vo£pou, the gracious countenance of God is re-

flected on their faces; to the actus directus oi fides supplex

succeeds the actus reflexus of fides triumpha?is. It never

comes to pass that their countenances must be covered with

shame on account of disappointed hopQ'. this shall not and
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cannot be, as the sympathetic force of ^N implies. In all the

three dialects "IDP! ("]?n) has the signification of being ashamed

and scared; according to Gesenius andFiirst (root "iD) it pro-

ceeds from the primary signification ofreddening, blushing ; in

reality, however, since it is to be combined, not with .t^: but

with . t^ (cf. ySif, "l^r, wAi., v*^), it proceeds from the pri-

mary signification of covering, hiding, veiling (Arabic chafira^

tachaffara^ used of a woman, cf. chamara^ to be ashamed,

to blush, to be modest, used of both sexes) , so that conse-

quently the shame-covered countenance is contrasted with

that which has a bright, bold, and free look. In ver. 7, this

general truth is again individualised. By ''^^ Pii (like ''J">p HT

in Ixviii. 9) David points to himself. From the great peril

in which he was placed at the court of the Philistines, from

which God has rescued him, he turns his thoughts with

gratitude and praise to all the deliverances which lie in

the past.

Vers. 8— 11. This praise is supported by a setting forth

of the gracious protection under which God's saints continu-

ally are. The niri'' ~5</??, is none other than He who was the

medium of Jahve's intercourse with the patriarchs, and who
accompanied Israel to Canaan. This name is not collective

(Calvin, Hupfeld, Kamphausen, and others). He, the One,

encampeth round about them, in so far as He is the Captain

of the host of Jahve (Josh. v. 14), and consequently is accom-

panied by a host of inferior ministering angels; or insofar

as He can, as being a spirit not limited by space, furnish

protection that covers them on every side. T\T\ (cf. Zech.

ix. 8) is perhaps an allusion to €.\Tp in Gen. xxxii. 2 sq.,

that angel-camp which joined itself to Jacob's camp , and

surrounded it like a barricade or carrago. On the fut. con-

sec. Cl^'pnii, et expedit eos, as a simple expression of the se-

quence, or even only of a weak or loose internal connection,

vid. Ewald, § 343 , a. By reason of this protection by the

Angel of God arises (ver. 9) the summons to test the gra-

ciousness of God in their own experience. Tasting (YsuaaaQai,

Hebr. vi. 4 sq., 1 Pet. ii. 3) stands before seeing; for spiritual

experience leads to spiritual perception or knowledge, and

not vice versa. Nisi giistaveris, says Bernard, non videlis.
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David is desirous that others also should experience what

he has experienced in order that they may come to know
what he has come to know, viz. the goodness of God. * Hence,

in ver. 10, the call to the saints to fear Jahve Q\t<1] instead

of 'IX"!^, in order to preserve the distinction between veremini

and vldebiinij as in Josh. xxiv. 14, 1 Sam. xii. 24); for whoso

fears Him, possesses everything in Him. The young mature

lions may sooner lack and suffer hunger, because they have

no prey, than that he should suffer any want whatsoever,

the goal of whose striving is fellowship with God. The verb

li^l*l (to lack, be poor, once by metaplasm t^nj, 1 Sam. ii.

7, root W'), to be or to make loose, lax), elsewhere used

only of men, is here, like civ. 21 h^D l^p2, transferred to the

lions, without C^/tDS being intended to refer emblematically

(as in XXXV. 17, Ivii. 5, xvii. 12) to his powerful foes at the

courts of Saul and of Achish.

Vers. 12— 15. The first main division of the Psalm is

ended; the second (much the same as in Ps. xxxii.) assumes

more the tone of a didactic poem; although even vers. 6,

9— 11 have something of the didactic style about them. The

poet first of all gives a direction for fearing God. We may
compare xxxii. 8, li. 15 — how thoroughly Davidic is the

turn which the Psalm here takes! C^^ are not children in

years or in understanding; but it is a tender form of address

of a master experienced in the ways of God to each one and

to all, as in Prov. i. 8, and frequently. In ver. 13 he throws

out the question, which he himself answers in vers. 14 sq.

This form of giving impressiveness to a truth by setting it

forth as a solution of some question that has been propounded

is a habit with David: xv. 1, xxiv. 8, 10, xxv. 12. In the use

made of this passage from the Psalms in 1 Pet. iii. 10—^12

(= vers. 13

—

11a of the Psalm) this form of the question

is lost sight of. To D^'^ri TCn, as being just as exclusive in

sense, corresponds C^Oi ZPiN, so that consequently nlN"]'^ is

a definition of the purpose. CD^ signifies days in the mass,

just as C^n means long-enduring life. We see from James

* On account of this ver. 9, FeuaaaQs xaltOExs, a. t. X., Ps. xxxiii.

(xxxiv.) was the Communion Psalm of the early church, Constit. Apost.

viii. 13, Cyril, Calcch. Mysi. v. 17.
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iii. 2 sqq., where ver. 13 also, in its form, calls to mind the

Psalm before us, why the poet give the pre-eminence to the

avoiding of sins of the tongue. In ver. 15, from among what
is good peace is made prominent, — peace, which not only

are we not to disturb, but which we are to seek, yea, pursue

it like as the hunter pursues the finest of the herds. Let us

follow, says the apostle Paul also, Rom. xiv. 19 (cf. Hebr.

xii. 14), after those things which make for peace. D1yL^' is

a relationship , harmonious and free from trouble, that is

well-pleasing to the God of love. The idea of the bond of

fellowship is connected with the corresponding word elpvjVYj,

according to its radical notion.

Vers. 17— 22. The poet now recommends the fear of

God, to which he has given a brief direction, by setting forth

its reward in contrast with the punishment of the ungodly.

The prepositions h^ and 2, in vers 16a and 17 «, are a well

considered interchange of expression: the former, of gracious

inclination (xxxiii. 18), the latter, of hostile intention or

determining, as in Job vii. 8, Jer. xxi. 10, xliv. 11, after the

phrase in Lev. xvii. 10. The evil doers are overwhelmed by
the power of destruction that proceeds from the counte-

nance of Jahve, which is opposed to them, until there is not

the slightest trace of their earthly existence left. The sub-

jects to ver. 18 are not, according to cvii. 17—19, the V"l ^W
(evil doers) , since the indispensable characteristic of peni-

tence is in this instance wanting, but the D''pn!i (the righ-

teous). Probably the ^ strophe stood originally before the

y strophe, just as in Lam. ii— iv. the S precedes the y
(Hitzig). In connection with the present sequence of the

thoughts, the structure of ver. 18 is just like ver. 6: Clamant

et Bominus audit = si qui {quicunque) clamant. What is

meant is the cry out the depth of a soul that despairs of

itself. Such crying meets with a hearing with God , and in

its realisation, an answer that bears its own credentials.

"The broken in heart" are those in whom the egotistical, /.

e, self- loving, life, which encircles its own personality,

is broken at the very root; "the crushed or contrite (^^l,
from j<3i, with a changeable a, after the form nl^^X from

h\^) in spirit" are those whom grievous experiences, leading

to penitence, of the false eminence to which their proud self-
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consciousness has raised tliem, have subdued and thoroughly

humbled. To all such Jahve is nigh, He preserves them

from despair, He is ready to raise up in them a new life

upon the ruins of the old and to cover or conceal their in-

finitive deficiency; and, they, on their part, being capable

of receiving, and desirous of, salvation, He makes them

partakers of His salvation. It is true these afflictions come
upon the righteous, but Jahve rescues him out of them all,

ublD = ihlD (the same enallage generis as in Euth i. 19, iv.

11). He is under the most special providence, "He keepeth

all his bones , not one of them {iie unum quidem) is broken"

— a pictorial exemplification of the thought that God does

not suffer the righteous to come to the extremity, that He
does not suffer him to be severed from His almighty pro-

tecting love, nor to become the sport of the oppressors.

Nevertheless we call to mind the literal fulfilment which

these words of the psalmist received in the Crucified One

;

for the Old Testament prophecy , which is quoted in John

xix. 33—37, may be just as well referred to our Psalm as

to Exod. xii. 46. Not only the Paschal lamb, but in a com-

parative sense even every affliction of the righteous, is a

type. Not only is the essence of the symbolism of the worship

of the sanctuary realised in Jesus Christ, not only is the history

of Israel and of David repeated in Him, not only does human
suffering attain in connection with Him its utmost intensity,

but all the promises given to the righteous are fulfilled in

Him xax' iloyJi\v\ because He is the righteous One in the most

absolute sense, the Holy One of God in a sense altogether

unique (Isa. liii. 11, Jer. xxiii. 5, Zach. ix. 9, Acts iii. 14,

xxii. 14). — The righteous is always preserved from extreme

peril, whereas evil (nj/'l) slays (nniD stronger than n^pH)

the ungodly: evil, which he loved and cherished, becomes

the executioner's power, beneath which he falls. And they

that hate the righteous must pay the penalty. Of the meanings

to incur guilt, to feel one's self guilty, and to undergo

punishment as being guilty, Cli^kS {vid. on iv. 11) has the

last in this instance.

Ver. 23. The order of the alphabet having been gone

through, there now follows a second D exactly like xxv. 22.

Just as the first D, xxv. 16, is D^D, so here in ver. 17 it is
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i^jD; and in like manner the two supernumerary Pile's, cor-

respond to one another — the Elohimic in the former

Psalm, and the Jehovic in this latter.

PSALM XXXV.

CALL TO ARMS AGAINST UNGRATEFUL PERSECUTORS,
ADDRESSED TO GOD.

1 CONTEND, Jahve, with those who contend with me,

Fight Thou against those who fight against me.

2 Lay hold of shield and buckler,

And stand up as my help.

3 And draw forth the spear and shut up the way against

my persecutors.

Say unto my soul: I am thy salvation.

4 Let those be confounded and ashamed who seek after

my soul,

Let those fall back and be covered with shame who de-

vise my hurt.

5 Let th^m become as chaff before the wind,

The Angel of Jahve thrusting them away.

6 Let their way become darkness and slipperinesses,

The Angel of Jahve pursuing them.

7 For without cause have they hid for me their net,

Without cause a pit have they digged for my soul.

8 Let destruction come upon him at unawares.

And let his net, which he hath hid, catch himself.

With a crash let him fall into it.

9 So shall my soul exult in Jahve,

It shall rejoice in His salvation.

10 All my bones shall say: Jahve, who is like unto Thee,

Who deliverest the afflicted from him who is too strong

for him,

The afflicted and the poor from him who robbeth him!
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11 Unjust witnesses rise up;

That which I know not, they ask of me.

12 ,They reward me evil for good,

(.Bereavement hath come upon my soul.)

13 And I — when they were sick, my clothing was sack-

cloth,

I mortified my soul with fasting,

And my prayer returned into my own bosom.

14 As for a friend, a brother to me, did I go about,

As one who sorroweth for a mother, I went softly about
in mourning attire.

15 And now when I halt they are joyous and gather them-

selves together,

The abjects gather themselves together against me, and
those whom I do not know,

They mock and cease not.

16 After the manner of common parasites,

They gnash upon me with their teeth.

17 Lord, how long wilt Thou look on?!

Bring back my soul from their destructions,

My only one from the lions.

18 I will praise Thee in a great congregation,

Among much people will I sing praise unto Thee.

19 Let not mine enemies falsely rejoice over me,

Let not those who hate me without a cause wink the

eye.

20 For they utter not peaceful words,

But against those who are quiet in the land they devise

deceitful matters.

21 And they open their mouth wide concerning me,

They say: Aha, aha, now our eye sees it.

22 Thou seest it, Jahve, therefore keep not silence;

Lord, remain not far from me.

23 Stir up Thyself and awake to my right.

My God and my Lord, to my cause.
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24 Do justice to me according to Thy righteousness, Jahve,

my God,

And let them not rejoice over me.

25 Let them not say in their heart: Aha, it is our desire!

Let them not say: We have swallowed him up.

26 Let those be ashamed and be covered with confusion

together

Who rejoice at my hurt,

Let those be clothed with shame and dishonour

Who magnify themselves against me.

27 Let those shout for joy and rejoice who do not envy mo
my right.

And let them say continually: Jahve be magnified.

Who hath pleasure in the prosperity of His servant.

28 And my tongue shall declare Thy righteousness,

Thy praise at all times.

This Ps. XXXV. and Ps. xxxiv. form a pair. They are

the only Psalms in which the name Pliri'' ']^bD is mentioned.

The Psalms that belong to the time of David's persecution

by Saul are the Psalms which are more especially pervaded

by such retrospective references to the Tora. And in fact

this whole Psalm is, as it were, the lyrical expansion of that

which David expresses before Saul in 1 Sam. xsiv. 16 [15,

Engl.]. The critical opinion as to the authorship of this

Psalm is closely allied with that respecting the author of

Ps. xl. and Ixix. to which Ps. xxxv. is nearly related; cf.

vers. 21, 27 with xl. 16 sq.; ver. 13 with Ixix. 11 sq.; whereas

the relation of Ps. Ixxi. to Ps. xxxv. is decidedly a secon-

dary one. Hitzig conjectures it to be Jeremiah; but vers.

1—3 are appropriate in the lips of a persecuted king, and

not of a persecuted prophet. The points of contact of the

writings of Jeremiah with our Psalm (Jer. xviii. 19 sq.,

xxiii. 12, Lam. ii. 16) ;, may therefore in this instance be

more safely regarded as reminiscences of an earlier writer

.than in Ps. Ixix. Throughout the whole Psalm there

^reVails a deep j-exation of spirit (to which corresponds

the suffix ID""— , as in Ps. lix. Ivi. xi. xvii. xxii. Ixiv.)
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and strong emotion; it is not until the second part, where

the poet describes the base ingratitude of his enemies, that

the language becomes more calm and transparent, and a

more quiet sadness takes the place of indignation and rage.

Each of the three parts opens with a cry for deliverance;

and closes, in the certain assumption that it will take place,

with a vow of thanksgiving. The divisions cannot therefore be

mistaken, viz. vers. 1— 10, 11— 18, 19— 28. The relative

numbers of the stichs in the separate groups is as follows:

G. 6. 5. 5.
I

7. 7. 5.
|

6. 6. 6. 5.

There are only a few Psalms of David belonging to the

4ime of Saul's persecution, which, like Ps. xxii., keep within

the limits of deep inward grief; and in scarcely a single

instance do we find him confining himself to the expression

of the accursed fate of his enemies with prophetic certainty,

as that which he confidently expects will be realised (as,

e. g.^ in vii. 13—17). But for the most part the objective

announcement of punishment is swallowed up by the force

of his inmost feelings, and changed into the most importu-

nate prayer (as in vii. 7, xvii. 13, and frequently); and this

feverish glow of feeling becomes still more harshly prominent,

when the prayer for the revelation of divine judgment in

punishment passes over into a wish that it may actually

take place. In this respect Ps. vii. xxxv. Ixix. cix. form a

fearful gradation. In Ps. cix. , the old expositors count as

many as thirty anathemas. What explanation can we give

of such language coming from the lips and heart of the poet?

Perhaps as paroxysms of a desire for revenge? His advance

against Nabal shews that even a David was susceptible of

such feelings ; but 1 Sam. xxv. 32 sq. also shews that only

a gentle stirring up of his conscience was needed to dissuade

him from it. How much more natural — we throw out this

consideration in agreement with Kurtz — that the prepon-

derance of that magnanimity peculiar to him should have

maintained its ascendancy in the moments of the highest re-

ligious consecration in which he composed his Psalms! It

is inconceivable that the unholy fire of personal passion

could be here mingled with the holy fire of his love to God.

It is in" fact the Psalms more especially, which are the purest

and most faithful mirror of the piety of the Old Testament:
VOL. I. 27
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the duty of love towards one's enemies, however, is so little

alien to the Old Testament (Exod. xxiii. 4 sq., Lev. xix. 18,

Prov. XX. 22, xxiv. 17, xxv. 21 sq., Job xxxi. 29 sq.), that

the very words of the Old Testament are made use of even

in the New to inculcate this love. And from Ps. vii., in its

agreement with the history of his conduct towards Saul, we
have seen that David was conscious of having fulfilled this

duty. All the imprecatory words in these Psalms come,

therefore, from the pure spring of unself-seeking zeal for

the honour of God. That this zeal appears in this instance

as zeal for his own person or character arises from the fact,

that David, as the God-anointed heir of the kingdom, stands

in antagonism to Saul, the king alienated from God; and,

that to his mind the cause of God , the continuance of the

church, and the future of Israel, coincide with his own
destiny. The fire of his anger is kindled at this focus (so to

speak) of the view which he has of his own position in the

course of the history of redemption. It is therefore a holy

fire; but the spirit of the New Testament, as Jesus Himself

declares in Luke ix. 55, is in this respect, nevertheless, a

relatively different spirit from that of the Old. That act of

divine love, redemption, out of the open fountain of which

there flowed forth the impulse of a love which embraces

and conquers the world, was then as yet^not completed;

and a curtain then still hung before eternity, before heaven

and hell,' so that imprecations like Ixix. 20 were not under-

stood, even by him who uttered them, in their infinite depth

of meaning. Now that this curtain is drawn up, the New
Testament faith shrinks back from invoking upon any one

a destruction that lasts 0^*1^^; and love seeks, so long as a

mere shadow of possibility exists, to rescue everything hu-

man from the perdition of an unhappy future, — a perdi-

tion the full meaning of which cannot be exhausted by hu-

man thought.

In connection with all this, however, there still remains

one important consideration. The curses, which are contained

in the Davidic Psalms of the time of Saul's persecution, are

referred to in the New Testament as fulfilled in the enemies of

Jesus Christ, Acts i. 20, Kom.xi. 7— 10. One expression found

in our Psalm, l[jL(or^aav [x£ ocupsc/.v (cf. Ixix. 5) is used by Jesus
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(John XV. 25) as fulfilled in Him; it therefore appears as

though the whole Psalm ought to he, or at least may be,

taken typically as the words of Christ. But nowhere in the

Gospels do we read an imprecation used by Jesus against

His own and the enemies of the kingdom of God; David's

imprecations are not suited to the lips of the Saviour, nor

do the instances in which they are cited in the New Testa-

,ment give them the impress of being His direct words: they

are treated as the language of prophecy by virtue of the

Spirit, whose instrument David was, and whose work the

Scriptures are. And it is only in this sense that the Chris-

tian adopts them in prayer. For after the pattern of his

Lord, who on the cross prayed "Father forgive them", he

desires that even his bitterest enemies may not be eternally

lost, but, though it be only when in articulo mortis^ that

they may come to their right mind. Even the anathemas of

the apostle against the Judaising false teachers and against

Alexander the smith (Gal. i. 9, v. 12, 2 Tim. iv. 14), refer

only to temporal removal and chastisement, not to eternal

perdition. They mark the extreme boundary where, in extra-

ordinary instances, the holy zeal of the New Testament comes

in contact with the holy fervour of the Old Testament.

Vers. 1— 3. The psalmist begins in a martial and an-

thropomorphical style such as we have not hitherto met

with. On the ultima -accentuation of n^n, vid. on iii. 8.

Both nx are signs of the accusative. This is a more natural

rendering here, where the psalmist implores God to sub-

jugate his foes , than to regard p^ as equivalent to cy (cf.

Isa. xlix. 25 with ih. xxvii. 8, Job x. 2); and, moreover, for

the very same reason the expression in this instance is urh

(in the Kal, which otherwise only lends the part, cn'?, Ivi.

2 sq., to the Niph. Urh:) instead of the reciprocal form

cn'^n. It is usually supposed that cn^ means properly

vorare^ and war is consequently conceived of as a devouring

of men; but the Arabic offers another primary meaning: to

press close and compact (liiph. to one another), conse-

quently n^n^O means a dense crowd, a dense bustle and

tumult (cf. the Homeric xXovo;). The summons to Jalive to

27*
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arm, and t"hat in a twofold manner /viz. with the pn for

warding off the hostile blow and n^lJ {vid. v. 13) which cov-

ers the body like a testudo — by which, inasmuch as it is

impossible to hold both shields at the same time, the figure

is idealised — is meant to express, that He is to make
Himself felt by the foes, in every possible way, to their own
confounding, as the unapproachable One. The 2 of ""n^lTys

(in the character of help turned towards me) is the so-called

Beth essentioe^'^ as in Exod. xviii. 4, Prov. iii. 26, Isa.

xlviii. 10 {tanquafii argeniuni)^ and frequently, p "iH has the

same meaning as in Exod. xv. 9, cf. Gen. xiv. 14, viz. to

bring forth, draw forth, to draw or unsheath (a sword) ; for

as a sword is sheathed when not in use , so a spear is kept

in the Boupoooxyj {Odijss. i. 128). Even Parchon understands

*ljp to mean a weapon; and the word aa^apK;, in Herodotus,

Xenophon, and Strabo, a northern Asiatic, more especially

a Scythian, b%ttle-axe, has been compared here;** but the

battle-axe was not a Hebrew weapon, and ^iip, which, thus

defectively written, has the look of an imperative, also gives

the best sense when so taken (LXX. ouyxXsioov, Targ. p1*ltpi),

viz. close, i. e. cut off, interelude scil. viam. The word has

Dechi^ because i^"l'"i DNIp^, "casting Thyself against my per-

* Tlie Hebrew Beth essentice is used much more freely and exten-

sively than the Arabic, which is joined exclusively to the predicate of

a simple clause, where in our language the verb is "to be", and as a

rule only to the predicate of negative clauses: laisa bi-hakimm, he is

not wise, or laisa bi-l-hakmi, he is not the wise man. The predicate

can accordingly be indeterminate or determinate. Moreover, in Heb-

rew, where this 3 is found with the predicate, with the complement of

the subject, or even, though only as a solecism {vid. Gesenius' The-

saurus p. 175), with the subject itself, the word to which it is prefixed

may be determinate, whether as an attribute determined by itself (Exod.

vi. 3, ^^'^ bi<^), by a suffix (as above, xxxv. 2, cf. cxlvi. 5, Exod. xviii.

4, Prov. iii. 26), or even by the article. At all events no syntactic ob-

jection can be brought against the interpretations of Tv^?' "^^ *^^

quality of smoke", xxxvii. 20; cf. ^^n?, Ixxviii. 33, and of ^^2,},

"in the character of the soul". Lev. xvii. 11.

** Probably one and the same word with the Armenian sakr ,
to

which are assigned the (Italian) meanings mamiaja, scure, brando ferro,

in Ciakciak's Armenian Lexicon ; cf. Lagarde's Gesammclte Abhandlungen,

.1866, S. 203.
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secutors", belongs to both the preceding summonses. Dach-

selt rightly directs attention to the similar sequence of the

accents in Iv. 19, Ixvi. 15. The Mosaic figure of Jahve as

a man of war (n?2rit'D t^'\X, Exod. xv. 3, Deut. xxxii. 41 sq.)

is worked out here with brilliant colours, under the im-

pulse of a wrathful spirit. But we see from ver. oh what a

spiritual meaning, nevertheless, the whole description is in-

tended to convey. In God's intervention, thus manifested

in facts, he would gladly hear His consolatory utterance to

himself. The burden of his cry is that God's love may break

through the present outward appearance of wrath and make
itself felt by him.

Vers. 4— 8. Throughout the next two strophes follow

terrible imprecations. According to Fiirst and others the

relation of ti'lS and *i?:n is like that of erhlassen^ to turn

pale (cf. Isa. xxix. 22 with Ps. xxxiv. 6), and errothen^ to

turn red, to blush. m2 has, hoAvever, no connection with

Y^2^
nor has i£n, Ji}^^ y^^t ^ny connection with y^^^ to

be red; but, according to its radical notion, ]2j'\'2 means

disiurl)ari (vid. vi. 11), and IDH, ohiegere , abscondere (vid.

xxxiv. 6). i:b'', properly "let them be made to fall back"

(cf., e. g.^ Isa. xlii. 17). On the figure in ver. 5« cf. Ixxxiii.

14. The clauses respecting the Angel of Jahve, vers. 5&

and 6&, are circumstantial clauses, viz. clauses defining the

manner, nrn (giving, viz. them, the push that shall cause

their downfall, equivalent to CH" or cn'l, Ixviii. 28) is

closely connected with the figure in ver. 6«, and CDll,

with the figure in ver. ha\ consequently it seems as though

the original position of these two clauses respecting the

Angel of Jahve had been disturbed; just as in Ps. xxxiv., the

y strophe and the D strophe have changed their original

places. It is the Angel, who took off Pharaoh's chariot

wheels so that they drave them heavily (Exod. xiv. 25) that

is intended here. The fact that this Angel is concerned here,

where the point at issue is whether the kingship of the pro-

mise shall be destroyed at its very beginning or not, har-

monises with the appearing of the 'n "n'^'D at all critical

junctures in the course of the history of redemption.

nip^pbn, loca passim luhrica^ is an intensive form of expres-

sion for nip^n, Ixxiii. 18. Just as Trn recalls to mind Exod.
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XV. , so CD"'"i recalls Judges v. In this latter passage the

Angel of Jaiive also appears in the midst of the conquerors

who are pursuing the smitten foe, incarnate as it were in

Deborah.

Ver. 7 also needs re-organising, just as in vers. 5 sq.

the original positions of nTH and D^"11 are exchanged.

UP^l/'l rijl^ would he a pit deceptively covered over with a

net concealed below; but, as even some of the older critics

have felt, nnti' is without doubt to be brought down from

ver. la into Ih: without cause, i. e. without any provocation

on my part, have they secretly laid their net for me (as in

ix. 16, xxxi. 5), without cause have they digged a pit for my
soul. In ver. 8 the foes are treated of collectively. ))ll ^'b

is a negative circumstantial clause (Ew. § 341 , h) : impro-

visOj as in Prov. v. 6, Isa. xlvii. 11 extrem. Instead of l^^D^pn,

the expression is IIS^H, as in Hos. viii. 3; the sharper form

is better adapted to depict the suddenness and certainty of

the capture. According to Hupfeld, the verb T\^]!} signifies

a wild, dreary, confused noise or crash, then devastation

and destruction, a transition of meaning which — as follows

from TiNlk^' (cf. luri) as a name of the desolate steppe, from

^W^ a waste , emptiness , and from other indications — is

solely brought about by transferring the idea of a desolate

confusion of tones to a desolate confusion of things, without

any intermediate notion of the crashing in of ruins. But it

may be asked whether the reverse is not rather the case,

viz. that the signification of a waste, desert, emptiness or

void is the primary one, and the meaning that has reference

to sound (cf. ^•.so, to gape, be empty; to drive along, fall

down headlong, then also: to make a dull sound as of some-

thing falling, just like rumor from mere, fragor from frangi)

the derived one. Both etymology (cf. nriri , whence T^P)

and the preponderance of other meanings, favour this latter

view. Here the two significations are found side by side, in-

asmuch as PiNlii^' in the first instance means a waste == devasta-
T

tion, desolation, and in the second a waste = a heavy, dull

sound, a rumbling (oouksTv). In the Syriac version it is ren-

dered: "into the pit which he has digged let him fall", as

though it were rrCsl/ in the second instance instead of H^lL^;

and from this Hupfeld, with J. H. Michaelis, Stier, and others,
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is of opinion tliat it must be rendered: "into the destruction

which he himself has prepared let him fall". But this quam
ipse parcwit is jiot found in the text, and to mould the text

accordingly Avould he a very arbitrary proceeding.

Vers. 9— 10. This strophe, with which the first part of

the song closes, contains the logical apodosis of those im-

precatory jussives. The downfall of the power that is oppo-

sed to God will be followed by the joy of triumph. The
bones of the body, which elsewhere are mentioned as sharing

only in the anguish of the soul (vi. 3, xxxi. 11, xxxii. 3, li.

10), are here made to share (as also in li. 10) in the joy,

into which the anxiety, that agitated even the marrow of

the bones , is changed. The joy which he experiences in his

soul shall throb through every member of his body and

multiply itself, as it were, into a choir of praiseful voices.

^3 with a conjunctive accent and without Makkeph^ as also

in Prov. xix. 7 (not "^r, vicl. the Masora in Baer's Psalterium

p. 133), is to be read cell (with DHI yi2p, opp. rj^^n yop) ac-

cording to Kimchi. According to Lonzano, however, it is to

be read co/, the conjunctive accent having an equal power

with Makkeph\ but this view is false, since an accent can

never be placed against Kametz chatuph. The exclamation

^''CD ""P
is taken from Exod. xv. 11, where, according to the

Masora, it is to be pointed tjIdd ""D , as Ben Naphtali also

points it in the passage before us. The Dagesh^ which is

found in the former passage and is wanting here, sharpens

and hardens at the same time; it requires that the expres-

sion should be emphatically pronounced (without there

being any danger in this instance of its being slurred over);

it does not serve to denote the closer connection , but to

give it especial prominence. Ml^)2 y]P>^ stronger than he , is

equivalent to: strong, whereas the other is weak, just as in

Jer. xxxi. 11, cf. Hab. i. 13, M'm pn'i, righteous, whereas

he is ungodly. The repetition of ^jyr\ is meant to say: He
rescues the "»^^, who is jl^I^X (poor) enough already, from

him who would take even the few goods that he possesses.

Vers. 11— 16. The second partbegins with two strophes of

sorrowful description of the wickedness of the enemy. The futu-

res in vers. 11, 12 describe that which at present takes place.

CD1 ''"ly are [AapTups; aoixoi (LXX.). They demand from him
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a confession of acts and things which lie entirely outside

his consciousness and his way of acting (cf. Ixix. 5) : they

would gladly brand him as a perjurer, as an usurper, and

as a plunderer. What David complains of in ver. 12 a, we
hear Saul confess in 1 Sam. xxiv. 18; the charge of ingra-

titude is therefore well-grounded. iJl/^jh bll*^' is not depen-

dent on iJId':?.:^'^., in which case one would have looked for

h'W^D rather than h]2\l/, but a substantival clause : "bereave-

ment is to my soul", its condition is that of being forsaken

by all those who formerly shewed me marks of affection;

all these have, as it were, died off so far as I am concerned.

Not only had David been obliged to save his parents by

causing them to flee to Moab, but Michal was also torn

from him, Jonathan removed, and all those at the court of

Saul, who had hitherto sought the favour and friendship of the

highly-gifted and highly-honoured son-in-law of the king,

were alienated from him. And how sincerely and sympathis-

ingly had he reciprocated their leanings towards himself!

By ">:j<\ in ver. 13, he contrasts himself with the ungrateful

and unfeeling ones. Instead of pb' "'ni^'3% the expression is

pil/ ^T)2b\ the tendency of poetry for the use of the substan-

tival clause is closely allied to its fondness for well-conceived

brevity and pictorial definition. He manifested towards them a

love which knew no distinction between the ego and tu, which

regarded their sorrow and their guilt as his own, and joined

with them in their expiation for it; his head was lowered upon
his breast, or he cowered, like Elijah (1 Kings xviii. 42), upon

the ground with his head hanging down upon his breast even

to his knees, so that that which came forth from the inmost

depths of his nature returned again as it were in broken ac-

cents into his bosom. Eiehm's rendering, "at their ungodliness

and hostility my prayer for things not executed came back",

is contrary to the connection, and makes one look for i^N

instead of ''p''n~'7N. Perret-Gentil correctly renders it, Je

priai la tete penchee sur la poitrine.

The psalmist goes on to say in ver. 14, I went about

as for a friend, for a brother to me, i. e. as if the sufferer

had been such to me. With "^^Pinn, used of the solemn

slowness of gait, which corresponds to the sacredness of

pain, alternates nn*^' used of the being bowed down very
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low, in which the heavy weight of pain finds expression.

DvN~b2N3, not: like the mourning (from ^2X, like b2T] from

^nn) of a mother (Hitzig), but, since a personal ^2N is more

natural, and next to the mourning for an only child the loss

of a mother (cf. Gen. xxiv. 67) strikes the deepest wound:

like one who mourns ("^Z{<l* , like "ph. Gen. xlix. 12, from

^52^*, construct state, like Npp) for a mother (the objective

genitive, as in Gen. xxvii. 41, Deut. xxxiv. 8, Amos viii. 10,

Jer. vi. 26). "i"p signifies the colours, outward appearance,

and attire of mourning: with dark clothes, with tearful un-

washed face, and with neglected beard. But as for them —
how do they act at the present time, when he finds himself

in ybli (xxxviii. 17, Job. xviii. 12), a sideway direction, i. e.

likely to fall (from )h)^ , «iii? , to incline towards the side) ?

They rejoice and gather themselves together, and this as-

semblage of ungrateful friends rejoicing over another's

misfortune , is augmented by the lowest rabble that attach

themselves to them. The verb TD\ means to smite; Niph.

Nr3, Job XXX. 6, to be driven forth with a whip, after which

the LXX. renders it [AotaiiYec, Symm. TiX-^xiai , and the Tar-

gum conterentes me verbis suis; cf. ))\^b'2 Drn, Jer. xviii. 18.

But cr^. cannot by itself mean smiters with the tongue.

The adjective nr^ signifies elsewhere with D^^i"1, one who is

smitten in the feet, i. e. one who limps or halts, and with

nn , but also without any addition, in Isa. xvi. 7, one smit-

ten in spirit, i. e. one deeply troubled or sorrowful. Thus,

therefore, DO; from HDj, like D\S*^ from HN^, may mean

smitten men, i. e. men who are brought low or reduced

(Hengstenberg). It might also, after the Arabic nawika, to

be injured in mind, anrvak, stupid, silly (from the same

root *]J, to prick, smite, wound, cf. ichtaUa^ to be pierced

through = mad), be understood as those mentally deranged,

enraged at nothing or without cause. But the former defi-

nition of the notion of the word is favoured by the continua-

* According to the old Babylonian reading (belonging to a period

when Pathach and Segol were as yet not distinguished from one

another), ^2^5 (with the sign of Pathach and the stroke for Raphe

below = d); vid. Pinsker, Zwr Geschichie des Karaistms, S. 141, and

£inleitung, S. 118.
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tion of the idea of tlie verbal adjective DT:) by iV)Vy^ N'^T,

loersons of whom I have hitherto taken no notice because

they were far removed from me , i. e. men belonging to the

dregs of the people (cf. Job xix. 18, xxx. 1). The addition

of "»nyn^ N^I certainly makes Olshausen's conjecture that we

should read C**!^^ somewhat natural; but the expression

then becomes tautological, and there are other instances

also in which psalm-poesy goes beyond the ordinary range

of words , in order to find language to describe that which

is loathsome, in the most glaring way. yijp, to tear, rend

in pieces, viz. with abusive and slanderous words (like c J> II.)

also does not occur anywhere else. And what remarkable

language we now meet with in ver. 16^/! T\)))2 does not

mean scorn or bufi'oonery, as Bottcher and Hitzig imagine*,

but according to 1 Kings xvii. 12, a cake of a round for-

mation (like the Talmudic n^y, a circle); :);^, jeering,

jesting. Therefore :i1yD ^)})h means: mockers for a cake, i. e.

those who for a delicate morsel, for the sake of dainty fare,

make scornful jokes, viz. about me, the persecuted one, vile

parasites ; German Tellerlecker , Bratenriecher , Greek xvia-

ooxoXaxsc, ^|;a)[xox6Xax£?, Mediaeval Latin 'buccellarii. This

:i1yD ""^ly^, which even Rashi interprets in substantially the

same manner, stands either in a logical co-ordinate relation

{vid, on Isa. xix. 11) or in a logical as well as grammatical

subordinate relation to its regens ^DjH. In the former case,

it would be equivalent to: the profane, viz. the cake-jesters;

in the latter, which is the more natural, and quite suitable:

the profane (= the profanest, vid. xlv. 13, Isa. xxix. 19,

Ezek. vii. 24) among cake-jesters. The 3 is not the Beth of

companionship or fellowship , to express which DJ[ or n^<

(Hos. vii. 5) would have been used, but Beth essetitice or the

Beth of characterisation: in the character of the most abject

examples of this class of men do they gnash upon him with

their teeth. The gerund* p'"in (of the noise of the teeth being

pressed together, like ^y:^ of the crackling of a fire and the

grating of a file), which is used according to Ges. § 131,

* The Talmudic n:iV (P-'^), B. Sanhedrin 101 ^>, which is said to

mean "a jesting way of speaking", has all the less place here, as the

readiog wavers between HJV i^j^v) and N^N.
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4, &, carries its subject in itself. They gnash upon him
with their teeth after the manner of the profanest among
those, by whom their neighbour's honour is sold for a
delicate morsel.

Vers. 17— 18. Just as the first part of the Psalm closed

with wishes, and thanksgiving for their fulfilment, so the

second part also closes with prayer and thanksgiving. n^3
(compounded of 3 , ifisfar, and the interrogative no which

is drawn into the genitive by it; Aramaic ND3, Arabic A'^;?z,

Hebrew, like HIS?, with Dag. forte conjunct.^ properly: the

total of what?), which elsewhere means quot^ here has the

signification of quousque^ as in Job vii. 19. cnwX'D from

n^^*t^^ the plural of which may be both D\Nt^ and nlNL^' (this

latter, however, does not occur), like the plural of ri?^\x,

terror, n''P''N* and niD\S. The suffix, which refers to "the

enemies as the authors of the destructions (Prov. iii. 25),

shews that it is not to be rendered "from their destroyers"

(Hitzig). If God continues thus to look on instead of acting,

then the destructions, which are passing over David's soul,

will utterly destroy it. Hence the prayer: lead it back,

bring that back, which is already well nigh borne away to

destruction. On Tr^r\\ vid. xxii. 21. The Dn;p, which is

intended literally in xxxiv. 11, is here emblematical. ""Ix

is the cohortative. cilJj; as a parallel word to D"1 always

refers , according to the context, to strength of numbers or

to strength of power.

Vers. 19—21. In the third part, vers. 19— 28 the

description of the godlessness of his enemies is renewed;

but the soul of the praying psalmist has become more
tranquil, and accordingly the language also is more clear

and moves on with its accustomed calmness, "ipl^* and C^n

are genitives, having an attributive sense {vid. on 2 Sam. xxii.

23). The verb ]^"ip signifies both to pinch = nip, Job xxxiii.

6 (cf. the Arabic karada^ to cut off), and to pinch together,

compress = to wink, generally used of the eyes, but also of

the lips, Prov. xvi. 30, and ahvays as an insidiously mali-

cious gesture. ^N* rules over both members of the verse as

in Ixxv. 6, and frequently. Cl^iJ' in ver. 20 is the word for

whatever proceeds from good intentions and aims at the

promotion or restoration of a harmonious relationship.
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px-^yn (from j;n, cf. pX-^lj^., Ixxvi. 10, Zepli. ii. 3,

^^^.'l^V? Ixxxiii. 4) are those who quietly and unostentatiously

walk in .the ways of God. Against such they devise mis-

chievous, lying slanders and accusations. And with wide-

opened mouth, i. e. haughty scorn, they cry, as they

carouse in sight of the misfortune of those they have perse-

cuted : now we have that which we have longed to see.

nxn (composed of ntl and ^^^) is a cry of joy, and more
especially of malignant joy at another's hurt (cf. Ezek.xxv.3).

Vers. 22— 24. The poet takes up this malignant "now

our eye sees it" and gives another turn to it. With m^^
alternates in vers. 22, 23, cf. ver. 17, ij'ix, the pronominal

force of which is revived in the comhination "'j'lNi ""n'^k^. (vid.

xvi. 2). ^''^'n, carrying its object within itself, signifies to

stir, rouse up, and ]^^pri, to break off, tear one's self away,

gather one's self up from, sleep. "To my right", viz. to prove

it by facts; "to my cause", to carry it on in my defence.

Vers. 25— 26. On the metonymical use of C'5::i, like

TO opcXTixov for ops^ic, vid. Psychol. S. 203 [tr. p. 239]. The
climax of desire is to swallow David up, i. e. to overpower

him and clear him out of the way so that there is not a

trace of him left. •inijy^':^3 with v before :, as in cxxxii. 6,

and frequently ; on the law of the vowels which applies to

this, vid. Ewald, § 60, at. ^V^yn ^^y^iV is a short form of ex-

pression for ipj;-! (2) h)l UT\0''2l. To put on shame and dis-

honour (cix. 29, cf. 18) , so that these entirely cover them,

and their public external appearance corresponds with their

innermost nature.

Vers. 27— 28. Those who wish that David's righteous-

ness may be made manifest and be avenged are said to take

delight in it. When this takes place, Jahve's righteousness

is proved. ^":j'', let Him be acknowledged and praised as

great, i. e. let Him be magnified! David desires that all who
remain true to him may thus speak; and he, on his part,

is determined to stir up the revelation of God's righteous-

ness in his heart, and to speak of that of which his heart

is full (Ixxi. 24).
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8vo, ......
Do. Psalms, Yols. l and n. (to be com

pleted in 3 vols.),.....
Doedes (Dr. J.), Manual of Hermeneutics for the New Testa

ment, ......
Dorner (Professor) on the Person of Christ, 5 vols. 8vo,

The History of Protestantism from the beginning of

the Eighteenth Century to the present time, 2 vols. 8vo {in

the p?-ess)^.......
Eadie (Professor, D.D.), Commentary on the Greek Text of

the Epistle to the Galatians, 8vo,....
Ebrard's Commentary on Epistles of St. John, 8vo,

• on the Epistle to the Hebrews, 8vo,

Gospel History : a Compendium of Critical Investi-

gations in support of the Historical Character of the Four
Gospels, 8vo, Second Edition, ....

Edersheim's History of the Jewish Nation, crown 8vo, Second

Edition, .......
Ernesti's Principles of Biblical Interpretation, 2 vols. fcap.

8vo, .......
Fairbairn's (Principal) The Typology of Scripture, Fifth

Edition, greatly enlarged, 2 vols. 8vo,

Revelation of Law in Scripture, 8vo,

— Ezekiel and the Book of his Prophecy, 8vo, T/m^d

Edition, .......
Prophecy viewed m respect to its Distinctive Nature,

Special Function, and Proper Interpretation, demy 8vo,

Second Edition, ......
Hermeneutical Manual; or, Introduction to the Exe-

getical Study of the New Testament, 8vo,

Selling Price.
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Forbes' (Professor John, D.D.) Scripture Parallelism, 8vo, .

Analytical Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans

;

tracing the Train of Thonght by the Aid of Parallelism,

with Notes and Dissertations on the Principal Difficulties

connected with the Exposition of the Epistle, 8vo,

Eraser (Rev. D.), The Bible and the Family, 8vo, .

Gerlacii's Commentary on the Pentateuch, 8vo,

Gess on the Revelation of God in His Word, fcap. 8vo,

Gieseler's Compendium of Ecclesiastical History, 5 vols.

8vo, .......
Gloag (Rev. P. J., D.D.), Commentary on the Acts of the

Apostles, 2 vols. 8vo, .....
The Primeval World, crown 8vo,

Gotthold's Emblems; or, Invisible Things understood by
Things that are Made. By Christian Scriver. 1 vol.

crown 8vo, Third Edition., ....
Grierson's Earthly and Heavenly Things, crown 8vo,

Guericke's Manual of Church History during the First Six

Ceutmles, 8vo, ......
Hagenbach's History of German Rationalism, 8vo,

Harless' (G. C, D.D.) System of Christian Ethics, 8vo,

Havernick's General Introduction to the Old Testament, 8vo,

Heard's Tripartite Nature of Man—Spirit, Soul, and Body,
crown 8vo, Third Edition., ....

Hefele's History of Councils. Translated by Rev. W. R.
Clark, [In the press]

Henderson (William, M.D.), Dictionary and Concordance of

the Names of Persons and Places and Remarkable Terms
which occur in the Old and New Testaments, royal 8vo, .

Hengstenberg on the Authenticity of Daniel and Zechariah,

and on the Prophecies of Balaam, 8vo,

Commentary on the Psalms, 3 vols. 8vo,

Egypt and the Books of Moses ; or. The Books of

Moses Illustrated by the Monuments of Egypt, 8vo,

Hengstenberg, Christology of the Old Testament, and a

Commentary on the Messianic Predictions, 4 vols. 8vo,

on Ecclesiastes, etc., 8vo, ....
on Gospel of St. John, 2 vols. 8vo, .

on Ezekiel, 8vo, .....
History of the Old Covenant, \_In iweparation']

Hetherington's (Rev. Dr.) Apologetics of the Christian Faith,

1 vol. 8vo,

Hippolytus, Writmgs of. See Irenceus.

Hoffman's Christianity in the First Century, crown 8vo,

iRENiEus and Hippolytus, The Writings of, 3 vols. 8vo

{Ante-Niceue Library)., .....
Jouffroy's Philosophical Essays, fcap. 8vo,

Justin Martyr, Life, etc., by Semisch, 2 vols. fcap. 8vo,

Justin Martyr and Athenagoras, 8vo {Ante-Nicene Lihranj), .

Selling P
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Kahnis' Internal History of German Protestantism,

Kant's
,
Metapliysic of Etliics. With Preface by Professor

Calderwoocl. Crown 8vo, ....
Religion within the Boundary of Pure Reason, 8yo,

Keil and Delitzsch's Commentary on Joshua, Judges,
and Ruth, 8vo, . .

Job, 2 vols. 8vo,

Saihuel, 8vo,

Isaiah, 2 vols. 8vo,

Minor Prophets, 2 vols. 8vo,

Pentateuch, 3 vols. 8vo,

KeiFs Introduction to the Old Testament, 2 vols. 8vo,

Krummacher (Rev. Dr. P. W.), Autobiography of the,

\New Edition 2yrepcmng~\

David the King of Israel : A Portrait drawn from
Bible History and the Book of Psalms,

The Suffering Saviour, crown 8vo, Sixth Edition,

(F. A.), Cornelius the Centurion,

Life of St. John the Evangelist,

Kurtz's Church History to the Reformation, 8vo, Second
Edition, .......

Church History from the Reformation to the Present

Time, 8vo, ......
Sacrificial Worship of the Old Testament, 8vo,

History of the Old Covenant, 3 vols. 8vo,

Lactantius, Writings of {Ante-Nicene Lihrary\ 2 vols. 8vo,

[In 2)reparation?^

Lange's Commentary on Matthew and Mark, 3 vols

8vo, ......
ON Luke's Gospel, 2 vols. 8vo,

ON THE Acts of the Apostles, 2 vols. 8vo,

ON Genesis, imperial 8vo, .

ON Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and Song of Solo
MON, ......

ON Jerejhah and Lamentations, .

ON Romans, ....
ON Corinthians, ....
ON Thessalonians, Timothy, Titus, Philemon,

AND Hebrews, .....
ON James, Peter, John, and Jude,

ON Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, and
COLOSSIANS,

Lewis's (Rev. George) The Bible, the Missal, and the

Breviary, 2 vols. 8vo, ....
Life in Israel : Sketches of Jewish History, crown 8vo
Lisco on the Parables, fcap. 8vo,

Lticke on the Epistles of John, fcap. 8vo,

Luthardt's Fundamental Truths of Christianity, crown
8vo, Second Edition, ....

Saving Truths of Christianity, crown 8vo,

The Church : its Origin, its History, its Present Posi

Selling Price.
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M'CoMBiE (William), Sermons and Lectures, crown 8vo,

Macdonald (Rev. Donald), Introduction to the Pen-
tateuch : an Inquiry, Critical and Doctrinal, into the

Genuineness, Authority, and Design of the Mosaic Writ-

ings, 2 vols. 8vo,......
The Creation and the Fall : A Defence of the First

Three Chapters of Genesis, 8vo, ....
M'Lauchlan (Rev. T., D.D.), The Early Scottish Church,

8vo, .......
Martensen (Bishop), Christian Dogmatics : A Compendium of

the Doctrines of Christianity, 8vo,

Methodius, Writings of, 8vo {Ante-Nicene Library)^ .

Meyer's Cosbientaries on the New Testament, .

[Ill preparatioii]

Morgan's Scripture Testimony to the Holy Spirit, 8vo,

Exposition of the First Epistle of John, 8vo,

Miiller (Juhus, D.D.), The Cliristian Doctrine of Sin, 2 vols.

8vo, .......
Murphy (Professor), Commentary on Genesis, 8vo, .

Commentary on Exodus, 8vo,

Nayille (Ernest), The Prol3lem of Evil, crown 8vo,

Neander's General Church History, 9 vols. 8vo, . 7ietto

Commentary on Philippians and James, 8vo,

Negris' Edition of Herodotus, with English Notes, .

Pindar, with English Notes,

Xenophon, with English Notes,

Nettleton's Life and Remains, edited by Rev. Andrew A.
Bonar, Glasgow, fcap. 8vo, Second Edition,

Olshausen's Commentary on the Gospels and Acts, 4 vols.

8vo, . . . . .

Do. on the Gospels and Acts, Cheap Edit., 4

vols, crown 8vo,

Do. on Romans, 8vo, ....
Do. on Corinthians, 8vo,....
Do. on Galatians, Ephesians, Colossians, and

Thessalonians, 8vo,

Olshausen and Weisinger on Philippians, Titus, and First

Timothy, 8vo, ......
and Ebrard on Hebrews, 8vo,

Oosterzee (Professor), Apologetical Lectures on St. John's

Gospel, crown 8vo, .....
Origen, The Writings of, Yol. l, 8vo {Ante-Nicene Lihranj\

Pareau on Old Testament Interpretation, 2 vols. fcap.

8vo, .......
Patterson (Dr. A. S.), Commentary on the Epistle to the

Hebrews, 8vo, ......
Patterson (Rev. J. B.), Illustrations, Expository and Practi-

cal, of the Farewell Discourse of Jesus, crown 8vo,

Philological Tracts, 3 vols. fcap. 8vo,

Pike and Hayward's Cases of Conscience, fcap. 8vo,

Selling ri

£ 5.
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Pressense, The Eeligions before Christ ; being an Introduc-

tion to the History of the First Three Centuries of the

Church. By Edmond de Pressense,

The Redeemer : Discourses, translated from the

French, crown 8yo, .....
Preuss on the Romish Doctrme of the Immaculate Concep-

tion, crown 8vo, . . . . ...
RiGG (Rev. J. II., D.D.), Anghcan Theology,

[^Xew Edition in the 2'>i'ess'\

Ritter's Comparatiye Geography of Palestine and the
SiNAiTic Peninsula, 4 vols. 8vo,

Robinson's Greek and English Lexicon of the New Testa

ment, Xegris and Duncan's Edition, 8vo, .

Robinson (Rev. S., D.D.), Discourses of Redemption, 8vo,

Rohr's ITistorico-Geographical Account of Palestine,

RosenmuUer's Annotations on Messianic Psalms, fcap. 8vo,

Biljlieal Geography of Central Asia, 2 vols. fcap. 8vo,

Biblical Geography of Asia Minor, etc., fcap. 8vo,

^lineralogy and Botany of the Bible, fcaj). 8vo,

Saisset, Modern Pantheism; Essay on Religious Philo-

sophy. By M. Emile Saisset. Translated from the

French, with Marginal Analysis, Notes, Critical Essay,

and Philosophical Appendix. 2 vols, crown 8vo, .

Schail (Professor), History of the Apostolic Church, 2 vols

in one, 8vo, .....
History of the Christian Church, a.d. 1-GOO, 3 vols

royal 8vo, .....
— Germany: its Universities, Theology, and Tlico

logians, post 8vo, ....
Schleiermacher's Outline of the Study of Theology, fcap

8vo, ......
Schmid's (C. F., D.D.) Theology of the New Testament, 8vo,

Seiss (Dr.), The Last Times and the Great Consummation,
crown 8vo, ......

Shedd's History of Christian Doctrine, 2 vols. 8vo, .

Smeaton (Rev. Professor, D.D.) on the Doctrine of the
Atonement, as Taught by Christ Himself, 8vo,

on the Doctrine of the Atonement, as taught
BY the Apostles, 8vo, .....

Steiger on First Peter, 2 vols. fcap. 8vo,

Steward, Mediatorial Sovereignty : The Mystery of Christ

and the Revelation of the Old and New Testaments. By
Rev. G. Steward, 2 vols. 8vo,

Stier (R., D.D.), The Words of the Lord Jesus, 8 vols.

8vo, . . • .

Words of the Risen Saviour ; and Commentary on
the Epistle of St. James, 8vo, ....

Words of the Apostles Expounded, 8vo,

Stuart (Moses) on the Syntax of New Testament, fcap.

8vo, .......— on Future Punishments, fcap. 8vo, .

Selling P
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